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Glucuronoxylan Acetylation Patterns and Site-Specific Acetyltransferases 
Joel Wurman-Rodrich 
Plant biomass is the biggest source of carbon-based materials for several industries such 
as food, agriculture, textile, construction, and biofuels, among others. Cellulose and xylan 
are the two major components of plant biomass, and their intermolecular interactions in 
the cell wall are crucial for plant growth and industrial use. In eudicots, these interactions 
are determined by the arrangement of the main substitutions on the xylan backbone, O-
acetyl (Ac) and glucuronic acid (GlcA) groups. GUX1, GUX2 and GUX3 are largely 
responsible for transfer of GlcA decorations, each producing a distinct substitution pattern 
in regions of the xylan molecule known as compatible or incompatible domains, based on 
the likely ability of the xylan produced to bind to hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose fibrils. 
However, the elongation of the xylan backbone, the origin of the GlcA patterning, and the 
xylan acetylation processes are not fully understood.  
The xylan backbone is synthesised by two partially redundant Xylan Synthase protein 
Complexes (XSC). Removing subunits of one XSC causes a reduction in xylan length, 
and affects the GlcA pattern. Xylan acetylation has also been shown to modulate the GlcA 
pattern, thus, changes in XSC could also affect the acetylation. In the work described in 
this thesis, mutants with altered XSC composition and no GlcA on xylan were studied. 
They showed no detectable changes in xylan acetylation patterns. Therefore, the effect 
on GlcA patterning can be attributed to the shortening of the xylan backbone. 
Mainly, every other xylose residue is acetylated, but the pattern in other parts of the 
molecule is unclear. The xylan compatible and incompatible domains were analysed using 
a combination of xylan-specific hydrolases, carbohydrate gel electrophoresis and tandem 
mass-spectrometry. The structures found in the compatible domain were consistent with 
the reported acetylation pattern, but the incompatible domain exhibited consecutive 
acetylated xylosyl residues. Arabidopsis mutants for candidate xylan O-acetyltransferases 
were analysed, and four genes were found to be involved in xylan acetylation. TBL32 and 
TBL33 were shown to be responsible for the acetylation of xylosyl residues that carry a 
GlcA. Mutants in TBL3 and TBL28 also affected xylan acetylation, opening opportunities 
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Chapter 1:   Introduction 
1.1 Context 
Plant-based materials such as wood and its derivatives have been used by society 
since before the beginning of human history. In 2016, more than 5500 million m3 of 
wood and derivatives were produced in the world (Food and Agriculture Organization 
- FAO, 2018). Also, land plants are an almost carbon-neutral resource as they fix 
atmospheric CO2, and compose the largest biomass on earth (Bar-On et al., 2018). It 
has been estimated that about 70% of the net CO2 fixation in land plants is deposited 
as newly formed plant cell wall material, approximately 150-170 billion tons per year 
(Pauly and Keegstra, 2008). 
It is the molecular architecture of the wall itself which provides a challenge for the use 
of this material in industrial applications (McCann and Carpita, 2015). Therefore, to 
develop more efficiently extractable materials, and to establish new extraction 
strategies that would allow a better exploitation of the lignocellulosic biomass, it is very 
important to understand how the cell wall constituents interact. 
1.2 Components and organisation of the plant cell wall  
Land plants originated in the Middle Ordovician period, around 470 million years ago 
(Rubinstein et al., 2010; Wellman et al., 2003). It is believed that land plants emerged 
from charophytes, a green algal family, of which some members developed cellulosic 
biomass in their cell walls. The change in habitat, from water to land pressured plants 
to develop several characteristics that enabled them to adapt into this new 
environment. Possibly, cellulose provided enough strength to the first land plants to 
support their own weight in order to gain height and compete for the light. Some tree 
canopies can have over 40 meters of diameter (Figure 1.1), and therefore, the cell 




Figure 1.1: The Hitachi tree. 
The canopy of this Monkeypod tree in Moanalua gardens in Hawaii, USA, has 
approximately 40 metres of diameter. Photo by Bhawna Mundotia 
(www.hitachi.com/hitachitree/en/). 
 
Cell walls coat every single plant cell on earth, determining their strength and elasticity, 
and granting other physical properties that allow plants to live and stand on land. The 
cell wall is mainly composed by cellulose, hemicelluloses and pectin (Figure 1.2), and 
the proportions of these components and their interactions in the wall determine 
properties such as permeability and connectivity to other cells. Plant cell walls are also 
durable barriers against certain environmental stresses and pathogenic organisms. 
However, how the wall composition determines all of these properties is poorly 
understood. The work carried out for this thesis was oriented towards investigating the 







Figure 1.2: Primary and secondary cell wall models. 
Panel A: cellular localisation of plant cell walls. Panel B: diagrams of primary and 
secondary cell walls. Graphics on top panel are modified from two websites: 
science.energy.gov/ber and greenerynyc.com. Diagrams at the bottom are modified 
from Loix et al (2017). 
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Cells firstly produce a primary cell wall in which they proliferate and elongate. The 
primary wall is constituted by long and crystalline cellulose microfibrils embedded in a 
hydrated matrix of polysaccharides and glycoproteins (Cosgrove, 2005). In the 
majority of higher plants (including Arabidopsis) this non-cellulosic matrix is formed 
mostly of xyloglucan and pectin. The interactions between cellulose and xyloglucan 
are believed to control the process of cell expansion (Cosgrove, 2014). Small amounts 
of xylan have been described in primary cell walls (Darvill et al., 1980; Mortimer et al., 
2015; Zablackis et al., 1995), but the function of xylan in primary cell walls is not 
understood. A typical example of primary cell wall is found in liquid-grown callus. 
Callus cell walls are composed of abundant polygalacturonan, rhamnogalacturonan I 
and xyloglucan, with minor amounts of type-II arabinogalactan, extensins, 
rhamnogalacturonan II, glucomannan and glucuronoarabinoxylan (Barton et al., 2006; 
Goubet et al., 2002; Handford et al., 2003; Manfield et al., 2004). Consistent with this 
composition, several polysaccharide synthesis enzymes are expressed and active in 
callus cells, including enzymes necessary for the synthesis of xylan (Nikolovski et al., 
2012; Sorieul et al., unpublished). 
The termination of the cell growth is sometimes followed by the development of a 
secondary cell wall, which grants further fortification and strength (Scheller and 
Ulvskov, 2010). This is where a crucial function of xylan takes place. The secondary 
cell wall comprises of a “reinforced concrete”-like structure made of cellulose 
microfibrils cross-linked by xylan and other non-cellulosic polysaccharides, embedded 
in a matrix of lignin and proteins (Fry, 1986). This elaborate organisation of the wall is 
critical for the maintenance of the cell structure of fibres and xylem vessels, and 
confers mechanical support for the plant (Fernandes et al., 2011; Grantham et al., 
2017; Simmons et al., 2016). To introduce the xylan context in the cell, other 
components of the wall are next briefly presented and schematised.  
1.2.1 Cellulose 
Cellulose is the most abundant polymer in both primary and secondary walls and it 
grants most of the supportive strength that the walls need (Somerville, 2006). 
Cellulose chains are composed of β-1,4-linked D-glucosyl residues without any 
branches. The minimal repeating unit of the cellulose structure is cellobiose with a β-
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bond rotation of 180°. The extent of these chains is unclear but it is believed that they 
can reach thousands of residues long (Cosgrove, 2014). Cellulose chains bundle into 
paracrystalline superstructures, named microfibrils (Figure 1.3). Two forms of 
cellulose crystals have been described in plants (two-chain monoclinic Iβ and single-
chain triclinic Iα), which differ in the organisation of the cellulose chains but form part 
of the same microfibrils and (Atalla and Nagel, 1984; Nishiyama et al., 2003, 2002). 
Cellulose microfibrils are located parallel to the plasma membrane, and in a single 
microfibril the chains are parallel to each other. The microfibril sectional area and 
shape are unclear, but these geometrical features are important determinants of the 
physical properties of cellulose and its interactions with the matrix components 
(Cosgrove, 2014). Hexagonal and square fibril sections have been proposed, each 
presenting different hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces for interactions determined by 
these two physical properties (Cosgrove, 2014). It has been estimated that between 
18 and 36 chains conform a single cellulose microfibril, but the quantity varies between 
plant species and the measuring methods (Hill et al., 2014; Jarvis, 2013; Newman et 
al., 2013; Nixon et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 1.3 Section of a hexagonal 18-chain conformation of a microfibril. 
The section view is from the non-reducing end after a molecular-dynamics simulation 
for 200 ns. The top and bottom surfaces of the section have hydrophobic 
characteristics while the other four surfaces are hydrophilic. Only one of many possible 
conformations of cellulose microfibrils is shown. Modified from Oehme et al. (2015). 
 
The cellulose microfibrils are synthesised by the cellulose synthase complex (CSC) at 
the plasma membrane (Kimura, 1999; Somerville, 2006). The CSC is composed by 
members of the CESA protein family which form six-membered multimers termed 
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rosettes, and the number of subunits per multimer is still under debate (Figure 1.4). A 
recent model has been proposed in which each multimer of the rosette (hexamer) 
would contain three active CESAs, and produce microfibrils with 18 cellulose chains 
(Gonneau et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2014; Jarvis, 2013). Each CESA in the complex is 
thought to catalyse the synthesis of a single cellulose chain (Hill et al., 2014; 
Somerville, 2006). The composition of the rosette varies between primary and 
secondary cell wall CSCs. CESA1, 3, and 6-like (CESA6, 2, 5, and 9) proteins 
collaborate in the synthesis of cellulose in primary walls, while CESA4, 7, and 8 are 
each required for cellulose biosynthesis in secondary cell walls (Desprez et al., 2007; 
Persson et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2003). During secondary cell wall synthesis, dense 
clusters of CSCs move together in a single direction, synthesizing highly aggregated 
cellulose microfibrils. In contrast, in primary cell wall synthesis, several isolated CSCs 
move along shared tracks in different directions while synthesizing lowly aggregated 
cellulose microfibrils (Li et al., 2014). The high specialisation of both sets of CSC and 
the difference in the mechanism in which the cellulose is made in both primary and 
secondary cell walls suggests that the function of cellulose, or its interactions with 




Figure 1.4: Hypothetical scheme of cellulose microfibril synthesis. 
Cellulose synthesis by the CesA is illustrated. 18 cellulose chains (blue and light blue) 
emerging from its constituent CesA catalytic subunits. The chains bend through 90° 
and crystallize into a microfibril that lies against the inner face of the cell wall. Three 
CESAs may interact to form a trimeric particle, which in turn may assemble into a 
hexameric rosette. Only the transmembrane domains of the 18 CESAs are shown: 
there is considerable expansion of the structure inside the cell membrane, not shown 
here. Modified from Jarvis et al (2013). 
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1.2.2 Hemicelluloses 
Hemicelluloses are a group of polysaccharides of the cell wall, which are not cellulose, 
and predominantly have a β-1,4-linked backbones of pyranosyl residues (glucose, 
mannose or xylose) (Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010). Hemicelluloses have been 
described as polymers from the cell wall that are solubilised by alkali solvents, and are 
β-1,4-linked pyranosyl residues that have the same equatorial configuration at C1 and 
C4. Therefore, the backbones of these glycans have a significant structural similarity 
(Figure 1.5). These characteristics allow them to adopt a cellulose-like conformation 
and form hydrogen bonds to cellulose chains (Caffall and Mohnen, 2009). Xylan, 
xyloglucan, mannans fit with this technical definition but mixed-linked glucan and type-
II arabinogalactans are also considered hemicelluloses (Caffall and Mohnen, 2009; 




Figure 1.5: Hemicellulose repeating disaccharides.  
β-1,4 glycosidic bonds between hemicellulose backbone residues have equatorial 
configurations at C-1 and C-4. Diagram on top shows the numbering of sugar carbon 
positions. White – glucosyl residue, Purple – Xyl, Green – mannosyl residue. Modified 
from (Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010).  
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1.2.2.1 Xylan 
Xylan is the most abundant hemicellulose on earth and its role is vital for plants (Dodd 
and Cann, 2009; Hao and Mohnen, 2014). Xylan is composed by a linear β-1,4-D-Xylp 
chain and depending on the sidechain substitutions it is classified into four different 
types depending on the backbone modifications: arabinoxylan, 
glucuronoarabinoxylan, glucuronoxylan, or unsubstituted homoxylan. The xylan 
backbone Xyl can also be found modified with O-acetyl substitutions (Ac) at O-2 and/or 
O-3 (Chesson et al., 1983). In eudicot secondary cell walls, the xylan backbone is 
heavily acetylated (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Evtuguin et al., 2003; Gonçalves et al., 
2008; Teleman et al., 2002, 2000), however, little is known about the function of Ac on 
xylan. The work of this thesis was focused on describing the arrangement of Ac on the 
xylan backbone to investigate the possible roles that this modification may have. A 
more detailed description of the xylan structure is presented in a dedicated section in 
this chapter (section 1.3, page 14). Some of the other cell wall hemicelluloses are also 
acetylated, and their structures are next briefly described. 
1.2.2.2 Xyloglucan 
Xyloglucan is in every land plant that has been analysed, and its function is related to 
cell elongation and carbon storage (Pauly et al., 2013; York et al., 1984). Xyloglucan 
is the most abundant hemicellulose in primary cell walls of angiosperms and 
gymnosperms, except for grasses (Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010). In eudicots, 
xyloglucan constitutes around 20–30% of primary cell walls (Fry and Miller, 1989). It 
has a repeating β-1,4 glucan backbone decorated with a regular pattern of α-1,6-linked 
Xyl (Figure 1.6). The Xyl branches can be further substituted with different sugars at 
O-2 (Pauly et al., 2013), and β-1,2-Gal (galactosyl residue) on Xyl can carry α-1,2-
fucosyl side chains (Ivakov and Persson, 2012; Kiefer et al., 1989). Xyloglucan is an 
acetylated hemicellulose, and in Arabidopsis it has been reported to be exclusively 
acetylated on the Gal (Kiefer et al., 1989). Ac are mainly linked to O-6 but have also 
been found at O-3 and O-4, and in WT about 75% of these sites are acetylated (Gille 
et al., 2011; Kiefer et al., 1989). Xyloglucan is covalently linked to rhamnogalacturonan 
I (RG-I, section 1.2.4), and has been proposed to function as cross-linker between 
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cellulose microfibrils, forming a strong xyloglucan-cellulose structural network in 
primary cell walls (Pauly et al., 2013; Popper and Fry, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 1.6: Xyloglucan structure. 
Modified from Burton et al (2010). 
1.2.2.3 Mixed-linkage glucan 
Mixed-linkage glucans (MLG) are considered hemicelluloses, despite the fact that the 
backbone is non-linear. They are most commonly found in grasses, but also in early-
diverging plant lineages, like Equisetum (Buckeridge et al., 2004; Fry et al., 2008; 
Sørensen et al., 2008). MLG is an unbranched homopolymer with no backbone 
modifications, and is not acetylated (Figure 1.7). The backbone is constituted by 
stochastically distributed β-1,4-linked cellotriose and cellotetraose units connected by 
β-1,3 linkages (Buckeridge et al., 2004). The combination of these two linkages make 
the backbone linear but kinked, which possibly grants flexibility and solubility to the 
polymer (Buliga et al., 1986). The role of MLG has been associated with storage, cell 
expansion, and also in some cases to provide structural support. It has been proposed 
that MLG may also play a role in growth termination and transition to secondary cell 
wall production (Vega-Sanchez et al., 2012). 
 
 
Figure 1.7: Mix-linked glucan structure. 
Mixed-linked glucan is a linear structure of β-1,4-cellotriose and β-1,4 cellotetraose 
Modified from Burton et al. (2010). 
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1.2.2.4 Mannans 
Mannans are the predominant hemicellulose in secondary cell walls of gymnosperms, 
but are also present in angiosperms (Pauly and Keegstra, 2008). The mannans are 
classified into four different groups according to their backbone and sidechains 
composition: mannan, glucomannan, galactomannan and galactoglucomannan. While 
mannan and galactomannan consist of a backbone made of only mannose, 
glucomannan and galactoglucomannan possess both mannose and glucose 
backbone units (Figure 1.8) (Pauly et al., 2013). The mannosyl residues in 
galactomannan and galactoglucomannan can carry α-1,6-Gal (Scheller and Ulvskov, 
2010). Some mannans are acetylated; backbone mannosyl residues can carry one or 




Figure 1.8: Galactoglucomannan structure. 
Modified from Burton et al. (2010). 
1.2.2.5 Arabinogalactans  
Arabinogalactans (AGs) are structurally complex largely-branched polysaccharides, 
often attached to hydroxyproline residues of several plant cell wall proteins (AGPs) 
(Tryfona et al., 2012). AG chains in AGPs can have 150 or more sugar residues 
(Kieliszewski, 2001; Showalter, 2001). Their structure is defined by a backbone of β-
1,3-D-Galp, and sidechains of β-1,6-D-Galp decorated with L-Araf and occasionally 
with other sugars like D-Galp, L-Araf, L-Rhap (rhamnopyranose), and D-GlcA (Carpita 
and Gibeaut, 1993; Hinz et al., 2005). There are two types of AG described; AG-II 
which may also be substituted with a non-reducing-end β-1,6-GlcA decoration, is far 
more widespread and is usually found as the glycosidic parts of AGPs (Kotake et al., 
2006; Tryfona et al., 2012, 2010); AG-I have a different galactan backbone structure 
that is connected to RG-I (section 1.2.4), and is considered a side-chain with an 
extension of up to 50 glycosyl residues long (Nakamura et al., 2002). 
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1.2.3 Lignin  
Lignin is the third mayor component of the cell wall after cellulose and hemicelluloses. 
It is a complex polyphenolic macromolecule highly abundant in secondary cell walls, 
accounting about 18–35% of the plant’s dry weight (Pauly and Keegstra, 2008). It is 
also an essential element for water conduction and defence systems of plants, and it 
contributes considerably to the compressive strength of secondary xylem tissues. The 
lignin polymer is made by the free-radical polymerisation of three monomers or 
monolignols which differ in the methoxylation degree of the aromatic ring; p-coumaryl 
alcohol, coniferyl alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol (Figure 1.9) (Boerjan et al., 2003). The 
three monolignols are synthesised in the cytoplasm, and then they are exported into 
the wall, where laccases and peroxidases activate their polymerisation (Ros-Barceló 
et al., 2006). Lignin is embedded in the wall of plant vasculature cells, particularly in 
the xylem vessels elements and fibres that constitute most of secondary xylem tissues 
(Mottiar et al., 2016). Lignin is also present in the sclerenchyma fibres and sclereids 
in xylem and phloem, and in the cortex cells of the periderm. The hydrophobic nature 
of lignin confers water impermeability to the cell wall of these cells, allowing the vessel 
cells to perform as pipes for water transport (Bonawitz and Chapple, 2010).  
The lignin polymer is acetylated. Acetyl groups are found linked to the -carbon of S 
and G monomers (Del Río et al., 2007). In hardwood xylem, between 1 and 50% of 
the lignin available sites can be acetylated, while in softwoods xylem acetylation has 




Figure 1.9: Lignin precursors and structure. 
p-Coumaryl, Sinapyl and Coniferyl alcohols are shown as substrate and residues 
integrated into the lignin structure. An O-acetyl group is shown in blue. Modified from 
Lee et al. (2014).  
1.2.4 Pectins 
Pectin is one of the most complex polysaccharides on earth, and is present in 
charophytes and all land plants (O’Neill et al., 2004). Pectins are abundant in walls of 
growing and dividing cells, walls of cells in soft parts of the plants, in the middle lamella 
and the cell corners (Mohnen, 2008). Around 35% of dicots primary cell walls are made 
of pectin, and about 5% of woody tissue as well (O’Neill et al., 1990). The main pectic 
polysaccharides are four; Homogalacturonan (HG), rhamnogalacturonan I (RG-I), 
rhamnogalacturonan II (RG-II) and xylogalacturonan (see Figure 1.10). HG is a 
polymer of α-1,4-linked galacturonic acid (GalA) that embodies 60% of pectins, and in 
Arabidopsis 23% of leaf walls is HG (Mohnen, 2008). RG-II is formed when clusters of 
complex sidechains are O-2 and O-3-linked to a GalA backbone. These side-chains 
are composed of 12 different types of glycosyl residues linked together with at least 
20 different glycosidic bonds and boron (Matsunaga et al., 2004; O’Neill et al., 2004). 
Xylogalacturonan has a homogalacturonan backbone, and 25-75% of backbone GalA 
have a β-1,3-Xyl side-chain (Le Goff et al., 2001; Schols et al., 1995). RG-I is the only 
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pectin without a pure GalA backbone. Instead, it is a branched polymer with a 
backbone of α-1,4-D-GalA-α-1,2-Rha disaccharide repeats, where Rha can be 
substituted with β-1,4-galactan, branched arabinan and/or arabinogalactan 
sidechains. (Harholt et al., 2010). Pectins are successive polysaccharide domains that 
are covalently bound into single molecules (Harholt et al., 2010). Arabinan and Type-
I arabinogalactan are covalently linked to RG-I, while RG-II is thought to be linked to 
HG (Coenen et al., 2007). Also, a link between pectins and hemicelluloses have been 
proposed by the recent description of a molecular structure in primary cell walls. 
Arabinoxylan Pectin Arabinogalactan Protein 1 (APAP1) is a type-II AGP structure that 
was shown to have a covalent link to arabinoxylan and RG-I (Tan et al., 2013). 
Pectin polysaccharides are acetylated and methylated (Ishii, 1997, 1995; Komalavilas 
and Mort, 1989). Pectin acetylation and methylation has been proposed to interfere 
with in the formation of Ca+2-mediated interactions between pectin chains (Liners et 
al., 1992). Methyl-esterification occurs at C-6 of GalA. In RG-I, acetylation has been 
reported only at O-3 of GalA, but GalA in pure galacturonan backbones can be 
acetylated at O-2 and/or O-3.  The position of the Ac on pectin backbone GalA are 
analogue to the positions where Ac can be found on xylan backbone Xyl. Therefore, 
similarities between the acetylation processes of both polysaccharides are possible.  
 
  
Figure 1.10: Pectin domains diagram. 
Schematic representation of the four main pectic domains and their common side-
chain types. Abbreviated sugars: Dha – 3-deoxy-D-lyxo-2-heptulosaric acid, Kdo – 2-
keto-3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid. Modified from Scheller et al. (2007). 
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1.3 Xylan backbone: structure and biosynthesis  
Xylan is the most abundant hemicellulose constituting up to 30% (w/w) of biomass dry-
weight in some hardwood species (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b). Xylans are present in 
both primary and secondary cell walls of higher plants. In eudicots, xylan is 
predominantly in secondary cell walls, while high amounts can be found in monocot 
primary and secondary cell walls. Contrastingly, in gymnosperms, xylan is a relatively 
minor component of the cell wall, and its role is unclear (Pauly and Keegstra, 2008).  
1.3.1 Backbone structure 
The backbone of xylan is composed by xylopyranosyl residues linked by β-1,4 
glycosidic bonds. Xylose, like many other monosaccharides, is a reducing sugar 
(aldose) as it has an aldehyde group at the anomeric carbon (C-1) (Nelson and Cox, 
2013). Aldoses in solution are in equilibrium between open form (acyclic) and a more 
predominant closed form (cyclic) (Figure 1.11). When in open form, xylose exposes 
the aldehyde group, which is a reducing agent. When two or more xyloses are 1,4-
linked, the C-1 of one monomer is linked to the C-4 of the next. The Xyl with a free C-
1 can switch between open and closed states, therefore this Xyl is at the ‘reducing 
end’ (RE) of the chain. Xyl without a free C-1 are called non-reducing, as they are 




Figure 1.11: Open and closed forms equilibrium of RE Xyl. 
The top structure shows the cyclic form (closed) of the xylosyl residue at reducing-end 
(RE) of a xylooligosaccharide. The bottom structure shows the less predominant 
acyclic form (open). The structure spontaneously swaps between forms with a 
predominance for the cyclic form. Other xylosyl residues of the chain are permanently 
on a cyclic form, and the terminus with a non-reducing Xyl is denominated non-
reducing end (NRE). 
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1.3.2 Initiation of synthesis 
It is unclear how xylan synthesis is initiated, however, a specific sequence of sugar 
residues at the RE of xylan (Peña et al., 2007) suggests that this sequence acts as a 
primer for xylan synthesis. (Figure 1.12). The oligosaccharide sequence at the RE of 
xylan (REO) is 4-β-D-Xyl-1,4-β-D-Xyl-1,3-α-L-Rha-1,2-α-D-GalA-1,4-D-Xyl. It has also 
been suggested that REO may act as a xylan elongation terminator (Peña et al., 2007). 
However, the typical polysaccharide direction of synthesis, and the synthesis of xylan 
observed in vitro are both towards NRE, strongly supporting the hypothesis that the 




Figure 1.12: Xylan reducing-end oligosaccharide structure. 





The Xyl of the xylan backbone are transferred by GTs from a substrate with high 
energy (UDP-Xyl,  
Figure 1.13). UDP-Xyl is synthesised by the dehydrogenation-oxidation of UDP-Glc 
into UDP-GlcA, which is then decarboxylated by UDP-D-xylose synthase, irreversibly 
converting UDP-D-GlcA into UDP-D-xylose (Reiter and Vanzin, 2001). UDP-D-GlcA 
decarboxylation steps occur in the cytoplasm and in the Golgi apparatus (Rennie and 
Scheller, 2014). The UDP-Xyl made in the cytoplasm can be transported into the Golgi, 








Figure 1.13: Structure of UDP-Xyl 
Xyl donor for the synthesis of xylan and other polysaccharides. In blue is highlighted 





Three pairs of Golgi-localised GTs are required for the transfer of Xyl from UDP-Xyl to 
the nascent xylan chain: IRREGULAR XYLEM-9 (IRX9, At2g37090) and IRX9-L 
(At1g27600); IRX10 (At1g27440), and IRX10-L (At5g61840); and IRX14 (At4g36890) 
and IRX14-L (At5g67230) (Wu et al., 2010, 2009). In the lack of any paralogue pair 
(irx9/9-l, irx10/10-l and irx14/14-l), the plant produces traces or no detectable xylan 
(Brown et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010, 2009). Knockout mutants for any of these pairs 
show a severely dwarfed growth phenotype and are sterile. Mutants with a single 
functional version of any pair member (irx9+/-irx9-L, irx9irx9-L+/-, irx10+/-irx10-L, 
irx10irx10-L+/-, irx14+/-irx14-L, irx14irx14-L+/-) are capable of producing xylan and grow 
to WT height and are not sterile (Brown et al., 2009; Keppler and Showalter, 2010; 
Peña et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2010, 2009). This indicates that to some extent, the 
members of each of the pairs have a similar function, and originated from gene 
duplication events.  
The degree in which the similar proteins are interchangeable is not fully understood. 
The xylan backbone is shorter in irx9, irx10 and irx14, where is made by a machinery 
containing only IRX9-L, IRX10-L or IRX14-L respectively (Brown et al., 2009, 2007; 
Peña et al., 2007). These mutants also possess characteristic collapsed xylem 
vessels, and irx9 is slightly dwarfed. In Arabidopsis, the inactivation of IRX9 or IRX14 
does not cause significant changes of expression of the cell wall synthesis machinery 
(Faria-Blanc et al., 2018). In contrast, the inactivation of IRX9 or IRX14 homologues 
in aspen stimulates growth by reprograming the expression of transcription factors 
associated with cell wall development (Ratke et al., 2018). It was hypothesised that 
for secondary-cell-wall xylan synthesis, the lack of IRX9/9-L, IRX10/10-L or 
IRX14/14-L, can be partially compensated by the overexpression of the respective 
IRX-L genes (Wu et al., 2010, 2009), restoring wild-type (WT) height and producing 
xylan. Although a restoration of the plant growth and regularity of xylem vessels in the 
overexpressors was shown, this work did not investigate any recovery of xylan 
structural properties such as length or arrangement of the substitutions on the 
backbone. These analyses were carried out in this thesis and are shown in Chapter 3. 
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The synthesis of xylan in primary and secondary cell walls seems to be done by 
different sets of enzymes (Figure 1.14). In Arabidopsis, IRX9-L and IRX10-L are 
required for the production of primary-cell-wall xylan, while IRX9 and IRX10 do not 
seem involved in this synthesis (Mortimer et al., 2015). Transcript analysis in aspen 
showed a differential expression of IRX9-L homologues in a broad range of primary 
cell wall producing cells (Ratke et al., 2015). In contrast, IRX9 homologues showed 
expression mostly in secondary-walled cells. Asparagus IRX9-L homologue showed 
high expression at the top of the spear, where IRX9 expression is very low (Song et 
al., 2015). IRX14 and IRX14-L are both required for primary- and secondary-cell-wall 
xylan, and since they do not have distinct orthologues in other species they are 
probably the most recent duplication of the three IRX protein pairs in Arabidopsis 
(Jiang et al., 2016; Mortimer et al., 2015; Ratke et al., 2015). Jiang et al. (2016) showed 
that IRX10 and IRX14 may interact based on heterologous expression in yeast and 
immunoblot analysis. Additionally, Förster-resonance-energy-transfer (FRET) 
analysis showed that IRX9-L, IRX10-L and IRX14 may interact (Sorieul et al., 
unpublished). The evidence suggests that, like the CSCs, the xylan synthesis complex 
(XSC) differs in cells producing primary and secondary cell walls. The primary cell wall 
XSC would be composed by IRX9-L, IRX10-L and IRX14, and the secondary cell wall 
XSC by IRX9, IRX10 and IRX14. Then, in Arabidopsis, due to the recent duplication 
of IRX14, IRX14-L is also involved in both complexes, but its expression can be about 
a fifth of IRX14 in stems, and a half in other tissues (RNA-Seq data, TRAVA database). 
 
 
Figure 1.14: Scheme of a simplified versions of putative xylan synthesis complexes 
from cells synthesising primary and secondary walls. 
The lack of IRX9-L or IRX10-L in the xylan synthesis complex (XSC) disrupts the 
synthesis of xylan in primary cell walls. In secondary-cell-wall xylan production, at least 
one member of each pair is required for synthesis. X – Xylosyl residue. 
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IRX9, IRX9-L IRX14 and IRX14-L belong to the GT43 protein family, while IRX10 and 
IRX10-L are from GT47 family, all inverting GTs (Cantarel et al., 2009). GT43 proteins 
are type II membrane proteins anchored by a single N-terminal transmembrane 
domain, and have their catalytic domains facing the Golgi lumen. The GT47s have an 
additional proteolytic site between the predicted transmembrane and the active site 
domains. IRX14/14-L and IRX10/10-L have a characteristic DxD motif which is 
conserved and necessary for the binding of a glycosidic substrate (Ren et al., 2014; 
Zeng et al., 2016). On the other hand, IRX9/9-L have lost this function, and therefore, 
possibly they may have a structural role in the XSC. The function of these GT43 
proteins in the XSC is not understood. In contrast, IRX10 and IRX10-L have been 
independently shown to be catalytically active in vitro, where they add Xyl to the NRE 
of xylooligosaccharides (Jensen et al., 2014; Urbanowicz et al., 2014). In the reaction, 
IRX10 and IRX10-L were able to extend the chain by one Xyl at a time when supplied 
with UDP-Xyl. 
Two additional proteins have been identified to have an effect on xylan synthesis. 
IRX15 (At3g50220) and its homologue IRX15-L (At5g67210) have been shown to be 
necessary for a correct cellulose and xylan deposition (Brown et al., 2011; Jensen et 
al., 2011). In irx15-l mutant the xylose levels are unaffected, and irx15 shows a small 
but significant decrease in xylose. However, irx15/15-l exhibited 65% of xylose levels 
compared to WT. Xylan extracted from irx15/15-l has a higher elution time from size 
exclusion chromatography, which indicates that this mutant has shorter xylan 
molecules (Brown et al., 2011). The amount of total xylan in irx15/15-l is about half of 
the WT, but has no difference in the proportion GlcA:Xyl. IRX15 and IRX15-L possess 
a DUF579 domain, which has no structural similarity to any glycosyltransferases in the 
Carbohydrate-active enzymes (CAZy) database. It shows homology to xylan 
methyltransferases (Urbanowicz et al., 2012) but its function in xylan synthesis 
remains unclear. Since IRX15/15-L are Golgi localised (Jensen et al., 2011), they 
could be involved in xylan backbone elongation by interacting with the XSC. 
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1.4 Xylan modifications 
After the xylan backbone is synthesised, it can be modified with several substitutions, 
which vary depending on the plant species, tissue and cell wall type (primary or 
secondary). In eudicots, glucuronoxylan is mostly decorated with O-acetyl (Ac) and O-
2-linked (methyl)glucuronic acid substitutions ([Me]GlcA) (Figure 1.15). In monocots, 
arabinoxylan is decorated mainly with Araf, but Ac and [Me]GlcA are also present. 
Gymnosperm xylan has O-2-linked MeGlcA and O-3-linked Araf, but no Ac have been 
reported (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b). Araf are reported to be O-2-linked to backbone 
Xyl in eudicots and non-gramineous species (Carpita, 1996; Darvill et al., 1980). 
Plantago (eudicot) xylan backbone is reported to have O-2- and O-3-linked Araf (Guo 
et al., 2008). In grasses Araf is mostly found O-3-linked, and O-2 linked is reported in 




Figure 1.15: Common xylan modifications in eudicots. 
Schematic representation of the most common Xyl substitutions. From left to right: 2,3-
di-O-acetylated Xyl (Xaa); 3-O-mono-acetylated Xyl (Xa); (3-O-Ac)(α-[Me]GlcA-1,2)-Xyl 
(U[me],a); 2-O-mono-acetylated Xyl (Xa); (α-1,2-L-Arap-α-1,2-GlcA)-Xyl (P). Less 
common 1,2-Araf (A2) and 1,3-Araf substituted Xyl (A3) are annotated A in this thesis 
for simplicity. Unidentified pentosyl-substituted Xyl are annotated N. Adapted 
nomenclature from Fry et al. (1993). 
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1.4.1 Xylan acetylation 
Acetate groups are by far the most abundant substitution in eudicot xylan, but the 
function of this modification in not fully understood. Ac are a more efficient use of 
carbon than sugars to use in the wall, as these groups are much smaller than 
monosaccharides (Pauly et al., 2013). Ac can also restrict the accessibility of 
carbohydrate breakdown enzymes during pathogenic attacks and rumen breakdown 
of cell walls (Biely et al., 1986). Secondary-cell-wall xylan Ac are necessary and 
sufficient to keep xylan functional, soluble, and interacting with cellulose (Busse-
Wicher et al., 2014; Mortimer et al., 2010).  
O-acetyl groups on xylan can be at O-2 and/or O-3 positions on Xyl (Figure 1.15). 
When a xylan backbone Xyl is mono-substituted with Ac, the substitution can 
spontaneously migrate in solution between positions O-2, O-3 and O-4 (Figure 1.16) 
(Kabel et al., 2003; Puchart and Biely, 2015; Urbanowicz et al., 2014). Migration of Ac 




Figure 1.16 Spontaneous migration of Ac within a xylosyl residue. 
Migration is possible only when there is an available free hydroxyl on Xyl. Migration to 
O-4 can occur only in NRE terminal Xyl. Ac migration cannot occur on di-substituted 




Xylan, like other acetylated polysaccharides, is synthesised in the Golgi, where Ac are 
transferred from Ac-CoA (Figure 1.17) (Gille and Pauly, 2012). Ac-CoA is thought to 
be internalised to the Golgi apparatus by a family of four membrane proteins called 
REDUCED WALL ACETYLATION (RWA1, RWA2, RWA3 and RWA4) (Manabe et al., 
2011). This family was discovered by sequence homology to the C-terminus of Cas1p, 
which is a fungal membrane protein necessary for polysaccharides O-acetylation 
(Anantharaman and Aravind, 2010; Janbon et al., 2001; Manabe et al., 2011). The 
name RWA is based on the mutant phenotypes, which have a general reduction in the 
acetylation of all cell wall polysaccharides. When three RWA proteins are inactivated, 
xylan acetylation can be reduced up to about 50% (Manabe et al., 2013). The 
quadruple mutant has the most severe phenotype, does not develop stems and shows 
several undifferentiated tissues.  
Xylan acetylation during synthesis is not understood, and prior to this thesis only a 
single xylan-active acetyltransferase was described. Thus, one of the objectives of this 
thesis was to investigate additional acetyltransferases that are responsible for the 
acetylation of xylan. 
 
 
Figure 1.17 Acetyl-CoA structure. 




1.4.1.1 TBL protein family 
A family of putative carbohydrate acetyltransferases was identified in plants by sharing 
homology to the N-terminus of Cas1p (Anantharaman and Aravind, 2010; Janbon et 
al., 2001). The N-terminus of Cas1p has sequence similarity to DUF231, which is a 
plant-specific motif (Bischoff et al., 2010a, 2010b). Firstly, TRICHOME 
BIREFRINGENCE (TBR) and TRICHOME BIREFRINGENCE-LIKE-3 (TBL3) were 
identified by having the DUF231 domain and were predicted to have a role in pectin 
esterification. The Arabidopsis mutants tbr and tbl3 were found to have less crystalline 
cellulose on the secondary cell wall but there was no reduction in the total amount of 
cellulose (Bischoff et al., 2010a; Potikha and Delmer, 1995). Other homologues were 
also found to have DUF231 domain in Arabidopsis by sequence homology to TBR and 
TBL3, with a total of 46 members in the TBL family (Bischoff et al., 2010a; Xin et al., 
2007). All members of the TBL family have an N-terminal transmembrane domain, a 
C-terminal DUF231 domain, and a plant-specific TBL domain (Bischoff et al., 2010a). 
The DUF231 and TBL domains, each possesses a motif that is highly conserved in 
the GDSL-family of esterases and lipases (Akoh et al., 2004). The TBL domain has a 
conserved GDSL peptide, and DUF231 has a highly conserved amino acid sequence 
(DCXHWCLPGXXDXWN) towards the C-terminus of the proteins with a DxxH 
motif. The Ser residue in the GDSL motif, with Asp and His residues in the DxxH motif 
were determined to form the catalytic triad in the crystal structure of a fungal 
rhamnogalacturonan acetylesterase (Mølgaard and Larsen, 2004). 
Some TBL proteins have been identified to be involved in acetylation of different 
polysaccharides of the wall. AXY4/TBL27 and AXY4-L/TBL22 have been shown to be 
required for acetylation of xyloglucan (Gille et al., 2011). Recently, TBL23, TBL24, 
TBL25 and TBL26 have been recently shown to be capable of transferring Ac to 
mannohexaose in vitro (Zhong et al., 2018c), and TBL10 was shown to be required 
for acetylation of pectin (Stranne et al., 2018). As mentioned before, xylan is a highly 
acetylated polysaccharide and its Ac are displayed in several configurations (Figure 
1.15), however, only one acetyltransferase had been previously shown to be active on 
this polymer at the start of the work for this thesis; ESK1 (ESKIMO1/XOAT1/TBL29) 
(Urbanowicz et al., 2014). Other possible xylan acetyltransferases from the TBL family 
were explored in depth in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
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1.4.1.2 ESK1 
ESKIMO1 (ESK1, At3g55990) was initially identified by screening for freeze 
tolerance in a population of Arabidopsis wild-type mutagenised with ethyl 
methanesulfonate, (Xin and Browse, 1998). esk1 mutant was found to be resistant to 
freezing temperatures, which gave origin to the name. It was later on that ESK1 was 
found to have the TBL and DUF231 domains, associating it with the TBL protein family 
(Bischoff et al., 2010a).  
esk1 mutants have, collapsed xylem vessels, a mild growth phenotype with a dark 
green colour, and low water flux which is characteristic of xylan-deficient mutants (see 
Figure 1.18) (Bouchabke-Coussa et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2009, 2007; Lefebvre et 
al., 2011; Peña et al., 2007; Xin and Browse, 1998). The reduced water transport is 
thought to be the cause for abscisic acid accumulation. esk1 shows a typical 
metabolome of plants which have been exposed to drought, salt or osmotic stress, 
having constitutively activated genes for response to oxidative stress (Lugan et al., 
2009). The increased stress tolerance shown by esk1 is likely a consequence of the 
irregular xylem phenotype and low water transport displayed by these plants 
(Bensussan et al., 2015; Bouchabke-Coussa et al., 2008; Lefebvre et al., 2011; Lugan 
et al., 2009). However, a recent report shows that esk1 plants have constitutively 
activated the biosynthetic pathway for the stress-related phytohormone strigolactone, 
and when the pathway was blocked, the tolerance to cold is lost (Ramírez et al., 2018). 
In contrast to what has been previously proposed, the authors suggest that in WT, cell 
wall defects are somehow ‘sensed’ by the plant, triggering a stress response, and that 
this response is constitutively activated in esk1.  However, they did not show evidence 







Figure 1.18 esk1 mutant growth and collapsed xylem vessels phenotypes. 
Panel A was reproduced from Lefebvre et al. (2011) and shows growth of Arabidopsis 
WT (left) and esk1 (right) grown for 30 days at 22 Celsius degrees (°C). Panel B was 
reproduced from Yuan et al. (2013) and shows cross-sections of xylem bundles of 
stems. Arrows show a mild deformation of xylem (xy) vessels in esk1. 
 
ESK1 is a 57 kDa protein constituted by 487 amino acids that is expressed in 
vasculature of stems, in cells under cell wall thickening (Lugan et al., 2009; Xin et al., 
2007). As mentioned before, ESK1 is the member number 29 of the TBL family 
(TBL29), and possesses all of the characteristic domains of the TBL family. It has an 
N-terminal transmembrane domain, followed by the TBL domain that extends from 
residues 139 to 227, and the DUF231 domain on the C-terminus from residues 310 to 
483 (Xin et al., 2007; Zhong et al., 2018b).  
ESK1 has been characterised as a xylan-specific acetyltransferase. It was initially 
thought that ESK1 was involved in polysaccharide acetylation, due to its similarity to 
Cas1p, and the reduction in ester linkages observed in esk1 cell wall (Gille and Pauly, 
2012; Lefebvre et al., 2011). Then, 2D-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
experiments on esk1 alcohol-insoluble residue (AIR) suggested that the reduction in 
acetate groups in esk1 is specific for xylan and/or mannan mono-acetylations (Xiong 
et al., 2013). Later, in vitro activity experiments showed that ESK1 can acetylate 
xylooligosaccharides (but not mannooligosaccharides) with up to three Ac confirming 
ESK1 specificity for xylan (Urbanowicz et al., 2014). The in vitro activity also revealed 
that ESK1 acetylates Xyl only at O-2, since 3-O-acetyl groups were not detected in the 
products before 30 min of incubation. The delayed detection of 3-O-Ac is consistent 
with the spontaneous migration of Ac within backbone residues (Kabel et al., 2003; 
Pauly, 1999). Consistent with ESK1 regiospecificity (position of the transferred Ac) at 
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O-2, Grantham (2016) showed 2-D NMR spectra of esk1 xylan which suggested that 
the mutant xylan lacks mostly O-2-linked Ac on the backbone Xyl. His data also 
suggested that esk1 has a reduction of 2,3-di-acetylated Xyl. 
Consistent with the reported ESK1 specificity for xylan (Xiong et al., 2013) several 
later publications from a different research group showed a similar reduction in esk1 
overall xylan acetylation (Yuan et al., 2016c, 2016a, 2016b, 2013). Consistently, their 
1-D NMR spectra of esk1 xylan showed reduced O-2 and O-3-linked mono-acetylated 
Xyl. However, they attributed the lack of 3-O-Ac to the 3-O-acetyltransferaseactivity of 
ESK1, arguing that spontaneous migration does not occur in their experimental 
conditions. However, the experimental conditions that they used are based on a 
previous report (Evtuguin et al., 2003) which stated that Ac migration may occur in 





An additional player in xylan acetylation pathway has been recently discovered, and 
its activity was proposed to act between RWA and ESK1. ALTERED XYLOGLUCAN9 
(AXY9, At3g03210) was found by screening for xyloglucan acetylation deficiencies in 
an methanesulfonate-mutagenised Arabidopsis population (Schultink et al., 2015). 
axy9 mutants exhibit less acetyl-ester linkages; up to 80% reduction in xylan 
acetylation and 60% in xyloglucan acetylation with respect to wild-type levels. The 
mutants’ growth is severely dwarfed, they have a dark green colouration, and 
collapsed xylem vessels. AXY9 phenotype is similar to the exhibited by other mutants 
with reduced acetylation in the wall (i. e. rwa1/2/3/4; Manabe et al., 2013). AXY9 
protein is distinct from the TBLs, but does share homology with them and with other 
acetyltransferases, suggesting that AXY9 may act to produce an unknown acetylated 
intermediate between RWA and the TBLs, being part of a general polysaccharide 
acetylation pathway in the Golgi (Schultink et al., 2015).  
1.4.2 Xylan glucuronidation  
After acetate, glucuronic acid is the most abundant substitution on xylan in eudicots. 
In secondary cell walls, on average around one in every eight backbone Xyl carries a 
[Me]GlcA (Brown et al., 2007; Rennie and Scheller, 2014). Xylan [Me]GlcA are 
exclusively α-1,2-linked to the backbone Xyl (Aspinall, 1980), and the spacing between 
two [Me]GlcA substitutions varies along the polymer (Bromley et al., 2013). The 
glucuronidated Xyl of secondary-cell-wall xylan are normally also 3-O-acetylated 
(Evtuguin et al., 2003; Teleman et al., 2002), but small amounts of [Me]GlcA-Xyl that 
are non-acetylated have also been described (Chong et al., 2014). In woody plants, 
all xylan GlcA substitutions are O-methylated at C-4, but in Arabidopsis only about 
60% of the xylan GlcA are O-methylated (Li et al., 2013; Peña et al., 2007). The 
proportion of MeGlcA:GlcA varies in different plant growth conditions and in different 
portions of the stem (Faria-Blanc, 2014).  
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1.4.3 GlcA methylation 
The function of the O-4-methyl groups on GlcA is not fully understood. Because 
[Me]GlcA substitutions may link to lignin (Figure 1.19) (Imamura et al., 1994; 
Watanabe and Koshijima, 1988), possibly the methyl group facilitates this link by 
contributing to the hydrophobicity of the environment around the carboxylic acid. 
Possibly a H-bond between the carboxylic acid and the hydroxyl at O-4 may be 
hindered by the methylation of the latter. In mutants that lack xylan [Me]GlcA 
substitutions (gux1/2, see section 1.4.3.1) the xylan is more efficiently extractable 





Figure 1.19: Proposed link between xylan and lignin. 
An ester link (green) between GlcA of xylan (red) and a lignin residue (brown) is 
shown. A coniferyl alcohol is illustrated to exemplify the bond, but p-coumaryl and 
sinapyl residues could also form this link. The hypothetical bond shown is on the  
carbon of the monolignol, but the α carbon may also form this bond. (Terrett and 




The methylation on the GlcA is transferred by three glucuronoxylan 
methyltransferases (GXM1, GXM2 and GXM3) using S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) 
(Kauss and Hassid, 1967; Li et al., 2013; Urbanowicz et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2014). 
GXM1 alone is responsible for 75% of xylan GlcA methylation, and gxm1/2/3 mutant 
has nearly undetectable MeGlcA (Urbanowicz et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2014).  
In Arabidopsis, the proportion of xylan GlcA that is methylated in vivo seems to be 
affected by other processes in the synthesis pathway. In irx9 and irx14 mutants, which 
have less and shorter xylan, the 1:8 ratio of GlcA:Xyl is maintained, but a higher 
proportion of GlcA are methylated (Peña et al., 2007). A saturation mechanism was 
proposed in which methylation may keep pace with xylan elongation. If the speed in 
which xylan is synthesised decreases, the rate at which GlcA side chains become 
available substrates for methylation consequently decreases. Acetylation deficient 
mutants, rwa and esk1 exhibit a significant increase in the total amount of [Me]GlcA 
on xylan respect to WT (Grantham, 2016; Grantham et al., 2017). However, the 
proportion MeGlcA:GlcA in rwa mutants is decreased while in esk1 this proportion is 
increased (Grantham, 2016; Grantham et al., 2017; Manabe et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 
2014). Therefore, the saturation of GXM activity may affect how many GlcA become 
methylated, but the acetylation context around GlcA substitutions in esk1 and rwa also 
affects the activity of GXM but in opposite manners. This implies that GXM recognise 
Ac which do not correspond with ESK1 regiospecificity (O-2). Also, this evidence 
strongly suggests that multiple xylan acetyltransferase activities are possible, which 
impact differently on GXM activity. The in vitro activity of GXM1 has been shown to be 
several fold faster when it acts on acetylated xylan than on non-acetylated xylan 
(Faria-Blanc, 2014). This implies that the methylation of the GlcA is downstream from 
the backbone acetylation stage. It has not been previously shown in vivo which Ac 
position/context on the backbone impacts on the methylation of GlcA. The effect of the 
3-O-acetylation of GlcA-bearing Xyl on the downstream process of methylation of the 
GlcA was investigated in vivo in this thesis (Chapter 6). 
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1.4.3.1 GUX enzymes 
GlcA is transferred to the xylan backbone by retaining glucuronyltransferases from the 
GT8 family (Rennie et al., 2012). While GLUCURONIC ACID OF XYLAN 1 (GUX1, 
At3g18660) and GUX2 (At4g33330) glucuronidate secondary-cell-wall xylan, GUX3 
(At1g77130) has been shown to be responsible only for primary-cell-wall-xylan 
[Me]GlcA substitutions (Figure 1.20) (Mortimer et al., 2015, 2010; Rennie et al., 2012). 
The co-inactivation of GUX1 and GUX2 in Arabidopsis (gux1/2 mutant) produces 
almost a complete depletion of GlcA on xylan from mature portions of stems, while 
single knockouts gux1 and gux2 display partial depletions of GlcA (Bromley et al., 
2013; Mortimer et al., 2010). gux1 mutant xylan has a GlcA frequency reduction to 
about 30% of WT, while gux2 has a significant reduction to about 80% of WT (Mortimer 
et al., 2010). The absence of GUX1 and GUX2 are therefore additive. The 
overexpression of GUX1 or GUX2 in the absence of the other does not significantly 
increase the amount of [Me]GlcA substitutions on xylan, indicating that their activities 
are limited to a specific region of xylan (Bromley et al., 2013). The total acetylation on 
xylan does not seem to be substantially affected by the inactivation of GUX1 and 
GUX2 (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). 
In gux1/2 where only GUX3 is active, tissues enriched with primary cell walls show a 
correlated enrichment of GlcA substitutions on xylan (Mortimer et al., 2015), attributing 
GUX3 activity to primary-cell-wall xylan. GUX3-dependent GlcA decorations can also 
be methoxylated at C-4. Additionally, in newly-grown stem xylan, a 1,2-linked 
pentopyranosyl residue was found on some non-methylated GlcA substitutions 
(Mortimer et al., 2015). The authors proposed that this pentosyl residue (Pent) may be 
an α-L-arabinopyranose (Arap), but they could not confirm the identity, and named 
PUX the pentosylated GlcA sidechain. Later, Peña et al. (2016) confirmed the identity 
of Arap by 2D-NMR on GlcA in a similar structure in xylan from monocot 
glucuronoarabinoxylan. Xylan from callus was shown to have only GUX3-dependent 
[Me]GlcA, and possibly PUX sidechains (Mortimer et al., 2015). The protein 






Figure 1.20: GlcA by Arabidopsis GUX activities. 
GUX1, GUX2 and GUX3 are responsible for the transfer of α-1,2-GlcA onto the xylan 
backbone Xyl (1), which can be further methylated at C-4 (2). Only the GlcA transferred 
by GUX3 to primary-cell-wall xylan can be further modified with α-1,2-Arap (3). 
1.4.4 Pattern of substitutions on the xylan backbone 
The function of xylan relates to the molecular interactions that it forms with cellulose 
and other components of the wall. These interactions are possible because of the 
specific type and distribution of the substitutions on the backbone (Grantham et al., 
2017). The patterns consist of specific spacing between xylan modifications. In all 
analysed land plants, the major substitutions that xylan possesses form particular 
patterns along the chain. In eudicots, Ac and [Me]GlcA form this pattern (Bromley et 
al., 2013; Chong et al., 2014; Mortimer et al., 2015). Gymnosperms and lower land 
plants also exhibit specific patterns of their xylan substitutions (Busse-Wicher et al., 
2016b). 
Since the function of xylan is dependent on the pattern of its decorations, the 
description of the pattern is informative towards understanding the role of xylan in the 
wall. In Arabidopsis, the pattern of [Me]GlcA substitutions is known (section 1.4.4.2), 
but the arrangement of Ac in different portions of the xylan is poorly understood. One 
of the focuses of this thesis is the description of different acetylation patterns on xylan 
(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). 
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1.4.4.1 Acetylation pattern of xylan 
The main xylan acetylation sequence on the backbone (Figure 1.21) was determined 
in eudicot xylan by analysing the product of a partial xylan digestion with 
endoxylanases (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014). The predominant 
products from both WT and gux1/2 were xylooligosaccharides with alternating Ac, 
indicating that mostly every-other Xyl has one acetate group. The inactivation of GUX1 
and GUX2 showed no alteration of the main alternating pattern of acetylation, 
indicating that the process of xylan glucuronidation does not affect the xylan 




Figure 1.21: Main alternating acetylation pattern of xylan. 
Every other Xyl from the xylan backbone is acetylated. Acetylated Xyl are mostly 
mono-acetylated, but some are di-acetylated or co-substituted with [Me]GlcA. Any 
arrangement of de-acetylated residues with respect to [Me]GlcA or position in the 
molecule is unknown. 
 
ESK1 was shown to be responsible for the alternating acetylation pattern, and esk1 
shows a disruption of it (Grantham, 2016). The Ac in esk1 are mostly nearby the 
[Me]GlcA substitutions or isolated in long undecorated extensions. In contrast, rwa 
mutants, which also have a reduction in xylan acetylation, have gaps between the 
single acetates, but the remaining Ac are still ‘in frame’, having an even number of Xyl 
of spacing between them (Grantham et al., 2017). It is possible that even though in 
rwa there is less Ac-CoA in the Golgi, ESK1 has enough substrate to generate the 
acetylation pattern. Possibly, rwa1/2/3/4 quadruple mutant lacks enough Ac-CoA in 
the Golgi for ESK1, being incapable of producing a functional xylan, as well as other 
essential acetylated components of the wall. 
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The number and distribution of Ac on xylan vary among different species (Busse-
Wicher et al., 2016b; Carpita, 1996; Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010). The high levels of 
acetylation on xylan and the characteristic alternating pattern may act to prevent 
aggregation of xylan chains or xylan-coated cellulose microfibrils (Busse-Wicher et al., 
2014; Pawar et al., 2013). In Arabidopsis secondary-cell-wall xylan, the number of Ac 
per Xyl (DA, degree of acetylation) is around 0.60 (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; 
Grantham, 2016; Xiong et al., 2013). Considering the main alternating pattern of 
acetylation, a DA>0.5 suggests that other Ac patterns are possible which may include 
2,3-di-Ac-Xyl and/or consecutive mono-Ac-Xyl.  
In contrast to secondary-cell-wall xylan, primary-cell-wall xylan acetylation has been 
detected but the patterning has not been investigated. One publication has described 
a single xylooligosaccharide structure containing both PUX and Ac linked to the same 
Xyl (PaXX) (Chong et al., 2015). In this publication, the authors postulated that this 
structure originates from primary cell walls, given its enrichment in irx9, however, they 
could not discard the possibility that PaXX may originate from secondary cell wall. 
Aside from this report, no acetylation has been reported in primary-cell-wall xylan of 
eudicot vegetative tissues. If this xylan is acetylated, it raises several questions: What 
is the function of primary cell wall Ac? What are the positions of the acetates on the 
Xyl? Are there 2,3-di-O-acetylated Xyl? Is there an acetylation pattern? If there is, is it 
similar to the pattern in secondary-cell-wall xylan, or is it different? Is ESK1 or another 
TBL responsible for this acetylation? Answering these questions will allow us to 
understand the function of xylan, and potentially to manipulate xylan structure. Just as 
it did once xyloglucan synthesis was well characterised. Some of these questions are 
answered and discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of this thesis, and others remain 
to be clarified. 
1.4.4.2 Glucuronic acid pattern of xylan 
The way in which GUX1 and GUX2 decorate the xylan not only differs in the amount, 
but also in the spacing between GlcA substitutions (Bromley et al., 2013). [Me]GlcA 
transferred by GUX1 are widely distanced one from another, while GUX2 [Me]GlcA 
are more clustered together. More importantly, almost all GUX1-glucuronidated Xyl 
are distanced by even number of backbone Xyl (even pattern), with a predominance 
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of 6, 8, 10 and 12 Xyl of distance between them (Figure 1.22). In contrast, GUX2-GlcA 
substitutions do not have a preference for even or odd number of backbone Xyl of 
distance (non-even pattern), and they are most frequently spaced by five, six or seven 
residues (Bromley et al., 2013). GUX1 and GUX2 appear to be active on distinct 
regions or domains. The [Me]GlcA pattern of secondary-cell-wall xylan displayed by 
gux1 and gux2 mutants, is only the one that is produced by the respective active 
enzyme. Moreover, GUX1 and GUX2 do not seem to compensate for the absence of 
the pattern of the other. The overexpression of GUX2 in WT and gux1 does not 
increase the glucuronidation levels on xylan. On the contrary, the overexpression of 
GUX1 in WT and gux2 slightly increases the yield, leading to less spacing between 
[Me]GlcA substitutions, but these newly added GlcA also follow an even pattern 
(Bromley et al., 2013). The extra GlcA added by GUX1 therefore seems to be limited 
to the same portion of xylan.  
 
 
Figure 1.22: GlcA pattern of xylan by GUX enzymes. 
Xylan portions are represented in a two-fold screw configuration for simplicity. 
The spacing between GlcA (or [Me]GlcA) is characteristic for each GUX activity. GUX1 
and GUX3 transfer GlcA substitutions at even number of backbone Xyl of distance 
from each other. GlcA transferred by GUX3 are constantly every six Xyl, while the 
spacing varies between GlcA when transferred by GUX1. GUX2 decorates the xylan 
without a preference for even or odd number of Xyl of distance between GlcA. GUX1 
and GUX2 decorate the same xylan molecules for secondary cell wall synthesis, while 




The inactivation of GUX1 or GUX2 is thought to leave a non-glucuronidated but 
acetylated region on xylan (Bromley et al., 2013; Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). The 
portions of xylan that are decorated by GUX1 and by GUX2 are not separable by 
charge or by size, implying they are covalently linked and contained within the same 
xylan molecules (Bromley et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the number of GUX1 or GUX2-
decorated regions in each xylan molecule, and their distribution along the xylan 
molecule remains to be determined. 
Primary-cell-wall xylan have been shown to have a unique [Me]GlcA pattern. These 
GUX3-dependent [Me]GlcA decorations follow an even-pattern, similar to the one 
generated by the activity of GUX1 (Mortimer et al., 2015). However, these [Me]GlcA 
have been shown to be uniquely distanced by six backbone residues (Figure 1.22). 
Also, the xylan chains decorated by GUX3 have a smaller size to the ones from 
secondary cell walls (M Busse-Wicher, unpublished data).  Phylogenetic analyses of 
Arabidopsis GUXs and homologous GT8 protein sequences from other higher plant 
species showed that GUX1 and GUX3 group together in a single clade, while GUX2 
is in a separate branch (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016a; Rennie et al., 2012). Perhaps, 
the amino acid sequence and structure of the GUX enzymes may be related to their 
activity, as both GUX1 and GUX3 produce a [Me]GlcA even-pattern, while the pattern 
by GUX2 is not. Alternatively, it may be the acetylation context which determines the 
pattern produced and the regions of xylan that each GUX acts on. 
The acetylation of secondary-wall xylan carried out by ESK1 impacts on the [Me]GlcA 
patterning (Grantham et al., 2017). The reduced acetylation in esk1 seems to 
dysregulate the activity of GUX1, since the even pattern of [Me]GlcA is lost. This effect 
is not observed in rwa mutants, indicating that ESK1 is specifically important for the 
generation of the even pattern of [Me]GlcA. The dysregulation of GUX2 in esk1 is not 
as obvious, because the non-even [Me]GlcA pattern produced by GUX2 is similar to 
the one observed in esk1 (Grantham et al., 2017). However, the severe dwarfism 
exhibited by both mutants esk1 gux1 and esk1 gux2, indicates that their xylan is not 
functional, and suggests that both GUX1 and GUX2 may be affected by the lack of 
ESK1. The impact of ESK1 acetylation in the [Me]GlcA pattern, but no change in the 
acetylation pattern in gux1 gux2, indicates that the activity of GUX1 and GUX2 occurs 
downstream to ESK1 acetylation. Whether ESK1 activity affects primary-cell-wall 
xylan acetylation has not been shown. If it does, would the lack of ESK1 affect GUX3 
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activity on xylan, and/or the addition of PUX to GlcA? This is investigated in Chapter 
6 of this thesis. 
1.4.4.3 Interaction between xylan and cellulose 
The patterns of Ac and [Me]GlcA on xylan play a crucial role in the interactions 
between xylan and cellulose. The molecular structure of cellulose and xylan are 
relatively similar, being both homopolymers with a repeating backbone of β-1,4-linked 
pyranosyl residues (Figure 1.5, page 7). All hydroxyl groups of the Xyl are equatorial, 
which enables the xylan backbone to form intermolecular H-bonds with cellulose 
chains, analogously to how the glucan chains do so within a microfibril (Busse-Wicher 
et al., 2016a). For xylan, cellulose and other β-1,4 glycans, the glycosidic dihedral 
torsion angles Φ and Ψ describe the relative orientation of contiguous backbone 
residues in the same chain (Figure 1.23), and are defined respectively by (O5-C1-O1-
C4’) and (C1-O1-C4’-C5’). In crystalline regions of cellulose microfibrils, the sum of Φ 
and Ψ of the glucan chains is ~120º, which means that the structure of the chain 
follows a two-fold helical screw (Figure 1.24) (French and Johnson, 2009; Mazeau et 
al., 2005). Molecular dynamics simulations of naked and acetylated 
xylooligosaccharides adsorbed onto cellulose microfibrils (Figure 1.25) have shown 
that xylan may be capable of adopting an analogue two-fold screw conformation, 
emulating H-bonds with cellulose as if it was a surface glucan chain (Busse-Wicher et 
al., 2014). Undecorated xylan would therefore be capable of interacting with cellulose 
hydrophilic surfaces in a two-fold screw configuration, however, the xylan backbone is 
highly substituted. If xylan decorations were situated in between the two 
polysaccharides, steric hindrance would impede the interaction between xylan and the 
hydrophilic cellulose surfaces. For this reason, it is thought that the even pattern of 
[Me]GlcA, and the alternating acetylation pattern of xylan are present in a region that 




Figure 1.23: Glycosidic bond torsion angles. 
Phi (Φ) and Psi (Ψ) angles describe the relative orientation of consecutive sugar 
residues in a β-1,4-linked pyranosyl chain. If the sum of Φ and Ψ equals 120º, the 
consecutive residues are facing in opposite directions. A 60º rotation between 
consecutive residues is indicated by Φ + Ψ being equal to ~50° (right handed) or ~190° 
(left handed). Diagram based on two publications (French and Johnson, 2009; Mazeau 





Figure 1.24 Two-fold and three-fold helical screw configurations of glucan and xylan 
chains. 
Xylan and cellulose glucan chains are found in a two-fold helical screw configuration 
when forming a crystalline microfibril. Xylan can also adopt a three-fold screw 
conformation in solution. In the two-fold screw configuration the polymer is flat and 
linear, and every second residue has the same orientation of the first. In a three-fold 
screw, every sixth residue has the same orientation as the first. Modified from Dupree 





Figure 1.25: 3D model of xylan adsorbed onto a cellulose microfibril. 
The end view (a) and side view (b) are shown. DP10 (degree of polymerisation 10) 
xylan chains with evenly spaced 2-O-Ac decorations in alternating Xyl are displayed 
as a two-fold helical screw. Xylan chains are positioned on hydrophilic (020 and 010) 
and hydrophobic (100 and 200) faces of cellulose. Modified from Busse-Wicher et al. 
(2014).  
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As mentioned above (section 1.4.4.2) GUX1 and GUX2 are thought to glucuronidate 
the xylan in two discrete zones or domains producing different [Me]GlcA patterns 
(Bromley et al., 2013). These domains were named compatible and incompatible, 
according to their hypothetical ability to bind to hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose 
microfibrils (Figure 1.26). The domain decorated by GUX1 was named compatible, 
since GUX1 generates the even pattern of [Me]GlcA on xylan which would allow xylan 
to adopt a two-fold screw configuration, with all [Me]GlcA substitutions facing away 
from the cellulose microfibril (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). The incompatible domain is 
thought to be decorated by GUX2 with a non-even pattern, which causes [Me]GlcA to 
face facing towards two directions when adopting a two-fold screw configuration, 
which makes xylan incompatible for this type of interaction. However, incompatible 
xylan could interact in a two-fold-screw manner to hydrophobic surfaces of cellulose.  
A threefold helical screw occurs when the sum of Φ and Ψ equals ~50° or ~190° 
(French and Johnson, 2009; Mazeau and Heux, 2003). Amorphous cellulose, and 
xylan in solution, have a three-fold screw structure given their predicted dihedral 
angles. Both xylan conformations exist in the wall (Dupree et al., 2015). Solid-state 
NMR experiments showed a similar rigidity between cellulose and two-fold screw 
xylan, while three-fold screw xylan appeared to be more mobile (Simmons et al., 
2016). The NMR experimental approach confirmed the molecular dynamics previously 
obtained (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014), showing that two-fold screw xylan is in proximity 
to cellulose, and that cellulose is necessary for the xylan two-fold screw configuration 






Figure 1.26: Model scheme of possible functions of xylan compatible and incompatible 
domains in eudicot secondary cell walls. 
Compatible xylan could interact with either hydrophilic (A) or hydrophobic (D) surfaces 
of cellulosed microfibrils, in a two-fold screw configuration. Incompatible xylan can 
cross-link two microfibrils in a three-fold screw (C) or span one microfibril groove and 
dock onto another. Incompatible xylan could also be tethered in a three-fold screw 





A xylan-cellulose interaction model was then proposed including the acetylation and 
the [Me]GlcA patterns on xylan together (Figure 1.26). The model shows the possible 
cellulose cross-linking function of xylan, which would be driven by the incompatible 
domain, while the compatible domain would be binding to the hydrophilic surfaces of 
the microfibrils. The acetylation patterns shown are only hypothetical, as only the main 
alternating pattern is known (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014).  
 
The acetylation pattern of xylan is necessary for the interaction between xylan and 
cellulose microfibrils. If every other xylose is mono- or di-acetylated it allows the xylan 
chain to adopt a two-fold screw configuration (Figure 1.27). The unpatterned xylan of 
esk1 is unable to bind to the hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose (Grantham et al., 2017). 
Consistent with this hypothesis, no two-fold screw xylan is detected in esk1 basal stem 
cell walls by solid-state NMR. In esk1, the deficit in xylan acetylation, and the disruption 
of the acetylation and GlcA patterns possibly makes the xylan partially non-functional, 
reducing the overall strength of the cell wall by a lack of cross-link connections 
between cellulose microfibrils. This could explain the collapse of the xylem vessels 




Figure 1.27: Model of the effects of the alteration of acetylation pattern and the impact 
on the xylan binding to cellulose.  
In wild-type (left hand side), the XSC first synthesises the xylan backbone in the Golgi 
apparatus and the activity of ESK1 directs the acetylation of every other Xyl. Next, 
GUX1 and GUX2 glucuronidate the acetylated xylan, led by the acetylation pattern of 
xylan. GUX1 adds GlcA distanced by even number of residues, possibly by acting in 
“gaps” on the acetylation pattern. The xylan is then exported into the matrix and 
adsorbed onto the cellulose microfibrils. In esk1 (right hand side), the acetylation 
pattern is missing, which causes a dysregulation of the activities of GUX1 and possibly 
GUX2, affecting the compatibility of xylan with the later interaction with cellulose 
hydrophilic surfaces. Reproduced from Grantham et al. (2017). 
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1.5 Tools for the characterisation of the cell wall components 
The composition and organisation of the plant cell wall can be investigated by 
combining deconstructive and holistic approaches. These approaches consist of the 
extraction of specific components from cell wall materials, and their biochemical 
characterisation. In this manner, information about the linkages between the 
monomeric units and their arrangement along the polymers can be obtained and used 
for the construction of cell wall models by predicting their physicochemical behaviour 
in the wall (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). The spatial architecture of cell wall components 
in the cellular contexts can also be investigated by the use of specific molecular probes 
on plant materials and visualisation techniques (Lee et al., 2011). The comprehension 
of particular structural contexts of the cell wall can then be achieved by using a 
combination of bioinformatics, molecular techniques and biochemical assays. 
Sometimes several approaches are required to fully characterise specific aspects of 
the cell wall, and therefore, it is useful to combine different approaches that can 
provide similar sort of information. To determine the dynamics of the cell wall 
components it is crucial to describe their detailed structure and their biosynthesis 
mechanisms, and then merge the information provided between the two (Lee et al., 
2011). The structural characterisation of cell wall components usually involves their 
extraction, treatment with chemical or biochemical agents, separation and/or 
purification and detection. A brief description of some of these processes are 
described in this section for the study of xylan, since it was the main cell wall 
component investigated for this thesis.  
1.5.1 Xylan extraction from the cell wall 
Different methods exist to extract xylan, which vary on the extent to which its different 
structural aspects are preserved (Hägglund et al., 1956). Extraction methods using 
alkali conditions generate relatively high yields of xylan, and remove all ester bonds 
including the ones present in the Ac modifications on the xylan backbone. A less 
efficient method using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) has been described and used for 
the extraction of xylan which preserves Ac modifications on the backbone (Gonçalves 
et al., 2008). 
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1.5.2 Enzymatic hydrolysis 
The use of glycosylhydrolases (GHs) with known substrate specificity to digest the cell 
wall polysaccharides can provide information about the structure of these 
polysaccharides (Fry, 2011). The GHs binding sites and substrate cleavage points of 
have been categorized according to the nomenclature proposed by Biely et al. (Biely 
et al., 1997). In this nomenclature, the substrate is drawn with the RE at the right-hand 
side (Figure 1.28). The glycosidic bond that is hydrolysed (cleavage point) is 
considered the reference point. The substrate backbone residues (subsites) are 




Figure 1.28: Diagrammatic representation of the sugar binding sites in 
glycosylhydrolases.  
The substrate is drawn with the RE on the right-hand side, and the backbone residues 
are numbered according to their relative distance to the enzymatic cleavage point. 
Taken from CAZYPEDIA (Davies et al., 1997). 
 
GHs are classified in families in the CAZy database (www.cazy.org) according to the 
reaction type that they catalyse, reaction mechanism, whether they act on the ends or 
the middle of the substrate (exo/endo), and sequence similarity (Cantarel et al., 2009). 
The capability of accommodating xylan substitutions in the different subsites varies 
between GH families. For example, GH11 are endo-β-1,4-xylanases that can 
accommodate backbone Xyl substituted with 2-O-[Me]GlcA, one or two O-acetyl 
groups, or 3-O-Araf at the -3 and +2 subsites, but cannot tolerate these substitutions 
when they are closer to the cleavage site (Chapter 6, Biely et al., 1997; Chiniquy et 
al., 2012; Vardakou et al., 2008). This means that GH11 requires three consecutive 
undecorated backbone residues to hydrolyse the xylan backbone (Figure 1.29). In 
contrast, GH10 endo-β-1,4-xylanases can tolerate decorations at the -2 and +1 
subsites, which is a property that enables GH10 to digest more heavily-substituted 
xylan (e.g. substituted with the main alternating pattern of acetylation, Figure 1.21) 
(Biely et al., 1997; Vardakou et al., 2008). 
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Other endo-β-1,4-xylanases require specific substitutions on xylan to bind to the 
substrate. GH30 glucuronoxylanases require a backbone Xyl carrying a 2-O-[Me]GlcA 
and/or Ac at -2 subsite, and an unsubstituted Xyl at -1 (Bromley et al., 2013; Busse-
Wicher et al., 2014; St John et al., 2011). This substrate specificity makes GH30 a 
remarkable tool for detecting [Me]GlcA on xylan, and for determining the spacing 
between them (Figure 1.31 panel A).  
Exo-xylanases are also useful for the analysis of xylan. GH3 β-1,4-xylosidases can 
hydrolyse unsubstituted backbone Xyl from the NRE when the O-3 of the Xyl at +1 is 
unsubstituted (Tenkanen et al., 1996). GH3 can be used to detect the presence of 
unsubstituted Xyl on xylooligosaccharides, and to identify the existence of sidechains 
on the backbone of xylooligosaccharides, since their occurrence obstructs GH3 
activity (Figure 1.30). This GH3 feature allows differentiating between isobaric 
structures when analysed by mass-spectrometry (Figure 1.31 panel B). 
Other GH families such as GH115 and GH62 have also been characterised as xylan-
specific but their activity hydrolyses linkages of sidechain modifications instead of links 
between backbone residues. GH115 glucuronidases are capable of removing O-2-
linked GlcA and MeGlcA substitutions on the backbone Xyl (Biely et al., 2000). The 
activity of Talaromyces GH115 is hindered by Arap modifications on GlcA (Mortimer 
et al., 2015), which makes this enzyme a useful tool for identifying whether GlcA 
substitutions form part of a PUX structure (Figure 1.30). GH62 has two hydrolytic 
activities; It is capable of cleaving 1,2 and 1,3-linked single Araf substitutions on the 
backbone (Kellett et al., 1990).  
In addition to GH, acetylesterases can be useful for the analysis of acetylated 
polysaccharides. Xylan-specific acetylesterases have been described, capable of 
removing Ac with different regiospecificities (Puchart and Biely, 2015). In this thesis a 
xylan acetylesterase from the CE4 family was used, which specifically removes Ac 
from mono-substituted Xyl (Figure 1.30). Modifications on di-substituted Xyl are 
insensitive to CE4 activity. The use of CE4 in combination with GH11 xylanase can 





Figure 1.29: Impact of acetylation of xylan on enzymatic hydrolyses with GH11 
endoxylanase. 
GH11 requires three consecutive unsubstituted Xyl to perform a cleavage. Intact xylan 
in eudicots is mostly acetylated on every other Xyl and only few GH11 cleavage sites 
are available. Treating the xylan with CE4 acetylesterase removes Ac from mono-
substituted Xyl of the backbone, which greatly increases the accessibility to the 
backbone by GH11. The pretreatment or extraction of xylan with alkali removes all Ac 
from the backbone, allowing higher accessibility by GH11 to the backbone than the 





   
 
Figure 1.30: Xylan-active enzymes for analysis of xylooligosaccharides. 
CE4 acetylesterase removes Ac from mono-substituted Xyl of the backbone. GH115 
glucuronidase hydrolyses 2-O-GlcA and 2-O-MeGlcA from mono-substituted Xyl. 
GH62 arabinofuranosidase hydrolyses 2-linked and 3-linked Araf from mono-
substituted Xyl. GH3 β-1,4-xylosidase removes unsubstituted backbone Xyl from the 
NRE. GH3 activity is inhibited by 3-O-Araf substitutions in the +1 subsite. Insensitive 





Figure 1.31: Main combined enzymatic digestions used in this thesis for xylan analysis. 
Panel A shows a scheme of GH30 glucuronoxylanase hydrolysis of xylan to determine 
the spacing between GlcA substitutions. GH30 hydrolyses the backbone with a 
[Me]GlcA at -2 subsite, and the products carry a single [Me]GlcA substitution at the 
second backbone Xyl from RE. Panel B shows a sequential digestion of xylan for 
determining the backbone substitution pattern between [Me]GlcA. GH30 action on 
acetylated xylan does not tolerate substitutions on the -1 subsite. The action of GH3 
eliminates isobaric in the mix by hydrolysing undecorated Xyl from the NRE. Panel C 
shows a simultaneous incubation of an example xylan molecule for analysis on PACE. 
CE4 activity allows GH11 to gain access to the middle region of the oligosaccharide 
(purple arrow). On the other hand, GH11 cannot access between neighbouring 






1.5.3 Separation and purification of oligosaccharides  
Enzymatic hydrolysis of xylan from cell wall preparations can generate numerous 
different products. These products vary in mass, length (of the backbone), number of 
sidechains, etc; and they contain information of the original polymer. To characterise 
these oligosaccharides, it is useful to separate or purify them from the hydrolysis 
product mixtures. 
Chromatographic methods are most commonly used for the purification and 
separation of oligosaccharides (Fry, 2011). These methods are based on the use of 
two phases, one stationary (solid) and one mobile (liquid or gaseous). In 
chromatographic separations the mobile phase is passed over the stationary phase 
(Harvey, 2000). The sample is injected into the system, and separation is achieved by 
a differential interaction between the oligosaccharides and the solid phase. Those 
oligosaccharides who form stronger interactions with the stationary phase will require 
longer timer to pass through the system. These interactions can be driven by different 
properties such as size (e.g. size-exclusion chromatography), charge (anion or cation-
exchange) or polarity (normal-phase or reverse-phase chromatography). Size-
exclusion chromatography separates small molecules from larger ones by delaying 
small molecules through interactions with the pores of smaller sizes in the stationary 
phase. Anion and cation-exchange chromatography retains negatively and positively-
charged substrates respectively, by affinity interactions with opposite electrical 
charges. Polarity-based chromatography uses hydrophilic stationary phases to bind 
hydrophilic molecules (e.g. hydrophilic-interaction liquid chromatography, HILIC), or 
hydrophobic stationary phases to bind hydrophobic molecules (e.g. octadecyl-carbon 
chain (C18)-bonded silica columns). Then the retained groups are eluted by using 
mobile phases with similar polarity (Neue and Phoebe, 1997). 
1.5.4 Detection and characterisation of oligosaccharides 
Separation and detection methods can be coupled together. Polysaccharide Analysis 
by Carbohydrate gel Electrophoresis (PACE) couples electrophoretic separation to the 
highly sensitive detection of fluorophore-labelled oligosaccharides (Figure 1.32) 
(Goubet et al., 2002). The fluorophore is linked to the RE of the sample 
oligosaccharides by reductive amination, and fluorescence is detected on 
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polyacrylamide gels (PACE). The charged oligosaccharides are exposed to an electric 
field, and their migration velocity will depend on the molecular size and the total 
molecular charge of the oligosaccharide. In this way, the labelled digestion products 
produce bands on PACE with characteristic mobility. Enzymatic profiles can be 
annotated by using further enzymatic digestions, mass-spectrometry and NMR 
methods. Once an enzymatic profile for the digestion products of a specific GH 
combination is annotated, this profile can be used as reference for the assignment of 
structures in other samples. This oligosaccharide characterisation method is based on 
the assumption that digestion products that exhibit the same electrophoretic mobility 
correspond to similar structures. Therefore, PACE is a fast and simple method for 
describing structures of xylan and other wall polysaccharides, and was thoroughly 
used in the work carried out for this thesis. 
For the case of acetylated oligosaccharides, separation by electrophoresis may be 
challenging because of the spontaneous migration of Ac within sugar residues (Kabel 
et al., 2003; Figure 1.15). During separation methods, xylooligosaccharides carrying 
Ac on mono-substituted Xyl exhibit a dispersed distribution and do not separate 
(Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). It is believed that this dispersion is caused by the change 
in velocity through the system by the isomeric oligosaccharides attributed to the 
specific position of the Ac, and also by the change in Ac position during electrophoretic 
resolution. This is translated into the production of smeary bands on PACE. 
To fully describe the structural aspects of acetylated and non-acetylated 
polysaccharides and oligosaccharides it is necessary to use mass-spectrometric and 
NMR techniques. Tandem mass-spectrometry can accurately provide information of 
the position of the modifications on the backbone of xylooligosaccharides (Busse-
Wicher et al., 2016b, 2014; Chong et al., 2014; Mortimer et al., 2015). On the other 
hand, 2-D solution-state NMR experiments can provide a quantitative outcome for the 
occurrences of specific structures in the xylan polymer (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; 




Figure 1.32: Workflow diagram for PACE and DASH analyses using GH11. 
Deacetylated xylan from Arabidopsis bottom stems is shown as substrate which is 
digested with GH11. The digestion products are xylose (X1), xylobiose (X2), GlcA-
substituted xylotetraose (XUXX) and MeGlcA-substituted xylotetraose (XUmeXX). 
DASH higher resolution is revealed by the separation of XUXX and XUmeXX. Xyl std: 
Xylooligosaccharide standards X1-X5. Fluorophore used: ANTS. PACE gel image is 
reproduced from Mortimer et al. (2010).  
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1.6 Project aims 
Xylan structure and biosynthesis are not fully understood, yet they are both important 
for understanding how plant cell walls are structured. This project consisted of the 
detection, description and characterisation of different acetylated xylan structures, and 
the identification of different enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of acetylated 
glucuronoxylan. The objectives of this thesis are divided in the following sub-aims, 
which were approached in the chapters of this thesis.  
1) The acetylation on xylan by ESK1 determines the GlcA pattern (Grantham et 
al., 2017), and this [Me]GlcA pattern seems altered in secondary cell wall XSC 
mutants. In the absence of IRX9, IRX10 or IRX14, the respective homologue 
proteins can synthesise xylan (Wu et al., 2010, 2009), but perhaps the 
acetylation pattern is different causing a disruption of the [Me]GlcA pattern. The 
first sub-aim was to analyse if there is a mechanistic link between the secondary 
cell wall XSC and ESK1, and whether this link is affected by altering the 
composition of the XSC. In order to do this, the xylan acetylation pattern was 
analysed in mutants with different XSC compositions. 
 
2) Mostly, acetylated Xyl and undecorated Xyl alternate on the xylan backbone 
(Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014). However, acetylation in all 
regions of secondary-cell-wall xylan have not been previously described. 
Therefore, the second aim of this project was to analyse and distinguish the 
acetylation patterns in the compatible and in the incompatible domains of xylan. 
In order to do this, the areas of xylan surrounding of [Me]GlcA decorations were 
characterised in gux1 and gux2 Arabidopsis mutants.  
 
3) The presence of acetylation on primary-cell-wall xylan could be inferred by 
combining the results obtains in two independent publications (Chong et al., 
2014; Mortimer et al., 2015), yet no direct evidence has been shown. The third 
aim was to determine if primary-cell-wall xylan from different tissues is 
acetylated, and to describe the substitution patterns in the acetylated xylans.  
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4) Xyl on xylan can be mono-acetylated on O-2 or O-3, can be di-acetylated on O-
2 and O-3, and can also be substituted with a [Me]GlcA on O-2 and/or an Ac 
on O-3. ESK1 has been characterised as a xylan-specific O-2 acetyltransferase 
(Urbanowicz et al., 2014). However, the proteins responsible for the Ac in other 
positions were not described before. The last aim of this thesis was to identify 
additional acetyltransferases acting on xylan, and to describe the specific 





Chapter 2:   Materials and Methods 
2.1 In silico work and bioinformatics 
2.1.1 Phylogenetic trees 
2.1.1.1 Sequences acquisition 
The Arabidopsis thaliana (AT) amino acid sequences of ESK1 and the whole TBL 
family were obtained from TAIR (arabidopsis.org), with a total of 46 sequences. ESK1 
homologue sequences in other species were found using the BLAST tool on the 
website https://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/plaza by using as input ESK1 amino acid 
sequence. Sequences from the following species were acquired: Amborella 
trichopoda (ATR), Brachypodium distachyon (BD), Cycas micholitzii (CMI), Eucalyptus 
grandis (Eucgr.), Ginkgo biloba (BGI), Gnetum montanum (GMO), Oryza sativa (OS), 
Picea glauca (PGL), Physcomitrella patens (PP), and Taxus baccata (TBA) were 
acquired from the online platform PLAZA (Van Bel et al., 2012), version Gymno v1.0 
(updated in June 2018) with a total of 429 including the sequences from Arabidopsis.  
2.1.1.2 Phylogenetic tree construction  
Three trees were constructed in this thesis (in order of appearance):  
1) The tree in Figure 6.1 (page 177) was constructed with the Arabidopsis 
sequences only. The sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm. A 
maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was constructed using MEGA7 
software following the default instructions published by Hall (2013), and 
applying a bootstrap (n = 1000 trials). The alignment file used to construct the 
tree is shown in the annex (Figure S3).  
 
2) The tree shown in Figure 6.3 (page 181) was constructed using the sequences 
from Arabidopsis thaliana (AT), Amborella trichopoda (ATR), Brachypodium 
distachyon (BD), Eucalyptus grandis (Eucgr.) and Oryza sativa (OS). The full-
length sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm, and then the 
variable N-terminal region was removed. A ML tree was constructed following 
the default instruction published by Hall (2013). The best substitution model 
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found was LG model with  distributed and invariant sites. These parameters 
were used to build a maximum likelihood tree with 1000 iterations bootstrap 
using the MEGA7 software. The alignment file used to construct the tree is 
shown in the annex (Figure S4). 
 
3) The tree in the annex (Figure S5) was constructed using the full amino acid 
sequences from all species mentioned in section 2.1.1.1. The sequences were 
aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm and then highly variable, gapped N-
terminal regions were removed. A ML tree was constructed using FastTree 
software with a Shimodaira-Hasegawa robustness test. The alignment and the 
tree are shown in the annex (Figure S6). 
2.1.2 Gene expression data 
Gene expression values for GUX1, GUX2, GUX3, TBL3, TBL28, TBL30, TBL31, 
TBL32, TBL33, TBL34, TBL35 and TBL36, were extracted from three different 
sources, and the numeric values were managed using Microsoft Excel 2016: 
1) RNA microarray data was obtained from the eFP Browser website, specifically 
from the Arabidopsis thaliana Tiling Array Express database (At-TAX, 
http://gbrowse.weigelworld.org/cgi-bin/attax) (Laubinger et al., 2008). Only 
absolute values were downloaded. For each gene, the mean (K) of the values 
from different tissues was calculated, then each absolute value was divided by 
K (mean normalised).  
 
2) RNAseq data was acquired from TRAVA database (http://travadb.org/) 
(Klepikova et al., 2016), using the “Raw Norm” option when browsing to obtain 
absolute values. Transcript copy number values per tissue were used without 
further modifications. 
 
3) ATH1 microarray expression data (Waese et al., 2017) was available only for 
GUX1, GUX2, GUX3, TBL3, TBL28, TBL30, TBL32 and TBL34. Plant 
developmental stages and seed-specific expression pattern diagrams were 
downloaded from the eFP Browser website (http://bar.utoronto.ca/efp/cgi-




2.1.3 Thesis composition 
All word processing and writing was carried out using Microsoft Word 2016 (Microsoft, 
Redmond, WA, US). Cites and references were processed and formatted using the 
software Mendeley Desktop version 1.19.2 (Mendeley Ltd., Elsevier, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands). 
Numeric data processing, tables and graphs were carried out using Microsoft Excel 
2016 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). DASH data was processed using the software 
DASHBOARD (Li et al., 2013). Mass spectrometric data was initially processed using 
the software FlexAnalysis version 3.4 build 76 (Bruker, Billerica, MA, US), and then 
formatted with Microsoft PowerPoint (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). 
Image processing, contrast and brightness were adjusted using Adobe Photoshop 
CS6. Further figure preparations, backgrounds, labels and other vector-graphic 
modifications were carried out using Adobe Illustrator CS6 (Adobe, San Jose, CA, 
USA).  
2.2 Biological material 
2.2.1 Bacteria 
2.2.1.1 E. coli strain and transformation 
Escherichia coli strain DH5α (C2988J, New England Biolabs) was made 
chemocompetent and transformed following the protocol published by Sambrook et al. 
(2006). The growth medium used was LB (10 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast 
extract) supplemented with antibiotics and using 2% agar in solid cultures. The 
antibiotics used for transformants selection varied depending on the plasmid 
transformed. The antibiotics used for the selection of each plasmid type are listed in 
Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: List of antibiotics used for the selection of each plasmid type. 
Antibiotic Concentration (mg/L) Plasmid selection 
Spectinomycin (Spec) 50 L0 modules 
Ampicillin (Amp) 100 L1 transcriptional units 
Kanamycin (Kan) 50 
L2 binary vectors and 
pGreenII0000 
Gentamycin (Gen) 50 Ti helper plasmid 
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2.2.1.2 A. tumefaciens strain and transformation 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 was used, which has a rifampicin (Rif) 
resistance gene integrated in its genome, and a Ti helper plasmid with a Gen 
resistance gene selection marker.  
To prepare chemocompetent A. tumefaciens, a 5 mL LB medium (10 g/L tryptone, 10 
g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast extract) supplemented with Gen (50 mg/L) and Rif (10 mg/L) 
was inoculated with a single colony. The culture was grown overnight, and 3 mL were 
used to inoculate 100 mL LB medium supplemented with Gen and Rif. The culture 
was incubated in a 250 mL conical flask shaking at 250 rpm for about 3 h at 30 °C until 
OD600 between 0.5 and 1.0, read with a Spectronic Helios Gamma spectrophotometer 
(Thermo). Then the culture was chilled on ice and pelleted at 3200 RCF for 5 min. The 
supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of ice-cold sterile 
20 mM CaCl2 + 10% (v/v) glycerol. The suspension was divided into 100 μL aliquots 
of chemocompetent cells. The aliquots were then snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
stored at -80 °C until use. 
To transform A. tumefaciens one aliquot of chemocompetent cells was thawed on ice 
and ~1 μg of plasmid DNA was added. Then the cells were snap-frozen and incubated 
in liquid nitrogen for 5 min and thawed at 37 °C. The cells were supplemented with 
250 μL of LB medium and incubated for 3 h at 30 °C. The cells were then plated on 
agar-solidified LB (2%) containing Rif (10 mg/L), Gen (50 mg/L) and Kan (100 mg/L). 
The plates were incubated at 30 °C, and transformed colonies were obtained after 48 
h of incubation. 
2.2.2 Arabidopsis thaliana 
Almost all Arabidopsis thaliana plants used in this work were of the ecotype Columbia-
0 (Col-0) with mutant lines compared to a corresponding WT control. The only 
exception was tbl33-2, which is of ecotype Landsberg erecta-0 (Ler-0).  
The list of mutants that were acquired from other researchers is shown in Table 2.2. 
In addition, the insertional mutants for the TBL genes used in this work are listed in 
Table 6.1 (Chapter 6, page 198). 
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Table 2.2: Arabidopsis lines obtained from elsewhere used in this study.  
Mutant name References Provided by 
irx9 (Wu et al., 2010)  Mathias Sorieul 
irx10 (Brown et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009) Mathias Sorieul 
irx14 (Wu et al., 2010)  Mathias Sorieul 
irx15/15-l (Brown et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2011) Xiaolan Yu 
gux1 (Bromley et al., 2013; Mortimer et al., 2010) Mathias Sorieul 
gux2 (Bromley et al., 2013; Mortimer et al., 2010) Mathias Sorieul 
gux1/2 (Bromley et al., 2013; Mortimer et al., 2015, 2010) Nicholas Grantham 
gux1/2/3 (Lee et al., 2012; Mortimer et al., 2015) Nicholas Grantham 
gxm1/2/3 (Cornuault et al., 2015; Li et al., 2013) Toshi Kotake 
irx9 gux1/2 undescribed Xiaolan Yu 
irx10 gux1/2 undescribed Xiaolan Yu 
irx14 gux1/2 undescribed Xiaolan Yu 
irx15/15-l gux1/2 undescribed Xiaolan Yu 
esk1 (esk1-5) (Grantham et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2013) Nicholas Grantham 
axy9 (axy9-2) (Schultink et al., 2015) NASC 
various tbl lines*  various* 
Callus lines   
Col-0 (Mortimer et al., 2015; Nikolovski et al., 2012) Xiaolan Yu 
irx10-l (Mortimer et al., 2015) Xiaolan Yu 
gux3 (Mortimer et al., 2015) Xiaolan Yu 
*For tbl T-DNA insertional lines see Table 6.1 (Chapter 6, page 198). 
2.2.2.1 Seed sterilisation 
Mature dry seeds were surface-sterilised by immersion for 10 minutes in a sterilising 
solution (80% ethanol, 1% Tween® 20 (Sigma-Aldrich, P1379) and 1% sodium 
hypochlorite) with vigorous shaking. Then they were successively washed with 65% 
ethanol, 80% ethanol and 100% ethanol. The supernatant was removed, and the 
seeds were air-dried in a laminar flow hood. 
2.2.2.2 Growth in soil 
Sterile seeds were sown on 12 x 12 cm2 sterile plastic plates containing 25 mL of 
germination medium (2.2 g/L Murashige and Skoog basal medium (Sigma, M5519), 
10 g/L sucrose, 6 g/L PlantAgar (Duchefa, P1001.1000), 5 g/L MES pH 6.8 adjusted 
with KOH). The plated seeds were incubated in the dark at 4 ºC for 48 h. Then they 
were incubated in long day regime (16 / 8 h light and dark photoperiod) for 14 d. 
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Plantlets were then transferred to pots with soil (Levington Advance Solutions which 
contains the insecticide Excemptor®) and grown under long day regime for 6 weeks at 
21 °C. For the NMR experiments the plants were transferred to soil and grown in short 
day regime (8 / 16 h light and dark photoperiod) for 4 weeks and then grown in long 
day regime for 4 extra weeks. After growth, the plants were left to dry by not watering 
them for two weeks. 
2.2.2.3 Growth in magenta pots 
Due to the nature of the mutants axy9 and esk1 tbl33 being extremely sick and 
dwarfed, they were first grown for 14 days in plates with germination medium, and 
then they were transferred to glass magenta pots containing 100 mL of germination 
medium. Three plants per pot were grown for 6 additional weeks. 
2.2.2.4 Mature stem tissue collection 
About a fifth of the primary stems were harvested. The material was stored at room 
temperature until used. Prior to AIR preparation they were immersed in 70% ethanol 
and incubated at 70 °C for 30 min. 
2.2.2.5 Young stem tissue collection 
The collection of young stem material was carried out as described by Mortimer et al. 
(2015). The collected stems were incubated in 96% ethanol at 70 °C for 30 min. The 
material was then stored at 4 °C until used. 
2.2.2.6 Callus growth and collection 
Callus lines were grown by Xiaolan Yu following the method described by Mortimer et 
al. (2015). The collected calli were washed twice with 96% ethanol. Then they were 




The birch samples were kindly provided by Maija Tenkanen and Ykä Helariutta 
(University of Helsinki, Finland). Three biological independent birch trees (Betula 
pendula, v5834) were grown in the experimental field located at the Viikki campus of 
the University of Helsinki. Woody stems from each were collected for cryo-sectioning 
to harvest tangential section of tissue-specific wood fractions. Young phloem and 
young xylem were dissected through a cryotome (thickness: 10 µm, -27 °C) and 
separately collected. The tissue samples were freeze-dried, and ground using a bead 
mill until fine powder was obtained.  
2.3 Molecular biology 
2.3.1 Arabidopsis mutants genotyping and expression analysis 
2.3.1.1 DNA extraction  
Seedlings were grown for 10 days. One cotyledon was extracted and ground in 100 
μL of TNE-SDS buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl, 250 mM NaCl, 20 mM 
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 0.5% SDS; pH 8.0). The mixtures were 
centrifuged at 3200 RCF for 5 min. The pellets were discarded, and the supernatants 
were transferred into a new tube. 100 μL of isopropanol were added to the samples 
and mixed by vortexing. The samples were then incubated for 30 min at -80 °C and 
the precipitated DNA was sedimented by centrifuging at 3200 RCF for 10 min. The 
supernatants were discarded, and the pellets were washed twice with 70% ethanol. 
The remaining ethanol was evaporated from the samples by exposing them to vacuum 
for 10 min. The DNA samples were then resuspended in 30 μL of H2O. 
2.3.1.2 Primers and PCR parameters for screening T-DNA insertions 
The oligonucleotide primers for genotyping Arabidopsis lines were individually 
designed for the analysis of each T-DNA insertion. The primers were designed using 
the online tool iSectPrimer toolbox (http://signal.salk.edu/tdnaprimers.2.html) using 
the default parameters and synthesised by Sigma-Aldrich (UK). The primers used for 
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screening insertions in the TBL genes are listed in Table 6.1 (Chapter 6, page 198), 
and all the rest are listed in Table 2.3. Right primer (RP) and left primer (LP) combined 
were used for screening wild-type gene versions, and for mutant alleles RP and border 
primer (BP) were used. To genotype T-DNA lines the REDTaq ReadyMix PCR 
Reaction Mix (Sigma, R2523) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Each reaction contained 8 μL of RedTaq DNA polymerase, 0.25 μL of each primer 
(final concentration 4.8 μM), 0.25 μL of DMSO, 2.75 μL of H2O and 0.5 μL of extracted 
DNA. The mixture was then incubated in a Veriti Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems) 
following the program shown in Table 2.4. PCR products were analysed on an agarose 
gel, purified from the gel and sequenced. 
The mutants irx9 gux1/2, irx14 gux1/2, were initially crossed by Xiaolan Yu, and irx10 
gux1/2 by Marta Busse-Wicher, and the genotyping was carried out in the work for this 
thesis. irx15/15-l gux1/2 was crossed and genotyped by Xiaolan Yu. 
 
Table 2.3: List of gene mutations and primers used for their screening.  
RP Right primer; LP Left primer; BP border primer. 
Mutant 
gene 
Gene ID Insertion 
PCR primer codes 
RP LP BP 
irx9 At2g37090 SALK_057033 1360 412 248 
irx10 At1g27440 SALK_046368 748 744 249 
irx14 At4g36890 SALK_038212 500 501 248 
gux1 At3g18660 SALK_063763 1016 1015 249 
gux2 At4g33330 GABI_722F09 1014 1013 476 
 
 
Table 2.4: PCR program. 
Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycles 
1 95 4 min 1 
 95 30 s  
2 58 (-0.5 °C every cycle) 30 s 10 
  72 2 min  
 95 30 s  
3 58 30 s 35 
  72 2 min  
4 







2.3.1.3 RNA Extraction 
Total RNA extractions from stems and leaves were carried out with Spectrum Plant 
Total RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, STRN50), following the manufacturer’s instructions. 
One rosette leaf or one stem of a 6-week old plant was extracted, and snap-frozen in 
liquid nitrogen and used for the RNA extraction procedure. The RNA quality and 
quantity were tested by using a Nanodrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, ND-
1000). 
2.3.1.4 RT-PCR 
RT-PCR was used to test the presence of transcript of TBL3, TBL28, TBL30, TBL32, 
TBL33, TBL35 and TBL36 in leaves and stems, in WT and the respective T-DNA 
insertional lines. Extracted RNA was used for production of complementary DNA 
(cDNA) by using SuperScriptIII First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen, 
18080-051). The procedure was carried out following the Oligo(dT)20 version of the 
protocol. The quality of the cDNA obtained was verified with a Nanodrop 
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, ND-1000) and used as template for PCR. The 
primers used for the PCR are listed in Table 6.1 (Chapter 6, page 198). In addition, 
HISTONE1 was amplified using primers 510 and 511, and used to normalise the 
amount of template for each reaction. The PCR program used is a modified version of 
the one described in Table 2.4, without step 2, and the time of the 72 °C in step 3 
varied according to the RedTaq manufacturer’s instructions (Sigma-Aldrich, R2523) 
depending on the length of the amplification products. The PCR products were 
analysed by migration on an agarose electrophoresis gel, and by sequencing (as in 
section 2.3.1.2). 
2.3.1.5 Electrophoresis analysis and DNA purification on agarose gels 
PCR products or DNA digestion products were electrophoresed at 200 V on 1.2 % 
agarose gels containing 0.4% ethidium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich). Hyperladder 1kb 
(Thermo Fisher, 10787018) or 50bp DNA Ladder RTU (GeneDireX, DM012-R500) 
DNA mobility markers were used depending on the sample expected molecular size. 
Products were visualized using the U:Genius3 gel imaging system (Syngene). 
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For DNA purification and recovery from the agarose gel, the band was excised with a 
knife. Then the DNA was purified using Wizard SV gel and PCR cleanup system 
(Promega, A9281), following the manufacturer’s instructions. The quality and amount 
of DNA was tested using a Nanodrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, ND-
1000). 
2.3.1.6 DNA sequencing 
PCR or RT-PCR products were directly purified using Wizard SV gel and PCR cleanup 
system (Promega, A9281), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Alternatively they 
were resolved on an agarose gel and then extracted and purified (see above, section 
2.3.1.5). The purified DNA samples were sequenced by the DNA sequencing facility 
in the Department of Biochemistry of the University of Cambridge, with both primers 
previously used for the PCR/RT-PCR amplification. 
2.3.1.7 Crossing 
Several tbl T-DNA insertional lines were cross-pollinated, and the lines obtained are 
listed in Table 2.5. To cross Arabidopsis lines, the procedure described by Weigel and 
Glazebrook (2006) was followed.  
Table 2.5: Lines obtained by crossing. 
   Cross lab code 
esk1 tbl28-1 BMQ 
esk1 tbl28-2 BMR 
esk1 tbl30-1 BMS 
esk1 tbl30-2 BMT 
esk1 tbl3-2 BMP 
esk1 tbl32-1 BMU 
esk1 tbl33-1 BMV 
esk1 tbl33-2 BMW 
esk1 tbl35-1 BNV 
gux1 tbl33-1 BGV 
gux1 tbl33-2 BGX 
gux2 tbl33-1 BGW 
gux2 tbl33-2 BGY 
tbl32-1 tbl33-1 BMY 




Table 2.6: Codes and sequences of DNA oligonucleotides used for molecular biology. 
Primer 
code 





























































































2.3.2 Arabidopsis transformation 
2.3.2.1 Bacterial DNA extraction 
Plasmid DNA was extracted from 5 mL liquid E. coli cultures grown overnight, using 
GenElute™ HP Plasmid Miniprep Kit (NA0150-1KT), following the manufacturer’s 
instructions.  
2.3.2.2 Restriction-enzyme-mediated vector assembly  
The pGreenII-0000 vector was modified by Mathias Sorieul to express an Oleosin 
(AT4G25140)-eGFP fusion protein under control of the Oleosin promoter from pFAST-
G01 as a selection marker (Shimada et al., 2010). This simplified the selection of 
transformants, by selecting the seeds that are fluorescent when illuminated with a 
blue/UV light. In addition, the vector had integrated mGFP at 3’ from an insertion site, 
for tagging GFP on C-terminus of the inserted gene. The insertion site had the 
restriction sites 5’ ApaI and 3’ PstI, flanking an insert of ~2800 bp. The vector was 
simultaneously digested with the restriction enzymes ApaI and PstI. The two digestion 
products were resolved on an agarose gel, and the one with higher molecular size 
(~7600 bp) corresponding to the open destination vector, was excised and purified 
(see section 2.3.1.5). 
The 5′ UTR and promoter region of IRX9 (At2g37090, PromIRX9), 1523 bp upstream 
from the ATG start codon (exclusive) was amplified with PCR Master Mix with GC 
Buffer (New England Biolabs, M0532S) following the manufacturer’s instructions, and 
using primers 1608 and 1609. These primers added the flanking restriction sites ApaI 
on 5’, and PmeI followed by AvrII on 3’, respectively. In a similar manner, the coding 
region of IRX9-L (At1g27600, 1796 bp) was amplified from ATG (inclusive) to the stop 
codon (exclusive). For this, the primers 1610 and 1611 were used, which add 
PmeI/AvrII in 5’ and PstI in 3’, respectively. The PCR program used for both reactions 
is modified from the one shown in Table 2.4, changing the time at 72 °C to 1 min in 
steps 2 and 3. The amplified PCR products were purified (see section 2.3.1.5) and 
then digested with restriction enzymes. PromIRX9 was digested with ApaI and AvrII, 
and IRX9-L coding region was digested with AvrII and PstI. The digestion products 
were then resolved on an agarose gel, excised and purified (see section 2.3.1.5).  
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T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Scientific, EL0014) was used to fuse the open destination 
vector, PromIRX9 and IRX9-L coding region together. The manufacturer’s instructions 
were followed, includin both inserts in the reaction mix in a ratio 1:1. Then the ligation 
product was used to transform E. coli, and then the vector was selected by adding 
kanamycin to the growth medium. The map of the produced vector is shown in Figure 
3.5 (page 94). The vector was purified and used to transform Agrobacterium. The 
sequences integrated into the vector were verified by sequencing, and the correct 
insertion was confirmed by observing two products when digesting the vector with XhoI 
and ApaI, one of ~3200 bp and another of 7700 bp. 
2.3.2.3 Vector assembly by Golden-Gate 
For over-expressing TBL3, TBL28, TBL29(ESK1), TBL30, TBL31, TBL32, TBL33, 
TBL34, TBL35 and TBL36 in esk1 mutant, expression vectors were assembled using 
Golden-Gate MoClo technology. This technology consists of the ensemble of binary 
vectors (L2) from other less complex plasmids (L1) which possess a transcriptional 
unit. The L1 are also ensembled from less complex plasmids (L0) which contain one 
module, such as a gene promoter, a coding sequence, fusion tags and transcription 
terminators (Patron et al., 2015; Weber et al., 2011). The assembly of vectors by 
Golden-Gate relies on the joint activity of type-IIS restriction enzymes and T4 DNA 
ligase. In this way, in a single incubation L0 are digested with BsaI, the products 
hybridise guided by the sticky-end-specificity which direct the order of assembly, and 
then ligated by T4 to form an L1. In a similar way, L1 are digested using BpiI, they 
hybridise and ligate to form L2. 
To perform a Golden-Gate reaction, 100 ng of purified L0 (or L1) were mixed with 100 
ng of backbone donor, 1 μL of BsaI (or BpiI; 10 units/μL), 1 μL of T4 DNA ligase (5 
units/μL; Thermo Scientific), 0.15 μL of BSA protein (20 mg/mL, NEB, only for L1 
assembly), 1.5 μL of T4 DNA Ligase buffer with ATP 10X (Thermo Scientific) and 
topped to 15 μL with nuclease free H2O (Sigma-Aldrich). The mix was incubated in a 
Veriti thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems) with the program shown in Table 2.7. The 




















2.3.2.4 Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of Arabidopsis (Floral dip) 
A colony of A. tumefaciens containing the vector for transformation was used for 
inoculation of a 5 mL of LB medium supplemented with Kan, Rif and Gen for selection. 
The culture was grown overnight at 30 °C. 3 mL of this culture was used for inoculating 
a 50 mL LB medium with selection antibiotics. The culture was grown in a 250 mL 
conical flask shaking at 250 rpm for about 3 h at 30 °C until an OD600 between 0.6 and 
0.8. The cells were sedimented at 3200 RCF for 5 min and resuspended in a 5% 
sucrose (w/v) solution. 0.005% Silwet L-77 (v/v) was added to the suspension. 
Arabidopsis plants were grown in soil for about 4 weeks, or until they developed a 
main stem with fully developed flowers. The flowers were fully submerged in the cell 
suspension for 2 min. Then the plants were covered with closed plastic transparent 
sleeves, and after three days the sleeves were opened. The plants were then dried, 
and their seeds were collected. Transformant seeds were selected by GFP 
fluorescence on the seed oil body membrane. 
2.4 Cell wall xylan analysis 
2.4.1 AIR preparation 
The material was ground by ball milling in 96% ethanol. The milling was carried out in 
a Retsch MM400 mill in pulses of 10 min at 23 rpm separated by 5 min gaps. The 
pellet was washed with 99% ethanol, and then incubated with 2:3 (v/v) 
chloroform:methanol at room temperature for over 3 h. The supernatant was discarded 
and the pellet was incubated again with chloroform:methanol solution for over 3 h. 
Then the pellet was successively washed with 65%, 80% and 100% ethanol. The pellet 
was then dried at 45 °C for 2 days. 
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2.4.2 Holocellulose preparation 
The amount of starting material varies between uses, but the ratios between material 
and buffers were maintained. Depectination was performed as follows: every 100 mg 
of AIR sample was suspended and incubated in 5 mL of 0.5% ammonium oxalate for 
2 h at 85 ˚C with vigorous shaking. Then the sample was centrifuged for 10 min at 
3200 RCF and washed with 10 mL of distilled H2O. For young stem and callus 
materials, the holocellulose was ready after washing again with 10 mL of H2O.  
Mature stem material was additionally delignified. For this, the samples were 
incubated in 4 mL of 11% peracetic acid at 85 °C for 25 min. Then the samples were 
then chilled on ice and washed 4 to 5 times with H2O until it reached a pH ~6. Then 
the supernatant was thoroughly removed with a pipette, then centrifuging the sample 
for 10 min at 3200 RCF and removing the extra supernatant accumulated. 
2.4.3 Hemicellulose chemical extractions and treatments 
2.4.3.1 Quick alkali extraction 
Every 1 mg of AIR sample was immersed in 5 μL of 4 M NaOH and incubated for 1 h 
at 21 °C. The pH was adjusted to around 6 by adding ~20 μL of 1 M HCl and monitoring 
with litmus paper. 
2.4.3.2 Overnight alkali extraction 
5 g of AIR were immersed in 100 mL of a solution containing 6 M NaOH and 0.1% 
NaBH4 (sodium borohydride). The suspension was incubated in a 1 L conical flask, 
overnight at 37 °C with vigorous shaking. Then the sample was chilled on ice and 
neutralised with 55 mL of glacial acetic acid. The polysaccharides were precipitated 
by adding 170 mL of 100 ethanol. The mixture was incubated on ice until flocculation. 
Then it was centrifuged at 3200 RFC for 10 min and the supernatant was discarded. 
The pellet was washed twice with 70% ethanol, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
lyophilised by sublimation.   
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2.4.3.3 Acetylated xylan extraction with DMSO 
Freshly made holocellulose from 100 mg of AIR material was mixed with 5 mL of 
DMSO. The mixture was incubated in 50 mL tubes at 80 °C overnight with vigorous 
shaking. The supernatant was collected and evaporated under vacuum. When used 
for enzymatic digestions, the solid residue was then resuspended in 10 mL of 100 mM 
AmAc pH 6, ready for digestion.  
When used for NMR, the solid residue was resuspended in 2.5 mL of 3 M urea, purified 
through a PD-10 column (General Electric, 17085101) and eluted with 3.5 mL of 42 
mM urea. The sample was then snap-frozen and lyophilised by sublimation. The 
sample was then resuspended in 500 μL of deuterium oxide (D2O), ready for NMR 
analysis. 
2.4.3.4 Quick alkali treatment for extracted acetylated xylan 
Xylan or extracted with DMSO or acetylated xylooligosaccharide samples (equivalent 
to up to 5 mg of AIR) were lyophilised by evaporation. The pellet was then covered 
with 5 μL of 4 M NaOH and incubated for 20 min at 21 °C. The pH was adjusted to 
around 6 by adding ~20 μL of 1 M HCl and monitoring with litmus paper. 
2.4.4 Enzymatic tools 
Enzymatic hydrolysis of xylan were carried out by using specific glycosyl hydrolases 
on acetylated xylan or xylooligosaccharides, either alkali-treated or non-acetylated.  
Xylan digestions were carried out in single-pot reactions containing either substrate 
equivalent to 500 μg, 1 mg, 3 mg or 5 mg of AIR. The material was suspended in 250 
μL of 100 mM AmAc pH 6 and pulverised with a micropestle. The enzymes used were 
added to the solution and incubated for the respective times at their specific 
temperatures (see Table 2.8). After the incubation, the enzymes were inactivated by 
incubating the mix at 100 °C for 10 min. GH11 and CE4 required an extra inactivation 
step by filtering the mixture through a Nanosep 3K Omega column (Pall, OD003C34).  
The enzymes shown in Table 2.8 were obtained from different sources. BoGH30, 
GH11 and GH10 were kindly provided by Harry Gilbert (Newcastle, UK). EcGH30, 
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GH3, GH62 and GH115 were a gift from Novozymes. CE4 (CZ0034) and CtGH30 
(CZ0445) were purchased from NZYTech.  
 
Table 2.8: Parameters of carbohydrate-active enzymes used. 
*the incubation times for BoGH30 and EcGH30 was of 30 min on glucuronoxylan and 




Activity Species Concentration 
amount per 
mg of AIR 
Incubation 
EcGH30 XynA glucuronoxylanase 
Erwinia  
chrysanthemi 
1.6 mg/mL 0.3 μL 
21 °C  
* 
BoGH30 XynC2 glucuronoxylanase 
Bacteroides 
ovatus 
3 μM 10 μL 
21 °C  
* 
CtGH30 Xyn30A glucuronoxylanase 
Clostridium 
thermocellum 
0,5 mg/mL 1 μL 













5.2 mg/mL 10 μL 24 h at 21 °C 
GH3  β-1,4-xylosidase 
Trichoderma 
reesei 




Talaromyces sp. 0.1 mg/mL 10 μL 24 h at 55 °C 
GH62 















2.4.5 Reducing-end labelling (Reductive amination) 
The RE of xylan and xylooligosaccharides possesses a reactive aldehyde group. The 
aldehyde group was chemically modified with four different chemical groups which are 
listed below. 
2.4.5.1 ANTS 
Derivatisation with ANTS (8-aminonaphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid, Invitrogen) was 
used for the visualisation and analysis of oligosaccharides by PACE. The procedure 
was carried out as described by Goubet et al. (2002), but 2-picoline-borane (2-PB) 
was used instead of cyanoborohydride. To derivatise oligosaccharides and standards 
(X1-6, Megazyme) with ANTS, they were first lyophilised by evaporation. Then they 
were covered with 20 μL of ANTS derivatising solution (50% (v/v) DMSO, 7.5% (v/v) 
acetic acid, 10 mM ANTS, 10 mM 2-PB). The samples were briefly vortexed and 
incubated overnight at 37 ºC. Then the samples were lyophilised by evaporation at 55 
ºC and resuspended in 3 M urea. The supernatant of the sample was then used for 
analysis on PACE. 
2.4.5.2 APTS 
Oligosaccharides were derivatised with 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (APTS, 
Sigma-Aldrich) for DASH analysis. The labelling procedure was implemented as 
described by Li et al. (2013). The reductive amination reaction was carried out by 
covering the sample with a mix containing 10 μL of APTS, 10 μL of 0.2 M 2-PB (in 
DMSO) and 10 μL of H2O and incubating it overnight at 37 oC. The resulting 30 μL of 
APTS labelled samples were then mixed with 970 μL of H2O and considered the 
sample ‘Stock’ solution for the later DASH procedure. 
2.4.5.3 2AA 
Derivatisation with 2-aminobenzoic acid (2AA, Sigma) was used for the analysis of 
oligosaccharides by MALDI-MS. The derivatisation procedure was carried out using 
the optimised labelling conditions described by Ridlova et al. (2008). The 
oligosaccharides samples were first purified by using either a HyperSep column or a 
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C18 column (see below), and then dried. Then they were covered with 10 μL of a 2AA 
derivatisation mix and incubated for 3 h at 65 ºC. The mix contained 60 mg/mL of 
sodium cyanoborohydride (Sigma-Aldrich) and 60 mg/mL of 2AA in glacial acetic 
acid/dry DMSO (3:7; v/v). The labelled samples were subsequently purified from the 
derivatisation mix by using a GlycoClean S column (see below). 
2.4.5.4 Procainamide 
The labelling of oligossacharides with procainamide was also used for their MS 
analysis. The oligosaccharide samples purified with a HyperSep column were dried 
and dissolved in 100 μL of H2O. The labelling was then performed as described 
by Lavanant et al. (2012). Procainamide hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was freshly 
dissolved to a concentration of 10 g/L in a solution containing 50% acetonitrile (AcN) 
and 1% orthophosphoric acid (procainamide solution). 1 μL of sample was mixed with 
1 μL of procainamide solution and incubated at RT for 1 min. The mix was then directly 
used for mass-spectrometric analysis. 
2.4.6 Oligosaccharides purifications 
2.4.6.1 HyperSep Hypercarb column 
For the analysis by MS, the digested xylooligosaccharides were first purified from the 
digestion buffer and enzymes by using a 1 mL HyperSep Hypercarb Porous 
Graphitized Carbon column (Thermo Scientific). The sample was first thoroughly 
lyophilised by evaporation to remove the AmAc buffer, and then it was resuspended 
in 1 mL of H2O. The HyperSep column was connected to a peristaltic pump with a set 
flow of 0.5 μL/min. The column was purged by passing 2 mL of an 80% AcN solution 
acidified with 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid. Then the column was equilibrated with 2 
mL of H2O. Then the sample was loaded into the column and washed with 1 mL of H2O. 
Then it was washed with a 5% can solution. The sample was then eluted from the 
column by passing 400 μL of a 50% AcN solution acidified with 0.05% (v/v) 




2.4.6.2 Solid-phase extraction with C18 column  
Sep-Pak Classic C18 cartridges (Waters, WAT051910) were used to remove the non-
glucuronidated oligosaccharides from the samples. The C18 column was prepared by 
sequentially passing through it 15 mL of 100% ethanol, 20 mL of H2O, 2 mL 100% AcN, 
and 10 mL of 20 mM AmAc pH 6. After the enzymatic hydrolysis, the sample was 
diluted to 1 mL with H2O and loaded into the C18 column. Then the column was washed 
twice with 5 mL of H2O (eluting the non-acetyalted oligossacharides). Then the sample 
was eluted with 5 mL of 10% ethanol (leaving the non-glucuronidated 
xylooligosaccharides in the column). The eluted fraction was snap-frozen in liquid 
nitrogen and lyophilised by sublimation. 
2.4.6.3 GlycoClean S column 
To remove the 2AA derivatisation mix from the labelled samples a GlycoClean S 
cartridge (ProZyme, GKI-4726) was used. The procedure was a modified version of 
the one described by Maslen et al. (2007). The column was sequentially washed with 
1 mL of H2O, 5 mL of 30% acetic acid, 4 mL of 100% AcN. Then the 10 mL sample 
was loaded onto the column and allowed to adsorb for 15 min. The column was 
sequentially washed with 1 mL of 100% AcN and 4 mL of 96% AcN. The purified 
sample was eluted from the column by passing 400 μL through the column three times. 
The samples were ready for MS analysis after being lyophilised by evaporation.  
2.4.7 PACE 
The digested oligosaccharides or entire xylan polymers were resolved 
by carbohydrate gel electrophoresis (PACE). The procedure used here is a modified 
version of the described by Goubet et al. (2002). Essentially, the 10% PACE gel 
composition had 19.2 mL of H2O, 3 mL of 1 M Tris-Base Borate buffer pH 8.2 and 7.5 
mL of 40% polyacrylamide (29:1 acrylamide/bis-acrylamide, Sigma, A7802). The 20% 
gel composition had 11.7 mL of H2O, 3 mL of 1 M Tris-Base Borate buffer pH 8.2 and 
15 mL of 40% polyacrylamide. Both gels were polymerised by adding to the mix 24 μL 
of TEMED (N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethane-1,2-diamine) and 240 μL of 10% (w/v) 
ammonium persulfate. No stacking gels were used. To resolve the oligosaccharides, 
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2-10 μL of ANTS-labelled sample were loaded in one of the wells of the gel. 
Additionally, 1 μL of a xylooligossacharide standards mix (5 mM of each X1-6, 
Megazyme) was also loaded into another well of the gel. The gel was then exposed to 
a potential difference, electrophoresing the samples. 10% gels were electrophoresed 
at 1000 V for 43 min at 10 ºC. 20% gels were electrophoresed for 2.5 h instead. 
Labelled products on the PACE gel were detected by fluorescence using a G-Box CCD 
camera (Syngene) equipped with a transilluminator with long-wave tubes emitting at 
365 nm. Images were captured using GeneSnap software (Syngene). Densitometric 
quantifications were carried out using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) and 
SnapTools (Syngene) softwares. 
2.4.8 DASH 
DASH was used for the quantification of the percentage of methylation of the GlcA 
substitutions of xylan (Li et al., 2013). APTS-derivatised ‘Stock’ samples were 
subjected to a series of sequential 10-fold dilutions. Different amounts, from 5 μL to 
120 μL of 1/1000 to 1/100000 dilutions were loaded onto a 96-well plate. 2 μL of 
fractional mobility marker stock solutions were added to each well for a later alignment 
of the resulting spectra (as described). The samples on the plate were lyophilised by 
evaporation. 20 μL of DMSO was added to each sample. Then the plate was 
vigorously shaken for 1 h at RT. The plates were analysed on a 96-capillary 3130XL 
DNA analyser (Applied Biosystems) by the DNA Sequencing Facility of the 
Department of Biochemistry (University of Cambridge). DASH data was then analysed 
using DASHBOARD (Li et al., 2013). 
2.4.9 Mass Spectrometry (MS) 
Purified unlabelled, 2AA-derivatised or procainamide-derivatised samples were 
submitted to Oligosaccharide mass profiling (OLIMP) analysis by mass-spectrometry. 
The procedure was carried out following the protocol presented by Tryfona et al. 




Desalted or 2AA labelled oligosaccharides were resuspended in 100 μL of H2O, and 
mixed in a 1:1 (v/v) ratio with matrix. The matrix solution had 10 mg/mL 2,5-
dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.4 mg/mL ammonium sulphate 
((NH4)2SO4); to prevent formation of di-sodiated adducts) in 50% aqueous methanol 
(Enebro and Karlsson, 2006). For procainamide-labelled samples, the sample solution 
was mixed in a 1:1 ratio with matrix. 2 μL of sample/matrix mix were spotted on a 
MALDI MTP 384 ground steel BC target plate (Bruker). 
Sample spots were rapidly dried in a vaccum desiccator. All mass-spectra were 
recorded on an UltrafleXtreme matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time of 
flight/time of flight (MALDI/TOF-TOF) instrument (Bruker). The spectra were collected 
with a 2-kHz smartbeam-II laser on reflector mode. The mass range was 300-3000 
Da, with a signal suppression of 150 Da. Averages between 10000 and 50000 shots 
were used to obtain the MS spectra. FlexControl and FlexAnalysis softwares were 
used for data acquisition and analysis (Bruker). 
2.4.9.2 HILIC and MALDI TOF/TOF-MS/MS 
Normal-phase hydrophilic-interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) was carried out 
using acetylated xylan digestion products. Mature and young stem digestion products 
were first purified by solid-phase extraction with a C18 column, and then labelled with 
2AA. For callus digestion products, the samples were desalted with a HyperSep 
column and then labelled with 2AA. The samples were then purified with a GlycoClean 
S Column and lyophilised. One sample was then resuspended in 20 μL of H2O and 
mixed with 4 volumes of 100% AcN (Rathburn, RH1016). Capillary HILIC was carried 
out using an LC-Packings Ultimate system (Dionex, www.dionex.com) equipped with 
an amide-80 column (300 μm x 25 cm, 5 μm bead size; LC Packings/Dionex) and with 
a capillary HPLC system. The flow was set at 3 μL/min: Solvent A was 50 mM 
ammonium formate adjusted to pH 4.4 with formic acid. Solvent B1 was aqueous 80% 
AcN with 10 mM ammonium formate adjusted to pH 4.4 with formic acid. Solvent B2 
was aqueous 95% AcN with 2.5 mM ammonium formate adjusted to pH 4.4 with formic 
acid. Solvent B1 was used for HILIC separation of callus samples, and solvent B2 for 
mature and young stems samples. 
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2AA-labelled samples dissolved in 80% AcN were loaded onto the column and eluted 
with increasing aqueous concentration. The column effluent was directly connected to 
a probot sample fractionation system and spotted onto an MTP SmallAnchor 384 BC 
target plate (Bruker) at 20 s intervals. The spotted fractions were air-dried, and then, 
each spotted fraction was overlaid with 0.5 μL of DHB matrix and air-dried. The data 
acquisition was performed in the same MALDI mass-spectrometer described in 
section 2.4.9.1.  
The oligosaccharide molecular ions were identified in the MALDI data and their elution 
positions were determined with the WARP-LC software (Bruker). Molecular ions were 
selected for LASER-induced dissociation (LID) ToF/ToF MS/MS analysis using the 
LIFT apparatus (for birch spectrum see next paragraph). LIFT spectra were acquired 
by averaging 2000 shots of parent ion spectra, averaging between 10000 and 50000 
shots of fragment spectra, and summing both averages using the FlexControl software 
(Bruker).  
The birch phloem xylan oligosaccharide sample was exceptionally analysed by directly 
spotting the sample onto the MALDI plate after 2AA derivatisation and purification by 
Glycoclean S cleanup. The spectrum of only this sample was acquired by collision-
induced dissociation (CID) ToF/ToF MS/MS. For this the CID cell of the MALDI 





2.4.10 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
The NMR experiments of WT, tbl32, tbl33 and tbl32/33 were carried out in collaboration 
with T. Almeida and Prof K. Stott. Acetylated xylan was extracted from 200 mg AIR with 
DMSO after depectination and delignification pretreatments. After the xylan purification 
with PD-10, the sample was resuspended in 0.5 μL of D2O with a final concentration of 
0.5 M urea. A Bruker ADVANCE III spectrometer operating at 600 MHz equipped with a 
TCI Cryo-probe was used to obtain NMR spectra by T. Almeida. 1D-NOESY (Nuclear 
Overhausser Effect Spectroscopy), 1H/13C-HSQC (Heteronuclear single quantum 
correlation coherence), 2D-1H/1H-NOESY and 2D-1H/1H-TOCSY (Total correlation 
spectroscopy) experiments were all carried out at 35 °C. The data processing was 
performed by T. Almeida using TopSpin version 3.7 (Bruker) and AZARA 2.8 (copyright 
1993-2014, Wayne Boucher and Department of Biochemistry, University of 
Cambridge) were used. Peaks were manually assigned by T. Almeida using CCPN 
v2.42, by peak correlations between experiments, or following chemical shifts 
previously reported (Bromley et al., 2013; Grantham, 2016). gxm1/2/3 acetylated xylan 
was used for the assignment of some non-methylated peak correlations, although this 










Chapter 3:   Acetylation and GlcA substitution patterns of 
secondary-cell-wall xylan in xylan backbone synthesis mutants 
3.1 Introduction 
In Arabidopsis (and other eudicots) the secondary-cell-wall xylan is synthesised in the 
Golgi apparatus by a number of diverse enzymes (Hao and Mohnen, 2014). The 
backbone is first elongated, and then it is substituted with Ac and GlcA by 
acetyltransferases and glucuronyltransferases, respectively. However, the order of 
these processes during the synthesis, and the way they are coordinated has not been 
fully determined.  
Three types of protein in the XSC are each necessary for xylan elongation; IRX9/9-L, 
IRX10/10-L and IRX14/14-L (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.3, page 16) (Brown et al., 
2009; Wu et al., 2010). For xylan synthesis in primary cell walls, IRX9-L has been 
shown to be necessary and therefore could be considered a primary wall XSC 
component, but in secondary-cell-wall xylan synthesis, IRX9 and its homologue IRX9-
L are both capable of contributing to xylan synthesis (Lee et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010). 
However, in the irx9 mutant where only IRX9-L is active, there is less xylan in the 
secondary wall, and also the length of the xylan chains is shorter (Peña et al., 2007). 
In the absence of both IRX9 and IRX9-L, there is no xylan synthesis, causing the plant 
growth to be severely dwarfed (Wu et al., 2010). A similar situation occurs for the pairs 
IRX10/IRX10-L and IRX14/IRX14-L. When IRX10 (or IRX14) is knocked out, IRX10-L 
(or IRX14-L) can still direct xylan synthesis, but the xylan chains are shorter (Brown et 
al., 2009, 2007). IRX10-L is responsible alone for primary-wall xylan synthesis, and 
could be considered also a primary wall XSC component (Urbanowicz et al., 2014). 
IRX14 and IRX14-L seem to be slightly less specialised: both are capable of producing 
primary and secondary-cell-wall xylan in the absence of the other (Brown et al., 2007; 
Mortimer et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2010). Two putative methyltransferases, IRX15 and 
IRX15-L, also affect xylan backbone elongation (Brown et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 
2011). In irx15/15-l the xylan chains are shorter in length, but unlike the other irx 
mutants, the xylosyltransferase activity of the XSC in this mutant is not substantially 
decreased, which suggests they are not an essential part of the XSC.  
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IRX10 and IRX10-L are thought to possess the active site in the XSC, because they 
can transfer Xyl to xylooligosaccharides in vitro (Jensen et al., 2014; Urbanowicz et 
al., 2014). However, the functions of IRX9, IRX9-L, IRX14 and IRX14-L in the xylan 
synthesis are not fully understood.  
Preliminary results (J. Bromley, P. Dupree, unpublished results) suggested that in the 
xylan of irx9, irx10 and irx14, the pattern of [Me]GlcA might be disrupted, indicating 
that the xylan produced by IRX9-L, IRX10-L and IRX14-L may have altered 
glucuronidation. This suggests that perhaps GUX1 or GUX2 might be dysregulated. If 
so, there might be a relationship between the process of xylan backbone elongation 
and the xylan glucuronidation, and this link may be affected when the composition of 
the XSC is altered. Moreover, the pattern of glucuronidation in primary-wall xylan, 
synthesised by IRX9-L, IRX10-L, IRX14/14-L and GUX3 (Mortimer et al., 2015), is 
different (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.22, page 34). This raises the questions whether the 
XSC with a primary-cell-wall-xylan-synthesis subunit produces a different [Me]GlcA 
pattern of xylan.  
Since GUX1 and GUX2 produce a different pattern of xylan (Bromley et al., 2013), it 
is possible that only one of the patterns may be affected by the inactivation of IRX9, 
IRX10 and IRX14. GUX1 and GUX2 perform the glucuronidation of the xylan in 
secondary cell walls (Mortimer et al., 2010). In Arabidopsis, GUX1 decorates about 
70% of the xylan, and the GlcA that GUX1 transfers to the xylan backbone are spaced 
by an even number of Xyl (Bromley et al., 2013). The predominant distances between 
GUX1-mediated-[Me]GlcA substitutions are 8, 10 and 12 Xyl. In contrast, GUX2-
mediated-[Me]GlcA are spaced by either even or odd number of backbone residues, 
and are spread on about 30% of the xylan. The distances between GUX2-mediated-
[Me]GlcA are most frequently spaced by 5, 6 and 7 backbone Xyl. If the activity of 
GUX1 or GUX2 is linked to backbone synthesis, then their activity might be affected 
by alteration of the XSC composition. If so, the [Me]GlcA pattern produced by either, 
or both GUX enzymes may be affected.  
Perhaps in irx9, irx10 and irx14, the region of the xylan backbone that is decorated by 
GUX1 is shortened. If GUX1 is dysregulated, then it would be expected to find an 
alteration of the frequencies of spacing between [Me]GlcA on xylan in the irx mutants. 
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The inactivation of IRX9, IRX10 or IRX14 could have an alteration in the main 
acetylation pattern (Figure 1.21), which could additionally affect the downstream 
process of xylan glucuronidation. The Ac also follow a pattern of the secondary-cell-
wall xylan backbone. Almost every other Xyl of the backbone is acetylated, and when 
[Me]GlcA on xylan is genetically removed (in gux1/2), the main acetylation pattern of 
xylan is essentially unaltered (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014). How this 
pattern is generated is unknown, but it might arise by coupling acetylation to the xylan 
backbone emerging from the XSC. ESK1 is responsible for transferring about 50% of 
the Ac to the xylan of secondary cell walls (Xiong et al., 2013). When the experiments 
in this chapter were planned and carried out, there was no published knowledge about 
the acetylation of primary-cell-wall xylan. Therefore, it was a possibility that such 
primary-wall xylan, synthesised by different XSC components, is acetylated by 
different enzymes, or acetylated with a different pattern or non-acetylated. If the main 
acetylation pattern is modified in the mutants, this could suggest a mechanistic link 
between the XSC and xylan acetylation.  
An apparent effect on the xylan [Me]GlcA pattern in the irx mutants could also be 
caused by the short length of the xylan chain. To determine the [Me]GlcA pattern of 
xylan, the reported method uses the activity of GH30 glucuronoxylanase (Bromley et 
al., 2013). This enzyme hydrolyses the xylan once per [Me]GlcA substitution, and the 
number of backbone Xyl on the digestion products is the distance between two 
consecutive GlcA. Therefore, the relative abundance of the GH30 products on xylan 
reveals the frequency of the distance between [Me]GlcA. Additionally, at the ends of 
the molecule, the oligosaccharide arises from the [Me]GlcA nearest the end. In WT 
the xylan backbone is about 120 Xyl long (Busse-Wicher, unpublished data), and a 
mean distance between [Me]GlcA substitutions of 8 Xyl approximately (Bromley et al., 
2013). Then, for each xylan molecule there are on average 15 [Me]GlcA substitutions. 
In mutants in which the xylan is shorter, some chains are 25 Xyl long (Busse-Wicher, 
unpublished data), then each chain would have on average 3 [Me]GlcA modifications. 
The interpretation of the [Me]GlcA pattern of WT and the mutants’ xylan would be 
determined by 25 and 3 fragments produced by GH30 respectively, but in both cases, 
the non-specific oligosaccharides originated from the ends of the molecule would be 
similar. Therefore, in the short-xylan case the signal/noise ratio is reduced to about 
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12% respect to normal-length xylan, which may impact on the resolution for the 
detection of the pattern.  
The aim of this chapter was to investigate whether the altered composition of the 
secondary cell wall XSC in irx9, irx10 and irx14 has an effect on the substitution 
patterns of xylan. To analyse the [Me]GlcA pattern in these mutants, de-acetylated 
xylan was digested with a GH30 glucuronoxylanase (Bromley et al., 2013). To analyse 
the effects on xylan acetylation caused by the inactivation of IRX9, IRX10 or IRX14, 
the [Me]GlcA modifications were genetically removed by crossing with gux1/2. DMSO-
extracted acetylated xylan was digested with GH10 which reveals patterns of 
acetylation (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). Finally, to test further if secondary-cell-wall 
xylan substitution enzymes are affected by the identity of the proteins in the XSC or 
the quantity of activity, IRX9-L was expressed under the IRX9 promoter in secondary 
cell walls and the substitution patterns were analysed. 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 The xylan [Me]GlcA pattern is altered in irx9, irx10 and irx14 
To determine the xylan GlcA pattern in the XSC mutants, their xylan was analysed 
using the glucuronoxylanase GH30 as described (Bromley et al., 2013). To include the 
short-xylan effect in the analysis, irx15/15-l xylan was used as a short-xylan control, 
with a normal XSC composition. AIR was prepared from WT, irx9, irx10, irx14 and 
irx15/15-l basal stems and the xylan was extracted with alkali. The xylan was then 
digested with GH30, and the products were labelled with the fluorophore ANTS and 
resolved by PACE (Figure 3.1A). The bands that correspond to U[me]X5-10 were 
quantified from the gel to aid interpretation (Figure 3.1B). 
In WT xylan, GH30 produced xylooligosaccharides mostly with even number of 
backbone residues, and the most abundant was U[me]X8. This is characteristic of the 
GlcA pattern produced by GUX1. In contrast, U[me]X5, U[me]X7 and U[me]X9 were less 
abundant than U[me]X6, U[me]X8 and U[me]X10 respectively.  
The XSC mutants’ xylan exhibited less preference for the even length GlcA pattern 
than xylan from WT. irx10 xylan digestion mostly produced oligosaccharides with an 
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even number of backbone residues, but the products with odd number of backbone 
residues were more represented. The relative abundance of U[me]X5 and U[me]X7 was 
much closer to the predominant products. From irx9 xylan, the most abundant GH30 
product was U[me]X6, which has even number of backbone Xyl, but the predominance 
between U[me]X5, U[me]X7 and U[me]X8 was not clear. The difference in abundance 
between U[me]X9 and U[me]X10 was greatly reduced in irx9 compared to WT. 
Interestingly, the predominant GH30 product on irx14 was U[me]X5, which has an odd 
number of backbone residues. The abundance of U[me]X6 from irx14 predominated 
over U[me]X7, which dominated over U[me]X8, and this over U[me]X9. The order in 
predominance of GH30 products, and the predominance of a species with odd number 
of backbone Xyl suggests that the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan from WT would be most 
distinct from irx14 from all the mutants analysed. The higher abundance of U[me]X8 and 
U[me]X10 in irx10 suggests that the [Me]GlcA pattern in irx10 xylan would be less altered 
than irx9. It would be useful to perform additional replicates for this analysis for an 
accurate quantification. 
In irx15/15-l, oligosaccharides with even number of backbone Xyl were also 
predominant, and species with odd number of backbone Xyl were also produced. 
However, U[me]X8 was not the most abundant GH30 product, possibly because in 
irx15/15-l the xylan is shorter. irx15/15-l exhibited a lower alteration of the xylan 
[Me]GlcA pattern than the other mutants. If the size of the xylan chain is similar 
between all mutants, this suggests that the artefact produced by a short xylan chain 
does not explain the alteration on the [Me]GlcA pattern in irx9, irx10 and irx14. It is 








Figure 3.1: GH30 digestion of the irx mutants. 
Xylan was extracted with alkali from AIR and digested with the glucuronoxylanase 
BoGH30. (A) The digestion products were labelled with ANTS and resolved by PACE 
on a 20% polyacrylamide gel. *contaminant, ** unidentified. (B) The intensity of the 
bands on this gel corresponding to U[me]X5-10 were quantified, normalised to the 
maximum within the sample. One biological replicate. 
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3.2.2 The inactivation of IRX9, IRX10 or IRX14 does not alter the acetylation 
pattern of xylan  
It is likely that the xylan acetylation occurs shortly after the backbone is elongated. If 
the elongation of the xylan chain and the acetylation process are mechanistically 
linked, altering the composition of the XSC by inactivating IRX9, IRX10 or IRX14, may 
cause alterations in the acetylation pattern of xylan. The effects on the acetylation 
were studied by analysing the products of GH10 xylanase on acetylated xylan. GH10 
products on WT acetylated xylan have [Me]GlcA in multiple positions, which is 
complex to interpret, but when [Me]GlcA are absent, GH10 produces a ladder of 
oligosaccharides, and the length and abundance of these oligosaccharides provides 
information about the pattern of spacing between Ac (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). 
Therefore, it was convenient to genetically remove the [Me]GlcA in the mutants.  
The xylan [Me]GlcA substitutions were genetically removed by producing the mutants 
irx9 gux1/2, irx10 gux1/2, irx14 gux1/2 and irx15/15-l gux1/2 (irx gux1/2 mutants). The 
crosses between irx9, irx10, irx15/15-l and gux1/2 were performed by X Yu and M 
Busse-Wicher. The selection of homozygous triple mutants was performed as part of 
the work in this thesis by genotyping using PCR as described in Chapter 2 (sections 
2.3.1.2 and 2.3.1.5). The lack of GlcA in the mutants was verified by PACE using GH11 
and CE4 (see annex, Figure S1). The absence of XU[me]XX in the GH11 products was 
diagnostic of the absence of GlcA in the mutants’ xylan. Nevertheless, gux1/2 and the 
generated mutants possess [Me]GlcA in their xylan from primary cell walls. To identify 
GH10 products containing [Me]GlcA that may originate from primary cell walls, the 
triple mutant gux1/2/3, was also included as a control in the analysis (Mortimer et al., 
2015, 2010). There was no obvious change in growth phenotype in the irx gux1/2 
mutants, in comparison to the reported phenotypes of the irx mutants (Figure 3.2) 
(Brown et al., 2011, 2009, 2007; Wu et al., 2010). This suggests that the addition of 






Figure 3.2 Growth phenotypes of irx gux1/2 mutants. 
Plants were grown for 6 weeks. Representative plants are shown for each genotype. 




As an additional control, to verify that the IRX were inactivated, the length of xylan was 
studied in the irx gux1/2 mutants. For this, acetylated xylan was extracted with DMSO, 
derivatised with ANTS and analysed by PACE (see Figure 3.3). The xylan relative size 
is reflected by the distribution of the smear produced on the gel. However, the charge 
contributed by [Me]GlcA can increase the mobility of the xylan molecules. Because 
there is no effect on the mobility of gux1/2 and gux1/2/3 xylan on PACE caused by the 
[Me]GlcA negative charge, they are more suitable controls than WT xylan for 
comparing the polymer length in the irx gux1/2 mutants. The xylan of gux1/2 and 
gux1/2/3 is depleted of [Me]GlcA substitutions, but the chain lengths are similar to WT 
(Grantham, 2016; Mortimer et al., 2010). Interestingly, the xylan of all irx gux1/2 
mutants migrated much further into the gel than the controls, indicating that they have 
a reduction in xylan chain length. irx9 gux1/2 xylan migrated faster than the xylan of 
the irx10 gux1/2 and irx14 gux1/2 mutants. This is consistent with the view that irx9 
has shorter xylan than irx10 and irx14 (Busse-Wicher, unpublished data). This result 




Figure 3.3 Xylan length analysis by PACE of the irx gux1/2 mutants.  
Acetylated xylan was extracted with DMSO and derivatised with ANTS. The 





The xylan acetylation pattern was next analysed in the irx gux1/2 mutants. For this, 
AIR was prepared from basal stems and the xylan was extracted with DMSO. The 
extracted xylan was partially digested with GH10 xylanase. GH10 requires an 
unsubstituted Xyl on the -1 subsite, and can tolerate a modified Xyl on +1 subsite (see 
section 1.5.2). These GH10 specificities result in its products allowing a substituted 
NRE Xyl and always having an unsubstituted Xyl on the RE. Therefore, GH10 products 
on non-glucuronidated acetyl-xylan indicate the distance between two acetylated Xyl. 
After the hydrolysis with GH10, to improve the migration on the polyacrylamide gel, 
the Ac were removed from the oligosaccharides by treating them with alkali, then they 
were labelled with ANTS and resolved on a PACE gel (Figure 3.4A). The intensities of 
X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6 for each sample on the gel were quantified (Figure 3.4B). 
The xylan acetylation pattern in the irx gux1/2 mutants was revealed by the relative 
abundance of the GH10 products. In the control gux1/2, X2 was more abundant than 
X1 and X3; X4 was more abundant than X3 and X5; and so on. This preference for the 
even number of Xyl of the digestion products implies that gux1/2 xylan is acetylated 
mostly every other Xyl. This is consistent with the acetylation pattern in gux1/2 xylan 
previously reported (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). The GH10 products on gux1/2/3 xylan 
co-migrated with the ones from gux1/2, indicating that there was no 
(methyl)glucuronidated xylan contamination from primary cell wall.  
The acetylated xylan digestion pattern seen in xylan from gux1/2 is remarkably 
reproduced by the xylan of irx9 gux1/2, irx10 gux1/2, irx14 gux1/2 and irx15/15-l 
gux1/2. In all these mutants, the most abundant species produced by the hydrolysis 
with GH10 (and alkali treatment) was X2, and the second most abundant species was 
X4. Both of these species are produced from substrate xylan that has Xa residues 
separated by even number of backbone residues. Therefore, this implies that the main 
alternating acetylation pattern of xylan was unaffected by the inactivation of IRX9, 
IRX10 or IRX14. Additionally, the inactivation of IRX15/15-L did not cause an apparent 




Figure 3.4 GH10 digestion of xylan from the irx gux1/2 mutants. 
Xylan was extracted with DMSO from AIR and digested with the xylanase GH10. (A) 
The digestion products were de-acetylated by treating them with alkali, then they were 
labelled with ANTS and resolved by PACE on a 20% polyacrylamide gel. (B) The 
intensity of the bands on this gel corresponding to X1-6 were quantified, normalised to 




3.2.3 IRX9-L can produce full-length and patterned xylan 
In irx9, the XSC with IRX9-L produces less xylan, with shorter chains (Wu et al., 2010). 
The overexpression of IRX9-L under the general 35S promoter in irx9 restores WT 
growth size however. It is unknown whether growth was restored because a higher 
amount of short, defective xylan is produced. Or, is it because the xylan chain length 
and/or the xylan GlcA substitution pattern are recovered, restoring functionality?  
To identify if IRX9-L can allow synthesis of full length xylan with a WT GlcA pattern, 
plants overexpressing IRX9-L in secondary cell wall synthesising cells were 
generated. For this, irx9 mutants were transformed with a vector for the expression of 
IRX9-L under the secondary cell wall-specific promoter of IRX9 (Figure 3.5). The 
transformed plants were selected by observing green fluorescence on their seed oil 
body membrane produced by the Oleosin-GFP selection marker (Shimada et al., 
2010). Homozygous transformed lines were isolated. The insertion of one copy of the 
transgene was verified by the segregation proportion 3:1 of fluorescent:non-
fluorescent seeds in the offspring of hemizygous plants. Homozygous plants were 
verified by observing 100% fluorescent seeds of progeny in the following generation. 
Three representative lines were selected for analysis based on the apparent 
restoration of growth to WT size (Figure 3.6; L5, L6 and L8). It would be useful to verify 





Figure 3.5 Vector for the overexpression of IRX9-L in irx9 lines. 
Genomic IRX9-L coding region was cloned between IRX9 promoter and GFP (mgfp5). 
The vector was assembled by conventional restriction enzyme cloning as described in 
Chapter 2 (section 2.3.2.2). OleosinGFP is a selection marker that expresses GFP in 





Figure 3.6: irx9 lines overexpressing IRX9-L. 
Three representative lines produced from independent transformations with the vector 
shown in Figure 3.5 for the overexpression of IRX9-L in secondary-cell-wall-producing 




To analyse the xylan chain length, material was harvested from basal stems of the 
transformed lines and AIR was prepared. Xylan extracted from WT and untransformed 
irx9 was used for normal and short xylan chain length controls, respectively. The xylan 
was then extracted with alkali, derivatised with ANTS and analysed by PACE (see 
Figure 3.7). The xylan length is qualitatively visible by the overall migration of the 
polymers from the top to the bottom of the gel. The WT full-length xylan produced a 
smear that migrated a short distance into the gel, while the shorter xylan of irx9 
migrated further down the gel. The xylan of L5, L6 and L8 had a mobility in the gel 
similar to the xylan of WT, and very different to that of the irx9 mutant. The recovery 
of the wild-type xylan size phenotype in the transformed lines indicates that XSCs 




Figure 3.7 Xylan length analysis by PACE of IRX9-L overexpressors. 
Xylan was extracted with alkali from irx9 lines overexpressing IRX9-L under the IRX9 
promoter. The intact xylan was labelled with ANTS and analysed by PACE. 10% 
polyacrylamide gel. Samples and controls were resolved in one gel, middle lanes were 
removed. One biological replicate for each transformed line. 
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Next, the [Me]GlcA substitution pattern of xylan was analysed in the overexpressor 
lines. For this, the alkali-extracted xylan from the transformed lines was enzymatically 
hydrolysed with GH30. WT and irx9 xylans were used as normal and altered GlcA-
pattern controls, respectively. Then, the xylan was labelled with ANTS and analysed 
by PACE (see Figure 3.8A). The band intensities for U[me]X5-10 on the PACE gel were 
measured, the values obtained were normalised to the highest within the sample, and 
graphed (Figure 3.8B).  
The most abundant species produced by GH30 on WT was U[me]X8 followed by U[me]X6, 
both with even number of backbone residues. irx9 produced predominantly U[me]X6 
followed by U[me]X5, and U[me]X8 had a similar abundance to U[me]X7. The intensities of 
the bands produced by WT and irx9 xylan were consistent with the [Me]GlcA 
distributions patterns described in section 3.2.1. Interestingly, the three lines irx9 
overexpressing IRX9-L (L5, L6 and L8) predominantly produced U[me]X8 followed by 
U[me]X6. Compared to WT, the difference in relative abundance between of U[me]X8 and 
U[me]X6 was reduced in all the overexpressor lines. In addition, the production of U[me]X5 
seemed reduced in L5, L6 and L8 compared to WT and irx9. The transformed lines 






Figure 3.8 GH30 digestion of IRX9-L overexpressor lines in the irx9 mutant. 
AIR was prepared from basal stems, the xylan was extracted with alkali and digested 
with the glucuronoxylanase BoGH30. (A) The digestion products were labelled with 
ANTS and resolved by PACE on a 10% polyacrylamide gel. Samples and controls 
were resolved in one gel, middle lanes were removed. (B) The intensity of the bands 
on this gel corresponding to U[me]X5-10 were quantified, and are shown normalised to 





The main objective of this chapter was to investigate whether there might be a 
mechanistic interaction between the xylan backbone synthesis enzymes and the xylan 
acetylation and glucuronidation processes, and whether this interaction influences the 
patterning of the substitution on xylan. To test this idea, the xylan substitution patterns 
of secondary-cell-wall xylan from the irx9, irx10 and irx14 mutants were analysed. 
These mutants offer a unique opportunity to investigate if any IRX enzyme of the 
secondary cell wall XSC has important functions in determining xylan substitution 
patterns. In these mutants the secondary cell wall XSC member is replaced by a 
homologue that is required for primary-cell-wall xylan synthesis. The inactivation of 
IRX9, IRX10 and IRX14 caused an alteration of the GlcA pattern of xylan which was 
visible with PACE, but there was no evidence that the main alternating pattern of 
acetylation is affected. Overexpression of IRX9-L in secondary wall exhibited a partial 
recovery of the xylan [Me]GlcA pattern caused by the inactivation of IRX9. There was 
evidence that the patterning of xylan is influenced by the activity of the secondary-cell-
wall-specific XSC subunits, and also that the patterning can be achieved using the 
primary-cell-wall xylan synthesis subunits IRX9-L, IRX10-L and IRX14-L. 
3.3.1 Different composition of the xylan synthesis machinery modifies the 
GlcA pattern of xylan 
Interestingly, the [Me]GlcA substitution patterns in irx9, irx10, and irx14 xylan are 
different from the pattern exhibited by WT xylan. The even pattern of [Me]GlcA 
substitutions on WT xylan was consistent with that reported by Bromley et al. (2013). 
This pattern was revealed on the PACE analysis of GH30 xylanase products of WT 
xylan, which showed a predominance of U[me]X8 followed by U[me]X10 and U[me]X6, while 
the oligosaccharides with odd number of backbone residues were less abundant. irx10 
showed a preference for even spacing between GlcA, but U[me]X6 was the predominant 
species produced by GH30 instead of U[me]X8. The GH30 products of irx9 and irx14 
xylan had no clear predominance for even or odd number of backbone residues. Also, 
the proportion of oligosaccharides with even to odd number of backbone residues was 
reduced in all mutants. Since the loss of the pattern may have been caused by the 
short chain length that these mutants exhibit, irx15/15-l was included as a control with 
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short xylan chains and unaltered XSC. The [Me]GlcA substitution pattern exhibited by 
irx15/15-l xylan was different to irx9, irx10 and irx14. irx15/15-l xylan exhibited a clear 
even substitution pattern, however, the predominant oligosaccharide produced by 
GH30 was U[me]X6 which is possibly because of the shortening of the xylan length. 
However, irx9, irx10 and irx14 xylan exhibited a greater effect on the [Me]GlcA pattern 
than of irx15/15-l. This implies that either: the xylan in irx9, irx10 and irx14 is shorter 
than in irx15/15-l; or if the xylan size is the same, there is an additional effect on the 
[Me]GlcA substitution pattern. In the latter alternative, the composition of the XSC 
could be influencing the downstream xylan glucuronidation process.  
In a recent report, Grantham et al. (2017) showed that the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan 
by GUX1 changes when a xylan acetyltransferase (ESK1) is inactivated. This was 
shown via GH30 xylanase digestion of esk1 mutant xylan, where the products 
exhibited no preference for even or odd number of backbone residues. This implies 
that the even spacing of [Me]GlcA produced by GUX1 is disrupted in esk1 mutant. 
This mutant has nearly 50% reduction of xylan acetylation, and the main alternating 
pattern of acetylation is disrupted (Grantham, 2016; Xiong et al., 2013). Here, the 
inactivation of IRX9, IRX10 and IRX14 exhibited a change in the [Me]GlcA pattern of 
xylan, but this change is not attributed to a deficit in acetylation or a disruption of the 
acetylation pattern (section 3.2.2). Grantham et al. (2017) independently inactivated 
GUX1 and GUX2 in the esk1 mutant to determine which of the glucuronyltransferases 
is dysregulated. esk1 gux1 showed a non-significant 35% increase in the number of 
GlcA per 100 Xyl respect to gux1, and esk1 gux2 (where only GUX1 is active) showed 
an altered even substitution pattern of xylan. In a similar manner, it would be 
interesting to identify which GUX is dysregulated when the XSC composition is altered. 
This could be achieved by analysing the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan when inactivating 
a member from the XSC, and either GUX1 or GUX2. 
IRX9-L overexpressors restored irx9 short xylan to WT size, and they rescued the 
[Me]GlcA pattern of xylan, however, the [Me]GlcA substitutions were more frequent 
than WT. The XSC in the overexpressor lines has no IRX9, but the levels of IRX9-L 
were boosted in secondary cell walls by expressing IRX9-L under the promoter of 
IRX9. The xylan of the IRX9-L overexpressor lines exhibited a similar mobility to WT 
xylan on PACE, indicating that the xylan length is restored to WT levels when IRX9-L 
is overexpressed. On the other hand, the overexpressor lines showed a restoration of 
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the predominance for even spacing between [Me]GlcA, which implies that the even 
pattern of [Me]GlcA substitutions is recovered in these lines. However, the 
predominant frequency of spacing between [Me]GlcA in the overexpressors was 
different, [Me]GlcA substitutions were spaced by six Xyl instead of eight. This indicates 
that the secondary cell wall XSC is capable of producing the even pattern of [Me]GlcA 
substitutions, but with different spacing frequencies when complexed with IRX9 or 
IRX9-L. The overexpression of IRX9-L increases the levels of xylan, restoring its 
functionality (Wu et al., 2010). Here, the plant height was restored in the 
overexpressors, which implies that the function of xylan was restored, but by having 
different frequency of even-spaced [Me]GlcA to WT. This suggests that the function 
xylan is maintained when the frequency of spacing between [Me]GlcA is changed but 
the even spacings are predominant. 
IRX9 (in WT) and IRX9-L (in the overexpressor lines) are able to produce fully 
elongated and GUX1-[Me]GlcA-patterned secondary-cell-wall xylan when expressed 
with IRX10 and IRX14. In agreement with this result in vivo, Zeng et al. (2016) 
published the effects on the in vitro activity of the asparagus XSC when interchanging 
its components. They showed that the XSC formed with IRX9 or IRX9-L elongates 
Xyl5 with a similar efficiency when complexed with IRX10 and IRX14B. However, in 
the same publication they showed that when XSC has a different IRX14 homologue, 
the activities when complexed with IRX9 is different to when complexed with IRX9-L. 
This suggests that the effect of the composition of the XSC on its activity is given by 
more parameters than just the exchange of one component for another. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to conclude that IRX9-L can effectively elongate xylan to wild-type levels. 
This xylan can serve as a substrate to GUX1 and GUX2. Furthermore, the xylan 
substitution pattern and length deficiencies observed in irx9 are due to the lack of IRX9 




3.3.2 Xylan acetylation does not explain the modified GlcA pattern in the XSC 
mutants 
To study the effects of the XSC altered composition, the GlcA on xylan was genetically 
removed by inactivating GUX1 and GUX2, in addition to the respective IRX protein. 
Interestingly, the hydrolysis of the xylan from the irx gux1/2 mutants with GH10 
produced a higher abundance of oligosaccharides with an even number of Xyl in the 
backbone, which is similar to the GH10 products on the control gux1/2, and consistent 
with the pattern of gux1/2 xylan proposed by Busse-Wicher et al. (2014). This implies 
that the main alternating pattern of acetylation is mostly unaffected by the modification 
in the XSC composition. Therefore, the effect observed in the [Me]GlcA pattern in irx9, 
irx10 and irx14 cannot be explained by their xylan acetylation.  
A different effect was found by Grantham et al. (2017) in which the xylan [Me]GlcA 
pattern is altered when the ESK1-dependent Ac pattern is modified. It is possible that 
the XSC and ESK1 might physically interact. During the progress of this work, it was 
thought that the interaction between ESK1 and the XSC could have been specific for 
certain composition of the complex from secondary cell wall; then in irx9, irx10 and 
irx14 the XSC might not interact in the same way with ESK1. This could alter the 
acetylation pattern, which would explain their modified [Me]GlcA pattern. However, the 
unmodified main alternating pattern of acetylation in the irx gux1/2 mutants suggests 
there may be other factors that can affect the patterning of GlcA on xylan, in addition 
to the acetylation pattern by ESK1.  
The technique here used to analyse the pattern of acetylation in the mutant was based 
on a previously published methodology (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). In disagreement, 
Chong et al. (2014) reported that irx9 and irx14 xylan acetylation is altered. The 
authors showed 2-D NMR spectra of DMSO-extracted xylan which showed a reduction 
in mono-acetylated Xyl in irx9 and irx14 xylan, while the acetylation in irx10 xylan 
seemed to be unaltered. Here, the acetylation pattern was analysed in the absence of 
[Me]GlcA substitutions and through enzymatic profiling, which provides a broader 
scope about the pattern of Ac on xylan. The genetic elimination of [Me]GlcA, however, 
produces an increase in the amount of mono-substituted Ac (Busse-Wicher et al., 
2014; Chong et al., 2014), possibly because the lack of [Me]GlcA produces ‘free OH’ 
to be acetylated. This implies that the xylan of the irx gux1/2 mutants analysed here 
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may have a greater amount of mono-acetylated Xyl. However, WT and gux1/2 xylan 
is acetylated mostly on every other Xyl, and therefore, the main alternating pattern of 
acetylation should not vary in irx9, irx10 and irx14 when inactivating GUX1 and GUX2. 
In addition, because the Ac substitutions on xylan are mostly two backbone residues 
apart, the short xylan exhibited by irx9, irx10, irx14 and irx15/15-l should not be 
affected by the short xylan chain. However, it is uncertain that other acetylation 
patterns such as consecutive acetylated Xyl or di-acetylated Xyl may be affected by 
the composition of the XSC. Other acetylation patterns are further described later in 
this thesis, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
The xylan chain length in the mutants seems to explain most of the differences in the 
[Me]GlcA pattern observed. Since the total xylan length is uncertain, other factors 
could possibly affect the pattern. To determine whether the effect on the pattern is only 
caused by length reduction it would be useful to determine the xylan length in the XSC 
mutants and in irx15/15-l. Since xylan is a linear, and each polymer carries a single 
reducing-end-oligosaccharide (REO) (Li, 2011), a close estimation could be achieved 
by calculating the stoichiometric ratio of REO:Xyl. For this, the number of Xyl per xylan 
chain can be measured by DASH using GH10 xylanase as described by Grantham 
(2016).  
In the XSC mutants' xylan the production of oligosaccharides with odd number of 
backbone residues by GH30 was increased. Since the odd spacing between [Me]GlcA 
are characteristic of GUX2 activity, the region of xylan that is reduced in the mutants 
could be decorated by GUX1. To investigate whether [Me]GlcA decorations by GUX1 
or GUX2 are affected in the XSC mutants, it could be useful to analyse the pattern in 






Chapter 4:   The acetylation pattern in the compatible and 
incompatible domains of xylan 
4.1 Introduction 
Xylan of eudicots has two domains with different [Me]GlcA substitution patterns 
(Bromley et al., 2013). The xylan compatible domain can interact with hydrophilic 
surfaces of cellulose, whereas the xylan incompatible domain is thought to bridge 
these xylanocellulose interactions (Grantham et al., 2017; Simmons et al., 2016). In 
this model, the xylan substitution patterns are fundamental for the function of each 
domain. In the compatible domain, the xylan backbone adopts a two-fold-screw 
configuration, with [Me]GlcA substitutions facing away from the cellulose. This is 
possible because the [Me]GlcA are separated by even number of backbone Xyl. In 
contrast, the distance between the GlcA substitutions in the incompatible domain has 
no preference for even or odd number of backbone residues. Ac decorations on xylan 
are much more frequent, substituting every other backbone Xyl (see Chapter 1, 
section 1.4.4.2, page 33) (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014).  
The compatible and incompatible domains are thought to be covalently linked, but the 
[Me]GlcA modifications on them are product of two enzymatic activities (Bromley et 
al., 2013). GUX1 and GUX2 decorate the compatible and incompatible domains 
respectively. The inactivation of GUX1 or GUX2 depletes [Me]GlcA in the respective 
xylan domain, while the enzyme that remains active cannot compensate. It is not 
understood how GUX1 and GUX2 recognise the specific region of xylan that they 
decorate, and how they generate their specific [Me]GlcA pattern. The inactivation of 
the xylan acetyltransferase ESK1 produces a dysregulation of the activity of GUX1 
and possibly GUX2 (Grantham et al., 2017). In esk1 xylan, the region that is decorated 
by GUX1 is extended, which suggests that GUX1 and GUX2 act on portions of xylan 
with different acetylation environments. In this hypothesis, the xylan compatible and 
incompatible domains are first determined by their acetylation, and then 
glucuronidated. In the compatible domain, Ac and [Me]GlcA substitution patterns are 
possibly ‘in frame’, maintaining the even number of Xyl between both types of 
modification. However, the acetylation patterns of other xylan regions have not been 
reported. The characterisation of the acetylation patterns in the specific regions of 
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xylan that are substituted by GUX1 and GUX2 could provide information about the 
specificity determinant for each xylan glucuronyltransferase and perhaps a possible 
function of di-acetylated Xyl. Investigating the Ac on xylan decorated by GUX2 would 
support the hypothesis that incompatible xylan has a different pattern around [Me]GlcA 
substitutions.  
The aim of this chapter was to describe the acetylation in the compatible and the 
incompatible domains of xylan from secondary cell walls. In order to do this, gux1 and 
gux2 xylan was studied because they each lack [Me]GlcA decorations on one of the 
two domains, allowing fragments derived from each domain to be studied alone. To 
hydrolyse the xylan, two xylanases were first evaluated, determining the complexity of 
their products, and then the most suitable was chosen. The relative positions of the 





The acetylation pattern was assessed by relating it to the [Me]GlcA present in the 
compatible or incompatible domains. The xylan of gux1 has GlcA only in the 
incompatible domain, and gux2 has [Me]GlcA only in the compatible domain (Bromley 
et al., 2013). The [Me]GlcA substitutions in xylan from gux1 and gux2 were therefore 
used to identify the origin of the digestion products. It was hypothesised that Ac near 
to [Me]GlcA in the compatible domain might be spaced an even number of residues 
from the [Me]GlcA. 
The later MS analysis of the xylan hydrolysis products requires the sample 
composition to be as simple as possible, because isobaric oligosaccharides would 
make interpretation of spectra difficult. This is because the MS fragmentation spectra 
of isobaric oligosaccharides would overlap (see Chapter 1, section 1.5.3). For this, 
GH30 and GH10 products were first analysed by PACE, but only one was selected for 
the MS analysis, based on production of the simplest acetylated glucuronoxylan 
oligosaccharides. These two enzymes were chosen because both can digest 
acetylated xylan. However, they have different specificities. GH30 requires a [Me]GlcA 
(or Ac with less affinity) in the -2 subsite, while GH10 affinity is more promiscuous and 
does not require a specific xylan substitution to hydrolyse the backbone (see Chapter 




4.2.1 GH10 and GH30 hydrolysis evaluation on gux1 and gux2 xylan 
Ideally, the xylanase that produces the largest proportion of (methyl)glucuronidated to 
non-glucuronidated products is most suitable for the later MS analysis. In order to do 
this, the GH30 and GH10 products of gux1 and gux2 xylan were compared on PACE. 
gux1 and gux2 plants were grown and their basal stems were used to prepare AIR. 
The material was sequentially depectinated with ammonium oxalate and delignified 
with peracetic acid, and then the acetylated xylan was extracted with DMSO. The xylan 
was hydrolysed with GH10 or GH30, and then the enzymes were inactivated with heat. 
The reaction products were divided, and some were treated with alkali to remove all 
O-acetyl groups. The acetylated and de-acetylated products were analysed by PACE 
(Figure 4.1 panel A and panel B respectively).  
GH10 digested a higher proportion of gux1 xylan than GH30 (panel A) since the signal 
produced by its products on the gel is higher (for PACE analysis see Chapter 1, section 
1.5.3). On the other hand, it was not clear whether GH10 or GH30 hydrolysed gux2 
xylan most efficiently. 
For the samples treated with alkali (panel B), since all Ac were removed, 
oligosaccharides that co-migrated with the Xyl standard lacked [Me]GlcA substitutions. 
The six gux1 GH10 products with highest abundance co-migrated with X1 to X6 of the 
Xyl standard, therefore, these oligosaccharides did not carry [Me]GlcA. Also some 
gux1 GH30 products co-migrated with the standards, however, more oligosaccharides 
did not co-migrate with the standards compared to gux1 GH10 products. This indicates 
that on gux1 xylan, GH30 produced a higher proportion of oligosaccharides that 
carried a [Me]GlcA to the ones that lacked [Me]GlcA, compared to GH10. For gux2 
xylan, GH10 hydrolysis mostly produced oligosaccharides that co-migrated with X1 to 
X5, and X6 was not predominant. GH30 hydrolysis of gux2 xylan mostly produced X2 
and X4. Several other oligosaccharides were also produced which did and did not co-
migrate with the standards with no clear dominance. This indicates that on gux2 xylan, 
GH30 produced a higher proportion of oligosaccharides that carried a [Me]GlcA to the 
ones that lacked [Me]GlcA, compared to GH10. This is consistent with the activity of 
GH30, which has higher affinity for [Me]GlcA over Ac at the subsite -2 (Busse-Wicher 
et al., 2014). The non-glucuronidated secondary products are formed when acetylated 
xylooligosaccharides carrying a single [Me]GlcA (initial GH30 products) are further 
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hydrolysed by GH30. Therefore, the presence of GH30 non-glucuronidated products 
indicates that the hydrolysis with GH30 was long. However, for the purpose of this 
chapter, GH30 was the most suitable enzyme to use for the MS analysis, because 
most of the oligosaccharides that it produced were substituted with [Me]GlcA. 
The GH10 hydrolysis of gux2 xylan (which is decorated by GUX1) produced more 
(methyl)glucuronidated products than the GH10 hydrolysis of gux1 xylan. This is 
consistent with the proportion of xylan in these mutants that is (methyl)glucuronidated 
(70% and 30% respectively; Bromley et al., 2013). Therefore, this suggests that GH10 
had more accessibility to the non-[Me]GlcA-substituted portions of xylan. On the other 
hand, it is unclear whether gux1 or gux2 produced more (methyl)glucuronidated 
products when hydrolysed with GH30. However, GH30 produced a larger amount of 
smaller oligosaccharides on gux1 (red arrow) and larger oligosaccharides on gux2 
(blue arrows). This indicates that [Me]GlcA substitutions in gux2 xylan (by GUX1) were 
more distant than in gux1 xylan (by GUX2). This is consistent with the reported 
predominant larger spacing between [Me]GlcA substitutions by GUX1 compared to 





Figure 4.1: Comparison of EcGH30 and GH10 hydrolysis products of gux1 and gux2 
xylan. 
Xylan was extracted with DMSO and incubated for 16 h at 21 °C. The enzymes were 
inactivated with heat, and the products were de-acetylated (B) or not (A) with alkali. 
The samples were derivatised with ANTS and resolved on a 10% polyacrylamide 
PACE gel. Blue and red arrows indicate differential species obtained from gux1 and 
gux2 xylan when digested with GH30. Lanes of this gel were rearranged to ease 
interpretation.  
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4.2.2 Description of the acetylation in the compatible and incompatible 
domains 
To analyse the acetylation patterns in the xylan compatible and incompatible domains, 
gux1 and gux2 xylan was digested with GH30 and the oligosaccharides were analysed 
by MS. However, the more isobaric isomers a sample has, the more complex it is to 
analyse by mass-spectrometry. For example, the oligosaccharide products might have 
identical number of Xyl, but differently positioned Ac. The GH30 oligosaccharide 
products with an undecorated NRE-terminal Xyl followed by a mono-acetylated Xyl 
(XXa~) are isomeric with the ones with an inverted order (XaX~), and the MS/MS 
fragmentation spectra would overlap. To reduce the amount of complexity of the 
sample produced by GH30, any unsubstituted NRE Xyl were enzymatically removed 
with GH3. This enzyme removes all unsubstituted Xyl from the NRE until it reaches an 
acetylated residue (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.31). After this GH30/GH3 treatment, the 
products have a substituted Xyl at the NRE (presumably an Ac). Therefore, the 
distance between the [Me]GlcA (at subsite -2) and the acetyl substitution at the NRE 
could be determined, because it equals the number of Xyl in the backbone minus 2. 
Since of the non-glucuronidated GH30 products were highly abundant and they could 
interfere with the MS detection of low abundance oligosaccharides, the hydrolysed 
oligosaccharides were purified by solid-phase extraction with a C18 column. Then the 
samples were labelled with 2AA at the RE, and the labelling solution was removed 
from the sample using a GlycoClean S column. The samples were fractionated by 




4.2.2.1 Acetylation in the compatible domain 
The mass-spectra obtained of xylan oligosaccharides from gux2 mutant plants is 
shown in Figure 4.2. Since gux2 lacks [Me]GlcA in the incompatible domain of xylan, 
the charged oligosaccharides from gux2 are derived from the compatible domain. In 
panel A the spectrum of the sample used as input for HILIC separation is shown. The 
labelled peaks correspond to the sodiated adducts of the oligosaccharides detected 
([M + Na]+). The predicted oligosaccharide species are colour-labelled depending on 
their composition, to aid interpretation. The species with no [Me]GlcA are labelled in 
cyan. The other species had one [Me]GlcA; the species in green had even number of 
pentosyl residues (Pent), and the species in red had odd number of Pent. As expected, 
non-[Me]GlcA modified species had very low abundance, as they were removed by 
the C18 column. There were both MeGlcA and -14 Da GlcA forms of most 
oligosaccharides, and mostly MeGlcA was expected because of its natural abundance 
in Arabidopsis secondary-cell-wall xylan (Bromley et al., 2013; Chong et al., 2014). 
The predominant species had an even number of Pent, indicating they had even 
number of backbone Xyl between the [Me]GlcA and the Ac on the NRE. This supports 
the hypothesis that the [Me]GlcA pattern in the compatible domain is ‘in frame’ with 
the alternating acetylation pattern. However, low abundance structures with odd 
number of Pent were also detected. 
To determine the position of the Ac substitutions in relationship to the [Me]GlcA, the 
molecular ions were selected from the HILIC fractions (based on predicted 
compositions that included the mass of [Me]GlcA) and analysed by MALDI TOF-TOF 
MS/MS. The structures found are shown in Figure 4.2 panels B – N. The structures 
shown were determined by following the Y and B ion series for each MS/MS spectrum 
(Domon and Costello, 1988). The main oligosaccharides were all compatible, just 
varying in the position of mono-and di-acetylated Xyl, presence or absence of 
methylation on the GlcA, and Ac on the Xyl carrying a [Me]GlcA. Some small amount 
of exceptions were also found. Thus, the method worked, and it is supporting the view 
that the [Me]GlcA and Ac are largely compatible in spacing. To consider the variety in 
the substitution patterns on gux2 xylan, the structure of GH30/GH3 products is next 
discussed individually.  
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The species with highest abundance was Pent4Ac3Ume (m/z = 1006), of which two 
isomeric structures were found. The compatibly patterned structure XaaXUme,aX (panel 
D) predominated over XaXaUme,aX (panel E) because it had a higher signal on the 
electropherogram (data not shown). In both structures the glycosidic bond cleavage 
Y2α (m/z = 816) was diagnostic of the MeGlcA substitution. Y1 (m/z = 294) was 
diagnostic of the unsubstituted Xyl at the RE (characteristic of GH30 products) linked 
to 2AA. The difference between Y1 and Y2 (m/z = 658) indicates that the following Xyl 
towards the NRE carried a MeGlcA and an Ac. In structure D, Y3 (m/z = 790) indicates 
that the next Xyl towards the NRE was unsubstituted, and the difference between Y3 
and the total mass denotes that the NRE Xyl was di-acetylated. Instead, in structure 
E, Y3 (m/z = 832) indicates that the two NRE Xyl were mono-acetylated. 
Other structures with four backbone Xyl, XaXUme,aX (m/z = 964, panel B) and XaaXUaX 
(m/z = 992, panel C) also had two acetylated Xyl separated by an unsubstituted Xyl. 
In structure B, Y1, Y2 and Y3 were similar to structure D described above. In structure 
C, Y2α (m/z = 816) was diagnostic of a non-methylated GlcA substitution, and the 
difference between Y1 and Y2 (m/z = 644) indicates that the second Xyl from the RE 
carried the GlcA and an Ac. Then, Y3 (m/z = 776) denotes that the following Xyl 
towards the NRE was unsubstituted, and that the last one was di-acetylated.  
The species with the second highest abundance was XaXXaXXaXUme,aX (m/z = 1576, 
panel N) in which the Y-ion series indicates alternating acetylated Xyl. The mass 
differences Y3-Y2 and Y4-Y3 denote the consecutive residues XaX~ next to the 
MeGlcA-substituted Xyl. Y4-7 ions exhibited a similar behaviour, indicating alternating 
mono-acetylated Xyl. This is supported by a similar mas difference exhibited by the B-
ion series, e.g. B4-B3 equals the mass of Xyl (132 Da) and B5-B4 is the mass of a 
mono-acetylated Xyl (174 Da). The species XaXXaXXaXUmeX (m/z = 1534, panel M) 
also had eight backbone residues and alternating substituted Xyl, but the MeGlcA-
modified Xyl was not acetylated. This is denoted by the Y2-Y1 difference of 322 Da. 
Structures with m/z = 1618 and m/z = 1660 (panel A, Pent8Ac5 Ume and Pent8Ac6Ume, 
respectively) also had eight backbone Xyl according to their MS/MS fragmentation 
spectra (data not shown), however, the isomeric structures were not resolved by 
HILIC, precluding structural interpretation by MS/MS.  
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The two predominant structures with six backbone residues exhibited alternating 
acetylated Xyl. The modified Xyl on XaXXaXUme,aX (m/z = 1270, panel I) were mono-
acetylated, while m/z = 1312 (panels J and K) appeared to be a mixture of 
XaXXaaXUme,aX and XaaXXaXUme,aX, respectively. Another species with six backbone 
residues and lower abundance, XaXXaXUaX (m/z = 1256, panel H) also showed 
alternated substituted Xyl. Interestingly, the structure XaXXXUme,aX (m/z = 1228, panel 
G) showed a three-Xyl gap between the decorated Xyl.  
XaaXPaX (m/z = 1124, panel F) had an odd number of pentoses in its molecular mass. 
The difference between that total molecular mass and Y2α (m/z = 816) corresponds to 
the mass of a GlcA-substituted Xyl (308 Da), indicating a Pent modification on the 
GlcA. This is supported by the absence of a peak (m/z = 948) corresponding to the 
loss of an unsubstituted GlcA. The link between the GlcA and this pentose was not 
determined, but it was drawn as a 1,2-linked pentopyranose (PUX structure), based 
on the data of Mortimer et al. (2015) and Chong et al. (2015). This structure possibly 








Figure 4.2: Mass spectrometric analysis of gux2 xylan acetylation. 
Mass spectra of DMSO extracted xylan digested sequentially with EcGH30 and GH3. 
The products were purified with a C18 column, labelled with 2AA and purified with a 
GlycoClean S cartridge. The spectrum in panel A was acquired in reflector mode and 
the peaks correspond to sodiated adducts of the predicted oligosaccharides; 
structures with no [Me]GlcA decorations (cyan), [Me]GlcA-modified structures with 
even number of Pent (green), and [Me]GlcA-modified structures with odd number of 
Pent (red) are indicated. The products were then separated by HILIC, and ToF/ToF 
MS/MS spectra were acquired. The determined structures in increasing mass ([M + 
Na]+) and their spectra are shown in panels B – N. The linkages of the Ac on the mono-
acetylated backbone residues were not determined and were drawn as O-3-linked. 
Asterisks: black – unidentified peak; blue – Y ion minus 8 Da for an unknown reason; 
green – Y ion minus 24 Da for an unknown reason; red – B ion with a loss of [Me]GlcA 










4.2.2.2 Acetylation in the incompatible domain 
To study the acetylation in the incompatible domain, gux1 xylan was also analysed 
following the procedure outlined above. The spectra are shown in Figure 4.3. In panel 
A the spectrum of the sample that was used as input for HILIC is shown, and the same 
composition-colour-coding was used as in Figure 4.2. All the identified peaks detected 
correspond to sodiated adducts of their predicted masses ([M + Na]+). Most non-
[Me]GlcA-modified species were removed by the C18 column, however, gux1 has a 
larger portion of xylan without [Me]GlcA modifications than gux2, and therefore it was 
expected to find a higher abundance of non-acidic oligosaccharides. The two 
predominant species had even number of Pent, however, several species with odd 
number of Pent were also highly represented. The HILIC and TOF-TOF MS/MS 
analysis was carried out as described above, and the spectra are shown in Figure 4.3 
panels B – T. In all structures determined, the second backbone Xyl from the RE was 
2-O-[Me]GlcA modified and 3-O-acetylated. 
The species with highest abundance was m/z = 1006 (panel C) for which only one 
structure was found; XaaXUme,aX. Its non-methylated version (XaaXUaX, panel B) was 
also observed with a lower abundance.  
The second species with highest abundance was m/z = 1312 (Pent6Ac4Ume). Four 
isomeric structures with six backbone Xyl were found for this mass: XaXXaaXUme,aX, 
XaXaXaXUme,aX, XaXaXXaUme,aX and XaXXaXaUme,aX (panels L, M, N and O, 
respectively). The structure L had alternating substituted Xyl, including a 2,3-di-
acetylated Xyl, determined by the difference between Y3 (m/z = 790) and Y4 (m/z = 
1006). The structures in panels M, N and O had consecutive mono-acetylated Xyl, 
with no Xaa residues.  
Four structures that differed in mass (m/z = 1270, 1298, 1354 and 1402) had six 
backbone residues: XaXXaXUme,aX (panel J), XaXXaaXUaX (panel K) XaXaXaXaUme,aX 
(panel P) NXXaaXUme,aX (panel Q, where N is a Pent-substituted Xyl), respectively. In 
structure P all substituted Xyl were consecutively located. In contrast, in structures J, 
K and Q, the substituted Xyl were alternated with non-substituted Xyl. One of the 
backbone Xyl in structure Q had a pentosyl side-chain, which is an unreported 
substitution for secondary-cell-wall xylan. This modification at the NRE was insensitive 
to GH3 xylosidase, indicating it is not a backbone Xyl. 
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A pentosyl side-chain was also found in structure NaXaUme,aX (m/z = 1138, panel E). 
In this structure, the NRE Xyl carried an Ac and a Pent of unknown identity. Since GH3 
was used in this digestion, the products should not possess unsubstituted backbone 
Xyl at the NRE. However, Y4 (m/z = 1006) denoted the absence of Ac on the last 
pentose of the chain. Therefore, a pentosyl sidechain is possible. All modified 
backbone residues in this structure were consecutively arranged. 
Structures XaXaXaUaX (panel F) and XaXaXaUme,aX (panel G) had five backbone Xyl. 
Both structures had three consecutive mono-acetylated Xyl from the NRE, followed by 
a fourth acetylated Xyl which also carried a GlcA or MeGlcA respectively. However, 
structure F was very close to the noise, while structure G was the fifth with highest 
intensity of the sample. 
Two structures were determined with an m/z = 1222, XaXaXaaUme,aX (panel H) and 
XaXaaXaUme,aX (panel I). Both structures had five backbone Xyl, of which four were 
consecutively acetylated. In both structures there was a 2,3-di-acetylated Xyl, but the 
position of this residue differed between structures. The difference in the position of 
the di-acetylated Xyl is denoted by the differences Y3-Y2 and Y4-Y3 which were 
interchanged between structures. 
The structures determined with the longest backbone were XaXaXaXaXUme,aX, 
XaXaXaXXaUme,aX (panels R and S respectively; both m/z = 1486) and 
XaXaXaXaXaUme,aX panel T (m/z = 1528), with seven backbone Xyl. Structure T 
exhibited five consecutive mono-acetylated Xyl from the NRE, followed by Ume,a. 
Structures R and S, lacked the fourth or third Ac from the NRE, respectively. Additional 






Figure 4.3: Mass-spectrometric analysis of gux1 xylan acetylation. 
Mass-spectra of DMSO extracted xylan digested sequentially with EcGH30 and GH3. 
The products were purified with a C18 column, labelled with 2AA and purified with a 
GlycoClean S cartridge. The spectrum in panel A was acquired in reflector mode and 
the peaks correspond to sodiated adducts of the predicted oligosaccharides; 
structures with no [Me]GlcA decorations (cyan), [Me]GlcA-modified structures with 
even number of Pent (green), and [Me]GlcA-modified structures with odd number of 
Pent (red) are indicated. The products were then separated by HILIC, and ToF/ToF 
MS/MS spectra were acquired. The determined structures in increasing mass ([M + 
Na]+) and their spectra are shown in panels B – T. The linkages of the Ac on the mono-
acetylated backbone residues were not determined and were drawn as O-3-linked. 
The identity and linkage of the pentosyl modifications on the backbone were also not 
determined, but were drawn as 1-2-linked pentofuranosyl residues.  Asterisks: black 
– unidentified peak; blue – Y ion minus 8 Da for an unknown reason; green – Y ion 
minus 24 Da for an unknown reason; red – B ion with a loss of [Me]GlcA for a unknown 














The PACE analysis of GH30 and GH10 products, and the MS analysis of GH30/GH3 
were conducted over three occasions. Most of the results were reproducible; however, 
only representative results are shown. The hydrolysis with GH30 produced shorter 
oligosaccharides when the incubation was extended for longer time. However, the 
acetylation patterns on xylan described here were consistent across experiment 
replicates. 
GH30/GH3 products on gux1 and gux2 xylan produced oligosaccharides that differ in 
the number of O-acetyl groups per backbone Xyl (degree of acetylation, DA). 
Grantham (2016) previously analysed the DA around the [Me]GlcA in the compatible 
domain and the incompatible domain by digesting gux1 and gux2 xylan with GH30 (or 
GH10), and analysed the masses of the oligosaccharides by MS. In the analysis 
performed here, GH3 was used after GH30, which may increase the DA of the 
products with the removal of unsubstituted Xyl. To compare the data obtained here 
with the previously reported, the five predominant GH30/GH3 products on gux1 and 
gux2 xylan with over four backbone Xyl are listed in Table 4.1. In the incompatible 
domain data, most of the incompatible fragments have DA over 0.5, whereas the 
compatible domain oligosaccharides have a DA of 0.5 or less. In the reported, gux1 
GH30 glucuronidated products had a DA over 0.5, while gux2 GH30-product DA was 
approximately 0.5. The average DA obtained here are higher than the previously 
reported, because GH3 removes undecorated Xyl, raising the DA. However, the DA 
average of gux1 is higher than gux2, which is consistent with that previously reported. 
Table 4.1: Five highest abundance GH30/GH3 products on gux1 and gux2 with over 
four backbone residues. 
domain m/z formula DA   domain m/z formula DA  
Compatible 
(gux2) 
1270 P6Ac3Ume 0.50   
Incompatible 
(gux1) 
1180 P5Ac4Ume 0.80  
1312 P6Ac4Ume 0.67   1270 P6Ac3Ume 0.50  
1534 P8Ac3Ume 0.38   1312 P6Ac4Ume 0.67  
1576 P8Ac4Ume 0.50   1354 P6Ac5Ume 0.83  






In this chapter, to describe the acetylation in the incompatible and compatible 
domains, gux1 and gux2 xylan were hydrolysed and analysed by PACE and MS. The 
digestion products exhibited novel acetylation patterns, which are consistent and 
inconsistent with other patterns previously described.  
4.3.1 Reproducibility and scope range 
The activity of this specific GH30 xylanase does not tolerate a [Me]GlcA or Ac 
substitution at the subsite -1. Since acetylated Xyl contiguous to Xyl carrying a 
[Me]GlcA have been reported with low abundance (Chong et al., 2014), the 
oligosaccharides described in this chapter may represent only a fraction of the total 
xylan polymer. The description of GH10 hydrolysis products could cover overlapping 
fractions of the polymer with GH30 products. This is because, contrasting GH30 
activity, GH10 does not require [Me]GlcA substitutions at a specific side of the 
hydrolysis cleavage point (see Chapter 1, section 1.5.2). Therefore, the use of GH10 
would provide with further information about xylan acetylation patterns. 
GH10 products were also analysed by mass-spectrometry (not shown), however, the 
results were found to be less reproducible. In addition, GH10 products seem to be 
more complex to analyse due to the high amount of isobaric structures, which could 
not be separated by HILIC. However, the mass-spectrometric approach described in 
this chapter could be further optimised for the analysis of GH10 products. A reverse-
phase chromatography separation step could be considered as an alternative to HILIC 
for future xylan description approaches. 
4.3.2 Pentose modification of the xylan backbone in gux1 mutant may not 
originate from primary wall 
The hydrolysis of gux1 and gux2 xylan with GH30/GH3 produced in both cases an 
oligosaccharide carrying a pentosylated GlcA (PUX). Mortimer et al. (2015) described 
the PUX structure to be characteristic of primary-cell-wall xylan. In agreement, Chong 
et al. (2015) also suggested that PUX originates from primary cell walls as this 
structure has higher abundance in stems of two mutants (irx7 and irx9) that have a 
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reduction of xylan in secondary cell walls. Therefore, the pentosylated GlcA found in 
the GH30 products of gux1 and gux2 xylan may correspond to PUX and originate from 
primary-cell-wall xylan. Then, possibly gux1 and gux2 samples had a small proportion 
of primary cell wall. This could be tested by repeating the experiments in gux1/3 and 
gux2/3 mutants. This would exclude the possibility of GH30 hydrolysis glucuronidated 
products to originate from primary-cell-wall xylan. Interestingly, the PUX-modified 
species were acetylated (acetylation of primary-cell-wall xylan is discussed in Chapter 
5). 
However, the putative pentosyl sidechains found in this work on the secondary-cell-
wall xylan backbone have not been described before in Arabidopsis. In Chapter 5, 
pentosyl decorations were detected on the callus xylan backbone, but none were 
detected on primary-cell-wall xylan from young stems. In this chapter, pentosyl 
sidechain decorations were found in gux1 xylan, but none were detected in gux2, 
suggesting they may originate from the incompatible domain. One of GH30/GH3 
hydrolysis products of gux2 was also found in callus with low abundance; 
NXXaaXUme,aX (Figure 5.10A and D). The other pentosylated gux2 product was not 
seen in callus; NaXaUme,aX. Consecutive acetylated Xyl in the second structure also 
suggests it may have originated from the incompatible domain. It is a possibility that 
GH3 xylosidase may have not fully removed all backbone Xyl from the NRE on both 
oligosaccharides. However, this is unlikely since both gux1 and gux2 sample were 
digested in parallel, and no other GH30/GH3 products of gux2 with unsubstituted 
pentoses at the NRE were found. To investigate the identity of these unsubstituted 
pentoses at the NRE, their sensitivity to GH62 arabinofuranosidase or GH3 xylosidase 
(see Chapter 1, Figure 1.30, page 46) would provide of the necessary information. If 
they are Araf, the treatment with GH62 would produce a difference of 132 Da on the 
MS spectrum by the removal of this side chain. If they are non-hydrolysed Xyl at the 
NRE, these oligosaccharides could be further hydrolysed by GH3. 
Pentosyl sidechains on xylan are found in other plant clades. α-L-Araf substitutions on 
the xylan backbone are highly abundant in monocots and gymnosperms (Busse-
Wicher et al., 2016b; Peña et al., 2016), and only a minor report has mentioned Araf 
on xylan in Arabidopsis primary-cell-wall xylan (Tan et al., 2013). Xylan 
arabinosyltransferases belong to the GT61 family, and xylan xylosyltransferase 
activities have also recently been reported in this protein family (Zhong et al., 2018a). 
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Arabidopsis possesses genes that encode GT61 enzymes (Voiniciuc et al., 2015), and 
therefore, the pentosyl sidechains described here could be the product of a GT61 
activity. If so, the identity of this pentosyl sidechain on the backbone could be either 
an arabinosyl or a xylosyl. 
4.3.3 The xylan acetylation patterns are consistent with the ‘domain 
compatibility’ 
The acetylation contexts around the patterned compatibly-spaced GlcA decorations 
on xylan by GUX1 (in gux2 mutant), and the incompatibly-patterned GlcA substitutions 
by GUX2 (in gux1 mutant) were different. The mass-spectrometric analysis of 
GH30/GH3 products of gux2 xylan indicated that all acetylated Xyl near GUX1-
mediated-[Me]GlcA are alternated by non-substituted Xyl, except for two minor 
products; XaXaU[me],aX (Figure 4.2E) and XaXXXU[me],a (Figure 4.2G). In the compatible 
domain, the GlcA-modified Xyl and the acetylated Xyl were spaced by even number 
of backbone Xyl. The acetylation pattern observed extended from a [Me]GlcA-modified 
Xyl to up to six backbone Xyl towards the NRE. This acetylation pattern determined 
for the xylan compatible domain agrees with the main alternating pattern of acetylation 
previously reported (Figure 1.21; Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014). 
Busse-Wicher et al. (2014) showed that xylan is acetylated mostly on alternated 
backbone residues. Their model is based on the predominant GH10 or GH30 products 
of WT or gux1/2 xylan: XaXXaX. However, this is a non-glucuronidated oligosaccharide 
and its distribution in xylan molecules was not shown. Not long later, Chong et al. 
(2014) presented an alternating acetylation pattern model based on the main products 
of GH10 on WT xylan; XaX and XaaX. They also described structures with mono- and 
di-acetylated Xyl two backbone residues towards the RE from a glucuronidated Xyl. 
They described the structures Ume,aXXaX and Ume,aXXaaX, which complement the 
acetylation pattern of the compatible domain described here. Even distances between 
[Me]GlcA and Ac moieties agree with the xylan-cellulose interaction model presented 
by Busse-Wicher et al. (2014), in which all decorations can face away from the 
cellulose microfibrils.  
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The MS analysis of GH30/GH3 products of xylan regions that are decorated by GUX2 
(in gux1 mutant) revealed that the acetylation in the incompatible domain has patterns 
that are incompatible for the interaction with hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose. Several 
oligosaccharides showed consecutive acetylated Xyl, contrasting the pattern found in 
the compatible domain. These patterns involving consecutive acetylated Xyl, and Ac 
substitutions spaced by an odd number of backbone residues from other substitutions 
are consistent with the cellulose-xylan interaction model (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014), 
since they were all found in the region of xylan that is decorated by GUX2. GH30/GH3 
products containing GlcA substitutions by GUX2 had less predominance for even 
number of backbone residues than of those decorated by GUX1. Consistent with this 
pattern, GH10 products on WT xylan described by Chong et al. (2014) exhibited 
consecutive modified Xyl; XUme,aXaX, Ume,aXaXaX and XaUme,aXaX, but the origin of 
these in the xylan molecules is unknown. 
The incompatible acetylation pattern found in xylan regions decorated by GUX2 may 
be involved in the cross-linking of cellulose microfibrils. Since GUX2-mediated-
[Me]GlcA substitutions have no preference for even or odd number of backbone 
residues of spacing, these regions of xylan are hypothesised to be incapable of 
interacting with hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose. This is because these interactions 
occur with xylan adopting a two-fold screw configuration (Simmons et al., 2016), and 
if substitutions are not at even distances from each other, they hinder the xylan docking 
onto this cellulose surface. This is why the regions of xylan decorated by GUX2 were 
defined as the incompatible domain (Bromley et al., 2013), however the pattern of 
acetylation in this region was not reported before. Here, two types of acetylation 
patterns were found in xylan decorated only by GUX2 (in gux1 mutant); an 
‘incompatible’ pattern that is consistent with the model of xylan-cellulose interaction 
(Busse-Wicher et al., 2014) and a ‘compatible’ pattern which is inconsistent with the 
model. In this incompatible pattern of acetylation, two or more mono- or di-substituted 
Xyl are arranged consecutively near the [Me]GlcA. This arrangement in a two-fold-
screw configuration would display O-acetyl groups in two directions, which would 
hinder the interaction with cellulose. This incompatible acetylation pattern here 
described for xylan decorated by GUX2 might either directly prevent xylan from binding 
to the hydrophilic faces of cellulose, or influence GUX2 to make a pattern that is 
incompatible with binding. On the other hand, the compatible acetylation pattern 
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exhibited by xylan regions decorated by GUX2, may allow such interactions. This is 
because these regions exhibited Ac-substituted Xyl that were spaced by an even 
number of backbone residues of distance from each other, and from Xyl carrying 
[Me]GlcA, similarly to the acetylation pattern here described on the region of xylan 
decorated by GUX1. 
The acetylation backgrounds around the [Me]GlcA substitutions in both xylan domains 
could elucidate GUX1 and GUX2 recognition sites on xylan associated with their 
specific activity. Possibly, GUX2 recognises consecutive mono-acetylated Xyl or 
regions with a high DA to transfer GlcA on to the backbone. In other way, GUX1 
possibly recognises alternating acetylated Xyl with non-substituted Xyl. In agreement 
with the hypothesis that GUX1 recognises the alternating acetylation pattern of xylan, 
Grantham et al. (2017) proposed that GUX1 may recognise gaps on this pattern. Their 
analysis on PACE of the xylan acetyltransferase mutant esk1, which lacks the main 
alternating pattern of acetylation (Chapter 6; Grantham, 2016) shows no preference 
for even spacing between [Me]GlcA substitutions, indicating a dysregulation of GUX1. 
The acetylation pattern of xylan in esk1 was investigated further in this thesis and are 







Chapter 5:   Primary-cell-wall xylan acetylation 
5.1 Introduction 
Xylan is found in primary cell walls of most plant species (Cosgrove, 2005), but the 
function of xylan in primary walls, especially in dicots, is unknown. Dicot primary-cell-
wall xylan is particularly difficult to study because of its low abundance, compared to 
the large amount of xylan present in secondary walls. Primary-wall xylan chain length 
has been proposed to be shorter (M Busse-Wicher, unpublished) and its α-1,2-GlcA 
substitutions are repeatedly separated by a distance of six backbone Xyl (Mortimer et 
al., 2015). GlcA sidechains are also present and these can be further 4-O-methylated, 
or alternatively, and exclusively for primary-cell-wall xylan, α-1,2-
arabinopyranosylated (PUX) (Mortimer et al., 2015; Peña et al., 2016). On the other 
hand, acetate groups on primary-cell-wall xylan have not been previously reported, 
except for the work of Chong et al. (2014) where the authors show one structure from 
Arabidopsis stem xylan in which a backbone Xyl is co-substituted with PUX and Ac. 
Since the PUX was subsequently shown to be primary wall specific, their data strongly 
suggests that primary-cell-wall xylan is acetylated, yet, further evidence is needed to 
get a better understanding of primary-cell-wall xylan acetylation. 
[Me]GlcA substitutions on Arabidopsis primary-cell-wall xylan are dependent solely on 
the activity of GUX3 (Mortimer et al., 2015). In contrast, GUX1 and GUX2 show no 
contribution to the substitution of primary-wall xylan with PUX side-chains. Phylogeny 
of the GUX proteins indicate that GUX3 is more closely related to GUX1 than to GUX2 
(Mortimer et al., 2010). The high similarity between GUX1 and GUX3 may help explain 
why the [Me]GlcA substitutions mediated by both enzymes are spaced by even 
number of Xyl. Possibly, GUX1 and GUX3 mechanism for substrate specificity and/or 
for patterning of [Me]GlcA onto the xylan is similar. However, GUX1 is influenced by 
acetylation context (Grantham et al., 2017), and the acetylation context in which GUX3 
and GUX1 act in vivo may be different. The description of primary-cell-wall xylan 
acetylation may therefore help to understand the substrate specificity of GUX3. 
In Arabidopsis stems, the proportion of xylan decorated by GUX3 (primary-cell-wall 
xylan) is higher in young over mature tissues (Mortimer et al., 2015). The enrichment 
of primary-wall xylan in younger tissues could have several reasons. Is it because 
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primary walls are synthesised first, and secondary cell walls later on by the same 
tissue? Alternatively, primary-wall xylans could be tissue specific; Xylem and phloem 
cells have thickened walls, but xylem walls are sclerenchymatous lignified non-living 
cells, while phloem cells are alive and permeable, despite their thickened wall 
(Dickison, 2000, chap. 2), and the phloem walls might be of a primary cell wall type. 
Basically, even though xylem and phloem are both vessels-type tissues, they have a 
different function, hence their cell wall constituents are different. Is the xylan content 
and structure also different between these tissues? Does the structure of primary-cell-
wall xylan vary between tissues?  
Callus is a system with only primary wall which is useful for xylan comparison. The In 
vitro culture of root Arabidopsis callus cells is a very interesting system to study 
primary cell walls since it is completely devoid of secondary-cell-wall structures. Callus 
cultures have been shown to have xylan but in very low amounts (Handford et al., 
2003) and in agreement with this observation, primary-cell-wall-xylan-synthesis 
proteins are expressed and active in root-derived callus tissue (Nikolovski et al., 2012). 
During the progress of this work, Mortimer et al. (2015) showed that callus xylan 
hydrolysis with GH11 xylanase produces U[me]X4 and PUX5, suggesting the presence 
of GlcA and PUX substitutions. However, the identity of these structures were not 
verified by mass-spectrometry. Other than this report, there are no publications 
describing callus xylan structure. Then several questions arise: Are callus xylan 
[Me]GlcA and PUX substitutions patterned? Do these substitutions depend on GUX3 
activity? Is the GlcA methylated? Is this xylan acetylated? If it is, is there an acetylation 
pattern? Are there any other backbone modifications?  
This chapter has three main aims oriented to study in greater detail primary-cell-wall 
xylan: First, to determine whether the different xylan [Me]GlcA patterns observed in 
primary growth are tissue specific. To do this, xylan from two early growth tissues from 
birch was investigated. One tissue was phloem in which the cells produce only primary 
walls, and the other was xylem in which the cells produce mostly secondary walls 
(Dickison, 2000). To study the substitution pattern of phloem and xylem xylan, GH30 
products were compared by PACE and the structure of the two predominant phloem 
products were analysed by MS.  
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The second aim was to identify whether primary-cell-wall xylan from different sources 
vary in their structure. The structures found in birch for the first aim contributed to this 
purpose. In addition, callus xylan was also analysed. For this, callus primary-cell-wall 
xylan was analysed on PACE using GH30. Specific sidechains on GH30 products 
were detected by their sensitivity to glycosyl hydrolases with known specific activity: 
GH62 arabinofuranosidase and GH115 glucuronidase were used for detecting Araf, 
or GlcA with no further Arap modifications, respectively. GH3 xylosidase was 
implemented to detect unsubstituted Xyl on the backbone NRE. GH30/GH3 products 
were then investigated further using mass-spectrometry, and the substitution patterns 
were determined by Laser-Induced Dissociation (LID) MS/MS. As a sub-aim, the 
dependency of callus xylan and its [Me]GlcA substitutions to active IRX10-L and GUX3 
were also studied. To do this, xylan from irx10-l and gux3 mutant calli were analysed 
by PACE using GH11 or GH30 xylanases. 
The third aim was to describe the acetylation pattern of different types of primary-cell-
wall xylan. To do this, the xylan was extracted with DMSO, which unlike alkali does 
not remove ester bonds from the polymer. Arabidopsis gux1/2 stem and WT callus 
primary-wall xylan acetylations were analysed by three methods. First, Xyl mono-
substituted with Ac were probed by testing the accessibility of GH11 to xylan when 
treated with CE4 acetylesterase. CE4 removes Ac groups from mono-acetylated Xyl 
which are not co-substituted with [Me]GlcA decorations (Biely et al., 2013; see Chapter 
1, Figure 1.29 and Figure 1.30). Second, Ac on di-substituted Xyl were determined by 
analysing the migration shift on PACE of CE4/GH11 products when de-acetylating 
them with alkali. Third, to determine the acetylation patterns, the xylan was 
sequentially digested with GH30 and GH3, and the products were analysed by MS. 
The acetylated Xyl positions respect to the GlcA were determined by LID MS/MS.  
During the progress of this work, analysis of the GlcA pattern was attempted using a 
similar approach to a previous report (Mortimer et al., 2015). Due to availability, GH30 
from Erwinia chrysanthemi was used instead of Bacteroides ovatus. Interestingly, its 
products exhibited a singlet on PACE, which is different to what was previously 
described with the Bacteroides enzyme. The singlet corresponded to GlcA-modified 
xylooligosaccharides, without indication of PUX modifications. Therefore, a sub-aim of 
this chapter was to identify an available GH30 enzyme that can accommodate PUX 
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sidechain substitutions for hydrolysing xylan. Hydrolysis products of primary-wall xylan 
by GH30 enzymes from three different organisms were compared by PACE.  
This work clarifies the Ac, [Me]GlcA and other substitution patterns present on xylan 
from primary cell walls, from two hardwood plants; Arabidopsis and birch. 
5.2 Results 
5.2.1 GH30 specificity for GlcA and PUX structures on xylan 
To investigate the activity of different glucuronoxylanases, GH30 enzymes from three 
different sources were tested; Dickeya dadantii (formerly known as Erwinia 
chrysanthemi, EcGH30), Bacteroides ovatus (BoGH30, reported by St John et al. 
(2011)) and Clostridium thermocellum (CtGH30). To prepare the substrate, gux1/2 
plants were grown, newly grown stems (young stems) were collected, and the xylan 
was extracted with alkali. The choice of gux1/2 means that only the primary-wall xylan 
was decorated with [Me]GlcA and was digested by these glucuronoxylanases. The 
extracted xylan was incubated with GH30, and then the enzymes were inactivated with 
heat. The products were labelled with ANTS and analysed by PACE (Figure 5.1).  
Two predominant oligosaccharides were produced; the lower band corresponds to 
U[me]X6 which was produced by all three GH30. The upper band corresponds to PUX6 
and was only produced by BoGH30. Unexpectedly, CtH30 and EcGH30 digestion 
products did not show PUX6 on PACE, suggesting these GH30s are incapable in these 
conditions of accommodating PUX sidechains for hydrolysing the xylan. 
Additionally, BoGH30 digestion produced two less prominent bands (single asterisks). 
The identities of these oligosaccharides are unknown, but their detection suggests 
shorter distances of [Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl. The faint bands marked with two 
asterisks were possibly longer digestion products with a [Me]GlcA modification at 
position -2 from the RE, and a PUX sidechain on another backbone residue.  
The different sensitivity exhibited by the GH30 activities to xylan PUX sidechains 
provided a tool for the detection of these arabinosylated GlcA. EcGH30 and BoGH30 
enzymes were used later on in this chapter to study the sidechains in different types 





Figure 5.1: PACE analysis of GH30s from different species. 
Xylan was extracted with alkali from gux1/2 young stems, and digested with GH30 
glucuronoxylanases from three different species: Erwinia chrysanthemi (EcGH30), 
Bacteroides ovatus (BoGH30) and Clostridium thermocellum (CtGH30). The products 
were labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 10% polyacrylamide gel. The undigested 
control (No Enz) was loaded on the same gel and middle lanes were removed. (*) and 
(**) are unidentified products. 
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5.2.2 Phloem cells produce uniquely primary-cell-wall-like xylan 
The xylan structure differs between young and mature stems (Mortimer et al., 2015), 
therefore, perhaps xylan structure also varies between different tissues within an 
organ. To test this hypothesis, the [Me]GlcA substitution patterns of young phloem and 
xylem xylan were analysed and compared. In order to do this, young phloem and 
young xylem were cryo-dissected from birch (Betula sp). The material was kindly 
provided by Maija Tenkanen and Ykä Helariutta (University of Helsinki, Finland). 
Arabidopsis mature stem xylan was also added for comparison as a described 
[Me]GlcA pattern xylan control (Bromley et al., 2013). The xylan was extracted with 
alkali and digested with BoGH30. The digestion products were labelled with ANTS and 
analysed by PACE (see Figure 5.2).  
Xylem xylan GH30 digestion produced oligosaccharides with a range of xylose 
residues, which co-migrated with Arabidopsis mature stem xylan products. Among the 
products with DP (degree of polymerisation) over eight, the ones with an even number 
of backbone residues were more abundant than the ones with an odd number of 
backbone residues. This suggests that the xylan [Me]GlcA pattern of birch xylem is 
similar to Arabidopsis secondary-cell-wall xylan, but the frequencies of the number of 
Xyl between [Me]GlcA decorations differ; the predominant species produced by xylem 
xylan was U[me]X5, while in Arabidopsis mature stem xylan was U[me]X8. 
In contrast, phloem xylan produced only two predominant species. The product 
labelled with a single asterisk co-migrated with U[me]X6. The species marked with two 
asterisks did not co-migrate with any of Arabidopsis xylan products, but had a similar 
mobility to PUX6 (Mortimer et al., 2015). This product was absent in technical 
replicates using EcGH30 instead of BoGH30 (not shown). The mobility of this 
oligosaccharide on PACE and the sensitivity to different GH30 glucuronoxylanases 
suggests that this phloem product was substituted with PUX sidechain, and to confirm 





Figure 5.2: Tissue-specific GlcA of phloem and xylem from birch.  
PACE analysis of birch phloem and xylem xylan using GH30. AIR was prepared from 
cryo-dissected material, and xylan was extracted with alkali and digested with 
BoGH30. The hydrolysis products were labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 20% 
polyacrylamide gel. (*) UmeX6 ; (**) PUmeX6. Representative of three biological 
replicates. 
 
In order to analyse the birch-phloem GH30 products by mass-spectrometry, the 
oligosaccharides were derivatised with 2AA, and the spectra obtained are shown in 
Figure 5.3A. All m/z identified corresponded to sodiated adducts of the predicted 
masses ([M+Na]+). The predominant species were m/z = 1144 (UmePent6) and m/z = 
1276 (UmePent7). U[me]X6 observed on PACE correlated to m/z = 1144, as they 
appeared to be the most abundant species in the sample, confirming the identity of 
this oligosaccharide. The second strongest signal on the MS spectrum was m/z = 1276 
(UmePent7), but this species on PACE did not co-migrate with U[me]X7 from the 
Arabidopsis sample, implying that this oligosaccharide had a different isomeric 
structure.  
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To determine the structure of UmePent7, a fragmentation analysis of this species was 
performed by MALDI-CID MS/MS. The spectrum obtained is shown in Figure 5.3C, 
and the two possible structures are presented in panel B. The spectrum corresponds 
to a mixture of both species shown, but PUmeX6 was predominant over UmeX7. The 
position of the MeGlcA substitution is on the second Xyl of the backbone from the RE 
in both structures, and this position was determined by the activity of GH30 (Chapter 
1, Figure 1.1A). The ion m/z = 666.8 corresponds to an NRE elimination ion (E5) and 
was diagnostic for PUmeX6 since it can only be produced if the MeGlcA is on the fifth 
Xyl from the NRE. The ion m/z = 954.0 corresponds to a glycosidic bond cleavage 
(Y2α) and was diagnostic of the PUme sidechain because it can only be produced if the 
MeGlcA carries a pentosyl residue. In the same way, the ion m/z = 682.9 (B5) is an 
NRE elimination ion and was diagnostic for the presence of UmeX7. m/z = 1086.0 (Y2α) 
is the fragmentation of the glycosidic bond for UmeX7 diagnostic for the loss of a non-
pentosylated MeGlcA. The abundance of both isomers could be inferred by three 
observations: First, the size of m/z = 954.0 (Y2α) compared to m/z = 1086.0 (Y2α) is 
indicative that PUmeX6 was the predominant species. Second, the presence of E5 and 
H5 for PUmeX6, plus the absence of E6 and H6 for UmeX7, also suggest that PUmeX6 was 
the predominant species. Third, in the PACE analysis of this sample (Figure 5.2), 
UmeX7 was not visible. The fragmentation of the parent ion m/z = 1276 confirms the 
presence of the methylated PUX structure on xylan. No PUX structure carrying a 
methyl group has been previously reported in eudicots. 
 
The PACE and MS analyses showed that phloem and xylem xylan differ in structure 
and pattern of [Me]GlcA substitutions. The PUmeX6 structure was only found in the 
phloem samples and not in xylem. The distance between [Me]GlcA in phloem is 
therefore constant every six Xyl, while in xylem the spacing varies. The substitution 
pattern in phloem xylan and the methylated PUX structure have not been reported 
before. The structure and frequency of these substitutions on the birch phloem xylan 
are remarkably similar to the non-methylated PUX found in Arabidopsis primary-cell-




Figure 5.3: Mass-spectrometric analysis of BoGH30 products from phloem xylan. 
Mass-spectra of BoGH30 products on phloem xylan extracted with alkali and 
derivatised with 2AA. All oligosaccharides detected correspond to sodiated adducts 
[M + Na]+. Spectrum shown in A was acquired in reflector mode. The spectrum of the 
molecular mass m/z = 1276 was acquired by CID-MS/MS and is shown in C. Two 
possible structural isomers are presented in B. Fragmentation ions are shown in green 
and red depending on the structure they were originated. The m/z calculation for H 
and E ions include the loss of 2 protons and a double bond formation.  
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5.2.3 Arabidopsis young stem primary-cell-wall xylan 
5.2.3.1 Detection of Ac on xylan by PACE 
Acetylation in primary-cell-wall xylan from Arabidopsis stems has been suggested 
(Chong et al., 2015; Mortimer et al., 2015), but the position of Ac modifications was 
unknown. To study primary-cell-wall xylan acetylation in stems, the detection of 
acetate groups were related to the remaining [Me]GlcA in gux1/2 mutant xylan. In this 
mutant [Me]GlcA substitutions are dependent on the primary-cell-wall-xylan-specific 
glucuronidation by the GUX3 enzyme (Mortimer et al., 2015). The mutant gux1/2/3 
was used as a negative control for [Me]GlcA on primary-wall xylan. Newly grown stems 
were collected from both mutants as described by Mortimer et al. (2015). AIR was 
prepared and depectinated with ammonium oxalate. In order to determine whether 
primary-wall xylan has mono-acetylated Xyl, GH11 accessibility was compared when 
used solely or in combination with CE4 acetylesterase. Then, to determine whether 
acetate groups are on di-substituted Xyl (2,3-di-Ac-Xyl or (3-O-Ac)(2-O-[Me]GlcA)-
Xyl), GH11 was removed by heat inactivation and purification with a Nanosep 
cartridge. Then the GH11/CE4 digestion products were treated with alkali. The 
oligosaccharides obtained were labelled with ANTS and analysed on PACE (Figure 
5.4).  
GH11 accessibility to gux1/2 xylan increased when it was used in combination with 
CE4 in comparison to GH11 without CE4 (panel A). This is reflected by the increased 
production of X1 and X2, and the decrease in the higher DP products (asterisks) when 
CE4 was present. The production of bands A, E and F increased when CE4 was used, 
which implies that there are mono-acetylated Xyl on xylan which inhibit GH11 activity. 
Species A – F were not produced when digesting gux1/2/3 xylan but were from gux1/2 
xylan, therefore, the mono-acetylated residues detected are associated with 
[Me]GlcA-modified oligosaccharides, originating in primary wall.  
The identity of some oligosaccharides produced by GH11/CE4 were determined by 
their shift after treating with alkali. The identity of E is XU[me],aXX, which after alkali 
treatment co-migrated with XU[me]XX. After the alkali treatment, the structure D co-
migrated with PUX5, which suggests that structure D was acetylated. The mobility of 
other unidentified species (A, B, C and F) also shifted after alkali treatment (red 
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arrows). XXaaXX was also found, which co-migrated with X4 after the alkali treatment 
(blue arrow), however, this oligosaccharide could also originate from secondary-wall 
xylan, since it was also present in the digestion of gux1/2/3 xylan. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Detection of Ac modifications on Arabidopsis stem primary-wall xylan. 
gux1/2 and gux1/2/3 xylan was hydrolysed with GH11 in the presence or absence of 
CE4 (panel A). The GH11/CE4 products were then de-acetylated or not (+/-) with alkali 
(panel B). Then they were derivatised with ANTS, and resolved on 10% PACE gels. 
GH11/CE4 products unique for gux1/2 were labelled A – F. Arrows in (B) show shifting 
bands when treated with alkali. Green arrows show the shift of unknown species 
without GlcA, and Blue arrow show the shift of XXaaXX to X4. The GlcA modified 
species that were identified after alkali treatment are shown with a black arrow. Red 




In summary, these experiments showed that more than one form of Ac are present in 
stem primary-wall xylan. Some Xyl are possibly mono-substituted with Ac, and other 
acetylated Xyl may carry a second substitution such as an additional Ac or [Me]GlcA. 
However, Ac substitutions on the xylan sidechains are also possible. To determine the 
arrangement of the acetate groups in primary-wall xylan a mass-spectrometric 




5.2.3.2 Determination of the xylan acetylation pattern in stem primary walls  
The acetylation pattern of Arabidopsis stem primary-cell-wall xylan was determined by 
relating the Ac positions to the [Me]GlcA substitutions mediated by GUX3. To do this, 
gux1/2 newly grown stems were collected as described by Mortimer et al. (2015). AIR 
was prepared and depectinated, and the xylan was extracted with DMSO. The xylan 
was then sequentially hydrolysed with BoGH30 glucuronoxylanase and GH3 
xylosidase, with a heat incubation step between digestions to inactivate the xylanase. 
GH30 products have a 1,2-linked [Me]GlcA on the second Xyl from the RE, and GH3 
xylosidase removes all unsubstituted backbone Xyl from the NRE, reducing the 
number of isomers for the following MS analysis (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.31B). To 
remove the acetylated neutral oligosaccharides that might arise by partial digestion of 
secondary cell wall acetyl xylan (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014), the acidic 
oligosaccharides were purified by solid phase extraction and analysed by mass-
spectrometry. The spectrum of the digestion products is shown in Figure 5.5 A. The 
molecular structure of the predominant species (in green) were sequenced by Laser-
Induced Dissociation (LID), and the spectra and structures are presented in panels B 
– F.  
To understand the variety in the substitution patterns on stem primary-wall xylan, the 
structure of GH30/GH3 products is next discussed individually.  
The most abundant species was Pent5Ac3U (XaaXPaX, m/z = 1003), and its structure 
is shown in panel C. The glycosidic bond cleavages Y2α (m/z = 695) and Y3α (m/z = 
871) were diagnostic for the presence of Arap on the GlcA which was not methylated 
(PUX structure). Y3 (m/z = 655) diagnosed the position of the di-acetylated Xyl at the 
NRE, and Y2 (m/z = 522) determined that the second Xyl from the NRE was 
unsubstituted. The difference between B2 and B3 showed that the Xyl carrying PUX 
had an Ac modification. This species had four backbone Xyl, and the substituted Xyl 
were alternated with unsubstituted Xyl.  
The fragmentation analysis of the species m/z = 885 (XaaXUme,aX, Panel B) revealed 
that its structure was relatively similar to m/z = 1003 (XaaXPaX, above). The ion Y2α 
(m/z = 695), however determined that this species had an O-methyl group on the GlcA 
but not an Arap modification. The difference between B1 and B2 (m/z = 371 and 735), 
and also the presence of Y2 (m/z = 536) determined the presence of acetylation on 
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the glucuronidated Xyl. Y3 (m/z = 669) showed that the third Xyl from the RE was 
unsubstituted, and that the Xyl on the NRE was di-acetylated. Therefore this structure 
had alternating substituted backbone residues. 
The second most abundant species was m/z = 1309 (XaXXaaXPaX, panel F). The 
glycosidic bond cleavage Y2α (m/z = 1001) was diagnostic of a PUX sidechain on this 
structure. Y5 (m/z = 1135) denoted the position of a mono-acetylated Xyl at the NRE. 
Then Y2 and Y3 (m/z = 655 and 787) showed that the Xyl carrying a GlcA was followed 
by an unsubstituted Xyl towards the NRE. Y4 (m/z = 1003) determined that the fourth 
Xyl from the RE was di-acetylated, and followed by an unsubstituted Xyl towards the 
NRE. This species had six backbone residues which were alternately substituted. 
The species m/z = 1191 (XaXXaaXU[me],aX, panel D) and 1267  (XaXXaXPaX  panel E) 
were less abundant. In panel D, the series Y5, Y4, Y3 and Y2 (m/z = 1017, 885, 669 
and 537) diagnosed the contiguous residues XaXXaaX~, while B5 and B4 (m/z = 1041 
and 677) showed the RE side of the molecule; ~Ume,aX. In panel E, B5 and B4 (m/z = 
1093 and 635) denoted ~PaX on the RE, and the series Y5, Y4, Y3 and Y2 (m/z = 1093, 
961, 787 and 655) characterised the sequence XaXXaX~ on the NRE. The 
modifications of GlcA sidechains in structures D and E were determined by the 
respective Y2α (m/z = 1001 and 959). These less abundant species had both six 
backbone residues and alternated substituted Xyl in their backbones. 
In summary, all structures determined had an even number of backbone residues, 
either four or six. The spacing between [Me]GlcA substitutions in gux1/2 young stem 
xylan was of six Xyl (Figure 5.1 and section 5.2.2, above; Mortimer et al., 2015), 
however two structures had only four backbone Xyl (B and C). This indicates that the 
activity of GH3 may have removed two backbone Xyl from the GH30 products, 
suggesting that these oligosaccharides had two additional unsubstituted Xyl at the 
NRE. In contrast, the structures with six backbone Xyl were not substrates for GH3 
(xylanase) because of their mono-acetylated Xyl at the NRE. All structures analysed 
had a pattern of alternating substituted Xyl, including Ac and [Me]GlcA. Also, all 







Figure 5.5: MS spectra of young stem acetylated xylan digested with GH30 and GH3. 
Arabidopsis gux1/2 young stem xylan was extracted with DMSO, and then sequentially 
digested with BoGH30 and GH3. The products were cleaned with a C18 column and 
analysed by MALDI-ToF MS (A). The major products obtained (in green) were further 
analysed by MALDI-LID MS/MS (B-F). The positions of the Ac on mono-acetylated Xyl 
were not determined, but for simplicity they were drawn O-3-linked. 
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5.2.4 Callus xylan 
Callus is an interesting system to study primary cell walls since it is completely devoid 
of secondary walls. However, callus xylan sidechains, pattern and functions are not 
fully understood. The presence of PUX structure identified in xylan from callus 
suggests that this xylan has some similarity to stem primary-wall xylan (Mortimer et 
al., 2015), however it does not necessarily mean they are identical. Here, a description 
of callus xylan was carried out in two steps. The first step consisted of the identification 
of glycosyl side chains and determination of the pattern in the backbone (section 
5.2.4.1). The second step was to identify and describe any callus xylan acetylation 
pattern (section 5.2.4.2). To support the view that callus primary-cell-wall xylan 
biosynthesis is similar to the stem primary-wall xylan, the dependency of callus xylan 
backbone and GlcA substitutions to the activities of IRX10-L and GUX3 was 
investigated (section 5.2.4.3). 
5.2.4.1 Arabidopsis callus xylan has pentosyl substitutions on the GlcA and 
on the backbone  
To analyse the GlcA substitution pattern of callus xylan, fresh subcultures were grown 
for three weeks. Then AIR was prepared, and the xylan was extracted with 
alkali/NaBH4 at 37 °C overnight (see section 2.4.3.2 in Chapter 2). The borohydride 
was removed by washing twice with 70% ethanol. This extraction method was found 
to be more efficient than using only alkali for 1 h at room temperature. Then the extract 
was incubated with EcGH30 or BoGH30 (which have different sensitivity to PUX 
sidechains on xylan; section 5.2.1). The digestion products were labelled with ANTS 
and resolved on PACE (Figure 5.6). EcGH30 produced similar signals to BoGH30 
products, indicating that these [Me]GlcA substitutions were not further modified with 
Arap. To determine the identity of the GH30 products, they were then tested for 





Figure 5.6: PUX structure detection in xylan from callus.  
Xylan from callus was extracted with alkali/NaBH4 and then digested with EcGH30 or 
BoGH30 glucuronoxylanases. The products were labelled with ANTS and resolved on 
a 10% polyacrylamide gel. The mobility of species A and B are different relative to the 
Xyl standard markers to PUX6 and U[me]X6 (shown in Figure 5.1). Species highlighted 
with letters were produced by both enzymes. Species marked with asterisk were only 
visible in EcGH30. 
 
To identify the oligosaccharides produced by EcGH30, other carbohydrate active 
enzymes were used on the products of EcGH30. To get a cleaner xylan extract without 
traces of borohydride, callus AIR was depectinated with ammonium oxalate, and the 
xylan was extracted with DMSO. The extracted xylan was treated with alkali which 
breaks all ester links, removing all possible Ac. Then the xylan was hydrolysed with 
EcGH30. The enzyme was inactivated with heat, and the products were then 
incubated with either GH62 arabinofuranosidase, GH115 glucuronidase or GH3 
xylosidase. The products were then labelled with ANTS and resolved on PACE (Figure 
5.7). 
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EcGH30 hydrolysis generated six bands on PACE (marked A – F), and the sensitivity 
to GH62, GH3 and GH115 is explained next. 
Bands A, B, D, E and F were sensitive to GH115, indicating they had a [Me]GlcA 
substitution. Band C was partially affected by the treatment with GH115, which 
suggests that band C may correspond to two species that co-migrated on PACE, and 
one of them possessed a [Me]GlcA.  
Species A and C were both insensitive to GH3, which suggests that both species were 
likely to have a modification on xylan that makes the NRE inaccessible to GH3. In 
addition, both bands shifted after the treatment with GH62, indicating that both species 
had Araf on the backbone. Therefore, it is possible that A and C had an Araf 
substitution at the NRE Xyl. This would imply that some Araf substitutions on the 
original polymer backbone are two or three Xyl towards the RE from a [Me]GlcA.  
Species B and D showed no sensitivity to GH62, indicating that they had no mono-
arabinofuranosylated backbone Xyl.  
The species A and C after GH62 incubation, co-migrated with B and C, suggesting 
that the structures of A and B, and C and D may have differed only by the presence of 
Araf substitutions.  
Band E co-migrates with UX4, it showed insensitivity to GH62, and shifts after GH3 
incubation, therefore, it is likely that the identity of band E corresponds to XXU[me]X. 
The production of band E, therefore indicated that some [Me]GlcA substitutions on 
callus xylan are spaced by four backbone Xyl.  
Band F was insensitive to GH62, and after GH3 its abundance was increased, which 
suggests that the identity of this oligosaccharide was U[me]X. The migration of U[me]X 
previously identified is consistent with that exhibited by the band F (Dr Theodora 
Tryfona, personal communication). The production of band F by GH30 indicates that 
some [Me]GlcA substitutions on callus xylan are distanced by two backbone Xyl. The 
increased production of band F by GH3 indicates that some GH30 products with higher 
DP only had a single sidechain that corresponds to [Me]GlcA.  
The detection of Araf on callus xylan therefore suggests that primary-wall xylan from 
callus and stem may be different. To describe the callus xylan structure more fully, it 
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was necessary to perform additional experiments. Since the bands’ intensity was low, 
it would be useful to replicate the analysis. The identity of some of the structures shown 
here were studied by MS, in combination with the analysis of acetylation on callus 
xylan later in this chapter (section 5.2.4.2). 
 
Figure 5.7: Further digestions on GH30 products from callus de-acetylated xylan. 
Callus xylan was extracted with DMSO and then treated with alkali. The polymer was 
then digested with EcGH30 and the products were incubated with GH62 
arabinosidase, GH3 xylosidase or GH115 glucuronidase. The digestion products were 
analysed in a 10% polyacrylamide gel. GH30 products were marked with A – E, and 
contaminant bands were labelled with asterisks. One biological replicate. 
 
The PACE analysis of GH30 products on alkali-extracted xylan suggests that Araf and 
GlcA substitutions on xylan in some cases may be spaced by one or two Xyl. If this is 
true, GH11 should not be able to hydrolyse between the two substitutions. In order to 
confirm this, DMSO extracted xylan was treated with alkali and incubated with GH11 
xylanase. The products were desalted with a HyperSep column and derivatised with 
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procainamide to increase their mass and to label the RE to aid interpretation of the 
MS/MS spectra. Then the oligosaccharides were mixed with DHB and analysed by 
MS (Figure 5.8 panel A). The molecular structure of the predominant species (in 
green) were sequenced by LID, and the spectra and structures are presented in panels 
B – F. The structures shown were determined following the Y ion series for each 
MS/MS spectrum.  
Some GH11 products with more than one substitution denote the existence of 
neighbouring sidechains. The most abundant GH11 product was m/z = 1350 
(XUmeXNXX, where N is a pentosyl substitution linked to the backbone) and its 
structure is shown in panel C. Its structure had seven backbone residues with a 
MeGlcA and a pentosyl substitution on the backbone. The spectrum showed that the 
MeGlcA and Pent decorations on this structure were spaced by two backbone Xyl. 
The structure of m/z = 1468 (XPXNXX, panel E) had a PUX sidechain and a Pent 
spaced by two backbone Xyl. In a similar manner, the structure of m/z = 1482 (panel 
F) had a methylated PUX sidechain at two backbone Xyl of distance from a pentosyl 
sidechain. All three structures (C, E and F) had the Pent towards the RE from the 
[Me]GlcA, denoting a preferred orientation between the two. However, m/z = 1336 (not 
shown) seemed to be a mixture of XUXNXX and XNXUXX, but its MS/MS spectrum 
signal was too weak for interpretation. The structure of m/z = 1408 (XUmeXUmeXX, 
panel D) had two MeGlcA sidechains neighbouring with each other, spaced by two 
backbone Xyl. The production of oligosaccharides with more than one sidechain by 
GH11 confirmed that some callus xylan substitutions are close to each other. Also, the 
spacing of two backbone Xyl between substitutions suggests they may have a 
cellulose-binding compatible backbone substitution pattern. 
Some sidechains modifications on callus xylan were isolated from other glycosyl 
substitutions. The production of m/z = 954 (XUmeXX, panel B) by GH11 revealed that 
some [Me]GlcA substitutions were isolated. This structure had four backbone Xyl, and 
therefore, could only be produced by GH11 if a MeGlcA substitution on the xylan 
substrate backbone is spaced by four or more backbone Xyl from another glycosyl 
sidechain. The structure of m/z = 896 was possibly XNXX, which is produced by GH11 
from isolated backbone pentosyl modifications. However, this structure was not 
determined, and its abundance was very low. Possibly, glycosyl sidechains may not 
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be very frequently isolated from other sidechains on callus xylan, especially pentosyl 
modifications.  
 
Figure 5.8: Mass-spectra of callus xylan treated with alkali and digested with GH11. 
Xylan was extracted with DMSO and then treated with alkali. The products of the GH11 
digestion were desalted using a HyperSep column, labelled with procainamide and 
mixed with DHB. In panel A, GH11 products mass-spectrum is shown, and adducts 
are protonated. Labels B – F correspond to species in the other respective panels. 
Most abundant structures are shown in green, and LID MS/MS spectra and structures 
are shown in panels B to F. Grey asterisks show unknown peaks. The identities of the 
pentosyl substitutions and their linkages to the backbone Xyl were not determined, but 
were drawn as 1,2-linked pentofuranosyl sidechains for simplicity. 
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5.2.4.2 Determination of the acetylation pattern of callus xylan 
The detection and analysis of callus xylan acetylation were carried out similarly to the 
analysis of primary-wall xylan from stem in section 5.2.3. First, the sensitivity of callus 
xylan to CE4 acetylesterase and alkali were used to determine the presence of Ac. 
GH11, and GH11/CE4 products were compared on PACE to detect mono-acetylated 
Xyl, and the shift of GH11/CE4 products when treated with alkali was used to detect 
Ac on di-substituted Xyl. Second, to determine the acetylation pattern of xylan, 
GH30/GH3 products were sequenced by MALDI-LID MS/MS. 
For the analysis on PACE, a fresh callus subculture was grown for three weeks, AIR 
was prepared and depectinated with ammonium oxalate. Then the xylan was extracted 
with DMSO and digested solely with GH11, or in combination with CE4. GH11 was 
removed from the incubations by heat-inactivation, and by purifying the products with 
a Nanosep column. Then the GH11/CE4 products were treated where indicated with 
alkali. The oligosaccharides were labelled with ANTS and resolved on PACE (Figure 
5.9). 
GH11 accessibility to callus xylan increased when used in combination with CE4. This 
is identified by three observations: First, the increased production of X1 and X2 which 
indicates the increased hydrolysis of backbone residues. Second, the production of 
species D and E was increased. Third, the species marked with a black asterisk was 
reduced when treated with CE4. CE4 specificity for Ac on mono-substituted Xyl (Biely 
et al., 2013), and the increased GH11 accessibility to xylan when exposed to CE4 
implies that callus xylan is acetylated and also that it possesses mono-acetylated Xyl 
on the backbone.  
The mobility on PACE of some GH11/CE4 products shifted when treating them with 
alkali. The blue arrow shows the shift of XXaaXX to X4, the black arrow shows the shift 
of XU[me],aXX (E) to XU[me]XX. The species marked with a green asterisk has also 
shifted, but the position of this oligosaccharide prior to the alkali treatment was not 
determined. These shifts indicated the presence of Ac on di-substituted Xyl on the 





Figure 5.9 Ac detection on callus xylan by PACE. 
Callus xylan was extracted with DMSO. The xylan was then incubated with GH11 or 
co-incubated with GH11 and CE4. The GH11/CE4 products were purified with a 
Nanosep column and then treated (or not) with alkali. The oligosaccharides were 
labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 10% PACE gel. The band labels B, D and E 
correlate with the ones used in Figure 5.4. Asterisks point to unknown species. Blue 





In order to identify the acetylation pattern of callus xylan, GH30/GH3 products were 
sequenced by mass-spectrometry following the procedure outlined above for primary-
wall xylan from stems (section 5.2.3.2). The spectra are shown in Figure 5.10. In panel 
A, the spectrum of the sample that was used as input for HILIC is shown, and the 
structures identified by LID-MS/MS are presented in panels B – G. The structures 
shown were determined by following the Y and B ion series (Domon and Costello, 
1988) for each MS/MS spectrum. 
To consider the variety in the substitution patterns on callus xylan, the structure of 
GH30/GH3 products is next discussed individually.  
The predominant species was m/z = 1360 (NXXaXUme,aX , Pent7Ac2Ume), and its 
structure is shown in panel C. The glycosidic bond cleavage Y2α (m/z = 1170) was 
diagnostic of the MeGlcA substitution. The difference between Y1 and Y2 (m/z = 294 
and 658) indicates that the Xyl carrying a MeGlcA was also acetylated. Then, Y3 and 
Y4 (m/z = 790 and 964) denote a mono-acetylated Xyl spaced by two backbone 
residues from the MeGlcA modification. The mass differences between Y4 and Y5 (m/z 
= 964 and 1096), between Y5 and Y6 (m/z = 1228) and between Y6 and the total 
molecular mass, is 132. This indicates that this structure had three successive non-
acetylated pentoses at the NRE. If GH3 hydrolysis was total, the insensitivity of the 
last pentose to GH3 xylosidase implies that this was a pentosyl sidechain on the NRE 
backbone Xyl. Therefore, this oligosaccharide likely had six backbone residues, and 
the substituted backbone Xyl were alternated with unsubstituted Xyl.  
The structures D – G also had a difference of 132 between their respective Y4, Y5, Y6 
and their total mass. As they were all resistant to GH3, therefore, they also likely had 
a pentosylated NRE Xyl, followed by an undecorated Xyl.  
The structure of m/z = 1402 (NXXaaXUme,aX, panel D) was similar to m/z = 1360 
(above), but the acetylated Xyl carried an additional Ac. The ions Y1, Y2 and Y3 (m/z = 
294, 658 and 790) had the same values of the ones in structure C, indicating that 
structure D had similar substitutions on its RE trisaccharide (~XUme,aX). The difference 
between Y3 and Y4 (m/z = 1006) is 216, indicating that the fourth Xyl from the RE 
carried two Ac.  
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The second most abundant species was m/z = 1492 (NXNaXUme,aX), which is shown 
in panel F. The ion Y2α (m/z = 1170) indicates that the MeGlcA in this structure was 
not further modified, and the difference between Y1 and Y2 (m/z = 294 and 658) shows 
that the Xyl carrying the MeGlcA was acetylated. The difference between Y3 and Y4 
(m/z = 790 and 1096), and the difference between B3 and B4 (m/z = 419 and 857) are 
both diagnostic of a di-substituted Xyl that carried a Pent and an Ac.  
m/z = 1478 (NXXaXPaX, panel E) had a similar number of pentosyl residues to m/z = 
1492 (above), however the position of one of the pentosyl sidechains was different. In 
this structure, Y2α with m/z = 1170 (and not m/z = 1310) indicates the further 
modification of the GlcA with a pentose (PUX) since this glycosidic bond breakage can 
only be produced by the presence of PUX. Then the difference between Y1 and Y2 
(m/z = 294 and 776) indicates that the GlcA-substituted Xyl and the Pent-substituted 
Xyl were both acetylated. The difference Y2 and Y3 (m/z = 776 and 908) is 132, 
therefore, the following backbone Xyl to Pa, was undecorated. Then the difference 
between Y3 and Y4 (m/z = 1082) is 174, indicating that the next Xyl was mono-
acetylated, at two backbone residues from the GlcA modification. The structure F had 
a pentosyl sidechain on an acetylated Xyl, and in structure E the Ac position does not 
vary, but the pentosyl was on the GlcA. 
The structure m/z = 1610 (NXNaXPaX, panel G) was the largest structure identified, 
and its backbone had alternating substituted Xyl with non-substituted Xyl. The Y2α ion 
(m/z = 1302) denotes the further modification of the GlcA with a pentosyl residue. Then 
Y1, Y2 and Y3 values were similar to structure E, therefore the RE of structure G was 
also ~XPaX. The difference between Y3 and Y4 (m/z = 908 and 1214) indicates that 
the fourth backbone Xyl from the RE was co-substituted with an Ac and a Pent. 
The smallest structure identified was m/z = 1006 (XaaXUme,aX, panel B), with only four 
backbone Xyl. Its Y2α ion (m/z = 816) indicates that the MeGlcA substitution on the 
backbone was not further modified. The difference between Y1 and Y2 (m/z = 294 and 
658) show that the GlcA was on the second Xyl from the RE, and that it was on an 
acetylated Xyl. Y3 shows that the contiguous Xyl was unsubstituted, and therefore, the 
NRE Xyl had two Ac. It was not determined whether the precursor of the structure B 
was generated by GH30 alone, or whether GH3 reduced the backbone Xyl to four. 
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All structures analysed were consistently acetylated and/or pentosylated on 
alternating backbone residues. In all structures, the second and fourth backbone Xyl 
from the NRE were acetylated. The second Xyl from the RE therefore, was mono-
acetylated, and co-substituted with a [Me]GlcA. The fourth backbone Xyl was either 
mono-acetylated, di-acetylated, or co-substituted with an Ac and a pentosyl residue. 
The pentosylated Xyl on the NRE were spaced by two Xyl from the nearest substituted 









Figure 5.10: Structures containing Ac in callus xylan. 
Arabidopsis callus xylan was extracted with DMSO, and then sequentially digested 
with BoGH30 and GH3. The hydrolysis products were purified with a C18 column, 
labelled with 2AA and analysed by MALDI-ToF MS (A). The linkages of the Xyl 
substitutions were not determined, but for simplicity they were drawn as 1,2-linked 
pentosyl modifications, and 3-linked-Ac on Xyl. The black asterisks in panel A point to 
peaks corresponding to doubly sodiated adducts from m/z = 1060.4, 1478.5 and 
1492.5 respectively. Blue asterisks in panel E point to peaks obtained for contaminant 
isomers with lower abundance. The structure shown in panel E is the predominant 




Figure 5.10. (continued). 
5.2.4.3 GlcA containing oligosaccharides are GUX3 dependent 
To study the dependency of callus xylan and its GlcA substitutions to IRX10-L and 
GUX3 which were previously shown to be necessary for stem primary-cell-wall xylan 
synthesis (Mortimer et al., 2015), the xylan in respective mutants was analysed by 
PACE. For this, 3-week-old calli subcultures were grown by Xiaolan Yu, and AIR was 
prepared. Equal amounts of AIR were quantified and xylan was extracted with 
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alkali/Na2BH4 at 37 °C. The borohydride was then removed with two 70% ethanol 
washes. Then the xylan was incubated with EcGH30 or GH11. The digestion products 
were labelled with ANTS and resolved on PACE (Figure 5.11A and B). To aid 
interpretation, the densitometric values of the indicated bands in panel A were 
quantified using the software GeneTools and used for estimating the amount of Xyl 
(panel C) and calculating relative amounts of each product (panel D).  
GH11 xylanase produced a complex pattern of oligosaccharides as described above 
(section 5.2.4.1). The amount of xylan released by GH11 digestion of irx10-l AIR was 
decreased compared to WT (panels A and C). In WT and gux3, X1 and X2 were the 
predominant products, but in irx10-l they were greatly decreased. The presence of 
GH11 products on irx10-l, however, indicates that despite the inactivation of IRX10-L, 
this mutant has xylan xylosyltransferase activity in callus.  
The relative abundance of some GH11 products was affected in gux3 and irx10-l 
(panel D). A decreased production of GH11 products when GUX3 is inactivated was 
diagnostic of them carrying a [Me]GlcA substitution. Therefore, as E and G were barely 
undetectable in gux3, it is likely that they possess a GUX3 GlcA substitution. In 
addition, E and G were also nearly undetectable in irx10-l sample, thus, they probably 
arise from xylan made by IRX10-L. The mobility of species F suggests it is XU[me]XX, 
and since its production was partially reduced in both mutants. This implies that some 
callus xylan is synthesised by a XSC with IRX10, and substituted by other 
glucuronyltransferases than GUX3.  
The predominant GH30 products seemed dependent on GUX3 activity (panel B). WT 
callus xylan hydrolysed with EcGH30 produced the species marked with the letters H 
and I. BoGH30 also produced these two bands when used in similar conditions 
(section 5.2.1). H and I products were undetectable on PACE on gux3 and irx10-l xylan 
hydrolyses, suggesting they are dependent on the activity of GUX3, and consequently 
dependent also of IRX10-L. To understand why GH30 did not produce 
oligosaccharides that carry GlcA substitutions and GH11 did, it may be useful to test 
the reproducibility of the hydrolyses, and also to determine the oligosaccharides 






Figure 5.11: Detection of xylan and [Me]GlcA substitutions in callus mutants by PACE. 
irx10-l and gux3 mutants and WT calli were grown for three weeks and AIR was 
prepared. Equal amounts of AIR were used for extracting xylan was extracted with 
alkali/Na2BH4 at 37 °C. GH11 (panel A) and EcGH30 (panel B) products were labelled 
with ANTS and resolved on 10% polyacrylamide gels. To aid interpretation figures in 
panels C and D were constructed with a densitometric quantification of species X1, X2 
and species A – G from this gel. Panel C shows the relative amounts of Xyl released 
by GH11. The relative amount of Xyl was calculated by adding the densitometric value 
of X1 plus twice the value of X2 plus four times the value of F (since its likely to be 
XU[me]XX), and the totals were normalised to the WT. Panel D shows the densitometric 
values of GH11 products A – G, normalised to the amount of Xyl. The species H and 
I in panel B are species marked with A and B in Figure 5.6, respectively. Asterisk: 
possible contaminant. Representative of one replicate.  
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5.3 Discussion 
The three aims of this chapter focused on a better understanding of the structure and 
diversity of primary-cell-wall xylan. First, to determine whether xylan structures and 
substitution patterns are tissue-specific within an organ, birch phloem and xylem xylan 
was analysed. These two vascular tissues exhibited contrasting [Me]GlcA substitution 
patterns on xylan, which relate to the predominance of primary and secondary walls 
in each, respectively. The second aim was to identify whether the xylan structure and 
its glycosidic substitution patterns vary between primary cell walls. Araf substitutions 
were only identified on callus xylan, which indicates a substantial difference to the 
primary-wall xylan from stem. The third aim was to describe the acetylation pattern of 
primary-wall xylan. As callus and stem primary-wall xylans from Arabidopsis were 
different, they were both analysed and compared. The acetylation pattern found on 
both xylans are analogous and are discussed below in more detail. Together, the 
results discussed here illustrate different levels of substitution patterns, and show that 
there is more than one type of primary-cell-wall xylan. 
From this work, three main conclusions can be drawn. First, the substitution patterns 
found in primary-cell-wall xylan suggest they can interact with cellulose hydrophilic 
surfaces in a two-fold screw configuration. Second, the arrangement of Ac and 
pentosyl modifications on different types of primary-cell-wall xylan suggest they may 
have similar roles. Third, the substitution pattern of phloem xylan relates to the xylan 
decorated by GUX3 in Arabidopsis stems. Each of these conclusions is discussed in 
the following sections. 
5.3.1 Primary-cell-wall xylan is compatible for interaction with cellulose 
Perhaps the most intriguing result obtained in this work is that all primary-cell-wall 
xylans have the potential to form interactions with cellulose, following the model 
proposed by Busse-Wicher et al. (2014) (see section 1.4.4.3). All substituted backbone 
Xyl, either with Ac, [Me]GlcA, PUX, PUmeX, Pent, or the combinations of these were 
found alternated with undecorated Xyl. This is consistent with all primary-cell-wall 
xylan having the ability to interact with cellulose in a two-fold screw conformation, in a 
manner similar to xylan decorated with GUX1. The strongest evidence for this can be 
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observed from the mass-spectrometric analyses of gux1/2 stem and WT callus xylan 
when hydrolysed with GH30/GH3 (glucuronoxylanase/xylosidase). 
First, the structure of all gux1/2 xylan GH30/GH3 products showed, without 
exceptions, an even number of backbone Xyl of distance between acetylated Xyl and 
(methyl)glucuronidated Xyl. Acetylated Xyl were always at two backbone residues 
from each other. Also, the (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl were acetylated, and therefore, 
the acetylation pattern is ‘in frame’ with the [Me]GlcA substitutions.  
Second, callus xylan also showed only an even number of backbone Xyl between 
substitutions. The GH30/GH3 products analysed by MS showed constantly a 
decorated Xyl every two backbone residues on all callus structures determined. 
Acetylated Xyl were at two backbone Xyl of distance from each other, and from other 
substituted Xyl. (Methyl)glucuronidated and pentosylated Xyl were also found 
acetylated, and therefore, all substitution patterns determined in callus xylan were ‘in 
frame’ with each other. 
Supporting this, the MS analysis of GH11 xylanase products showed that [Me]GlcA 
and Pent in callus xylan are spaced by two backbone Xyl, and no contiguous 
substitutions or three consecutive undecorated Xyl were detected. Neighbouring 
[Me]GlcA and Pent substitutions had a predominant arrangement, with the Pent at the 
RE side of [Me]GlcA substitutions (~U[me]XN~ or ~PXN~). However, minor products 
also exhibited an inverted order (~NXU[me]~; not shown). In addition, GH11 did not 
produce XNXX or XNXNXX structures, suggesting there are no Pent substitutions 
isolated from GlcA modification on callus xylan. The production of XUmeXUmeXX by 
GH11 indicates the neighbouring of two MeGlcA substitutions. In summary, GH11 
produced oligosaccharides that only had a spacing of two Xyl between modifications. 
The even pattern of substitutions on primary-wall xylan suggest they may have a role 
in interacting with cellulose. Ac are found in secondary cell walls predominantly every 
other backbone Xyl (Chapter 4; Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014). The 
molecular dynamics data reported by Busse-Wicher et al. (2014), indicate that 
alternated backbone substitutions allow xylan to adopt a two-fold screw configuration 
and interact with cellulose microfibrils in the secondary wall. The interaction of two-
fold xylan with cellulose was later experimentally confirmed by solid-state NMR by 
Simmons et al (2016). Their data shows that irx3, which is deficient of cellulose in 
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secondary cell walls, has a small signal of two-fold xylan in the proximity of cellulose. 
The authors explained that this vestigial signal is possibly primary cell wall 
contamination in the sample. Their data, however, implies that there is xylan-cellulose 
interaction in primary cell walls, which supports the view that primary-wall xylan 
interacts with cellulose and the importance of the compatible pattern of primary-wall 
xylan substitutions, shown in this chapter. Further investigation via solid-state NMR on 
13C-enriched callus would confirm whether this is indeed the case. 
5.3.2 Arabinosyl and O-acetyl substitutions on primary-wall xylan are found in 
the same backbone residues, suggesting the even pattern is important  
The third aim of this chapter was to describe the acetylation pattern of primary-cell-
wall xylan. As two different types of xylan were found, both substitution patterns were 
investigated. The MS analysis of GH30/GH3 products on callus and stem primary-wall 
xylans determined that both polymers are acetylated. As discussed above, in both the 
acetylation follows an even pattern which would allow them to interact with the 
hydrophilic surface of cellulose in a two-fold screw. However, the patterns of 
acetylation exhibited by both xylans was different. A diagram with the two proposed 
acetylation patterns is presented in Figure 5.12, and to explain the difference between 
the two patterns, the possible Ac positions on the backbone is next explained in detail. 
Stem primary-wall xylan showed three acetylated Xyl on the backbone in the repeating 
xylohexaose. The first acetylated position is the Xyl that carries the MeGlcA or PUX 
substitution (Xyl-2), which was found to be acetylated in all structures determined. The 
position of this Ac is consistent with the reported by Chong et al. (2015) on the Xyl 
carrying a PUX structure. The second acetylated residue was Xyl-4, which was 
predominantly found di-acetylated. The third acetylated residue was Xyl-6, which was 





Figure 5.12: Models of primary-cell-wall xylan substitution patterns in Arabidopsis. 
These models consist on repeating units of xylohexaose with every-other Xyl 
substituted. Structures in black are constant. Xyl in black are numbered 1 – 6 from the 
RE. The acetyl substitution in blue is present predominantly. Side chains in red are 
also predominant but could be absent in minor occurrences. Pentosyl substitution in 
blue can be present, absent or replaced by an acetyl group. The linkages of the 
pentosyl and Ac substitutions to the backbone Xyl were not determined, but for 
simplicity they were drawn as either O-2 or O-3. Pent substitutions (P) are shown as 
Araf but it was not determined whether they were arabinose or xylose in some cases. 
Structures in green are normally mutually exclusive. Only in minor cases both the 
methyl group and Arap (A) can be present in a single GlcA modification on callus.  
 
Callus xylan exhibited only two acetylated Xyl, however, also some Pent decorations 
were found in this type of xylan. The Xyl carrying the MeGlcA or PUX modification was 
always found acetylated (Xyl-2). The second acetylated residue was Xyl-4, which was 
found either mono-acetylated, di-acetylated, or co-substituted with an Ac and a Pent. 
In contrast to stem xylan, callus xylan Xyl-6 was not found acetylated, however, a 
pentosyl substitution was found on this backbone residue in most structures 
determined. 
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The similarity in the positions between Pent in callus xylan and Ac in stem primary-
cell-wall xylan suggests that the two substitutions may have a similar role. Perhaps 
the synthesis of pentosyl substitutions on the callus xylan may be replaced by Ac on 
the stem xylan, which could be caused by a different sugar contents in the growth 
conditions. This hypothesis agrees with Gille and Pauly (2012), who explained that 
adding O-acetyl-substituents to wall polysaccharides instead of sugar residues is 
energetically favourable for the plant, as less carbon is deposited in the wall. They 
elaborated this hypothesis to explain the difference in xyloglucan substitutions 
between eudicots and grasses. However, the difference found for xylan substitutions 
in this work, varied within a single species. 
Arabinosyl xylan sidechains are not very frequent in eudicots (Scheller and Ulvskov, 
2010). Some callus xylan GH30 products showed sensitivity to GH62 
arabinofuranosidase, suggesting the presence of Araf on the backbone. In agreement, 
Tan et al. (2013) showed a 2-linked arabinosyl sidechain on xylan from Arabidopsis 
cell suspension cultures. They mention they found a 3-linked Ac on the arabinosylated 
Xyl, but it is not explained by the data shown in the report. However, this is also 
consistent with detected backbone Xyl co-substituted with Araf and Ac. 2- and 3-linked 
Xyl sidechains have also been reported in psyllium husk xylan (Kennedy et al., 1979; 
Samuelsen et al., 1999), which contradicts the evidence of Pent being Araf. However, 
reports of Xyl sidechains in eudicot xylan are mostly narrowed to the genus Plantago. 
In Arabidopsis only one GT61 xylan xylosyltransferase (Voiniciuc et al., 2015) has 
been proposed. Their evidence which suggests MUCI21 is a xylosyltransferase is 
based on a monosaccharide and a linkage analyses of muci21 mucilage. However, no 
activity has been tested, therefore, their evidence for a eudicot GT61 protein acting as 
xylosyltransferase is not very strong. 
To confirm the identity of the putative Araf found in callus, it would be useful to analyse 
the xylan by solution-state NMR, and investigate whether these side chains are 
sensitive to the inactivation of the reported GT61.  
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5.3.3 Birchwood phloem and xylem xylan is structurally equivalent to different 
Arabidopsis stem primary-wall xylan 
The xylan in the top (newly grown) and bottom (mature) portions of Arabidopsis stems 
differ in their [Me]GlcA substitution patterns. The reason of this difference has been 
attributed to the enrichment for primary or secondary cell walls respectively (Mortimer 
et al., 2015). However, to understand whether this enrichment is caused by a timing 
effect on the growth or due to tissue specificity of the walls, one aim of this chapter 
was to determine whether the xylan of xylem and phloem have different structure. 
Fascinatingly, the similarity of the [Me]GlcA substitution pattern found in birch phloem 
to the Arabidopsis gux1/2 stems support the view that phloem cells have thickened 
primary walls. The function of the xylan in phloem and xylem may be therefore 
correlated with the function of the tissue. To explain the similarities found between 
birch and Arabidopsis xylan, the [Me]GlcA substitution pattern of xylan from gux1/2 
young stems is next discussed firstly, secondly it is compared to GUX1- and GUX2-
mediated [Me]GlcA patterns on secondary-cell-wall xylan, and thirdly, birch phloem 
and xylem xylans are discussed. 
The [Me]GlcA substitution pattern of Arabidopsis stem primary-wall xylan is even and 
with fixed spacing. GH30 glucuronoxylanase products of gux1/2 stem primary-cell-wall 
xylan in this thesis showed on PACE two predominant species, each with six backbone 
residues; one of them was U[me]X6 and the other PUX6, and in agreement with this, 
both species were produced in a similar GH30 hydrolysis analysis published by 
Mortimer et al. (2015). The MS analysis of GH30/GH3 products on acetylated xylan, 
on the other hand, revealed that most GlcA substitutions on GH30 products were 
further modified, either with a methyl or a pentosyl groups, and the amount of 
unsubstituted GlcA was only just above the detection limit. The two further 
modifications found on the GlcA in GH30 products also agree with the published MS 
analysis of GH11 products on gux1/2 young stems (Mortimer et al., 2015). The 
[Me]GlcA substitution pattern in Arabidopsis primary cell walls is, therefore, essentially 
different to the pattern of stem secondary-cell-wall xylan. 
Both substitution patterns on Arabidopsis stem secondary-cell-wall xylan have multiple 
spaces between [Me]GlcA backbone modifications, and both have some similarities 
to the one found on primary cell wall (Chapter 4; Bromley et al., 2013). It was 
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previously discussed that GUX2 produces predominant spaces of 5, 6 and 7 backbone 
Xyl between [Me]GlcA. These spacings are more frequent than the ones that GUX1 
produces, which are of 8, 10 and 12, predominantly. On the other hand, the [Me]GlcA 
transferred by GUX1 are spaced one to another by an even number of backbone 
residues. GUX3 decorations on primary-wall xylan combine two characteristics from 
the patterns in secondary-wall xylan; the [Me]GlcA substitutions are at short distances 
(as in GUX2 pattern), and they are spaced by even number of backbone residues (as 
in GUX1 pattern). However, the acetylation context, and the further modification of the 
[Me]GlcA with Arap (P) makes primary-wall xylan unique. 
Birch phloem and xylem xylan exhibited contrasting GlcA substitution patterns. In birch 
phloem xylan, the MeGlcA substitutions were constantly spaced by six backbone 
residues. The two predominant GH30 products on phloem xylan co-migrate with 
U[me]X6 and PUX6 from gux1/2 stem primary-wall xylan. A smaller proportion of the 
MeGlcA substitutions on phloem xylan carry an Arap substitution. Evidence for this is 
shown by the peak intensity of PUmeX6 on MS spectrum which is lower than of UmeX6, 
and supported by a similar trend in the densitometric intensity on PACE of both 
oligosaccharides (not shown). This proportion found in birch phloem is consistent with 
the lower proportion of arabinosylated to non-arabinosylated [Me]GlcA in gux1/2 stem 
primary-wall xylan. On the other hand, birchwood xylem xylan exhibited a GlcA 
substitution pattern related to secondary cell walls. GH30 hydrolysis of xylem xylan 
showed on PACE the production of species with multiple numbers of backbone 
residues, and a predominance for products with even number of backbone Xyl. This 
is consistent with the pattern observed in Arabidopsis secondary cell walls (Chapter 
4) and the reported in aspen (Derba-Maceluch et al., 2015).  
The stem tissues studied in this chapter have great similarities between species. In 
comparison, birch phloem xylan GlcA substitution pattern has great similarity to the 
one found in gux1/2 young stems. Possibly, the enrichment of primary cell walls 
observed in newly grown stems in Arabidopsis may be due to a temporary effect, in 
which primary- and secondary-cell-wall-enriched tissues (like phloem and xylem) exist 
in similar quantities. Then in later stages, secondary cell walls from hardwoods thicken 
by producing high amounts of cellulose, lignin, and secondary cell wall patterned 
xylan. Given the similarity between primary-cell-wall and phloem xylan, it would be 
expected to find a similar Ac substitution pattern of phloem xylan.  
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The results here obtained provide with information towards a better understanding of 
the different types of cell walls, and components in woody plants. It would be 
interesting to determine the xylan acetylation pattern in the different tissues. 
5.3.4 GH30 glucuronoxylanase from different species have distinctive 
specificity to primary-cell-wall xylan substitutions  
The GH30 glucuronoxylanase requirement of [Me]GlcA modifications on the substrate 
was an effective tool for describing the xylan substitutions pattern. The backbone size 
of GH30 products rely on the distance between the [Me]GlcA substitutions on the xylan 
substrate, unlike other xylanases such as GH10 or GH11 which require the xylan to 
have an unsubstituted gap. The hydrolysis of non-acetylated xylan by GH10 or GH11 
produce smaller oligosaccharides than GH30 (Chapter 6; Chong et al., 2014), but 
when the xylan is acetylated mostly on every other backbone residue, GH11 and 
GH10 accessibility to the backbone is limited. In contrast, the efficiency of GH30 was 
not severely affected. In this way, having more [Me]GlcA substitutions on acetylated 
xylan allows GH30 to access it more than the other xylanases. Furthermore, in 
agreement with Mortimer et al. (2015), stem primary-wall xylan [Me]GlcA decorations 
are mostly spaced by six backbone residues. Therefore, GH30 products are long 
enough to describe a substitution pattern, and short enough to detect them by MS. 
Also, the GH30 requirement of a GlcA on the subsite -2, restricts the position of the 
[Me]GlcA to the second Xyl from the RE. 
GH30 glucuronoxylanase enzymes from different organisms showed different 
sensitivity to the modification of GlcA with Arap. Primary-wall xylan from Arabidopsis 
stem and root are occasionally further modified with Arap (Mortimer et al., 2015; Peña 
et al., 2016). The described young stem xylan from gux1/2 was used as substrate to 
test the specificity of three GH30 from different bacteria. The products of BoGH30 
(Bacteroides ovatus), EcGH30 (Dickeya dadantii) and CtGH30 (Clostridium 
thermocellum) observed by PACE differed in their [Me]GlcA modifications. BoGH30 
main products were U[me]X6 and PUX6. This is a consistent reproduction of the BoGH30 
activity reported by Mortimer et al. (2015) with a similar substrate. Interestingly, PUX6 
was not a predominant product by EcGH30 or CtGH30 when hydrolysing gux1/2 xylan. 
In addition, EcGH30 and CtGH30 produced some longer oligosaccharides of 
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approximately double the size of U[me]X6 or PUX6, which could be generated from a 
polysaccharide with a PUX sidechain flanked by two cleavable sites with U[me] 
substitutions.  
Structural data for EcGH30 shows that Tyr-255 forms a hydrogen bond with the 2-
hydroxyl group on the MeGlcA (Urbániková et al., 2011). In silico analysis shows that 
this tyrosine is well conserved in the GH30-8 family and is present in CtGH30 (Louis 
Wilson, personal communication). However, the corresponding residue on BoGH30 is 
leucine. This could explain the difference in specificity, in which tyrosine poses an 
obstacle to Arap binding that leucine does not. A phylogenetic analysis of CAZy GH30 
sequences shows that BoGH30 belongs to different subgroup to EcGH30 and CtGH30 
(Louis Wilson, personal communication).  
These preliminary results on the substrate specificity of GH30 are worth investigating 









Chapter 6:   Finding putative xylan acetyltransferases  
6.1 Introduction 
The distribution of Ac in several distinct domains of xylan was described in the previous 
two chapters. Xylan from primary and secondary cell walls showed different 
environments around Ac side chains, such as GlcA with further modifications and Araf 
substitutions. The pattern of Ac in the compatible and incompatible domains of 
Arabidopsis xylan in secondary cell walls was shown to be different. The compatible 
domain is decorated with alternating acetylated Xyl and unsubstituted Xyl, and in the 
incompatible domain, the pattern was shown to have a dominance for consecutive 
acetylated Xyl (Chapter 4). Xylan from primary cell walls showed consistent patterns 
of acetylation, in which acetylated Xyl are alternated with unsubstituted Xyl (see Figure 
1.21). The backbone Xyl can be mono-substituted with Ac at O-2 or O-3, di-acetylated 
at O-2 and O-3, or co-substituted with [Me]GlcA at O-2 and Ac at O-3 (Scheller and 
Ulvskov, 2010). In Chapters 4 and 5, Arabidopsis xylan backbone Xyl were also shown 
to be co-substituted with Ac and a pentosyl sidechain. The different positions and 
configurations of Ac on xylan may have different functions. Some of these functions 
may be associated with maintaining the two-fold and three-fold-screw structure of 
xylan, or in facilitating the further methylation of GlcA substitutions.  
The synthesis of such complex distribution of Ac on different types of xylan suggests 
that the process of xylan acetylation requires a highly regulated machinery. Different 
acetyltransferase activities are possible, because the acceptor and the Ac 
regiospecificity are different in each case. Therefore, to investigate the process of 
xylan synthesis, it is important to identify different xylan acetyltransferases. 
The TBLs are a family of predicted acetyltransferases active on different 
carbohydrates, including xylan (Bischoff et al., 2010a). This family is composed of 46 
members in Arabidopsis, and they all share sequence identity. The TBLs have an N-
terminal transmembrane domain and two globular domains. The domain at the C-
terminus (DUF231) has a conserved DxxH motif. The domain in the middle was named 
the TBL domain and contains a conserved GDS motif. The DxxH and GDS motifs are 
present and conserved along esterases and lipases (Akoh et al., 2004; Bischoff et al., 
2010a; Gille and Pauly, 2012), which is why they are predicted to have 
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acetyltransferase activity. The following are a few examples of TBLs that have been 
identified to be involved in the biosynthesis of cell wall polysaccharides: TBR and TBL3 
are associated with the correct cellulose synthesis and deposition into the cell wall, 
yet the cellulose content does not vary in tbr and tbl3 mutants (Bischoff et al., 2010a); 
TBL22/AXY4-L and TBL27/AXY4 were shown to be involved in xyloglucan acetylation 
(Gille et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2014); TBL23, TBL24, TBL25 and TBL26 can transfer Ac 
to mannohexaose (Zhong et al., 2018c); TBL10 was recently shown to be involved in 
the acetylation of pectin (Stranne et al., 2018); and ESK1 (TBL29/XOAT1), which at 
the beginning of this work, was the only TBL known to be responsible for part of xylan 
acetylation. 
ESK1 is a Golgi-localised xylan-specific acetyltransferase (Urbanowicz et al., 2014; 
Yuan et al., 2013). The Acs transferred by ESK1 have been shown to be initially on O-
2 on the backbone Xyl, and then they spontaneously and reversibly migrate between 
positions O-2 and O-3. This implies that ESK1 is stereospecific for the position O-2. 
The esk1 mutant is dwarfed, has collapsed xylem vessels, and has around 40 – 50% 
of xylan O-acetyl groups compared to the WT (Xiong et al., 2013). Because esk1 xylan 
is still partly acetylated, it implies that ESK1 is not the only xylan acetyltransferase. At 
the start of the work in this chapter, the roles of other TBLs was unclear. The remaining 
Ac on esk1 xylan are mostly nearby [Me]GlcA substitutions, and traces of isolated Ac 
on the backbone have been reported, however, in esk1 the main acetylation pattern 
of xylan is lost (Figure 1.21; Grantham, 2016). The inactivation of ESK1 also affects 
the downstream process of xylan glucuronidation, altering the [Me]GlcA substitution 
pattern of xylan by GUX1 (Grantham et al., 2017).  
Apart from the TBLs, other proteins in the xylan acetylation pathway have also been 
identified. RWA proteins have been suggested to act as Ac-CoA (acetate donor) 
transporters into the Golgi apparatus, and the rwa mutants show deficits in xylan and 
xyloglucan acetylation (Gille and Pauly, 2012; Grantham, 2016; Manabe et al., 2013). 
However, in contrast with esk1, in rwa the GlcA pattern of xylan is essentially 
unaffected (Grantham et al., 2017). Downstream of RWA, AXY9 has been 
hypothesised to use the internalised Ac-CoA to produce an acetylated intermediary 
that is substrate for the TBLs (Schultink et al., 2015). The axy9 mutant has a severe 
growth phenotype and its acetate content is reduced by 67% in pectin from seedlings 
and 80% in total xylan with respect to the WT (Schultink et al., 2015). AXY9 may 
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produce the substrate for all TBLs, or it could be selective for certain acetyltransferase 
activities. Alternatively, AXY9 could acetylate the xylan directly. Therefore, its function 
is worth investigating further. 
Downstream of the xylan acetylation process other enzymes decorate the xylan with 
additional substitutions. GUX1, GUX2 and GUX3 substitute the backbone with GlcA, 
and then GXMs methylate the GlcA substitutions. Different acetylation mutants have 
different effects on the methylation of the GlcA. In WT xylan around 60% of the GlcA 
are methylated, in esk1 the proportion is increased (~67%), and in rwa the proportion 
is decreased (~50%) (Grantham, 2016). This implies that the position of the Ac 
transferred by ESK1 and by the other acetyltransferases impact differently on the 
downstream xylan decoration processes. Thus, these Ac have different functions. 
The process of xylan acetylation is therefore not completely understood. Several xylan 
acetyltransferase activities with different regiospecificity are unresolved. The aim of 
this chapter was to identify acetyltransferases additional to ESK1 that would be also 
acting on xylan. In order to do this, the main aim was subdivided into five sub-aims, 
which is next explained. 
First, putative acetyltransferases acting on xylan were identified from the TBL family, 
by implementing phylogenetic analysis of the TBL family. Because ESK1 activity is 
specific for xylan, ESK1-paralogues with high amino-acid similarity have higher 
probability of xylan specificity. However, it was also possible that the high similarity to 
ESK1 would define the O-2 regiospecificity of the transferase activity, and O-3 
acetyltransferases may group in another branch of the phylogenetic tree. To evaluate 
this, the conservation of the genes in the ESK1 clade in other higher plants was 
analysed by constructing a phylogenetic tree with other species. To determine which 
putative acetyltransferases may be active on primary- or secondary-cell-wall xylan 
synthesis, the expression patterns of the closest paralogues to ESK1 were analysed, 
and compared to the patterns of GUX1, GUX2 and GUX3. 
Second, to determine if any other TBLs have the same activity as ESK1, they were 
expressed under the ESK1 promoter in the esk1 mutant. Then, if they complemented 
the mutant, this would indicate they have similar biochemical activity but a different 
expression pattern insufficient to be redundant in Arabidopsis. 
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Third, to investigate the possible activity of the TBL in the ESK1 clade, knockout 
insertional mutants were isolated, and the lack of expression of the TBL genes in the 
mutants was verified. Because possible gene duplication events are likely to occur in 
Arabidopsis some TBL genes may be redundant. To overcome the redundancy 
problem, the tbl lines were inter-crossed to generate mutants lacking both putative 
redundant genes. 
Fourth, to screen for effects of the inactivation of TBL genes on the xylan, the 
substitutions and substitution patterns in the tbl mutants were evaluated by using 
several biochemical techniques. The inactivation of ESK1 produces an indirect 
alteration of the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan, therefore, the impact of the inactivation of 
the TBL genes on the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan was evaluated by PACE. Then, 
deficiencies in mono-acetylated and di-substituted Xyl were also investigated in the 
mutants by PACE using combinations of GH11 xylanase, CE4 acetylesterase and 
alkali. The identification of the deficient-Ac position in the tbl mutants’ xylan was 
carried out by analysing the hydrolysis products by MS. 
Fifth, the tbl mutants in which acetylation deficits were found were investigated further. 
To identify the position of the Ac deficiency, the tbl mutants’ xylan was digested with 
a xylanase and the products were analysed by MS. The effect of the acetylation deficit 
on the methylation of the xylan GlcA substitutions were analysed by DASH as 
previously described (Li et al., 2013). Additionally, to confirm, the position of the 
deficient Ac, and the effect on the GlcA methylation, the mutants’ xylan was analysed 
by NMR spectroscopy. 
The work presented in this chapter elucidated two TBLs (TBL32 and TBL33) required 
for the 3-O-acetylation of glucuronidated Xyl, one TBL (TBL28) that has a similar 
activity to ESK1 (TBL29), and one TBL (TBL3) which is involved in secondary-cell-wall 





6.2.1 In silico search for putative acetyltransferases acting on xylan  
6.2.1.1 ESK1 groups with a conserved TBL phylogenetic clade  
The TBL family is composed by 46 members which are predicted to be carbohydrate 
acetyltransferases. To evaluate which may be acting on xylan, a phylogenetic analysis 
was carried out. A phylogenetic tree of the TBL family was previously reported by 
Bischoff et al (2010a) which shows that ESK1 groups with eight additional proteins. 
The Arabidopsis TBL tree shown in Figure 6.1 was re-generated using a different 
software from the publication, but the topology and branch lengths are consistent with 
the previously reported. To construct the tree, the amino acid sequences of the 46 
Arabidopsis members of the TBL family were obtained from TAIR and aligned using 
the MUSCLE algorithm. A maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was constructed 
using MEGA7 software following the default instructions published by Hall (2013), and 
applying a bootstrap (n = 1000 trials).  
ESK1 grouped with eight other TBL protein sequences (red branch). This branch 
encompasses TBL3 and TBL28 to TBL35, with a bootstrap value of 100, which is 
indicative of the robustness of the grouping. The purple branch shows the closest 
homologue to the red branch (TBL36) which was also included in some of the later 
analyses due to the high level of expression of TBL36 (see section 6.2.1.3). The 
divergence towards the end of the branches in the tree suggests that some TBL genes 
may have been duplicated relatively recently, which is consistent with the levels of 
gene duplication in the Arabidopsis genome (Panchy et al., 2016). In this way, it is 
likely that TBL32 and TBL33 may have a similar biochemical activity. TBL34 and 
TBL35 could also be redundant, as well as TBL28 and ESK1. The locus of TBL30 
(AT2G40160) is in tandem with the locus of TBL28 (AT2G40150) in Arabidopsis 
genome, which suggests they share a common ancestor. Also, because TBL28 
appears to be closer to ESK1 in the tree, this suggests that TBL30 may be a 
pseudogene. It is possible that all ESK1-homologues in the red clade are redundant 
to ESK1 and/or may have a similar enzymatic activity. Alternatively, the ESK1 closest 
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homologues may differ in their activity, but they group together because they all may 
act on xylan. 
The TBLs in the rest of the tree (in black) may be associated with the acetylation of 
other carbohydrates. Some of the branches in the tree have been labelled also with 
their alternative names, corresponding to what has been published about them. In this 
way, for example, close homologues to TBL22/AXY4-L and TBL27/AXY4 could be 
associated with xyloglucan acetylation, and pectin could be acetylated by the TBL 





Figure 6.1: Arabidopsis TBL protein family phylogenetic tree. 
The 46 Arabidopsis TBL amino acid sequences were obtained from TAIR and aligned 
using the MUSCLE algorithm. A maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree was 
constructed using MEGA7 software following the default instructions published by Hall 
(2013), and applying a bootstrap (n = 1000 trials). In red is highlighted the clade with 
the xylan-specific acetyltransferase ESK1/TBL29 and its closest homologues. The 
purple branch highlights the closest homologue to the red branch, with relatively high 
levels of expression (see Figure 6.4B). Only bootstrap values over 75 are shown. 
Possible functions of reported genes related to the acetylation of other 
polysaccharides is shown in grey and described in the text. 
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6.2.1.2 Conservation of ESK1 closest homologues in higher plants 
Conservation of the sub-clades might indicate a diverged function needed in all the 
plants. To determine if the genes from the TBL family are recent Arabidopsis 
duplications or they are conserved, a phylogenetic tree was built including other 
representative species in higher plants. A scheme of the diversification of higher plants 
is shown in Figure 6.2, which shows the relationship between higher plants, 
angiosperms and gymnosperms. Because the Gene-Ontology-enriched genomic data 
of the species shown in red were available in the PLAZA database (Van Bel et al., 
2012), they were included in the phylogenetic analysis of the TBL family.  
The xylan acetylation is different in the different plant clades (Busse-Wicher et al., 
2016b), and therefore it is expected to find differences in the acetyltransferase 
activities. Conserved acetyltransferase functions are expected to group together, and 
separated from other sub-cades. Monocot xylan has less acetate groups and some 
sugar sidechains that are different to eudicots (Feijão, 2016), therefore, possibly some 
ESK1 closest homologues from Arabidopsis may not group with monocot members. 
In contrast, gymnosperm xylan has undetectable levels of acetate (except for 
gnetophytes) (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b), which makes the gymnosperm TBLs a 
negative control for xylan acetyltransferases.  
 
Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the phylogenetic relationship between 
gymnosperm and angiosperm species.  
Names in black show the phylogenetic clades. Transcriptomic data from the 
representative species (in red and brown) was used for the phylogenetic analysis of 
the TBL family. Species in brown are poorly annotated but were the only available in 
the PLAZA database for their clade. Species in red are have a relatively reliably 
annotated in the database, and the annotation of species shown in brown are relatively 




To construct the tree, the ESK1 amino acid sequence from Arabidopsis was used to 
perform a BLAST search on PLAZA (https://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/plaza). A total 
of 429 sequences from the species in Figure 6.2 (including the 46 sequences of the 
Arabidopsis TBL family) were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm. Highly variable, 
gapped N-terminal regions were removed, and a ML tree was constructed using 
FastTree software with a Shimodaira-Hasegawa robustness test (SH). The alignment 
and the tree are shown in the annex (Figure S4 and Figure S5). In this tree, 51 
sequences grouped in the ESK1 clade (highlighted in red in Figure 6.1 and in Figure 
S5) with an SH p-value of 1, which indicates that this grouping is highly accurate. The 
sequence of AtTBL36 was added as outgroup (in purple), and the 52 sequences were 
used to build a smaller second tree. To construct a ML tree of only ESK1 clade, the 
52 selected sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm (annex, Figure S6), 
the tree was built with MEGA7 software and it was bootstrap-tested with 1000 iterations 
(Figure 6.3). 
To analyse the conservation of putative functions of the TBLs in Arabidopsis, the sub-
clades of the higher-species ESK1-clade-tree is next described.  
Arabidopsis TBL31 grouped with one sequence of Eucalyptus, and one from 
Amborella, with a bootstrap value of 100. Because Amborella is a common ancestor 
between eudicots and monocots, this grouping suggests a conservation of the function 
of TBL31 in angiosperms. Also, because no rice or Brachypodium sequences grouped 
in the TBL31 sub-clade, this suggests that grasses may have lost this function. 
TBL3 grouped with one Eucalyptus sequence, one from Amborella and one from rice 
with a bootstrap value of 100. This suggests that the function of TBL3 may be 
conserved among angiosperms, including monocots. 
ESK1 and TBL28 together grouped with one sequence of Eucalyptus and one from 
Amborella with a bootstrap value of 99. Possibly ESK1 and TBL28 originated from a 
recent gene duplication event in Arabidopsis, and their function may be conserved in 
eudicots.  
The ESK1/TBL28 sub-clade grouped with a bootstrap value of 100 with 12 monocot 
sequences and TBL30. Interestingly, this suggests that the function of ESK1/TBL28 
may have diversified in grasses. In a similar manner, proteins from the GT61 family 
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involved in xylan arabinosylation have also shown a broad diversification in grasses 
(Anders et al., 2012). It would be interesting to investigate any correlation between 
these two gene diversifications that may have occurred in grasses. The position of 
TBL30 was apart from ESK1 and not grouping with Eucalyptus sequences. Since 
TBL30 and TBL28 are contiguous genes in Arabidopsis, it is possible that TBL30 may 
have changed or lost its function which makes it more prone to generate changes in 
its sequence, which makes it group out of the ESK1/TBL28 sub-clade. 
One sequence of Amborella grouped with TBL32 and TBL33, and three Eucalyptus 
sequences. This suggests that TBL32 and TBL33 may have the same enzymatic 
activity as each other but their conservation among eudicots suggests that this group 
may have different functions to other subclades. The grouping of three pairs of grass 
sequences in the TBL32/TBL33 sub-clade suggests that this enzymatic activity, 
although related, may have diversified in monocots. 
TBL34 grouped with six Eucalyptus sequences with a bootstrap value of 98, which 
suggests gene duplication with differential expression, and that its function is 
conserved in eudicots. This sub-clade groups with one Amborella sequence and five 
grass sequences, suggesting that this function is conserved among angiosperms  
TBL35 grouped with an Amborella sequence with a bootstrap value of 99, suggesting 
they may have a similar function. These two sequences grouped with the TBL34 
subclade, with a bootstrap value of 93, suggesting they may have similar enzymatic 
activities, and diversified in angiosperms.  
No gymnosperm sequences grouped in the ESK1 clade. Since fern xylan is possibly 
acetylated (A Li, unpublished data; Haghighat et al., 2016), this suggests that xylan 
acetylation may have diversified with the arrival of the angiosperms, and it may have 
been lost in most gymnosperms. The grouping of the nine ESK1 closest paralogs with 
six homologs in Amborella in Figure 6.3 suggests that between five and six different 
enzymatic activities are likely within the Arabidopsis TBLs. All nine ESK1 closest 




Figure 6.3: Phylogenetic analysis of ESK1 closest homologues in higher plants. 
A first tree was constructed using ESK1 BLAST output sequences on the PLAZA 
database. The sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm (Figure S4), and 
the ML tree is shown in the annex (Figure S5). The sequences of the ESK1 clade 
(shown in red in Figure 6.1 and in Figure S5) were selected for the construction of the 
tree shown here, and AtTBL36 was added as outgroup. To build this tree, the 52 
selected sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm, the tree was 
constructed using the software MEGA7 and bootstrap-tested with 1000 iterations. Only 
bootstrap values over 75 are shown. 
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6.2.1.3 Expression of TBL genes 
The different xylans in Arabidopsis have been shown to be synthesised by different 
sets of glycosyltransferase enzymes, thus, the TBLs that add Ac may have a similar 
behaviour. Perhaps, the TBL functions differ in the xylan domains they acetylate, or 
alternatively, they may act on xylan from primary or secondary walls. To determine 
which TBL acts on which type of xylan, their expression levels and patterns were 
compared with GUX1 and GUX2 which decorate the compatible and incompatible 
domains of xylan respectively, and are expressed in secondary cell wall producing 
tissues (Chapter 4; Lee et al., 2012; Bromley et al., 2013). GUX3, whose function is 
specific to primary-cell-wall xylan (Chapter 5; Mortimer et al., 2015) was also included 
in the expression analysis.  
TBL and GUX expression data were obtained from Arabidopsis thaliana Tiling Array 
Express (At-TAX, http://gbrowse.weigelworld.org/cgi-bin/attax), which possesses 
information of all ESK1 closest paralogues (Laubinger et al., 2008). Additionally, 
RNAseq expression data was extracted from TRAVA database which also has 
information of all ESK1 closest paralogues. Both data are presented in Figure 6.4; the 
graph with the mean normalised At-TAX values are shown in panel A, and the graph 
with RNAseq values is shown in panel B. 
The data found in both databases exhibit a difference in reliability. Higher levels of 
expression of GUX1 and GUX2 were expected to be found in stem compared to other 
tissues, however this was not found in At-TAX (panel A). This shows At-TAX data is 
unreliable for this purpose, because it is inconsistent with what has been previously 
reported (Mortimer et al., 2010; Rennie et al., 2012), and therefore it was not used for 
further analysis. In contrast, in panel B, GUX1 and GUX2 show a typical differential 
expression in mature stem (internode). GUX2 is also highly expressed in seeds. On 
the other hand, the expression of GUX3 peaks in meristems (apex) and root. GUX3 
also seems to have a constitutive expression in the other tissues. The consistency of 
the GUX1/2/3 RNAseq data to the previous publications indicates that the RNAseq 
values are more reliable than the array. 
The RNAseq data shows that some of the analysed Arabidopsis TBLs are differentially 
expressed in stem, and others are expressed in a broader range of tissues. ESK1, 
TBL3, TBL31, TBL33 and TBL36 show a differentially high expression in stems 
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compared to their expression in other tissues. The expression pattern of the mentioned 
TBLs is similar to the exhibited by GUX1, suggesting that these TBLs may be involved 
in secondary-cell-wall xylan synthesis. In contrast, TBL28, TBL30, TBL32, TBL34 and 
TBL35 show a more spread expression pattern in the different tissues, without a clear 
predominance. Their expression pattern is therefore similar to the one of GUX3, 




Figure 6.4: Expression levels of ESK1 closest paralogues in different tissues. 
A: At-TAX expression data from several tissues. The values were extracted and from 
Weigel World's TileViz (http://jsp.weigelworld.org/tileviz/tileviz.jsp) and mean-





The two sources used for obtaining the TBL expression data produced two different 
outcomes, therefore it was decided to compare them with a third database. The usual 
expression database for Arabidopsis ATH1 does not have probes for ESK1, TBL31 
and TBL33, however, it does contain probes for the rest (Bassel et al., 2008; Winter 
et al., 2007). The ATH1 expression data from GUXs and some TBLs were obtained 
from eFP Browser and are presented in Figure 6.5. The expression pattern of GUXs 
and some TBLs in different developmental stages in a broad range of tissues is shown 
in panel A. Because some genes showed a differential expression in seeds, a detailed 
expression pattern in seeds is presented in panel B. To analyse the consistency of the 
data to the RNAseq, the expression patterns from ATH1 is next discussed. 
The maximum expression of GUX1 is in stem, GUX2 also has high levels in stem but 
its peak is in seeds, and GUX3 is expressed widely. TBL3, TBL34 and perhaps TBL36 
seem to have a similar expression pattern to GUX1, because their highest expression 
is in basal stem. In contrast, TBL28, TBL32 and TBL35 are expressed more 
ubiquitously following a similar pattern to GUX3. The expression predominance in 
stem for GUX1, GUX2 and TBL3 present in ATH1 is therefore consistent with the 
RNAseq data discussed above. 
Two TBL genes have a peak of expression in seeds, similar to that exhibited by GUX2 
(Figure 6.5B). TBL30 is almost only expressed in seed coat, and TBL28 is expressed 
in seeds but also has basal expression levels in the rest of the plant. Perhaps GUX2, 
TBL28 and TBL30 may synthesise a particular type of xylan during seed development, 








Figure 6.5: Heat-maps of TBL and GUX expression from ATH1 microarray. 
The expression patterns of Arabidopsis GUXs and the ESK1 closest paralogues in 
different developmental stages are shown. Expression levels on a broad range of 
tissues are shown in Panel A, while seed-specific expression is shown in panel B. The 





6.2.2 Promoter swapped expression of TBLs can partially restore esk1 
phenotypes 
It is possible that some TBLs may have a similar biochemical acetyltransferase activity 
to ESK1, yet not be redundant because of insufficient level or different tissue 
expression. If any TBL has similar activity, its expression in esk1 could recover the 
growth to WT levels. It may also restore the compatible [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan, 
which is altered in esk1 (Grantham et al., 2017). In order to investigate whether any of 
the ESK1 closest paralogues may have a similar enzymatic activity to ESK1, a 
promoter swap experiment was carried out. For this, esk1 plants were transformed 
with vectors for the expression of the TBLs (listed in Figure 6.6) under the ESK1 
promoter, and the growth and the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan in the transformed lines 
were analysed. The constructed vector, the height and [Me]GlcA substitution pattern 
of xylan in the produced lines are presented in the next three sections. 
6.2.2.1 Construction of the expression vectors, and production of the 
promoter swapped TBL lines 
In order to test whether ESK1 closest paralogues can restore the height and [Me]GlcA 
pattern of xylan, esk1 plants were transformed with vectors for the expression of the 
TBLs under the promoter of ESK1. The promoter of ESK1 would allow the TBLs to be 
expressed at similar levels and tissues where ESK1 is normally expressed. To 
construct the vectors, the TBL full length coding regions and the ESK1 promoter were 
individually synthesised and cloned in L0 vectors by Twist Bioscience (for Golden-
Gate cloning see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2.3). The coding and promoter sequences 
were confirmed by DNA sequencing from the L0 vectors. The TBL genes were then 
fused to ESK1 promoter, myc tag and Nos terminator on an L1 vector (transcriptional 
unit, not shown) by Golden-Gate cloning. Then, each of the genes was cloned into the 
final L2 vectors (Figure 6.6), which were transformed into esk1-5 mutant plants via 
Agrobacterium. Because the expression of TBL3 in esk1 produced an unexpected 
growth phenotype (shown in section 6.2.2.2), to investigate whether this effect is 
caused by a defect on xylan, Col-0 WT was also transformed with the vector for the 
expression of pESK1:TBL3. The transformed seeds were selected by seed 
fluorescence produced by the selection marker Oleosin-GFP. Up to 10 independent 
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lines were selected for each gene, then they were taken to T3 by selfing, and 
homozygous lines selected based on production of essentially 100% fluorescent 
seeds. No studies were carried out to confirm expression of the transgene in stem, 
however, the fluorescence in seeds indicated expression of the selection marker. 
 
Figure 6.6: Vector for expression of TBLs under the promoter of ESK1. 
These vectors were assembled by using Golden-Gate technology. The TBL coding 
regions were synthesised, verified by sequencing and cloned into the vector. The 
vector sizes vary between 12 Kb and 14 Kb. Kan (NPTII) is a bacterial 
kanamycin/neomycin resistance selection marker. ColE1 ori and pVS1 ori are bacterial 
origins for replication. LB and RB are flanking sequences for insertion in plants. 
OLE1prom:OLE1:eGFP is Oleosin-GFP fluorescent selection marker expressed in 
seeds. TBL coding regions used for independent assemblies: TBL3, TBL28, TBL29, 
TBL30, TBL31, TBL32, TBL33, TBL34, TBL35 and TBL36.  
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6.2.2.2 Growth restoration of promoter swapped lines  
The inactivation of ESK1 causes a reduction in the plant growth, among other effects 
(Xin and Browse, 1998). Thus, a complete restoration of the WT growth is expected 
when reintroducing a functional version of ESK1 with its native promoter, since is the 
same gene that has been inactivated in esk1 mutant. A similar restoration of WT 
growth in esk1 by the expression of another TBL gene under ESK1 promoter would 
suggest that such TBL may have a similar catalytic activity to ESK1. To investigate 
this, the transformed lines were grown in parallel for two weeks in agar plates, and 
then they were transferred to soil and grown for six weeks. 
The growth of the promoter swapped plants is shown in Figure 6.7. As expected, the 
reduced growth of esk1 was restored with the expression of pESK1:ESK1(esk1), 
especially in L5. The pESK1:TBL28(esk1) lines had WT-like growth. This shows that 
TBL28 can provide the necessary function to allow growth restoration, strongly 
suggesting that the enzymatic activity of TBL28 may be similar to ESK1. This result 
shows that the activity of TBL28 in esk1 mutant seems to be insufficient, but when 
boosted to the level of ESK1 with the ESK1 promoter, growth is restored.  
For the lines pESK1:TBL30(esk1), pESK1:TBL31(esk1), pESK1:TBL32(esk1), 
pESK1:TBL33(esk1), pESK1:TBL34(esk1), pESK1:TBL35(esk1), 
pESK1:TBL36(esk1) and pESK1:TBL3(esk1) there was no restoration of growth, 
suggesting that the respective TBL proteins may have different biochemical activities 
to ESK1. Dwarfing of esk1 is variable and the height of these transformant lines were 
within the normal range. Surprisingly pESK1:TBL3(esk1) showed a more severe 
dwarfism in all the lines (height < 5 cm), including hemizygous lines for the insertion 
indicating a dominant effect (not shown). In addition, most pESK1:TBL3(esk1) lines 
did not produce seeds. The exacerbated dwarfism and infertility of pESK1:TBL3(esk1) 
lines suggesting that the expression of TBL3 in esk1 produced an effect that is toxic 
for the plant growth.  
Since the growth of pESK1:TBL3(Col-0) lines was similar to WT, TBL3 may have an 
effect on xylan, which makes it dysfunctional when the acetylation of xylan is reduced 
by the inactivation of ESK1. This result suggests that TBL3 may be active on xylan, in 
a different way to ESK1. It would be interesting to investigate further the xylan 
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acetylation of the pESK1:TBL3(esk1) lines, and verify the expression of TBL3 in the 



















Figure 6.7: Growth of promoter swapped plants. 
esk1 and Col-0 lines were transformed with the vector shown in Figure 6.6. 
Representative plants are shown for each line. All lines except for pESK1:TBL3(Col-
0) lines and WT1 were grown in parallel. pESK1:TBL3(Col-0) lines and WT2 were 








6.2.2.3 Analysis of xylan GlcA pattern in promoter swapped lines 
In the esk1 mutant, the capability of xylan to bind to cellulose surface in a two-fold-
screw is reduced, possibly because the [Me]GlcA pattern by GUX1 is altered 
(Grantham et al., 2017). The lack of this type of xylan-cellulose interactions is a 
possible cause of esk1 dwarfed growth. The expression of two TBL genes in esk1 
restored the plant growth. pESK1:ESK1 was expected to do so because it is the same 
protein that has been inactivated in esk1. However, the expression of pESK1:TBL28 
also showed a restoration of the plant growth, which suggests that TBL28 can provide 
the necessary function to allow growth restoration. Thus, restoration of the GUX1-
mediated [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan is possible in pESK1:ESK1(esk1) and 
pESK1:TBL28(esk1) lines. In contrast, the expression of pESK1:TBL3 showed an 
exacerbation of the dwarfism which is possibly caused by a further xylan loss of 
function. Differences in the substitution patterns on xylan may explain the differences 
observed in the restoration of growth by the overexpression of the TBLs. Since 
changes in acetylation in esk1 affects [Me]GlcA patterns, the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan 
in the promoter swapped lines was next investigated. 
To analyse the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan in the promoter swapped lines, the plants 
were grown for six weeks and basal stems were harvested from a pool of plants. AIR 
was prepared and xylan was extracted with alkali. The [Me]GlcA pattern was then 
analysed by PACE using GH30 xylanase (see Figure 6.8). In esk1 the most abundant 
oligosaccharides released were U[me]X6, followed by U[me]X7, while in WT the main 
oligosaccharides were U[me]X8 and U[me]X10. As previously reported, GH30 products on 
esk1 xylan showed no preference for xylooligosaccharides with even number of 
backbone Xyl, which is indicative of the altered GlcA pattern of xylan in this mutant 
(Grantham et al., 2017).  
In the three pESK1:ESK1(esk1) lines (L3, L4 and L5), U[me]X8 and U[me]X10 showed a 
stronger band on PACE than U[me]X7, U[me]X9 and U[me]X11, indicating a higher 
frequency of even spacing of GlcA on xylan, and therefore indicating a restoration of 
the GUX1 GlcA pattern. 
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The pESK1:TBL28(esk1) and pESK1:TBL3(esk1) lines produced predominantly 
U[me]X6, which was similar to esk1, however, U[me]X7 was no longer a predominant 
GH30 product. The growth restoration and the phylogenetic relationship suggested 
that the activity might be similar, and therefore this result was unexpected. The 
proportion of U[me]X8 to U[me]X7 was increased in pESK1:TBL28(esk1) and 
pESK1:TBL3(esk1) lines compared to esk1, which suggests a partial restoration of the 
[Me]GlcA pattern. 
The pESK1:TBL32(esk1) and pESK1:TBL33(esk1) lines did not show a restoration of 
the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan. The ratio between U[me]X6 and U[me]X7 however, seems 
changed. In the transformed lines GH30 had a predominant production of U[me]X7 over 
U[me]X6, which is the opposite to the predominance exhibited by esk1. 
The results for pESK1:TBL30(esk1), pESK1:TBL31(esk1), pESK1:TBL34(esk1), 
pESK1:TBL35(esk1) and pESK1:TBL36(esk1) were unclear. Sometimes, GH30 
xylanase miss-cuts the xylan producing artefact doublets, which have been observed 
in the Dupree lab. These doublets are produced when GH30 cuts in position +1 
respect to the GlcA substitution, instead of cutting in +2. Despite the production of 
doublets, the mentioned transformants did not show a restoration of the [Me]GlcA 
pattern. Each line was analysed once, but at least three lines were analysed for each 
transformation. The [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan in the promoter swapped lines should 





Figure 6.8 GlcA pattern of secondary-cell-wall xylan of the promoter swap 
transformants. 
Plants with promoter swapped expression of TBL genes under the native ESK1 
promoter in esk1 background (pESK1:TBL(esk1)). T3 homozygous lines for the 
insertion were grown for six weeks, basal mature stems were collected, and AIR was 
prepared. Xylan was extracted with alkali and digested with BoGH30 
glucuronoxylanase. The products were labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 10% 






6.2.3 The inactivation of TBL genes alters the xylan sidechain substitutions 
ESK1 is not the only acetyltransferase that acts on xylan, because the xylan of the 
esk1 mutant, where ESK1 has been inactivated, still carries Ac (Xiong et al., 2013). 
The promoter swap expression of the TBLs presented in the previous section, 
suggested that TBL28 may have a different enzymatic activity to ESK1 because it did 
not completely restore the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan. Also, esk1 showed an 
unexpected exacerbation of the dwarfism when transformed with pESK1:TBL3. When 
esk1 was transformed with pESK1:TBL32 and pESK1:TBL33 the GlcA pattern of xylan 
was affected (but not partially restored). This evidence suggests that TBL3, TBL32 
and TBL33 may have a different enzymatic activity and function to ESK1. The different 
Ac positions and patterns on Arabidopsis xylan (Chapter 4; Chapter 5; Teleman et al., 
2000), and the conservation of ESK1 homologues in eudicots (this Chapter, section 
6.2.1.2) support the hypothesis that multiple xylan-acetyltransferase activities are 
required for synthesis.  
In the work described in this section, to investigate xylan-acetyltransferase activities 
additional to ESK1, plants with T-DNA insertions in the TBL genes were analysed, and 
the lack of expression of the respective TBL genes in the insertional mutants was 
verified by RT-PCR.  
The effects on xylan caused by the inactivation of the TBLs were then analysed. 
Alterations in the acetylation and [Me]GlcA patterns of xylan in the tbl mutants were 
screened by PACE using combinations of GH11 xylanase, CE4 acetylesterase, and 
alkali treatment after hydrolysis. 
6.2.3.1 Selection and isolation of stable tbl knockouts 
To obtain knockout (KO) plants, collections of T-DNA insertional Arabidopsis lines 
have been made and stored in seedbanks such as SALK Institute or the Nottingham 
Arabidopsis Stock Centre. Lines carrying a single insertion in some genes are 
annotated and publicly available. Some of the insertions disrupt genes of interest and 
produce KO plants. Possible TBL insertional lines were obtained and the insertion 
positions were confirmed by PCR. Where possible, at least two independent insertion 
mutant alleles were studied. The insertional lines were then checked for the lack of 
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expression of the respective TBL genes by non-quantitative RT-PCR. The expression 
analysis of the tbl33-1 mutant is shown in Figure 6.9. A similar outcome was produced 
in the expression analysis in leaf and stem of the other tbl mutants (not shown), and 
the result of this analysis is listed in Table 6.1. The plant lines analysed, and primers 
designed for their analysis are also listed in Table 6.1. The plants that had a full KO 
effect from the T-DNA insertion were selected to continue this work. The lines that had 
no insertion, or that the insertion produced partial or no reduction in the expression 
were discarded. The tbl31-1 mutant was obtained towards the end of this project and 
no investigation was carried out with it. However, it would be interesting in future 










Table 6.1: List of T-DNA insertional lines obtained and analysed.  
PCR and RT-PCR primers used for the analysis of the respective mutants are listed. Insertion site was confirmed by sequencing 
(Seq results); correct insertions (OK) or other outcomes are shown. * axy9 was described by Schultink et al. (2015). ** esk1 
homozygous mutant was provided by Mylene Durand-Tardif, and has been previously described in several reports (Grantham, 2016; 
Grantham et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013). 














WT Mutant WT Mutant 
TBL28 AT2G40150 tbl28-1 SALK_025118 BHN exon 3 1313/1332/248 OK 1564/1576 yes no yes no 
TBL28 AT2G40150 tbl28-2 SAIL_1215_F04 BHO exon 2 1314/1333/405 OK 1564/1576 yes no yes no 
TBL3 AT5G01360 tbl3-1 SALK_149572 BHP intron 3 1315/1334/248 misannotated      
TBL3 AT5G01360 tbl3-2 SALK_103316 BHQ exon2 1316/1335/248 OK 1299/1334 yes no yes no 
TBL3 AT5G01360 tbl3-3 SALK_065969 BHR exon 3 1317/1298/248 no insertion      
TBL3 AT5G01360 tbl3-4 SALK_066727 BHS exon 2 1318/1299/248 no insertion      
TBL3 AT5G01360 tbl3-5 SALK_065959 BIF exon 3 1381/1382/248 OK 1299/1334 no no yes yes 
TBL30 AT2G40160 tbl30-1 SALK_125287 BHT exon 3 1319/1330/248 OK 1569/1581 yes no no no 
TBL30 AT2G40160 tbl30-2 SAIL_374_B10 BHU exon 5 1320/1301/405 OK 1569/1581 no no no no 
TBL30 AT2G40160 tbl30-3 SALK_070679 BHV exon 1 1321/1302/248 no amplification      
TBL30 AT2G40160 tbl30-4 SALK_070260 BHW promoter 1322/1303/248 OK 1569/1581 no no no no 
TBL30 AT2G40160 tbl30-5 SALK_070221 BHX promoter 1323/1304/248 no amplification      
TBL31 AT1G73140 tbl31-1 SALK_202988 BIO intron 1623/1624/248 OK 1636/1623 no no yes no 
TBL32 AT3G11030 tbl32-1 SALK_125641 BHY exon 5 1324/1305/248 OK 1305/1604 yes no yes no 
TBL32 AT3G11030 tbl32-2 SALK_074936 BHZ exon 5 1324/1305/248 Identical to tbl32-1       
TBL33 AT2G40320 tbl33-1 SALK_015056 BIA exon 3 1384/1383/249 OK 1327/1585 no no yes no 
TBL33 AT2G40320 tbl33-2 GK-548F05 BIB intron 5 1328/1309/476 OK 1327/1585 no no yes no 
TBL34 AT2G38320 tbl34-1 GK-897H07 BIG exon 1 1590/1591/476 OK 1573/1606 yes yes yes yes 
TBL34 AT2G38320 tbl34-2 SAIL_575_E10 BIK promoter 1630/1631/405 OK 1632/1633 yes yes yes yes 
TBL34 AT2G38320 tbl34-5 RIKEN 11-2377-1 BIN promoter 1573/1625/396 OK 1632/1633 yes yes yes yes 
TBL34 AT2G38320 tbl34-6 GABI_646H10 BIP exon 3 1630/1635/210 OK 1632/1633 yes yes yes yes 
TBL34 AT2G38320 tbl34-3 SALK_006449.51.65 BIL promoter 1631/1630/248 no insertion      
TBL35 AT5G01620 tbl35-1 SALK_007072 BIC intron 5 1329/1310/248 OK 1338/1605 yes no yes no 
TBL35 AT5G01620 tbl35-2 GT_3_2546 BID exon 1 1349/1336/1359 OK 1575/1330 yes no yes no 
TBL36 AT3G54260 tbl36-1 SALK_138715 BIE exon 5 1331/1312/248 OK 1331/1312 no no yes yes 
AXY9* AT3G03210 axy9-2 SALK_090612 BMX exon 1 1629/1628/747       




Figure 6.9: Expression analysis of TBL33 in WT and tbl33-1 mutant by RT-PCR. 
Leaf and stem tissues were harvested from 6-week-old plants, and RNA was extracted 
with a kit (Spectrum, Sigma-Aldrich), following the manufacturers’ instructions. cDNA 
was produced from the template RNA using SuperScript™ III reverse transcriptase 
(Thermo fisher), reactions without retrotranscriptase controls (– RT) were used to 
identify genomic DNA contamination. The WT and tbl33 cDNA samples were used for 
the PCR amplification of the gene TBL33 (panel B), and of the control for DNA quality 
and quantity Histone5 (panel A). The PCR of Histone5 was carried out using primers 
510 and 511, and the expected size was of 519 bp, and the PCR of TBL33 was carried 
out with primers 1327 and 1585, and the expected amplification molecular size was of 
989 bp (for primer sequences see Table 2.6 in Chapter 2, page 65). The PCR products 
were resolved on a 1.25% agarose gel in TAE buffer. The DNA molecular weight 
markers used were M1 (50bp DNA Ladder RTU) and M2 (HyperLadder 1kb, Bioline).  
 
 
Some TBL genes are possibly redundant (this chapter, section 6.2.1.2), and therefore, 
the knockout of some might not show loss of function (if any). To anticipate this 
possible issue, double mutants tbl28-1 esk1, tbl28-2 esk1, tbl32-1 tbl33-1 and tbl32-1 
tbl33-2 were produced. Additionally, because esk1 has phenotypes on plant growth 
and xylan substitutions, crosses of esk1 with other tbls could generate stronger 
phenotypes. In this way, if the lack of a TBL would not generate a clear effect, this 
effect could be exacerbated by the additional lack of ESK1. For this, crosses between 
esk1 and the rest of the studied tbls were made (listed in Table 2.5, Chapter 2), and 
homozygous plants for both inactive genes were selected.  
6.2.3.2 Growth of single T-DNA insertional lines and crosses 
Some xylan-deficient mutants have growth phenotypes (Brown et al., 2009; Wu et al., 
2010; Xiong et al., 2013), therefore, the easiest way to detect if the xylan is defective 
in the insertional mutants and crosses, is by observing the growth of the plant. Once 
the KOs were obtained and the lack of expression was confirmed, they were grown 
simultaneously to have the most accurate comparison. The plants were firstly grown 
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in sterile conditions on petri dishes for two weeks, then transferred to soil, and grown 
for four additional weeks in a long day regime (Figure 6.10).  
All tbl single mutants showed a WT-like growth, except for esk1. Although the tbl33-2 
and tbl35-2 mutants sometimes looked smaller than the WT this was not reproducible. 
The double mutants of the knockouts for putatively redundant genes ESK1 and TBL28 
did not show a further effect on the growth to that caused by the mutation in ESK1. 
The double mutant of the knockouts for the putative gene duplicate pair TBL33 and 
TBL32 grew like WT. However, esk1 tbl33-1 and esk1 tbl33-2 showed a severe 
dwarfed growth, and neither produced seeds. Therefore, the inactivation of TBL33 and 
ESK1 may have an exacerbated effect on xylan, which may cause xylan to lose its 
function, affecting the growth of the plant. All other double mutants’ heights were within 











Figure 6.10: Growth of tbl T-DNA insertional lines and crosses between them. 
In the top panel is shown the growth of WT and of all newly obtained lines containing a 
single T-DNA insertion that disrupts the expression of the respective gene. In the middle 
panel is shown the growth of the previously reported esk1 mutant (tbl29) and of the 
crosses between esk1 and other tbl mutants. In the bottom panel the crosses between 





6.2.3.3 Analysis of the GlcA substitution pattern of xylan in the tbl and axy9 
mutants 
The inactivation of ESK1 causes a reduction of xylan acetylation, and also alters the 
[Me]GlcA pattern of xylan (Grantham, 2016). It is therefore possible that the 
inactivation of other acetyltransferase activities may cause an acetylation reduction, 
which may impact other downstream processes in the xylan biosynthesis pathway. 
AXY9 has recently been proposed to be part of the xylan acetylation process 
(Schultink et al., 2015), and its role has been hypothesised to stand close to the 
transfer of Ac to xylan by ESK1 and other TBLs. Therefore, the inactivation of AXY9 
also may cause alterations of other xylan sidechains, by depleting downstream TBLs 
of acetylated substrate, and because of this the axy9 mutant is also worth 
investigating.  
To detect differences in the xylan sidechains of the tbl and axy9 mutants, three 
detection methods were used. These methods rely on complete enzymatic digestions 
and separation of the produced oligosaccharides by PACE. The first approach 
consists of studying the frequency of the distances between the GlcA on the backbone. 
This was used previously to study the effect of the xylan glucuronyltransferases GUX1, 
GUX2 and GUX3 (Bromley et al., 2013; Mortimer et al., 2015). It was also used to 
show the effect of the lack of ESK1 on the xylan GlcA pattern (Grantham et al., 2017). 
The other two methods were developed here for directly detecting deficits in acetate 
groups on xylan, and are presented in sections 6.2.3.4 and 6.2.3.5.  
The secondary-cell-wall xylan GlcA spacing analysis was carried out following the 
procedure outlined above (section 6.2.2.3), and is shown in Figure 6.11. As seen 
before, GlcA on WT secondary-cell-wall xylan are more frequently distanced by even 
number of Xyl (earlier in this Chapter; Chapter 4; Bromley et al., 2013). This pattern is 
revealed by the higher intensity of the species with even number of Xyl (U[me]X6, 
U[me]X8, U[me]X10) than odd (U[me]X7, U[me]X9, U[me]X11). In esk1 the pattern is disrupted 
and the distances between the GlcA are smaller, therefore, the main products of GH30 
are U[me]X6, and U[me]X7. Interestingly, axy9 also showed an altered [Me]GlcA pattern 
of xylan. Because U[me]X8 is not the predominant GH30 product, it is clear that the lack 
of AXY9 has an effect on the [Me]GlcA pattern. However, axy9 produced more U[me]X8 
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than U[me]X7, which implies that the alteration of the xylan [Me]GlcA pattern in axy9 is 
not as severe as in esk1. In contrast to esk1, none of the other tbl mutants analysed 
show clear changes in the xylan [Me]GlcA pattern. There are several possible reasons 
why this pattern may be unaffected. Perhaps, the acetylation carried out by the other 
TBLs is not related to the patterning of the GlcA in the synthesis. It is also possible 
that their function may be related to primary-cell-wall xylan synthesis, which is not 
analysed in this experiment. Alternatively, some of the genes could be redundant. 
ESK1 however, is the only TBL analysed that has a disruption of the [Me]GlcA pattern 
of secondary-cell-wall xylan, and the partial loss of the pattern exhibited by axy9 may 
be caused only by the depletion of substrate for ESK1 in this mutant. 
 
Figure 6.11 GlcA pattern of secondary-cell-wall xylan in the tbl mutants and axy9. 
AIR was prepared from mature bottom stems from the tbl mutants, and from whole 
stems from axy9 mutant. Xylan was extracted with alkali and hydrolysed with BoGH30 
xylanase. The products were labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 10% PACE gel.  
* unidentified bands. 
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In Chapter 5 it was shown that stem and callus primary-cell-wall xylans are acetylated. 
These xylans are decorated with a [Me]GlcA every sixth Xyl, and some of these GlcA 
may be substituted with an Arap (PUX) (Chapter 5; Mortimer et al., 2015; Peña et al., 
2016). It is unknown if acetylation of xylan in primary walls determines the spacing 
pattern of the [Me]GlcA, in an analogous manner to the acetylation by ESK1 on 
secondary-cell-wall xylan. It is also unknown which TBLs are involved in the 
acetylation of xylan in primary cell walls.  
Young stem cell walls are enriched for primary cell walls, compared to the bottom 
portion of the stem (Mortimer et al., 2015). Because the xylan GlcA pattern in this 
material has been previously described, and because of its ease of preparation, young 
stems were used for the analysis of primary-wall xylan in the tbl mutants.  
The 6-Xyl spacing between [Me]GlcA substitutions on primary-cell-wall xylan from 
young stems was revealed by a characteristic doublet on PACE by GH30 products 
(Chapter 5; Mortimer et al., 2015). This doublet corresponds to the oligosaccharides 
U[me]X6 and PUX6. On the other hand, the products with higher DP reveal the inevitable 
contamination from secondary cell walls in the young stem samples. These higher DP 
species only produce singlets, because PUX sidechains are only present in primary-
wall xylan. If GUX3 was dysregulated analogously to GUX1 in secondary walls of esk1 
(Grantham et al., 2017), the spacing between PUX sidechains on xylan would vary, 
and therefore, GH30 products would produce doublets on PACE for the species with 
higher DP (e.g. U[me]X7 and PUX7, U[me]X8 and PUX8, etc). 
To investigate the [Me]GlcA substitution pattern of primary-wall xylan in the tbl 
mutants, young stems were collected and AIR was prepared as described by Mortimer 
et al. (2015). Then the xylan was extracted with alkali and hydrolysed with GH30 
glucuronoxylanase. The PACE analysis of the GH30 products is shown in Figure 6.12. 
As previously described, GH30 products on the WT sample produced a doublet 
corresponding to U[me]X6 and PUX6, and also higher DP bands which are coherent with 
the GlcA pattern of secondary-cell-wall xylan (Bromley et al., 2013; Mortimer et al., 
2015). esk1 shows its characteristic altered pattern in the higher DP bands, but 
interestingly, the doublet of U[me]X6 and PUX6 was produced without alteration. Despite 
the dysregulation of GUX1 and GUX2 in esk1 mutant, the production of the doublet 
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only for U[me]X6 and PUX6 and not for higher DP bands suggests that GUX3 activity is 
not dysregulated. 
None of the tbl mutants showed a clear alteration of the [Me]GlcA pattern of primary-
cell-wall xylan. As discussed above, some TBL genes may be redundant, and 
therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether the inactivation of multiple 
TBLs have an effect on the [Me]GlcA substitutions on primary-cell-wall xylan. Perhaps 
TBL31 and TBL34 could have an analogous role to ESK1 in primary cell walls, but 
insertional mutants for TBL31 and TBL34 were unavailable at the time. To test whether 
some of the TBLs are redundant it would be interesting to study young stem material 
of tbl tbl double mutants, and include tbl31 and tbl34 in the analyses.  
 
Figure 6.12 GlcA pattern of primary-cell-wall xylan in the tbl mutants  
AIR was prepared from young stems, treated with alkali and hydrolysed with BoGH30 
xylanase. The products were labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 10% PACE gel.  
* background bands. This figure is assembled from two gels. 
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6.2.3.4 Differences in the main alternating pattern of acetylation in the tbl 
mutants 
ESK1 was the only TBL analysed whose activity determines the downstream xylan 
glucuronidation process in secondary walls (section 6.2.3.3; Grantham et al., 2017). 
Because the phylogenetic analysis in section 6.2.1 suggested that the TBLs from the 
ESK1 clade may have different activities on xylan, it is possible that the acetylation of 
xylan by other TBLs may not have a role in determining the pattern of [Me]GlcA. 
Therefore, it is possible that some tbl knockouts may have a deficit in xylan acetylation 
without having affected the [Me]GlcA pattern. To detect possible deficits in xylan 
acetylation in the tbl mutants two methodologies were developed and implemented. In 
this section the detection of Ac deficits in the main alternating acetylation pattern of 
xylan in the tbl mutants is presented, and in the next section a method for the detection 
of Ac associated with di-substituted backbone Xyl is shown. 
In Arabidopsis xylan, the main acetylation pattern has been described as acetylated 
Xyl alternated with undecorated Xyl (Chapter 4; Busse-Wicher et al., 2014). If an Ac 
in this pattern is absent, a gap of three consecutive undecorated residues on the 
backbone is produced. Xylan with the complete alternating acetylation pattern is 
theoretically inaccessible by GH11 xylanase, but when there is gap in the Ac pattern, 
GH11 should be able to access the backbone in this gap and hydrolyse it (for GH11 
activity see section 1.5.2 in Chapter 1, page 43,). Because esk1 has been described 
to have a xylan acetylation deficit (Xiong et al., 2013), its xylan should be more 
accessible by GH11 than WT. To detect whether the inactivation of the TBLs produces 
a gap in the alternating acetylation pattern, the sensitivity of the xylan from the tbl 
mutants to GH11 was tested. In order to do this, AIR was prepared from bottom stems. 
To allow GH11 to access the xylan, the AIR was first depectinated with 5% ammonium 
oxalate and delignified with 11% peracetic acid. The resulting acetylated material 
(holocellulose) was incubated with GH11. The enzyme was inactivated with heat and 
removed using Nanosep. Because migrating Ac on oligosaccharides produce smeary 
bands on PACE (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014), to increase the resolution the hydrolysis 
products were treated with alkali. Then the oligosaccharides were labelled with ANTS 
and analysed on PACE (see Figure 6.13).  
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WT xylan produced a small amount of X1, X2, X3, X4 and XU[me]XX, which indicates 
that GH11 had a certain level of accessibility to the xylan, possibly due to naturally 
occurring Ac gaps or a small Ac loss during the material preparation. The low amount 
of X1 and X2 indicates that the gaps in the acetylation pattern that occur in WT are not 
often consecutive gaps. Since the GH11 hydrolysis was complete (control not shown), 
X3 and X4 are produced only from acetylated species, indicating naturally occurring 
gaps in the alternated pattern. This also indicates that GH11 minimal acetylated 
products have three or four backbone residues.  
GH11 hydrolysis of esk1 holocellulose produced higher amount of product. This is 
because the acetylation in esk1 xylan is decreased (Xiong et al., 2013). The higher 
production of X1, and X2 indicates that GH11 had further access to the backbone, 
which may be caused by consecutive gaps on the alternating acetylation pattern. The 
higher production of XU[me]XX indicates that the accessibility of GH11 was increased 
near the [Me]GlcA substitutions. The increased production of X3 suggests that GH11 
had accessibility to more acetylated Xyl flanked by gaps in the alternating acetylation 
pattern. In contrast, the production of X4 by GH11 was not increased in esk1, which 
suggests that GH11 activity distinguishes around various Ac contexts. 
Other tbl mutants did not exhibit a clear production of additional products. This could 
mean that either the respective TBL proteins may not have a function associated with 
xylan, they may be redundant to each other, or that they may acetylate a domain where 
Acs are much closer together and a loss of Ac is less likely to open a gap in which 
GH11 can access. Alternatively, their activity may be specific for primary-cell-wall 









Figure 6.13 GH11 accessibility test on tbl mutants holocellulose. 
Holocellulose was prepared from mature bottom stems, and digested with GH11 
xylanase. The enzyme was inactivated with heat and removed using Nanosep. The 
hydrolysis products were treated with alkali, labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 




6.2.3.5 Analysis of Ac associated with di-substituted xylan residues 
In the previous experiment, the main alternating acetylation pattern of secondary-cell-
wall xylan was analysed in the tbl mutants by the detection of gaps. However, the 
TBLs may have activities associated to other regions of xylan. In addition to the regular 
pattern of xylan, Ac can co-substitute a Xyl that carries an additional substitution, such 
as Ac, an Araf or a [Me]GlcA (Chapters 4 and 5). 
To determine whether the inactivation of the TBLs affect Ac on xylan present in di-
substituted Xyl, the xylan from the tbl mutants was analysed by PACE using CE4 
acetylesterase in combination with GH11. The acetylesterase CE4 removes all single 
acetate groups from xylan, while U[me], U[me],a and Xaa are unaffected (Puchart and 
Biely, 2015). When CE4 and GH11 are used in combination, the predominant products 
are X, XX and XRXX (where R stands for all substituted xylan backbone residues 
unaffected by CE4). Also, depending on how close Rs are, some minor products can 
be produced, such as XRRXX, XRXRXX, XRXXRXX, XRXRXRXX, etc. The lack of 
Ac at different positions would produce a different effect on PACE when using 
CE4/GH11. If di-acetylated Xyl are affected by the inactivation of a TBL, then the 
production of XXaaXX would be affected. If an effect is produced on Xyl di-substituted 
with [me]GlcA and Ac, then the production of XU[me],aXX and/or XU[me]XX would be 
altered. Changes in Xyl mono-substituted with Ac would not be detected using this 
approach, and any effect on the production of longer oligosaccharides would suggest 
a deficit in Ac related to neighbouring Rs. 
To digest the xylan, holocellulose from the bottom stems of the tbl mutants was co-
incubated with GH11 and CE4. Then the enzymes were inactivated with heat and 
removed using Nanosep. The PACE analysis of the products is shown in Figure 6.14 
A, and to differentiate between the species XU[me],aXX and XU[me]XX, the GH11/CE4 
digestion products were treated with alkali (panel B).  
The WT xylan produced the expected oligosaccharides X1, X2, XU[me],aXX, XXaaXX and 
some higher DP species (A–D). In panel B, the de-acetylated species correspond to 
X1, X2, XU[me]XX, X4, X5, and some unknown species E–G. The hydrolysis of xylan of 
the mutants esk1, tbl3, tbl33-1 and tbl33-2 exhibited clear differences to the WT.  
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In esk1 the species XXaaXX was undetectable, and after the alkali treatment the 
species X4 was also absent. The absence of XXaaXX in GH11/CE4 products on esk1 
xylan indicates that in esk1 the frequency of Xaa residues is substantially reduced and 
possibly completely absent. Supporting this, after the alkali treatment, esk1 xylan did 
not produce X5, which is also an oligosaccharide produced by GH11/CE4 from regions 
of xylan that are substituted only with Ac. Because the bands A, B and C were also 
absent in esk1 products, these three oligosaccharides may contain at least one Xaa in 
their structure. On the other hand, the species D was produced by esk1 xylan which 
suggests it has U[me],[a] types of residues in its structure and/or Xaa not mediated by 
ESK1. On panel B, esk1 produced XU[me]XX and band G, and both increased 
compared to WT. XU[me]XX in esk1 is produced by the de-acetylation of XU[me],aXX, 
and band G is produced when D is de-acetylated. This is inferred by a similar 
abundance prior and after alkali treatment of esk1 products. Furthermore, G also co-
migrated with the characterised species XU[me]XU[me]XX (Łyczakowski, 2018; not 
shown), which means that D could correspond to XU[me],aXU[me],aXX. In addition, the 
smear below band D (double asterisk) could be XU[me],aXU[me]XX and/or 
XU[me]XU[me],aXX, which after the treatment with alkali would become G. 
Both tbl33-1 and tbl33-2 produced an extra band that co-migrated with XU[me]XX, 
which indicates that in these mutants, some (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl are found 
unacetylated. This implicates TBL33 in acetylation of this Xyl. However, some 
XU[me],aXX was also detected, which implies that TBL33 is only partially responsible 
for Acs on (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl. After treating with alkali, the doublet XU[me],[a]XX 
became only XU[me]XX, shifting into a unique band for tbl33.  
The species A and E were absent in esk1, tbl33-1 and tbl33-2. Possibly because the 
product A may have Xaa in its structure (discussed above). In addition, the absence of 
A in tbl33 suggests that A may have U[me],a in its structure, because in tbl33 this site-
specific Ac is partially missing for XU[me],aXX.  
Band B was not produced by esk1 and was slightly more abundant in tbl3. In 
comparison, X5 in panel B followed the same behaviour. This strongly suggests that B 
is XXaaXaaXX. This also suggests that the function of TBL3 could be to add Ac near 
XaaXaa, or to remove Ac from XaaXaa.  
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Band C was produced by all samples except for esk1 and tbl3. Also, band C seemed 
slightly stronger in tbl33-1 and tbl33-2, which suggests that it may have a non-
acetylated U[me] residue. After the alkali treatment, the species F followed a similar 
pattern to band C, because it was not produced by esk1 and tbl3, and slightly stronger 
in tbl33-1 and tbl33-2 relation to X5. This suggests that F may be produced when C is 
treated with alkali, however, this behaviour of C and F did not show reproducibility in 
another mutant (section 6.2.4.3). 
The results were reproducible, and a summary of the putative identities for the bands 
on the gel are shown in Table 6.2. The identities of the CE4/GH11 products were 
further analysed by MS in section 6.2.4.1. 
None of the other mutants showed a clear difference to the WT. The results shown 
here strongly suggest that TBL33 and TBL3 are active on secondary-cell-wall xylan. It 
was also shown that ESK1 is necessary for the synthesis of di-acetylated Xyl on 
secondary-cell-wall xylan.  
 
Figure 6.14 Detection of differences associated with di-substituted Xyl. 
Holocellulose was prepared from mature bottom stems, and digested simultaneously 
with GH11 xylanase and CE4 acetylesterase (panel A). The enzymes were heat-
inactivated and removed with Nanosep. The hydrolysis products were treated with 
alkali (panel B), labelled with ANTS and resolved on a 10% PACE gel. (*) contaminant 
band unaffected by alkali. (**) smear possibly corresponding to a mixture of 
XU[me],aXU[me]XX and XU[me]XU[me],aXX. A-D are unidentified acetylated species. E-G 
are produced by acetylated species when treated with alkali. The putative identities of 
bands A-G are discussed in the text and a summary is presented in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Possible identities of CE4/GH11 product according to their behaviour.  
The behaviour of the species is shown in Figure 6.1 and described in this section. The 
putative identities or shifts of CE4/GH11 products on holocellulose prepared from 
basal stems, are here listed. The identity of the bands marked with letters was not fully 
identified.  
CE4/GH11 product  After alkali treatment 
A X6 Ac3 U[me] → E   X6 U[me]  
B X5 Ac4 →       X5  
C  → ?  
?  → F  





→ G   XU[me]XU[me]XX  
      XXaaXX →       XXXX 
      XU[me],aXX →       XU[me]XX 
6.2.4 Further studies on tbls and axy9 
In the previous sections of this chapter, the objective was to identify possible 
acetyltransferases acting on xylan. A list of putative genes was made and a few of the 
candidates were discarded. The following genes shown to be active on xylan and their 
lack causes an alteration of the sidechains, and even in some cases, an effect on the 
growth: TBL3, TBL28, TBL29/ESK1 and TBL33. All of them were taken forward for 
additional analysis. TBL32 was also analysed further because it is a possible 
duplication of TBL33 (section 6.2.1.2). AXY9 has been reported to be involved in the 
xylan acetylation process (Schultink et al., 2015) and it was shown here to have an 
altered GlcA pattern, therefore it was also included in the next experiments. 
6.2.4.1 TBL32 and TBL33 
The tbl33 mutant has a partial deficit in the Ac situated on (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl. 
Thus, another protein has a similar function and acetylates some of these sites. The 
best possible candidate is TBL32, because is the closest homologue to TBL33. If the 
respective genes are redundant, the double mutant (tbl32/33, section 6.2.3.2) should 
show a stronger phenotype. The first approach was to analyse the Ac associated with 
di-substituted Xyl in the double mutant xylan, similar to analysis explained in section 
6.2.3.5. Holocellulose was prepared from tbl32, tbl33 and tbl32/33. They were co-
incubated with CE4 and GH11, and then treated with alkali. The analysis on PACE of 
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the products is shown in the Figure 6.15. In panel A the products are shown of the 
digestion with GH11 and CE4, and in panel B are shown the samples after alkali 
treatment. The unknown bands were labelled from A to G similar to Figure 6.14, and 
the possible identities are listed in Table 6.2. tbl33 exhibited the doublet corresponding 
to XU[me],aXX and XU[me]XX, which was observed previously in this chapter. Strikingly, 
tbl32/33 produced only the unacetylated species. This shows that TBL32 is 
responsible for the acetylation of some of U[me],a sites, and that it has a similar function 
to TBL33. Remarkably, the additive effect of tbl32 with tbl33 in the double mutant made 
XU[me],aXX undetectable by this method. Both tbl33 and tbl32/33 did not produce 
species A and E. In tbl33, X5 was missing but this was not reproducible. The band F 
seemed to be stronger in tbl33 and tbl32/33 compared to X5. The allele tbl33-2 showed 
a similar behaviour to tbl33-1, even when crossed with tbl32-1 (not shown). 
 
Figure 6.15: Double substitution on Xyl analysis of tbl32/33. 
Holocellulose was prepared from mature bottom stems and digested simultaneously 
with GH11 and CE4 (panel A). The enzymes were heat-inactivated and removed using 
Nanosep. The hydrolysis products were treated with alkali (panel B), labelled with 




The PACE analyses shown above and in section 6.2.3.5 revealed that the CE4/GH11 
products on esk1 and on tbl32/33 xylan are different. The deficiency of xylan 
acetylation exhibited by tbl32/33 was different to esk1 possibly because ESK1 and 
TBL32/33 are responsible for the transfer of Ac at different positions to the xylan. To 
confirm the identity of the CE4/GH11 products analysed on PACE, and to determine 
the position of the missing Ac in the mutants, GH11/CE4 products of WT, esk1, tbl32, 
tbl33 and tbl32/33 were analysed by mass-spectrometry. The unlabelled CE4/GH11 
products were purified with a HyperSep hydrophobic interaction column, and then 
mixed with MS matrix DHB and spotted onto a MALDI plate. The MS analysis was 
carried out in a BRUKER MALDI mass-spectrometer in reflector mode, and the spectra 
obtained are shown in Figure 6.16.  
The GH11/CE4 products were classified by the number and type of sidechains and 
the number of backbone residues (colour labels), and differences found in the mutants 
are next explained.  
The species in brown arise from non-glucuronidated regions of xylan. M/z = 653 
(Pent4Ac2) is present in WT and in the mutants tbl32, tbl33 and tbl32/33, and is absent 
in esk1. This oligosaccharide on PACE (XXaaXX) was a predominant product (after 
XU[me],[a]XX) produced by WT, tbl32, tbl33 and tbl32/33. Perhaps non-acidic 
oligosaccharides fly less efficiently than glucuronidated oligosaccharides in the mass-
spectrometer. However, the absence of this peak in esk1 spectrum is consistent with 
the analysis on PACE, in which XXaaXX was also undetectable.  
The species in orange (with four backbone Pent) arise from [Me]GlcA substituted xylan 
Xyl that are isolated from other R (resistant to acetylesterase CE4). The isolated 
(methyl)glucuronidated Xyl detected were either acetylated or non-acetylated. WT, 
tbl32 and esk1 showed a preference for the species Pent4Ac1Ume (m/z = 801) which 
is acetylated and methylated, followed by Pent4Ac1U (m/z = 787) which is its 
unmethylated version. The signal height of Pent4Ac1U (m/z = 787) was about half of 
Pent4Ac1Ume (m/z = 801) for the WT, and a third for esk1, which is consistent with the 
degree of methylation of GlcA described before for WT and esk1 (Grantham, 2016; Li 
et al., 2013; Peña et al., 2007). Instead, in tbl33 the production of Pent4Ac1U (m/z = 
787) was on the noise levels, Pent4Ac1Ume (m/z = 801) was also reduced, and the non-
acetylated species Pent4U (m/z = 745) and Pent4Ume (m/z = 759) were increased. This 
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is indicative that in tbl33 a larger proportion of [Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl are not 
acetylated. In the double mutant tbl32/33 the production of the acetylated species (m/z 
= 787 and 801) was almost undetectable, instead, m/z = 745 and 759 were two of the 
four predominant peaks of the entire spectrum. This shows that in tbl32/33 the 
(methyl)glucuronidated Xyl that are distant from other R-type substitutions, are not 
acetylated. The partial and complete loss of Ac in Pent4Ac1U[me] exhibited by the MS 
spectra of CE4/GH11 products on tbl33 and tbl32/33 xylan, is consistent with the 
mobility of XU[me],aXX on the PACE analysis above, and supports that the lack of Ac in 
tbl32/33 is specifically at (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl.  
The species labelled with red have one [Me]GlcA, and as they have six pentoses, they 
arise from regions of xylan where U[me],[a] and Xaa are at two Xyl of distance. Because 
of the activity of GH11, in WT m/z = 1149 is a mixture of XUme,aXXaaXX and 
XXaaXUme,aXX, and m/z = 1135 is a mixture of XUaXXaaXX and XXaaXUaXX. These 
structures were determined by MALDI/CID MS/MS by Prof Toshihisa Kotake. Since 
CE4 removes Ac from mono-substituted Xyl, m/z = 1107 which has only two Ac, the 
only two possible oligosaccharides are XUmeXXaaXX and XXaaXUmeXX. The same 
occurs for m/z = 1093, in which the only two possible structures are XUXXaaXX and 
XXaaXUXX. Therefore, the lack of the Ac on glucuronidated Xyl would shift the signal 
from the species in red with three Ac to the ones with two Ac. If the lack of Ac is instead 
on di-acetylated Xyl, then CE4 would remove the second Ac, and GH11 would further 
digest the backbone, producing XU[me],aXX which are labelled in orange. In WT, the 
species in red with three Ac (m/z = 1135 and 1149) were predominant to the ones with 
two Ac (m/z = 1093 and 1107), meaning that the Xyl carrying a [Me]GlcA are mostly 
acetylated. tbl32 produced higher proportions of the species with two Ac than species 
with three Ac (Pent6Ac2U to Pent6Ac3U and of Pent6Ac2Ume to Pent6Ac3Ume) than the 
WT, denoting a partial loss of Ac on Xyl carrying a GlcA. In tbl33 the signal of the 
species with two Ac (m/z = 1093 and 1107) were higher than tbl32 and WT, and the 
signal of the species with three Ac (m/z = 1135 and 1149) were lower, indicating a 
stronger effect than in tbl32. The tbl32/33 double mutant had a predominant production 
of the species in red with two Ac (m/z = 1093 and 1107), and the species with three 
acetates (m/z = 1135 and 1149) were close to the noise levels, which implies that this 
mutant has an almost complete loss of Ac in these glucuronidated Xyl sites. The effect 
exhibited by tbl32, tbl33 and tbl32/33 for the species in red are consistent with the 
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exhibited by the oligosaccharides in orange discussed above. In contrast, esk1 
showed almost no production of the species labelled with red, suggesting that in esk1 
these sites have no di-acetylated Xyl. This is consistent with the lack of m/z = 653 
(Pent4Ac2 in brown), and the absence of XXaaXX on PACE discussed above. 
In WT, the peaks of the oligosaccharides produced from acetylated Xyl that carry a 
methylated GlcA (m/z = 801 and 1149) were higher than the ones produced from the 
non-methylated GlcA (m/z = 787 and 1135), respectively. In tbl32/33 these peaks were 
“replaced” by the oligosaccharides with one Ac less, because the Ac on glucuronidated 
Xyl is missing. Interestingly, the proportion of methylated GlcA (m/z = 759 and 1107) 
to non-methylated GlcA (m/z = 745 and 1093) is decreased. This evidence strongly 
suggests that the Ac transferred by TBL32 and by TBL33 impacts on the methylation 
of the GlcA on xylan. 
The peaks with purple labels are produced by CE4/GH11 when U[me],[a] residues are 
spaced by three backbone Xyl from Xaa. Odd number of Xyl of distance between xylan 
substitutions have not been reported in the compatible domain or on primary-cell-wall 
xylan (Chapters 4 and 5), but they were detected in the incompatible domain of xylan 
(Chapter 4), therefore, the oligosaccharides labelled with purple are likely to originate 
from the incompatible domain. The oligosaccharides with seven Xyl produced by the 
WT have only three Acs; m/z = 1267 and 1281 (Pent7Ac3U and Pent7Ac3Ume), with a 
higher proportion of the methylated species. tbl32 produced the same two peaks, plus 
a species with two Ac; m/z = 1225 (Pent7Ac2U). Because of the activities of GH11 and 
CE4, in m/z = 1225 the Xyl carrying the GlcA is not acetylated. In tbl33, the methylated 
species with three Ac (m/z = 1281) is further reduced. tbl32/33 produced almost none 
of the species with three Acs, and showed the highest production of species with only 
two Acs (m/z = 1225 and 1239). The different production of oligosaccharides with 
seven backbone Xyl by the mutants suggest that TBL32 and TBL33 are responsible 
for the 3-O-Ac on (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl present in the incompatible domain. 
Instead, esk1 did not show any peaks with seven Pent. Which strongly suggests that 
ESK1 may be responsible for the di-acetylated Xyl in the incompatible domain. 
The origin of the oligosaccharides in green is uncertain, and their interpretation is 
challenging. These oligosaccharides have five Pent, and could originate from U[me],[a] 
residues of secondary cell wall xylan when next to Xaa in the incompatible domain 
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(Chapter 4). Alternatively, the activity of GH11 at high temperature (45 ºC) could 
perhaps produce a five Pent product when hydrolysing primary-cell-wall xylan with 
Arap further modifications on GlcA (Chapter 5; Mortimer et al., 2015). The peaks m/z 
= 975 and 1017 (Pent5Ac2Ume Pent5Ac3Ume) can only originate from the neighbouring 
of Ume,[a] and Xaa, and were produced by WT, tbl32 and tbl33. The lack of m/z = 1017 
by tbl32/33 suggests that TBL32 and TBL33 are responsible for the Ac on 
(methyl)glucuronidated Xyl in the incompatible domain. The peak m/z = 933 
(Pent5Ac1Ume) was produced by WT and was not sensitive to the inactivation of ESK1 
and TBL32/33. M/z = 933 is possibly originated from primary cell walls, and it would 
be interesting to determine its structure. Further interpretations of the production of 
species with five Pent would be ambiguous, and would be useful to analyse the 
structure using MALDI-ToF MS/MS. 
The peaks labelled with blue arise from two U[me],[a] residues spaced by two backbone 
Xyl. In WT, m/z = 1297 (Pent6Ac2Ume2,) was the only peak with two MeGlcA, which 
was close to the noise, denoting the low occurrence. esk1 showed higher production 
of this species, and also produced m/z = 1269 and 1283 (Pent6Ac2U2 and 
Pent6Ac2UmeU), which are the non-methylated GlcA versions of the former 
oligosaccharide. In esk1, the doubly-MeGlcA-substituted oligosaccharides carried two 
Ac, and because of CE4/GH11 activities, the Ac are likely to be on the MeGlcA-
substituted Xyl. tbl32 and tbl33 have a similar m/z = 1297 peak height to WT, but in 
tbl32/33 this species is absent. In both, tbl33 and tbl32/33, the species Pent6Ume 
appears, and in the double mutant, also Pent6UmeU is present. The presence of these 
de-acetylated species supports TBL32 and TBL33 being responsible for the Ac on 
glucuronidated Xyl. The lack of methylation in the non-acetylated m/z = 1185 and 1199 
supports that the Ac of which TBL32 and TBL33 are responsible for, impacts on the 
methylation of the GlcA. 
The structure of the predominant CE4/GH11 products in the PACE analysis were 
identified by MS. The data presented here is strong evidence of that TBL32 and TBL33 
are responsible for the acetylation of most of the glucuronidated Xyl. The impact on 
the GlcA methylation by the inactivation of TBL32 and TBL33 is contrary to the effect 
exhibited by the inactivation of ESK1. In addition, the MS spectrum of CE4/GH11 
products on esk1 xylan is strong evidence for the lack of di-acetylated xylan backbone 








































Figure 6.16: Mass-spectrometric analysis of GH11/CE4 digestion products of tbl32/33 
and esk1 mutants’ xylan. 
Xylan was extracted from holocellulose prepared from mature bottom stems, and 
hydrolysed with GH11 xylanase and CE4 acetylesterase combined. The products 
were purified with a HyperSep column, mixed with DHB, and analysed on the mass-
spectrometer.  
The label colours classify the oligosaccharides by number of Pent and [Me]GlcA. 
Species in brown have 4 or 6 Pent and no [Me]GlcA. Species in red and blue have six 
Pent, and one (red) or two (blue) [Me]GlcA. Species in green and purple have one 
[Me]GlcA, and 5 or 7 Pent respectively. The species in orange have 4 Pent, one 







The constant change in the ratio of species substituted with MeGlcA versus GlcA when 
the TBL32/33 Ac are present or absent suggests that the GlcA methylation process is 
driven by the Ac on the GlcA-substituted Xyl. As mass-spectrometry is not a fully 
quantitative technique, to calculate how much the methylation is affected by the Ac, a 
DASH approach was carried out as previously described (Li et al., 2013). The principle 
of this technique is similar to PACE but it has enough resolution to differentiate methyl 
groups. For this analysis, the single mutants tbl32-1, tbl33-1, tbl33-2 and the double 
mutants tbl32-1/33-1 and tbl32-1/33-2 were used. In addition, with this approach it was 
possible to identify if the affected methylation on GlcA (and hence acetylation by 
TBL32/33) is xylan-domain-specific. To do this, extra mutants were generated; tbl33-
1 gux1 and tbl33-1 gux2, which only possess [Me]GlcA in either the incompatible or 
the compatible domains of xylan, respectively. These mutants were included in the 
analysis together with the controls gux1 and gux2. The GlcA methylation levels vary 
depending on the portion of the stem analysed (Faria-Blanc, 2014), and for this 
reason, this analysis was done in triplicate by harvesting the lower 10 cm of mature 
inflorescence stems. 
To carry out the DASH analysis, AIR was prepared, the xylan was extracted with alkali 
and completely digested with GH11. The products were labelled with the fluorophore 
APTS and resolved in a DNA sequencer as described (Li et al., 2013). The spectra 
obtained was analysed using DASHBOARD software (developed by Denis Rubtsov). 
The products XUXX and XUmeXX were the only products containing GlcA substitutions 
and were used to calculate the percentage of GlcA on xylan that are methylated. The 
values obtained were graphed and are shown in Figure 6.17. 
The 70% of GlcA methylation in WT is in range to what has been reported before 
(Faria-Blanc, 2014; Grantham, 2016; Li et al., 2013; Peña et al., 2007). tbl32 had very 
similar levels of methylation to WT, and both alleles of tbl33 presented a slight 
reduction of about 15%. Both double mutants tbl32/33 showed a drastic 50% reduction 
from WT levels. This is strong supporting evidence of that the lack of acetylation in 
glucuronidated Xyl has an effect on the methylation of the GlcA. The Ac by TBL32/33 
is not necessary for GlcA methylation, but the data suggests that GXMs prefer the 
acetylated substrate during the xylan synthesis. Interestingly, the reduction observed 
in tbl32/33 is more than the sum of both independent single mutants, which indicates 
that the substrates for both TBL32 and TBL33 are to some extent in common. 
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To analyse the domain-specificity of the effect of the Ac on the GlcA methylation, gux1 
and gux2 were used as controls. The percentage of GlcA methylation in the gux 
mutants was around 80%, which is consistent with what was described by Grantham 
(2016) by using this method. The tbl33 gux1 mutant had a reduction in GlcA 
methylation of about 36% respect to gux1, and tbl33 gux2 had a 24% reduction respect 
to gux2. This suggests that the GlcA methylation in the compatible domain is less 
affected by the lack of TBL33 Ac than the incompatible domain. Because both tbl33 
gux1 and tbl33 gux2 mutants showed a reduction of the percentage of GlcA 
methylation respect to gux1 and gux2, it is implied that TBL33 is responsible for the 
acetylation of the compatible and the incompatible domains of xylan.  
  
Figure 6.17: Methylation analysis of tbl32, tbl33 and tbl32/33 by GH11 digestion and 
DASH. 
AIR was prepared from mature bottom stems, xylan was extracted with alkali and 
hydrolysed with GH11. The products were analysed by DASH using DASHBOARD 
software. The percentages were calculated from the abundance of the species 
XUmeXX and XUXX. The values are representative of three biological replicates. A 
Tukey-HSD test was implemented using the R software. Significant differences (P < 




The PACE, MS and DASH approaches used in this section rely on the digestibility of 
xylan by GH11 xylanase. Therefore, possible non-digestible portions of xylan may 
exhibit an inconsistent behaviour to the observed on GH11 products, and the 
inactivation of TBL32 and/or TBL33 may not lead to a reduction of Ac on xylan and/or 
methylation of the GlcA in these indigestible regions. To analyse the acetylation and 
GlcA methylation on undigested xylan, NMR experiments were carried out. For this, 
xylan was extracted with DMSO from basal stems of WT, tbl32-1, tbl33-1 and tbl32-
1/33-1, and suspended in D2O with 0.5 M urea. 13C-HSQC spectra were obtained by 
Dr Teresa Almeida, and the peaks were assigned by Dr Teresa Almeida (Figure 6.18).  
In panel A, the signal corresponding to –CH3 in the Ac moiety linked to glucuronidated 
Xyl, was split into two; one arose from XGme3 (see designations in Figure 6.18), and 
the other from XG3. These two peaks denote the 3-O-acetylation of 
(methyl)glucuronidated xylan Xyl. The peak volumes were calculated by Dr Teresa 
Almeida using AZARA software and are graphed in Figure 6.18 B. WT and tbl32 
produced both peaks at similar levels, tbl33 produced both peaks in a minor 
magnitude, and in tbl32/33 both peaks were absent. This shows that in tbl33 xylan, 
the amount of acetylated U[me],a are reduced, but for the acetylated sites remaining, 
the proportion of methylated Ume,a to Ua is increased. In tbl32/33 xylan no Ac was 
detected in glucuronidated sites. Curiously, tbl33 showed a slight change in chemical 
shift of XG3, but not of XGme3. 
In Figure 6.18 panels C and D are shown the regions of the 13C-HSQC spectra for 
H3C3 and H4C4 correlations of xylosyl residues. (Methyl)glucuronidated Xyl peaks 
were split into two, 3-O-acetylated (XG[me]3) and non-acetylated (XG[me]) in both 
panels. WT produced peaks corresponding to XG[me]3 but not XG[me], indicating that 
all detectable (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl were 3-O-acetylated. The double mutant 
tbl32/33 produced XG[me] peaks but not XG[me]3, indicating that all detectable 
(methyl)glucuronidated Xyl in tbl32/33 xylan were unacetylated. tbl33 showed peaks 
of both XG[me]3 and XG[me], denoting a partial loss of Ac in (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl. 
tbl32 produced peaks of XG[me]3, and not in XG[me]. Both H3C3 and H4C4 peaks of 
XG[me]3 in tbl32 xylan were shifted for an unknown reason, and they were reduced 
compared to the WT. However, the acetylation levels of (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl in 
tbl32 (panel B) were similar to the WT. The acetylation levels of glucuronidated Xyl 
exhibited by WT, the single mutants and the double mutant were consistent with the 
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analysis on PACE shown above. Therefore, this evidence supports the hypothesis that 
TBL32 and TBL33 are responsible for the acetylation of (methyl)glucuronidated Xyl, 





Figure 6.18: 13C-HSQC NMR spectra. 
AIR was prepared from basal stems, depectinated with 0.5% ammonium oxalate, 
delignified with 11% peracetic acid, and the xylan was extracted with DMSO at 80 °C. 
The DMSO was evaporated in vacuum, and the polysaccharides were resuspended 
in 3 M urea. The solubilised polysaccharides were purified by size exclusion with a 
PD10 column and vacuum-dried. The samples were resuspended in D2O containing 
0.5 M urea, and 13C-HSQC spectra were acquired by Dr Teresa Almeida. X-axis: 1H 
chemical shift, Y-axis: 13C chemical shift, both in ppm. (A) –CH3 peaks on O-acetyl 
groups on Xyl. (B) Peak volumes of XGme3 and XG3 from panel A. Panels (C) and (D) 
show xylosyl H3C3 and H4C4 correlation regions respectively. Spectra for WT 
(orange), tbl32-1 (pink), tbl33-1 (green) and tbl32-1/33-1 (blue) are shown. All peak 
assignments were carried out by Dr Teresa Almeida. 
Designations modified from Teleman et al. (2000): X2, 2-O-acetylated Xyl; X3, 3-O-
acetylated Xyl; X23, 2,3-di-O-acetylated Xyl; XG3, GlcA 2-O-linked and 3-O-
acetylated Xyl; XGme3, MeGlcA 2-O-linked and 3-O-acetylated Xyl; XG[me], [Me]GlcA 
2-O-linked Xyl and XG[me]3, [Me]GlcA 2-O-linked and 3-O-acetylated Xyl. 
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6.2.4.2 TBL28  
The expression of TBL28 under the ESK1 promoter showed a restoration of esk1 
growth, but the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan did not seem completely restored (section 
6.2.2). The inactivation of ESK1 produces an alteration of the GlcA pattern on 
secondary-cell-wall xylan (Grantham et al., 2017), but none of the allelic mutants tbl28-
1 and tbl28-2 mutants showed clear effects on primary- or secondary-cell-wall xylan 
GlcA pattern (section 6.2.3.3). Therefore, one hypothesis is that TBL28 has a similar 
function to ESK1, but TBL28 is less active. A second hypothesis is that TBL28 and 
ESK1 have a similar enzymatic activity, but they are differentially expressed. If they 
have a similar function, a simultaneous inactivation of TBL28 and ESK1 should lead 
to stronger phenotypes. However, the growth phenotype of tbl28 esk1 double mutants 
was not stronger than of esk1 (section 6.2.2.2).  
To analyse the [Me]GlcA pattern in tbl28 esk1 mutants, the plants were grown for six 
weeks and AIR was prepared from the lower portions of mature stems. The xylan was 
extracted with alkali and digested with GH30 glucuronoxylanase. The products were 
labelled with ANTS and analysed by PACE (Figure 6.19).  
The WT xylan produced more U[me]X8 and U[me]X10 than U[me]X7 and U[me]X9 which is 
characteristic of the glucuronic acid by GUX1 (Chapter 4; Bromley et al., 2013). esk1 
produced higher amounts of U[me]X6 and U[me]X7 than the longer oligosaccharides, 
which is indicative of the altered [Me]GlcA pattern in this mutant (Grantham et al., 
2017). The two tbl28 esk1 double mutants produced more U[me]X6 and U[me]X7 than the 
oligosaccharides with longer chains, which is similar to the pattern exhibited by esk1. 
The production of X2, X3, X4 and X5 by all the samples is indicative of some breakage 
of some the backbone of some hydrolysis products. Considering this artefact, the 
similar abundance of all GH30 products suggests that esk1 and the two tbl28 esk1 
mutants may have no clear difference in their GlcA pattern of xylan in secondary cell 
walls. Therefore, it is unlikely that TBL28 activity is related to the acetylation of xylan 
from secondary cell walls. However, it is possible that both TBL28 and ESK1 acetylate 
primary-cell-wall xylan, which would be interesting to analyse by investigating the GlcA 
pattern of xylan in primary walls in the double mutants. Also, because TBL28 is likely 
to be an acetyltransferase, it would also be useful to analyse the acetylation patterns 
of primary- and secondary-cell-wall xylan in the tbl28 esk1 mutants.  
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In the analysis presented here it was not determined whether ESK1 and TBL28 are 
differentially expressed. However, this PACE analysis shows that the co-inactivation 
of TBL28 and ESK1 does not produce a stronger effect on the secondary-wall xylan 
[Me]GlcA pattern to the exhibited by esk1.  
 
Figure 6.19: Analysis of GlcA substitutions spacing on xylan of tbl28 esk1 mutants by 
PACE. 
AIR was prepared from mature bottom stems of 6-week-old plants. Xylan was 
extracted with alkali and digested with BoGH30. The oligosaccharides were labelled 
with ANTS and resolved on a 10% PACE gel. This analysis was carried out for one 
biological replicate for both allelic tbl28 esk1 lines. 
 
6.2.4.3 AXY9 
It was proposed that the function of AXY9 is to provide the acetylated donor for the 
TBLs for the acetylation of multiple cell wall polysaccharides (Schultink et al., 2015). 
Consistent with this hypothesis, it was shown in section 6.2.3.3 that the axy9 mutant 
has an altered [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan, which is a similar effect to that produced by 
the inactivation of the xylan acetyltransferase ESK1 (Grantham et al., 2017). The 
inactivation of AXY9, however, may affect xylan acetylation by other 
acetyltransferases. To identify whether the inactivation of AXY9 affects only ESK1, or 
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also other xylan acetyltransferase activities, the xylan acetylation of axy9 and esk1 
were analysed and compared.  
The PACE analysis of GH11 products (section 6.2.3.4) showed that esk1 xylan is more 
accessible to the xylanase than WT, because this mutant lacks Ac in the alternating 
acetylation pattern. Also, no di-acetylated Xyl were detected in esk1 xylan by PACE 
and MS using GH11/CE4 (sections 6.2.3.5 and 6.2.4.1). Because ESK1 activity may 
be affected in axy9, gaps in the alternating acetylation pattern and loss of di-acetylated 
Xyl are possible. To investigate which Ac are missing in axy9, its xylan was analysed 
with the two methodologies used previously for the analysis of the tbl mutants this 
chapter (sections 6.2.3.4 and 6.2.3.5). The results of both analyses on PACE is 
described next. 
First, to detect gaps on the alternating acetylation pattern on xylan, the accessibility of 
axy9 xylan to GH11 was tested. The hydrolysis products were either treated or not 
with alkali, labelled with ANTS and analysed on PACE (Figure 6.20 panel A). The 
production of X1 and X2 by WT xylan shows that GH11 had some access to the xylan. 
Higher accessibility to esk1 xylan by GH11 is implied by the higher production of X1, 
X2, and XU[me],aXX, as seen in section 6.2.3.4. GH11 hydrolysis of axy9 xylan produced 
a higher amount of X1 and X2, and produced the non-acetylated XU[me]XX 
oligosaccharide instead of XU[me],aXX (blue arrow). After the alkali treatment, 
XU[me],aXX produced by WT and esk1 was de-acetylated, and co-migrated with 
XU[me]XX produced by axy9, which confirms the identity of both oligosaccharides. In 
section 6.2.4.1 was shown that TBL32 and TBL33 are responsible for all 3-O-Ac on 
Xyl that carry a [Me]GlcA. Since GH11 hydrolysis of axy9 xylan produced XU[me]XX 
instead of XU[me],aXX, it is implied that the inactivation of AXY9 has an impact on the 
activity of TBL32 and TBL33. Some GH11→alkali products on WT xylan (blue 
asterisks) were not produced by esk1 and axy9, and one product was produced by 
esk1 and axy9 and not by WT (red asterisk). A similar behaviour of these products 
between esk1 and axy9 suggests that these oligosaccharides are generated when 
ESK1 activity is affected. However, one GH11→alkali product (green asterisk) was 
produced by WT and esk1 but not by axy9, which suggests that this oligosaccharide 




Figure 6.20: Analysis of xylan acetylation of esk1 and axy9 by PACE. 
6-week-old plants were grown. esk1 plants were grown on soil and axy9 on magenta 
pots in sterile conditions. Basal mature stems were collected from esk1 and whole 
stems from axy9, and holocellulose was prepared. The samples were digested with 
GH11 (panel A) or with GH11 and CE4 (panel B). The enzymes were inactivated with 
heat and removed using Nanosep. The hydrolysis products were then treated with 
alkali, labelled with ANTS and resolved on 10% PACE gels.  
Arrows: Red arrows show difference in migration of unidentified acetylated species. 
Blue and green arrows show the difference in migration between XU[me],aXX and 
XU[me]XX.  
Asterisks: Blue asterisks show bands produced by the digestion of WT xylan but not 
by esk1 and axy9. Red asterisk shows a band produced by esk1 and axy9 but not by 
WT. Green asterisk shows a band produced by WT and esk1 but not by axy9. 
Letters: Bands A-G are coherent with the makings in a similar PACE analysis shown 
in section 6.2.3.5, and a summary of the putative identities is presented in Table 6.2 
(page 212). Bands A-D are unidentified acetylated species. Bands E-G are produced 




Second, to identify Ac deficiencies associated with di-substituted Xyl, holocellulose 
from axy9, esk1 and WT was incubated with CE4 and GH11 simultaneously. The 
hydrolysis products were either treated or not with alkali, then they were labelled with 
ANTS and analysed on PACE (Figure 6.20 panel B). WT and esk1 produced 
XU[me],aXX, while axy9 produced XU[me]XX (green arrow). This suggests that the 
inactivation of AXY9 impacts on the activity of TBL32 and TBL33, which supports the 
evidence from GH11 alone (panel A, blue arrow). The oligosaccharide XXaaXX is 
produced by GH11/CE4 from xylan regions with di-acetylated Xyl that are isolated from 
other R substitutions (U[me],[a] or Xaa). In section 6.2.4.1 was shown that XXaaXX was 
produced by WT and was undetectable on esk1 products by MS. Here, XXaaXX was 
only produced by WT, and was undetectable by PACE on esk1 and axy9 products. 
This is consistent with the view that in axy9, the alteration of ESK1 activity affects the 
production of di-acetylated Xyl. It could be that a second acetyltransferase involved in 
di-acetylation requires the activity of AXY9. The absence of species A, B and C in both 
axy9 and esk1, also suggests that ESK1 activity is required for the production of these 
oligosaccharides. 
The results here shown are supporting evidence for AXY9 being responsible for 
several Ac on xylan. This included the Ac mediated by ESK1 and TBL32/33. The 
identification of the remaining Ac in axy9 GH11 and GH11/CE4 products by MS would 






In Chapters 4 and 5 was shown that different xylan regions have different patterns of 
acetylation. In the xylan compatible domain, Xyl substituted with single Ac were 
alternated with unsubstituted Xyl, and in the incompatible domain several acetylated 
Xyl were found successively arranged. Di-acetylated Xyl, and Xyl di-substituted with 
one Ac and an additional modification ([Me]GlcA, PUX or Araf) were also described. 
The multiple positions and patterns of Ac on xylan therefore suggests that several 
xylan acetyltransferases are possible.  
The main aim of this chapter was to identify the acetyltransferases that are responsible 
for the multiple Ac positions on xylan. The phylogenetic analysis carried out in this 
chapter suggested that within the ESK1 homologues in eudicots, between five or six 
putative activities are conserved. Arabidopsis possesses nine sequences in this clade, 
with either one or two genes for each possible activity. Since the activities of this clade 
were shown to be responsible for more than one Ac position on xylan, it is likely that 
all the activities in the ESK1 branch are associated with xylan. Each of the possible 
functions found here is discussed in the following sections. 
6.3.1 ESK1 acetylation determines other downstream xylan acetylation and 
glucuronidation processes 
ESK1 was shown to be responsible for most mono-Ac substitutions on xylan. The 
higher accessibility to xylan by GH11 xylanase exhibited on the PACE analysis of esk1 
acetyl-xylan (section 6.2.3.4) indicates that the xylan in this mutant lacks some of the 
modifications on the backbone. This is supported by the digestion with GH11 and CE4 
combined (Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.20B), where the production of XU[me],aXX by WT 
is closer to the levels of esk1 mutant. WT xylan accessibility by GH11 is enhanced by 
the removal of mono-Ac-substitutions by CE4, but since WT xylan has Xaa and esk1 
does not, WT xylan is less accessible by CE4/GH11 in regions where Xaa occur. This 
evidence is consistent with the NMR data reported by Grantham (2016), in which the 
13C-HSQC spectra of esk1 shows undetectable X2 (2-O-Ac) cross-peaks and small 
amounts of X3 (3-O-Ac) compared to WT. Other reports also showed by solution-state 
1-D 1H-NMR experiments that esk1 xylan has a reduction in both 2-O-Ac and 3-O-Ac 
(Xiong et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013). Nevertheless, it is unclear whether 2-O-Ac and 
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3-O-Ac are similarly reduced in xylan in the cell wall. Since the analysis of extracted 
xylan by NMR allows enough time for Ac to migrate before the data is acquired, the 
loss of 3-O-Ac in the spectrum might not reflect loss of 3-O-Ac of the xylan in the cell 
wall. The ESK1 in vitro activity reported by Urbanowicz et al. (2014) is also consistent 
with the results shown in this chapter. In the report xylohexaose was acetylated by 
ESK1 at O-2, and only after 30 min of incubation 3-O-acetylated products were 
detected by real-time 2-D NMR, which is strong evidence of ESK1 to be regiospecific 
for 2-O-Xyl acetylation. 
The lack of O-2-specific Ac is perhaps reflected in the activity of GH11 on esk1 acetyl- 
xylan. It was proposed in section 6.2.3.4 that X3Ac1 and X4Ac1 are produced by GH11 
when it hydrolyses regions of xylan with isolated mono-acetylated Xyl (Figure 6.13 and 
reproduced in Figure 6.20A). Then, when GH11 products were de-acetylated with 
alkali, X3 and X4 were produced respectively. Alternatively, X4 could be produced by 
the de-acetylation of XXaaXX. However, because no di-acetylated oligosaccharides 
were detected in esk1 xylan (Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.16), all X4 produced by 
GH11→alkali originated from X4Ac1. It is unclear why in esk1 the production of X3 was 
increased, and X4 was decreased. GH11 xylanases do not tolerate substitutions at the 
-1 or +1 subsites, but have been shown to tolerate Araf at the -2 on the 3-OH but not 
the 2-OH (Ridlova et al., 2008). It is possible that X3 and X4 are generated by 
GH11→alkali when the enzyme hydrolyses the backbone around a 3-O- or 2-O-mono-
acetylated Xyl respectively. Then, because ESK1 is 2-O-Ac regiospecific (Urbanowicz 
et al., 2014), the production of X4 is decreased in this mutant possibly because the 
missing Ac are likely to be O-2-linked. Then, X3 is increased possibly because of the 
higher accessibility by GH11 to esk1 xylan (discussed above). Spontaneous migration 
of Ac between O-2 and O-3 of backbone Xyl has been previously reported to occur on 
xylan in solution (Kabel et al., 2003; Mastihubová and Biely, 2004; Urbanowicz et al., 
2014), however, here the GH11 hydrolyses were carried out on holocellulose, in which 
xylan is naturally adsorbed and not in solution. This difference could explain the 
difference in GH11 activity observed between WT and esk1 xylan. In addition, the 
GH11→alkali treatment of axy9 holocellulose also is consistent with the hypothesis of 
the Ac-position-dependent GH11 activity. AXY9 has been proposed to be an 
intermediary between RWA and the TBLs (Schultink et al., 2015), and its inactivation 
depletes ESK1 and other TBLs of Ac donor. Therefore, it was expected to find a 
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reduction of ESK1-mediated Ac, but also of other-TBL-mediated Ac. The GH11→alkali 
treatment products X3 and X4 by axy9 holocellulose were both decreased respect to 
the WT (Figure 6.20A), but the higher proportion of X4 was maintained. If GH11 activity 
is dependent of the Ac position, this would suggest that 2-O-Ac and 3-O-Ac are both 
reduced in axy9 xylan. It would be useful to determine whether GH11 activity on xylan 
is different when digesting holocellulose in comparison to DMSO-extracted acetyl-
xylan. 
ESK1 also was found to be absolutely necessary for di-acetylated Xyl synthesis. The 
CE4/GH11 on esk1 xylan produced a complete absence of XXaaXX on PACE (section 
6.2.3.5), which is indicative of the lack of di-acetylated Xyl in this mutant. Supporting 
evidence was shown by MS, which confirmed the lack of XXaaXX in CE4/GH11 
products, and also showed no di-acetylated Xyl near [Me]GlcA xylan substitutions 
(section 6.2.4.1). This is supported by the NMR data reported by Grantham (2016), in 
which the 13C-HSQC spectra of esk1 xylan in which the cross-peaks corresponding to 
di-acetylated Xyl (X23) were absent. Several publications from one group during the 
course of the work for this thesis have reported by 1-D 1H-NMR experiments of esk1 
xylan, and they interpret that ESK1 has no effect on Xaa residues (Yuan et al., 2016a, 
2016c, 2016b, 2013). The frequency of Xaa on xylan is however inconsistent between 
these publications for WT and for esk1. These inconsistencies are likely to arise when 
using 1-D 1H-NMR methods for quantification in complex samples. As there is no 
separation in the carbon-dimension, it is very likely that they considered unresolved 
acetylation-unrelated peaks in the measurements. Xiong et al. (2013) described esk1 
xylan acetylation by 2-D NMR experiments, however, the spectra of the samples 
reported were too complex to resolve di-acetylated Xyl from mono-acetylated Xyl. 
Three hypotheses therefore arise; First, ESK1 may have two acetyltransferase 
activities, one 2-O-acetyltransferase and another 3-O-acetyltransferase. Because 
transferase enzymes commonly have a single regiospecificity, this hypothesis is highly 
unlikely. However, this first hypothesis is perhaps strictly possible because there are 
reports of some transferases that can modify sugar residues with more than one 
different linkage. One example is CSLF, which elongates the backbone of mixed-
linked glucans and has been shown to transfer 1,3 and 1,4-glucosyl residues to the 
backbone (Burton et al., 2006). A second hypothesis is that ESK1 2-O-acetylates a 
backbone Xyl, then this Ac spontaneously migrates to O-3 while xylan is in solution in 
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the Golgi, and this would allow ESK1 to re-acetylate the Xyl on O-2. A third hypothesis 
is that the Xyl that are 2-O-acetylated by ESK1 are substrate for a downstream 3-O-
acetyltransferase which is responsible for the second Ac. This third hypothesis is most 
likely to be true because it is the simplest explanation. However, the activity of this 
hypothetical ESK1-activity-dependent xylan-acetyltransferase was not identified in the 
screen for phenotypes of TBL mutants.  
Xylan acetylation by ESK1 determines the patterning of xylan with GlcA. The PACE 
analysis of esk1 using GH30 (section 6.2.3.3) showed an altered GlcA pattern of xylan, 
which is consistent with the reported by Grantham et al. (2017). The [Me]GlcA spacing 
in esk1 xylan showed no preference for even number of backbone Xyl, which is 
indicative of the altered [Me]GlcA pattern in this mutant. Supporting evidence for the 
altered pattern of [Me]GlcA was shown by MS on CE4/GH11 products (section 
6.2.4.1), in which esk1 showed a higher production of xylooligosaccharides carrying 
two [Me]GlcA modifications. This implies that when ESK1 is inactivated, GUX1/2 are 
dysregulated, and the [Me]GlcA on xylan are more frequently at short distance from 
each other. Naturally-occurring consecutive Xyl carrying MeGlcA have been recently 
reported in spruce xylan (Martínez-Abad et al., 2017), however, in esk1 xylan such 
short distance between two [Me]GlcA was not detected, since the minimum distance 
observed between [Me]GlcA-modified Xyl was of two backbone residues.  
The data shown here implies that the function of ESK1 is necessary not only for the 
main alternating acetylation pattern of xylan, but also for the acetylation of other sites 
on xylan and for the patterning of the GlcA. How ESK1 activity during the xylan 
synthesis determines these other downstream processes is not yet understood. 
However, since ESK1 is likely to be only an O-2-specific xylan acetyltransferase, one 
hypothesis is that ESK1 catalyses the first 2-O-acetylation on xylan, and that these Ac 
are transferred to every other Xyl at that stage. Since GlcA by the GUX enzymes and 
Ac by ESK1 are both O-2-linked to Xyl, two possibilities arise; ESK1 may leave 
residues undecorated. Alternatively, the acetylation pattern by ESK1 is adapted after 
by acetyltransferases, transacetylases and/or acetylesterases or by migration to O-3 
in order for GUX1 and GUX2 to recognise their glucuronidation sites. Both possibilities 
are consistent with Grantham et al (2017), who proposed that the GUX enzymes may 
recognise “gaps” in the ESK1 acetylation pattern of xylan. For testing both possibilities, 
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it would be useful to identify whether the transfer of Ac by ESK1 is carried out in a 
patterned manner. This could be tested by sequencing oligosaccharides decorated in 
vitro with two Ac by ESK1 using MALDI-ToF MS/MS. A second possible hypothesis is 
that GUX1 and GUX2 regiospecificities recognise more complex acetylation 
arrangements than just gaps in the alternating acetylation pattern of xylan, such as di-
acetylated Xyl or consecutive mono-acetylated Xyl. If this hypothesis is true it would 
be necessary to free up the 2-OH for additional xylan modifications to happen after 
xylan is acetylated by ESK1 and before glucuronidation by GUX1/2 occurs. Evidence 
for complex acetylation patterns on regions of xylan that are decorated by GUX1 and 
GUX2 is shown in the MS analysis of xylan from gux1 and gux2 in Chapter 4. Also, 
the analysis of spacing between [Me]GlcA on xylan from gux1 and gux2 presented by 
Bromley et al (2013) suggests that the activity of GUX1 and GUX2 are restricted to 
decorate independent domains of xylan. In agreement with both hypotheses 
presented here, they proposed that GlcA decorations by GUX1 and GUX2 may have 
a different acetylation context. Since in esk1 xylan the main alternating pattern of 
acetylation is missing, the dysregulation of GUX1 and possibly GUX2 may be caused 
because new acetylation patterns can be recognised by GUX1 and GUX2. 
6.3.2 TBL28 can partially complement the lack of ESK1 
The phylogenetic analysis of ESK1 homologues in higher plants revealed that TBL28 
and TBL30 are likely to have a similar activity to ESK1 (section 6.2.1.2). This is 
because they both grouped with a single sequence of the early-diverging angiosperm 
Amborella, which suggests a conservation of a single enzymatic activity among 
angiosperms. Since TBL28 and TBL30 are adjacent genes in Arabidopsis genome 
(At2G40150 and At2G40160) they likely originated from a recent gene duplication 
rather than due to a convergent evolutionary process. However, because the topology 
of TBL30 is isolated from other eudicots in the ESK1 sub-clade, TBL30 is likely to have 
a different activity to TBL28 and ESK1.  
Since the expression patterns of TBL28 and TBL30 are similar to GUX3, possibly 
TBL28 and TBL30 may be involved in the synthesis of xylan in primary cell walls. The 
inactivation of ESK1 showed an effect on the substitutions on xylan (section 6.2.3; 
Grantham et al., 2017), therefore it was possible that the inactivation of TBL28 or 
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TBL30 could cause a similar effect on primary-cell-wall xylan. As discussed above, the 
lack of ESK1 causes a deficit of secondary-cell-wall xylan acetylation and disrupts the 
patterns of Ac and [Me]GlcA on the backbone. This causes a mildly dwarfed growth 
effect on esk1 mutant because the xylan is less functional. However, the growth of 
tbl28 and tbl30 mutants was unaffected, and their GlcA patterns on primary- and 
secondary-cell-wall xylan were similar to the WT. This suggested that the functions of 
TBL28 and TBL30 are different to ESK1. Supporting evidence is shown by the lack of 
additional effect on the growth of esk1 of the inactivation of TBL28 and TBL30 in the 
double mutants tbl28 esk1 and tbl30 esk1. In addition, tbl28 esk1 showed no further 
alteration of the [Me]GlcA pattern on PACE. On the other hand, it was also possible 
that TBL28 and TBL30 may have redundant functions in primary cell wall, then it would 
be useful to analyse the effects of the simultaneous inactivation of TBL28 and TBL30. 
Because ESK1 may also be involved in this process it would be also useful to 
investigate the primary-wall xylan acetylation of esk1 tbl28/30 triple mutant. 
It is possible that TBL28 or TBL30 may have a similar enzymatic activity to ESK1, 
therefore, to test whether TBL28 and TBL30 can substitute the activity of ESK1 they 
were expressed in esk1 mutant under the promoter of ESK1 (section 6.2.2). The 
overexpression of TBL28 in secondary walls restored the dwarfed growth caused by 
the inactivation of ESK1, but pESK1:TBL30(esk1) lines showed no clear effect on the 
growth. The PACE analysis using GH30 of the TBL28 overexpressor lines showed a 
marginal recovery of the [Me]GlcA pattern of xylan, which is supporting evidence of 
that TBL28 has a similar activity to ESK1. During the course of the work for this thesis, 
Zhong et al. (2017) reported a recovery of esk1 growth when overexpressing TBL28 
which is consistent with the result of the promoter swap experiment shown here. For 
the overexpression they used the promoter of CESA7 which is approximately four 
times stronger than the promoter of ESK1 used here (TRAVA, RNAseq data).  
Zhong et al. (2017) recently showed that TBL28 and TBL30 heterologously expressed 
in human HEK293F cells and purified are catalytically active on xylohexaose, by 
detecting a mass difference of the products corresponding to one or two Ac. In 
agreement with the hypothesis stated above, they proposed that ESK1 and TBL28 
may have a similar activity, because the chemical shift of the 2-O and 3-O-acetylated 
products in a 1-D 1H-NMR experiment have a similar signal ratio. They also propose 
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that TBL30 has a different activity because the ratios are different and lacks an 
additional peak, which they believe corresponds to di-acetylated Xyl (H3-X23). 
However, another publication used 2-D NMR experiments to monitor the ESK1 
acetyltransferase activity to xylooligosaccharides, and the various acetylated 
backbone Xyl had different chemical shifts (Urbanowicz et al., 2014). Since the 
chemical shift assignments by Zhong et al. (2017) are based only on previously 
reported 1-D NMR experiments, and because acetylated Xyl in different context may 
produce different shifts, their NMR analysis requires a second (13C) dimension to verify 
the identity of the peaks in their spectra. It would be interesting to investigate whether 
the Ac by TBL28 and TBL30 on xylan products are at different positions.  
6.3.3 Acetylation of glucuronidated Xyl of xylan is completely mediated by 
TBL32 and TBL33, occurs in regions decorated by GUX1 and GUX2, and 
impacts on the downstream process of GlcA methylation  
Since the 3-O-acetylation of 2-O-[Me]GlcA substituted Xyl is unaffected by the 
inactivation of ESK1 (MS analysis in section 6.2.4.1; Grantham, 2016; Yuan et al., 
2013), it is implied that another acetyltransferase activity is required for the acetylation 
of these sites. The PACE analysis using CE4/GH11 (section 6.2.3.5) was used to 
screen for acetylation deficiencies on xylan of the tbl mutants. TBL33 was found to be 
partially responsible for the acetylation of glucuronidated Xyl on xylan, because the 
xylan hydrolysis of both allelic mutants tbl33-1 and tbl33 produced the non-acetylated 
species XU[me]XX in addition to XU[me],aXX. No other tbl single mutant analysed had 
this phenotype, but the phylogenetic analysis on higher plants suggested that TBL32 
and TBL33 may have a similar activity, since both grouped with a single sequence 
from the early-diverging angiosperm Amborella. Then, to test if TBL32 contributes to 
the acetylation of glucuronidated Xyl, the double mutant tbl32/33 was produced and 
its xylan was analysed and compared to the single mutants. The analysis of tbl32/33 
and both single mutants by PACE and MS using CE4/GH11 (section 6.2.4.1) revealed 
that TBL32 and TBL33 are both necessary for the specific acetylation of 
glucuronidated Xyl on secondary-cell-wall xylan. The levels of acetylation in 
glucuronidated Xyl were barely undetectable in the double mutant on either PACE and 
MS, and because there are no other Arabidopsis members in the TBL32/33 subclade, 
it is very likely that only TBL32 and TBL33 are responsible for the acetylation of all of 
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glucuronidated Xyl. In contrast, the PACE and MS analyses showed no effect on the 
production of XXaaXX by either tbl32, tbl33 or tbl32/33, which implies that neither 
TBL32 nor TBL33 is responsible for the production of di-acetylated Xyl. Supporting 
evidence for the Ac position that is sensitive to mutations in TBL32 and TBL33, is 
shown by the GH11/CE4 products Pent6Ac2U[me] and Pent6Ac3U[me] which indicate the 
absence or presence (respectively) of Ac on glucuronidated Xyl. In tbl32 and tbl33 the 
production of these oligosaccharides was shifted towards Pent6Ac2U[me], while tbl32/33 
generated almost only Pent6Ac2U[me], denoting a partial loss of Ac in the single 
mutants, and a more severe deficit on the double mutant xylan, but Ac only on 
glucuronidated Xyl and not on di-acetylated or mono-substituted Xyl. Because PACE 
and MS analyses are based on the digestible fractions of xylan, supporting evidence 
for indigestible regions is shown in the 13C-HSQC spectra of tbl32/33 xylan, which 
shows no detectable Ac on Xyl carrying a [Me]GlcA. The PACE, MS and NMR data 
presented in this chapter shows strong evidence of that TBL32 and TBL33 are 
responsible uniquely for the 3-O-acetylation of secondary-wall xylan glucuronidated 
Xyl, and therefore, both proteins are likely to be glucuronoxylan-3-O-
acetyltransferases. 
During the course of the work for this thesis, Yuan et al. (2016a) reported an MS 
analysis of tbl32/33 xylan using a GH11 xylanase. Since they did not use xylan 
acetylesterase CE4 for the hydrolysis, the accessibility of GH11 to the xylan was 
restricted and the interpretation of their data is narrowed to a smaller digestible fraction 
of the xylan compared to the analyses shown in this chapter. However, their MS 
spectrum of tbl32/33 xylan digested with GH11 consistently shows a higher production 
of species with less acetate than the WT. In agreement with the hypothesis stated 
here, they concluded that the activity of TBL32/33 is different to ESK1 because the 
oligosaccharides produced by GH11 on tbl32/33 and esk1 xylan are different. 
However, they did not show the independent contribution of TBL32 and TBL33 for the 
acetylation of these sites. To show the position of the lacking Ac on tbl32/33 xylan 
Yuan et al. (2016a) presented a 1-D 1H-NMR spectrum, and integrated the area of a 
group of about six overlapped peaks in the spectrum according to the proton 
resonance of the H3 of glucuronidated Xyl (between 5.05 and 5.2 ppm). Based on 
their NMR results they mention that the xylan of the tbl32/33 mutant possesses barely 
undetectable levels of Ac in glucuronidated Xyl. Nevertheless, since the analysis by 
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NMR of a polymer with heterogeneous substitutions such as xylan is highly complex, 
it is not possible to determine the identities of each of the peaks that they used for the 
integration only by using the 1H dimension.  
In another recent publication by the same research group (Zhong et al., 2017) they 
tested purified TBL32 and TBL33 for acetyltransferase activity on X6 and XUXX. Their 
1-D 1H-NMR analysis of the enzymatic reaction products suggested that TBL32 and 
TBL33 are only active on the glucuronidated substrate by producing a single peak at 
5.15 ppm corresponding to the H3 of 3-O-acetylated 2-O-GlcA-substituted Xyl. The 
enzymatic activities proposed by Zhong et al. (2017) for TBL32 and TBL33 support 
the genetic analyses presented here, where the independent inactivation of TBL32 
and TBL33 exhibit deficits of Ac on glucuronidated Xyl. 
The lack of 3-O-Ac by TBL32/33 on 2-O-[Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl showed an effect 
on the level of methylation of the GlcA. In WT xylan the MS analysis using GH11 and 
CE4 (section 6.2.4.1) showed a higher production of oligosaccharides with a 
methylated GlcA than the respective analogue oligosaccharides with a non-
methylated GlcA. This is consistent with several previous glucuronoxylan MS analyses 
reported (Bromley et al., 2013; Chong et al., 2014; Grantham, 2016), and it reveals 
that in Arabidopsis not all GlcA modifications on xylan are methylated. In the MS 
analysis shown here, the mutant tbl32/33 exhibited a reduced proportion of 
oligosaccharides with a MeGlcA to the analogue ones with a non-methylated GlcA. 
Also, in the tbl33 mutant, where only part of the 2-O-[Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl are 3-
O-acetylated, the ratio of MeGlcA:GlcA was maintained for the fully acetylated 
oligosaccharides, and it was reduced in the Ac-deficient oligosaccharides. This 
evidence shows there is an impact on the downstream process of GlcA methylation 
by the GXM methyltransferases driven by the Ac by TBL32/33.  
However, in tbl32/33, where glucuronidated Xyl are completely depleted of Ac, the 
GlcA modifications on xylan can still be methylated, which indicates that 3-O-Ac on 
GlcA-Xyl may facilitate the GlcA methylation by producing a better substrate for the 
GXM. 
Supporting evidence for the reduction in GlcA methylation is shown by the quantitative 
method DASH using GH11 (section 6.2.4.1; Li et al., 2013). The percentage of 
methylated GlcA in WT was of 70% which is in range to what has been previously 
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reported (Bromley et al., 2013; Chong et al., 2014; Faria-Blanc, 2014; Grantham, 
2016; Li et al., 2013; Peña et al., 2007). The tbl32 mutant exhibited a non-significant 
6% reduction of GlcA methylation from the WT, both allelic mutants tbl33-1 and tbl33-
2, which have less Ac than tbl32-1, showed a significant 14% and 16% reduction of 
GlcA methylation from the WT respectively, and drastically the two double mutants 
tbl32-1/33-1 and tbl32-1/33-1, which are depleted of Ac on 2-O-[Me]GlcA-substituted 
Xyl, showed a significant 49% and 50% reduction of GlcA methylation from WT. 
Therefore, this evidence shows that the level of GlcA methylation on xylan directly 
correlates to the DA on the 2-O-[Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl. Since in WT almost 100% 
of Xyl carrying a [Me]GlcA are acetylated (Chong et al., 2014), and tbl32/33 mutants 
specifically lack these Ac, it implies that TBL32- and TBL33-mediated Ac impact on 
the methylation of half of the GlcA on xylan. In addition, since both tbl33-1/gux1 and 
tbl33-1/gux2 exhibited a reduction in GlcA methylation from the respective controls 
(gux1 and gux2 respectively), it is implied that the Ac by TBL32 and TBL33 impact on 
the degree of GlcA methylation in the compatible and incompatible domains of xylan. 
Other xylan acetylation mutants such as esk1 and rwa have also been shown to have 
altered methylation levels on xylan GlcA substitutions (Grantham, 2016; Grantham et 
al., 2017; Manabe et al., 2013). RWA have been predicted to be transporters for the 
import of Ac-CoA into the Golgi, because they are type III membrane proteins and 
because their inactivation affects the acetylation of several polymers of the cell wall. In 
the rwa1/2/3 and rwa1/3/4 triple mutants, where only one functional RWA protein 
remains, xylan acetylation is reduced by 20-30% and the GlcA methylation is 
decreased by about 13% respect to the WT (Grantham, 2016; Manabe et al., 2013). 
On the other hand esk1, where xylan acetylation is reduced by 50-60%, the 
methylation of the GlcA is increased by about 13% (Grantham, 2016; Grantham et al., 
2017; Xiong et al., 2013). The opposite effect on the methylation of xylan GlcA in rwa 
and esk1 mutants is possibly because ESK1 is not responsible for the Ac on 2-O-
[Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl. Therefore, when ESK1 is inactivated there is more available 
Ac-CoA channelled to xylan acetylation by TBL32 and TBL33, which leads to a 
stimulation of the GlcA methylation. The increase of 3-O-Ac on 2-O-[Me]GlcA 
substituted Xyl exhibited by esk1 xylan on the MS analysis (section 6.2.4.1) supports 
this hypothesis. On the other hand, when only one RWA is active, the levels of Ac-
CoA are partially reduced which affect the activity of TBL32 and TBL33, therefore, less 
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2-O-[Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl would be 3-O-acetylated, which leads to reduced levels 
of GlcA methylation. To test this hypothesis, it would be useful to analyse the GlcA 
methylation levels in other xylan acetylation mutants such as axy9 or rwa1/2/3/4, which 
should show a stronger GlcA methylation phenotype than the rwa triple mutants. 
6.3.4 TBL3 is responsible for different xylan Ac modifications to ESK1/TBL28, 
TBL32/33 and possibly to TBL31 
The phylogenetic analysis of ESK1 homologues in angiosperms suggested conserved 
activities for TBL3 and TBL31. Since each grouped independently with sequences 
from Eucalyptus and Amborella, their function is likely to be different. 
The promoter swap experiment from section 6.2.2 suggested that TBL3 possibly has 
a different activity to ESK1 and TBL28. The aim of the promoter swap experiment was 
to find TBLs with similar activities to ESK1 by expecting a recovery of the esk1 
phenotypes. As discussed before (in section 6.3.2), the restoration of WT traits by the 
overexpression of ESK1 and TBL28 suggested similar activities. However, the 
overexpression of TBL3 under the promoter of ESK1 generated instead an 
aggravation of esk1 plant growth and caused sterility. In addition, WT lines 
transformed with the same construct for the overexpression of TBL3, showed WT 
traits. This suggests that the exacerbated phenotype of esk1 produced by the 
overexpression of TBL3 is related to a xylan dysfunction. Therefore, this is evidence 
suggests that the activity of TBL3 is related to xylan, and that its activity is different to 
ESK1 and TBL28 since the overexpression of TBL3 did not rescue the growth of esk1. 
None of the other transformed lines showed a clear exacerbation of esk1 phenotypes, 
including the overexpression of TBL31.  
The PACE analysis using GH11/CE4 (section 6.2.3.5) was used to identify changes 
on di-substituted Xyl on xylan that are caused when the TBLs are inactivated. In the 
analysis, tbl3 xylan showed reproducibly the lack of a single band on PACE. This is 
indicative of a missing or extra Ac on xylan in this mutant affecting the product outcome 
of GH11/CE4 digestion. This evidence strongly suggests that TBL3 is responsible for 
a specific xylan Ac modification. To determine the position of the missing or extra Ac 




The activity assay recently reported by Zhong et al. (2017) of purified TBL3 on 
xylohexaose supports the hypothesis that TBL3 is active on xylan. The assay product 
detection was carried out using 1-D 1H-NMR, which as discussed above, is not very 
reliable. Their data suggests that TBL3 is active on xylan, since it produced acetylated 
products. However, they did not identify the Xyl on the xylohexaose substrate to which 
the Ac were transferred in the assay. They also did not consider the spontaneous 
migration of Ac between O-2 and O-3 (Kabel et al., 2003; Mastihubová and Biely, 
2004; Urbanowicz et al., 2014). Since the Ac migration equilibrates with a dominant 
O-3 linkage, the preference for 3-O-acetylation of Xyl by TBL3 reported by Zhong et 
al. (2017) is possibly an artefact. They also observed a 1-D 1H-NMR peak which they 
assigned as a 1H on 2,3-di-O-acetylated Xyl, however as discussed before, their 
assignment for Xaa is not reliable. Thus, to determine the activity of TBL3 (or any other 
TBL tested) it would be necessary to analyse the products in the 13C dimension on 
NMR and by MS experiments. 
Since TBL3 showed a specific phenotype when overexpressed in esk1, tbl3 lacked an 
oligosaccharide on the PACE anaylsis, and TBL31 did not show either phenotype, this 
suggests that TBL3 and TBL31 have different function and activity. Yuan et al. (2016c) 
analysed the double mutant tbl3/31 because their Arabidopsis TBL phylogenetic 
analysis inconsistently suggested that TBL3 and TBL31 may have similar activities. 
However, they did not find any differences between WT, tbl3 and tbl31. From a group 
of peaks on 1-D 1H-NMR spectra of xylan from the double mutant tbl3/31 they interpret 
a 50% reduction of 3-O-Ac and a 25% increase of 2-O-Ac on the xylan backbone. 
Their data suggests that TBL3 is active on xylan, which is supportive of the data 
presented in this chapter. However, in contrast they proposed similar activities for 
TBL3 and TBL31, related to 3-O-acetylation of xylan Xyl, but their evidence is based 
on a group of possibly unspecific peaks on 1-D 1H-NMR spectra. 
It would be interesting to investigate further the contribution of TBL3 and possibly 
TBL31 to the acetylation pattern of xylan. The functions of TBL30, TBL34 and TBL35 
also remain unresolved. The phylogeny of ESK1 homologues in higher plants 
presented in this chapter, and the different effects on xylan acetylation found in the tbl 
mutants show clear evidence of that in the process of synthesis of xylan, the 
acetylation is carried out by a group of acetyltransferases with different 
regiospecificities. Some of these acetyltransferases belong to the ESK1 closest 
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paralogues branch, however, other xylan acetyltransferases from other branches of 
the phylogenetic tree are also possible. The genetic removal of Ac on xylan (in 
tbl33/esk1 mutants) produced severely sick plants, which is evidence that Ac are 
essential for the function of xylan. TBL32 and TBL33 were found to be responsible for 
3-O-acetylation of 2-O-GlcA substituted Xyl, and it would be interesting to investigate 
whether they are also involved in the acetylation of primary-cell-wall xylan. ESK1 also 
showed no contribution for the acetylation of primary-cell-wall xylan. ESK1 activity is 
necessary for the correct [Me]GlcA patterning of secondary cell wall, however, the 
substitution process of xylan in primary walls may be different. Also, a specific type of 
xylan may be synthesised in seeds, since GUX2, TBL28 and TBL30 exhibited a 
differential expression during this stage of the plant. Because GUX2 is normally 
associated with the co-glucuronidation of xylan with GUX1 in secondary cell walls, but 
GUX1 did not show expression in seeds, xylan in seeds may have a different structure, 









Chapter 7:   General discussion, conclusions and future work 
Cell walls are constituted by several components which interact together, and each of 
these components play a specific role. Cellulose is the primary and strongest 
component of the wall, and the cross-linking of the cellulose microfibrils provide 
support and rigidity to the plant. In eudicot secondary cell walls, xylan is the main 
hemicellulose, and plays a crucial role coating and cross-linking the cellulose 
microfibrils (Simmons et al., 2016). The acetylation pattern of xylan has been shown 
to be crucial for the formation of these interactions (Grantham et al., 2017). 
In Arabidopsis the degree of acetylation (DA) of xylan has been reported as near 0.60 
(Chong et al., 2014). This does not mean that 60% of the backbone Xyl carry an acetyl 
group, as some carry two. It has been proposed that mostly every other Xyl of the 
xylan backbone is acetylated (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014). 
However, di-acetylated Xyl are only around 6%, which indicates that other acetylation 
patterns on xylan are possible. 
The main aims of this thesis were to describe new acetylation patterns on xylan that 
are less frequent than the main alternating pattern, and to identify the proteins 
responsible for the transfer of Ac to each position on xylan. The first aim is discussed 
in section 7.1 and the second aim in section 7.2. 
7.1 Description of xylan acetylation patterns 
7.1.1 Acetylation patterns are consistent with the model of compatibility for 
xylan-cellulose interaction 
Bromley et al. (2013) proposed that the activities of GUX1 and GUX2 are narrowed to 
discrete non-overlapped regions of the xylan backbone. This means that the regions 
of xylan that are decorated by GUX1 and GUX2 are different. Also, in the absence of 
GUX1, GUX2 does not extend its activity to where GUX1 normally does, and vice 
versa. The alteration of xylan acetylation in esk1 and axy9 mutants causes a 
dysregulation of GUX1 and possibly GUX2 (Chapter 6; Grantham, 2016; Grantham et 
al., 2017) strongly suggests that the compatible and incompatible domains of xylan 
are determined by specific arrangements of acetylation on the backbone. Therefore, 
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it is likely that the patterns of acetylation on xylan determine the substrate recognition 
by GUX1 and GUX2.  
Supporting evidence for this hypothesis was presented in Chapter 4, where it was 
shown that the patterns of acetylation around the GlcA transferred by GUX1 and by 
GUX2 are different. In regions of xylan decorated by GUX1, mono- or di-acetylated 
Xyl of the backbone were alternated with unsubstituted Xyl (Figure 4.2). Remarkably, 
the pattern of acetylated Xyl – non-acetylated Xyl was ‘in frame’ with the position of 
the [Me]GlcA modification on the backbone. This implies that the acetylation pattern 
in xylan regions that are decorated by GUX1 are compatible for interacting with 
hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose. This evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that 
GUX1 decorates the compatible domain of xylan. The compatible acetylation pattern 
of GUX1-decorated xylan is consistent with the main alternating pattern of acetylation 
that has been previously reported (Figure 1.21; Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et 
al., 2014). Since in Arabidopsis GUX1 decorates 70% of xylan in secondary cell walls 
(Bromley et al., 2013), it is likely that the largest acetylation pattern of xylan extends 
to the whole of the GUX1-decorated region. 
The GlcA transferred by GUX2 is surrounded by a distinct (novel) acetylation pattern. 
This pattern consists on a series of consecutive acetylated Xyl (Figure 4.3). Some non- 
and di-acetylated Xyl were also found, and their position in the backbone sequence 
seemed to be stochastic. This acetylation pattern without alternation between 
substituted with unsubstituted Xyl supports the hypothesis that GUX2 decorates the 
regions of xylan that do not interact with hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose (Busse-
Wicher et al., 2014). In disagreement, molecular-dynamics simulations data shows 
that oligosaccharides with consecutive MeGlcA-substituted Xyl could interact with 
hydrophilic surfaces of cellulose (Martínez-Abad et al., 2017). However, in these 
putative interactions the Xyl and Glc sugars rings are in different planes. Since gux1 
mutant xylan also exhibited a minor production of compatibly-decorated 
oligosaccharides, it is possible that GUX2 also decorates a small region of the 
compatible domain of xylan. Alternatively, a minor contamination from primary cell 
walls was also possible. Supporting evidence for the existence of contiguous 
acetylated Xyl has been shown by Chong et al. (2014). Their MS analysis of GH10-
digested WT xylan showed some minor products with two and three consecutive Xyl 
that were mono-acetylated. The hydrolysis products structures shown in the 
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publication had the consecutive acetylated Xyl towards the RE from a [Me]GlcA-
substituted Xyl. Since the MS analysis of xylan shown in Chapter 4 in this thesis was 
carried out using GH30 and not GH10, the portion of xylan analysed may be partially 
different to that shown by Chong et al. (2014).  
Based on the evidence discussed here, a comparative model of the acetylation 
patterns of xylan in the compatible and incompatible domains is presented in Figure 
7.1 (page 251). 
The pattern found near [Me]GlcA substitutions in gux1 mutant xylan is consistent with 
the clustering of Ac in this domain shown by Grantham (2016). In his doctoral thesis, 
he observed gux1 and gux2 xylan acetylation by using GH10 and GH30 to hydrolyse 
the xylan, and then he analysed the complete range of oligosaccharides produced, 
without any enrichment for acidic products nor separation of isomers (e.g. by HILIC). 
In agreement, he proposed that the incompatible domain is more highly acetylated, 
based on a higher DA of the oligosaccharides released when digesting gux1 xylan 
over gux2. He did not determine the specific positions of the Ac respect to the 
[Me]GlcA substitutions in the hydrolysis products. Supporting evidence for the higher 
DA on the structures shown in the MS analysis using GH30/GH3 from Chapter 4, and 
his data shows strong evidence of that near [Me]GlcA substitutions by GUX2 there is 
a higher DA than near [Me]GlcA by GUX1. 
Curiously, XaXaUme,aX originated from gux2 xylan and does not have a compatible 
pattern (Figure 4.2E). This oligosaccharide was produced in very low abundance and 
had three consecutive acetylated-Xyl. Since GUX2 is inactive in this mutant, the 
MeGlcA on this oligosaccharide is likely a product of GUX1. This indicates that a very 
low proportion of the GlcA transferred by GUX1 are adjacent to an incompatibly-
acetylated region of xylan. Since the activities of GUX1 and GUX2 are each confined 
to a different region of xylan, it is possible that XaXaUme,aX is produced from the 
connecting point of the region of xylan decorated by GUX2 (at the NRE) to a region 
that is decorated by GUX1. Supporting evidence was shown by Bromley et al. (2013), 
who proposed that GUX1 and GUX2 decorate the same xylan molecules. In the 
publication they showed that GUX1-decorated xylan and GUX2-decorated xylan are 
not resolvable by size or charge, which implies that both regions are covalently linked. 
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7.1.2 Primary-cell-wall xylans are acetylated, and have different substitution 
patterns that include acetate groups 
The function of xylan in the primary cell wall is not yet understood, but curiously, its 
biosynthesis is performed by a specific and conserved set of enzymes (Mortimer et 
al., 2015; Ratke et al., 2015). In contrast to secondary cell walls, the lack of xylan in 
Arabidopsis primary cell walls does not seem to affect the plant growth and 
development, and the proportion of alkali-extractable xylan of primary cell walls is only 
~1% compared to the nearly 10% of xylan in woody tissues (Scheller and Ulvskov, 
2010; Zablackis et al., 1995). However, maybe a better understanding of the 
substitutions on this type of xylan could help to elucidate its role.  
The structure of xylan from primary walls has been partially characterised in young 
stems and roots of Arabidopsis (Mortimer et al., 2015). It is decorated with GlcA 
substitutions every six backbone Xyl. In Arabidopsis some of these GlcA are 
unsubstituted, some are methylated, and others are further substituted with an Arap 
(Mortimer et al., 2015; Peña et al., 2016), but no simultaneous methyl and Arap have 
been found on the same GlcA. The 1,2-linked Arap on the GlcA was initially reported 
as a pentopyranose by two groups independently. Mortimer et al. (2015) showed PUX 
being unique to primary-cell-wall xylan, by showing that it is dependent on the activity 
of primary-cell-wall xylan synthesis enzymes, IRX9-L, IRX10-L and GUX3. On the 
other hand, Chong et al. (2015) showed the presence of PUX sidechains on xylan 
from WT stems, and they also showed a structure containing PUX and an Ac linked to 
the same Xyl (PaXX). Chong et al. (2015) proposed that PUX sidechains are present 
in primary-cell-wall xylan since they found an enrichment in the secondary-cell-wall-
xylan-deficient mutant irx9, however they did not show direct evidence to relate PUX 
to primary-cell-wall xylan. Yet, from the conclusions of both reports taken together it is 
inferable that primary-cell-wall xylan may be acetylated. Apart from these two 
publications, no other evidence for acetylation on primary-cell-wall xylan was 
previously shown.  
In this thesis, several structures originated from primary-cell-wall xylan were shown to 
be acetylated. In Chapter 5, two primary cell wall sources were analysed and 
compared. Stem primary-cell-wall xylan decorated by GUX3 exhibited Ac decorations 
at several positions (Figure 5.5). A unique repeating acetylation pattern was found in 
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this type of xylan, which is illustrated in the model presented in Figure 7.1. 2-O-
[Me]GlcA- and PUX-substituted Xyl were found 3-O-acetylated. The Ac on Xyl carrying 
a PUX structure is consistent with the structure described by Chong et al. (2014) 
discussed above. From the [Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl, the second Xyl towards the NRE 
was found to be predominantly di-acetylated, and the fourth Xyl towards the NRE was 
found to be either unsubstituted or mono-acetylated. The structures described in this 
analysis are strong and direct evidence for the presence of acetylation in xylan from 
primary cell walls. Acetylation patterns of regions of xylan that are glucuronidated by 
GUX3 have not been previously reported.  
The analysis of callus cell walls exhibited a backbone substitution pattern that was to 
some extent different to the xylan from young stems. The difference in the pattern is 
not only in the acetylation, but also in Pent modifications on the callus xylan backbone. 
Most [Me]GlcA on callus xylan were spaced by six backbone residues (Figure 5.6), 
and Araf substitutions were detected near these [Me]GlcA (Figure 5.7). Callus xylan 
showed a consistent repeating substitution pattern on the backbone which included 
Ac and pentosyl substitutions (Figure 5.10). 2-O-[Me]GlcA- and 2-O-PUX-substituted 
Xyl were found 3-O-acetylated. From the [Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl, the second Xyl 
towards the NRE was found to be predominantly mono-acetylated, but it was also 
found carrying a second Ac or a pentosyl substitution. The fourth Xyl from the GlcA 
towards the NRE was found to be either unsubstituted or mono-arabinosylated. The 
even number of Xyl of spacing between backbone substitutions implies that the Xyl 
from the backbone are modified alternately. Since callus and stem primary-wall xylan 
exhibited substituted Xyl alternated with unsubstituted Xyl, this denotes a similarity 
between their substitution patterns. Curiously, the positions of the Pent found on the 
callus-xylan substitution pattern are analogous to Ac found in the pattern from primary-
wall xylan from stem.  
The pattern of alternating substituted Xyl with unsubstituted Xyl of primary-wall xylan 
shows a remarkable similarity to the compatible domain of secondary-cell-wall xylan. 
In both every-other Xyl from the backbone is substituted. Since this pattern is 
necessary for the normal interaction of xylan with cellulose in a two-fold configuration 
(Grantham et al., 2017), the pattern on callus and young-stem xylan strongly suggests 
that the function of xylan in primary cell walls may be to interact with the hydrophilic 
face of cellulose microfibrils. Supporting evidence for two-fold screw xylan in primary 
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cell walls is shown in ssNMR spectra of 13C-enriched Arabidopsis etiolated hypocotyls 
by Dick-Perez et al. (2012). At this developmental stage the plant material is enriched 
for primary cell walls. Their DP-INADEQUATE spectrum shows two unassigned peaks 
at 82.5-147.5 ppm (Unk5) and around 64.0-147.5 ppm (Unk6). The peaks with this 
chemical shift were assigned later in a publication by Simmons et al. (2016) in which 
a similar experiment was carried out to determine the fold of xylan in the cell wall. The 
CP-INADEQUATE spectra in the latter publication was acquired from Arabidopsis 
basal stems which are enriched for secondary cell walls, and the cross-peaks 
corresponding to two-fold xylan Xyl C4 and C5 overlap with the unknown peaks in the 
former report. This implies that in primary cell walls, two-fold xylan may interact with 
cellulose microfibrils. In the report by Dick-Perez et al. (2012), the DP-INADEQUATE 
spectra of depectinated sample with ammonium oxalate showed a reduction of the two 
possible C4 and C5 cross-peaks from Xyl, and this suggests that some of the xylan 
may have been removed with the depectination treatment. Therefore, a possible 
hypothesis for the role of xylan in primary cell walls may be to coat cellulose microfibrils 
and interact with pectic polysaccharides. Xylan in secondary cell walls are thought to 
interact with lignin though the GlcA substitutions (Watanabe and Koshijima, 1988), 
thus, it is possible that the hypothetical xylan-pectin interactions in primary cell walls 
may be driven by other sidechain structures that are in primary-wall xylan. These 
structures may be Arap on GlcA (PUX) or Araf substitutions on the backbone. 
Evidence for the independent interactions arabinogalactan – xylan, and 
arabinogalactan – pectin were shown by Tan et al. (2013) using NMR experiments. 
Their data also supports the hypothesis stated here for the interaction xylan – pectin, 
but through a wall proteic structure (APAP1).  
In addition to xylan from callus, possible Araf substitutions on the backbone were 
found on xylan from mature bottom stems (Chapter 4, Figure 4.3 panels E and Q). If 
these Pent on the backbone arise from primary cell wall it would have been expected 
to find increased amounts in stem material with an enrichment for primary cell walls. 
However, gux1/2 young stem material (Chapter 5), did not produce any detectable 
Pent sidechains. It is possible that these xylan Pent side-chains are specific for primary 
cell walls from mature portions of the stem. Also, the analysis of GUX2-decorated 
xylan regions (in Chapter 4) is based on the genetic inactivation of GUX1, which 
removes most of the GlcA on secondary-cell-wall xylan. Therefore, GUX2 may 
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responsible for the [Me]GlcA substitutions in the vicinity of Pent. However, no Pent 
sidechains have been previously reported in GUX2-decorated stem xylan (Bromley et 
al., 2013; Chong et al., 2014; Grantham et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2012; Mortimer et al., 
2015, 2010). Alternatively, the gux1 sample used may have a minor primary cell wall 
contamination, and since in gux1 the [Me]GlcA derived from secondary cell walls is 
reduced, there could be an enrichment for [Me]GlcA derived from primary-cell-wall 
xylan. In this way, these contaminants may become visible in the mass-spectra. In 
order to investigate which of the alternatives is correct, it would be useful to carry out 
the analysis using gux1/3 mutant xylan, which would have a reduction of the 
glucuronidated oligosaccharides from primary cell walls. It would also be interesting to 
investigate further the origin of Araf-substituted primary-wall xylan, since as discussed 
before, they may drive the link to pectin. Only a single report has previously shown a 
possible 2-O-Araf substitution on the xylan backbone (Tan et al., 2013). This linkage 
was implied from HSQC and an HMBC NMR spectra of the structure APAP1, which 
was proposed to link xylan to RG-I and AGPs. In the spectra, 3-O-acetylated β-D-Xyl 
and α-L-Araf were correlated. Since the Araf-substituted Xyl was also shown to be 3-
O-acetylated, their data is consistent with the structures found in Chapter 5 in primary-
wall xylan from callus, in which backbone Xyl were found carrying both Ac and Araf. 
Here the substitution pattern of eudicot primary-cell-wall xylan in callus was shown, 
which has not been previously described. As discussed above, callus xylan has a 
constant six-Xyl repeating pattern with Ac, [Me]GlcA and Pent modifications (Figure 
7.1). A xylan substitution pattern with MeGlcA and Araf has been reported in 
secondary-cell-wall xylan of the four gymnosperm lineages (Busse-Wicher et al., 
2016b). The pattern described showed repeating MeGlcA substitutions every-sixth 
Xyl. Additionally, cycad, Ginkgo and conifer xylan showed Araf located at two and four 
Xyl of distance from GlcA substitutions towards the NRE (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b; 
Martínez-Abad et al., 2017). The xylan of the fourth gymnosperm clade (gnetophytes), 
which lacks Araf, is acetylated at even spaces (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b). This 
indicates that in gymnosperm xylan, substituted Xyl are alternated with non-substituted 
Xyl. These characteristics of the pattern show remarkable similarity to the ones 
reported here for callus xylan. Therefore, possibly Arabidopsis primary-wall xylan and 
gymnosperm secondary-wall xylan may have a common xylan ancestor with a similar 
substitution pattern.  
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An essential difference between gymnosperm and callus xylan is that in most 
gymnosperms it lacks acetyl substitutions. Since fern xylan is possibly acetylated (A 
Li, unpublished data; Haghighat et al., 2016), and gnetophyte xylan is acetylated 
(Figure 6.2; Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b), other gymnosperms may have lost this 
function. In agreement with this hypothesis, Pauly et al. (2013) proposed that eudicots 
may have replaced Araf on xylan with Ac, being the latter more energy-efficient. This 
is also possible for gnetophytes, which may have conserved xylan acetylation. 
Supporting data for the gymnosperm loss of function is shown in the phylogenetic 
analysis of putative acetyltransferases in higher plants (Figure 6.3, page 181), which 
showed that no gymnosperm representatives had ESK1 homologues. Unfortunately, 
better-quality data is needed for a more robust phylogenetic analysis of gnetophytes. 
Yet, investigating xylan acetyltransferases in gnetophytes could produce stronger 
evidence to support this hypothesis.  
The substitution pattern of Arabidopsis primary-cell-wall xylan was here shown to be 
different from the patterns on the compatible and incompatible domains of secondary-
cell-wall xylan (Chapter 4). The incompatible domain is different from the others since 
it exhibited consecutive substituted Xyl (section 7.1.1). On the other hand, the 
compatible domain showed different positions of di-acetylated Xyl respect to the 
[Me]GlcA substitutions, while primary-wall xylan normally showed di-acetylated Xyl at 
two Xyl towards the NRE. In addition, [Me]GlcA on secondary-cell-wall xylan have 
been shown to be at variable spacings (Chapter 4; Bromley et al., 2013), while in 
primary walls the spacing is constant (Chapter 5; Mortimer et al., 2015). Since it is 
possible that a compatible substitution pattern may have appeared first (in 
gymnosperm/callus xylan ancestor) with a constant six-Xyl repetition pattern, different 
spacings between Ac and [Me]GlcA may have emerged, originating the two domains 
of secondary-cell-wall xylan. To test this hypothesis it would be useful to investigate 
the substitution patterns between primary- and secondary-cell-wall xylan in early-









Figure 7.1: Diagram of four differently patterned acetylated xylans found in Arabidopsis. 




7.2 Acetylation of xylan during biosynthesis 
The description of the xylan synthesis pathway has been an aim for more than the last 
two decades (Bromley et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2009, 2005; Grantham et al., 2017; 
Urbanowicz et al., 2014, 2012; Wu et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2016) and the data shown 
in this thesis is consistent with the current model of xylan biosynthesis. A model of the 
order of the synthesis in secondary cell walls is presented in Figure 7.2 which is first 
explained, and then new contributions here proposed are discussed. The reported in 
vitro activity of IRX10, IRX10-L and the XSC is strong evidence of the direction of the 
xylan synthesis towards the NRE (Jensen et al., 2014; Urbanowicz et al., 2014; Zeng 
et al., 2016). This direction of synthesis implies that the REO is at the oldest part of 
the xylan chain, and therefore REO is likely to be a primer for the xylan synthesis. The 
XSC elongates the β-1,4 Xyl backbone, and shortly after, ESK1 2-O-acetylates every 
other Xyl (Grantham et al., 2017; Urbanowicz et al., 2014). GUX1 and GUX2 then 2-
O-glucuronidate the xylan (Mortimer et al., 2010; Rennie et al., 2012), each producing 
specific frequencies of spacing between GlcA modifications in restricted regions of 
xylan (Bromley et al., 2013). The specific acetylation pattern on the substrate prior to 
GUX1 and GUX2 activity has not been determined, and whether GUX1 and GUX2 act 
simultaneously or successively is also unknown. Then, GXM1/2/3 further modifies the 
GlcA substitutions with a 4-O-methyl group (Faria-Blanc, 2014; Grantham, 2016; Li et 
al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2014). In addition to the synthesis stages that are specific to 
xylan, RWA1/2/3/4 have been proposed to internalise Ac-CoA to the Golgi cisterna 
which is donor for Ac modifications (Grantham, 2016; Manabe et al., 2011), and AXY9 
has been proposed to form an intermediary between RWA and the acetyltransferases 
(Schultink et al., 2015). Additional stages are shown in the xylan synthesis model in 











Figure 7.2: Proposed order of synthesis for secondary-cell-wall xylan. 
XPC may be composed by IRX7, F8H, IRX8 and PARVUS. 
XSC is composed predominantly by IRX9, IRX10 and IRX14. 
TBLX is an unknown acetyltransferase activity that transfers a second Ac to mono-acetylated Xyl. 
TBLY is an unknown acetyltransferase activity, which is responsible for consecutive acetylated Xyl near GlcA by GUX2. 
GXM are GlcA methyltransferases (GXM1/2/3). 




7.2.1 Xylan acetylation by ESK1 
ESK1 is essential for the main pattern of acetylation on xylan (Chapter 6; Grantham, 
2016; Grantham et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013), but the mechanics 
in which pattern is made is still unknown. Additional xylan acetyltransferases or 
acetylesterases (Zhang et al., 2017) may also be involved. Since the inactivation of 
ESK1 affects downstream processes in the synthesis pathway such as the GlcA 
substitution pattern by GUX1, it is believed that ESK1 acetylates the xylan shortly after 
the backbone is elongated (Chapter 6; Busse-Wicher et al., 2014; Chong et al., 2014; 
Grantham, 2016; Grantham et al., 2017; Urbanowicz et al., 2014). Therefore, possibly 
ESK1 may interact with the XSC. The XSC is composed mainly by IRX9, IRX10 and 
IRX14 in cells synthesising secondary cell walls, and by IRX9-L, IRX10-L and IRX14 
in cells synthesising primary cell walls, although IRX14-L is also involved in the 
synthesis of both forms of xylan but with a minor degree (Brown et al., 2009, 2007; 
Mortimer et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2010, 2009). IRX10 and IRX10-L have been shown 
to have β-1,4-xylosyltransferase activity in vitro (Jensen et al., 2014; Urbanowicz et 
al., 2014), however the functions of IRX9, IRX9-L, IRX14 and IRX14-L is not fully 
understood. When IRX9, IRX10 or IRX14 is inactivated, the secondary-cell-wall xylan 
is synthesised by a XSC which is forced to have only the IRX-L homologue in its 
composition. In Chapter 3, the analysis of xylan on PACE using GH30 revealed that 
in irx9, irx10 and irx14 mutants the average spacing between [Me]GlcA is decreased, 
the compatible pattern generated by GUX1 was altered, and the xylan backbone 
length was shorter (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3). However, when boosting the 
expression of IRX9-L in irx9 no xylan phenotypes were visible. This indicates that the 
phenotypes exhibited by irx9 xylan are likely due to a deficit of IRX9 function in the 
XSC, and not because of a different activity of IRX9-L. Therefore, it is possible that no 
physical interactions are formed between ESK1 and IRX9 during synthesis. 
Alternatively, XSCs with IRX9 and IRX9-L may both be capable of interacting with 
ESK1. It is also possible that XSC interacts with ESK1 through IRX10 or IRX14 and 
not through IRX9.  
Since ESK1 acetyltransferase activity is O-2-specific (Urbanowicz et al., 2014), a 
mechanism is required to prepare the xylan for GUX1 and GUX2 to transfer GlcA to 
O-2 on Xyl. One hypothesis, proposed by Zhang et al. (2017), is that after xylan is 
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acetylated by ESK1, acetylesterases may remove some of these Ac. Their evidence 
shows the presence of Golgi-localised acetylesterases that are specific for xylan. A 
contrasting hypothesis was proposed by Grantham et al. (2017) in which ESK1 may 
leave ‘gaps’ or compete with GUX for substitution of Xyl. To test these hypotheses it 
would be useful to determine whether ESK1 is sufficient to generate the pattern of 
acetylation. This could be investigated by determining the position of the Ac 
transferred in vitro by ESK1 to xylooligosaccharides. It would also be informative to 
investigate the acetylation pattern that each GUX enzyme requires for transferring 
GlcA. For this it would be useful to determine the position where GlcA is transferred in 
vitro by GUX1/2 onto acetylated/CE4-acetylesterase-treated oligosaccharides.  
7.2.1.1 ESK1 activity is necessary for 2,3-di-acetylation 
The activity of ESK1 was also here found to be necessary for the generation of di-
acetylated Xyl on xylan. The PACE and MS analyses using a combined digestion with 
GH11 xylanase and CE4 acetylesterase (Chapter 6, Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.16) are 
methods that showed high sensitivity for the detection of species containing di-
acetylated Xyl. WT xylan exhibited di-acetylated-Xyl at several different positions 
respect to [Me]GlcA substitutions. Contrastingly no di-acetylated Xyl were detected in 
esk1 xylan when using both methods. This is strong evidence of that esk1 xylan lacks 
di-acetylated Xyl, and therefore it implies that ESK1 is responsible for 2,3-di-acetylated 
Xyl on xylan in secondary cell walls. 
Authors of previous publications have contradicting opinions about ESK1 being 
responsible for the production of di-acetylated Xyl on xylan. In agreement, Grantham 
(2016) suggested that ESK1 may be partly responsible for the production of 2,3-di-
acetylated Xyl based on 2-D NMR experiments. For WT xylan the peaks related to 
X23 (Xaa, see designations in Figure 6.18) in his 13C-HSQC spectrum were just above 
the noise levels, and in esk1 xylan they were absent. However, NMR was only just 
sensitive enough to detect normal levels of 2,3-di-acetylated Xyl on WT xylan and 
therefore the lack of a peak which was originally close to the detection limit is not 
strong evidence for the absence of Xaa. In disagreement with these results, Xiong et 
al. (2013) proposed that ESK1 is not responsible for Xaa residues, based on 2-D NMR 
spectra of esk1 AIR. However, the low resolution on their spectra, plus the complexity 
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of the AIR samples may have led them to miss-assign X23 peaks. In four occasions 
Yuan et al. (2016a, 2016c, 2016b, 2013) showed 1-D 1H-NMR spectra of esk1 xylan, 
which they claim shows no reduction in Xaa residues. They proposed that ESK1 is not 
responsible for 2,3-di-acetylated Xyl. However, their data is unreliable, since in 
contradiction with themselves in two other publications they used esk1 xylan as 2,3-
di-acetylated-Xyl-deficient control (Zhong et al., 2018b, 2017). Therefore, whether 
ESK1 is responsible for 2,3-di-acetylated Xyl was not truly determined before this 
thesis work.  
How di-acetylated Xyl are synthesised is not yet fully understood. It is possible that the 
transfer of the second Ac to mono-acetylated Xyl is carried out by ESK1, but for this 
to occur, the first Ac has to migrate to O-3 to produce a free hydroxyl on C-2 which 
ESK1 could use as substrate. Alternatively, the transfer of the second Ac may be 
product of an additional acetyltransferase activity. Since the inactivation of ESK1 also 
causes an alteration of the pattern of GUX1-mediated [Me]GlcA substitutions on xylan 
(Chapter 6; Grantham et al., 2017), it is inferred that GUX1 activity happens after xylan 
acetylation by ESK1. It has not been determined whether the transfer of the second 
Ac to di-acetylated Xyl, or glucuronidation occurs first. Since di-acetylated Xyl have 
been found on the secondary-cell-wall xylan in gux1/2 (Busse-Wicher et al., 2014), it 
is possible that either di-acetylation occurs after glucuronidation, or that the two 
processes are independent from each other. 
7.2.1.2 ESK1 decorates the compatible and incompatible domains  
ESK1 acetylates xylan regions that are downstream glucuronidated by GUX1 and 
GUX2. In Chapter 4, the acetylation patterns exhibited near [Me]GlcA transferred by 
GUX1 were different from the environment around [Me]GlcA by GUX2. This is 
consistent with the hypothesis by Bromley et al. (2013) in which GUX1 and GUX2 
recognise specific and independent regions of xylan for the transfer of GlcA. However, 
2,3-di-acetylated Xyl were found on both regions of xylan. This is shown in Chapter 4, 
where the xylan of the mutants gux1 and gux2 exhibited di-acetylated Xyl near 
[Me]GlcA substitutions (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). This implies that 2,3-di-acetylated 
Xyl exist in regions of secondary-cell-wall xylan that are decorated by GUX1 and by 
GUX2. Since in esk1 xylan lacks all di-acetylated Xyl (as discussed above), it is 
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inferred that during synthesis ESK1 acetylates the regions of xylan decorated by 
GUX1 and by GUX2. Consistently, Grantham et al. (2017) showed that the [Me]GlcA 
pattern of xylan produced by GUX1 is altered in esk1, and therefore it is evident that 
part of the Ac on the GUX1-decorated region of xylan is acetylated by ESK1. In 
contrast, the [Me]GlcA pattern generated by GUX2 in gux1 mutant has great similarity 
to the one exhibited in the esk1 mutant, as the predominant spacings between 
[Me]GlcA are between five and seven backbone Xyl (Bromley et al., 2013; Grantham 
et al., 2017). However, the lack of di-acetylated Xyl in esk1 xylan suggests that ESK1 
activity impacts also on the incompatible domain of xylan. It would be interesting to 
investigate how ESK1 determines the acetylation patterns on the incompatible 
domain. It would also be interesting to determine whether consecutive mono-
acetylated Xyl exist near [Me]GlcA in esk1 xylan, since it is an acetylation pattern that 
is characteristic of the incompatible domain of xylan (Chapter 4). 
7.2.2 TBL32 and TBL33 acetylate the compatible and incompatible domains 
A second stage of xylan acetylation is carried out by TBL32 and TBL33 after the 
glucuronidation by GUX1/2. In Chapter 6, tbl32 and tbl33 mutants exhibited a partial 
loss of Ac on U[me],a residues, and in tbl32/33 acetylated U[me],a residues were barely 
undetectable. Therefore, it was concluded that TBL32 and TBL33 are xylan 
acetyltransferases. Since the [Me]GlcA levels and spacing pattern in tbl32/33 xylan 
are unaltered, it implies that GUX1 and GUX2 do not require the specific Ac by 
TBL32/33 for their activity. On the other hand, during the course of work in this thesis, 
Zhong et al. (2017) showed that TBL32 and TBL33 seem to require a GlcA 
modification in the acceptor for their activity, which is consistent with the order of 
synthesis here proposed. Therefore, it is implied that the acetylation of xylan by TBL32 
and TBL33 occurs downstream to xylan glucuronidation by GUX1 and GUX2. The 
position of TBL32/33-mediated Ac was confirmed in the 13C-HSQC (Figure 6.18), in 
which the only Ac sensitive to the activity of TBL32 and TBL33 was O-3-linked to 2-O-
[Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl. 
The novel acetyltransferases identified TBL32 and TBL33 are essential for xylan 
function. The combined inactivation of TBL33 and ESK1 generated a severely sick 
plants, sterile and with dwarfed growth (Figure 6.10). This phenotype is similar to that 
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exhibited by irx9/9-l, irx10/10-l and irx14/14-l which have no xylan (Brown et al., 2009, 
2007; Wu et al., 2010, 2009). ESK1, TBL33 are possibly the two main xylan 
acetyltransferases, and since partial deficits in acetylation in esk1 or rwa mutants 
produces mild to strong growth phenotypes and collapsed xylem vessels (Lefebvre et 
al., 2011; Manabe et al., 2013), it was expected that the co-inactivation of ESK1 and 
another xylan acetyltransferase would lead to further non-functionality of xylan. Also, 
the lack of TBL33 and TBL32 was here shown to have an impact on the downstream 
methylation of the GlcA. The DASH analysis of tbl32/33 xylan showed a significant 
reduction of GlcA methylation by about 50%. Xylan GlcA methylation has been 
proposed to facilitate the formation of the cross-link of xylan to lignin in eudicots 
(Imamura et al., 1994; Watanabe and Koshijima, 1988). Since the angiosperm 
conserved TBL32/33 function boosts the methylation levels of GlcA, the Ac they 
mediate might also influence the cross-linking process (Terrett and Dupree, 2019). 
The NMR spectra of tbl32 and tbl33 (Figure 6.18) showed shifted peaks for XG3 (-
CH3) and XG3 (H3C3 and H4C4) for an unknown reason. This shift may be suggestive 
of a different environment around the xylan [Me]GlcA-substituted Xyl when they carry 
a 3-O-Ac.  
The model of xylan biosynthesis presented in Figure 7.2 shows all steps discussed 
here, however, several steps are still yet to be resolved. 
7.3 Unresolved issues 
7.3.1 Description of new substitution patterns on xylan 
The acetylation patterns described in this thesis are only narrowed to what was 
observed in stems and callus. However, studies on seed mucilage have shown 
particular side-chain substitutions on xylan (Voiniciuc et al., 2015). These side-chains 
were shown to be required for cross-linking to pectin (Ralet et al., 2016). It is possible 
that xylan in other tissues or cell types may have additional roles, which still remain to 
be elucidated. 
For the description of the acetylation patterns of xylan, GH30/GH3 were used to 
hydrolyse the xylan, and then the products were analysed by PACE and mass-
spectrometry. GH10 products were analysed by PACE but the MS analysis was not 
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possible since the required optimisation of the HILIC separation was not achieved. 
Because of the activity of GH30, the description of its products provides information of 
the decorations present towards the NRE of the [Me]GlcA substitutions. Since 
[Me]GlcA is not required to be in a specific subsite for GH10 hydrolysis, the products 
contain more information than what is observable using GH30. In addition, it is likely 
that GH10 is capable of accessing regions on xylan that are inaccessible for GH30.  
7.3.2 Xylan recognition sites by GUX1, GUX2 and GUX3  
The acetylation contexts of GUX1, GUX2 and GUX3-decorated regions of xylan are 
different (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). However, it is possible that the acetylation context 
on xylan during the synthesis differs to the final product in muro. It has been recently 
identified that GUX1 and GUX2 are more active on partially de-acetylated substrates 
(Łyczakowski, 2018). In order to determine the acetylation context that GUX1, GUX2 
and GUX3 recognise, it would be interesting to assay their activity in vitro on xylan 
with different degrees of acetylation. The MS analysis of their activities would provide 
great contribution towards understanding the acetylation context in which they perform 
their activities during synthesis.  
As discussed above, ESK1-mediated Ac are required for the correct regulation of 
GUX1 and GUX2 to transfer GlcA to secondary-cell-wall xylan with the correct spacing 
pattern. However, it remains unknown whether Ac of primary-cell-wall xylan is 
necessary for the GUX3-mediated [Me]GlcA spacing pattern. To investigate the impact 
of the loss of primary-cell-wall xylan acetylation, on downstream xylan substitution 
processes, it would be interesting to investigate the [Me]GlcA pattern of primary-wall 
xylan in the xylan-acetylation-deficient mutant axy9. If the inactivation of AXY9 affects 
the spacing of [Me]GlcA on primary-cell-wall xylan, it would imply that the activity of 
GUX3 may depend on an upstream xylan-acetylation process.  
7.3.3 Other possible xylan acetyltransferases 
The identified TBL activities that showed to be responsible for the transfer of Ac to 
specific positions and patterns on xylan (Chapter 6) do not cover the entire range of 
Ac arrangements that were found on primary- and secondary-cell-wall xylan (Chapter 
4 and Chapter 5). It was also not determined whether any of the identified activities is 
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responsible for the acetylation of primary-cell-wall xylan. None of the tbl mutants 
analysed showed a clear alteration of primary-cell-wall-xylan PUX spacing pattern 
(Figure 6.12), and the acetylation patterns on primary-cell-wall xylan in esk1/tbl28, 
tbl32/33 and tbl3 were not directly analysed. Since the phylogenetic analysis of ESK1 
closest homologues in higher plants showed that five or six activities that are 
conserved in eudicots (Figure 6.3), it is likely that TBL30, TBL31, TBL34 and TBL35 
may have a different regiospecificity. Perhaps this was not yet revealed because the 
methods used were not appropriate to investigate Ac on xylan that are dependent on 
their activities. However, Zhong et al. (2017) suggested that these proteins may be 
active on xylan. Therefore, possibly some of these ESK1 high-similarity paralogues 
may be responsible for the acetylation of minor regions of xylan, or xylan in other 
tissues. Since there was no evidence of that TBL family members outside the ESK1-
closest-homologues clade may be active on xylan, they were not investigated here. 
No ferns or Gnetum ESK1 homologs grouped in ESK1 closest-homologs clade, but 
since Gnetum xylan is acetylated (Busse-Wicher et al., 2016b) and possibly fern xylan 
as well (A Li, unpublished; Haghighat et al., 2016a), it is very likely that some TBLs 
from other parts of the tree may also be active on xylan.  
TBL3 was determined to be responsible for a specific xylan modification which is likely 
to be an Ac related to the acetylation pattern, but the positions of this Ac was not 
identified. tbl3 mutant xylan showed a single band difference on PACE when digested 
with a xylanase (Figure 6.14). Additionally, all esk1 lines overexpressing TBL3 under 
the promoter of ESK1 showed a severe exacerbation of the dwarfed growth and 
caused sterility (Figure 6.10). In these overexpressor lines, TBL3 may transfer Ac onto 
the xylan backbone in places or positions that causes xylan to be less functional than 
in esk1. The data from the TBL3 overexpressing lines and from the PACE analysis is 
strong evidence of that TBL3 is active on xylan, and it would be interesting to 
investigate its activity. 
In conclusion, this study has allowed for significant steps to be taken towards the 
characterization of the structure and biosynthesis of xylan in the eudicot model 
Arabidopsis. Novel substitution patterns of primary- and secondary-cell-wall xylan 
were described in detail, which contributes to the model of xylan-cellulose interaction. 
The role of primary-cell-wall xylan and the importance of its even pattern of 
substitutions remain to be elucidated. Also, TBL32 and TBL33 were shown to 
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participate on the glucuronoxylan acetylation process. Since other possible xylan 
acetyltransferases were also identified, their specific role in xylan substitution remains 
to be determined. The new knowledge contributed by this thesis is directly useful for 
plant-cell-wall structure engineering and synthetic biology projects that are currently 
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Figure S1: Analysis of [Me]GlcA on xylan in the irx gux1/2 mutants. 
Hollocellulose was coincubated with GH11 xylanase and CE4 acetylesterase. The 
enzymes were inactivated with heat and by purifying the samples with Nanosep. The 
oligosaccharides were then alkali-treated (+/-) and analysed on PACE. The dotted oval 






Figure S2: TBL genes expression analysis by RT-PCR. 
Expression analysis of TBL genes in the tbl mutants by RT-PCR. 
Leaf and stem tissues were harvested from 6-week-old plants, and RNA was extracted 
with a kit (Spectrum, Sigma-Aldrich), following the manufacturers’ instructions. cDNA 
was produced from the template RNA using SuperScript™ III reverse transcriptase 
(Thermo fisher), reactions without retrotranscriptase controls (– RT) were used to 
identify genomic DNA contamination. cDNA samples were used for the PCR 
amplification of the respective TBL gene. For primer sequences see Table 2.6 in 
Chapter 2, page 65). The PCR products were resolved on a 1.25% agarose gel in TAE 
buffer. The DNA molecular weight markers used were 50bp DNA Ladder (RTU) and 
HyperLadder 1kb (Bioline).   
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Figure S3: Alignment of the Arabidopsis TBL protein family.  
The 46 full amino acid sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE algorithm. 
 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    MASDAVKYMP IHGGGTTATT AADIKSFFSA LKPKKTSTFA YAFV-----I TFVSFTLFF- --------AF SPSPNSSSPW FSNIFTSSST TTTSDNTSGS QFSSIFSYIL PNVTSTKPTN RSSDATDSLS VNATSPPLNS NSKNGTLQTP  [150] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   ..L.S..HL. ...VSAFSSV TVE......T V..R.....V ....-----V ...AL.V.L- --------.. ....ITVAL- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----APSIS SYVLPNITV. NSSN.S.SSL D.NFT..R..  [150] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   ---------- -------MDS SKKLLFPDQI .SSRRNILTR FGLGIAAS-F LLLTLLSLT- --------SS .FN------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----VPFVS PLLQGLK.SN L.NS.SVKQV .E.PEVVNLT  [150] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   ---------- ---------- ----M..LIP NRGVGGTKIP LSII-----V LVLCGFM..- --------IL LYT------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----ERISL L..SSSS.S. FFKLKSCP-- ----------  [150] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   ---------- ------M.DL KNLFLITKHP STTQIFL.SL FFLS-----L FLL.SSSLS- --------D. ...------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----LIVSS FT.RLLTAAN FFSSPSSYT. SASDT.MFLS  [150] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   ---------- ---------- --MST.SSFP RTIVSYTVTT SL.I-----V I.LCSVF..- --------TR RTL------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----EPSLS PYHT.DIP.P AVDLP..T-- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   ---------- ---------- ----MERQRS FSV.S.RVL. FIIT-----. ISSAIVF.T- --------F. .S.------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----LLKS. S.LYP.PEAN FQIDLS.IAA I.DSSV----  [150] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   ---------- MSNFTKSSSF NRRAL.SLAI ES.RNS.SSV FTSPIGSAFA SPR.QNFGG- --------SP R..------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----.NRLK EI.YLFQV.I IAG.IVSFLV IIAG.Y.Y--  [150] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   ---------- MDHHQESNPL KEIFSLSS.P FFSTLKIKKH IFVG-----. SLLITF.I.- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----SVIVV DLAGFEPH.C FGF------- ----------  [150] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   ---------- ---------M DHHQLFSLCS FSYIFKIKKH LFVS-----L FLL.LLI.S- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----.VVVD VMPSL----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  -M.KNSNVEE NG.AKPICEA LRRF.RSRLV FE.SLGVLGF FLVG-----V CL.CSFF..- --------DY RSV------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----A.SYG L.DKSERFVW LKFD------ ----------  [150] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  -M.KNPSQEE DEAMPISEVV IKRF.RLRLV FE.SLGVLGF FLVG-----L CL.FSFFYL- --------DY RTVA------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -----KTKSH DF..QSERFL WLKELDGF-- ----------  [150] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  ---------- -------MEL GSRRIYTTMP S.LRSS.SLL PRIL-----L LSLLLL..Y- --------SL ILR------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----RPI.S NIASP----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  ---------- ---------- -------MAT TSHN.P.L.P LLSL-----L C.I.IF.LL- --------SL .KR------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----ASLSS PKTHRSAT-- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  ---------- ---------- -----M.GGK SHILRG.VSL ALI.-----L ILLVII.LV- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----SEENP LRDSLF---- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  ---------- ------MVQI VPHVANAHMV KTSR.GLLAL VVVG-----V EECCP.RRC- --------DL RDP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----NLVVD SNCLLSR.TH QSSLVEDSII INHFR-----  [150] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  ---------M NETFSA.PRS MTIHRYRMKR GALRRRARDI SVML-----V VL.CA.VVIW TWDRTPTS.. L.P--E.HY- ---------- ---------- ---------. KLQSEE.VEK LPTALNTETK DSYS.AIPFV .KEESKEDSS  [150] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             ---------- ----M.L.SP RVSNSKTTVL .F.R.V.SI. F.IG-----G LTSFVIFAS- --------LL LFT------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----YPIGS SVT.YFYRTE TTQNVQFHH. IHDP------  [150] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  ---------- -----MAFGS PRNNSILAA. GF.R.V..V. I.IG-----G LASF.VFGL- --------LL RL.------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----YPNSS SVGGIFYGIG NPEQVHVPL. L.NHTVNILQ  [150] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  ---------- ---------- --MELVHSAT FPC.QKLLI. VTIA-----T SLLTIIPLL- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----YPLLE DPNFFLKQ-- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  ---------- ---------- ------MELP ATKLRIGLVI FPLI-----L LTIAPI.YL- --------F. GYP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----LYYST STYKHLSNS. SSSAISSPSR YNH-------  [150] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  ---------- ---------- MELPLFAILQ RT.RVAI.L. FVLF-----V LTIVPA.YT- --------LL ADPIL----- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----PPSIS SFETDHTR.. HLNS.SNQIP SPV..SIP..  [150] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           ---------- -MKSSSSIFR ETSE.KSERW MMMNIGRFSP FFLS-----S FCITLFFTG- --------F. VYQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----NPFKS IADQN----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  ---------- ---------- -MKL.WESIS NLQQN.YLIK LVAA-----T LITCLAFR.- ---------. VFR------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----FGQFS PVQVSVTGN. NS-------- ----------  [150] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  ---------- ---------- -MKL.LSSIS MNH.NVLLIK LISA-----. LISF.AFRL- --------FI LH.------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----SEFSP IFASV.GKFE ARFLP.EI-- ----------  [150] 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  ---------- ------MDSL RLIS..IKIE GT.FGS.HQR NQIF-----L KS.A.F.LI- --------GL AYR------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----FLI.. STVSPVPTVR SSPE------ ----------  [150] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  --MEQQLTLV LLDSPKG.KY VETFEEAA.S SSSSSS.SVP SCTDHRHRTF VKFFLYFSL- -------V.L AYY------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----FIISS LAVSP----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             ---------- ---------- --MGLNEQQN VPSQRKIIVF IVLA-----F IPIALFRLC- ---------- -FN------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----NPFSS IKDTSLQDSA A.VVITSF-- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  ---------- ------MQPS RTRVSF.ETG ETM.QRKKSY LSIF-----V I.F.LFF.G- --------I. MYN------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----DNLKS SIA.F.---- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    ---------- ------MQPW RRKFPL.ETG VTM.QRKNSN LSIF-----V VVF.VF..G- --------I. MYN------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----EDVKS IAEFPFSTSK PHDVHDEATP IT--------  [150] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  ---------- ---------- -----MKQTD GRER.AYLSL LY.A-----V ILLPVF.LG- --------CY LYN------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----E.QLR VGQFQEFNTH NLQE------ ----------  [150] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  ---------- ---------- -------M.I QTTADSRMIQ SI.Q-----V VL..LLVLG- --------SV RWI------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----LDELK SKESRISK-- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  ---------- ---------- --MTTAL..P SNRR.RRLTH FF.T-----V LAFILLAA.- --------IY GHD------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----FISFS .R.LHSPTIV HQSAIVVVV- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  ---------- --------MK PSSPI.LT.S SIAR.ARFSP .L.T------ -LLA.I..V- --------SV LYG------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----EDFMC IFGQLEPNFV LPPS------ ----------  [150] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  ---------- ---------- ---------- MAKRQLLMLG IRTS-----F HTIAAV.VA- --------GL IFT------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----AVFLS .N.LP----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  ---------- ---------- -----MSQRW SRK.SRLPL. GLLF-----. LV.T.MIL.- --------NE RSI------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----QQIHH HAASH.QN.R EPS.FDF--- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MA.SE TRVL-----F LSLCLI.GK- --------VV LSQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----FDELW LVG.------ ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  ---------- ---------- ---------- -MGF.LNSLF LLLS-----L LILTILSGA- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----DQALA YVKKPHV.QR NKTALA---- ----------  [150] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  ---------- ---------- ---------- MGF.LI.LLL LFLP-----L LT.TILSGV- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----EQAFA SDKALLVTGR NIT------- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  ---------- ---------- ---------M GFTSRGNPSF LF.F-----F F.LCLSTVS- --------.Y IN.------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ----MGLC.Q LNLA-----S LSLILFSS.- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----PGLLA Q.QQHFLGQN NT-------- ----------  [150] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  ---------- ---------- -------MGS KDNAISNDS. LVLS-----L LLLLLLPLL- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------M NFHQ-----V L.LLLLI.L- --------VD LSD------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----YGVLA DKTND----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --MMRGAAPT GVVS-----V MVLMILVLL- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----KQIES A.ANGS---- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MGSLL PLLG-----. SV..AIF.L- --------VL QQP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----EQSSS AIILSLKKRH GSSSGSSG.Q ----------  [150] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  ---------- ---------- ---------- -MAAVQCLTF LFLF-----L LQNATSASP- --------LP LFR------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----RPIQS NH.NFV---- ---------- ----------  [150] 
 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    APETHTPVAK NTTFESPIVN GTNPDAKNNT SSHPLLSDKS STTGSNNQSR TTADTETVNR NQTTSPAPSK APVSVDLKTN SSSNSSTASS TPKKQTKTVD LVSSVKQEIE KWSESLKNCE FFDGEWIK-- ----DD--SY PLYKPGSC--  [300] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   ...NL.A.T. .L.....VA. ..TDTNAKTI --------TI QFQTGHAKEN ISCPDNKTA. DLD.HG.RKA PLSE.LAVNS TA.PKR---- ---------- -KQRR.SSLR .VI....S.. ..E.D.V.-- ----..--.. ........--  [300] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   DKVPDVK.PS FVVPDAGSK. T.LSEESK-- --------VP .FDSGQRSGE .VKNSSLAEE GNGSVADDQN TLEANATTSV GN.S.LVSDL GGRFVVPANT SKENGSVTED RSRG.YED.D IY..S.VR-- ----A.DETM .Y.P....--  [300] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   ---------- ---------- ------RK-- --------DV .SKPKEKIRK ERSEILE.LD DR-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -FEFDPEE.N VAA.K.VY-- ----NS-SIE ...TDR..--  [300] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   ---------- ---------- ---------- --------SV .PRRI.E--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------PK.D SETKE.AS.D I...T.VF-- ----..--.E .V.L..Y.--  [300] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   ---------- ---------- ---------- --------PL LPQIEPHDGD V.VE.NPKEV EDSRRGGDDV .VETELKLKD VEDSHTEKTE EEEEGRGESP GEV..ESVEH AVI.KMRG.D LYK.S.V.G- ----..--E. ...Q....--  [300] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   ---------- ---------- ------SP-- --------QA .PILISTHFN SPEN.SGSSK ISVFEQKI.G ESLVKEVREI ANLT.IKVIE ---------- -LP.NNG.DK .TEKRIEE.D VTK.K.VY-- ----.S--D. ...TNA..--  [300] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   ---------- ---------- ---------- --------VV PSL.QTF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- .GYNGAL.FN SSVVGDTE.D I...N.VV-- ----..--N. ...NASE.--  [300] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   ---------- ---------- ---------- --------LL .PRTLTK--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -ERGNDDV.D YSY.R.VRRR R---.V--DE TS.YGEE.--  [300] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   ---------- ---------- ---------- --------RI GLLS.SS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SQTVT.E.D YSK.K.VRRA SSSSSS--VN G.FYGEE.--  [300] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------NI .SSS.SS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --.NSSKRVG FLE..GSG.D V...D.VW-- ----.E--.. ...QSKD.--  [300] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------EV NN.KVGF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LE..GNG.D L.N.K.VW-- ----.E--.. ...QSKD.--  [300] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------PP.D L.S.R.VF-- ----NPETPK ...DE-T.--  [300] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------VF PPKPDGS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -L.PLSAT.D .SE.S..Y-- ----.PNPRS TR.TS-..--  [300] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------EV KRQF.SS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -S.S.SSV.N .AK.K.VE-- ----.R--KR ...SGFE.-K  [300] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------IL NFNNRASIFL CLRIGVICST QSKMYGGK.Y ILKGSVSLSL IILILLVTTL ---------- -LV.A.NQPR ISLIEV.T.N LAK...VE-- ----.K--KR ...SGFE.-K  [300] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  DNKDTEEEEE KQVE.VTVS. TNRGKIPTIE EKKGEHEVIA .EPKYRKTPT REDFKLEKVK HEVAVGEGEA TETTHIKE.. .DPK.NILAT ---------- -DEERTDGTS TARITNQA.N YAK.K.VV-- ----.N--HR ...SGSQ.-K  [300] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             ---------- ---------- ---------- --------DR NPSPVSSSES PPVL.QDSDD KVLPKGSHDS ND.RLGEE.. .GKS.NVSID ---------- -------.EA TQDHVETE.D LYH.N.FY-- ----.P--MG ...TNN..--  [300] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  KSSDINAFD. .L.SD----- ---------- --------S. .GLPVVVSKS IPPPDFSSD. KLE.PLTQE. EDLVSSDI.E KTDVQ.GERE .NVSKAEDTP SA..PPDDVS ETASAEPE.D LYQ.S.FY-- ----.P--GG ...TNN..--  [300] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------QP PSQS.II--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------NLEN GVVT.HDS.D I.S...VP-- ----NP--EA .Y.TNTT.--  [300] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------S. .SSD.YKTED SEPSSYDNDY DD.YHDPK.S SLHNN.RLSI ....GH---- ---------- -HQVTPKKEH RRKKRKRK.D I.S....P-- ----NP--KA .Y.TNTT.--  [300] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  PYH.PSKHR. SSFHRI.KPK KGPISSPTDH IPLRQR.SSF DQIP.PMN.P VP.PPHRNSS ADQSPSPVNG PIPAPLNH.S LRHLN.SSDD HSS------- -PVTTSPSRT RIRDDEQM.D L.T...VP-- ----NE--EA .Y.TNTT.--  [300] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           ---------- ---------- ---------- --------VL .FQPQID--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------PE.D L.K.H.VP-- ----.K--RG S..TNS..--  [300] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------QI .P.SVIL--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---.DNEDQI PVDIEVEK.D L.T.K...-- ----.P--LG .I.TNE..--  [300] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------IV PENEDLI--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- PQDIEVEK.D L.A.K..P-- ----.S--VG .I.TNK..-G  [300] 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------SL PPDP.GLTAI .QTSASV--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -D.PANITTI ASQNVSTK.D I.I.N.VP-- ----.P--.G .I.TNV..--  [300] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------IP P.LPQSS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- PGNV.SAK.D L.T.D..P-- ----.P--TG ...TNVT.--  [300] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             ---------- ---------- ---------- --------S. .SQEEES--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------..SF DHIQDEPL.D YTQ.N.VR-- ----.E--IG ...NGST.--  [300] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------S. NPFS.SF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VELPPDE.D L.T.Q.VF-- ----.N-KT. ....EEE.--  [300] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    ---------- ---------- ---------- --------EI T.LPVQESIK NSDPIQESIK .ADSVQDSV. DVAEPVQEEV .KTEEVKKIE ---------- -LFAATEDE. DVELPPEE.D L.T...VF-- ----.N-ETH ....EDQ.--  [300] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------HI TPLQQSK--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----EDKDKK TDLVP.EF.D V.T.K.VL-- ----.N-VTH ....EDE.--  [300] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------LY GFRQKEA--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VFVT .EDQLDES.N V.E.Q.VW-- ----.N-V.. ...TEK..--  [300] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------DE PPPPPPTSPP PPSPPPPSPP PPSPP----- ---------- ---------- ---------- -PP.PPPPAF AVGKTPEG.D V.K.N.V.-- ----.W-STR ...RESE.--  [300] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------RT PEKNKKS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----EKLAF AIGKTEES.D V.S.K.VR-- ----.E-V.R ...EEWE.--  [300] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------.E NPQSHGV--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------TD RGGD.GRE.N L.E.K.VF-- ----.N-V.. ....EED.--  [300] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------VK PNVPRI.YLG AHGFCFEK.A EVLDRFSKCN STKEYSG.KI GW-------- ---------- -.DPFEDHPG QVTKEEQK.D V.S.K.VF-- ----.NSS.. ..H.ESQ.--  [300] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------DD PLNALQT--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- RRERREER.D YSV.K.TF-- ----.E--T. ...DS-..--  [300] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------AV AGR.GGK--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------.ML .GRKQTSG.N L.Q.R.VF-- ----.A--.. .F.DSST.--  [300] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------AD GGRS.LR--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------G .KQRRASG.N L.Q.R.VF-- ----.A--.. .F.DSSK.--  [300] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------T. .NNDEVR--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -RELASGR.N W.R.N.VY-- ----.V--K. ...D.YK.--  [300] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SLL.GGR.N LAR.K.VY-- ----.S--.. ...SAF..--  [300] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --H.AAEG.D M.T.R.V.-- ----..--.. ...NSST.--  [300] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -GYKNATK.N IYQ.R..Y-- ----.N-S.N ...GTST.--  [300] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------SL GLPPRKF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------.N IYQ.S.VY-- ----.K--.. ...DSKN.--  [300] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             ---------- ---------- ---------- --------Y. .SRP.AG--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -FQGNRST.S L.L.T.VR-- ----.N--.. .....AD.--  [300] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  ---------- ---------- ---------- --------.H PRRSQVV--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -FPVNHSS.D L.A...VR-- ----.E--T. ...RSKE.GR  [300] 
 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    NLIDE-QFNC ITNGRPDKDF Q-KLKWKPKK CS--LPRLNG AILLEM-LRG RRLVFVGDSL NRNMWESLVC ILKGSV--KD ETKVYEARGR H-HFRGEAEY SF--VFQDYN CTVEFFVSPF LVQEWEIVDK K--GTK---- -KETLRLDLV  [450] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   .....-.... .S.....V.. .-.......Q ..--...... GK....-I.. .......... .......... ......--.. .SQ.F..H.. .-Q..W.... ..--..K... ......A... ......VTE. N--...---- -.........  [450] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   PY..R-D... HA.....DAY V-.WR.Q.NG .D--I..... TDF..K-... KK.......I ........I. ..RH.L--.. KKR...IS.. R-E.KKKGF. A.--R.E... ...D.VG... F.R.SSFKGV N--..T---- -L......MM  [450] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   PY..R-..S. MK..Q.ET.Y L-RWE.Q.DD .T--I..FSP KLAMNK-... K..L...... Q.SQ...F.. LVESII--PE GE.S------ --MK.SQKYF V.--KAKE.. A.I..YWA.Y I.ESNTDIPV IS-DP.---- -.RIVKV.S.  [450] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   PFVED-K... FK.....SG. L-RHR.Q.HG ..--I..FD. KKM.K.-... K.V....... .......... S.RSTL--E. KNR.SKII.K QSNLPN.GF. G.--R.N.FE .SID.IK... ....S.V..V Y--.KR---- -R......MI  [450] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   PYV.D-A.D. QR...R.S.Y L-NWR...DG .D--...F.A TDF.VK-... KS.ML....M ...QF..ML. V.REGL--S. KSRM..VH.H N-ITK.RGYF V.--K.E... .....VR.H. ..R.GVRANA Q--.NT---- -NP..SI.RI  [450] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   PF...-G.G. QS...L.LNY M-NWR.E.QD .H--A..F.A TKM...-I.. K........I ...Q...ML. L.FQA.--.. PKR...THN. R-ITKEKGN. ..--R.V..K .....Y.TH. ..R.GRARIG .KR------- -R....I.AM  [450] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   PFVEK-G... LG...GHDEY L-.WR....H .T--V..FEV RDV.KR-... K.I......M S.TQ....I. M.MTGL--E. KRS...VN.N N-ITKRIRFL GV--R.SS.. F....YR.V. ...PGRLRWH AP-KRV---- -.S..K..VL  [450] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   RFL.P-G.R. LN...K.SG. R-QWR.Q.HG .D--...F.A SDF..R-S.N G.I......I G..Q....L. M.SQA.--SN KSEI..VN.N P-ISKHKGFL .M--R.PEQ. L...YHRT.. ..VVGRPPEN SP-VDV---- -.M.V.V.EF  [450] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   RFL.S-G.R. HKH..K.SGY L-DWR.Q.HG .D--...F.A SD...R-S.N G.I......I G..Q....M. M.SQAI--PN KSEI..VN.N P-ITKHKGFL .M--R.PRE. L...YHR... ..VIGRPP.. SP-KEI---- -.T.V.V.EF  [450] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  RFL..-G.R. SDF..S.LFY T-QWR.Q.RH .N--...FDA KLM..K-..D K........I G..Q....L. L.SSA.--.N .SLI..IN.S P-ITKHKGFL V.--K.EE.. ....YYR... ..PQSRPPIG SP-.KV---- -.TS.K..TM  [450] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  TF...-G.R. TEF....LFY T-.WR.Q.NH .D--...FDA KLM..K-..N K........I G..Q....L. M.ASAI--SN KNL...VNN. P-ITKHMGFF V.--R.H... ....YYRA.. ..LQSRPPEG SP-EKV---- -.T..K.ETM  [450] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  PFHRN-AW.. LR.K.DNM.V INSWR.E.NG .G--.S.IDP TRF.G.-M.N KNVG...... .E.FLV.FL. ..RVAD--PS AI.------- --WKKKK.WR GA--Y.PKF. V..AYHRAVL .AKYQWQARS SAEANQDGVK GTYRVDV.VP  [450] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  KE.FK-GW.. .R.NKTNGFE ISNWR....H .D--..SFDP LKF.QS-H.N TNIG...... ....FV..F. M..SVT--GE LK.------- --WRPAG.DR G.--T.SQ.. L.IAYHRTNL .ARYGRWSAN AKG.ELESLG F..GY.V.-.  [450] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  QWLSS-MWS. RIM....FS. E-GYR.Q.EG .N--M.QFDR FTF.TR-MQN KTIA.I.... G.QQFQ..M. MAS.GEDSPE VQN.GWEY.L VKAKGALRPD GWAYR.PTT. T.ILYYW.AS .SDLVPMNNT DPPSLT---- ---AMH..RP  [450] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  QWLSN-I.S. RVM....FS. E-GYR.Q.EG .N--I.EF.R VNF.RR-MQN KTIA.I.... G.EQFQ..M. MAT.GKESPE VQN.GSEY.L VIPKGAPRPG GWAYR.PTT. T..LSYW.AS .TDLVPMNNT DPPHLI---- ---AMH..RP  [450] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  QWLAS-MWA. RLMQ.T.FA. E-S.R.Q..D ..--MEEFE. SKF.RR-MKN KT.A...... G.QQFQ.MM. MIS.GKERL. VLD.GPEF.F ITPEG.ARPG GWAYR.PET. T..LYHW.ST .CDIEPLNIT DPATEH---- ---AMH..RP  [450] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             P.LTQ-MQ.. QG......GY E-NWR...SQ .D--...FDA KKF..L-M.. KT.A.I...V A..QM..MM. L.WQVET-PV NR-------- ----GNRKMQ RW--Y.RSSS VMIARMW.SW ..HQFNEPFG FATDGV---- --TK.K..QP  [450] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  PVLTQ-MQ.. QG......GY E-NWR...SQ .E--...FDA RKF..L-MK. KT.A.I...V A..QM..ML. L.WQVET-PV NR-------- ----GSRKMQ RW--Y.KQSS VMIARIW.SW ..HQFNEKFD YAPEGV---- --TK.K...P  [450] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  WA.H.-HQ.. MKF....T.. I-.W....YG .EDG..VFDP VRF..I-V.. KTMA.....V S..HMQ..I. L.SQVEY-PM DAS------- --VKNDDYFK RW--TYET.. F.IAA.WT.H ..KSK.PDQT QPKHID---- -IFD.Y..EA  [450] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  RA.H.-HQ.. .KY....LG. M-.WR....E .D--..LFDP YEF..I-V.. T.MA.....V S..HVQ..I. L.SRVEH-PE GD-------- --SQQEFNFQ RW--KYKT.. F.IAT.WTTH ..RAE.TETG PTGPNS---- -FYN.Y..EP  [450] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  WA.H.-HQ.. MKY....TG. M-RWR...ES .D--..IFDP QEF...-V.. KAMG.....I S..QVQ..L. L.SRVEY-PE DIS------- --PSPDTDFK VW--NYTS.. F.LHVMW... ..KATKPDP. SN-------- -FFS.Y..EY  [450] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           AT.PD-SK.. .KQ....... L-FWR...DG .D--...F.P KAF.S.-V.. KKMN.I...V A..HM...L. L.SMEET-PK DIY------- --KDGEDRNR IW--Y.PKHD F.LSTSWTK. ..E.R.RR.S NNT..G---- -LFD.DIGKI  [450] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  GIVVDAHQ.. .......SG. L-NW....ND ..--...FDS LRF.QL-M.N KSWAII...I A..HV...L. M.STVEK-PV .VY------- --.DENYRSK RW--H.PS.. F..SNIW... ...ADIFE.S NGVSSA---- -AVQ.H..KL  [450] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  S...G-HQ.. .......L.. L-YW....HD .L--...FDP RRF.QL-M.H KSWA.I...I S..HV...L. M.STIEE-PV .VY------- --.DMEYKSK RW--H.PLH. L..SNIW... ...AAIFE.S NGVS.A---- -SVQ.H..RL  [450] 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  RH.QD-YQ.. LK.....VNY L-RWR.Q.RD .D--...F.P EQF.DN-M.N KW.A.I...I S..HVQ..L. ..SQVE--EV .DIF------ --.DKEYKSR IW--R.PS.. F.LSVIW... ..KAETFENG VPFSDI---- ---RVH..KL  [450] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  RH.QD-FQ.. LL.....VNY L-FWR...RD .D--...FSP SQF.AS-VKN KWWA.I...I A..HVQ..I. ..SQVE--EV .EIY------ --.DKEFRSK IW--R.PSH. F.LSVIW... .LKSETSSNS ---------- -DIQ.Y..QL  [450] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             GT.KD-GQ.. FRH....SGY L-YW....NE .D--I..FDS NRF.DL-M.D KH.A.I...M A..QL...L. L.STVSS-P. LVYR------ --NGEDNKFR RW--R.ESH. V..SVYW... ..AGL.KSGN LD-------- -HNV.HI.R.  [450] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  EFLT.-.VT. LR...K.SL. .-NWR.Q.RD ..--..KF.A RV...K-..N K..M...... ...Q...M.. LVQSVI--PP GR.S------ --LNQTGSLT V.--KI.... A....YWA.. ..ESNSDDPE .H-SII---- -DRIIMPESI  [450] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    EFLTA-.VT. MR...R.SLY .-NWR.Q.RD ..--..KFKA KL...K-..N K.MM...... ...Q...M.. LVQSV.--PP GR.S------ --LNKTGSLS V.--RVE... A....YWA.. ..ESNSDDPN MH-SIL---- -NRIIMPESI  [450] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  EFLS.-WVA. TR.....SKY .-.WR.Q.QD ..--...FDS KL...K-... KK.M.I...I HY.Q.Q.M.. MVQSVI--PS GK.T------ --LKHTAQMS I.--NIEE.. A.IS.YWA.. ..ESNADPPD .RD.KT---- -DPVIIPNSI  [450] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  PYLVK-.TT. QR.....SYY .-NWR...SS .D--...F.A LK..DV-..N K..M.I...V Q.STF..M.. MVQSVI--PE KK.S------ --FH.IPPMK I.--KAEE.. ASI.YYWA.. I.ESISDHAT NH-TVH---- -.RLVK..AI  [450] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  PY.QP-.LT. R.H....S.Y .-SWR.R.DS ..--..SF.A TVM..S-... KKMM...... ..G.YV..I. L.HSQI--PE NS.S------ --MDTFGSLT V.--SLK... A.I..YWA.. .LESNSDNAT VH-RVS---- -DRIV.KGSI  [450] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  PY.QP-.LT. QEH......Y .-FWR.Q.NH .D--..SF.A SLM..T-... K.MMY..... ..G.FV.MI. L.HRLI--PE DQ.S------ --IKTNGSLT V.--TAKE.. A.I..YWA.. .LESNSDDAI VH-RIS---- -DRVV.KGSI  [450] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  KFMSD-.LA. EKF..K.LSY K-FWR.Q.HT .D--...F.. TK...R-..N K.M.Y..... ..GQ.V.M.. MVSSVITNPK AMYM------ --.NN.SNLI T.--KALE.. A.IDYYWA.L ..ESNSDDPT NH-RFP---- -DRIV.IQSI  [450] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  PYMSD-.LA. QKH..K.LEY .-HWR.Q.HA .N--.K.W.A IEMW.K-... K..M...... ..GQ.I.M.. L.QSVI--PR DKQS------ --MSPNAHLT I.--RAE... A....LWA.L ..ESNSDDPV NH-RLS---- -ERII.P.S.  [450] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  PYLSS-ALS. QR.....SYY .-.WR.I..A ..--...FDA LKF.GK-M.. K.IML....M M..Q...... LVQSVL--PT HR.K------ --LTYNGPTM ..--HSL.FE TSI..CWA.L ..ELKRG..R ---------- -.RV.H..SI  [450] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  PF..G-E.D. LKF.....Q. L-.YS.Q.DS .T--V..FD. EAF.KK-W.. K.VM...... SL......A. MIHS..--PN TKTT------ --FLKRTPLS .L--T..E.D V.LFLYRT.Y ..DISKESVG R--------- ---V.N.GAI  [450] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  PF..G-E.D. LKF.....Q. L-.YS.Q.ES .T--I..FD. GAF.RK-Y.. K.VM...... SL......A. MIHA..--PN AKTT------ --FLKRTPLS TL--T..E.G V.LYLYRT.Y I.DISKERVG R--------- ---V.N.GAI  [450] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  PF..P-.... KKY....NAY L-.YR.Q.SS ..--...F.. LYF.RR-M.. KKIM...... ST...Q..A. LIHSW.--PN TRYT------ --LI.QKGLA .L--T.EE.G V.LLLYRTQ. ..DLNVEKVG R--------- ---V.K..SI  [450] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  PF..S-E... QKA....TNY .-HFR.Q.FS .P--...FD. .NFMRR-M.. KKIMM..... SL..F...A. L.HA.L--PN AKYS------ --LR.SQPLT .L--T....G V.INLYRTQ. ..DVVQEKAG R--------- ---V.V..SI  [450] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  PF.RH-E.S. QR.....L.Y S-TFR.Q.LS .K--.A.F.. LQF.KK-NK. KKIM...... SL.Q.Q..A. M.HS..--PN S.YT------ --LTTQGSIS TY--T.KE.G LELKLDRNVY ..DIVREKIG R--------- ---V.K..SI  [450] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  PF.---GLD. QKF.....NY L-HYR.Q.TG .D--I..F.. RDF.TR-FK. KKIL...... SN...V..S. M.HAA.--PN AKYT------ --FQLNKGLS T.--TIPE.G IS.N.LKNG. ..DLVSDKTR G--------- --LI.K..SI  [450] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  PF.ER-.... KS.....SEY L-.YR.Q.SG .N--...F.. LDF.GRIMK. KK.M...... SL.Q.Q..T. L.HNAA--PK ANSTS----- --TRSPSGLS V.--S.PA.. SSIM.SRNA. ..DIVGAPP. R--------- ---VMK..SI  [450] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             PGVV.PE.D. QMY....S.Y L-.YR.Q.QN .N--..TF.. .QF.LK-MK. KTIM.A.... GK.Q....I. LIVS.A--PS TRTE------ --MT..LPLS T.--R.L..G I.MS.YKA.. ..DIDAVQG- ---------- -.RV.K..EI  [450] 





#AT5G06700_TBR                    GKS-SEQYKG A----DVIVF NTGH-WWTHE K-----TSKG E-DY-YQEGS N-VYHEL-AV LEAFRKALTT WGRWVEKNVN PAKSL-VFFR GYSASHFSGG QWNS------ ----GGACDS ETEPIKND-T YL-------T PYPSKM--KV  [600] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   ...-...... .----.IL.. ....-..... .-----.... .-..-..... T-.HPK.-D. D......... .....D.... .K...-.... ...P...... ...A------ ----.....D .......E-. ..-------. ..ML..--EI  [600] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   D.T-TSM.RD .----.ILI. ....-....D .-----.KL. .-N.-....N V-..PR.-K. ...YKR..I. .AK..D..ID RSQTH-IV.. ...VT..R.. P...------ ----..Q.HK .....F.T-S ..-------A K.....--.A  [600] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   KDR-AKFWE. .----.IL.. ..YV-..MSG LR----MKAL W-GS-FGN.E S-GAEA.-DT QV.Y.LG.K. .AN..DST.D .N.TR-...T TM.PT.TRSA D.GK------ -PN-.TK.FN ..K...DK-K FW-------G TGSN.QMM..  [600] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   QR.MTKI..N .----.IVI. ....-....Q .-----.YE. K-G.-....N R-..ER.-E. K..YT..IH. .AD..DS.I. ST.TR-...V ...S...RK. A...------ ----..Q..G ..R..Q.E-. .T-------- -GVYPWMM..  [600] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   D..-HAKW.R .----.IL.. ....-..V.G .-----.AR. K-N.-.K..D Y-I.PKF-DA T..Y.RS.K. .AK.IDQ... .K.Q.-..Y. ...SA..R.. E.D.------ ----..S.NG .V..V.KG-S II-------D S..L..--.I  [600] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   DRT-.SRW.. .----NIL.. ..A.-..S.Y .-----.KS. V-N.-....D L-IHPK.-D. ST..K...Q. .SS..D...D .K.TR-.... SAAP...... E...------ ----..H.RE ANM.LNQT-- ---------F KPSYSSKKSI  [600] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   DVI-NHEWSS .----.FLI. ...Q-..VPG .-----LFET G-C.-F.V.N S-LRLGM-SI PA.Y.V..E. .AS.I.ST.D .N.TR-.L.. TFEP..---- -.SD------ ----HRS.NV TKY.APDT-- ---------E GRDKSIFSEM  [600] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   NWQ-.KKWV. S----..L.. ....-..NED .-----.FIA G-C.-F...G K-LNKTM-G. M.G.E.S.K. .KS..LERLD SER.H-.... SF.PV.YRN. T..L------ ----..L..A D...ETDMKK ME-------P DPIHNNYISQ  [600] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   NWQ-.KRWV. S----..L.. .S..-..NED .-----.VLT G-C.-FE..R K-.NKTM-G. M...G.S.K. .KS..LEKLD .D..Y-.... S..PV.YRN. T..T------ ----..L..A .I..ETDKRK LE-------P DASHNEYIYK  [600] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  DWT-.SKWRD .----..L.L ....-..NEG .-----.TRT G-C.-F...E E-.KLKM-N. DD.YKR..N. VVK.IHTELD SN.TQ-.... TFAPV..R.. D.KT------ ----..T.HM ..L.EIGT-S L--------A SSETWEQL.I  [600] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  EWT-ADKWRD .----.IL.. ....-..NY. .-----.IR. G-C.-F...E K-.RMRM-KI EH.Y.R.MK. VMK.IQEE.D AN.TQ-.... TFAPV..R.. D.RT------ ----..T.HM ..L.DFGASL VP-------A ETWDHI--.L  [600] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  ----ANEWIN VTSFY..LI. .S..-..GYD .F----PKET PLVF-.RK.K P-INPP.-DI .PG.ELV.QN MVSYIQRE.- ...T.-K.W. LQ.PR..Y.. D..Q------ ----N.S.LL DKPLEE.QLD LWFDPRNNGV NKEARKINQI  [600] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  DIP-DSSWAK .SSFH.ILIL ....W..APS .F---DPV.S PMLF-FEG.R P-ILPPI-PP ATGLDRV.NN MVNF...TKR .GGI--I... TQ.PR..E.. D.DQ------ ----..T.Q- RLQ.LLPG-K VE-EFFSVGN NGTNVEVRL.  [600] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  PAFMRNYLHR F----..L.L ....-H.NRG .I----EGNH W-VM-HVN.T QVEGEY.KDI RN.KDFTIHS VAK.LDAQLP LHPR.KA... TI.PR..KN. D..T------ ----..N.N- N.V.LSRGSE IT-------G DDG.ID--AT  [600] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  PAFIRNYLHR F----H.L.L ....-H.SRD .I----EKNH W-VM-HVN.T RVEGGYFKN. EN.KIFTIHS LVK.LDAQLP LHPR.KA..T TI.PR.---- ---------- -----EK.N- N.I.LSRGSK IT-------G EGG.LD--TI  [600] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  PAFLRQYLQK I----..L.M ....-H.NRG .L----NGNK W-VM-HVN.V PNTNRK.A.L GN.KNFTIHS TVS..NSQLP LHPG.KA.Y. SL.PR..V.. E..T------ ----..S.NN T.PMSIGKEV LQ-------E ESSDYS----  [600] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             DERII.ALPN F----..V.L SS..-.FAKQ SVYILNDQIV G-GQLWWPDK S-KPEKI-NN V...GISVE. IIKAMA.HP. YTGLT--IL. TW.PD.YE.. A..T------ ----..S.TG KV..LPPG-N LV-------. NGFTEIMHEK  [600] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  DERIM.AIPK F----..V.L SS..-.FAKQ SVYILKEEIV G-GQLWWPDK S-KPMKV-NN VD..GISVE. ILKSMATHP. YSGLT--IV. TF.PD.YE.. A..T------ ----..S.TG KE...LPG-K LV-------K NGFTEIMHEK  [600] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  DE.WTADIGD F----.FVII SS..-.HYRP SVYYENRTIT G-CH-.CQ-L P-NITD.-TM FYGY...FR. AFKAILDSES FKGVM--YL. SFAP...E.. L..E------ ----..D.L- RKQ.YRSN-- ET-------Q DETTMKLH.I  [600] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  DPTWAS.IGE F----.Y.II SS.Q-.FFRP LFLFDKQKRI G-CL-.CY-I P-GVRNV-GA HF.Y.R..R. TFKTILGLE. FKGE--..L. TFAP...E.. E.DK------ ---------- ---------- ---------G AMRQS*----  [600] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  DTKWTS.LDQ L----.YL.I SS..-.FSRP VIFYENQQIS G-CQ-.CA-L P-NTT..-PL TYGY....RI SLKAII--E. FKGLA--.L. SF.PQ..E.. A..E------ ----..D.V- R.Q.YRRN-- ET-------I .EADLKVHDI  [600] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           DEGWFNGLPN T----.IAIV SAA.-.FFRP IFIHRGDETL G-CI-.CN-L P-NMTQI-SP E.G.KLVYSA VL.QINECEM CK.D.VTVL. TI.PA..EN. T.DT------ ----..T.S- R.S.FGEN-K ID-------L QSNEMKIR.S  [600] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  DNTWTDLFPS L----.YAII SS.E-.FLKT AVYHENANPV G-CH-GCPE. S-NMTD.-GF DY.YNTS.RH VMDFIA.S-- KT.GM-I... TSIPD..ED. E.HN------ ----..T.K- K...VGEE-A VE-------M KVLN.ILRD.  [600] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  DETWTSLMPS F----.YAII S..K-.FLKS AIYHENAKLV G-CH-NCQEK P-HIE..-GF DY.YNAS.HN VMDFLAAED. SKGT--.... TSTPD..QN. E.H.------ ----..T.K- Q...VSDE-E IE-------I KDVH.ILKDI  [600] 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  DQKWTD..IN F----.YV.I SG.K-.FLKT TIFHENNTVT G-CH-.CQ.K .-NMT..-GY .YSY..V.HL VLDF.-AEP. HKAQV--L.. TTTPD..EN. E.D.------ ----..F.N- R.M.FTEGSE GE-------M KSEDVSMRDI  [600] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  DHKWTV..PK F----.YV.I SG.K-.FLKT TIFHENNVVT G-CH-.CQ.R .-NLTD.-GY DYSY..T.NL LRDF.---L. STHKPL.L.. TTTPD..EN. E..T------ ----..Y.N- R.M.F.EG-Q AN-------M KTVDDVMRD.  [600] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             DERWGNDLER F----.TV.V SV..-.FL.P AVYYESG.VL G-CH-SC.-T S-NCT.V-GF YDV....IR. TL.A.----- AGSGRE.ILT TF.P...E.R P.D.------ ----L...N- M.K.YEGKV- ---------L EGLDLDMR.I  [600] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  E.H-GVNWI. V----.FL.. .SYI-..MNT VS----IKVL R-GS-FDD.D T-E.D.I-KR PI.YERV.R. L.D..DH.ID .LSTT-...M SM.PL.IKSS D.AN------ -PE-.IR.AL ..T..L.M-S FNVAYGQFSA VGTDYRLFP.  [600] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    E.H-GVNW.. V----.FL.. ..YI-..MNT FA----MKVL R-GS-FDK.D T-E.E.I-ER PV.Y.RVMR. ..D...R.ID .LRTT-...A SM.PL.IKSL D.EN------ -PD-.IK.AL ..T..L.M-S MPF------S VGTDYRLFS.  [600] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  S.H-G.NW.D .----.YLI. ..YI-...RH ST----IKVL KQES-FNK.D SKE.N.I-GI YIVYKQV.S. .TK.L.Q.I. .SQTS-I..S SM.PT.IRSS D.GF------ -NE-.SK.EK .....L.M-S KPI------N VGTNRRLYEI  [600] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  E.H-.KSWE. V----..L.. ESYV-..M.Q ------PKIN A-T.----.D TSEVR.Y-N. TT.YKM..E. .AK.FKTKI. SE.QK-...T SM.PT.LWSW E..P------ -GS-D.T.YD .LY..DKR-S .W-------G TGSNQEIM.I  [600] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  N.H-GRHWR. .----.IV.. ..YL-..RTG FK----MKIL .-GS-FKDEK K-RIV.M-ES ED.Y.M..K. MVK..K..MD .L.TR-...A TM.PT.YK.E D.GG------ -EQ-.KN.YN Q.T..QDM-N HW-------P SDC..TLM..  [600] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  N.H-GRHW.. V----.I.I. ..YL-..MTG LK----MNIL Q-GS-FDDKE K-NIV.V-ST ED.Y.MGMKS ML...KN.MD RK.TR-...T SM.PT.AK.I D.GG------ -EP-.QN.YN Q.TL.EDP-S .W-------G SDCR.SIM..  [600] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  E.H-ARHWTN S----.I... .SYL-..RMP H-----IKSL W-GS-FEKLD G-I.K.V-EM VRVYEM..Q. LSQ.L.VH.. .NITK-L..M SM.PT.ERAE E.GG------ -IL-NQN.YG .ASL.DKE-G .T-------G RGSDPKMMR.  [600] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  L.H-ASKWQH .----.ILI. ..YL-..RQD S-----VKLR W----SS.EK G-SCE.V-KS A.GMEM.MDS ..D..AN..D .N.KR-...V TM.PT.QWSR E..P------ -GS-E.N.YG .KK..EEE-S .W-------G SGSDIPTMRM  [600] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  EDN-ARYWR. V----..L.. DSA.-....S Q-----RWSS W-..-.MD.N K-IFKAM-DP MV.YERG... .AK...I.LD .S.TK-.I.. TV.PRES--- ---------- ----.QM.YN QKH.LPSL-S SS-------. KPHVPQQSR.  [600] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  EDG-ADAW.N M----.LL.. .SW.-....T GV----Q.Q. W-.F-IRD.. S-LMRDM-DR .D..N.G... ..Q..DQ... VSQTR-...Q .I.PT.YM.R E..E------ -P--RKT.NG QMQ.LTGS-. .P-------G GSLPAA--SI  [600] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  EGG-ADAW.N M----..L.. .SW.-....K G-----Q.Q. W-..-IRD.. S-LVRDM-NR .D..Y.G.S. .A...DQ..D T..TR-...Q .I.PT.YE.R E..E------ -P--RKT.SG QMQ.LGGS-S .P-------S GQ.PSS--G.  [600] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  KQG--NMWR. M----..LI. .SW.-....T E-----HIQP W-..-MED.N R-L.KDM-NR .V..Y.GM.. .A...NAY.D .S.TK-...N .V.PT.YE.K D.GE------ -P--MNS.R. Q.Q.FYGR-K .P-------G GT.MAW--VI  [600] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  KQA--DAWL. M----..LI. .SW.-....T S-----GLQP W-..-MR..N Q-L.KDM-NR .V.YY.G.N. .A..INN.IV .SRTQ-...Q .V.PV.YD.R E..E------ -P--LKS.NG Q.Q.FMGQ-R .P-------G GL.LGW--V.  [600] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  NDG--KNWVE M----.TLI. ..W.-..SRR G-----PAQP W-.L-I.I.T .-.TKDM-DR VA..EI..G. ..K..DTVL. TK.TR-...Q .I.P..YK.V L.GE------ -PA-AKS.VG QK..LLGT-K .P-------G GL.AEV--G.  [600] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  SRG--N.WL. S----..AI. ..F.-..S.T G-----RA.T W-..-F.T.D K-IVK.M-NR M...KI.... .SK.IDH.ID .S.TR-..YQ .V.PV.LN.. E.GK------ -P--.KT.LG ..V.VQGP-S .P-------G RPNEGE--AI  [600] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  SSG--SLW.T .----..L.. .SW.-..L.T D-----RKQP W-.A-IMS.N V-TVKDM-DR .V.YE..MM. .AK.IDQ.ID .S.TK-...Q .I.PD.GRAR E.SK------ -QGGK.S.IG ..K..MGS-S ..-------A GPHAAE--M.  [600] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             SGN-ANAWHD .----.LLI. ....-..S.T G-----SMQ. W-.L-I.S.N S-Y.QDM-DR FV.ME...R. .AY...TH.D RSRTQ-.L.L SI.PT.DNPS D.AASS---- -SSGSKN.YG .....TGT-A .P-------V SSYTDQLRS.  [600] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  SVDA.NAWRT .----..LL. ....-..S.T G-----SLR. W-EQ-MET.G R-Y.GDM-DR .V.L..G.G. .SS..LRYI. SPLTR-...L SV.PT.YNPN E.T.RSKTST ITQG.KS.YG Q.T.FSGT-. .P-------. SSYVNQ-K..  [600] 
 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    LEKVLR-G-- -------M-- -KTPVTYLNI TRLTDYRKDG HPSVYRKQSL SE---KEKKS PLLYQDCSHW CLPGVPDSWN EILYAELIVK LNQLSQTQRK T*-------- -- [712] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   ..R...-.-- -------.-- -......... .........A ...I....K. .A---E.S.. .......... .......... ..F....L.. .D..GGKR.R KALKDHRS*- -- [712] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   ..YI..DT-- -------.-- -....I.M.. S....F.... ...I..MVYR T.---...RE AVSH...... .......T.. QL..VS.LKA GLASKW*--- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   VSS.IK-H-- -------.-- -T.H..VI.. .Q.SE..I.A .T...TETGG KILTAEQRAD .MHHA..I.. ....L..T.. R..L.H.*-- ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   V.S.IS-E-- -------.-- -....F.M.. .KM.W..T.. ......QPAD PR---GTSPA AGM....... .......... QL...T.L.S HGS.PDKSLG SLL*------ -- [712] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   VQEAIK-E-- -------.-- -QV..IL..V .K..NF.... ...I.G.TNT DG-----..V STRR...... .......V.. HLI..S.LLQ PHS*------ ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   V.D..K-Q-- -------.-- -R....L..V SG.SQ..I.A ...I.GTKPE NR-------R SRAV...... .......T.. HF..LH.LH. R*-------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   IKE.VK-N-- -------.-- -TI..SI.DV .SMSAF.S.. .VGLWSDNP. VP-------- -----..... .......I.. ...LFF.FRQ PV.*------ ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   AIQEM.YE-- ---------- -HSK.KF... .Y..EF...A ...R..EPGT P.-------- -DAP...... .......T.. .....Q.LAM NYRTK*---- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   VIEEM.YR-- ---------- -HSK.KF... .Y..EF.... .I.R..E.GT .V-------- -DVP...... .......T.. .....Q.LSM NYRTK*---- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  .RD..SHNSN RSE------- -TVK.KL... .AMAAQ.... ...L.YLGPH GP-------A ..HR...... .......T.. .LF..LFMKQ EAPS.SKRVE EANSTGNVTM S* [712] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  .QD..S-SSL YYSNISE--- -TVKLKV... .AMAAQ.N.. ...L.YLGLA GP-------A .FHR...... .......... .L...LFLKH EGYS.PRSNN SDTDNFT*-- -- [712] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  IKNE.Q---- ---------- -T.KIKL.DL .H.SEF.A.A ..AIWLGKQD AV-------- AIWG...M.. .......T.V D..AELILTN .KTE*----- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  NQHLYN---- -------SLK SRSAFHV.D. ..MSE..A.A ..AAAGGKN- ---------- ---HD..M.. ....LT.T.. DLFV.T.HTI KAL*------ ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  V.SAVN---- ---------- -G.RIKI.D. .A.SEL.DEA .I.GSKLKPR KPKKASNVT. TPTIN..L.. ....I..T.. .LFI.QI*-- ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  V.SAVN---- ---------- -G.R.KI.D. .A.SKL.DEA .IAGCKLKPK KA---SNVT. APTFN..L.. ....I..T.. .L.I.Q.*-- ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  AGRAVK---- ---------- -G.G.KL.D. .A.SHI.DE. .I.RFSISAS RG-------- ---V...L.. .......T.. ...F.MI*-- ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             QATGFH-RAV ADDKLGNR-- -SKKLKLMD. .EAFG..H.. ..GP..SPDP KKITKRGPDG QPPP...L.. .M..PV.T.. .MVLEIIRRD FEGRQSSPSS *--------- -- [712] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  QATGYNQA-- VDKVAENL-- -.LKLKLMD. .EAFG..H.. ..GPF.SPDP NKITKRGPDG RPPP...L.. .M..PV.T.. .MVLELIRRD RKSS.T*--- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  QLEEFW-RAE -EEA-KKK-- -GKRLRL.DT .QAMWL.P.. ...R.GHIPE AN-------- VT..N..V.. ....PI.NL. DF.L.M.KRE EDKGFLA.VR KMLS*----- -- [712] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  QREEF.-AAE -EDGMKKS-- -GLRLKLMDT .QAMLL.P.. ..GR.GHLQN PN-------- VT.RN..I.. ....PI.TL. D..LQMMKTD N*-------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           QIEQ.E-.IT -KR--GNK-- -AKKFAV.DV ..VMQM.P.. ..NG.WGNKW MK-G------ ---.N..V.. ....PI.A.. DF.M.IIRQL R*-------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  EINQFE-R-- ---VVTE.GQ ESENLKL.DF AGMLLT.P.. ..GP..EFRP FD----KD.N ATVQN..L.. ....PI.HL. DVILEIIVNG RTGK*----- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  EIDQFK-RAV REKTNQD--- -GGNLKL.DF ..MLLT.P.. ..GE..QFRP FD----KD.N AKVQN..L.. ....PF.YL. DVILETIVNG *--------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  ELEEFY-KTT -TTQQEGS-- -NSNIVL.DT .SMSLL.P.. ..GP..YPNP FA-GL.N.EL NQVQN..L.. ....PI.... DLMVEVMLNR ER.RRE*--- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  ELE.FQ-K-- -FGKGFGL-- -GSNIRL.DT .GMSLL.P.. ..GP..HPNP FA---GV.NK SNVQN..L.. ....PI.... DVMVETTLNR ERE.YDLTG* ---------- -- [712] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             EIEEYT---- -------AAA AEVRLEV.DV .AMSVL.P.. ..GP.MYADP FK----NGVP ERIPN..L.. ....PV.T.. ..MIEM.RRW KV*------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  A.N.TQ-S-- -------L-- -.V.IHF... .A.SE....A .T...TIKQG KLLTREQQND .ANFA..I.. ....L..T.. .F..THI.SR R*-------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    A.N.TH-S-- -------L-- -NV..YF... .K.SE....A .T..HTIRQG KMLTPEQQAD .NT.A..I.. ....L..T.. .F..TRI.SR S*-------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  ALNATK-S-- -------T-- -.V.IHF... .TMSE..... .T.F.GSING KLMTPEQ.LD .RTFA..Y.. ....L..... .L.SLF.LHR ER.KVTGRDE RATAK*---- -- [712] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  VGD..S-R-- -------V-- -GEN..F... .Q.SE..... .TT..GERRG KLLTKEQRAD .KN.G..I.. .......T.. .....Y.LRS HRNFF*---- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  IGEE.DQR-- -------A-- -EF...V... .Q.SG....A .T.I.K..WS PL-TKEQLAN .AS.S..I.. ....LQ.T.. .LFF.K.FYP *--------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  IGE.FG-R-- -------S-- -...I.L... .QMSN....A .T.I.K..WS PL-TAEQLEN .TS.A..V.. ....LQ.T.. .L.F.K.FYT *--------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  ..N..D-.-- -------LKN RGLNMQMI.. .Q.SE...E. ...I....WG TV-KEN.ISN .SSNA..I.. .......V.. .L...YILDH HSS*------ ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  VKR..E-R-- -------L-- -GPK.SVI.. .Q.SE..... .......FWE PL-NEDRL.N .AS.S..T.. .V.....V.. QL.FHF.*-- ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  .N....-T-- -------.-- -.YR.YLYD. .TMSA..R.. ....FKRAMH E.--E.HHRI AGPSS..... .......I.. .M.SSIILTN AV*------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  VSR..S-T-- -------.-- -R...YL.D. .T.SQL...A ...T.GGDGG ---------- ----T..... ....L..T.. QL...A.SM* ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  VS...S-S-- -------.-- -.K...L.D. .T.SQL...A ...S.GGDGG ---------- ----T..... ....L..T.. QL...A.TM* ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  .N..M.-R-- -------L-- -.K..HW.D. .G.SQL...A ...AFSGNHP GN-------- -----..... ....L..T.. LLF.ST.FSS *--------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  VN...S-R-- -------I-- -RK..HL.DL .T.SE....A ...L.NGI.K DL-------- -----..... ....L..T.. LL..SS.TS* ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  .KRA.G-K-- -------I-- -SK...L.D. .M.SLL...A .....GL--G GR-------- -NSSG..... ..S....T.. ....NYMVE* ---------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  VKS.IG-R-- -------.-- -AK..EL.DV .AM.EM.... ...I.AGGGD RL-------- ----N..... .......A.. QL..TA.LSH *--------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  VA..IK-T-- -------.-- -.NQARLMDV .LMSQL.... .....GFGGH RM-------- ----A..... ..S....... QL..S..FHS *--------- ---------- -- [712] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             IVE..H-.-- -------.-- -HN.AFL.D. .L.SSL.... .....SGLIS GS----QRSR .DQSA..... ....L..T.. QL..TL..Y* ---------- ---------- -- [712] 




Figure S4: Alignment of ESK1 clade from 11 plant species. 
This alignment was used to build the Maximum likelihood tree shown in this annex 





AT  Arabidopsis thaliana  
ATR  Amborella trichopoda  
BD  Brachypodium distachyon  
CMI Cycas micholitzii 
Eucgr. Eucalyptus grandis 
BGI Ginkgo biloba 
GMO  Gnetum montanum 
OS  Oryza sativa  
PGL Picea glauca 
PP Physcomitrella patens 
TBA Taxus baccata 
 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  -KCDIF---- IGNWVP---- -DPSG-PI-Y TNVSCR--HI QDYQNCLKNG RPDVN-YLRW RW--QPR--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NPEQFLDNMR NKW-LAFI-- GDSISRNHV- ---QSLLCIL SQVEEVEDIF HDKE------  [150] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  -GCNLF---- QGRWVF---- -DASY-PF-Y DSSKCP--FI DGEFDCLKFG RPDKQ-FLKY SW--QPE--- SCT------- --IP-RF--- DGGAFLRKYR GKR-VMFV-- GDSLSLNMW- ---ESLACMI HASVPNAKTT FLKR------  [150] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   -ECDIF---- DGNWVV---- -DDNY-PL-Y NASECP--FV EKGFNCLGNG RGHDE-YLKW RW--KPK--- HCT------- --VP-RF--- EVRDVLKRLR GKR-IVFV-- GDSMSRTQW- ---ESLICML MTGLEDKRSV ----------  [150] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   -DCDIY---- DGSWVR---- ADDETMPY-Y PPGSCP--YI DRDFNCHANG RPDDA-YVKW RW--QPN--- GCD------- --IP-RL--- NGTDFLEKLR GKK-LVFV-- GDSINRNMW- ---ESLICIL RHSLKDKKRV ----------  [150] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             -LCDYT---- QGNWVR---- -DEIG-PL-Y NGSTCG--TI KDGQNCFRHG RPDSG-YLYW KW--KPN--- ECD------- --IP-RF--- DSNRFLDLMR DKH-LAFI-- GDSMARNQL- ---ESLLCLL STVSSPDLVY RNGED-----  [150] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  -SCNVF---- EGQWVW---- -DNVSYPL-Y TEKSCP--YL VKQTTCQRNG RPDSY-YQNW RW--KPS--- SCD------- --LP-RF--- NALKLLDVLR NKR-LMFI-- GDSVQRSTF- ---ESMVCMV QSVIPEKKKS FHRI------  [150] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  -KCNIY---- QGRWIY---- -DNSSNPL-Y GTSTCP--FI --GLDCQKFG RPDKN-YLHY RW--QPT--- GCD------- --IP-RF--- NGRDFLTRFK GKK-ILFV-- GDSLSNNMW- ---VSLSCML HAAVPNAKYT FQLN------  [150] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  -TCDFS---- EGSWIY---- -DPNPRST-R YTSSCK--EI FKGWNCIRNN KTNGFEISNW RW--KPK--- HCD------- --LP-SF--- DPLKFLQSHR NTN-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLFCML KSVTGELKKW RPA-------  [150] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  -SCDLF---- AGEWVR---- -DETY-PL-Y RSKECGRGII DPGFDCQTYG RPDSD-YLKF RW--KPF--- NCN------- --VP-RF--- NGVKFLQEMR DKT-IMFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESLICMI SSSAPSINTH IIHE------  [150] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  -FCNIY---- QGSWVY---- -DKSY-PL-Y DSKNCP--FI ERQFNCKSNG RPDSE-YLKY RW--QPS--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NGLDFLGRIM KGKKLMFV-- GDSLSLNQW- ---QSLTCLL HNAAPKANST STRSP-----  [150] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  -RCNLA---- RGKWVY---- -DSSY-PL-Y SAFSCP--FI DSEFNCQKAG RPDTN-YQHF RW--QPF--- SCP------- --LP-RF--- DGANFMRRMR GKK-IMMV-- GDSLSLNMF- ---ESLACLL HASLPNAKYS LRRS------  [150] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  -GCNLF---- QGRWVF---- -DASY-PF-Y DSSTCP--FI DGEFDCLKFG RPDKQ-FLKY SW--QPD--- SCT------- --VP-RF--- DGEAFLKKWR GKR-VMFV-- GDSLSLNMW- ---ESLACMI HSSVPNTKTT FLKR------  [150] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  -TCNLA---- KGEWVE---- -DKKR-PL-Y SGFECKQ-WL SNIFSCRVMG RPDFS-FEGY RW--QPE--- GCN------- --IP-EF--- NRVNFLRRMQ NKT-IAFI-- GDSLGREQF- ---QSLMCMA TGGKESPEVQ NVGSE-----  [150] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  -ECNLF---- EGKWVF---- -DNVSYPL-Y KEEDCK--FM SDQLACEKFG RKDLS-YKFW RW--QPH--- TCD------- --LP-RF--- NGTKLLERLR NKR-MVYV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---VSMVCMV SSVITNPKAM YMHNNG----  [150] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  -ECDLF---- TGQWVF---- -DNKTYPL-Y KEEECE--FL TEQVTCLRNG RKDSL-FQNW RW--QPR--- DCS------- --LP-KF--- NARVLLEKLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSVIPPGRKS LNQT------  [150] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  -FCDVF---- TGKWVL---- -DNVTHPL-Y KEDECE--FL SEWVACTRNG RPDSK-YQKW RW--QPQ--- DCS------- --LP-RF--- DSKLLLEKLR GKK-LMFI-- GDSIHYNQW- ---QSMVCMV QSVIPSGKKT LKHT------  [150] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  -SCDVF---- SGKWVR---- -DEVSRPL-Y EEWECP--YI QPQLTCQEHG RPDKD-YQFW RW--QPN--- HCD------- --LP-SF--- NASLMLETLR GKR-MMYV-- GDSLNRGMF- ---VSMICLL HRLIPEDQKS IKTNG-----  [150] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  -RCNWF---- RGNWVY---- -DVKY-PL-Y DPYKCP--FI DPQFNCKKYG RPDNA-YLKY RW--QPS--- SCS------- --LP-RF--- NGLYFLRRMR GKK-IMFV-- GDSLSTNMW- ---QSLACLI HSWVPNTRYT LIRQ------  [150] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  -KCDIF---- SGEWIP---- -NPKA-PY-Y TNTTCR--AI HEHQNCIKYG RPDLG-FMKW RW--KPK--- ECD------- --LP-LF--- DPYEFLEIVR GTR-MAFV-- GDSVSRNHV- ---QSLICLL SRVEHPEGDS QQE-------  [150] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  -GCDVF---- DGDWVW---- -DESY-PL-Y QSKDCR--FL DEGFRCSDFG RSDLF-YTQW RW--QPR--- HCN------- --LP-RF--- DAKLMLEKLR DKR-LVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCLL SSAVKNESLI ----------  [150] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  -GCDVF---- KGNWVK---- -DWSTRPL-Y RESECP--YI QPQLTCRTHG RPDSD-YQSW RW--RPD--- SCS------- --LP-SF--- NATVMLESLR GKK-MMFV-- GDSLNRGMY- ---VSLICLL HSQIPENSKS MDTF------  [150] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   -VCDYS---- YGRWVRRRRD VDETS----Y YGEECR--FL DPGFRCLNNG RKDSG-FRQW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NASDFLERSR NGR-IVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML SQAVSNKSEI ----------  [150] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   -SCEFF---- EGDWVK---- -DDSY-PL-Y KPGSCN--LI DEQFNCISNG RPDVD-FQKL KW--KPK--- QCS------- --LP-RL--- NGGKLLEMIR GRR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL KGSVKDESQV ----------  [150] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  -GCDMF---- TGRWVK---- -DDSY-PL-Y NSSTCP--FI RHEFSCQRNG RPDLD-YSTF RW--QPL--- SCK------- --LA-RF--- NGLQFLKKNK GKK-IMFV-- GDSLSLNQW- ---QSLACML HSSVPNSTYT LTTQ------  [150] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           -ECDLF---- KGHWVP---- -DKRG-SL-Y TNSSCA--TI PDSKNCIKQG RPDKD-FLFW RW--KPD--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NPKAFLSMVR GKK-MNFI-- GDSVARNHM- ---ESLLCLL SMEETPKDIY KDGE------  [150] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  -RCDYS---- VGKWTF---- -DETY-PL-- YDSSCP--YL SSALSCQRNG RPDSY-YQKW RW--IPK--- ACS------- --LP-RF--- DALKFLGKMR GKR-IMLV-- GDSMMRNQW- ---ESLVCLV QSVLPTHRKK LTYN------  [150] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    -ECDLF---- TGEWVF---- -DNETHPL-Y KEDQCE--FL TAQVTCMRNG RRDSL-YQNW RW--QPR--- DCS------- --LP-KF--- KAKLLLEKLR NKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSVVPPGRKS LNKT------  [150] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   -ECDVT---- KGKWVY---- -DSDY-PL-Y TNASCP--FI DEGFGCQSNG RLDLN-YMNW RW--EPQ--- DCH------- --AP-RF--- NATKMLEMIR GKR-LVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL FQAVKDPKRV ----------  [150] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  -KCDLF---- TGDWIP---- -DPTG-PL-Y TNVTCR--HI QDFQNCLLNG RPDVN-YLFW RW--KPR--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- SPSQFLASVK NKW-WAFI-- GDSIARNHV- ---QSLICIL SQVEEVEEIY HDKE------  [150] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  -KCDLF---- TGKWIK---- -DPLG-PI-Y TNESCGI-VV DAHQNCITNG RPDSG-FLNW KW--KPN--- DCS------- --LP-RF--- DSLRFLQLMR NKS-WAII-- GDSIARNHV- ---ESLLCML STVEKPVEVY HDEN------  [150] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  -KCDLF---- AGKWIP---- -DSVG-PI-Y TNKSCGS-LI DGHQNCITNG RPDLD-FLYW KW--KPH--- DCL------- --LP-RF--- DPRRFLQLMR HKS-WAFI-- GDSISRNHV- ---ESLLCML STIEEPVEVY HDME------  [150] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  -ECDLY---- QGSWFY---- -DPGG-PL-Y TNNSCP--VL TQMQNCQGNG RPDKG-YENW RW--KPS--- QCE------- --LP-RF--- DARKFLELMK GKT-LAFI-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESMLCLL WQVETPVNRG S---------  [150] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   -ECNVA---- AGKWVY---- -NSSIEPL-Y TDRSCP--YI DRQFSCMKNG QPETD-YLRW EW--QPD--- DCT------- --IP-RF--- SPKLAMNKLR GKR-LLFV-- GDSLQRSQW- ---ESFVCLV ESIIPEGEKS MKRS------  [150] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  -KCDVF---- SGKWVF---- DNSSSYPL-H KESQCP--YM SDQLACQKHG RKDLE-YQHW RW--QPH--- ACN------- --LK-RW--- NAIEMWEKLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---ISMVCLL QSVIPRDKQS MSPN------  [150] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   -ECDYS---- KGKWVRRASS SSSSVNGL-F YGEECR--FL DSGFRCHKHG RKDSG-YLDW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NASDLLERSR NGR-IVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLMCML SQAIPNKSEI ----------  [150] 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    -NCEFF---- DGEWIK---- -DDSY-PL-Y KPGSCN--LI DEQFNCITNG RPDKD-FQKL KW--KPK--- KCS------- --LP-RL--- NGAILLEMLR GRR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL KGSVKDETKV ----------  [150] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  -MCDLF---- TGEWVP---- -NEEA-PY-Y TNTTCW--AI HEHQNCMKYG RPDTG-FMRW RW--KPE--- SCD------- --LP-IF--- DPQEFLEMVR GKA-MGFV-- GDSISRNQV- ---QSLLCLL SRVEYPEDIS PSPD------  [150] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  -SCDIF---- SGEWVP---- -NPEA-PY-Y TNTTCW--AI HEHQNCMKFG RPDTD-FIKW KW--KPY--- GCE------- DGLP-VF--- DPVRFLEIVR GKT-MAFV-- GDSVSRNHM- ---QSLICLL SQVEYPMDAS VKND------  [150] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  -GCDLF---- NGKWVW---- -DESY-PL-Y QSKDCT--FI DEGFRCTEFG RPDLF-YTKW RW--QPN--- HCD------- --LP-RF--- DAKLMLEKLR NKR-LVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML ASAISNKNLV ----------  [150] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   -GCDLY---- KGSWVK---- GDDEY-PL-Y QPGSCP--YV DDAFDCQRNG RRDSD-YLNW RW--KPD--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NATDFLVKLR GKS-LMLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESMLCVL REGLSDKSRM ----------  [150] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  -ACNYA---- KGKWVV---- --DNHRPL-Y SGSQCKQ-WL ASMWACRLMQ RTDFA-FESL RW--QPK--- DCS------- --ME-EF--- EGSKFLRRMK NKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCMI SGGKERLDVL DVGPE-----  [150] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   -SCDIF---- DGTWVF---- -DDSE-PV-Y LPGYCP--FV EDKFNCFKNG RPDSG-FLRH RW--QPH--- GCS------- --IP-RF--- DGKKMLKMLR GKR-VVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCSL RSTLEDKNRV SKIIGKQSNL  [150] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             -ECDLY---- HGNWFY---- -DPMG-PL-Y TNNSCP--LL TQMQNCQGNG RPDKG-YENW RW--KPS--- QCD------- --LP-RF--- DAKKFLELMR GKT-LAFI-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESMMCLL WQVETPVNRG N---------  [150] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             -TCSLF---- LGTWVR---- -DNSY-PL-Y KPADCPG-VV EPEFDCQMYG RPDSD-YLKY RW--QPQ--- NCN------- --LP-TF--- NGAQFLLKMK GKT-IMFA-- GDSLGKNQW- ---ESLICLI VSSAPSTRTE MTRG------  [150] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  -VCNFA---- KGKWV----- -EDRKRPL-Y SGFECKQ-WL SSMWSCRIMG RPDFS-FEGY RW--QPE--- GCN------- --MP-QF--- DRFTFLTRMQ NKT-IAFI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSLMCMA SGGEDSPEVQ NVGWE-----  [150] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  -PCDLF---- SGRWVF---- -NPET-PKPL YDETCP--FH RNAWNCLRNK RDNMDVINSW RW--EPN--- GCG------- --LS-RI--- DPTRFLGMMR NKN-VGFV-- GDSLNENFL- ---VSFLCIL RVADPSAIKW ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00019G03720                  -KCDIY---- TGKWVK---- -ADDY-PL-Y PPGSCP--YV DEAFSCQENR RPDVD-YLNW RW--KPD--- GCE------- --IP-RF--- NAIDFLERIR GKR-LMLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESMVCLL HEALPNKSRM ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00630                  -KCNIF---- DGKWVY---- -DPLQRLI-Y VPSSCP--FL SEQVSCRKNG RPDSE-YEKW RW--EAN--- DCE------- --IP-RF--- NGMDLLERMR GKR-IVLV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESLACLL FSLIPPSRAH VKVQS-----  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00670                  -KCNIF---- DGNWIY---- -NPLQRPI-Y DPSFV---FL S--------- -------EQW EW-------- ---------- ------F--- NGMELLERMR GKQ-IVLV-- GNSLNRNRW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00680                  -GCDIF---- AGHWVY---- -DESY-PL-C NSSSCT--FY NNMFDCAKSG RPDKL-YLKY RW--QPT--- CCD------- --LP-RF--- DALNFLSKMK GKR-ILFV-- GDSLALNQW- ---QSLACMI QSGAPAPHTT LVSK------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00690                  -GCDIF---- AGRWVY---- -DESY-PY-Y NSSSCT--FH NSMFDCVKNG RPDNL-YRKY RW--QPD--- GCD------- --LP-RY--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00700                  ---------- --MLIP---- ---------- --------SL KGTIKVVRQ- ---------- ---------- ---------- --LS------ ----IERRLQ ESQ-FQFC-- --------W- ----HIECCL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00710                  ---------- DGA------- ---------- --------FI DPEFDCVKNG RPDKL-YLEY RC--QPS--- ACD------- --LP-RF--- NALDFLSKMK GKA-IMFV-- GDSLGANQW- ---QSLLCMI QTEMPNAKTS KVAKGSL---  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00730                  -GCDPY---- VGTWAY---- -DESY-PL-Y DSSRCP--FI DPEFDCLKNG RSDKL-YLHY RW--QPS--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NALDFLSKMK GKT-IMFV-- GDSLGLNQW- ---QSLLCMI QAGVPTAKTS MAKK------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00750                  -GCDVF---- SGRWEL---- -DPGSHPL-F REESCP--YL TQPVTCQKNG RPDSL-YQNW KW--RPR--- DCE------- --LP-RF--- DPLRLLEKLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLQRTQW- ---ESMVCLL QSAIPDHQKS MDKI------  [150] 
#ATR_00021G00760                  -TCNLF---- AGSWVL---- -DESY-PF-Y DSSSCS--FI DLEFDCLKHG RPDKL-YLKY RW--QPN--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NALYFLLKMK GKE-IMFV-- GDSLGLNQW- ---QSLICMV QAGAPRVRTS LVMS------  [150] 
#ATR_00023G00100                  -ECDLF---- SGRWVL---- -DNFSHPL-Y SEEERP--YM SDQLAWRKYG RPDLA-YRSW RW--QPH--- HCN------- --LT-RW--- NATAMLEKLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00023G00110                  -QCDVF---- SGRWVF---- -DNISYPI-Y SERNCS--FM SDQLACAKWG RSDLK-YQNW RW--QPH--- RCS------- --LP-RF--- NATAMLERLR GKR-MVFV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---VSMVCLL DSGIEPNHKS MHSN------  [150] 
#ATR_00023G00130                  -DCDLF---- SGKWVF---- -DNGSHPL-Y EEKSCP--YI QPQLTCKEHG RPDSD-YQHL RW--KPH--- ACS------- --LP-RF--- NATLMLERLR GKR-MMYV-- GDSLNRGQF- ---VSMVCLL HSIIPDDAKS FYAN------  [150] 
#ATR_00025G00340                  ---------- MGTFVF---- ---------- ----CLYHFL SL-------- ------F--- ---------- ---------- --LI-RF--- DPKLMLEKLR GKR-LVFI-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML AQAVPDKDSI ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00025G02240                  -VCDLY---- HGKWVY---- -DQTG-PL-Y TNNTCP--VI TQMQNCQGNG RPDKE-YENW RW--KPH--- QCD------- --LP-HF--- DSKKFLELMR GKT-LAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESMMCIL WQVETPRNRG S---------  [150] 
#ATR_00040G01910                  ---------- ---------- -MEKI----- ---------- ---------- -------NSW RW--VPD--- SCA------- --LP-TI--- DPFGFLGLMR NKR-IGFV-- GDSLNENFL- ---VSFLCIL RIADETARKW KR--------  [150] 
#ATR_00040G02130                  -TCNLF---- QGKWVY---- -DEKY--FFY RDEECS--YI HPEFSCQKNG RRDWR-YERW RW--EPD--- ---------- -----EL--- ---------- ---------- GV-------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00045G02000                  -ECDIY---- TGKWVF---- -DETY-PL-Y STASCP--FI DDGFNCEANG RPDRD-YMKW RW--QPR--- GCS------- --IP-RF--- SAVNMLKLLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL RSSIPDPKRV ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00048G01150                  -TCDIF---- DGKWVS---- -DEAY-PY-Y EAGSCP--FL DDAFNCAKNG RPDSS-YEKL RW--QPR--- ECH------- --IP-RL--- DGLEMLERLR GKR-LVYV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESMVCIL RAALPDKTRV ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00057G01830                  -FCNFS---- DGSWLY---- -DKGAKP--R YDHTCK--EI FKGWNCIFNG KPNVEEIFKW KW--QPR--- ECD------- --LP-RF--- DPAQFLERFR HTK-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLVCTL KKASNEVKKW RPA-------  [150] 
#ATR_00071G00870                  -SCNVF---- SGSWVI---- -DQSY-PL-Y NSSLCP--FV ERGFNCERNG RPDNE-YMKL RW--QPH--- NCD------- --IP-RF--- DVQSVLQRLR GLR-IVFV-- GDSMGRTQW- ---ESLICLL MTGVEDKRSV ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00085G01050                  -ECDVF---- AGKWVK---- -DETK-PY-Y PAGSCA--YV DEAFDCHRNK RPDFE-YEKW RW--KPD--- DCD------- --IP-SL--- NATDFLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RHSVGNKSTV ----------  [150] 
#ATR_00088G00740                  -SCDIF---- DGKWVA---- -DPSP-PL-Y NGTTCS--TI KENQNCMANG RPDTG-YLHW KW--LPS--D GCS------- --LP-KF--- NPSGFLSLFQ NKN-LAFV-- GDSMSRNQL- ---ESLLCLL SSFSPSPQLL YSDTE-----  [150] 
#ATR_00088G00780                  -SCDLF---- SGGWVW---- -DLEG-PI-Y TNSTCP--TL PDSKNCGKHG RIDTD-YMKW RW--KPD--- SCE------- --LP-RF--- DPKRFLNLFR HKK-LVFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESLLCLL SQVETPTDIY HDHD------  [150] 
#ATR_00093G00040                  -KCDLF---- KGEWIY---- -DPSG-PH-Y TNESCQ--VI EDHQNCMSNG RPDSG-YLYW RW--KPS--- SCN------- --LS-QF--- DGKRFLENMV NKR-WGFI-- GDSISRNHV- ---QSLLCLL SKVESATEIY HDEE------  [150] 
#ATR_00114G00150                  -TCDYS---- VGKWVF---- -DPSY-PL-- YDASCP--YI SGRVSCRKNG RPDSV-YEKW RW--KPQ--- GCS------- --IT-RF--- NALAFLGKMR RKR-IMLV-- GDSIMRNQW- ---ESLVCLV DAVIPKERKT VSYH------  [150] 
#ATR_00114G00600                  -KCDFS---- YGRWVQ---- -DENY-PYFD YAGNCA--FL DPGFRCHDNG RKDRD-YLRW RW--QPA--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DGKDMLERSR NGR-IVFA-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLVCML AQFVSNKSSI ----------  [150] 
#BD1G03940                        -GCDVG---- VGEWVY---- -DEAARPL-Y QEEECP--YI QPQLTCLAHG RPDTA-YRHW RW--QPR--- GCS------- --LP-SF--- NATLMLEMLR GKR-MLFV-- GDSLNRGQY- ---VSLVCLL HRAIPESSKS METL------  [150] 
#BD1G03947                        -GCDVG---- VGEWVR---- -DEAARPL-Y EEASCP--YI PQELTCQAHG RPDAA-YQNW RW--QPR--- GCGE------ --LP-SF--- NATVMLEMLR GKR-MLFV-- GDSLNRGQY- ---VSLLCLL HRAIPEGSRS FETI------  [150] 
#BD1G03970                        -MS------- SGRWVY---- -DEEAYPL-Y EESACR--FM SDNFACGKYG RTDLR-YQRW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DAARMLGKLR GKR-LAFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---VSME--- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#BD1G16610                        -ACDLY---- RGWWTY--DA EGEQA-PL-Y HESECE--FL TEQVTCMRNG RRDDS-YQRW RW--QPS--- SCD------- --LP-RF--- DARALLERLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV SSAIPSRE-- ----------  [150] 
#BD1G19320                        ---------- EGKWVR---- -DEMYHPL-Y EPRECP--FV DVGFRCTENG RPDGG-YARW RW--RPA--- HCT------- --LP-RF--- DAKKLLRVLR NRR-LVFI-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESMLCML SSAVSNSNSI ----------  [150] 
#BD1G26890                        -TCDYS---- SGEWVP---- -DASAESHLR YDHTCK--EI FKGWNCVGNG KRNGRALLRW RW--KPA--- GCEL------ --LP-RL--- DPLLFLQRHR NTN-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLVCML RGVTGEVRKW RPA-------  [150] 
#BD1G31440                        -RCDIY---- DGTWVR---- STDASRPL-Y AAGTCP--FV DEAYACAANG RPDSA-YTRW RW--APR--- RCA------- --LP-PF--- NATDFLSRLR GRR-LVLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESMLCVL RQALPDKSRL ----------  [150] 
#BD1G32150                        -SCDLF---- QGRWVA---- -DASY-PL-Y NTSSCP--FL PDVFDCRRNG RPDDT-YLKF RW--SPA--- ACR------- --LP-TF--- DGLDFLRRWR GKT-VMFV-- GDSLSMNQW- ---VSLACML HAALPAPARV SFATG-----  [150] 
#BD1G38400                        -RCDLF---- HGEWVP---- -DSSG-PA-Y NNASCR--FI EIPQNCMTNG RPDDG-YLYW RW--KPY--- GCD------- --IV-PF--- DGKTFLEGMR GKH-WALV-- GDLLLRNHV- ---QSLLCLL SKVEVPTEVY HDRT------  [150] 
#BD1G43717                        -ACDAT---- RGEWVH---- -DPSLRPH-Y TNATCG--FI QDYQNCMKHG KPSLE-FLQW KW--RPD-AA DAGCGE---- --LMERF--- DAARFFRAVR GRS-ILFV-- GDSLASSHV- ---LSLVCTL SELETPTKRH S---------  [150] 
#BD1G43730                        -ECDMF---- RGEWVP---- -DDEA-PY-Y TNQSCA--LI QEHQNCIKYG RPDLG-FLRW RW--RPA--- ECE------- --LP-RF--- DAAGFLDVVR GRS-LAFV-- GDSLARNHM- ---QSLMCLL SKVEYPKDIS KTKD------  [150] 
#BD1G43740                        -SCNIF---- KGKWVP---- -DTDAPPR-Y TNETCP--VL HGHYDCMKYG KPDLG-FIRW RW--RPE--- ECE------- --LP-RF--- DASRFLGAMR GKS-VAFI-- GDSLARNQM- ---QSLVCLL ARAERPVPWA ----------  [150] 
#BD1G44890                        -PCDYA---- DGEWVP---- -DARP-PL-Y NGTSCG--TI KDGQNCMAHG RPDTG-YLYW RW--RPQ--- RCD------- --LP-AF--- SPAAFLRWLR NRH-LAFV-- GDSLARNQG- ---ESLLCLL SSHSTPELVY RDGEE-----  [150] 
#BD1G44900                        -KCDYG---- EGKWVW---- -DDGVAGPRY DSAKCD---L KGTQKCALNG KPDNG-YLHW RW--QPA-AA GCN------- --LS-AL--- DPAEFLGMVR GKR-LAFV-- GDSTARNQA- ---EALVCFL STFSRPETTH RYEERPG---  [150] 
#BD1G44920                        -KCDIS---- MGKWVK---E P--KG-PV-Y TNLTCP--ML PDYKNCQKYG K-DTG-HLYW RW--QPD--- ------GC-- D-LP-RF--- SPARFLDVVR GKR-LAFI-- GDSLARNQM- ---DSLLCL- --LSQAE--- T-PAEVY---  [150] 
#BD1G46280                        -GCDMF---- HGSWVQ---- -DNSY-PL-Y PGGSCP--HI DEPFDCHLNG RPDRG-YQKL RW--QPS--- GCS------- --IP-RL--- NPTDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RHSVRDKRKV ----------  [150] 
#BD1G64470                        -QCDVY---- DGRWVF---- -DDSY-PL-Y TSNSCP--FV DEGFSCEANG RMDKS-YRKW RW--QPT--- HCS------- --IP-RF--- DARKMLEMLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMMCLL REAVSDPARI ----------  [150] 
#BD1G65530                        -TCDLY---- QGEWVY---- -DEVNAPV-Y KEAQCE--FL TEQVTCMRNG RRDDS-YQKW RW--QPT--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DARLLLERLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSAIAKGHKT LTKFVNN---  [150] 
#BD1G65550                        -GCDIF---- SGSWAR---V DGDGSAPA-Y TGYKCP--VI DPEFNCQVYG RPDTE-YLRY QW--KPA--- GCE------- --IP-RF--- DGADFLARMK GRT-VMFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESLVCLL HAAAPQSPGQ LVSA------  [150] 
#BD2G07000                        -GCDVF---G AGSWVA---- -DESY-PL-Y DSASCP--FI RAEFDCKRFR RPDTA-YLKF RW--QPS-PP CSQ------- --LP-RF--- DGAALLRMWS GKK-VMFV-- GDSLALNQY- ---ESLLCLI HAAVPGATTT VSPRSGKI--  [150] 
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#BD2G24750                        -ACDVF---- DGGWVP---- -DASY-PL-Y NSSECP--FA EKGFNCLANG REDTG-YLKW RW--KPR--- HCD------- --VP-RF--- TARAALEQLR GKR-VVFV-- GDSMSRTQW- ---ESFICML MTGVDDPKTV ----------  [150] 
#BD2G28100                        -ECELF---- SGSWVW---- -DEEAHPL-Y REEDCP--YI QPQLACQAHG RPDKA-YRSW RW--QPH--- DCT------- --LP-VF--- NATLMLETLR DKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRGQF- ---TSMVCLL QSAIPSADAK SFEMSPD---  [150] 
#BD2G28400                        -SCDVY---- KGRWVY---- -DDKNAPL-Y KESDCE--FL TEQVTCMRNG RRDDE-YQKW RW--QPD--- ECD------- --LP-KF--- EAKLLLEKLR NKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSEVPWDKKK LVKN------  [150] 
#BD2G32220                        -KCNLF---- NGEWIP---- -NPSG-PA-Y TNASCR--FI DDHQNCMMNG RPDIG-YLHW RW--KPY--- ECG------- --LP-PF--- DEVRFLGAMR NKA-WGLI-- GDSILRNQV- ---QSLICLL SKADEPVEVY HDKE------  [150] 
#BD2G43447                        -KCEAW---- DGEWVQ---- -DPAGYPL-Y EAAECP--FL SDQVTCRRNG RPDSG-YEQW RW--QPN--- GCGRGGSR-- --RRRRF--D AGVAALEQCR GRR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLACIL YTAVPDRSRT RIDDVS----  [150] 
#BD2G45320                        -ACNMF---- QGSWVY---- -DDTL-PM-Y DTARCP--FV EPEFDCQKYG RPDKL-YLKY RW--RPA--- SCE------- --LP-RF--- NGQDLLSKWR GKK-ILFV-- GDSISLNQW- ---QSLVCML HAA------- ----------  [150] 
#BD2G45350                        -YCDIF---- RGEWVP---- -DTEA-PY-Y NHKTCY--MI QEHQNCLKYG RPDLG-FLKW RW--RPS--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- DPVQFLQFAR HKS-LAFV-- GDSLARNHM- ---QSLLCLL SQVAYPKDMS ANPT------  [150] 
#BD2G45360                        -TCDIF---- HGEWVP---- -DPGYSPE-Y TNETCS--YI QEYQNCFKYG RPDSE-FLRW RW--QPS--- QCD------- --LP-RF--- DAGKFLRLVR GKT-LAFV-- GDSLSRNHM- ---QSLLCLL SKVALPKEVS MTGTTD----  [150] 
#BD2G54010                        -TCDLS---- KGEWVF---- -DNASYPL-Y REEECT--FL TSQVTCMKNG RRDDT-YQKW RW--QPN--- DCS------- --MP-RF--- DAKLFMERLR GKR-FMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSAVSPDKKY VTWEDQR---  [150] 
#BD2G56830                        -SCDVF---- DGRWVR---- -DERY-PF-Y NSSECP--FA ERGFNCLANG RTNPD-YLKW RW--KPR--- HCD------- --IP-RF--- SAQRVLEWLR GKR-VVFV-- GDSMSRTQW- ---ESFICML MTGVDDPKTV ----------  [150] 
#BD2G58570                        -TCDLN---- RGGWVF---- -DSSG-PL-Y TNNSCP--LI TKTQNCQGNG RPDRG-YESW RW--KPE--- QCI------- --LP-RF--- DAKKFLELMR GKT-LAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESLLCIL WQVETPLNQG N---------  [150] 
#BD2G58580                        -TCDLY---- RGEWVF---- -DSSG-PL-Y TNNSCP--LI TQMQNCQGNG RPDKD-YESW RW--KPE--- QCI------- --LP-RL--- DAKKFLELMR GKT-VAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESLLCIL WQVETPVNRG S---------  [150] 
#BD3G01660                        ---------- AGRWIR---- -TPTPPPPPL YSPSCP--FH RNAWNCLRNG RAPVA---AL SW--SPA-RC GGA------- --LP-RL--- DPAAFLAAAR GRR-IGLV-- GDSLAENLV- ---VALLCAL R--------- ----------  [150] 
#BD3G23050                        -GCDYS---- NGAWVR---- ---DADPTTV YNEGCP--FL DPGFQCTRNG RADSS-FRHW RR--HPR--- GCT------- --LP-KF--- NASEMLERSR DGR-IVFA-- GDSVGRNQC- ---ESMVCML ASAVPAGDDS RIYERSE---  [150] 
#BD3G37610                        -ECNHR---- NGRWVS---- -DKRR-PL-Y SGFGCKQ-WL SESWSCRLTQ RLDFD-YEQF RW--QPE--- ACE------- --MP-EF--- EASQFLRRMQ DKT-IAYV-- GDSLGRQMF- ---QSMMCMA TAGQERADVE DVGAE-----  [150] 
#BD3G47317                        ---------- PGKWVA---- -DNKR-PL-Y SGKECSR-WL SLVWACRRMD RTDFS-YESY RW--QPN--- GCE------- --IP-DF--- SGQNFLKRMR HKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCIA TGGKHSPEVE DVSRK-----  [150] 
#BD3G56210                        -ACDVA---- KGEWVR---- -DKAA-PY-Y TNATCP--LI DGRQDCMKYG KPGLASILQW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LR-RF--- DAAAFFRIVR GKS-MAFV-- GDSVARNHM- ---QSLMCLL SQTAGAGQPT EIGGAKDCV-  [150] 
#BD3G56217                        -TCDLT---- RGEWVP---- EAAGAAPY-Y TNLTCP--FI DDLQNCMKFG KPSLD-FVRW RW--RPD--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- NAARFLDAMR GKS-IAFV-- GDSLARNHF- ---KSLLCLL SSVAQPAEVV GAAEREVDAT  [150] 
#BD3G57480                        -RCDMF---- YGNWVR---- -DDSY-PL-Y PEGSCP--HV DESFNCYLNG RPDKD-YQRL RW--QPS--- GCS------- --IP-RL--- NPSDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RNSIKDKRKV ----------  [150] 
#BD4G05130                        -ECDYK---- NGQWVP---- --DDHRPL-Y SGLRCKR-WL SESWNCRLTQ RKDFA-YEKF RW--QPE--- GCK------- --MP-VF--- QPAQFLRRMQ DKT-IAYV-- GDSLGRQMF- ---QSMMCMV AASQKDHSDI EDVGSK----  [150] 
#BD4G40210                        -GCDYS---- DGEWVR---- -DDPATTAAA YGEDCP--FL DPGF------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -----RF--- NGSEMLERSR NGR-IVFA-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESMLCML ASAVPPDAAN GTTSRRI---  [150] 
#BD4G41440                        -DCNYA---- KGKWLA---- -DEKR-PL-Y SGNECKQ-WL SKMWACRMMQ RTDFF-YETY RW--QPH--- GCE------- --MP-EF--- SGPNFLKRMK NKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMICIA TGGKYSPEVE DVGWK-----  [150] 
#BD4G42860                        -ECDLF---- DGEWAW---- -DDGR-PL-Y ESRDCP--FL DTGFRCSENG RPDSS-YAKW RW--RPS--- RCD------- --LP-RF--- DAKSMLEKLR NRR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML SSAVPDKSSI ----------  [150] 
#BD4G44860                        -ECNWS---- VGRWVY---- -DNASEPL-Y SGLKCS--FI FDEVACEKYG RNDTR-YQHW RW--QPD--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NATRLLEKLR NKR-MVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---VSMVCMV EAAIPEGLKM RVYN------  [150] 
#BD4G44997                        -TCNLA---- RGRWLF---- -DNVTTPL-Y REHECT--FL TKQVTCLENG RPDDT-WQYW KW--QPN--- DCS------- --LP-TF--- DARRFMERMR GKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCMV QGV------- ----------  [150] 
#BD5G15020                        -ECDFF---- DGKWVW---- -DDKY-PL-Y ESKDCP--FV DAGFRCSENG RPDTA-YTKW RW--QPS--- RCD------- --LP-RF--- DAKSMLERLR NKR-VVFA-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML SAGVSDKSSI ----------  [150] 
#BD5G15190                        -KCDVF---- SGGWVR---- -EEGY-AF-Y PPGSCP--LI DDDFNCHKNG RQDTD-FLNW RW--QPS--- GCD------- --IP-RM--- NASDFLERLR GQR-IIFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCTL RHGVRNKKSV ----------  [150] 
#CMI00000518                      ---------- ---------- ---------M KLHHNALVIN DDNHNVVVHS KGNGS----- ----NPQ--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GD-------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00001152                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---SD-YLKW RW--QPH--- ECE------- --LP-RF--- NATDFLERLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSMNLETS- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00003325                      ---------- ---------- ---------- --SPCLIRET DEEING---- ---------- ----SPS--- ---------- ---------- DQIK------ -----LYL-- -DTIDEKWM- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00005196                      ---------- SQTW------ ---FP-PL-F AGSNSSESIS IFSFIFPNSG SASSA-TLDD RG--SVF--- KNN------- TEDPHNL--- TAAN---APD GRN-RMAN-- ADSPQAGAEE KGPESRK--- ------NGKE NGPGSVKNNT  [150] 
#CMI00007571                      -ECDYT---- EGKWVQ---- -DDRR-PL-Y SGRSCKQ-WL SEMWACRLTQ RTDFS-YEKF RW--QPD--- NCD------- --MP-EF--- QGLQFLERMQ NKT-LAFI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCLI TGGIDRPDVE DVGKK-----  [150] 
#CMI00007639                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --IE-NY--- ---------- ---------- GS-------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00008379                      -RAVLL---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------AKY EW--QPA--- ---------- -----SV--- TRHTVQHGLK G---IYRV-- DVDIPADDW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00009108                      -ECDLS---- KGQWIP---- -DSSG-AF-Y TNETCF--AI QEHQNCMKHG RPDFG-YLHW RW--KPD--- SCE------- --LP-RF--- NASTFLELMH DKI-LAFV-- GDSIGRNHM- ---QSLVCLL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00009353                      ---------- GGQWFL---- ---KP-AI-Y LEDN------ -EVVGC---- ---------- ---------- ---------- HYCP------ ---------- ---------- GTNFTELGF- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00011529                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GCY------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00011961                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----NFV-- EKNMANNSF- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00012342                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KKN--- ---------- ---------- EVKL------ ---------- -DGVNKEMR- ---KIVV--- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00013875                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------GNG RPDKD-YEYW KW--QPV--- SCD------- --LP-RF--- DAHKFLQIMH GKT-LAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESLMCIL WQVETPQNKG N---------  [150] 
#CMI00014316                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -W-------- ---------- --LCFDM--- ---------- ---------- GLTVKRKDY- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00014513                      -KCDIF---- TGNWVH---- -DISY-PL-Y DSAQCP--YL DGEVSCRKNG RPDID-YEKW RW--NPR--- DCR------- --LP-RF--- NALYFLLRMR GKT-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---QSMVCLL QSALPPAKKF YSSG------  [150] 
#CMI00015101                      -QCNLF---- SGNWVH---- -DSSY-PL-Y AALQCP--YL SGQVNCRQNG RPDTD-YEKW RW--KPR--- GCS------- --IP-RF--- NPIDMLQRMK GKR-LMFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMVCLL QEVIPSNKKS VVYG------  [150] 
#CMI00016461                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -EGKKGRQGG KV-------- ----RPT--- ---------- --LR------ ---------- ---------- IDQIDRTAA- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00018183                      ---------- ---------- ---------- --------LL SQAEYPRGIY NDGTDKFRRW YF---PS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00019649                      -KKRVH---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------EISG R------HEF RK-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00021478                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00024128                      ---------- GLNFVF---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -W-------- NC-------- -----RF--- NASYMLERFR NGR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML AEAVPDKGRI ----------  [150] 
#CMI00027327                      ---------- SGHWFA---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KKS--- ---------- -----AY--- ----LLN--- ---------- GEVVGGQLW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#CMI00027594                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----QPN--- GCN------- --IP-RL--- NATDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RNSVRDKERV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.A01898                     -LCDVF---- SGRWVF---- DNTSR-PL-Y EEGQCR--HM -GTLACGKQG RRDLK-FQQW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DATALLERLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---ASLVCM- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.A01900                     -RCNFF---- HGKWVY---- -DASY-PL-Y DSSSCP--FI DPQFNCIKYG RRDRQ-YLKY RW--QPF--- SCN------- --LP-RF--- SAWNFLNKWR GKK-IMFV-- GDSLSLNIW- ---QSLSCMI HAQMPNARTV LFKR------  [150] 
#Eucgr.A01902                     -GCNFF---- QGKWVY---- -DASY-PL-Y DSSSCP--YI NPQNDCIKYG RPDRE-YLKY RW--QPS--- SCN------- --LP-RF--- NAVNLLNGWR GKK-ILFV-- GDSLSVNIW- ---ESLSCLI HAQLPNAKTS STTR------  [150] 
#Eucgr.A01903                     -GCDIF---- DGKWIY---- -DPKASPL-Y SGAQCP--FL SNQVSCQRNG RPDSQ-YERW SW--EAN--- RCA------- --IP-RF--- NGTDMLESLR GKR-VIIV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESLACLL YSSIAPSDAH VDVEG-----  [150] 
#Eucgr.A01950                     -GCDVF---- QGRWVY---- -DSSY-PL-Y NSFNCP--FL EQAFDCQKNG RHDRS-YLKY RW--QPL--- SCN------- --LP-RF--- SGSNFLKNFR GKR-IMFV-- GDSLSLNQW- ---QSFTCML HASVPEAKYA FSRT------  [150] 
#Eucgr.A02463                     -KCDFF---- DGEWVK---- -DDSY-PL-Y KPGSCS--LI DEQFNCILNG RPDKD-YQKY RW--RPK--- GCN------- --LP-RL--- NARHMIELLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RGAVKDHKKV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.A02628                     -TCDYS---- RGRWVR---- --DEDRPLRF YNESCP--FL DPGFRCRENG RRDGG-YVKW RW--QPD--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- NASKLLEWTR DGR-IVFA-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLVCML SQAASKSAI- ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.B01121                     -GCDLF---- DGDWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y ESRDCR--FL DEGFRCSENG RPDSF-YAKW RW--QPR--- NCN------- --LP-RF--- DAKLMLEKLR NKR-LVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLMCML SSAVSDQDSI ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.B02240                     -TCPIF---- SGTWVR---- -DDSL-PL-- YQYTCP--FI DPEYNCQMYG RPDSG-YLKY RW--KPL--- NCE------- --LP-RF--- NGVEFLERMK GKN-VMFV-- GDSLGKNQW- ---ESLACLI SADAPQTQTQ MARGDPLS--  [150] 
#Eucgr.B03636                     -KCDVY---- AGRWVR---- -DESY-PL-Y LPGSCP--HI DEPFDCFLNG RRDSG-YLKY RW--QPN--- DCD------- --IP-RL--- SGRKMLMLLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RNSVEDKSRV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.C00073                     -KCDLY---- MGSWEK---- -DEEY-PI-Y APGSCP--FV DEAFDCQNNG RPDSD-YLKW RW--KPD--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NATDFLVRLR GKR-LMLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESMLCLL REGLSDRNGM ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.C03303                     -ACNFA---- KGKWVV---- -DDER-PL-Y SGFSCKR-WL SGMWACRMTQ RMNFD-YETL KW--QPK--- NCQ------- --ME-EF--- EGSKFLKRMQ DKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSLMCMI TGGKDRPDVL DVGRE-----  [150] 
#Eucgr.E02713                     -GCNLF---- QGNWVV---- -DASY-PF-Y ESSSCP--FI DPEFDCQKYG RPDTQ-YLKY AW--RPD--- SCA------- --IP-RF--- NGGELLRRWR GKK-IMFV-- GDSLSLNMW- ---ESLSCMI HASVPGAKTS FARK------  [150] 
#Eucgr.F01211                     -ECDVF---- EGRWVW---- -DNVSYPL-Y REDQCP--YL VKQVTCLKNG RPDSM-YQNW RW--QPN--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- DPLMMLEMIR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLQRAQF- ---DSMVCMV QSVIPEGKRS LRRV------  [150] 
#Eucgr.F01363                     -RCDVF---- QGSWVA---- -DSSY-PL-Y DPSVCP--FI EREFACLRNG RPDVA-FAKY RW--QPL-GG GCS------- --LS-RF--- NGHDFLERMR GKT-IMFV-- GDSLSRNQW- ---QSLTCML HSAVPNTKYN ITRQ------  [150] 
#Eucgr.F01364                     -NCNLY---- EGSWLF---- -DDSY-PI-Y EASNCP--FI DPAFDCLKNG RTDKD-YLKY RW--KPS--- KCD------- --LP-RF--- DGRDFLERQR GKN-ILFV-- GDSLSKNMW- ---QSLTCML HSAVPESAYN LKQE------  [150] 
#Eucgr.F02742                     -TCNVF---- EGSWIP---- -DESY-PL-Y NASQCP--FA ERGFNCLANG RRDRG-YTKW RW--KPK--- HCD------- --IP-QF--- DVRTILEYLR GKR-VVFV-- GDSLGRTQW- ---ESFICML MTGVEDKRSV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.F03235                     -GCNVF---- QGSWVY---- -NDSYRPP-Y DSATCP--FL ETEFDCQKNG RPDHL-YLGY TW--KPS--- ACE------- --LL-RF--- DGEDFARRMK GKK-ILFV-- GDSLSLNQW- ---QSLTCML HVSFPSSNYT LNRA------  [150] 
#Eucgr.G01129                     -PCDYS---- VGSWIY---- -DPSFESPVR YDGSCK--EI FKGWNCIAGG KPGARDLGKW RW--KPA--- ACD------- --LP-AF--- DPVGFLEMNR NTN-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLFCSL KKVSGEVKKW RPA-------  [150] 
#Eucgr.G03092                     -GCDVF---- SGRWVR---- -DESARPM-Y EESECP--YI QPQLTCQEHG RPDRD-YQHW RW--QPH--- SCS------- --LP-RF--- NATLMLETLR GKR-MMYV-- GDSLNRGQY- ---VSMICLL HSLIPEGSKS METFNS----  [150] 
#Eucgr.H01509                     -GCDVF---- DGNWVW---- -DERY-PL-Y ESRDCA--LL DDGFRCSENG RPDSF-YTKW RW--QPK--- MCD------- --LP-RF--- DAKMMLERLR NQR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML SSALSDKAAV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.H02546                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- MW-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---ESLVCIL RHSVKDKKRV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.H03574                     -GCDVF---- EGDWVW---- -DDNY-PL-Y QSRDCG--FL DQGFRCSENG RPDHF-YTKW RW--QPK--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NARLMLEKLR NKR-LVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML STGVSDKDSI ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.H03575                     -MAYFF---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------TVIG HDDAR----- ---------- SVL------- --LP------ ----HQTSLL SKH-FKFV-- ALSLGLLGF- ----SFLTV- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.H04947                     -VCDVS---- DGSWVL---- -DDSY-PL-Y NASECP--FA EQGFNCLGNG RTDEE-YLKW RW--KPK--- NCA------- --VP-KF--- DVHAVLEWLR NRR-LVFV-- GDSMSRSQW- ---ESLICLL MTGVEDKKSV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.I00187                     -VCNYA---- KGRWVA---- -DKGR-PL-Y SGFGCKR-WL SEMWACRLTQ RTDFS-YEGY RW--QPE--- NCE------- --MP-EF--- ERSSFLRRMQ DKT-IAFI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSLMCMV TGGEESPDVE DVGVN-----  [150] 
#Eucgr.I02565                     ---------- ---------- ---------M YDETCP--FH RNAWNCLRNQ RENMVTINSW RW--VPK--- GCS------- --LD-RI--- DPVRFLGLMR NKN-IGFV-- GDSLNENFL- ---VSFLCIL RA-------- ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00170                     -GCDIF---- RGRWVR---- -DESTRPH-Y QESECP--YI QPQLTCQEHG RPDKG-YQFW RW--QPD--- GCN------- --LP-SF--- NATLMLETLR GKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRGQF- ---VSMVCLL HSVIPEGAKS METF------  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00171                     -GCDIF---- RGRWVR---- -DKSTRLH-Y EESQCP--YI QPQLTCQAHG RPDKE-YQFW RW--QPH--- GCS------- --LP-SF--- NATLMLETLR GKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRGQF- ---VSMVCLL QTVIPEGAKT METF------  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00196                     -ECDLF---- TGQWVY---- -DNVTHPL-Y KEDECE--FL TAQVTCMRNG RKDSM-YQGW RW--QPR--- DCS------- --LP-EF--- KPRLLLQKLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLA QSV------- ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00985                     -SCDMS---- TGKWVV---- -DESY-PL-- YDSNCP--YL SSTVTCQRNG RPDSD-YQKW RW--KPH--- ACS------- --LP-RF--- DALKFLAKIR RKR-IMLV-- GDSIMRNQW- ---ESLVCLV QGVIPTGRKT VSYN------  [150] 
#Eucgr.J01893                     -NCSLY---- VGTWVL---- -DDTY-PM-Y QSSQCP--II DPQFNCQAFG RPDSD-YLKY RW--KPL--- SCE------- --LP-RF--- NGLDFLVRMR GKT-VMFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---QSLVCMI SAAAPKTPVQ RISS------  [150] 
#Eucgr.K01183                     -SCDAS---- AGTWVY---- -DSSY-PL-Y NSSQCP--FL QKQFKCLENG RLDTD-YLKY RW--KPA--G DCD------- --LP-RF--- DGRAFLFGLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLSLNQW- ---QSLTCMV LTAVPEAKYT STTV------  [150] 
#Eucgr.K01184                     -SCDAS---- AGSWVY---- -DSSY-PL-Y NSSQCP--FL QKQFKCLENG RLDRD-YLKY RW--KPA--G HCN------- --LP-RF--- DGRAFLFGLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLSLNQW- ---QSLTCMV HTAVPEAKYT LTTV------  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02575                     -ECDYW---- RGRWVR---- -DDSNAFR-R YDESCP--FL DPGFRCHENG REDDD-YLKW RW--QPY--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NASKLLESSR NGR-IVFA-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESLVCML SQAVSDRSTI ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02955                     -ECNLF---- SGQWVF---- -DNVSYPL-Y KEKECT--YM SDQLACEKFG RRDLR-YQQW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NATALLERLR NKR-LVYV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---VSMVCLV ESAIPPNLKS MSSKHN----  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02956                     -RCDLF---- SGRWVF---- -DNVSYPL-Y KEKECS--YM SEQHACEAYG RKDLR-YQQW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NATALLERLR NKR-FMYV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---DSMVCMV QSAIPPDLKS LSYHYN----  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02957                     -SCDLF---- SGRWVY---- -DNASYPL-Y EEKQCT--FV SDQVACEKFG RKDLG-YRHW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --IP-RF--- NATWLLERLR NKR-LVYV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---VSMICLV ESAIPPNLKW ISYRHN----  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02958                     -LCDVF---- SGSWVF---- -DNVSRPL-Y KEGQCK--YM LGQQACGKFG RKDLK-YQQW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- NATALLERLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---VSLVCMD ---------- ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02974                     -ECSVM---- SGKWVF---- -NSSYEPP-Y TDMSCP--YL DRQVECVKNG RPDTD-YQRW RW--QPD--- DCL------- --LP-LF--- DPEKALKKLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLQRGQW- ---QSFVCLV ESIIPEKQKS MKRG------  [150] 
#Eucgr.K03547                     -GCELT---- RGKWVY---- -DESY-PL-Y TNASCP--FI DEGFDCEGNG RPDKD-HAKW RW--QPQ--- GCD------- --FP-RF--- NATTMLELLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL MGGVRDPKRV ----------  [150] 
#Eucgr.L03073                     MRC------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----RF--- NATWLLERLR NKR-MVYV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---VSMICLV ESAIPPNLKW ISYRHN----  [150] 
#GBI00000280                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ILVW GWERTPI--- AAV------- --FP------ ----LEDRTA VRR---FVSP ENRLENRME- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00002300                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -KKRTTLRID RIDKA-SSKW KG-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- AD-------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00002328                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------FLVQ EWEMPAD--- ---------- ---------- NGTM------ ---------- KETLRLDVM- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00002329                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MFW KH-------- ---------- ---------- -----SERLS GHG------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00003193                      ---------- GGTW------ ---------K TGGHC---HL E-----TQPG QSSTG----- ---------- ---------- --FP------ ---------- ---------- ----NQQPW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00003825                      --MGIT---- DGLHVV---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --LQ-SM--- ---------- ----VSYI-- ERTIPKEAL- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00004532                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------QDVG H--------- ---------- ---------- -----EF--- ---------- ---------- GLVQSRGSI- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00004587                      -QCDIF---- NGRWVR---- -DDSY-PY-Y PAGSCP--HI DESFNCFRNR RPENE-YEKW RW--QPK--- ECN------- --IP-RL--- NATDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RYAVPNKKRV ----------  [150] 
#GBI00006281                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00007295                      -KCNLF---- QGKWVH---- --DSFGPL-Y KNDTCP--VL TQAQNCQGNG RPDKD-YEYW RW--QPV--- SCD------- --LP-RF--- DAYKFLQIMH GKT-LAFV-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00007307                      -ASSSL---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------G APRGKYLHSF GF-------- ---------- --YPHTF--- VSAS------ ----SLSV-- ---------- ---VVXCCIL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00007382                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ERFR DTS-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLLCTL KQASNNVKKW RPV-------  [150] 
#GBI00007613                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MDA---- -------ANK RW-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00009760                      ---------- KGAY------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00013099                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- RW--QPN--- DCD------- --IH-RL--- NATDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00013823                      -KCDIF---- SGRWVR---- -DYSY-PH-Y PAGSCP--HI DESFNCFINK RPDNH-YEKW RW--QPN--- DCD------- --IP-RL--- NATDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- G--------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00013941                      -ACDYT---- EGKWVK---- --GNRKPI-Y SGDTCKR-WL SEMWACRLTQ RTDFS-YEKY RW--QPD--- NCD------- --MP-DF--- EGQRFLKRMQ NKI-LALI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00014329                      ---------- RLKWVY---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----RET--- ---------- ---------- ----VVDSME HWN------- GNLVAPEKR- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00015156                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----CHRS- ---------- ----QPL--- ---------- --LP------ EEVE------ ----NLFT-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00016442                      -QCDIF---- SGRWVH---- -DDSY-PL-Y ASEQCP--YI STKVSCIKNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--NPN--- DCS------- --IP-RF--- NANDMLESMR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLL QSLVPDNSKS VVYG------  [150] 
#GBI00016755                      ----VF---- ---W------ ---------- --------LI ISVMECKKIG NGNPI----- ----SSL--- ---------- --VGSIL--- ECKKLTSTVK SRTTVFAI-- GFAF------ ---TLLFCSI ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00016802                      -ECDLS---- RGDWIP---- -DSSG-PF-Y TNETCR--AI QEHQNCMKHG RPDTG-YLHW RW--KPD--- SCE------- --LP-RF--- NASSFLKLVH SKL-LAFV-- GDSIGRNHI- ---QSLVCLL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00016918                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------W RW--KPD--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NGTRFLQIVR NKV-WAFI-- GDSIARNNV- ---QSLLCLL AQVEDPIDTY HDEA------  [150] 
#GBI00017675                      -QCNLF---- SGTWVH---- -DASY-PL-Y SATHCP--YL GGQVNCRQNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPQ--- GGN------- --IP-RF--- NAIDMLQRIR GKR-LMFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMVCLL QAVIPNNKKS VVYE------  [150] 
#GBI00023219                      ---------- ---------- ---TPIASIF PVED----HV PVRRLVQPEN RPENR--LEM TY--SGPPMV ---------- --TPSAT--- KKSPFMPAEE S---ISFS-- AEELPVQKL- ---PSIS--- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00023280                      ---------- ---------- -SNKS----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----RV--- ---------- ---------- HEISGRKQF- ---RT----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00024264                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------AGDG G--------- ---------- ---------- -----KF--- ---------- ----IAYL-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00024384                      ---------- ---------- -QEGG----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----QL--- ----YLDMDR T--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00024805                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSIMCLI TGGRDSPDIE DVGRK-----  [150] 
#GBI00025061                      -QCDLF---- KGNWFY---- -DESY-VL-Y PPGQCP--YS SEDFNCHKNG RKDAE-YERW RW--QPH--- DCN------- --IP-RF--- NASEVLEKLR NKR-LMYV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL RAAVPQDGGS ----------  [150] 
#GBI00025062                      MGINAL---- ---------- ------PP-- ---------- --------ES RSASG----- -W-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GLLQVRPWW- ---------Q NHGFCDPGLQ ----------  [150] 
#GBI00025935                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----FVKK-- ----TAYLLK EEVVGGQLW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00027480                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------Y--- ----KGP--- ---------- --LT-IF--- KAED------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00029629                      ---------- --MWGK---- ---------K EGGGC---FN ETEPILKMGG GGGGG----- ----NPD--- ---------- --MKRVW--- ----AIGKVV GG--MKF--- GVKLLNVTW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GBI00029886                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VMFV-- GDSLSLGQW- ---QSMICLL QSALPESGKS LTHG------  [150] 
#GBI00029995                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --MGFRLKG- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00004981                      -GCDYR---- QGKWVY---- -DGKR-PL-Y SGKRCKR-WL AAMWACRLTN RNDFS-YEKY KW--QPD--- HCE------- --MP-DF--- QGNNFLSSMR DKT-LAFI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCLI TGGEDAPDVL DIGAE-----  [150] 
#GMO00005253                      ---------- ---------- ---------- --------ML AEA------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --IP------ DKSRIYEVN- ---------- GNPITKH--- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00006383                      -KKSVF---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----IY--- ---------- ---------- KDNIVGGQL- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00006756                      -ECDLS---- TGEWIP---- -DKSE-PL-Y TNQTCW--FI QDHQNCIKNG RPDMG-YLYW RW--KPQ--- ACD------- --LE-RF--- DPRMFLQFLR GKT-LAFV-- GDSIGRNHM- ---QSLLCML SQVEIPNDIY NDGT------  [150] 
#GMO00006757                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----MY--- ---------- ----KIQI-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00007071                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MKW RW--QPY--- GCD------- --IP-RF--- NAETFLERLK GYR-IAFV-- GDSMGRTQW- ---ESFICLL MQGIQGQQTV ----------  [150] 
#GMO00007072                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MSII--- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00007527                      -----F---- ---------- ---------F SVDTLP---- --HISVVDNG TQEDS----- ---------- ---------- --VTRRL--- ---------- ---------- SQYTMRHIL- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00011709                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------EGF RVDVD-VPDV TWAEAPN--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00013619                      -QCDIY---- DGYWVY---- -DASY-PL-Y SSRSCP--FI DEGFNCEANL RPHLD-FMKW RW--QPN--- HCD------- --LP-RF--- NATTMLELLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSMNRNQW- ---ESMLCLL SEAVPDKRRV ----------  [150] 
#GMO00015254                      -DTHNF---- ---------- ---------Y QEGDYV---- ---------- ---------- ----HPQ--- ---------- --LK------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---ES----- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00017486                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------LD RSELD----- AW-FDPK--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- NGGVNREA-- ---REINSVI ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00019489                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GLRITKG--- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00020816                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --SLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RDSVSNKTRV ----------  [150] 
#GMO00031290                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- D--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#GMO00031544                      ---------- ---------- ---------- --------VL PQSRIS---- ------Y--- ----VPS--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#OS01G11810                       -ACDVF---A AGSWVV---- -DESY-PL-Y DSATCP--FI RAEFDCRRYG RPDKE-YLKY RW--QPS--P PCS------- --TP-RF--- DGVALLRMWS GKK-VMFV-- GDSLALNQY- ---ESLLCML HAAAPNARTT VTPASGKV--  [150] 
#OS01G30970                       -DCIFS---- DGKWVR---- ---DAAAVTA YREDCP--FL DPGFQCISNG RSNSS-FRYW RW--QPH--- GCQ------- --LP-KF--- NATDMLERSR NGR-IVFA-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESMVCML AASVPAGKSR I---------  [150] 
#OS01G42810                       -SCDLF---- QGRWVR--DG AAAGGYPL-Y EAAECP--FL SDQVTCRRNG RPDAE-YEQW RW--EPR--- GCGGGGGGGG GSRE-----A ALALALEQCR NRR-VVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLACLL YTAVPDRSRS RVLDVA----  [150] 
#OS01G46350                       -SCNMF---- QGSWVY---- ---DDSLPMY DTAGCP--FV EAEFDCQKYG RPDKL-YLKY RW--RPS-SC E--------- --LP-RF--- NGLDFLSKWR GKK-ILFV-- GDSISLNQW- ---ESLACML HAA------- ----------  [150] 
#OS01G46400                       -YCDIF---- RGEWVP---- -DSDA-PY-Y NHKTCY--MI QEHQNCLKYG RPDLE-FLKW RW--RPS--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- DPVQFLQFNR HKS-LAFV-- GDSLARNHM- ---QSLLCLL SQVAYPKDMS ANPT------  [150] 
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#OS01G46410                       -KCDIF---- QGEWVP---- -DESS-PQ-Y TNLTCS--YI QEHQNCMMYG RPDLE-FLKW RW--KPA--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DPDKFLRLVG NKT-LAFV-- GDSLARNHM- ---QSLLCLL SKVATPKDVS VTGKT-----  [150] 
#OS01G61460                       -TCDLS---- KGEWVF---- -DNTSYPL-Y REEQCE--FL TSQVTCMRNG RRDDT-YQKW RW--QPK--- DCS------- --MP-RF--- DAKLFMERLR GKR-FMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSAMSPGKKY VTWE------  [150] 
#OS01G65800                       -SCDVF---- DGSWVP---- -DRRY-PL-Y NSSDCP--FV ERGFNCLANG RKDTG-YLKW RW--KPR--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- SARDVLERLR GKR-VVFV-- GDSMSRTQW- ---ESFICML MAGVENPKTV ----------  [150] 
#OS01G68630                       -SCDLY---- HGHWVF---- -DSSG-PL-Y TNNSCP--II TQMQNCQGNG RPDKD-YENY RW--KPE--- QCI------- --LP-RF--- DGPKFLELMR GKT-IAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESLLCIL WQVEAPVNRG S---------  [150] 
#OS02G02580                       ---------- AGRWVP---T REPLP-PP-L YTSSCP--FH RNAWNCPRNS RPPVA---AL SW--APA--- ------RCGG GAVP-RI--- DAAEFLAVAR GRR-IGLV-- GDSLSENLV- ---VALLCAL R--------- ----------  [150] 
#OS02G49650                       -KCNLT---- RGEWVP---- -DGEA-PY-Y TNLTCP--FI DDHQNCMKFG KPSLE-YVSW RW--KPD--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- DAARFLEAMR GKS-MAFV-- GDSLARNHF- ---KSLLCLL SKVAQPVELV GAAPEIDVTG  [150] 
#OS02G49660                       -ACDVA---- RGEWVP---- -DPAA-PY-Y TNETCP--LI DSRQDCMKYG KPGLESILRW RW--RPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DAAAFLRLVR GKS-MAFV-- GDSVARNHM- ---QSLMCLL SKVEFPTEIE AKDCI-----  [150] 
#OS02G53380                       -SCDMF---- YGNWVR---- -DDSY-PL-Y PEGSCP--HI DESFNCPLNG RPDNA-YQRL RW--QPS--- GCS------- --IP-RL--- NPSDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RNSVKDKRKV ----------  [150] 
#OS03G18110                       -SCDVF---- SGSWVR--DD GGGGA-AA-Y TGYNCP--VI DAEFNCQLYG RPDSD-YLRY RW--KPA--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- DGADFLTRMK GKT-VMFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESLICLL HAA------- ----------  [150] 
#OS03G18120                       -RCSVT---- DGYWAY---- -DRSK-KLPY TDQTCP--YV DRQDSCQRNG RPDSD-YLYW DW--HLD--- DCL------- --LP-RF--- DPVSMLEKLR GKR-IMFV-- GDSLQLGQW- ---LSFVCLV NSAVPDTPGA KSMERS----  [150] 
#OS03G18140                       -TCDLY---- RGNWVY---- -DEVNAPV-Y KESQCE--FL TEQVTCMRNG RRDDS-YQKW RW--QPT--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- DARLLLERLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSVIPKGKKT LTKFVN----  [150] 
#OS03G19470                       -LCNVY---- DGRWVF---- -DESY-PL-Y TSDSCP--FI DEGFSCEANG RMDGS-YRKW RW--QPT--- HCS------- --IP-RF--- DARKMLEMLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMMCLL RGAVSDPARI ----------  [150] 
#OS03G60300                       -ECDLF---- SGRWVY---- -DEAAYPL-Y RESACR--VM SEQSACEKYG RTDLR-YQHW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DAEKFLGKLR NKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ASMLCLI DTGAPELHTS INSS------  [150] 
#OS03G60340                       -GCDVG---- EGEWVF---- DEAAR-PW-Y AEEECP--YI QPDLTCQAHG RPDAA-YQRW RW--QPR--- DCS------- --LP-SF--- NATGMLEMLR GKR-MLFV-- GDSLLRGQY- ---TSLLCLL HRGAPG---- ----------  [150] 
#OS03G60350                       -GCDVG---- VGEWVY---- -DEAARPW-Y EEEECP--YI QPQLTCQAHG RPDTA-YQHW RW--QPR--- GCS------- --LP-SF--- NATLMLEMLR GKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRGQY- ---VSLVCLL HRSIPESSKS METF------  [150] 
#OS04G39130                       -ACNLF---- NGTWVR---- -DFGG-PI-Y TNTTCP--TI PEARNCAKYG KQMDY--VNW MW--KPH--- GCA------- --ME-KF--- EPHLFLTIVR GKT-LAFA-- GDSIARNQM- ---ESLLCLL SQKFYQI--- ----------  [150] 
#OS04G42900                       -KCDVF---- SGRWVR-DDD EGGGAYPF-Y PPGSCP--HI DDDFNCHKNG RADTG-FLRW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --IP-RL--- NPIDFLERLR GQR-IIFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RHGVRDKRRM ----------  [150] 
#OS05G12380                       -KCNLF---- DGEWIP---- -NPSG-PA-Y TNKTCR--FI DGHQNCMLNG RPDMS-YLHW RW--KPY--- ECE------- --LP-QF--- DEVRFLSAMR NKS-WGLI-- GDSILRNQV- ---QSLLCLL SKAEEPIEVY HDKE------  [150] 
#OS05G28630                       -SCDVY---- KGRWVY---- DEANA-PL-Y KESACE--FL TEQVTCMRNG RRDDD-YQKW RW--QPD--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- DAKLLLEKLR NKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSE------- ----------  [150] 
#OS05G28830                       -ECDVF---- SGRWVR---- -DEAARPL-Y READCP--YI PAQLACEAHG RPETA-YQRW RW--QPR--- GCA------- --LP-AF--- DAAAMLDRLR GKR-VMFV-- GDSLGRGQF- ---TSLVCLL LAAVPDPAAR SFATSPD---  [150] 
#OS05G35190                       -PCDVF---- DGAWVP---- -DAGY-PL-Y NSSLCP--FA ERGFNCLANG RRDTG-YLKW RW--KPR--- RCD------- --AP-RF--- TARAALERLR GKR-VVFV-- GDSMSRTQW- ---ESFICML MAGVDDPKTV ----------  [150] 
#OS05G39350                       -TCNLS---- KGKWVF---- -DNATYPL-Y REQECE--YL TAQVTCTRNG RRDDG-YQKW RW--QPR--- DCD------- --LPLAF--- DARLFMERLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV RPALSPGKSY VTWWDGQR--  [150] 
#OS05G51020                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------MLHF FI-------- ---------- -----RL--- RGGEMLEQCR DKR-VVLV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLACIL YAAAPDRSRA TVDDAS----  [150] 
#OS06G10560                       -SCDMF---- HGNWVR---- -DESY-PL-Y PEGSCP--HI DEPFDCYLNG RPDRA-YQKL RW--QPS--- SCN------- --IP-RL--- NPTDMLERLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RNSVKDKRKV ----------  [150] 
#OS06G12800                       -ECDVS---- RGRWVR---- -EPRG-PS-Y TNVTCS--TV ADYVNCQKFG KDPGY--LYW RW--RPD--- GCE------- --LP-RF--- SPATFLAAVR GKR-LAFI-- GDSLARNHM- ---ESLLCLL SQVETPTDMH AGAFV-----  [150] 
#OS06G12810                       -SCDTS---- VGRWVR---- -DPSG-PA-Y TAATCP--TL PASKNCHKYG KDPGH--LYW RW--RPD-GG CDD------- --LP-RS--- SPARFLAAVR GKR-LAFI-- GDSLARNHM- ---ESLLCLL SQAEAPTKVS ADD-------  [150] 
#OS06G12820                       -KCDMS---- MGKWVR---- -EPKG-PV-Y TNTTCP--TL PDFKNCQKHG KDPGH--LYW RW--QPH--- GCD------- --LP-RF--- SPDRFLAAVR GKR-LAFI-- GDSLARNQM- ---DSLLCLL SQA------- ----------  [150] 
#OS06G12840                       -SCDYS---- VGRWVR---- -APGHARR-Y NGTACN---V KPEQDCVGNG RPETG-YLDW RW--QPA--- SCE------- --LP-AF--- DAAAFLAAAR GRH-VAFV-- GDSMARNQA- ---ESLHCLL AAAFPHELVA QDAERYK---  [150] 
#OS06G12850                       -GCDYS---- EGRWVA---- --AAGHARRY NGTACD---V KGSEDCARNG RPDTG-YLDW RW--RPA--- SCE------- --LP-AF--- DAAAFLAAAR GRH-VAFV-- GDSMARNQA- ---ESLVCLL AAAAFPYRLV YRDREPGT--  [150] 
#OS06G12860                       -RCDYS---- EGRWVA---- APGRA-RR-Y NGTAC---NV KESERCVGNG RPDTG-YLDW RW--QPA--- SCE------- --LP-AF--- DVAAFVGAAR GKH-VAFV-- GDSMARNQA- ---ESLVCLL ATAFPY---- ----------  [150] 
#OS06G12870                       -ACDYS---- DGEWVP---- -DARP-PL-Y NGTSCA--TI KDGQNCMAHG RPDTG-YLHW RW--RPR--- RCD------- --LP-AF--- SPEAFLGWLR GKH-LAFV-- GDSLARNQA- ---ESLVCLL ASRSTPELVH RDGEE-----  [150] 
#OS06G16150                       -GCDIF---- KGEWVP---- -DMAREPPPY TGESCP--VI HGHYDCMRYG RPDLG-YVRW RW--RPD--G GCE------- --MR-RF--- DAARFLAAMR GRS-VAFV-- G--------- ---DSLVCLL SRAERPAPWT ----------  [150] 
#OS06G16160                       -GCDIF---- KGEWVP---- -DMAGEPPPY TSESCP--VI HGHYDCMRYG RPDLG-YVRW RW--RPD--G GCE------- --LL-RF--- DAARFLAAMR GRS-VAFV-- GDSLARNQM- ---HSLVCLL SHAERPAPWT ----------  [150] 
#OS06G16170                       -DCDIF---- RGEWVP---D DGGGAAPY-Y TNESCP--LI QEHQNCMKYG RPDLG-FLRW RW--RPE--- RCE------- --LP-RF--- DAAAFLELVR GKS-MAFV-- GDSLARNHM- ---QSLMCLL SKVEYPKDVS KTTD------  [150] 
#OS06G16200                       -DCDIF---- RGEWVPAADG DDDGAAPY-Y TNATCG--EI QEHQNCMKYG RPDLG-FLRW RW--RPE--- RCE------- --LP-RF--- DAAAFMEVVR GRS-MAFV-- GDSLARNHM- ---QSLMCLL SKVENPKDVS TTKD------  [150] 
#OS06G16240                       -DCDIF---- RGEWVP-ATA ADDGAAPY-Y TNATCG--EI QEHQNCMKYG RPDLG-FLRW RW--RPE--- RCE------- --LP-RF--- DAAAFLDLLR GKS-MAFV-- GDSLSRNHM- ---QSLLCLL SKVENPREVP KTAD------  [150] 
#OS06G16250                       -ACDAALARG RGEWMR---- DAGAA-PY-Y TNATCG--FI QNYQNCMKHG RPSME-FLRW RW--RPG--- DGG------- EGCE-PLGPF DAARFFRLVR GRS-MLFV-- GDSLASSHV- ---TSLVCAL SQ-------- ----------  [150] 
#OS06G33330                       -SCDLF---- HGKWVP---- -DSSG-PD-Y TNNSCR--FI ETPQNCMTNG RPDSG-YLYW RW--KPY--- GCE------- --MS-RF--- EGEKFLEAMR GKH-WALI-- GDSILRNHV- ---QSLLCLL AKVEEPTQVY HDKT------  [150] 
#OS06G34060                       -RCDLF---- QGRWAA---- -DESY-PL-Y DASRCP--FV PDVFDCRRNG RPDAA-YLNL RW--FPS--- SCR------- --LP-RF--- DGVELLRRWR GKT-VLFV-- GDSLSMNQW- ---ASLACML HAAVPADGRV SFTSG-----  [150] 
#OS06G44900                       -TCDLY---- DGEWAR---- -DEAARPL-Y APGTCP--YV DEAYACASNG RPDAA-YTRW RW--APR--- RCR------- --LP-RF--- NATDFLATLR GKR-LMLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESLLCIL REAIPDKTRM ----------  [150] 
#OS07G15230                       -SCNYS---- EGSWVW---- -APGHGRR-Y NATGC---NV KESHDCIRNG RPDTG-YLDW RW--QPA-AA GCT------- --LP-AF--- DAGSFLAAVR GKH-VAFI-- GDSMARNQA- ---QSLICLL TAAAADLPHR LVYRGTGAYP  [150] 
#OS07G15320                       -SCNYS---- DGKWVW---- --APGHVLRY NATRCN---V KATHDCIRNG RPDTG-YLDW RW--QPA-AA GCT------- --LP-AF--- DAGSFLAAVR GKH-VAFI-- GDSMARNQA- ---QSLICLL AAAFPYRLQY RATGDPGK--  [150] 
#OS07G31550                       -PCDYA---- SGEWVP--DD DDPAVSGGLR YDQTCR--EI FKGWNCLANG KRNGRELLRW RW--RPR--- GCE------- --LP-RL--- DPLRFLECHR NTS-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLVCML RGASGEVRKW RPA-------  [150] 
#OS07G46230                       -HCDVV---- DGEWVR---D DDDERRPL-Y EPRRCP--FV DEGFRCRENG RPDDA-FAKW RW--QPR--- HCT------- --LP-RF--- DAKNLLETLR NRR-LVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESMLCML ATAVAFAGDG DGDKAASI--  [150] 
#OS07G49280                       -GCELY---- KGRWVY---D AAGREAPL-Y RESECG--FL TEQVTCMRNG RRDDS-YQRW RW--QPE--- GCD------- --LP-SF--- DARALLERLR NKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESMVCLV QSAIPYGQKT LTKFVNN---  [150] 
#OS09G20850                       -RCDYS---- EGEWVR---- --SASAPR-Y NGTSCGS-TI KGGQNCMAHG RPDTG-YLHW RW--RPRGGG GCA------- --LP-PF--- APGEFLELVR GRH-VAFV-- GDSLARNQC- ---ESLVCLL ASGFPAELVR GGNGGDGGDG  [150] 
#OS09G23360                       -NCNYA---- KGKWVA---- -DKKR-PL-Y SGNECKQ-WL SKMWACRMMQ RADFS-YENF RW--QPH--- GCQ------- --MP-EF--- TGPNILKRLR HKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCIA TGGKYSPEVE DVGWK-----  [150] 
#OS11G01370                       -TCDLS---- RGRWVF---- -DNTSLPA-Y REKECT--FL TKQVSCLANG RPDDL-WQYW RW--QPN--- NCS------- --LP-TF--- DARRFMEKMR GKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESLVCLV QPILSKGRKK IVKR------  [150] 
#OS11G01570                       -ECNWS---- LGRWVY---- -DNSSRPL-Y SGLKCS--FI FDEVACDKYG RNDTK-YQHW RW--QPH--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NATKFLEKLR NKR-LVFV-- GDSVNRNQW- ---VSMVCMV EHFIPDGRKM RVYN------  [150] 
#OS11G05080                       -ECDLF---- DGEWVW---- -NDSY-PL-Y HSTDCP--FL DVGFRCSENG RPDAS-YSKW RW--RPS--- RCD------- --LP-RF--- DARNMLEKLR NKR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLLCML SVAVPDKSSI ----------  [150] 
#OS11G13800                       -DCNYG---- NGKWVS---- -DNNR-PL-Y SGFGCKQ-WL SESWACRLTQ RTDFA-YEKF RW--QPE--- GCE------- --MP-EF--- EASQFLTRMQ DKT-IAYV-- GDSLGRQMF- ---QSMMCMV TGGKERLDVE DVGAE-----  [150] 
#OS11G37630                       -GCDIF---- KGEWVP---- -DMSGEPPPY TGESCP--VI HGHYDCMRYG RPDLG-YVRW RW--RPD--G GCE------- --MR-RF--- DAARFLAAMR GRS-VAFV-- GDSLARNQM- ---HSLVCLL SRAERPAPWT ----------  [150] 
#OS12G01380                       -TCDLS---- RGRWVF---- -DNTSLPA-Y REKECT--FL TKQVSCLANG RPDDL-WQYW RW--QPN--- NCS------- --LP-TF--- DARRFMEKMR GKR-MMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESLVCLV QPILSKGRKK IVKR------  [150] 
#OS12G01560                       -DCNWS---- LGRWVY---- -DNASRPL-Y SGLKCS--FI FDEVACDKYG RNDTK-YQHW RW--QPH--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NATKFLEKLR NKR-LVFV-- GDSVNRNQW- ---VSMVCMV EHFIPDGRKM RVYN------  [150] 
#OS12G05080                       -ECDLF---- DGEWVW---- -DDGY-PL-Y ASRDCP--FL DVGFRCSENG RPDDS-YTKW RW--RPS--- RCD------- --LP-RF--- NARNMLEKLR NRR-VVFV-- GDSIARNQW- ---ESLLCML AAAVPDKSSI ----------  [150] 
#OS12G33194                       -ECDYR---- NGRWVP---- -DDRR-PL-Y SGLSCKK-WL SDSWACRLTQ RKDFA-YEKF RW--QPE--- GCD------- --MP-EF--- QASQFLTRMQ DKT-IAFV-- GDSLGRQMF- ---QSMMCML TGGDDHSHVE DVGKR-----  [150] 
#OS12G36750                       -ECDYR---- NGRWVP---- -DDSR-PL-Y SGLSCKK-WL SDSWACRLTQ RKDFA-YEKF RW--QPE--- GCD------- --MP-EF--- QASQFLKRMQ DKT-IAFV-- GDSLGRQMF- ---QSMMCML TGGDDHSHVE DVGKR-----  [150] 
#PGL00000119                      -ECDLF---- TGSWVY---- -DESY-VL-Y LPGECS--FS STDFNCIRNG RKDGK-YPRW RW--QPR--- DFD------- --LP-RF--- NASEFLEKLR GKR-LVYV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCML RRAVP----- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00002746                      ---------- ---WSD---- ---------- ---------- ------REEI RENPG----- ---------- ---------- --LQIDF--- ---------- ---------- SSSQNSHGV- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00002747                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- MGSR------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00002880                      -NLTVH---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------SVV KW-------- ---------- --LDEQF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00004010                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MARTQW- ---ESLICLL MQGVADKQSV ----------  [150] 
#PGL00006230                      -NCNLF---- AGRWVR---- -DASY-PL-Y PAGQCPY-LI ESRVNCRKNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPR--- GCS------- --NR-RF--- NARDFLWRLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSISRSQW- ---ESMVCLL QAVIPANKKS MISR------  [150] 
#PGL00006231                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --ME------ ---------- ---------- GNRLYRNVN- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00008023                      -DCDFS---- VGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y ESRNCP--FV DQGFRCQENG RPDSD-YLKW RW--QPS--- HCD------- --LP-RF--- NASDFLERIR NSR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML AEAIPNKNRI ----------  [150] 
#PGL00008026                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --VE------ ---------- ---------- ---LGNMTW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00008944                      -HCDLF---- KGRWMY---- -DKSY-VL-Y PPGSCP--YA SIDFNCRKNG RMDSN-YERW RW--QPQ--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NASLMLERLR DKR-LLYV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL SAVVPHHETT HKFDDN----  [150] 
#PGL00009199                      -KSNLF---- RGKWIR---- --DSRGPL-Y TNDTCA--YI QGHQNCMKNG RPDRE-YLYW RW--KPN--- GHT------- --LP-RF--- NATSFLDLVR GKV-WAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---QSLLCML SQVEYPNNTY NDEA------  [150] 
#PGL00009692                      ----MY---- DKSYVL---- ---------Y PPGSCP--YA SIDFNCRKNG RMDSN-YERW RW--QPQ--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NASLMLERLR DKR-LLYV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL SAVVPHHETT HKFDDN----  [150] 
#PGL00012869                      -LCNIF---- DGKWVL---- -DNTY-PL-Y RTRSCS--FI DEAFDCESNG RPDLD-YMKW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --LP-RF--- NATDMLEQLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL SEAVPDKRRV ----------  [150] 
#PGL00013631                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- KEAD------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00013729                      -QCDLF---- RGDWMP---- -EPAG-PF-Y TNESCR--DL PDHQNCMKNG RPDSG-YLYW RW--RPD--- GCH------- --LP-RF--- NASRFLHIVR NKV-WGFI-- GDSIARNNV- ---QSLVCLL SQVEEPMDAY HDEA------  [150] 
#PGL00013730                      ---------- ---------- ---------M RSMGLPKDQI KLYLDT---- ---ID--ESW KY--QLH--- ---------- -----EF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00014185                      -SC------- ---WVQPS-- -RI-L-VA-Y TVRIC-R-TV RSA------- --------TI SW--LSA--- --I-L----- V-VL-LL--- ---------- ----VLYF-- GISA------ ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00014800                      -NCNLF---- SGRWVR---- -DASY-PL-Y PAGQCPY-LI ESRVNCRKNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPR--- GCS------- --NR-RF--- NARDFLWRLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSISRSQW- ---ESMVCLL QAVIPANKKS MISR------  [150] 
#PGL00015011                      -KCDIF---- TGSWVH---- -DLSY-PL-Y DSRTCP--YL NGGATCQMNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPR--- DCN------- --IP-RF--- NALDLLQRLK GKT-IMFV-- GDSLSNNQW- ---QSMLCLL HSVLPHRGTV FIRG------  [150] 
#PGL00015470                      -QCDIY---- SGKWVH---- -DDSY-PL-Y PAGECS--YM SVSFNCKGNG RPDSG-YTNW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --LP-RL--- NATDLLERLR GKR-LMFI-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESLLCIL RTVVPENRKT ----------  [150] 
#PGL00016142                      -DCDLS---- TGDWIP---- -DPSG-PF-Y TNVTCR--AI QEHQNCMKHG RPDTD-YLHW RW--RPR--- SCE------- --LP-RF--- NASSFLELMR GKI-LAFV-- GDSIGRNHM- ---QSLVCLL SQVDDARDIY KDET------  [150] 
#PGL00016223                      -LCKYQ---- EGSWVY---- -DATKKPL-- YNEGCP--FQ RNAWNCIKNA KPNMDKISSW KW--VPK--- HCE------- --LP-QI--- DPHLFLKSVR NMN-IGFV-- GDSLNENML- ---VSFLCIL RTADEGAKKW KRK-------  [150] 
#PGL00016224                      ---------- ---------- ---SY----- ---------- ------IENT IPEDR--LKL -W--RTQ--- ---------- --SPRHF--- ----Y----- ---------- GGEWNQNGS- -------CTF ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00017505                      -RCDIF---- SGHWVH---- -DFSY-PL-Y DWSKCP--YI DGEFDCQKNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPR--- YCN------- --IR-RF--- NAVDMLQKLR GKT-LMFV-- GDSLNRDQW- ---QSMICLL HAALPQARTY YVSG------  [150] 
#PGL00017520                      -RCDIF---- SGHWVH---- -DFSY-PL-Y DWSKCP--YI DGEFDCQKNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPR--- YCN------- --IR-RLEYK NPKY------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00017521                      -MTLLF---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- CCR------- -----RF--- NAVDMLQKLR GKT-LMFV-- GDSLNRDQW- ---QSMICLL HAALPQARTY YVSG------  [150] 
#PGL00018170                      -QCDLY---- AGSWVW---- -DESY-PL-Y QSPNCP--FI DPGFRCQENG RPDKF-YMKW RW--QPL--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NASKMLNRIR NRR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML AEAVPNKLQI ----------  [150] 
#PGL00018304                      ---------- ---------- ----MKPP-- --------HH NTQINGVGNC KGNFS----- ----HPH--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GD-------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00019845                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------YENW RW--QPM--- NCD------- --MP-RF--- DAHKFLELMH GKT-LAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESMMCIL WQAETPQNRG N---------  [150] 
#PGL00020147                      -PCNYS---- YGRWVH---- -DPGLKP--R YDHKCK--EI FKGWNCISNN KSNARDILKW RW--QPL--- ---------- --QP------ EEVE------ ----HLFA-- IESHSQNIE- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00020630                      -VCDYT---- EGKWVQ---- --DSRKPI-Y SGKMCKR-WL SGMWACRLTQ RPDFS-YEKY RW--QPD--- NCD------- --MP-DF--- KGRHFLTRMQ HKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSIMCLI ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00021186                      -VCDYT---- EGKWVQ---- --DSRRPI-Y SGKMCKR-WL SEMWACRLTE RPDFS-YEKY RW--QPD--- NCV------- --MP-DF--- EGQEFLIRMQ SKT-LAFV-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCLI TGGKDSPDVQ DVGKE-----  [150] 
#PGL00023246                      -KCNLF---- SGTWVR---- -DASY-PL-F LGAQCP--YV DSKATCRQNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--QPS--- GCS------- --IP-SF--- NAIDMLERLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSISQSQW- ---ESMVCML QAVIPSNKKT MISQ------  [150] 
#PGL00023256                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --IP------ ---------S NKKTMISQ-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00023257                      -MCS------ PREWSE---- ---------T NVYHCY---- ------NQTG PVQFEGF--- ----RPP--- ---------- --VP------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00023661                      -DCDFS---- VGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y QSRNCP--FV DGGFRCQENG RPDSD-YLKW RW--QPS--- HCD------- --LP-RF--- NASDFLERIR NSR-VAFV-- GDSIG----- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00023830                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00026077                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------MGSG QQEANIF--- -WQDVQD--- ---------- --VGKEY--- ----GLVRAR GAI------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00026078                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----MMN--- GVS------- --LP------ ---------- GLR------- GGQVSLALI- ----ALVC-- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PGL00028109                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PP00001G00240                    -ECDLA---- LGKWIP---- ---YSRPPQY NSSTCK--TI QGHQNCEKNG RPDTG-YLYW KW--KPD--- LCE------- --LP-RI--- DPAKFLNAMR NRS-IVFA-- GDSIARNQF- ---QSLLCVL SQVEDPRRTF HTQD------  [150] 
#PP00002G00270                    -ECNLE---- QGKWIP---- -DSTS-PQ-Y NSTTCR--FI QGHQNCHKNG RPDDG-YLYW KW--KPE--- QCD------- --LP-KI--- DAPSFLTAMR NRS-MVFA-- GDSIARNQF- ---QSLLCVL VQVEDPKNTY HTED------  [150] 
#PP00004G00340                    -GCDIY---- HGRWVY---- -DDTY-PL-Y RSRNCP--FV DRSFRCEENG RPDTD-FMKY RW--QPD--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- DPKEMLNRLR NQR-LVFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESMLCML AEGVQNKSRI ----------  [150] 
#PP00009G00100                    -KCDYS---- VGSWVK---- -DNSR-PL-Y SGLECKM-WL SPVFACRLNK HPDKQ-YDRY RW--QPA--- GCN------- --LP-VF--- NASAVLETLR NKV-LAIV-- GDSLGHQQL- ---QSLLCML TRGKNTTAMT DIGKQ-----  [150] 
#PP00023G00570                    -ACDLF---- EGSWVP---- ---DTRPPQY TNSTCK--FI QGHQDCMKNG RPDTG-YLHW KW--QPY--- KCD------- --LP-RI--- DARAFLSTMR GRS-VVFA-- GDSISRNQF- ---QSLLCIL SQAEMPFLKY QSPD------  [150] 
#PP00057G00940                    -GCNLY---- RGQWVY---- -DESY-PL-Y RSRNCP--FV DRNFRCKENG RPDTD-FTKY RW--QPE--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NPEDMLERLR DQR-IVFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESMLCML AEGVQNKSRI ----------  [150] 
#PP00101G01110                    -QCDYS---- VGKWVR---- -DDTR-PL-Y SGLECTL-WL SPGFSCRLHD HPNKL-MDRY RW--QPA--- GCD------- --MP-PF--- NASRVLETLR NKV-IAFV-- GDSLGRQQY- ---QSIMCLL TRGRNDTAIT DIGST-----  [150] 
#PP00106G00770                    -GCDLI---- KGSWVP---- ---DPRPPQY TNSSCR--YI QGHQNCMKNG RPDTG-FLHW KW--QPE--- KCD------- --LP-RI--- DAQAFLNAMR NKS-MTFA-- GDSIARNQF- ---QSLLCLL SQVEVPDHTY NAPD------  [150] 
#PP00154G00820                    -ACDLF---- EGSWVP---- ---DTRPPQY TNSTCK--FI QGHQDCMKNG RPDTG-YLHW KW--QPY--- ECD------- --LP-RI--- DARAFLSTMR GRS-VVFA-- GDSISRNQF- ---QSLLCIL SQAEMPFPKY QSPD------  [150] 
#PP00242G00420                    -KCDLS---- QGDWVP---- ---DHAPPVY NNETCR--HI QATQDCLGNG RPDSH-YLYW KW--KPR--- GCE------- --VL-RS--- DAEAFLRTMR GQK-MAFV-- GDSIARNQM- ---QSLLCIL NKVEKPTNTF HSSD------  [150] 
#PP00297G00240                    -SCNFS---- SGRWIL---- -DTTKRPL-- YSADCP--FH RSVWNCGKNK KPEAEKMSQW TW--KPS--- KCS------- -----PWASI KPHSFLRATQ GMR-LGFI-- GDSLNENFM- ---VSLLCSL SAVDAKARKW KR--------  [150] 
#PP00309G00410                    -GCDIA---- HGKWVY---- -DETY-PL-Y RSRNCP--FV DPGFRCEENG RPDTD-YMKY RW--QPN--- DCD------- --LP-SF--- DSQDMLEKLR DQR-LVFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESMLCML AEGVQNKSRI ----------  [150] 
#PP00326G00130                    -YCDLV---- KGSWVP---- ---DPRPPQY TNSSCR--YI QGHQNCMKNG RPDTG-FMYW KW--QPQ--- QCD------- --LP-RI--- DAQAFLIAMR NRS-MTFA-- GDSIARNQF- ---QSLLCIL SQVEVPDHTY NAPD------  [150] 
#PP00372G00360                    -GCDLF---- TGSWVY---- -DETY-PL-Y TN--CS--FA EPGFRCAENG RSDLR-YRNW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --MP-RF--- NALDMLTRLR NKR-IAFI-- GDSMGRTQW- ---ESLICLL LAGVSDKTQV KETNGRTITK  [150] 
#PP00390G00110                    -RCDIA---- HGKWVY---- -DEMY-PL-Y RSRNCP--FL DAGFRCEENG RPDTD-YMKY RW--QPH--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NAKDMLERLR NQR-LVFV-- GDSLGRNQW- ---ESMLCML AEGVQNKSRI ----------  [150] 
#PP00424G00030                    -QCNIF---- EGKWI----- -ENHSEPL-Y QNETCP--FL SQGQNCPGNG RSDSG-YLNW KW--KPT--- ECE------- --LT-RF--- DGLAFLELMR GKT-LAFI-- GDSVTRNQY- ---EALMCML LQVASAKPTG N---------  [150] 
#PP00431G00060                    -GCDIT---- QGRWVF---- -DNVTHPL-Y RTKNCP--FA DPGFRCEENG RPDKE-FMSY RW--HPN--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- CATDILERLR GQR-MVFV-- GDSLGRNNW- ---ESMLCML AEGVTNKSRI ----------  [150] 
#PPI00001938                      ---------- ---------- -EDPMDAY-- ---------- ---------- -HDEA-YMFR RW-------- ---------- ------Y--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00003925                      -ECNLF---- SGTWVQ---- -DASY-PL-F LASQCP--YI DGKSTCRQNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--QPS--- GCS------- --IP-SF--- NARDMLKRLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSISEDQW- ---ESMVCML QAYIPANKKT VIRQ------  [150] 
#PPI00006425                      -QCDLF---- KGRWMY---- -DESY-VL-Y LPGSCP--YA NIDFDCRRNG RMDSN-YERW RW--QPQ--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NASLMLERLR DKR-LLYV-- GDSISRNQW- ---ESMLCLM RAAVPYHEPT HMSKDN----  [150] 
#PPI00007112                      -VCDHT---- VGKWVQ---- --DSKKPI-Y SGKKCQR-WL SGMWACRLTQ RPDFS-YEKY RW--QPD--- NCD------- --MP-NF--- EGRHFLTRMQ NKT-LAFI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSMMCLI TGGKDSRNVQ DVGKE-----  [150] 
#PPI00007963                      -QCDIY---- SGKWVR---- -DDSY-PL-Y PAGECP--YM SGAFDCKGNG RPDSS-YTQW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --LP-RL--- NATNMLEKLR GKR-LVFT-- GDSISRNQW- ---ESLLCVL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00007964                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- MDPL------ ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00008021                      -DCDLS---- TGEWIP---- -DPSG-PF-Y TNATCR--AI QEHQNCMKHG RPDTG-YLNY RW--KPM--- NCE------- --FP-RF--- NASRFLELMR GKI-LAFV-- GDSIGRNHM- ---QSLVCLL SQVEDPRDIY NDGT------  [150] 
#PPI00008416                      -ECDFS---- VGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y ESRNCP--FL DAGFRCQENG RPDSD-YQKW RW--QPS--- LCD------- --LP-R---- ---------- ----AALL-- GELL------ ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00008417                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----MDYTSH LW-------- ---------- ---------- SNVD------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00008688                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -M-------- NCD------- --LP-RF--- DAHKFLELMH GKT-LAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---ESMRCIL WQAETPQNRG N---------  [150] 
#PPI00008837                      -NCDLF---- SGAWVH---- -DASY-PL-Y PAGQCPY-MI EGRVNCRKNG RPDSD-YEKW KW--QPS--- HCS------- --VP-RF--- NAKEMLSRLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSITRSQW- ---ESMVCML QVAIPSNEKT ----------  [150] 
#PPI00008838                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------MG GKS-IIQL-- -DSVGENGA- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00008849                      -QCDLH---- AGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y QSPNCP--FI DPGFRCQENG RPDKF-YMKW RW--QPL--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NASNMLNRIR NRR-IVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML AEAVPNKLQI ----------  [150] 
#PPI00013412                      -QCDIY---- SGKWVR---- -DASY-PL-Y PAGECP--YM SGAFDCKGNG RRDSG-YTQW RW--QPK--- ECD------- --LP-RL--- NVTDMLERLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLNRNQW- ---ESLICIL RTAVPQNRTD FEFK------  [150] 
#PPI00013432                      -QCDLF---- KGDWIP---- -EPAG-PF-Y TNKTCR--DI PDHQNCMKNG RPDSG-YLYW KW--KPD--- GCH------- --LP-RF--- NASRFLHIVR NKV-WGFI-- GDSIARNNV- ---QSLVCLL SQVEDPMDAY HDEA------  [150] 
#PPI00014229                      -KCDIY---- SGKWVH---- -DDSY-PL-Y PAGECP--YM SASFNCKGNG RTDSG-YTHW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --LP-RL--- NATDLLERLR GKR-LMFI-- GDSISRNQW- ---ESLLCVL KTVVPENRKT FGTK------  [150] 
#PPI00014345                      -LCKYQ---- EGSWIY---- -DGAKKPL-- YNEQCP--FQ RNAWNCIKNA RPNMDKISGW KW--VPK--- RCE------- --LP-QI--- NPHLFLKSVR NMN-IGFV-- GDSLNENLL- ---VSFLCIL RTADEGARKW KRK-------  [150] 
#PPI00015461                      -NCHMF---- WGRWVR---- -DASY-PL-Y SAGQCPY-IS ESRANCRKHG RPDSD-YEKW RW--KPL--- GCS------- --FR-RF--- DARDLLWRLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSISRSQW- ---ESMVCLL QAVIPDNKKT IIYR------  [150] 
#PPI00015845                      -PCNYS---- YGRWVH---- -DPGLKP--R YDHRCK--EI FRGWNCISNN KSNARDILKW RW--QPW--- ECD------- --LP-RL--- DPEHFLQHFR DTS-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLVCTL RRASDNLKKW RPA-------  [150] 
#PPI00016354                      -ECNLF---- SGAWVH---- -DASY-PL-Y PAGQCPY-LI EGRVNCRKNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--QPR--- GCS------- --IP-SF--- DAKDLLWGLR GKR-LLFV-- GDSITRSQW- ---ESMVCLL QAVIPANKKS MISR------  [150] 
#PPI00016634                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00016712                      -QCNLF---- SGTWVR---- -DASY-PL-Y PAGQCP--YP EGRVNCRKNG RSDSE-YEKW RW--QPR--- GCS------- --IP-RF--- NAKGMLWKLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSISRSQW- ---ESMLCMV QAVIPSNKKT IVYR------  [150] 
#PPI00029676                      -ECDFS---- VGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y ESRNCP--FL DAGFRCQENG RPDSD-YQKW RW--QPS--- LCD------- --LP-RF--- NANTFLERIR NSR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML SGAIPNKSRI ----------  [150] 
#PPI00029965                      -MLD------ IGGHLP---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KPMKYR GCY------- --FQ------ ---------- -------V-- GDSLK----- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00029966                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MARTQW- ---ESLICLL MQGVADRQSV ----------  [150] 
#PPI00033679                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------FIVW GWERAP---- ---------- --FP------ ---------- ----IVFP-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00039894                      -KCDIF---- TGSWVH---- -DLSY-PL-Y DSRTCP--YR NGEVSCQSNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --IS-RF--- NALYLLERLK GKM-IMFV-- GDSLTNNQW- ---LSMVCLL SSVLPHRRTV FFRG------  [150] 
#PPI00044132                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----DY--- ---------- ---------- VGKMDRSQY- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00057730                      -VCLFI---- GKEHVV---- -NPNP----Y THKEI---WL D--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --FP------ SLTSIFENPR NPK-VRTI-- GLNSRVNVY- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00057838                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- RW--QPH--- HCE------- --LN-RF--- NATGFLERLR DKR-VMLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESMLCIL REGLSNKSRM ----------  [150] 
#PPI00058297                      -NCDIF---- SGKWVP---- -DSTY-PL-Y TASACP--FA ELGFRCQNNG REDED-YLKW RW--QPL--- SCD------- --IP-RF--- NAPDILRRLQ GLR-VVFV-- GDSMARTQW- ---ESLICLL MQGVADRQSV ----------  [150] 
#PPI00058298                      -MLD------ IGGHLP---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KPMKYR GCY------- --FQ------ ---------- -------V-- GDSLK----- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00058512                      -KSNLF---- KGKWIR---- --DSRGPL-Y TNNTCA--YI QGHQNCMKNG RPDME-YLYW RW--KPN--- GHT------- --LP-RF--- NATLFLDLVR GKV-WAFV-- GDSVARNQM- ---QSLLCML SQVEHPKTTY TDEA------  [150] 
#PPI00063580                      ---------- ---WLG---- -----LPL-R STIQSY--IL EAGF--MGNS KNADY-FSNS QFVDVPN--- DST------- --VP-TY--- ----VSGKNH NTEEIVHPKT ADDGISNQS- ---------- -AATPKRTAN NGGM------  [150] 
#PPI00063597                      -KCDIF---- FGRWVP---- -DDTG-TL-Y PPGSCP--HI DESFNCFINR RPDNG-YEKW RW--QPH--- DCN------- --IP-RL--- NATDMLERLR GKR-LSFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCIL RHGAKNQSRV ----------  [150] 
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#PPI00063681                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------KNG RPDSD-YQKW RW--KPS--- YCN------- --LR-RF--- NALDMLQKLW GKT-LMFV-- GDSLNRDQW- ---QSMICLL HAALPQGRTY VVSG------  [150] 
#PPI00063682                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --ME------ ---------- ---------- GNTLYTSMD- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00064161                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---LCP---- -----CASAS SPEEE-FRDF EL--QRA--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IDFH-- GSGIMEN--- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00065500                      -DCDFS---- VGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y ESRNCP--FL DGGFRCQENG RPDSD-YLKW RW--QPS--- HCD------- --LP-RF--- NASDFLERIR NRR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML AEAIPNKNQI ----------  [150] 
#PPI00065764                      -QCDLH---- AGSWVW---- -DDSY-PL-Y QSPNCP--FI DPGFRCQENG RPDKF-YTKW RW--QPL--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NASNMLNRIR NRR-VVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESLICML AEAVPNKLQI ----------  [150] 
#PPI00069149                      -ESKRF---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ASDFGAF--- ----LPR--- ---------- --NP-NF--- ----YSS--- ---------- GDSISRNQW- ---ESLLCVL KTVVPENRKT FGTK------  [150] 
#PPI00069197                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -W-------- ---------- ---------- ------GKLR DLK------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00069990                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----MLEQLR GKR-LVFV-- GDSINRNQW- ---ESMLCLL SEAVPDKRRV ----------  [150] 
#PPI00069991                      -LCNIF---- DGKWVL---- -DNSY-PL-Y RTRSCP--FI DEAFDCEANG RPDLD-YMKW RW--QPR--- DCN------- --LP-RF--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#PPI00070464                      ---------- ---------- ---------R RDLGCH---- --SICC---- ------F--- ---------- ---------- -----SF--- NAKNLLKRLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSLSQNQW- ---ESMVCML QAVIPSNKKT LTQQ------  [150] 
#PPI00071160                      -ECDLF---- TGSWVY---- -DESY-VL-Y LPGECP--FS SADFNCQRNG RKDAK-YPRW RW--QPR--- DCD------- --LA-RF--- NASEFLEKLR GKR-LVYV-- GDSISRNQW- ---ESMLCML RRAVPEGGGS FRGTNG----  [150] 
#PPI00072989                      -RCNIF---- SGHWVH---- -DLSY-PL-Y DWSKCP--YI DGEFNCQKNG RPDSD-YQKW RW--KPS--- YCN------- --LR-RF--- NALDMLQKLR GKT-LMFV-- GDSLNRDQW- ---QSMICLL HAALPQGRTY VVSG------  [150] 
#TBA00001677                      -ACDYT---- EGKWV----- -EDSHRPL-Y SGKMCKR-WL SEMWACRLTQ RTDFS-YEKY RW--QPD--- NCD------- --MP-EF--- EGQEFLKRMQ SKT-LAFI-- GDSLGRQQF- ---QSLMCLI TGGTDSPYVQ DVGRE-----  [150] 
#TBA00004346                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----CRPNG RPDSD-YEKW RW--QPD--- ACT------- --TP-RF--- DARDMLERLR GKT-LMFV-- GDSISRGQF- ---ESMLCLL QPALIPSNKK SMVELDAD--  [150] 
#TBA00006917                      -KCDIF---- SGTWVH---- -DLLSYPL-Y DWRGCP--YL DGEVSCQKNG RPDLD-YQKW RW--KPR--- DCD------- --LP-RF--- NALYLLERMR GKT-IMFV-- GDSLNRGQW- ---ESMTCLV HSVLPQSRIS FTSG------  [150] 
#TBA00009852                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VGIL-- KQVLRRTTF- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00010198                      ---------- ---------- ---------- IGRKRRSTLR I--------D KIDKT-SSKW KG-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- AD-------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00011032                      ---------- ---WLG---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --LP------ --------LR STI-QSYI-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00011296                      -ECDLS---- VGMWVR---- -DEGY-PV-Y QSQNCP--FI DGGFRCQENG RPDKD-YLKW RW--QPS--- DCD------- --LP-GF--- DARKFLESIQ NRRIVCIVFV GDSIGRNQW- ---ESMVCML AEAVPNKPRI ----------  [150] 
#TBA00011691                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------IEL SW--APF--- ---------- ---------- ----LVERIQ NNG------- KETLAVDII- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00012144                      -KCDIF---- SGMWVP---- -DDTK-PL-Y PGGSCP--HI DESFNCFRNR RPDHD-YEKW RW--QPN--- DCD------- --IP-RF--- NATDMLERLR GKR-LSFV-- GDSLNRNMW- ---ESLVCSL RHAVENKSRV ----------  [150] 
#TBA00012145                      ---------- ---------- ---------- --------MI PMELKQFGNG HSSVAPVSDW KK-------- ---------- ---------- ----LASVLG NRRAKMF--- ASGFAFTLF- ------VCTI ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00015462                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---SCP--FV ERGFCCQSNG RKDQD-YMKW RW--KAM--- SCD------- --IP-RF--- KSSDILKRLQ GLR-VVFV-- GDSMARTQW- ---ESLICLL MQGVADKQSV ----------  [150] 
#TBA00015654                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------MKGG ST-------- ---------- ---------- --LP-VF--- ---------R GKQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00016428                      -ACNYS---- DGRWVQ---- -DAKIKA--R YSHKCK--EI FKGWNCIANN KSNARDILQW RW--QPW--- GCD------- --LP-LF--- DPVLFLKHFR DTS-IGFV-- GDSLNRNMF- ---VSLVCML KQASDDVRKW RPV-------  [150] 
#TBA00017489                      -KCNLF---- KGSWVH---- -DESY-PL-Y EAAQCP--FI DDRMNCRKNG RPDTD-YEKW RW--KPY--- GCT------- --MP-KF--- NPMDLLERLR GKR-LMFV-- GDSTSRNQW- ---ESMACLL NTVIHNNRIS LDDG------  [150] 
#TBA00017684                      -HCNLS---- SGTWVH---- -DPTY-PL-Y NYDQCP--YI TNEYNCRANG RPDSD-YEKW RW--QPN--- GCI------- --LP-RF--- DAGRLLERLR GKK-LMFV-- GDSVSLDQF- ---QSMACLL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00017880                      -ECDIY---- TGSWIW---- -DDSH-PI-Y QSTSCP--FI DPGFRCHENG RPDKL-FMKW RW--QPL--- GCN------- --LP-RF--- NASNMLNRIR NRR-LVFV-- GDSIGRNQW- ---ESMICML AEAVPNKLQI ----------  [150] 
#TBA00017881                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MTMDVL- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00019818                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00019847                      -MCNIY---- SGRWVK---- -DISY-PL-Y ESSSCP--YV DEAFNCQDNG RSDME-YQKW RW--QAN--- DCE------- --PP-RF--- NATDFLERLR GKR-LMLV-- GDSMNRNQF- ---ESLLCLL REGLSNKSRM ----------  [150] 
#TBA00021216                      GGTD------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----SPD--- ---------- --VQ------ DVGREYGLVR ARH------- --AIRPDGW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00021480                      -ECNLS---- TGQWIR---- -DPSG-PF-Y TNKTCR--AI QEHQNCMKHG RPDTG-YLHW RW--KPD--- SCE------- --LP-PF--- DATVFLNLVR GKI-LAFI-- GDSIGRNHM- ---QSLVCLL SQVEDPKDIY NDGT------  [150] 
#TBA00024636                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -PDKD-YENW RW--QPM--- SCD------- --LP-RI--- DAHKFLELMH GKT-LAFV-- GDSVCRNQM- ---ESMMCIL ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00025353                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00026111                      ---------- --DWIN---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --VTNYY--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00026417                      -QCNLF---- RGKWVY---- -DESY-VL-Y PDGLCP--FA SNDFNCRKNG RVDSD-YERW RW--QPQ--- DCT------- --LP-RF--- NASLMLEKLK NKR-LVYV-- GDSINRNQW- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
#TBA00027512                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------NL MWSHQNH--- ACE------- ---------- EAKK---RVK NSSKLIFM-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [150] 
 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  ---------- ---------- -----YKSRI WR-----FPS -YNFTLSVIW SPFLVKAETF ENG------- --------VP FSDIRVHLD- KL--DQKWTD QYINF----- ----D-YVVI SGGKWFLKTT ---IFHENNT V---------  [300] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  ---------- ---------- -----TPLST LT-----FQE -YGVTLYLYR TPYIVDISKE RVG------- ---------- ---------- RV--LNLGAI EGGAD----A WKNMD-VLVF NSWHWWTHKG ---QSQ---- ----------  [300] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   -----YEVNG NNITKR---- -----IRFLG VR-----FSS -YNFTVEFYR SVFLVQPGRL RW-HA----- --------PK RVKSTLKLD- VL-------- DVINH----E WSSAD-FLIF NTGQWWVPGK ---LFE---- ----------  [300] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   -----YEISG RREFKK---- -----KGFYA FR-----FED -YNCTVDFVG SPFFVRESSF KGV------- --------NG TTLETLRLD- MM--DKTTSM YRDAD----- ------ILIF NTGHWWTHDK ---TKL---- ----------  [300] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             ---------- ---------- -----NKFRR WR-----FES -HNVTVSVYW SPFLVAGLEK SGN------- ---------- LDHNVLHID- RV--DERWGN DLERF----- ----D-TVVV SVGHWFLHPA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  ---------- ---------- -----PPMKI FK-----AEE -YNASIEYYW APFIVESISD HATN------ --------HT VHKRLVKLD- --------AI EKHSK----S WEGVD-VLVF ESYVWWMHQP KINATYGD-- ----------  [300] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  ---------- ---------- -----KGLST FT-----IPE -YGISVNFLK NGFLVDLVSD KTR------- ---------- --GLILKLD- ---------- ---SISRGNQ WLGSD-VAIF NTFHWWSHTG ---RAK---- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  ---------- ---------- -----GADRG FT-----FSQ -YNLTIAYHR TNLLARYGRW SANAKGGELE SL------GF KEGYRVDVD- IP--DSSWAK ASSFH----- ----D-ILIL NTGHWWWAPS KFDPVKS--- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  ---------- ---------- -----DPLST FK-----ILD -YNVKVSFYR APYLVDIDKI NGK------- ---------- ---TTLKLD- EI--SVDASN AWRTA----- ----D-VLLF NTGHWWSHTG ---SLR---- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  ---------- ---------- -----SGLSV FS-----FPA -YNSSIMFSR NAFLVDIVGA PPK------- ---------- ---RVMKLD- ---------- ---SISSGSL WKTAD-VLVF NSWHWWLHTD ---RKQ---- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  ---------- ---------- -----QPLTS LT-----FQD -YGVTINLYR TQFLVDVVQE KAG------- ---------- ---RVLVLD- ---------- ---SIKQADA WLGMD-VLIF NSWHWWTHTS ---GLQ---- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  ---------- ---------- -----TPLSS LT-----FQE -YDVTLFLYR TPYLVDISKE SVG------- ---------- ---RVLNLG- AI--EDGADA WKNMD----- ------LLVF NSWHWWTHTG VQSQ------ ----------  [300] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  -----YGLVI PKGAPR---- -----PGGWA YR-----FPT -TNTTVLSYW SASLTDLVPM NNT------- --------DP PHLIAMHLD- RP--PAFIRN YLHRF----- ----H-VLVL NTGHHWSRDK ---IEKN--- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  ---------- ---------- -----SNLIT FK-----ALE -YNATIDYYW APLLVESNSD DPT------- ---------- ---NHRFPD- RI--VRIQSI EKHAR----H WTNSD-IIVF NSYLWWRMPH ---IKS---- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  ---------- ---------- -----GSLTV FK-----IQD -YNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD DPE------- ---------- ---KHSIID- RI--IMPESI EKHGV----N WIGVD-FLVF NSYIWWMNTV SIKVLRGS-- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  ---------- ---------- -----AQMSI FN-----IEE -YNATISFYW APFLVESNAD PPD------- ---------- --KRDGKTD- PV--IIPNSI SKHGE----N WKDAD-YLIF NTYIWWTRHS TIKVLKQESF NKGDSKEYNE  [300] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  ---------- ---------- ------SLTV FT-----AKE -YNATIEFYW APFLLESNSD DAI------- ---------- ----VHRISD RV--VRKGSI NKHGR----H WKGVD-IIIF NTYLWWMTGL ---KMN---- ----------  [300] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  ---------- ---------- -----KGLAS LT-----FEE -YGVTLLLYR TQFLVDLNVE KVG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- ---------- ---SIKQGNM WRGMD-VLIF NSWHWWTHTE ---HIQ---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  ---------- ---------- -----FNFQR WK-----YKT -YNFTIATFW TTHLVRAEET ETGPT----- --------GP NSFYNLYLD- EP--DPTWAS QIGEF----- ----D-YIII SSGQWFFRPL FLFDKQKR-- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  -----YEING SPITKH---- -----KGFLV FK-----FEE -YNCTVEYYR SPFLVPQSRP PIGS------ --------PG KVKTSLKLD- TM-------- DWTSS----K WRDAD-VLVL NTGHWWNEGK ---TTR---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  ---------- ---------- -----GSLTV FS-----LKD -YNATIEFYW APFLLESNSD NAT------- ---------- ----VHRVSD RI--VRKGSI NKHGR----H WRGAD-IVVF NTYLWWRTGF ---KMK---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   -----YEVNG NPISKH---- -----KGFLS MR-----FPE -QNLTVEYHR TPFLVVVGRP PENS------ --------PV DVKMTVRVD- EF-------- NWQSK----K WVGSD-VLVF NTGHWWNEDK ---TFI---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   -----FEAHG RHQFRW---- -----EAEYS FV-----FKD -YNCTVEFFA SPFLVQEWEV TEK------- --------NG TKKETLRLD- LV-------- GKSSE----Q YKGAD-ILVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  ---------- ---------- -----GSIST YT-----FKE -YGLELKLDR NVYLVDIVRE KIG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- SI--NDGK-- ---------N WVEMD-TLIF NTWHWWSRRG ---PAQ---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           ---------- ---------- -----DRNRI WY-----FPK -HDFTLSTSW TKFLVEERER RDSNN----- --------TG TGLFDLDIG- KI--DEGWFN GLPNT----- ----D-IAIV SAAHWFFRPI FIHRGDET-- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  ---------- ---------- -----GPTMS FH-----SLD -FETSIEFCW APLLVELKRG VDR------- ---------- --KRVLHLD- SI-------- EDNAR----Y WRGVD-VLVF DSAHWWTHSQ ---RWS---- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    ---------- ---------- -----GSLSV FR-----VED -YNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD DPN------- --------MH SILNRIIMPE SI--EKHGVN WKGVD----- ------FLVF NTYIWWMNTF AMKVLRGS-- ----------  [300] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   -----YETHN RRITKE---- -----KGNYS FR-----FVD -YKCTVEFYV THFLVREGRA RIG------- ---------K KRRETLRID- AM--DRTSSR WKGAN----- ------ILVF NTAHWWSHYK ---TKS---- ----------  [300] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  ---------- ---------- -----FRSKI WR-----FPS -HNFTLSVIW SPFLLKSETS SNS------- ---------- --DIQLYLD- QL--DHKWTV QYPKF----- ----D-YVVI SGGKWFLKTT IFHENNVV-- ----------  [300] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  ---------- ---------- -----YRSKR WH-----FPS -YNFTVSNIW SPFLVQADIF EDSNG----- --------VS SAAVQLHLD- KL--DNTWTD LFPSL----- ----D-YAII SSGEWFLKTA ---VYHENAN P---------  [300] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  ---------- ---------- -----YKSKR WH-----FPL -HNLTVSNIW SPFLVQAAIF EDSNG----- --------VS TASVQLHLD- RL--DETWTS LMPSF----- ----D-YAII STGKWFLKSA IYHENAKL-- ----------  [300] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  ---------- ---------- -----RKMQR WY-----FKQ -SSVMIARIW SSWLVHQFNE KFDY------ --------AP EGVTKLKLD- LP--DERIME AIPKF----- ----D-VVVL SSGHWFAKQS VYILKEEIV- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   ---------- ---------- -----QKYFV FK-----AKE -YNATIEFYW APYIVESNTD IPVI------ --------SD PKKRIVKVD- SV-------- KDRAK----F WEGAD-ILVF NTYVWWMSGL ---RMKA--- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  ---------- ---------- -----AHLTI FR-----AED -YNATVEFLW APLLVESNSD DPVNH----- ---------- ---------- RL--SERIIR PDSVLKHASK WQHAD-ILIF NTYLWWRQDS ---VKL---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   -----YEVNG NPITKH---- -----KGFLS MR-----FPR -ENLTVEYHR SPFLVVIGRP PDKS------ --------PK EIKTTVRVD- EF-------- NWQSK----R WVGSD-VLVF NSGHWWNEDK ---TVL---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    -----YEARG RHHFRG---- -----EAEYS FV-----FQD -YNCTVEFFV SPFLVQEWEI VDK------- --------KG TKKETLRLD- LV--GKSSEQ YKGAD----- ------VIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  ---------- ---------- -----TDFKV WN-----YTS -YNFTLHVMW SPFLVKATKP DPK------- ---------- SNFFSLYLD- EY--DTKWTS QLDQL----- ----D-YLVI SSGHWFSRPV ---------- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  ---------- ---------- -----DYFKR WT-----YET -YNFTIAAFW TPHLVKSKEP DQTQP----- --------KH IDIFDLYLD- EA--DESWTA DIGDF----- ----D-FVII SSGHWHYRPS ---VYYENRT I---------  [300] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  -----YEVNN RPITKH---- -----MGFFV FR-----FHD -YNCTVEYYR APFLVLQSRP PEGS------ --------PE KVKTTLKLE- TM-------- EWTAD----K WRDAD-ILVF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   -----YEVHG HNITKG---- -----RGYFV FK-----FED -YNCTVEFVR SHFLVREGVR ANA------- --------QG NTNPTLSID- RI-------- DKSHA----K WKRAD-ILVF NTGHWWVHGK ---TAR---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  -----FGFIT PEGGAR---- -----PGGWA YR-----FPE -TNTTVLYHW SSTLCDIEPL NIT------- --------DP ATEHAMHLD- RP--PAFLRQ YLQKI----- ----D-VLVM NTGHHWNRGK ---LNGN--- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   PN-------- ---------- -----EGFYG FR-----FND -FECSIDFIK SPFLVQESEV VDV------- --------YG KRRETLRLD- MI--QRSMTK IYKNA----- ----D-IVIF NTGHWWTHQK ---TYE---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             ---------- ---------- -----RKMQR WY-----FRS -SSVMIARMW SSWLVHQFNE PFGF------ --------AT DGVTKLKLD- QP--DERIIE ALPNF----- ----D-VVVL SSGHWFAKQS ---------- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             ---------- ---------- -----LPLST FR-----FLD -YGITMSFYK APFLVDIDAV QGK------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- EI-------- SGNAN----A WHDAD-LLIF NTGHWWSHTG ---SMQ---- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  -----YGLVK AKGALR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPT -TNTTILYYW SASLSDLVPM NNT------- --------DP PSLTAMHLD- RP--PAFMRN YLHRF----- ----D-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  ---------- ---------- -----KKKKA WRGAY--FPK -FNVTVAYHR AVLLAKYQWQ ARSSAEANQD --------GV KGTYRVDVD- VP--ANEWIN VTSFY----- ----D-VLIF NSGHWWGYDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00019G03720                  -----YERHG YRITKG---- -----RGYYI FQ-----FMD -YNSTIEFSR SHFLVREGTH LTS------- --------KG KSRSTLMID- QI-------- ERTST----R WKHAD-ILIF NTGHWWTHGK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00630                  ---------- ---------- -----AVHKV FR-----ALD -YNCTVEFFW SPFLVELNEV SDK------- ---------- --GRVIKLG- SI--SPSSKY WRGAN----- ------VMLF NTGHWWVHTG ---KFK---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00670                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00680                  ---------- ---------- -----DPLHS FL-----FPE -YGVNISYYL SHYLVDIVSE PTG------- ---------- ---RALVLD- ---------- ---SIKQADV WLGVD-ILLF NSWHWWIRND ---DMK---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00690                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00700                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00710                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YSCLFTL-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00730                  ---------- ---------- -----DAFYS VL-----FLD -YGVNVSFYR SHYLVDVVSE PAG------- ---------- ---RALRLD- ---------- ---SIENGNA WVGAD-VLSF NSWHWWTHVG ---NDR---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00750                  ---------- ---------- -----PPMRI FT-----AKK -FNASIEFYW APFIVESNAD HATK------ --------HR VKYKLVNLQ- SI-------- DKHGR----H WKGID-ILVF DSYVWWMSNP ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00760                  ---------- ---------- -----DPLSS FI-----FLG -YGVKVSYFR APYLVDIVGE PGG------- ---------- ---RALRLD- ---------S IQNGK----A WAGAD-ILVF NSGHWW---- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00023G00100                  ---------- ---------- ---------- -------ISM EYNATVEFYW VPLLVESNSD DPVN------ --------HR LSSRIIRPD- SI--AKHGSY WKHAD----- ------ILVF NSYLWWRGEL KIKLL----- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00023G00110                  ---------- ---------- -----GSLMV FT-----AKE -YNATVEFYW APLLVESNSD DPVN------ --------HR LPDRIVRVE- SM-------- EKHAQ----H WSGAE-FLIF NSYLWWRRPK MKVLWGS--- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00023G00130                  ---------- ---------- -----DSLTV FT-----AKD -YNATIEFYW APFLVESNSD NAI------- ---------- ----VHRITE RM--VRARSI TKHAK----H WKGVD-ILVF NTYLWWMTGT RMKILR---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00025G00340                  -----YEVNG SPITKH---- -----TGFLI FK-----FKE -YNCTVEYYR APFLVLQSRP PKES------ --------PP HIKTTLKLD- QM-------- DWNSV----R WKDAD-VLVF NTGHWWNYEK ---TVR---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00025G02240                  ---------- ---------- -----RKMQR WF-----FRS -HSVTIVRIW SSWLVHQSSE PFSF------ --------AP AGIAKLHLD- KP--DETFMD FLPSF----- ----D-VVVL SSGHWFAKQS AYILNNEIL- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00040G01910                  ---------- ---------- -----NGAWR GG-----YFP KFNATVAYHR AVLLAKYQWQ PLNSLEEN-- --------QL KGIYKVDVD- IP--ADDWIG VTDFY----- ----D-VLVF NTGHWWGIDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00040G02130                  ---------- ---------- -----DALYG WE-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----WELGA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00045G02000                  -----FEARG RKITKE---- -----KGIYN FK-----FVD -YGCSVEYYV THFLVHESKA RVG------- ---------P KRVQTLRID- TI-------- DRGSS----R WKKAD-ILVF NTAHWWTHTK ---TKA---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00048G01150                  -----FEISG KQQFKT---- -----EGFYA FR-----FAD -YNCTVEFFR APFLVREWKT PDPG------ --------SG ARRETLRLD- VI--ERSSSK YIDAD----- ------MIIF NTGHWWTHDK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00057G01830                  ---------- ---------- -----GADRG HT-----FLL -YNLTIAYHR TNLLVRYGSW SASDKDGILE SL------GY KHGFRVDID- VP--DLSWIE APSYH----- ----D-ILIM NTGHWWWAPA KFDPIHS--- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00071G00870                  -----YEVNG NKITKQ---- -----IRFLG VR-----FRS -HNITLEYFR SPFLVQRSSP PKNA------ --------PK RVKSTVKLD- RL-------- DSISK----R WIQSD-FLIF NSGQWWTHMK ---TFD---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00085G01050                  -----YEISG RREFRT---- -----QGFYA FR-----YEG -YNCSVEFVR APFLVQEWSV NGT------- --------NG TEEETLRLD- LM--DKKTLK YREAD----- ------VIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSL---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00088G00740                  ---------- ---------- -----KKFRR WR-----FNS -HNLTVSVYW SPFLVHGDEK SSA------- ---------- FNYNKLYLH- KV--DEKWLK ELDQM----- ----D-MVVI SAGHWFLHPA LYTERDEL-- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00088G00780                  ---------- ---------- -----DRFRR WH-----FPS -HNFVLAVFW TKFLVHADEI IRNG------ --------LP SGEFNIHLD- RP--DANWTR SIAQY----- ----D-VAVI SDAHWFFRPS ---TFYESGH P---------  [300] 
#ATR_00093G00040                  ---------- ---------- -----YKSKT WH-----FPS -FNFTLAVIW SPFLIKSVSL EDING----- --------VS TSENKLYLD- VL--DTKWIT QFDSF----- ----D-YVII SGGKWFLKAG IYLENNTV-- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00114G00150                  ---------- ---------- -----GISMA FH-----ALD -FEASIEFSW APLLVELKLG GPN------- ---------- --GRILDLD- SI-------- EGNAK----Y WKGVD-ILVF DSAHWWTHTG ---SGR---- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00114G00600                  -----YEENG KPITKH---- -----KGYLS IK-----FEE -YNCTVEYYR LPFLMLTGSP PKNS------ --------SV KVRSAIRID- KL-------- HWWSS----G WVGSD-LLVF NAGHWWNHEK ---TQK---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G03940                        ---------- ---------- -----DSLTV FR-----AKD -YNATIEFYW APFLAESNSD DAV------- ---------- ----VHRVAD RI--VRGTAI EKHAK----F WKGAD-VVVF NTYLWWMTGQ ---KMK---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G03947                        ---------- ---------- -----DALSI FR-----AKD -YDATIEFYW APLLAESNSD AAV------- ---------- ----EHRLEE RV--IRGAPM DRHSR----F WKGAD-VLVF NSYLWWTTGT KIQILR---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G03970                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YNASVDFYW SPLLVESNSD DPV------- ---------- ---HHRAAD- RT--VRAGSI AAHAR----R WAAAA-VLVF NSYLWWRRPS ---IKV---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G16610                        -----HKTLA KFVGPG---- -----GALNV FT-----ATE -YNATVEFYW APFLVQSNSD DPQ------- ---------- ---VHSVVD- RV--IAWRSI AKHAR----H WRGAH-FLVF NTYIWWLNTF ---EMKVLKN ----------  [300] 
#BD1G19320                        -----TEENG NPISKH---- -----KGYLS FR-----FPA PHNLTVEHYR SPYLVRRGGR PSRRQRA--- --------PR HVRSTLQLA- AM--DPRESR WRQAD----- ------VLVF NSGHWWNLDR ---LQQQ--- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G26890                        ---------- ---------- -----GADRG FT-----FLR -YNLTLSYHR TNLLVRYGRW SASSNGGPLE SL------GF KQGYRVDVD- IP--DQTWAE APSFH----- ----D-VLIF NTGHWWLAPS KFDPIQS--- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G31440                        -----VETHG WRISKG---- -----RGFFV FK-----FLD -YGCTVAFVR SHFLVREGVR VNR------- --------QG STNPTLQID- RI-------- DKTAS----R WKKAD-VLVF NTGHWWTHGK ---TAR---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G32150                        ---------- ---------- -----EPVSS VR-----FED -YDVSVVLYF SRFLVDVVVQ EDM------- ---------- --GRVLKLD- SL-------- QDGAS----S WLGAH-LLVF NTWHWWTYKG ---TSQ---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G38400                        ---------- ---------- -----YKSRR WH-----FPS -HNFTLSLVW APFLIKADIF EDDNG----- --------VS SAAPQLHFG- NL--DTNWMS QWDSF----- ----D-YVVI STGQWFFKIA ---VYLENGS A---------  [300] 
#BD1G43717                        ---------- ---------- -----TGFEQ WW-----FEA -HDFAVSFFW TPFQIRWRLT SDGPESTAPG PARQGE--VF AGPSDLHLD- EP--DERWMS AAKEH----- ----D-YVVL SASHWFRRPA ---VYYRGGH V---------  [300] 
#BD1G43730                        ---------- ---------- -----QQFRT MR-----YES -YNFTVSVFW SPFLVKANQS SHDG------ --------GG GRLWNLYLD- EP--DDAWVS GVWSS----- ----TDYVVI SAANWFTRPS ---MFYESGR L---------  [300] 
#BD1G43740                        ---------- ---------- -----NGSYI YR-----YER -HGFSVHDFW SPFLVSAVET DPDGAGLGGR --------SG AGLWSLYLD- EP--DPGWAA HAGGF----- ----D-YLVI SAGSWFHRPS ---VFYERGR LVGC------  [300] 
#BD1G44890                        ---------- ---------- -----NKFRR WV-----FHE -YNATVSIFW SPLLVKVVEK AEH------- --------AG VRHNNVFLD- AF--DERWMS QLGAL----- ----D-AAVL SVGHWFLIPG ---IYHDAGN V---------  [300] 
#BD1G44900                        ---------- ---------- -----AKFWR WV-----FPA PHDVIISTYW SPFLVRADTN GTQ------- ---------- TQGTAVFLDA LT--DEPWAA DVDAM----- ----D-VVVI SAGHWFPRPA ---VYYEA-- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G44920                        ----SDAL-- ---------- -----DKFGT WH-----FPA -HNFTLTVMW TEFYAHAEPV LDS------- ----SGKPTA SFHIHL--D- RL--G-ADW- TSRL-R---- --DLD-YAVI SGGNWFFRVN ---YLWE-G- -GRL------  [300] 
#BD1G46280                        -----FEASG RREFKT---- -----EGSYS FL-----FTD -YNCSVEFFR SPFLVQEWEM RVS------- --------NG NKKETLRLD- IV-------- EQSSP----K YKDAD-FIIF NTGHWWTHEK ---TAL---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G64470                        -----HEARG RRITKD---- -----RGDYN FK-----FLD -YNCSVEYHV THFLVHEGKS RIG------- ---------Q KRTRTLRID- TI-------- DRSSS----R WRGAN-VLVF NTAHWWSHHK ---TKA---- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G65530                        ---------- ---------- -----GSSNV FY-----AHD -YNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD NPK------- ---------- ---VHSVPD- RI--IQWHSI AKHAK----N WLGVD-YLVF NTYIWWLNTL DMKVLKGS-- ----------  [300] 
#BD1G65550                        ---------- ---------- -----DPFYT YK-----FLE -YELVLSFHR APYLVDIDVV QGK------- ---------- ---RVLMLD- DI-------- AENAQ----A WRGAD-VLSF NSGHWWTHTG ---ALQ---- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G07000                        ---------- ---------- -----DPSTT VA-----FQE -YNVTLVYYL THYLVDLVNE KAG------- ---------- ---RILKLD- SI--DQAR-- ---------N WLGAD-VLVF DSWHWWPRTG ---PTQ---- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G24750                        -----YEVNG NEISKT---- -----IRFLG VR-----FAS -FDLTVEFFR SVFLVQQRPA PR-HA----- --------PK RVKSTLRLD- KM-------- DNISR----K WVNAD-VLIF NTGHWWTPTK ---LFN---- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G28100                        ---------- ---------- -----QQHTV FT-----ARA -YNATVEFYW APFLLQSNAD DAVV------ --------HR ISDRTVRNG- SI--AHHGRH WKGAH----- ------VLVF NTYLWWCSGL RFRIMN---- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G28400                        ---------- ---------- -----GSLNV FR-----LEE -YNATIEFYW APFLVESNSD DPD------- ---------- ---IHSITD- RM--IMPTSI TKHAA----N WIGVD-YLIF NTYIWWMNTP KMKIVHD--- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G32220                        ---------- ---------- -----FKNRR WH-----FQS -YNFTVSILW APFLVKSELF ENENG----- --------DT TSEIQLHID- ML--DPMWTS QYESF----- ----D-YVVI AGGQWFLKTA ---VYWEKGT V---------  [300] 
#BD2G43447                        ---------- ---------- -----SEYRI FR-----AMD -YNCSVEFFW NPFLVKLETK QDR------- ---------- --TRALKLD- QL--PAMLQQ VIGAD----- ------VLVF NTGHWWTHTG KLR------- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G45320                        -----APASG TTHSRG---- -----NPVST VT-----FQD -YGVSVAYYR STYLVDIVEE SIG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- ---------- SISGD----A WLGAD-MLIF NTWHWWTHTG ---RDQ---- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G45350                        ---------- ---------- -----DQNKV YY-----YRA -YNFTINMFW SPFLVRAREP DHDDP----- --------AH TGHYSLYLD- EP--DDKWVS QVPRF----- ----D-YVLV SAANWFSRPS ---LFYEKRR L---------  [300] 
#BD2G45360                        ---------- ---------- -----ERNKI LY-----YED -YRFTIKILW SPFLVRTEDA GND------- ---------- ---IKLYLD- EP--DAKWLS GVAGF----- ----D-YMIL SGANWFTRPT ---LFYEKGQ LV--------  [300] 
#BD2G54010                        ---------- ---------- -----VVFHA WE-------- -FNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD DPKI------ --------HS IQHRIIDAE- SI--AAHAEN WRSAD----- ------YLVF NTYIWWMN-- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G56830                        -----YEIHG NQISKT---- -----IRFLG VR-----FES -FNLSVEFFR SVFLVQQTPA PPIHG----- --------TK RVHAILKLD- KM-------- DETNL----K WANAD-VLIF NSGHWWTASK ---LFD---- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G58570                        ---------- ---------- -----LKMSR WV-----FGS -TSTTIIRIW SSWLVHTSSE AVGF------ --------AP KGLDKIFLD- IA--DETFME FVPTF----- ----D-VLVL SSGHWFTKRS AYILDGKVV- ----------  [300] 
#BD2G58580                        ---------- ---------- -----RKMSR WV-----FRS -TSTTILRIW SSWLVHRSIE AVGF------ --------AP KGLDKVFLD- IA--DETFME SVPTF----- ----D-VLVI SSGHWFAKRS ---------- ----------  [300] 
#BD3G01660                        -----ATDGG ARRWKR---- -----RGAWR GG-----YFP EEDVVVAYHR AVLLAKYTWQ PVENSELRKD --------GI KGTYRVDVD- IP--ADDWVN VTKFY----- ----D-VLIF NTGHWWGPDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#BD3G23050                        ---------- ---------- -----KPTSR YKGYLSMFFV DYNLSVEYYR APMLVVIDRF ALTASEIN-- --------GA AARGAIRLDA LPRHADRWAS VD-------- ------VLVF NTGHWWNQHK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#BD3G37610                        -----YGFVL APGAKR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPS -TNTTILYHW SSTLCDLEPL NPS------- --------DP ATSYAMHLD- RP--PAFVRD NLHRI----- ----H-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LRAN--- ----------  [300] 
#BD3G47317                        -----YGLVK APNAFSP--- -----AGGSA YR-----FPS -TNTTILFYW SATLSELQPL QNTTSSARTK K-------KT TTSYALHLD- RP--AEFLKQ HLHSF----- ----D-ALVL NTGHHWSRQK ---FIRN--- ----------  [300] 
#BD3G56210                        ---------- ---------- -----HCTRK YR-----YEE -HGFTVAVFW TPFLVRWNLT RAGAL----- --------QF MDPHNVFLD- EP--DPEWSG HVLDY----- ----D-YVVL NGAKWFTRPT ---VLYERGR R---------  [300] 
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#BD3G56217                        GRVVR----- ---------- -----RDFYY GS-------- -HDFTASLFW SPFLVRANLS NAT------- ---------- IGMWDVHLD- EP--DARWAA HVASF----- ----D-HVVL SGTNWFLRPS ---VYHERGR AV--------  [300] 
#BD3G57480                        -----FEVSG NQKFRA---- -----EGSYS FL-----FQD -YNCSVEFFR SPFLVQEWET PAR------- --------HG KNKETLRLD- VI-------- DHSSP----R YKSAD-IIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSL---- ----------  [300] 
#BD4G05130                        -----YGLVL KQRAKR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FRR -TNTTILYYW SSTLCDLEPL KPS------- --------NP AAGYAMHLD- RP--PSFLDR NLHRFH---- ------VLVL NTGHHWNRGK LKAN------ ----------  [300] 
#BD4G40210                        -----YERSG KPLSRH---- -----RGYLS MV-----FAD -YNLSVEYYR APFLVLLDRF DNSSNS---- --------TV RARGAVRLDA LP---RHAAR WAGAD----- ------VIVL NTGHWWNPHK ---TIK---- ----------  [300] 
#BD4G41440                        -----YGLVK APGALR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPG -TNTTILFYW SASLSELETL NTT------- --------NS VTSYALHLD- RP--VTFLKQ YVHSF----- ----D-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK ---FVGN--- ----------  [300] 
#BD4G42860                        -----YEIHG SPITKH---- -----MGFLI FK-----FSD -YNCTVEYYR SPFIVLQGRV PAGA------ --------PK VVKYTVRVD- ---------- VMDWMSGRGK WRDAD-VLIF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#BD4G44860                        ---------- ---------- -----GSLIS FK-----AFE -YNATIDFYW SPLILESNSD NPII------ --------HR VEYRIIRAE- KI-------- EKHAR----A WRDAD-IIVF NSYLWWRKQK PDMKM----- ----------  [300] 
#BD4G44997                        -----LSKGR KKVIKR---- -----GSLTI FH-----AKE -YRATLEFYW APFLVESNSD NPRI------ --------HS IDHRIIRPE- RI-------- EGHAK----Y WRGVD-YLIF NTYIWWMNTA DMKVRRP--- ----------  [300] 
#BD5G15020                        -----YEVNG NPITKH---- -----MGFLI FK-----FRD -YNCTVEYYR SPFLVPQGRA PAGA------ --------PK AATSTVRVD- VM-------- DWMSDRRRGK WGEAD-LLIF NSGHWWTYEK ---TIG---- ----------  [300] 
#BD5G15190                        -----YEASG KNQFKT---- -----RGYYS FK-----FRD -YNCSVDFIR SIFLVKELVR ESKN------ --------GT VLDAKLRLD- EL--DATTPA YQTAS----- ------IVVF NTGHWWTHSK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00000518                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------W SVFLLQRR-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------HLVI ----WLLAAL ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00001152                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------LNP CFAFSVKL-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00003325                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YQLHXXXXX XXX------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----D-FVVL SGGQWFYRSS IYLEKNEI-- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00005196                      QSTVG----- ---------- ---------- ---------- --QANKNLTQ APAALRTGAR E--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- NTTNG----T YAGD--LKVA KSGPSSDAKG ---N------ ----------  [300] 
#CMI00007571                      -----YGLVR ARGSIR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPM -TNTTILYYW SASLCEIEPL NRT------- --------DT STDFAMHLD- RP--AGFLRD NLHRL----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LNAN--- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00007639                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------YW K--------- ---------- ---------- ------DVD- ---------- ---------- ------ILVF NTGHWWTHGN K--------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00008379                      ---------- ---------- -----IGVTN YY-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----D-VFIF NTGHWWGPDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00009108                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00009353                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -Y-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00011529                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FQE ---------- ---------- ---------- --------GR TVNMTMDVG- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00011961                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00012342                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00013875                      ---------- ---------- -----RKMQR WF-----FRS -HSVTI---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00014316                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------YQE ---GDMVYER LDVL------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00014513                      ---------- ---------- -----DPIST FR-----ALG -YGVTISFYR APYLVDLDNA IV-------- --------QN QKKVVLRLD- SI-------- ENNAR----S WRGVD-ILVF NSGHWWTHTG ---NLR---- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00015101                      ---------- ---------- -----DPVTA FR-----ALD -YEASVEFFW APFLVELEIN NQK------- ---------- --KRILHLD- SI-------- ANYGM----Y WKGVD-ILVF ESAHWWTHTG ---SDQ---- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00016461                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------R WKGAN----- ------ILIF NTGHWWTHGK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00018183                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YNFTLAVLW SPFLVKETEK EI-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00019649                      ---------- ---------- -----EGFYA FR-----YED -YNCSVEFVR APFLVEEWEM PAG------- --------NG TMKETLRLD- LI-------- ESSAP----K YREAD-VIVF NTG------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00021478                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FEE -FNCTVEYYR APFLVLQGRP PKNS------ --------PP EVRTTLKLD- LL-------- DWTSV----H WRDAD-ILIF NAGHWWNYEK ---TLR---- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00024128                      -----YEVNG NPITKH---- -----QGFLS FR-----FAD -YNCTVEYYR SPFLVYQGRP PRGS------ --------PP QVRMTLRTD- TL--DWTSKY WANGD----- ------VLVF NTGHWWNYEK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00027327                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------WEK GYERKLDN-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------AEAF NVAT------ ---------- ----------  [300] 
#CMI00027594                      -----YEVSG RHEFKT---- -----EGFYA FR-----YED -YNCSVEFVR TPFLVQEWEM PDG------- --------NG TVKETLRLD- VV--ERSAFK YRDAD----- ------VVVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A01898                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------D -YNATIEFYW APLLVESNCD DPVI------ --------HR VDNRIVRVQ- AI-------- EKHAK----H WSGVD-ILVF DSYLWWRQGP ---KIKV--- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A01900                     ---------- ---------- -----EGLAS LT-----FVD -YDVKIMLYR TQYLVDVVRE PAG------- ---------- ---LVLKLD- ---------- ---SIRGGNA WRGMD-VLVF NSWHWWTHTG ---RTQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A01902                     ---------- ---------- -----GNLST IT-----YVD -YGVEISLYW SRFLVDVVQE QAG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- ----SIKGGN AWRGM----- ----D-ILIF NSWHWWPYNG ---SAQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A01903                     ---------- ---------- -----GIYKV FH-----AKN -YNCSVEFYW SPFLVQLDVD HAN------- ---------- -GTSVLNLD- RI--CASAKK WKGAN----- ------IMIF NTGHWWKHQG ---KFN---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A01950                     ---------- ---------- -----GGIST FT-----FPA -YNVSIMLHR SAFLVDILTR KRG------- ---------- ---------- RI-------L DLNSINGGNL WKGMD-VLVF NSWHWWTHRG ---SLQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A02463                     -----YEASG RQHFRG---- -----EASYS FV-----FKD -YDFTVEFFV SPFLVREWEM PDK------- --------NG SKKETLRLD- LV-------- GRSSD----Q YKDAD-IIIF NTGHWWTHDK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.A02628                     -----YEANG NPITKH---- -----KGYLS MR-----FQE -YNLTVEYYR APFLVMVGRP PPNS------ --------SS LVRSTVRVD- EL--HWYSKN WEGAD----- ------VLIF NAGHWWNEDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.B01121                     -----YEVNG SPITKH---- -----KGYLV FK-----FKE -FNCTLEYYR APFLVLQGRP PPGS------ --------PK KIKTTLKLD- QM-------- DWTSS----K WRDAD-MLIF NTGHWWNFEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.B02240                     ---------- ---------- -----DPLST LK-----FLD -YGVTISFYK ARYLVDIDVV QGR------- ---------- ---RVLQLD- DI-------- SGNGN----A WREAD-VLSF NTGHWWSHTG SLQEWDVMES G---------  [300] 
#Eucgr.B03636                     -----FEASG RQEFRA---- -----EGSYS FI-----FQD -YNCSVEFFQ SPFLVREWET PMA------- --------NG SKRETLRLD- LF--EGSSEK YKDAD----- ------ILIF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.C00073                     -----FEIHG YKITKG---- -----RGYYV FK-----FTD -YNCTVEFVR SHFLAREGVR ING------- --------QG NSNPTLSID- RI--DKSARR WKGAD----- ------ILVF NTGHWWTHGK ---TAR---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.C03303                     -----YGLVK AKHAVR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPS -TNTTVLYYW SASLCGLEPL NKT------- --------NP ATEYAMHLD- RP--PAFLQR FIHRF----- ----D-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK LNAN------ ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.E02713                     ---------- ---------- -----ESLSA VT-----FPD -YGVSIFLYR TPYLVDIVRE NIG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- SI--EAGK-- ---------S WQGMD-VLIF NSWHWWTHTG ---KSQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.F01211                     ---------- ---------- -----PPRKI FT-----IKD -YNASIEYYW APFIVESISD HATN------ --------HT VHKRLVKLD- SV-------- ANHSR----H WQGVD-VLVF ESYVWWMYKP LINATYGS-- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.F01363                     ---------- ---------- -----DDVST FA-----FLD -YGVEVMLDR NVYLVDVVRE PIG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- ----SIQGGK LWMGI----- ----D-MLIF NTWHWWNRRG ---PTQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.F01364                     ---------- ---------- -----GDLSD FS-----FLE -FGVSVKWLK NNFLVDEVQE QIG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- ---------- ---SITTGDQ WAG-NHMLIF NSYLWWLHQG ---QPR---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.F02742                     -----YEING NQITKQ---- -----IRFLS IG-----FSS -YNLRVDFYR SVFLAQPGPV PK-RA----- --------PK RVKSTIRLD- KL-------- DDISQ----E WIDSD-FLIF NSGHWWTPTK ---LFE---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.F03235                     ---------- ---------- -----GDVST FD-----IHD -YGISVVLSR NPFLVDVVKE KIG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- ---------- ---SIVNGNA WKGYD-MLIF NTWHWWLHTG ---RKQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.G01129                     ---------- ---------- -----GADRG FT-----FLR -YNLTIAYHR TNLLARYGRW SANADDGELV SL------GY KEGYRVDVD- LP--EGTWAA APQFH----- ----D-ILIF NTGHWWWAPS KFDPIKS--- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.G03092                     ---------- ---------- -----DSLTV FT-----AKD -YNATIEFYW APFLLESNSD NAV------- ---------- ----IHRVNE RL--VRKGSI NKHGK----H WKGVD-ILVF NSYLWWMSGV ---TVK---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.H01509                     -----YEVNG RPITKH---- -----TGFLV YK-----FRD -FNCTVEYYR SPFLVAQGRA PAGS------ --------PE DVKITLKLD- QI-------- DWTSK----Q WADAD-VLVL NTGHWWNYEK ---TVR---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.H02546                     -----YEISG RSEFKK---- -----KGVYA FR-----FEG -YNCSVDFVG APFLVRESSF SNG------- ---------N GSFGTLRID- LM--DRTTRT YRDAD----- ------IIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TTR---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.H03574                     -----YEVNG SPITKH---- -----KGYLV FK-----FGE -FNCTVEYYR APFLVLQSRP PIGS------ --------PE EIKTTLKLD- QM-------- DWTSM----K WKDAD-VLVL NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.H03575                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------CFIF FFGHYVDHGK DGVV------ ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.H04947                     -----YEVHG SKITKQ---- -----IRFLG VR-----FSS -FNFTIEFFR SVFLVQHGWM PR-HA----- --------PK RVRSTLMLD- KL-------- DDISS----H WIDSD-VLIF NTGQWWVPGK ---LFE---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.I00187                     -----YGLVI PPGAIR---- -----PDGWA FR-----LQS -TNTTILYYW SASLCDLELL NIT------- --------DP SAGVAMHLD- RP--PAFMRN FLDTF----- ----D-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LNAN--- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.I02565                     -----ADAGA KKWKRK---- -----GAWRG AH-----FPK -FNVTVAYHR AVLLAKYEWQ PKEPTLAEGQ --------GS KGFYRVDVD- IP--ADDWAN INDFY----- ----D-VLVF NTGHWWGSDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00170                     ---------- ---------- -----GSLTV FT-----AKD -YNATIEFYW APFLLESNSD DAI------- ---------- ----VHRISD RI--VRKGSI NKHGK----H WKGTD-IMVF NTYLWWMTGL ---EMK---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00171                     ---------- ---------- -----GSLQV FT-----AKD -YNATVEFYW APFLLESNSD NAI------- ---------- ----VHRVPD RM--VRKGSI NKHGK----H WKGVD-IIVF NTYLWWMTGM ---KMK---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00196                     -----IPRGR KSLRKT---- -----GSRNV FR-----IED -YNTTIEFYW APFLVESNSD DPN------- ---------- ---MHSILN- RI--IMPESI NKHGR----N WKGVD-YLIF NTYIWWMNTF SMKVLRGS-- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00985                     ---------- ---------- -----GPSMA FH-----AMD -FETSIEFSW APLLVELTKG PQN------- ---------- --KRILHLD- LI-------- EENAK----Y WRGVD-VLVF DSAHWWTHSD ---KWS---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.J01893                     ---------- ---------- -----DPLST FK-----FLD -YGVSVSFYR APYLVDIDSV QGK------- ---------- ---RVLKLE- DI--SRNADA WRAAD----- ------VLSF NTGHWWVHKG SLQ------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K01183                     ---------- ---------- -----AGLSN FS-----FPE -YGVQLMFFR DAFLVDIVST STG------- ---------- ---RALRLD- SL-------- -QNAK----I WEGVD-VLIF NSWHWWLHVG ---RKQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K01184                     ---------- ---------- -----AGLSN FS-----FPE -YGVQLMFFR DAFLVDIVST STG------- ---------- ---RALRLD- ---------- ---SLQNAKL WEGVD-VLVF NSWHWWLHTG ---RKQ---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02575                     -----YEANG NPLNKH---- -----KGYLS IR-----FHE -YNLTIEYYR VPYLVITARA PPNS------ --------PA HVRRTIRVD- EL--HWFSKM WVGAD----- ------VIVF NAGHWWNQDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02955                     ---------- ---------- -----NSLLI FK-----ASE -YNATIEYYW APLLVESNSD DPVN------ --------HR VPDRIVRVQ- AI--EKHARH WSDAD----- ------ILIF DSYLWWRRSQ MKV------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02956                     ---------- ---------- -----ASLVV FR-----AHE -YNATIEYYW APMLVESNCD NAVS------ --------HP ADHRIARAQ- AI--EKHGRR WNDAD----- ------FLIF DCYLWWRLPK IEL------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02957                     ---------- ---------- -----HSLIA FN-----AME -YNTTIEFYW APMLVESNSD HPYN------ --------HR LPERVVRVQ- AI--EKHARV WSDAD----- ------ILIF NSYLWWLRPE IKV------- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02958                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YNATIEFYW APLLVESNCD DPM------- ---------- ----NHHLDN RI--VRVGAI GKHAR----H WSDVD-ILIF NSYLWWRESP ---EIKV--- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02974                     ---------- ---------- -----RAHSV FK-----AKE -YNASIEFYW SPFLVESNSD LHIV------ --------GD PRKRILKVDS IM---KHAKH WTGVD----- ------ILVF NSYVWWMTGL RIKS------ ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.K03547                     -----YETRG RKITKE---- -----KGNYS FR-----FVD -YKCTVEFYV THFLVHESKA RLG------- ---------K KRIKTLRID- TM--DRGTSR WRGAD----- ------VLVF NTAHWWSHYK ---TKA---- ----------  [300] 
#Eucgr.L03073                     ---------- ---------- -----HSLIA FN-----AME -YNTTIEFYW APMLVESNSD HPYN------ --------HR LPERVVRVQ- AI--EKHARV WSDAD----- ------ILIF NSYLWWLRPE IKV------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00000280                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00002300                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ILVF NSAHWWTHTK TA-------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00002328                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -ESCAPKYKE SD-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------IIIF NTGHWWSHEK ---TSQ---- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00002329                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GAGRWV---- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00003193                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------SNN ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00003825                      ---------- ---------- --------KI WR-----TQS ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------PRHF DGGEWNQNGR ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00004532                      ---------- ---------- ----RPDGWA FR-----FPK -SNTTILYYW SASLCEIEPL NWT------- --------DP STEFAMHLD- RP--ARFLRD NLHRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LNAN--- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00004587                      -----YEISG RQEFKT---- -----EGFYA FR-----YKD -YNCSVEFVR SPFLVQEWEI PDV------- --------NG TTKETLRLD- II--ERSASK YKDAN----- ------IVVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00006281                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------VLW SPFLVKETEK EIEGSA---- --------SG QRKLYLSID- II--DEKWIS QLHEF----- ----D-IVLL SGGQWFLKPA ---IYLENNE V---------  [300] 
#GBI00007295                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00007307                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---LFFIFTS PPSLYGSFP- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------LLKH SPQNHFIRPD ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00007382                      ---------- ---------- -----HADRG YT-----FLQ -YNMTLAYHR TNLLAR---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00007613                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------LEA ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----D-LLIF NSGHWWTPTK ---TFQ---- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00009760                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FPK -FNVTVGYHR AVLL------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00013099                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00013823                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00013941                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00014329                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00015156                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FES -YSPNAE--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VLIV N--------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00016442                      ---------- ---------- -----YPLTV FT-----AQN -YNMSVEFFW APFLVDMYIS EGA------- ---------- ---RILRID- SI-------- ENNGQ----Y WRGVD-VLVF NSAHWWTHSV ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00016755                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FFA -FNYPDKIVM NP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------M GQRQSWFPSI ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00016802                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SQVEV---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00016918                      ---------- ---------- -----YLFRR WY-----FPH -HNFTLTVLW SPYLVKDIEE ING------- --------LL KDQTKVYLD- TI--DDKWKN QLHEF----- ----D-FVVL SGGEWFYKPS IYLEENEV-- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00017675                      ---------- ---------- -----STLTT FK-----ALD -YKASVEFFW APFLVELDIN NEK------- ---------- --KRILRLD- AI--EKYGVY WKGVD----- ------ILVF NSGHWWTHSG DGK------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00023219                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -AEESPAEKL SSITARESHS EKT------- --------PS GSMEELRDE- ---------- ---------- ----KSPSSL AEG-WWDESR SISVKES--- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00023280                      ---------- ---------- -----EGFYA FL-----YED -YNCTVEFIR APFLVQEWEM DGV------- --------NR TKKETLRLD- LL--ESSVPK SKKAD----- ------IIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00024264                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------IKA -YNCSVELSW APFLVQQRRI PATN------ --------DS AATEALRID- TI-------- DEQSR----H WKQAD-VLVF NTGHWWTHEE ---PYN---- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00024384                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00024805                      -----YGLIR ARGSIR---- -----PDGWA FR-----PPK -TNTTILYYW SASLCEIEPL NWN------- --------DP STDFAMHLD- RP--ARFLRD NLHRF----- ----D-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LNAN--- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00025061                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -FKSAHGGKT MAFVIQACNW SV-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------LLSF HGLLFWFGN- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00025062                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LVCSVELSW APFLVRQRQI PATN------ --------AT SARETLQID- AI--DDQAED WKHAD----- ------ILVF NTGHWWTHEE PYKVVNF--- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00025935                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------WKK GYERKI---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----DNAAAF A--------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00027480                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YNSSVEFFW APFLVEQESI SV-------- --------QG KRKEILRLD- --------VI ENHGS----H WKDAD-ILVF NTGHWWTHGN KVTARDF--- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00029629                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---MSIHWKD APFS------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00029886                      ---------- ---------- -----DPIST FR-----ALD -YGVSVSFYR APYLVDLVST VV-------- --------QG QKKMVLRLD- SI-------- QMNGR----S WVGVD-ILIF ESGHWWTHTG ---NLR---- ----------  [300] 
#GBI00029995                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------THA LQNIEEDYHC TVEYYVTHFL VQEGKARLGR KKRTTLRIDR IDKASSKWKG AD-------- ---------- ------ILVF NSAHWWTHTK TA-------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00004981                      -----YGLVK ARGALR---- -----PDGWA YK-----FQK -TNTTVLYYW SASLCLIEPL NLG------- --------DP HTDFAMHLD- KP--AAFLRD NLHRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LNAN--- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00005253                      ---------- ---------- -----RGFLS FR-----FKD -YNCTVEYYR SPFLVYQGRP PGGS------ --------GP QVITTLKTD- MM-------- DYTSK----L WRNAG-ILIF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00006383                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----WWEQGH EKTMDNV--- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00006756                      ---------- ---------- -----DKFRR WY-----FPS -YKVTIAVLW SPFFVKEITE DIAG------ --------VP SGCIKLQID- VA--DDKWTS QLHEF----- ----D-VVLL SGGQWFPKSA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00006757                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00007071                      -----VELNG NKITKR---- -----IPYLA VR-----FKM -YNLTVEYYR SVFLVKKGSP PKHV------ --------PK RVHSTLKLD- QP--DLQRKL LGAN------ ------VLIF NTGRWWTATK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00007072                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00007527                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------LSIH QKCKFWSQ-- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00011709                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------YYD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VLIF NTGHWWWSRT KFDPVKS--- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00013619                      -----YEIHG RRITKG---- -----KGVYS FV-----FKD -YRCTVEFYV THFLV----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00015254                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00017486                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00019489                      ---------- ---------- -----TGFYI FK-----FAD -YDCTVEYAR THFLVKE--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00020816                      -----YEISG KKQFRT---- -----EGFYA FH-----YED -YNCSVEFVR APFLVQ---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#GMO00031290                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -YEMTLKFHS APYLVEIKSA MV-------- --------EG SKKGVLCLD- CI-------- ENNGD----L WKDAD-VLVF HSGHWWTHTG ---------- ---------G  [300] 
#GMO00031544                      ---------- ---------- -----DPLSV FK-----ALD -YGVSIMFNR APYLVDLDNR FVN------- ---------G VNRAILRLD- SI--AINGLA WLQAD----- ------VLIF NSGHWWTHTG ---KLA---- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G11810                       ---------- ---------- -----DPLTT AR-----FEE -FNVTIVYYL THYLVDIVNE KAG------- ---------- ---RVLKLD- AI---DQARN WLSAD----- ------VLVF DSWHWWPRSG ---PTQ---- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G30970                       -----YEQSG KPISRH---- -----KGYLA MV-----FAD -YNLSVEYYH APMLVMIDRF PAS------- --------SG AVRGAVRLDM LP---RHANR WAGAD----- ------VLVF NTGHWWNEHK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G42810                       ---------- ---------- -----SDYRI FR-----AMD -YNCSVEFFW SPFLVTLETK QDR------- ---------- --TRALKLD- QL--PATLEK LRGAD----- ------VLVF NTGHWWTHTG NLR------- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G46350                       ---------- ----APSSRT TYSRGTPFST VT-----FQD -YGVSVAYYR STYLVDIVDE SIG------- ---------- R---VLKLD- SI-------- SGD------A WLGAD-MLIF NTWHWWTHTG ---RDQ---- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G46400                       ---------- ---------- -----TQNKV YH-----YRG -YNFTVSMFW SPFLVKAREP DHDGP----- --------AH TGHWSLYLD- EP--DQSWVS EISRF----- ----D-YVLV SAANWFSRPS LFYEKRRL-- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G46410                       ---------- ---------- -----DPDKI LY-----YEG -YNFTIHIFW SPFLVRTEES AES------- ---------- PGVFKLYLD- EP--DCKWFA RVARF----- ----D-YVIF SGANWFTRPS ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G61460                       ---------- ---------- -----DQRVV FH-----AVE -YNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD DPKI------ --------HS IQHRIIKAD- AI--AAHAQN WRGVD----- ------YLVF NTYIWWMNTL ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G65800                       -----YEVNG NQISKT---- -----IRFLG VR-----FAS -FNLNVEFFR SVFLVQQSPA PR-SS----- --------PK RVRAILKLD- KM-------- DNISR----K WENAD-VLIF NSGHWWTPSK ---LFD---- ----------  [300] 
#OS01G68630                       ---------- ---------- -----RRMSK WI-----FRS -TSTIIVRIW SSWLVHRSTE AVGF------ --------AP KGIDKVFLD- IP--DETFME FIPRF----- ----D-VLVL SSGHWFAKRS AYILNGNVV- ----------  [300] 
#OS02G02580                       -----SADGG ASKWKR---- -----RGAWR GG-----YFP RDDVIVAYHR AVLLAKYTWQ PVENSKELHK DGIKGT---- ---YRVDVD- IP--ADEWVN VTRFY----- ----D-VLIF NTGHWWGLDK ---FPKET-- ----------  [300] 
#OS02G49650                       R--------- ---------- -----AVRRD FR-----YDS -HGFTASLFW SPFLVKANLA NAT------- ---------- LGLWDLHLD- TA--DARWAA HVAEF----- ----D-YVVL SDTNWFLRPS ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS02G49660                       ---------- ---------- -----HCTRK YH-----YRA -HNFTVCVFW APFLVRWNLT RAGAL----- --------QF MDPHNVFLD- EA--DPEWSR GVAGY----- ----D-YVVL NGAKWFTRPT ILYEGGRL-- ----------  [300] 
#OS02G53380                       -----FEVSG RQQFRA---- -----EGSYS FL-----FQD -YNCSVEFFR SPFLVQEWEF PVR------- --------KG LTKETLRLD- MI--SNSFPR YKDAD----- ------IIIF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSL---- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G18110                       -----APQSP AQLVSV---- -----DPLYT YK-----FLE -YGLVVSFYR APYLVDIGVA QGKK------ ---------- ----VLWLD- DI-------- SGNGE----A WRGAD-VLSF NSGHWWTHTG ---TLQ---- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G18120                       ---------- ---------- -----RTLSV YT-----VKE -YNASIEFYW APFLVESNSD RNIA------ --------LG AGGRVLHVD- AI-------- EEHGK----H WRRAD-ILVF DSYVWWMTGY ---RIKS--- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G18140                       ---------- ---------- -----GGNSN IF-----YAH EYNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD NPQV------ --------HS VPDRVIQWH- SI-------- AKHAH----N WLGVD-YLIF NTYIWWLNTL DMKVLKGS-- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G19470                       -----HEARG RRITKE---- -----RGDYN FK-----FLD -YNCSVEYHV THFLVHEGKA RIG------- ---------S KRTRTLWID- TV--DRTSSK WRGAD----- ------VLVF NTAHWWSHHK ---TKA---- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G60300                       ---------- ---------- -----RSLTT FK-----IHE -YNASVDFYW SPLLVESNSD HPLR------ --------HR VADRTVRAA- SI-------- NKHAA----H WTNAD-VLVF NSYLWWQRPA ---MKV---- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G60340                       -----GGGGS RSFETV---- -----DSLSI FR-----AKD -YDATIEFYW APMLAESNSD GA-------- ---------- ----AVPDD- RL--IRGAPM NKHSS----F WKGAD-VLVF NSYLWWMTGD ---KIQILR- ----------  [300] 
#OS03G60350                       ---------- ---------- -----DSLTV FR-----AKN -YNATIEFYW APFLAESNSD DAV------- ---------- ----VHRIAD RI--VRGTAL EKHAR----F WKGAD-ILVF NSYLWWMTGQ ---KMK---- ----------  [300] 
#OS04G39130                       ---------- ---------- -----AVIKD LDTTLQAFPG -LITLLMVLW TKFIVEDSQR QING------ --------TV VEEHDIHLD- KL--DPRLAT NLHQI----- ----N-ILVI STSRWFFRRN YLYEGEEL-- ----------  [300] 
#OS04G42900                       -----YEASG RNQFKT---- -----RGYYS FR-----FRD -YNCSVDFIR SIFLVKEMIN ETKG------ --------GA VVDAKLRLD- EL--DETTPA YRTAD----- ------IVVF NTGHWWTHWK ---TSR---- ----------  [300] 
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#OS05G12380                       ---------- ---------- -----YRNRR WH-----FQS -YNFTVSLVW SPFLTKSEVF ENENG----- --------QS TSEIQLHLD- IL--DPIWTS QYETF----- ----D-YVVI AGGQWFLKVA VYWENDRV-- ----------  [300] 
#OS05G28630                       -----APWEK KSLVKN---- -----DSLNV FR-----LEE -YNATIEFYW SPFLVESNSD DPN------- ---------- ---MHSIVD- RI--IKPTSI AKHAA----N WEGVD-YLIF NTYIWWMNTP ---EMKIL-- ----------  [300] 
#OS05G28830                       ---------- ---------- -----QQRSV FT-----AAA -YNATVEFYW APFLLQSNAD NAA------- ---------- ----VHRISD RM--VRRGSI GHHGR----H WEGAD-VIVF NTYLWWCTGL ---QFR---- ----------  [300] 
#OS05G35190                       -----YEVNG NEITKT---- -----IRSLA VR-----FAS -FDLTVEFFR SVFLVQQRPP PR-HA----- --------PK RVKSTLRLD- RL-------- DNISR----K WVNSD-VLVF NTGHWWTPTK ---LFE---- ----------  [300] 
#OS05G39350                       ---------- ---------- -----VVLHA WE-------- -YNATVEFYW APFLVESNSD DPK------- ---------- ---AHSIRD- RV--IKPEAI AAHAG----D WVGVD-YLVF NTYIWWMNTV NMKVVRPT-- ----------  [300] 
#OS05G51020                       ---------- ---------- -----ADHKI FQ-----ALD -YNCTVEFYW SPFLVDLDDQ TR-------- ---------- ----VLKLD- RL--PATTYR RLAAA----- ----D-VLVF NTGHWWTHTG ---KFR---- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G10560                       -----FEASG RHEFKT---- -----EGSYS FL-----FTD -YNCSVEFFR SPFLVQEWEM KVS------- --------NG KKKETLRLD- IV--EQSSPK YKDAD----- ------FLIF NTGHWWTHEK TSL------- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G12800                       ---------- ---------- -----DAFRR WR-----FPE -HDFMLMAVW TEFLVHAVPV VAG------- --------RR TGPFDVHLD- RI--NAEWTR RLPLL----- ----D-YAVI SNGNWFFRAN ---YLWEGGR R---------  [300] 
#OS06G12810                       ---------- ---------- -----DGVRE WR-----FPA -HGFTLMAIT TRFLARAEEV LGGDG----- --------RP TASFDVHLD- AP--DPVWAS RRLREL---- ----D-YAVF STGNWFFRVN ---YFSEGGR RVAC------  [300] 
#OS06G12820                       -----ETPTE VYRDAH---- -----DKFQT WR-----FAA -HEFTLMVMW TEFYVHAEPV VGADG----- --------KP TPSFDIHLD- RL--SANWTR RLPEL----- ----D-YAVI SGGNWFNRPN ---YLWEGGR R---------  [300] 
#OS06G12840                       ---------- ---------- -----RQFTR WS-----FPS -HGVTLSTYW APFLVRSGGK PFN------- --------YT MPYNLVYLD- EL--GNRWDA DAGTM----- ----D-VVVL TAGHWFWNPA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G12850                       ---------- ---------- -----RKFWR WA-----FPT -HGVTVSVYW APFLAMAAGR PEN------- --------FS VQHNLVYLD- TL--AERWSA DADTM----- ----D-VAVI STGHWFWNPT ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G12860                       -----TLVYR DPHPRE---- -----RKFWR WA-----FPA -HNVTVSVYW APFLARSTGK TDD------- --------YR KPRNDVYLG- AL--AERWSA DADTM----- ----D-VVVI SQGHWFWIPT ---VYHDAAT GEV-------  [300] 
#OS06G12870                       ---------- ---------- -----NRFRR WA-----FRE -HDATVSIFW SPFLVKAAEK AER------- --------AG VRHNNVFLD- AF--DERWMS GLGGL----- ----D-AVVL SIGHWFLIPG ---IYHDAGE V---------  [300] 
#OS06G16150                       ---------- ---------- -----NGSYA YR-----FER -HGLTVAAFW SPFLVRAVET DPDGPTG--- --------SG SGLWSLHLD- EP--DAGWAA HVGAF----- ----D-YDVV SAGSWFYRPS MFYDRRGRL- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G16160                       ---------- ---------- -----NGSYA YR-----FER -HGLTVTAFW SPFLVRAVET DPDGPTG--- --------SG SGLWSLHLD- EP--DAGWAA HVGAF----- ----D-YVVV SAGSWFYRPS ---MFYDRRG RL--------  [300] 
#OS06G16170                       ---------- ---------- -----PGFRT MH-----YGS -HNFTIAVFW SPYLVTANQS SDP------- --------AA GGLWDLYLD- EP--DAAWAV AVAGF----- ----D-YAVV SAANWFTRPS ---MFHERGR L---------  [300] 
#OS06G16200                       ---------- ---------- -----PEFRT VR-----YES -HNFTVAAFR SPYLVTANQS SD-------- --------PA GGMWDLYLD- EP--DAAWAT AVAGF----- ----D-YVVV STANWFNRPT ---MFHEAGR L---------  [300] 
#OS06G16240                       ---------- ---------- -----PEFRA VR-----YES -HNFTVAVFR SPYLVTANQS DPA------- ---------- GGMWDLYLD- EP--DAAWAT AVAGF----- ----D-YVVV STGIWFNRPT MFYERGRL-- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G16250                       -----VEAPA RSRDAA---- -----AGFEH WR-----FPA -HGFAVAYFW TPFQVRWRLT RGPPEAVGPE RQGEVF---- AGPSDLHLD- EP--DERWTS AAKSH----- ----D-YVVL SASHWFARPA ---VYYQHGR V---------  [300] 
#OS06G33330                       ---------- ---------- -----FKSRK WH-----FAL -HNITVSLIW APFLVEAEIF EDDDG----- --------VS TSELQLHLD- IL--DSNWTR QWNSF----- ----D-YVVI STGQWFPKTA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G34060                       ---------- ---------- -----EPVSS VR-----FLD -YGVSVVLYY SRFLVDVVDD EPG------- ---------- -LGRVLKLD- SM---RDAAA WLGAD----- ------VLVF NTWHWWTYRG ASQ------- ----------  [300] 
#OS06G44900                       -----FETHG YRISKG---- -----RGYFV FK-----FVD -YDCTVEFVR SHFLVREGVR YNR------- --------QK NSNPILQID- RI--DKSASR WRKVD----- ------VLVF NTGHWWTHGK ---TAR---- ----------  [300] 
#OS07G15230                       DK-------- ---------- -----YNYWR YA-----FPS -HGVTVSFYW TPFLVRAEGK SVD------- --------DG LRHNYVHID- EP--HGRWAA DAGTI----- ----D-VAVL AAGHWFLNGA ---VYYNGSG EV--------  [300] 
#OS07G15320                       ---------- ---------- -----YNLWR YA-----FPS -HAVTVSYYW APFLVRAEGK SVD------- --------DS VPHNYVHLD- EP--GERWSA DAATI----- ----D-VAVL AAGHWLMNGA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#OS07G31550                       ---------- ---------- -----GADRG FT-----FLR -YNLTLAYHR TNLLVRYGRW SASPNGGPLE SL------GY KQGYRVDVD- IP--DQTWAE APSFH----- ----D-VLIF NTGHWWWAPS KFNPVQS--- ----------  [300] 
#OS07G46230                       -----YEVNG SPITKH---- -----EGALS FR-----FRD -YNCTVEHYR SPYLVRRGRP PPRRAH---- --------RG AACSTLQLD- AM-------- DARAH----R WKDAD-VVVF NTGHWWSRER LLQLRCN--- ----------  [300] 
#OS07G49280                       ---------- ---------- -----GSLNV FR-----AHE -YNATVEFYW APFLVQSNSD DPQV------ --------HS VRDRVIAWR- SI--AKHAAN WKGVH----- ------YLVF NTYIWWLNNF QIKVLKS--- ----------  [300] 
#OS09G20850                       DEA------- ---------- -----RKFRR WV-----FPS -HNATVSVFW SPFLVNGTEK SSSSAAAAGA --------GG LDHNRLYLD- QP--DERWAG ELDGI----- ----D-VVVL SAGHWFLHPA ---MYYERGE V---------  [300] 
#OS09G23360                       -----YGLVK APGALR---- -----PDGWA YW-----FPG -TNSTILFYW SASLSELELL NTT------- --------DS VTSYALHLD- RP--VTFLKK YLHSF----- ----D-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK FN-------- ----------  [300] 
#OS11G01370                       ---------- ---------- -----GSFNI FY-----AKE -YRATLEFYW APFLVESNSD NPN------- ---------- ----FHHIDQ RI--ISPERI ESHAN----N WKDVD-YLIF NTYIWWMNNE DIKVRRPNST ----------  [300] 
#OS11G01570                       ---------- ---------- -----GSLIS FK-----AFE -YNATIDFYW SPLLLESNSD NPII------ --------HR VEYRIIRAD- RI-------- EKHAN----V WKDAD-FIVF NSYLWWRKQR DGMTM----- ----------  [300] 
#OS11G05080                       -----FEVNG NPITKH---- -----MGFLI FK-----FRD -YNCTVEYYR SPFIVLQGRA PPGA------ --------PG VVKYTIRVD- ---------- AMDWLSDRGQ WRDAD-VLIL NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#OS11G13800                       -----YGFFL APGAKR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPR -TNTTILYHW SSTLCDLEPL DPS------- --------DP ATSYAMHLD- RP--PAFLKN NLHRL----- ----H-VLVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LRAN--- ----------  [300] 
#OS11G37630                       ---------- ---------- -----NGSYA YR-----FER -HGLTVAAFW SPFLVRAVET DPDGPTG--- --------SG AGLWSLHLD- EP--DAGWAA HVGAF----- ----D-HVVV SAGSWFYRPS MFYDRRGRL- ----------  [300] 
#OS12G01380                       ---------- ---------- -----GSFNI FY-----AKE -YRATLEFYW APFLVESNSD NPN------- ---------- ----FHHIDQ RI--ISPERI ESHAN----N WKDVD-YLIF NTYIWWMNNE DIKVRRPNST ----------  [300] 
#OS12G01560                       ---------- ---------- -----GSLIS FK-----AFE -YNATIDFYW SPLLLESNSD NPII------ --------HR VEYRIIRAD- RI--EKHANV WKDAD----- ------FIVF NSYLWWRKQR DGMMM----- ----------  [300] 
#OS12G05080                       -----FEVNG NPITKH---- -----MGFLI FK-----FRE -YNCTVEYYR SPFIVLQGRA PAGA------ --------PA VVKYTIRVD- AMDWMSGRGK WKDAD----- ------LLIF NTGHWWNHEK ---TIK---- ----------  [300] 
#OS12G33194                       -----YGLVV ARHAKR---- -----PEGWA YR-----FRR -TNTTLLKNL HRFH------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VIIL NTGHHWNRGK MKAN------ ----------  [300] 
#OS12G36750                       -----YSLVV ARHAKR---- -----PEGWA YR-----FRR -TNTTILYYW SATLCDLEPL RRS------- --------DQ ATGYAMHLD- RP--PAFLQK NLHRFH---- ------VIIL NTGHHWNRGK MKAN------ ----------  [300] 
#PGL00000119                      -----EGGGS FRATNG---- -----GKTVA YV-----IHA -YNCSVELSW APFLVRQHKI PAPINATGNA --------AA KESETLQID- TM-------- DELAE----D WKRAD-ILVF NTGHWWTHPE ---PNK---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00002746                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---GSLATHF SPLQNTFEKV NHGAK----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----E----- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00002747                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00002880                      ---------- ---------- -----DKYPN LR-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00004010                      -----YEVNG NKITKR---- -----IPYLG VR-----FST -FNFTSEYYR SPFLVRQGSP LKHA------ --------PR RVHSTLKLD- KP-------- DVANK----K WREAD-LLIF NTGHWWTPSK ---TYE---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00006230                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLKI FK-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00006231                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- PL-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00008023                      -----YEVNG NPITKH---- -----KGFLA FR-----FVD -YNCTVEYYR APFLVFQGRP PRGA------ --------PP EVQTTLKVD- AL-------- DYTSH----L WSNGD-VLIF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00008026                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------EN ESKEILRLE- AI--EKHGAN WKDVD----- ------ILVF NSGHWWGHGD DAALRNY--- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00008944                      ---------- ---------- -----GKFIQ YY-----FKA -YNCSIELSW APFLVQQQPA RAIN------ --------AS TVKETLQLD- SI-------- DEQAR----R WKHAD-ILVF NSGHWWTHEE ---PYN---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00009199                      ---------- ---------- -----YATAH WY-----FAS -YNFTLIVLW SPYLVKYTEA EFKG------ --------IP QGVTKVHLD- VL--DPEWVT SLPNV----- ----D-AIIL TTGQWYLKSG VYIMKDEV-- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00009692                      ---------- ---------- -----GKFIQ YY-----FKA -YNCSIELSW APFLVQQQPA RAIN------ --------AS TVKETLQLD- SI-------- DEQAR----R WKHAD-ILVF NSGH------ ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00012869                      -----YETHH RKITKG---- -----KGFYT FT-----FMD -YHCTIEFYV THFLVQEGKA RIG------- ---------K KRRRTLRID- RI--DKASSK WKGAD----- ------ILIF NSAHWWTHSK ---TSE---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00013631                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00013729                      ---------- ---------- -----YMFRR WY-----FPS -YNFTLVVLW SPYLIKKSED EV-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00013730                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----D-FIVL SGGEWFYKSS ICLEKNKV-- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00014185                      ---------- ----VP---- -----VGFLM Y--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00014800                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLKI FK-----ALD -YKASVEFFW APFLVQQIIT RTK------- ---------- --KMIINLD- --------SV GKNGI----Y WKGVD-VLVF ESSHWWIHAE ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00015011                      ---------- ---------- -----HPIST FK-----VLD -YGVSVSFQW APYLVDMVSR VIG------- ---------G QQKVVLQLD- SV-------- ELSAR----W WREAD-ILVF ESGHWWGHSS ---RDAR--- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00015470                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00016142                      ---------- ---------- -----DKFRR WL-----FPS -YNFTLAVLW SPFLVKEMTK KIEG------ --------SA SEQLHLYLD- IA--DKKWTS QLHEF----- ----D-IVLL SGGQWFLKAA ---IYLEKDE V---------  [300] 
#PGL00016223                      ---------- ---------- -----GAWKG VY-----FPK -FNVTVGYHR AVLL------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00016224                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----DTLLDE RKLDEWFDPK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00017505                      ---------- ---------- -----DTLST FK-----ALD -YGVSVSFYR APYLVDMVTT TV-------- --------QG QQKVVLRLD- ---------- --SAEINGRG WKGAD-ILVF NSGHWWTHTG ---NLR---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00017520                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00017521                      ---------- ---------- -----DTLST FK-----ALD -YGVSVSFYR APYLVDMVTT TV-------- --------QG QQKVVLRLD- --------SA EINGR----G WKGAD-ILVF NSGHWWTHTG ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00018170                      -----YEVNG SPISKH---- -----KGFLS FR-----FEE -FNCTVEYYR APFLVLQGRP PKNS------ --------PP EVRITLKLD- LV-------- DWTSR----Y WKDAD-ILVF NTGHWWNFEK ---TLR---- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00018304                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------W NAFLFQRKHL ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --FIWFLAAL ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00019845                      ---------- ---------- -----RKMQR WF-----FRS -HSVTIIRIW SAWLVHTSSE AFQF------ --------AP EGLTKLHLD- KI--DETFMD YLPTF----- ----D-VLVI SSGHWFTKKT AFLYKDNV-- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00020147                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VQLV NG-------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00020630                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00021186                      -----YGLVR APGAIR---- -----PDGWA FR-----FPV -TNTTVLYYW SASLCEIEPL NPA------- --------NR STDFAMHLD- RP--AGFLRD NLYRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK LNAN------ ----------  [300] 
#PGL00023246                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLTI FK-----ALD -YSASVEFSW APFLVQLRTD SQN------- ---------- --KRILYLD- SM-------- ESNGI----Y WQGID-VLVF ESSHWWQHQR ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00023256                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLTI FK-----ALD -YSASVEFSW APFLVQLRTD SQN------- ---------- --KRILYLD- SM-------- ESNGI----Y WQGID-VLVF ESSHWWQHQR ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00023257                      ---------- ---------- -----PQVLI VK-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00023661                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00023830                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------YRE -------LFW APFLGEQGSV NVG------- ---------N TSKEILRLD- AI--EKHGTY WKDVD----- ------ILVF NSGHWWTHGN KAATRDF--- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00026077                      ---------- ---------- ----RPPGWA FR-----FPQ -TNTTVLYYW SASLCEIEPL NPG------- --------NP STDFAMHLD- RP--AWFLHT NLYRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK ---LNAN--- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00026078                      ---------- ---------- -----TTFIV WG-------- -------LER APFLSVLPVD ERI------- --------RR LIRPDYLQEN RL-------- ---------- ------EMLF SGSSSYTPPV ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PGL00028109                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------ALD -YKASVEFMW APFLVQESIN SKK------- ---------- --KRIIHLD- --------FV GKNGI----Y WKGVD-VLVF ESSHWWTHDN ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PP00001G00240                    ---------- ---------- -----DKNNA YL-----FQS -FNVSLGIYW SPYLVRMEDK SITWSDN--- --------ST DTVTHIYFD- EL--DKNWLN AAVGA----- ----D-ILHL STGQWWYKRA ---MYFEGGK A---------  [300] 
#PP00002G00270                    ---------- ---------- -----DRFNT YL-----FRS -FNFTLSIHW SPYLVRVEDK SITWPDN--- --------TT ETVKHIYVD- EL--DEVWVK AAVGV----- ----D-ILHI STGQWWYKKA MYFEKGNL-- ----------  [300] 
#PP00004G00340                    -----YEVNG QPISKH---- -----IGELL FR-----FED -YNCTVEYYR DTFLVPQTRP PPDV------ --------PS NVTSILKLD- QV-------- SWSVG----N WPGAN-IMVF NSGHWWSWEK ---IGRQ--- ----------  [300] 
#PP00009G00100                    -----FNFHT LKGERR---- -----PNGYA YR-----FDA -TNTTIVFKW TVTLARVQPI NAS------- --------DP ETRNALHID- RP--VKFLED HFHQL----- ----D-VVVL NSGHHWNGGK ---MRLN--- ----------  [300] 
#PP00023G00570                    ---------- ---------- -----DKNVA YV-----FPS -TNFTFTIRW SPYLVHVEEK QVTRSDN--- --------ET ITVPYIHID- EL--DKSWAD YAPGA----- ----D-ILQL STGQWWFKPG ---LFLQGGQ P---------  [300] 
#PP00057G00940                    -----YEVHG QSISKV---- -----VGELI FR-----FED -YNCTVEYYR DTFLVPQTRP PPDL------ --------PE NVTSVLKID- HV--SWSAGS WPGAN----- ------VMIF NTGHWWSWEK IGRP------ ----------  [300] 
#PP00101G01110                    -----FGFYT PKGERK---- -----PNGFA HR-----FDA -TNTTIIFRW TVSLGEVHPL NVT------- --------DP LTRNALHLD- RP--EEFLRD HIDEL----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNGGK KK-------- ----------  [300] 
#PP00106G00770                    ---------- ---------- -----DRDNV HV-----FRT -YNFTIAIYW SPYLVHVEDK DITWPDN--- --------KT QSVAHIHVD- KL--DRAWTD RISGV----- ----D-ILQV STGQWWFKRG LFLQGGQV-- ----------  [300] 
#PP00154G00820                    ---------- ---------- -----YKNIV YV-----FPS -TNFTFTIRW SPFLVHVEEK QVTRSDN--- --------ET ITVPYIHID- EL--DKTWAD YARGA----- ----D-ILQL STGQWWFQRA ---LFLQGGQ P---------  [300] 
#PP00242G00420                    ---------- ---------- -----DKTNH WF-----FPS -YSFTLTIYW SSFLVKNSTY TIPD------ --------AD NTFVQLDLD- IL--DPAWVE SMAGT----- ----D-VIVI SSGQWYFKAA ---VYREGGQ F---------  [300] 
#PP00297G00240                    ---------- ---------- -----RGAWR GA-----YFP SQDVTVGYHR AVVLSKINLA GTG------- ---------- -SGFRVDID- IP--ADDWSN VTQFY----- ----D-VLVF NTGHWWGYDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PP00309G00410                    -----YEING HPISKH---- -----VGELV FR-----FQD -YNCTVEYYR DPFLVPQTRP PPNA------ --------PD NVTNVLHID- QV-------- SWTAN----M WPGAS-ILVF NSGHWWSWEK ---IGRQ--- ----------  [300] 
#PP00326G00130                    ---------- ---------- -----DRDNI YV-----FRT -YDFTVAIYW SPYLVHVEDK DITWPDN--- --------KT QSVAHIHVD- KL--DRAWTD RISGV----- ----D-ILQI STGQWWFKRG LFLKGNKP-- ----------  [300] 
#PP00372G00360                    TA-------- ---------- -----PHLAV W------FPG -FNVTVEYYR SPWLVQMSRP PRHT------ --------PR RVVSTLKLD- TL--ELISRK WQAAE----- ------VLIF NTGHWWTTTK ---TYR---- ----------  [300] 
#PP00390G00110                    -----YEIDG QPITKH---- -----TGELK FR-----FQD -YNCTVEYYR DPFLVPQTRP PRNA------ --------PE NVTNVLQID- RV--SWSASR WPGAS----- ------ILVF NSGHWWSWEK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PP00424G00030                    ---------- ---------- -----RKFQR WV-----FRG -YDFKVIRIW SSWLVHVSTD SIDF------ --------AP ANMTKLHLD- IL--DEKISE FLPMF----- ----D-VLVL ASGHWWPKTA AYIIDGKVVG GQ--------  [300] 
#PP00431G00060                    -----YEVNG EPITKH---- -----SGKLV YK-----FED -YNCTVEYYR DPFLVPQGRP PRNS------ --------PA NVSCSLKVD- RV--SYSTEQ WRHAE----- ------IIIF NAGHWWSEHK ---IFH---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00001938                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FPS -YNFTLVVLW SPYLIKKSED EVNG------ --------LP KDQIKLYLDT ID-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00003925                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLTI FK-----ALD -YNASVEFFW APFLVQMRND GQN------- ---------- --KRTLYLD- --------FM EENGT----Y WQGID-VLVF ESSHWWQHRR ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00006425                      ---------- ---------- -----NKFVQ YY-----FKA -YNCSIGLSW APFLVRQNPA RAIN------ --------GS TVKETLQLD- SI-------- DEQAK----W WKHAD-ILVF NTGHWWTHEE ---PYN---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00007112                      -----YGLVR ARGAIR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FQK -TNTTVLYYW SASLCEIEPL NPG------- --------NP STGFAMHLD- RP--AWFLRT NLHRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK LNAN------ ----------  [300] 
#PPI00007963                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ATVI ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00007964                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008021                      ---------- ---------- -----DKFRR WL-----FPS -YNFTLAVLW SPFLVKEMTK KLEG------ --------SA SEQLQLYLD- VV--DKKWTS QLHEF----- ----D-IVLL SGGQWFLKAA LYLEKDEV-- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008416                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008417                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VLIF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008688                      ---------- ---------- -----RKMQR WF-----YRS -QSVTVIRIW SAWLVHTSSE AFQF------ --------AP EGLTKLHLD- KI--DETFMD YLPTF----- ----D-VLVI SSGHWFTKKA AFLYKDNV-- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008837                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008838                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------Y WKGVD-VLVF ESSHWWLHAE ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00008849                      -----YEVNG SPISKH---- -----KGFLS FK-----FEE -FNCTVEYYR APFLVLQGRP PKSS------ --------PP EVRITLKLD- LV-------- DWTSR----Y WKDAD-ILVF NTGHWWNFEK ---TLR---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00013412                      ---------- ---------- -----GDITT FL-----AKD -YNCTVELFW APFLVEQDSI TIG------- ---------N KSREILRLQ- AI--EKHGAY WKDVD----- ------ILIF NSAHWWVHGN KAATRDF--- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00013432                      ---------- ---------- -----YMFRR WY-----FPS -YNFTLVVLW SPYLIKKSED EVNG------ --------LP KDQIKLYLD- TI--DESWKN QLHEF----- ----D-FIVL SGGEWFYKSS ISLEKNKV-- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00014229                      ---------- ---------- -----GASTA FV-----AQD -YNCSVEFYW AAFLVELGSI NIG------- ---------N KSKEILKLD- AI-------- EKHGS----F WKDVD-ILIF NTGHWWGHGD ESATRNY--- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00014345                      ---------- ---------- -----GAWKG AY-----FPK -FNVTVGYHR AVLLAKYEWQ PANVTSHSV- --------EH GVKGTYRVDV DIPADDWVNV TNYYD----- ------VYIF NTGHWWSSVK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00015461                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLII FK-----ALD -YKASVEFLW APFLVQQIIT RKS------- ---------- --KVIIRLD- SV-------- GRNGI----Y WKGVD-VLVF ESSHWWIRAE ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00015845                      ---------- ---------- -----RADRG FT-----FLQ -YNVTLAYHR TNLLARYGRW SALSQSGALE QL------GY KEGFRVDVD- VP--DGTWVE SPSYH----- ----D-VLIM NTGHWWWAPT ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00016354                      ---------- ---------- -----YSLKI FR-----ALD -YKASVEFLW DPFLIQQSIT RKN------- ---------- --KRILRLD- SV-------- GKNGI----Y WKGVD-VLVF ESSHWWSHAE ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00016634                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00016712                      ---------- ---------- -----SPLTI FK-----ALD -YKASIEFMW APFLVQQTID HEK------- ---------- --KRIIHLD- --------SV GKNGI----Y WKGVD-VLIF ESSHWWTHDN ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00029676                      -----YEVHG NPITKH---- -----KGFLS FK-----FED -YNCTVEYTF T--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00029965                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LGMTIH--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00029966                      -----YEVNG NKIAKR---- -----IPYLG VR-----FST -FNFTIEYYR SPFLVRQGSP PKHA------ --------PR RVHSTLKLD- KP-------- DVANK----K WREAD-LLIF NAGHWWT--- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00033679                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VDERVRRFI RPDYLQENRL ET-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00039894                      ---------- ---------- -----HPIST FK-----ALD -YGVSVSFQW APYLVDMVSR VIG------- ---------G EEKVVLQLD- SV--ELSGRW WTKAD----- ------ILVF ETGHWWGHNG RDAR------ ----------  [300] 
#PPI00044132                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00057730                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LDATSDYQN TSTVHKAGLI KNK------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------A NESRYGEPPS ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00057838                      -----FETHG YRITKG---- -----RGYYV FK-----FMD -YNCTVEFSR SHFLVREGIK VRP------- --------TG KKRATLMID- QI--DKMAPR WKRAD----- ------ILIF NTGHWWAHGK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00058297                      -----YEVNG NKIAKR---- -----IPYLG VR-----FST -FNFTIEYYR SPFLVRQGSP PKHA------ --------PR RVHSTLKLD- KP--DVANKK WREAD----- ------LLIF NAGHWWT--- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00058298                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LGMTIR--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00058512                      ---------- ---------- -----NVNVH WY-----FAS -YNFTLMVIW SPYLVKDTEA EFKG------ --------IP QGVIKLHLD- VL--DPEWVT LLPNM----- ----D-AIIL STGQWFLKSG ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00063580                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------AKN EFVKQFPFSG NPSISLNSSL QPS------- ---------- --EKQLQST- ST--QAPSGS HDDSQ----- ------DKTA STAEISATGK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00063597                      -----HEISG RSEFRT---- -----EGFYA FL-----YED -YNCSVEFVR APFLVQEWEV DDG------- --------NG TKKETLRLD- LI--ESSAPK FKEAD----- ------VIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00063681                      ---------- ---------- -----DTLSS FR-----AMD -YGVTVSFYR APYLVDMVTT TV-------- --------QG QQKVVLRLDS AE-------- ---------- ---------- SNGRGWK--- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00063682                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FM- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00064161                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VSAI NETPHIEIAA ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00065500                      -----YEVNG NPITKH---- -----KGFLS FR-----FVD -YNCTIEYYR APFLVFQGSP PRGA------ --------PH KVRTTLKVD- TL-------- DYTSH----L WSNGD-VLIF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00065764                      -----YEVNG SPISKH---- -----KGFLS FK-----FEE -FNCTVEYYR APFLVLQGRP PKSS------ --------PP EVRITLKLD- LV-------- DWTSR----Y WKDAD-ILVF NTGHWWNFEK ---TLR---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00069149                      ---------- ---------- -----GASTA LV-----AQD -YNCSVEFYW EAFLVELGSI NIG------- ---------N ASKEILKLD- ---------- ---------- -------AIE KHGSYWKDVD ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00069197                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00069990                      -----YETHH RKITKG---- -----KGFYT FM-----FMD -YHCTIEFYV THFLVQEGKA RIG------- ---------K RRRQTLRID- RI-------- DKASS----K WKGAD-ILIF NSAHWWTHSK ---TSE---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00069991                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00070464                      ---------- ---------- -----SSLTI FK-----ALD -YDASVEFFM SPFLVDLHNN SKN------- ---------- --QRILHLD- TL-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00071160                      ---------- ---------- -----GRSVA YV-----IHA -YNCSVELSW APFLVRQHKI PASINATSNT --------TT KESETLQID- TI--DELAQD WKQAH----- ------ILVF NTGHWWTHPE ---PNK---- ----------  [300] 
#PPI00072989                      ---------- ---------- -----DTLSS FR-----AMD -YGVTVSFYR APYLVDMVTT TV-------- --------QG QQKVVLRLD- --------SA ESNGR----G WKGAD-ILVF NSGHWWTHTG ---NLR---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00001677                      -----YGLVR ARHAIR---- -----PDGWA YR-----FPK -TNTTVLYYW SASLCGIEPL NHS------- --------DP STNFAMHLD- RP--AWFLRQ NINRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00004346                      ---------- ---------- -----SPLTT FK-----ALD -YNASVELFW APFLVELETN KQG------- ---------- --KNILHLD- --------YI EEHGM----Y WKGAD-ILVF ESSHWWDHSG GDGGQ----- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00006917                      ---------- ---------- -----DPIST LK-----ALD -YGVSVSFYR APYLVDMESR VV-------- --------QG QKKVVLRLD- SI-------- AMNGR----A WKGVD-VLIF NSGHWWTHTG ---ALQ---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00009852                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00010198                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ILIF NSAHWWTHSK TE-------- ----------  [300] 
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#TBA00011032                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----WSAGF ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00011296                      -----YEVNG NPITXXXXX- -----XXYLS FR-----FED -YNCSIEYYR APFLVYQGRP PAGS------ --------SP EVRMTLKID- TM-------- DYSSN----F WVDGD-ILIF NTGHWWNYEK ---TIR---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00011691                      ---------- ---------- ----AQQSQR WR-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------DAD- ---------- ---------- ------ILVF NSGHWWTHQQ ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00012144                      -----FEVSG RHQFRA---- -----EGFYA FR-----YED -YNCSVEFVT APFLVQEWEV DEG------- --------NG TKKETLRLD- VM--DSSAPK YSKAD----- ------VIVF NTGHWWTHEK ---TSK---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00012145                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FLA -FNNPNKLLT NP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------M DQGRSWFPSM ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00015462                      -----YEING NKITKR---- -----IPFLG VR-----FSS -FNFTIEYYR SPFLVQHGSP PKNA------ --------PK RVHSTLKLD- KI-------- DYANK----R WLDAD-LLIF NSGHWWTPTK ---TFR---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00015654                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VSLTLLALI TTFLVCGNQI Q--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00016428                      ---------- ---------- -----RADRG FT-----FLR -YNVTLAYHR TNLLVRYSRW SAKSEGGALE QL------GY KEGYRVDVD- GS--NGSWAE APSYH----- ----D-ILIL NTGHWWWAPA KFDPVKS--- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00017489                      ---------- ---------- -----FPLKT FK-----ALD -YQASVEYFW APFLVDLNSN KQG------- ---------- --KKVLHLD- --------SV QKNGV----Y WKGVD-ILVF ETSHWWTHTG ---SEK---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00017684                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00017880                      -----YEVNG SPISKH---- -----KGFLS FR-----FEE -FNCTVEYYR APFLVLQGRP PKES------ --------PP EIKTTLKLD- ---------- ---------- ------LLDW QSERWKGVGR ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00017881                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00019818                      ---------- ---------- ---------- -------FPT -YNFTLMVLW SPYLVKVTEE EFKG------ --------VP NGVTKLHLD- VL--DPEWVT LLPNM----- ----D-ALVL STGQWFLKSG ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00019847                      -----FETHG YRITKG---- -----RGYYI FK-----FMD -YNCTVEFCR SHFLVREGRI VRP------- --------TG KTRPTLMID- RI-------- DKTAP----R WKRAN-ILVF NTGHWWAHGK ---TAK---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00021216                      ---------- ---------- ---------A YR-----FPK -TNTTVLYYW SASLCEIEPL NHS------- --------NP STNFAMHLD- RP--AWFLRQ NLNRF----- ----D-VVVL NTGHHWNRGK LNAN------ ----------  [300] 
#TBA00021480                      ---------- ---------- -----DKFRR WL-----FPS -YNFTLAVLW SPFFVEETTT EIEG------ --------TK SDQLKLRLD- VA--DERWTS QLHEF----- ----D-IVLI SGGQWFLKAA ---IYLEKDE V---------  [300] 
#TBA00024636                      ---------- ---------- --------WQ VE-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00025353                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------LVF NSAHWWMHGG ---TLR---- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00026111                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----D-IFIF NTGHWWGPDK ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00026417                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----E----- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
#TBA00027512                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [300] 
 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  TGCH--YCQG ---------- KNNMTE--LG YL-------- -YSYRKVLHL VLDF------ -----VAEP- ----NH-KAQ ----VLFRTT T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -DSG------ -G-------- F--CN---RT  [450] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  GWDY--IRDG ---------- SSLVRD--MN RL-------- -DAFYKGLST WARW-V---- ---DQNVDT- -----A-KTR ----VFFQGI S---P-THY- ------EGR- ------EW-- -NEP------ ---------- RKTCS--GQM  [450] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   TGCY--FQVG --------NS LRLGMS---- IP-------- -AAYRVALET WASW-I---- ---ESTVDP- -----N-KTR ----VLFRTF E---P-SH-- ---------- -------W-- SDH------- ---------- -RSCN--VTK  [450] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   GENY--YQEG --------NV VYPRLK---- VL-------- -EAYKRALIT WAKW-V---- ---DKNIDR- -----S-QTH ----IVFRGY S---V-THF- ------RGG- ------PW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             VYYESGSVLG -CHSCETSNC TEVGFY---- ---------- -DVFRKAIRT TLRAVA---- ---------- ----GS-GRE ----VILTTF S---P-SHF- ------EGR- ------PW-- -DSL------ -G-------- A--CN---MT  [450] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  TSEVREYNVT ---------- ---------- ---------- -TAYKMALET WAKW------ --FKTKINS- --EKQK---- ----VFFTSM S---P-THL- ------WSW- ------EWNP GSDG------ ---------- T--CY--DEL  [450] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  TWDY--FQTG --------DK IVKEMN---- RM-------- -EAFKIALTT WSKW-I---- ---DHNIDP- -----S-KTR ----VFYQGV S---P-VHL- ------NGG- ------EWGK PGKT------ ---------- ---CL--GET  [450] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  PMLF--FEGG ---------- RPILPP--IP PA-------- -TGLDRVLNN MVNF------ ------VEK- --TKRP-GGI ----IFFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -DQG------ -G-------- T--CQ---RL  [450] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  GWEQ--METG --------GR YYGDMD---- RL-------- -VALRKGLGT WSSWVL---- ----RYINS- -----P-LTR ----VFFLSV S---P-THY- ------NPN- ------EW-- TSRSKTSTIT QG-------- GKSCY--GQT  [450] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  PWDAIMSGNV --------TV KDMDRL---- ---------- -VAYEKAMMT WAKW-I---- ---DQNIDP- -----S-KTK ----VFFQGI S---P-DHG- ------RAR- ------EW-- SKQG------ -G-------- KGSCI--GET  [450] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  PWDY--MREG --------NQ LYKDMN---- RL-------- -VAYYKGLNT WARW-I---- ---NNNIVP- -----S-RTQ ----VFFQGV S---P-VHY- ------DGR- ------EW-- -NEP------ ---------- LKSCN--GQT  [450] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  GWDF--IRDG --------SS LMRDMDRL-- ---------- -DAFNKGLTT WGQW------ --VDQNVNV- --SQTR---- ----VFFQGI S---P-THY- ------MGR- ------EW-- -NEP------ ---------- RKTCN--GQM  [450] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  HWVM--HVNG --------TR VEGGYF--KN VE-------- -NAKIFTIHS LVKW-L---- ---DAQLPL- ----HP-RLK ----AFFTTI S---P-RHE- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- K--CN---NT  [450] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  LWGSFEKLDG --------IY KEVEMV---- ---------- -RVYEMALQT LSQW-L---- ---EVHVNP- -----N-ITK ----LFFMSM S---P-THE- ------RAE- ------EWGG ILNQ------ ---------- N--CY--GEA  [450] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  ------FDDG --------D- -TEYDE--IK RP-------- -IAYERVLRT LGDW-V---- ---DHNIDP- -----L-STT ----VFFMSM S---P-LHI- ------KSS- ------DW-- -ANP------ -E-------- GIRCA--LET  [450] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  IGIY------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -IVYKQVLST WTKW-L---- ---EQNINP- -----S-QTS ----IFFSSM S---P-THI- ------RSS- ------DWGF NEGS------ ---------- K--CE--KET  [450] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  ------ILQG -SFDDKEKNI VEVSTE---- ---------- -DAYRMGMKS MLRW------ --VKNNMDR- -----K-KTR ----VFFTSM S---P-THA- ------KGI- ------DWGG EPGQ------ ---------- N--CY--NQT  [450] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  PWDY--MEDG --------NR LYKDMN---- RL-------- -VAFYKGMTT WARW-V---- ---NAYVDP- -----S-KTK ----VFFNGV S---P-THY- ------EGK- ------DWGE PMNS------ ---------- ---CR--SQT  [450] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  IGCLYCYIPG ---------V RNVGAH---- ---------- -FAYRRALRT TFKT------ ------ILG- --LENF-KGE ----VFLRTF A---P-SHF- ------EGG- ------EW-- -DKG------ ---------- ----------  [450] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  TGCY--FQEG ------EEVK LKMNVD---- ---------- -DAYKRALNT VVKW-I---- ---HTELDS- -----N-KTQ ----VFFRTF A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -KTG------ -G-------- T--CH--MET  [450] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  ------ILEG -SFKDEKKRI VEMESE---- ---------- -DAYRMALKT MVKW------ --VKKNMDP- --LKTR---- ----VFFATM S---P-THY- ------KGE- ------DWGG EQGK------ ---------- N--CY--NQT  [450] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   AGCY--FQEG ---------- GKLNKT--MG VM-------- -EGFEKSLKT WKSW------ -----VLER- --LDSE-RSH ----VFFRSF S---P-VHY- ------RNG- ------TW-- -NLG------ -G-------- L--CD--ADT  [450] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   GEDY--YQEG ---------- STVHPK--LD VD-------- -EAFRKALTT WGRW-V---- ---DKNVNP- -----K-KSL ----VFFRGY S---P-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NAG------ -G-------- A--CD--DET  [450] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  PWDLIQIGTN --------VT KDMDRV---- ---------- -AAFEIALGT WGKW-V---- ---DTVLNT- -----K-KTR ----VFFQGI S---P-SHY- ------KGV- ------LW-- -GEP------ -A-------- AKSCV--GQK  [450] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           LGCIYCNLPN ---------M TQISPE---- ---------- -EGFKLVYSA VLR------- ---QINECE- --MCKK-DLV ----TVLRTI S---P-AHF- ------ENG- ------TW-- -DTG------ -G-------- T--CS---RT  [450] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  SWDY--YMDG ---------- NKIFKA--MD PM-------- -VAYERGLTT WAKW-V---- ---EINLDP- -----S-KTK ----VIFRTV S---P----- ------RES- ---------- ---------- ---------- GQMCY--NQK  [450] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    ------FDKG ------DTEY EEIERP---- ---------- -VAYRRVMRT WGDW------ --VERNIDP- --LRTT---- ----VFFASM S---P-LHI- ------KSL- ------DWEN PDGI------ ---------- K--CA--LET  [450] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   GVNY--YQEG --------DL IHPKLD---- VS-------- -TAFKKALQT WSSW-V---- ---DKNVDP- -----K-KTR ----VFFRSA A---P-SHF- ------SGG- ------EW-- -NSG------ -G-------- H--CR--EAN  [450] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  TGCH--YCQG ------RNNL TDLGYD---- ---------- -YSYRKTLNL LRDF------ ---------- -----VLNST HKPLVLFRTT T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -NTG------ ---------- -GYCN---RT  [450] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  VGCHGCPESS ---------- --NMTD--LG FD-------- -YAYNTSLRH VMDF------ ---------- ----IA-KSK TKGMIFFRTS I---P-DHF- ------EDG- ------EW-- -HNG------ -G-------- T--CK---KT  [450] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  VGCHNCQEKP --------HI EELGFD---- ---------- -YAYNASLHN VMDF------ ------LAA- --EDNS-KGT ----VFFRTS T---P-DHF- ------QNG- ------EW-- -HSG------ -G-------- T--CK---QT  [450] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  GGQLWWPDKS --------KP MKVNNV---- ---------- -DAFGISVET ILKS------ ------MAT- --HPNY-SGL ----TIVRTF S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKE  [450] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   LWGSFGNGES --------GA EALDTQ---- ---------- -VAYRLGLKT WANW-V---- ---DSTVDP- -----N-KTR ----VFFTTM S---P-THT- ------RSA- ------DWGK PNGT------ ---------- K--CF--NET  [450] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  RWSS--EEKG --------SC EEVKSA---- ---------- -EGMEMAMDS WGDW-V---- ---ANNVDP- -----N-KKR ----VFFVTM S---P-THQ- ------WSR- ------EWNP GSEG------ ---------- N--CY--GEK  [450] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   TGCY--FEEG ---------- --RKVNKTMG VM-------- -EAFGKSLKT WKSWVL---- ----EKLDP- --DKSY---- ----VFFRSY S---P-VHY- ------RNG- ------TW-- -NTG------ -GL------- ---CD--AEI  [450] 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    GEDY--YQEG ------SNVY HELAVL---- ---------- -EAFRKALTT WGRW------ --VEKNVNP- --AKSL---- ----VFFRGY S---A-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- A--CD--SET  [450] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  IFYENQQISG -CQYCALPNT TELPLT---- ---------- -YGYRKALRI SLKA------ -----IIEN- --FKGL---- ----AFLRSF S---P-QHF- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NEG------ ---------- -GDCV---RT  [450] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  TGCH--YCQL ---------- -PNITD--LT MF-------- -YGYRKAFRT AFKA------ ------ILD- --SESF-KGV ----MYLRSF A---P-SHF- ------EGG- ------LW-- -NEG------ -G-------- D--CL---RK  [450] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  GGCY--FQEG ------EKVR MRMKIE---- ---------- -HAYRRAMKT VMKW-I---- ---QEEVDA- -----N-KTQ ----VFFRTF A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -RTG------ -G-------- T--CH--MET  [450] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   GKNY--YKEG --------D- -YIYPK---- FD-------A TEAYRRSLKT WAKW-I---- ---DQNVNP- -----K-KQL ----VFYRGY S---S-AHF- ------RGG- ------EW-- -DSG------ -G-------- S--CN--GEV  [450] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  KWVM--HVNG ---------- VPNTNRKLAA LG-------- -NAKNFTIHS TVSW------ ----VNSQL- --PLHP-GLK ----AFYRSL S---P-RHF- ------VGG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CN---NT  [450] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   GKGY--YQEG --------NR VYERLE---- VK-------- -EAYTKAIHT WADW-V---- ---DSNINS- -----T-KTR ----VFFVGY S---S-SHF- ------RKG- ------AW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CD--GET  [450] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             VYILNDQIVG -GQLWWPDKS KPEKINNV-- ---------- -EAFGISVET IIKA------ ------MAK- --HPNY-TGL ----TILRTW S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ ---------- -GSCT--GKV  [450] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             GWDL--IQSG --------NS YYQDMD---- RF-------- -VAMEKALRT WAYW-V---- ---ETHVDR- -----S-RTQ ----VLFLSI S---P-THD- ------NPS- ------DWAA SSSS------ -G-------- SKNCY--GET  [450] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  -------IEG -NHWVMHVNG TQVEGEYLKD IR-------- -NAKDFTIHS VAKW------ --LDAQLPL- -----HPRLK ----AFFRTI S---P-RHF- ------KNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- N--CN---NT  [450] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  ------FPKE -TPLVFYRKG KPINPP--LD IL-------- -PGFELVLQN MVSY------ ------IQR- --EVPA-KTL ----KFWRLQ S---P-RHF- ------YGG- ------DW-- -NQN------ -G-------- S--CLLDKPL  [450] 
#ATR_00019G03720                  GKDY--YQEG --------DY IYPQFDSL-- ---------- -EGYKRAMRT WGKW-I---- ---DQNLDP- -----K-KYL ----VFYRGY S---N-AHF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00630                  TWDFFEKEGQ --------LM EDLETE---- ---------- -IAYEMAMRT WAQW-V---- ---EKNVDP- -----S-VTT ----VFFRSI S---P-EH-- ------KGK- ------QW-- ---------- ---------- ---CY--NQT  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00670                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------EY-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00680                  GWDY--IREG ---------- NMVFKD--MN RT-------- -LAFLQGMKT WAKW------ --SDAKVDT- -----S-KTT ----VFFQGI S---P-THY- ------RGI- ------EWNG RDTE------ ---------- T--CR--GQT  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00690                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----HLLKGI P---X----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00700                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -DDLNLGVHR GIEW------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------NGT- ---------- ---------- -G-------- TETCV--GQT  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00710                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IFFFLE S-----SYX- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00730                  GWDYIRVGNK --------VY KDMDRT---- ---------- -TAFYQGMKT WANW-V---- ---DSNVMP- -----M-RTK ----VYFQGI S---P-THY- ------SAN- ------EW-- -HDG------ -R-------- YKDCY--GQT  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00750                  TINVSVAPYD --------QV QEYSAP---- ---------- -NAYRVALNT WAQW-V---- ---DSHIDP- -----H-NQK ----VFFMSL S---P-THL- ------WSW- ------EWRA GSSG------ ---------- N--CY--NET  [450] 
#ATR_00021G00760                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------THY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#ATR_00023G00100                  KGEPCEESEG -L-------- ---------- ---------- -DAMNEALRT WADG-V---- ---DSNVDA- -----R-KTR ----VFFVTM S---P-IHL- ---------- -------W-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#ATR_00023G00110                  ------FGSS --------DA VYEEIE---- MI-------- -RVFRMTLET WAKWVV---- ----SHEDP- -----L-KTK ----FFFVGV S---P-THF- ------SSD- ------EWGE KQGG------ ---------- N--CY--NET  [450] 
#ATR_00023G00130                  ---------G -PFGGDMRHI VPMETE---- ---------- -DAYRLALRS MAIW------ --VEKNMDP- --HKTR---- ----VFFTSM S---P-AHE- ------KSK- ------DWGP ETEG------ ---------- N--CY--NET  [450] 
#ATR_00025G00340                  QGCY--FQVG --------EE VKQKMN---- VL-------- -RAYRKSIRT VMDW-V---- ---KNEVNI- -----T-KTQ ----VYFRSY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -RSG------ -G-------- N--CH--LET  [450] 
#ATR_00025G02240                  GGQLWWPDPS --------RP KKIDNV---- ---------- -QAYGISVQT SLSS------ ------IAA- --HPNF-TGV ----AIVRAY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKV  [450] 
#ATR_00040G01910                  ------FPKE -TPLVFYKNG KAINPP--LG IL-------- -DGLKVVLNN MISY------ ------IDR- --EVPK-EKL ----KFWRTQ S---P-RHF- ------HGG- ------DW-- -NEN------ -G-------- T--CL---FE  [450] 
#ATR_00040G02130                  ------REKG ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------EER- ------AW-- ---------- ---------- ---CF-----  [450] 
#ATR_00045G02000                  GVNY--YQEG --------DQ VHHHLD---- VL-------- -TAYRRALMT WASW-V---- ---DRHAIP- -----G-KTQ ----VFFRTS A---P-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NAG------ -G-------- H--CN--GET  [450] 
#ATR_00048G01150                  GKDY--YQEG --------NH VYSELK---- VA-------- -EAFRRALRT WAEW-V---- ---DINIDP- -----N-RTK ----LFFRGY S---A-SHF- ------RGG- ------RW-- -NSG------ -G-------- S--CR--NET  [450] 
#ATR_00057G01830                  PMIF--FDKG ------LPVI PPLSPS---- ---------- -LGLDMVLKN MIMF------ ------VEN- --KMAL-NAI ----KYFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -NEG------ -G-------- S--CQ---RN  [450] 
#ATR_00071G00870                  VGNY--FQVG --------DT LKLGMP---- IT-------- -TAFQTAITT WASW------ --AKENINM- -----N-RTH ----VFFRTF E---T-SHW- ------RDV- ------AS-- ---------- ---------- ERSCR--LTS  [450] 
#ATR_00085G01050                  GKDY--YQEG --------DY VYPSLN---- VM-------- -EAYRKALTT LAKW-V---- ---DENINS- -----T-KTW ----VFFRGF S---I-THF- ------SGG- ------RW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#ATR_00088G00740                  LGCH--YCPD -------LNL TEVGFY---- ---------- -GVYRKALMA ALKG------ ------IAE- --RESF-KGL ----TVLRTF S---P-AHF- ------EG-- ------EW-- -DKA------ -G-------- A--CP---RK  [450] 
#ATR_00088G00780                  IGCL--YCDS ---------- -NKRKLKDLG LA-------- -FALRKAFHS ALRA------ ------LKE- --CDEC-KGL ----YFVRTF S---P-AHF- ------EHG- ------SW-- -NEG------ -G-------- R--CN---RT  [450] 
#ATR_00093G00040                  VGCH--YCPG -------KNL TELGFQ---- ---------- -YSYEKALKL VLNY------ -----IINS- ----NH-KGL ----ILFRTS T---P-DHF- ------EKG- ------EW-- -FSG------ -G-------- T--CK---RT  [450] 
#ATR_00114G00150                  SWDY--YMEG ------GRLF KNLNPM---- ---------- -VAYEKGLST WAKW-V---- ---DLNLDP- -----R-RTR ----VIFRSV S---P-KHN- ------RQN- ---------- ---------- ---------- GQKCY--NQH  [450] 
#ATR_00114G00600                  MGCY--FQEG --------EA INMTMD---- VK-------- -DAFRKSLQT WKQWVV---- ----HNLNT- -----Q-GSH ----VFFRSY S---P-VHFS ------RGG- ------TW-- -NDG------ -G-------- Q--CH--ANT  [450] 
#BD1G03940                        ------ILQG -SFEDKSKDI VEMETE---- ---------- -EAYGMVLNA VVKW------ --VEKNMNP- --KTSR---- ----VFFVTM S---P-THT- ------TSK- ------DWGD DSDG------ ---------- N--CY--NQT  [450] 
#BD1G03947                        ---------G -ADNDMSKDI VEMPAE---- ---------- -EAYRLVLHQ VANW------ --LDANVDP- --SKSR---- ----VLFVTA S---P-THG- ------GGK- ---------- ---------- ---------- GNDCY--GQK  [450] 
#BD1G03970                        LWGSSFDTTD --------GD YRATKE--ID AL-------- -RAFELALTT WAEW-L---- ---EFHVDR- -----D-RTS ----LFFMSM S---P-THL- ------GSD- ------HWDS SPSSSSGI-- -ATSKSHEAA YGKCY--NET  [450] 
#BD1G16610                        PRVSP----- ---------- -SKYSL---- VD-------R PVAYREVLKT WAKW-V---- ---DRHIDP- -----K-KTM ----VFFMGM S---P-NHI- ------APD- ------TWGG -QPG------ ---------- AVKCA--MET  [450] 
#BD1G19320                        LHCY--FQDG ------KKLR LDMGVE---- ---------- -AAYQRAMET LQRW------ -----VLEE- --VDAT-KTL ----AVFRTG A-----SNN- ------GGS- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CA--AET  [450] 
#BD1G26890                        PMLF--FEKG ------TPII PPLLPP---- ---------- -AGLDLALKH MITF------ --VNKAMRP- -------NGV ----KFFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -DDG------ ---------- -GSCQ---RD  [450] 
#BD1G31440                        GKNY--YKEG ---------- DTLYPQ--FD ST-------- -EAYRRALTT WARW-V---- ---DKNMDP- -----D-KTV ----VFYRGY S---T-AHF- ------RGG- ------EW-- -DAG------ -G-------- S--CS--GET  [450] 
#BD1G32150                        VWDY--MQEG ---------- NRTYRD--MD RL-------- -TAFSKGLST WASW-V---- ---DANIDT- -----S-RTR ----VIFQGV S---P-SHYT SKQQEKKDG- ------TASG SSGG------ ---------- ---CY--QQT  [450] 
#BD1G38400                        IGCH--YCQD ---------- -KNLRE--IT TG-------- -DSFRRALRD TFQF------ ---------- ----IT-KSP HKPVVFYRTW S---P-SHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -SSG------ -G-------- T--CN---RT  [450] 
#BD1G43717                        VGCHGCSAKD -ADNVTGTEL SPEHAQ--R- ---------- -VAFRTVLRA LARG------ ---EHGFEG- --T------- ----AVLRTV A---P-THY- ------EKG- ------GW-- -FDG------ -G-------- E--CP---ST  [450] 
#BD1G43730                        VACHYCLVPG ---------V PDLTLR--YS LR-------- -MAFRTALRA LTGG------ ---------- ----GF-NGT ----AIVRTV S---PTSHF- ------EGG- ------EW-- -DKG------ -G-------- D--CT---RT  [450] 
#BD1G43740                        NGCLAPDVAD ---------- ---------- ---------- -LSLRHSLRL AFRSAL---- ---RAAVGA- --PGCR-SRT ----VVVRTI S---P-SHY- ------ENG- ------TW-- -DGD------ -G-------- D--CV---RT  [450] 
#BD1G44890                        VGCH--DCAG ---------- -LNHTE--TD FF-------- -GVFKEAVHR TLAEVT---- ---RRQVAD- --TSKK-KKV ----IAFTTF S---P-AHF- ------QG-- ------DW-- -DKT------ -G-------- A--CP---EK  [450] 
#BD1G44900                        GRIIGAFSRP --------DV VLNGTDISGG YL-------- -GVYRRATRA ALEH------ ------VDA- --ESGR-DKL ----VVVATI A---P-AHFE L--------- ------SWDH RDA------- ---------- ---CS---RT  [450] 
#BD1G44920                        VGCL--NCGG ---------- ---KGN---- LT--QF--GV ADAVRRVVRA AIEG--I--- -AKC--KDC- ----KS-GLV ----TILRTY S---P-DHF- ------EHG- ------SW-- -FSG------ -G-------- Y--CN---RT  [450] 
#BD1G46280                        GKDY--YQEG --------N- -HIYSE--LN VV-------- -DAFRKALVT WSKW-I---- ---DANVNP- -----K-KTT ----VMFRGY S---A-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- S--CD--KET  [450] 
#BD1G64470                        GVNY--YQEG --------DT VHPHLD---- VS-------- -TAFHRALTT WASW-V---- ---DRYINP- -----R-KTQ ----VFFRSS S---P-SHF- ------SGG- ------EW-- -NSG------ -G-------- H--CK--EST  [450] 
#BD1G65530                        ------FDEG --------AT EYVEVD---- RP-------- -VAYNEVLKT WAKW-V---- ---DRNIDP- -----N-RTT ----VFFMGM S---P-NHI- ------TPE- ------AW-- -GND------ -G-------- GIKCA--MET  [450] 
#BD1G65550                        GWDY--MGVG ---------- GRYTED--MD RM-------- -AAFQRGMTT WANW-V---- ---DLNVDP- -----A-KTR ----VFFQSM S---P-THY- ------SSK- ------EWPN PVSK------ ---------- N--CY--GET  [450] 
#BD2G07000                        PWDY-MEEDG ---------- -KLVKD--MD RS-------- -LAFTKALNT WARW-V---- ---DANLVQ- -----T-STK ----VFFQGI S---P-SHY- ------KGQ- ------EW-- -GAS------ -A-------- KKTCM--GET  [450] 
#BD2G24750                        TGCY--FQAG --------RA LKLGTT---- ID-------- -AAFRMALQT WASW-V---- ---EKRVDL- -----N-RTH ----VFFRTY E---P-SH-- ---------- -------W-- SDLN------ ---------- QTICE--VTE  [450] 
#BD2G28100                        GPIEEAANTE --------ST VWVSTE---- ---------- -EAYGMAFRD MLQW------ --TRDNMDF- --NKTR---- ----VFFTSM S---P-THG- ------KSQ- ------DWGG AAGG------ ---------- N--CY--NET  [450] 
#BD2G28400                        GSFA------ --------SK PVKYDE--MD RV-------- -VAYRQILKT WSGW-V---- ---EEHVDP- -----R-RTM ----VLFMSV S---P-VHM- ------QSE- ------GW-- -GSP------ -N-------- NIKCF--SET  [450] 
#BD2G32220                        IGCH--HCQD ---------- -KNLTE--LG FE-------- -HLYRRTFQE LFRF------ ---ISLADH- -------KPV ----VLFRTW A---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -SSG------ -G-------- T--CK---RV  [450] 
#BD2G43447                        AWDHL-ERNG --------VH VKMDGE---- ---------- -EAFNRALRT WARW------ --VDHNVDP- --TRTR---- ----VFFRSV S---P-EH-- ------KSS- ------NW-- ---------- ---------- ---CY--SQT  [450] 
#BD2G45320                        PWDF--VQDG ---------- GQVMKD--MD RL-------- -TAFSKGMST WARW-V---- ---DSKVDT- -----S-KTK ----VYFQGI S---P-THY- ------NGA- ------QW-- -GES------ ---------- SRSCA--QQT  [450] 
#BD2G45350                        VGCS--FCSR ---------- QYGVPD--LT LY-------- -YSQRKAWRV SLQA------ ---INALQG- ----KV-KGR ----VIVRML S---PMSHF- ------ENG- ------TW-- -DQG------ -G-------- N--CK---RT  [450] 
#BD2G45360                        GGSY------ -------VAA LNMTSN--LT LL-------- -YSHRMAFRT ALRA------ ------ING- --HGNV-KGK ----VIVRTM S---PMSHF- ------EGG- ------SW-- -DKG------ -G-------- D--CS---RT  [450] 
#BD2G54010                        TLNMKLKRPG --------GE NWEDHDELVR I--------- -EAYRKVLNT WASW------ --VDENIDP- ------ARTS ----VFFMSM S---P-LHI- ------SPQ- ------VWGN PDGI------ ---------- R--CA--KET  [450] 
#BD2G56830                        MGCY--FEAG --------GL LKLGTS---- IN-------- -AAYRMALET WASW-V---- ---KEKVDL- -----E-RTQ ----VFFRTY E---P-SH-- ---------- -------W-- SGSN------ ---------- QKVCE--VTE  [450] 
#BD2G58570                        GGQS--WWPR ---------- ---------- ---------- -QAGKMQINN IDAFGVSVET CLTAVATNP- ----NF-TGI ----AVLRTY S---P-DHY- ------ETR- ------SW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKV  [450] 
#BD2G58580                        AYILDGNVVG -GQLWWPRQA GKMQINNI-- ---------- -DAFGVSVET CLTA------ ----VATNP- -----NFTGI ----AVLRTY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ ---------- -GSCT--GKV  [450] 
#BD3G01660                        ------FPKE -TPLVFYRGG KPIEPP--LG IF-------- -DGLKVVLKS MASY------ ------IER- --EVPS-KTL ----KLWRTQ S---P-RHF- ------DGG- ------EW-- -DHN------ -G-------- T--CV--SDR  [450] 
#BD3G23050                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------T IKAX------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#BD3G37610                        RWEM--YLGG --------VP NNDRNT--AV IW-------- -KAKNFTIHS VVRW-L---- ---DDQLPH- ----HP-HLK ----VFYRSI S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- R--CD---ST  [450] 
#BD3G47317                        HWEL--YDGG -KPVIRKGKA AANFFT---- ---------- -DARNAKLHN IARW------ ----LDAEL- --LRRP-GMK ----VFLRTM S---P-DHF- ------VDG- ------GW-- -DTG------ -G-------- R--CE---DT  [450] 
#BD3G56210                        LGCV--NHEC -SAGADQDNA MAVAPE--YA VR-------- -AAFRTALEA LAGF------ ---------- -------RGT ----VVVRTV A---P-PHY- ------ENG- ------KW-- -YDG------ -G-------- D--CV---RR  [450] 
#BD3G56217                        ARNNNAIVRG ---------- -SNLRE---- ---------- -LAVPRALRA AFRVAL---- ---GAIVDA- --DGGF-GGK ----AVLRTV T---P-AHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- D--CV---RT  [450] 
#BD3G57480                        GKDY--YQEG --------N- -HVYSE--LN VD-------- -DAYRRALNT WAKW-V---- ---DANVNP- -----R-RTT ----VFFRGY S---A-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- S--CD--KET  [450] 
#BD4G05130                        KWEM--YVSG ---------- APNNNRKTAV IW-------- -KAKNFTIHN VIKW------ --LDAKLPS- -----YPHLK ----VFYRSL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------EW-- -DTG------ ---------- -GTCD---NT  [450] 
#BD4G40210                        SGNY--FMVG --------DR FNVTTDVG-- ---------- -EAFKLSMET VKRW------ ----AGTTA- --RLANPNGH ----VFFRSF S---P-SHY- -----GGGGI NGTTNKTW-- -DTG------ ---------- -GSCA--GHR  [450] 
#BD4G41440                        HWEL--YADG --------KP VGKGRL--AD LN-------- -RAKNLTLYS IARW-V---- ---DSELAS- ----RP-QMK ----AFLRTM S---P-RHF- ------VNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CG---ST  [450] 
#BD4G42860                        GGTY--FQEG --------DE VKMEMT---- VH-------- -DAYQRSIQT LFDW-L---- ---HKEVNT- -----S-KTQ ----VIFRTY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -RTG------ -G-------- S--CH--LET  [450] 
#BD4G44860                        KVMYGSFEDG ---------- DAKLDE--VE MV-------- -EGFEIALKK LTEW-L---- ---GTNIDK- -----N-KTR ----IYFAGS S---P-THT- ------WAS- ------DWGG DDKN------ ---------- K--CL--NES  [450] 
#BD4G44997                        DSRY--WSEH ---------- -DEVPR--I- ---------- -DAYGRVLKT WSDW-L---- ---EENIDP- -----A-RTS ----VFFMTI S---P-LHI- ------SPD- ------KW-- -GNP------ -S-------- AIKCF--NET  [450] 
#BD5G15020                        SGSY--FQEG ---------- DEVKMD--MT VS-------- -DAYGRSIRA LFDW-L---- ---QKEVDT- -----S-KTQ ----TIFRTY A---P-RHF- ------SGG- ------GW-- -NNG------ -G-------- R--CQ--LET  [450] 
#BD5G15190                        GLNY--YQEG ---------- NHVYPS--LE VM-------- -DAYKKALTT WARW-V---- ---DKNVDP- -----G-RTQ ----VVFRGF S---L-THF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CH--RET  [450] 
#CMI00000518                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -IPFALV--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----RAYFSY S---P-SFY- ---------- ---------- ---------- -G-------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00001152                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----CLIRAE C--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------S  [450] 
#CMI00003325                      VGCH--YCPG -------MNL TELGYQ---- ---------- -FAYRKALRL AFKF------ ------INT- --HPDY-KGL ----TFFRTF T---S-DHF- ------ENG- ------QW-- -FSG------ -G-------- T--CQ---RM  [450] 
#CMI00005196                      ASAT--PQGG --------G- -SVWGN---- IK-------H CDIFS----- -GRW-VR--- --DDSY---- ---------- ----PYYPAG S---C-PHI- ------DES- ---------- ---------- -F-------- D--CF--RNR  [450] 
#CMI00007571                      RWRM--YVNG ---------- QPNNDRNLRD IK-------- -SAQNFTVHS VVKW-L---- ---DRQLDK- ----YS-NLR ----AFMRSI S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -DSG------ -G-------- R--CD---NT  [450] 
#CMI00007639                      VKARGFYQEG ------EQLY SELDPM---- ---------- -IAFHKALKT WASW------ --IDSNVDP- --QRTQ---- ----VYFRGF S---P-MHF- ------SPQ- ------RWMN NEGH------ ---------- K--CY--NET  [450] 
#CMI00008379                      ------FPKE -TPLVFYRKG KPISPP---- ---------- -LGIRDGLHA VLKN-M---- ---ALYIER- --TLSK-EAL ----KIWRTQ S---P-RHF- ------DGG- ------EW-- -NEN------ -G-------- ----------  [450] 
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#CMI00009108                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------S QAEY------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----P----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00009353                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -FAYRKALRL AFKS-I---- -----NTSP- ----SY-KGL ----TFLRTF T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DTG------ -G-------- T--CE---RT  [450] 
#CMI00011529                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SAFQRSMKT WVKW------ --ILRQVNS- ------TKTH ----VFLRSY A---P-VHF- ------REG- ------TW-- -KTG------ ---------- -GQCH--QET  [450] 
#CMI00011961                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KIFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -NQG------ -G-------- K--CR---RS  [450] 
#CMI00012342                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -EEYKNGTKE KA-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----P----- ------NGS- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00013875                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------IRI WSAW------ ---------- ---------- ----LVHTSY E--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00014316                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -TAFRQALMT WGKW------ --VDENLNA- --ADTR---- ----VFYRGY S---A-AHF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GKCN--GET  [450] 
#CMI00014513                      GWDF--MQEG ---------- NRLYTN--LD PM-------- -VAYQKGLTT WANW-I---- ---DSNIDP- -----L-RTR ----VFFSSI S---P-THY- ------SPS- ------EW-- -NNP------ -N-------- GRSCY--RET  [450] 
#CMI00015101                      SWDI--IVEG ---------- NRVYTT--ID PM-------- -LAYRKGLAT WANW-I---- ---TSNVDP- -----R-RTL ----VYFRSM S---P-KHY- ------SPT- ------EW-- -NEP------ -N-------- GHRCY--DER  [450] 
#CMI00016461                      ------TAKG ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------KDY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00018183                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00019649                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00021478                      GGCY--FQEG --------DT VNMTMD---- VQ-------- -TAFKKSMKT LA-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#CMI00024128                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----TL---- ---------- ------RGG- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CY-----  [450] 
#CMI00027327                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -ETALRGIVS HPNY------ ---------- -------TGL ----TIFRTY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------TW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKV  [450] 
#CMI00027594                      GKDY--YQEG --------NR VYSKLNVV-- ---------- -EAYGKALRT WAAW------ --VDRNINP- --RKTQ---- ----VFFRGY S---A-SHF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GQCH--TEI  [450] 
#Eucgr.A01898                     SWGS--FESP --------DR KYELMK---- MP-------- -RAYKMALNT WSDW-M---- ---QVHMDR- -----S-KTQ ----VFFIGM S---S-THE- ------RAE- ------DWGG -IAG------ -H-------- N--CF--GET  [450] 
#Eucgr.A01900                     PWDY--MQEG ---------- NKLYKD--MN RL-------- -VAYYKGMTT WARW-V---- ---NRNVDP- -----S-RTK ----VFFQGI S---P-THY- ------EGK- ------DW-- -NAP------ ---------- SQSCS--GQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.A01902                     IWDYIQQGDK --------LY KNMNRL---- ---------- -EAYHKGLTT WARW------ --VDANVDP- -----L-RTQ ----VFFQGI S---P-DHY- ------NGK- ------DW-- -NEP------ ---------- SQTCS--GQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.A01903                     TWNFVQYRQE --------LY QNMETE---- ---------- -IALEIAMKT WAAW-I---- ---DKNVNV- -----T-ETK ----VYFRSI S---P-EH-- ------KGK- ------QW-- ---------- ---------- ---CH--NET  [450] 
#Eucgr.A01950                     AWDLVRDEKR --------TY KDMNRF---- ---------- -VAFDKGLTT WAQW-V---- ---DLNIDP- -----K-ATK ----VFFQGV S---P-VHS- ------NSR- ------DWGD PRAK------ ---------- D--CR--AQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.A02463                     GKDY--YQEG ---------- SHVYGE--LN VL-------- -EAFRKALTT WGRW-V---- ---DANVNP- -----M-KSI ----VFFRGY S---D-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CD--HET  [450] 
#Eucgr.A02628                     IVKANSYFQE -------KGS VNLTMDVM-- ---------- -EAFRRSLQT WKTW------ -----ALSNL DLQRSH---- ----VFFRGY S---P-VHY- ------RNG- ------TW-- -SEN------ ---------- -GTCN--SNK  [450] 
#Eucgr.B01121                     GGCY--FQEG ------SEVK LEMATE---- ---------- -DAHKRAIET VLQW-I---- ---RNEVNT- -----E-KTQ ----VVFRTF A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -RNG------ -G-------- S--CH--LET  [450] 
#Eucgr.B02240                     GSYYQDMDRG ---------- ---------- ---------- -VAMERALRT WVKW-V---- ---DANIDR- -----T-RTG ----VYFLAI S---P-THY- ------NPA- ------EW-- -SAGATAIAT ---------- AKNCY--GET  [450] 
#Eucgr.B03636                     GKDY--YQEG ------SHIY SQLHVK---- ---------- -VAFQKALTT WGRW-I---- ---DTNIDS- -----S-KTL ----VFFRGY S---Y-GHF- ------RGG- ------RW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CD--RET  [450] 
#Eucgr.C00073                     GKNY--YKEG --------DY VYPKFDAV-- ---------- -EAYRRALRT WAKW------ --IDANVNP- --EKQL---- ----VFYRGY S---S-AHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -DSG------ ---------- -GTCN--GET  [450] 
#Eucgr.C03303                     RWVM--YVGG ---------- ARNTNKKIAE IG-------- -RAKNLTIHS IVSW------ --VNSQLPK- -----YPRLK ----AFYRSI S---P-RHF- ------VNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CN---NE  [450] 
#Eucgr.E02713                     PWDY--IQDG ---------- GRVVKD--MD RL-------- -SAYYKGLST WAKW-V---- ---DLNVDS- -----S-KTK ----VFFQGI S---P-THY- ------QGK- ------DW-- -HSP------ ---------- KKNCM--GEQ  [450] 
#Eucgr.F01211                     RDNVREYNVT ---------- ---------- ---------- -DAYRLALET WANW------ --LESSIDP- -----Q-KQK ----VFFMSM S---P-THL- ------WSW- ------EWRP GSDG------ ---------- N--CF--GES  [450] 
#Eucgr.F01363                     PWDY--IQDG --------KQ IYKDMDRM-- ---------- -VAFEKALTT WAGW-V---- ---DANIDP- -----A-KSK ----VFFQGI S---P-SHY- ------NGT- ------QW-- -NEP------ -S-------- AKSCV--GQK  [450] 
#Eucgr.F01364                     GWDY--FQVG --------NT TVKDMD---- IL-------- -EAYQIALTT WSRW-I---- ---DGHIDP- -----L-STQ ----VFFQGI S---A-AHF- ------NGQ- ------DWNE TSEK------ ---------- T--CK--GQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.F02742                     MGCY--FQLG --------KS LKLGMP---- IA-------- -SAFKTALKT WASW-A---- ---ESNVNP- -----N-RTS ----VFFRTF E---S-SH-- ---------- -------W-- SGRN------ ---------- RNSCK--VTR  [450] 
#Eucgr.F03235                     PWDY--IQQG --------ET IRKDMD---- RL-------- -VAFKEGLTT WSKW-V---- ---DSNIDP- -----A-TTT ----VIFQGI S---P-THY- ------NGK- ------EW-- -NES------ -S-------- TTTCD--GQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.G01129                     PMLF--FRKG ------QPLI PPLKPD---- ---------- -IGLDLVLEN MMKY------ ------VSK- --EAKS-GTI ----KFFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -DQG------ -G-------- S--CP---RS  [450] 
#Eucgr.G03092                     ------ILKG -SFEDEVKDV EVMSTE---- ---------- -DAYRIGMKS LVRW------ --VQRNTDP- -----K-KTR ----VFFTSM S---P-THG- ------NSE- ------EWGG GPGG------ ---------- N--CY--NQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.H01509                     VGSY--FQVG --------NE VKMNMT---- VE-------- -DAYRRSLET VLDW-I---- ---SAHVNM- -----S-KSQ ----VYFRSY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -KSG------ -G-------- T--CH--LET  [450] 
#Eucgr.H02546                     GEHY--YQEG --------KY VHPRLK---- VL-------- -DAYKRALRT WAKW-I---- ---DKNIHQ- -----T-RTQ ----VLFRGY S---V-THF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#Eucgr.H03574                     GGCY--FQDG ------DEVK VEMRAE---- ---------- -HAYQRAIET VLHW------ --IRNEVNS- -----S-KTR ----VFFRTF S---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -RSG------ ---------- S--CH--LET  [450] 
#Eucgr.H03575                     GGGF------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -FGYPGRMES LAWS------ ---NLKLNG- --SDDV-ERV ----DFLGEV G---DGRDV- ------FEG- ------DW-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#Eucgr.H04947                     TGCY--FQVG --------SS LKLGMS---- IP-------- -GAFRVALDT WASW-V---- ---ERAIDR- -----K-RTS ----VFFRTF E---P-SH-- ---------- -------WRI SDQR------ ---------- IRSCN--VTR  [450] 
#Eucgr.I00187                     KWVM--YVNG ---------- RPNEDRKLAA IG-------- -NAKNLTVHS VVRW-V---- ---DSQLPL- ----HP-RLK ----AFFRTI S---P-RHF- ------LNG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CD---NM  [450] 
#Eucgr.I02565                     ------FPEE -TPLVFYQAG RPIFPP--LK ML-------- -DGLRVVLEN MVLH------ ------IQR- --KIPN-KTL ----KFWRLQ S---P-RHF- ------HGG- ------DW-- -NQN------ -G-------- S--CL---FN  [450] 
#Eucgr.J00170                     ------VLKG -SFDDEVRDV VELSTE---- ---------- -DAYRMGLKS MLRW------ --TKKNMDP- -----K-KTR ----VFFVSM S---P-SHQ- ------KSI- ------DWGG EPGG------ ---------- N--CY--NQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.J00171                     ------VLKG -SFDDEVKDF VELSTE---- ---------- -DAYRMALKS MVRW------ --TQKNMDP- -----K-KTR ----AFFVTM S---P-LHT- ------KST- ------EWGG APGG------ ---------- N--CY--NET  [450] 
#Eucgr.J00196                     ------FDKG ---------- STEYDE--ID RP-------- -TVYGRVLKT WAKW-V---- ---DQNVDP- -----N-HTT ----VFFSSM S---P-LHI- ------KSL- ------DW-- -DNP------ -D-------- GIKCA--KET  [450] 
#Eucgr.J00985                     SWDY--YMEG ------RSMF TNINPM---- ---------- -VAYEKGLTT WAKW-V---- ---DLNLDP- -----R-RTR ----VIFRSM S---P-RHN- ------REN- ------GW-- ---------- ---------- K--CY--NQK  [450] 
#Eucgr.J01893                     GWDV--MEAG --------GR YYEDMDRL-- ---------- -VALGTGLRT WANW------ --VDANVDR- --ARTR---- ----VFFQGV S---P-THY- ------NPS- ------EW-- -STGSMATVS KN-------- ---CY--GET  [450] 
#Eucgr.K01183                     PWDY--IQEG --------N- -KTYKD--MN RL-------- -MAYEKALNT WAKW-V---- ---DSSVDP- -----S-KTT ----VFYQGV S---P-DHA- ------NAS- ------DWAE PKAN------ ---------- A--CL--DQT  [450] 
#Eucgr.K01184                     PWDY--IQEG --------NK TYKDMNRL-- ---------- -VAYKKAMNT WAKW------ --VDSRVDP- --SKTT---- ----VFYQGV S---P-DHA- ------TAS- ------DWGQ PNAD------ ---------- A--CV--DQK  [450] 
#Eucgr.K02575                     TSKMGFYFEE -------KGA VNMTMDLT-- ---------- -AAFRRSLQT WKLW------ --AKRNLDF- --ETSH---- ----VFFRSY S---P-AHY- ------SHG- ------SW-- -DKG------ ---------- -GQCN--ISR  [450] 
#Eucgr.K02955                     LWGSFGSPDG --------IY KDVMMP---- ---------- -RAYEMALNT WSDW------ --LEVHVNR- --SKTQ---- ----VFFVSM S---P-THE- ------RAE- ------EWDG DEGQ------ ---------- N--CY--AET  [450] 
#Eucgr.K02956                     LWGSFESPDA --------IH KMVEMT---- ---------- -RAYEMALNT WSDW------ --LEMHVNK- --SKTQ---- ----LIFVSM S---P-THK- ------KAE- ------EWGG VPGR------ ---------- N--CL--GET  [450] 
#Eucgr.K02957                     LWGSFGSPDG --------IH KMEQAP---- ---------- -RVYEMALNT WSDW------ --LEVHINR- --SKTQ---- ----VFFVSM S---P-THD- ------RAE- ------DWGG LDGH------ ---------- N--CY--QET  [450] 
#Eucgr.K02958                     SWES--FVGP ---------- DKNYEM--MK ML-------- -RAYKIALNT WSDW-I---- ---QVHVNS- -----S-KTQ ----VFFNGM S---A-THE- ------RAE- ------DWGG IADH------ ---------- N--CF--EET  [450] 
#Eucgr.K02974                     LWGSFANGEE --------GY EELDLP---- ---------- -VAYRIALKT WANW------ --VDSTINP- --NETR---- ----VLFTTM S---P-THM- ------RSV- ------DWNN KDGI------ ---------- K--CF--NET  [450] 
#Eucgr.K03547                     GINY--YQEG ------RQVL PQLDVS---- ---------- -TAFRKALMT WASW-V---- ---DRHINP- -----A-KTQ ----VFFRSS A---P-SHF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- H--CQ--EAT  [450] 
#Eucgr.L03073                     LWGSFGSPDG --------IH KMEQAP---- ---------- -RVYEMALNT WSDW------ --LEVHINR- --SKTQ---- ----VFFVSM S---P-THD- ------RAE- ------DWGG LDGH------ ---------- N--CY--QET  [450] 
#GBI00000280                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----MLFSG- ----P--HM- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------ET  [450] 
#GBI00002300                      XXXXXYYQEG --------DQ VHPHLDVL-- ---------- -TAYRRALMT WASW------ --IDTHIDS- --S----KSQ ----VFFRSY S---P-PHF- ------WGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GRCE--GET  [450] 
#GBI00002328                      GKDY--YQEG --------DH VYPELNVL-- ---------- -EAFRKALRT WGRR------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----S----- ------LGG- ---------- ---------- ---------- X---------  [450] 
#GBI00002329                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---DENIDP- -----N-RTQ ----VFFRGY S---A-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--TES  [450] 
#GBI00003193                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VIISKALEQ LHNK------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00003825                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---W------ ---------- ---------- ----VVFQNG S-----CTF- ------DSLL EESKLDDWFD PENG------ ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00004532                      RWQM--YVNG ---------- QPNNDRELRD IK-------- -SAHNFTVHS VVKW-L---- ---DRQLDK- ----YP-KLR ----AFMRTI S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -DSG------ -G-------- R--CD---NT  [450] 
#GBI00004587                      GKDY--YQEG --------DH VYSELN---- VI-------- -EAYRKALRT WAKW-V---- ---DRNINS- -----K-KTQ ----VFFRGY S---A-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--TES  [450] 
#GBI00006281                      IGCH--YCPG ---------- -TNYTQ--LG FY-------- -FAYRKALRL AFKS------ ------IIS- --TQGY-KGM ----TFLRTF T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DNG------ -G-------- T--CE---RT  [450] 
#GBI00007295                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00007307                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -HGSNRGNRK SC-------- ---------- ---------- ----TVLSSN L-----CNY- ------QEG- ------NW-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00007382                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- YCRW------ ---------- ---------- -------SAM N--------- ------KGG- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00007613                      MGCY--FQVG --------DS LKLGLK---- VE-------- -AAYRTALNT WASW-V---- ---ESMVNT- -----S-RTL ----VYFRTF E---P-SHW- -------GG- ------SW-- ---------- -P-------- RSICK--LSP  [450] 
#GBI00009760                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------AKY- ---------- ------EW-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00013099                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------RHS- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---VR-----  [450] 
#GBI00013823                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00013941                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00014329                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---YREVSKQ WNS------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------CDF- ------SSG- ------RW-- -VQD------ ---------- -------ANT  [450] 
#GBI00015156                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -DQLQQAIKD ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------SDF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00016442                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------GDK- ------PWDY IQEG------ -G-------- ----------  [450] 
#GBI00016755                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -FSNSSRSKS FFSF------ ---------- ---------- ----IFPSSV SSTTP----- ---------- ------NLTE SDTA------ ---------- FQKNPQDMKK  [450] 
#GBI00016802                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----PKDIY- ---------- ---------- -NDG------ ---------- ---TD-----  [450] 
#GBI00016918                      VGCH--YCPG -------MNF TELEIN---- ---------- -FVYGKALRS VFKF------ ------INT- --SPDY-KGF ----TFFRTF T---S-DHF- ------ENG- ------QW-- -FSG------ -G-------- T--CQ---RT  [450] 
#GBI00017675                      SWDF--VMEG --------NR VYENIDPM-- ---------- -LAYRKGLTT WANW------ --VTSNIDP- --RRTL---- ----VFFSGM S---P-KHY- ------SSR- ------EWNE PNGH------ ---------- N--CY--DQR  [450] 
#GBI00023219                      ----LVEKSQ -SSSSKE--- ---------- ---------- -SVVGKLLSR SADK------ ---SQTGLA- --ENMP-STR VTESVALEKK A-----CDY- ------TEG- ------KW-- ---------- ---------- ---VK--DNR  [450] 
#GBI00023280                      GMDY--YQEG ---------- DHVYPELKVL ---------- -EAYRKALTT WAKW------ --VDMNINP- --ERTXXXXQ ----VFFRGY S---A-THF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#GBI00024264                      GVNY--FEEG --------RH VHAHMEEA-- ---------- -IAFEKALRT WARW-V---- ---ETNINP- -----H-STQ ----VFFRGY S---P-VHF- ------HGK- ------AWGK RVGG------ -G-------- ---CF--NET  [450] 
#GBI00024384                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -IAYEKGLIT WANW------ --IDYHIDP- --QKTQ---- ----VVFRSI S---P-MHS- ------SPT- ------QWNG VEGH------ ---------- K--CY--SET  [450] 
#GBI00024805                      RWRM--YVNG ---------- QPNNERKIRD MK-------- -SAQNFTVHC VVKW------ --LDGQLDK- ----YP-KLR ----AFMRTI S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -DSG------ -G-------- Q--CD---NT  [450] 
#GBI00025061                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VRFRPP MRLQPGRH-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CR-----  [450] 
#GBI00025062                      ------FEEG --------GF VHPHMEEA-- ---------- -IAFEKSLRT WAKW------ --VDANIDP- --RNTQ---- ----IFFRTY S---P-VHF- ------NGR- ------MWGK KEGG------ -G-------- ---CY--NET  [450] 
#GBI00025935                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LATETALKG IVSY------ ---PNYTGL- ---------- ----TIFRTY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKV  [450] 
#GBI00027480                      ------FQEG --------TH LYSALDSM-- ---------- -VAFRKALKT WADW-I---- ---DSNVDS- -----R-RTQ ----VYFRGF S---P-THF- ------SAN- ------QW-- -KRN------ -G-------- GHRCY--NET  [450] 
#GBI00029629                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VFYNK- ------NYY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CY-----  [450] 
#GBI00029886                      GWDW--MQEG ------NRFY TDLDPM---- ---------- -VAYQKGMTT WANW------ --VDLNIDF- -----R-RSR ----VFFRSI S---P-SHF- ------NSR- ------DWNN PNAR------ ---------- N--CY--SER  [450] 
#GBI00029995                      A-GQNYYQEG ------DQVH PHLDVL---- ---------- -TAYRRALMT WASW------ --IDTHIDS- --SKSQ---- ----VFFRSY S---P-PHF- ------WGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GRCE--GET  [450] 
#GMO00004981                      RWKM--YADG ---------- KPVTSRSLSN IQ-------- -GARNHTVHS VVKW------ ----LDSQL- --LIYP-KLR ----AFMRSM S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CD---NT  [450] 
#GMO00005253                      GGCY--FEKN --------ER VDMNMS---- LE-------- -TAFKRSMRT WTKW-I---- ---EANVDS- -----G-RNH ----VFFRSY S---P-VHF- ------RDG- ------TW-- -KTG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KEN  [450] 
#GMO00006383                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -EAFTVAMNT ALKA------ ------IAT- --YPNY-KGL ----TILRTY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------TW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKT  [450] 
#GMO00006756                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VYLEKG KIIG--CHY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CT-----  [450] 
#GMO00006757                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -EEFKKASRE AAKR------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -G-------- ----------  [450] 
#GMO00007071                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---TFQVQR- ---------- ----VLL--- ----P----- ---------- ------SW-- ---------- ---------- X---------  [450] 
#GMO00007072                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -DAYQKALST WASW-V---- ---ERRVDT- -----K-KTR ----VFFRSF E---P-SHW- ------EG-- ------SF-- -TKG------ ---------- S--CQ--VAQ  [450] 
#GMO00007527                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----SVLKEM K--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GMO00011709                      PMLF--FKKG ------LPIL PSMQPE---- ---------- -EGLDIALKN MIQY------ ------VEK- --VTTK-KTL ----KIFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GKCS---RP  [450] 
#GMO00013619                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GMO00015254                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VAFEKAMVT WANW-V---- ---DENIDS- -----N-KTK ----VFFRSW S---P-VHS- ------SSY- ------QW-- -KKT------ -G-------- NLSCY--GET  [450] 
#GMO00017486                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------RHA- ------LHG- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GMO00019489                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---GRQVKP- --NGRK-RPT ----LMLDTI D-----KHY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- S---------  [450] 
#GMO00020816                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------EW-- -EVD------ ---------- ----------  [450] 
#GMO00031290                      HRGYDIVEQG --------S- -KFYKH--LD ML-------- -LAYQMGLTT WANW-V---- ---DSTVNP- -----T-KTR ----VVFSSY S---P-THT- ---------- ---------- -SPP------ -E-------- KHNCY--GVS  [450] 
#GMO00031544                      GWDFIEYGGR --------LF SSMDPM---- ---------- -EAYLRGMTT WARW-V---- ---DANIDF- -----R-KTR ----VFFQSY S---P-THY- ------SPQ- ---------- ---------- ---------- S--CY--GAK  [450] 
#OS01G11810                       PWDY--IQEG --------NT VVKDMDRT-- ---------- -EAFSKALNT WARW------ --VDANLLQ- --TNTR---- ----VFFQGI S---P-SHY- ------RGQ- ------DWGD TASA------ ---------- T--CM--GQT  [450] 
#OS01G30970                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------T IKSX------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#OS01G42810                       AWDHLEADGK ---------P VEMGGE---- ---------- -EAFNQALGT WASW------ --VDQNVDS- --ARTR---- ----VFFRSI S---P-EH-- ------KSE- ------NW-- ---------- ---------- ---CY--NQT  [450] 
#OS01G46350                       PWDF--VQDG --------G- -QVMKD---- MDRL------ -SAFSKGMST WARW-V---- ---DSNVDT- -----S-KTR ----VYFQGI S---P-THY- ------NGA- ------DWGE G--------- ---------- SRSCA--QQT  [450] 
#OS01G46400                       VGCS--FCSR --------QY GVPDLTLYYS QR-------- -RAWRVALKA INDL------ ---------- ----ESLRGR ----VIVRML S---PMSHF- ------ENG- ------TW-- -DQG------ -G-------- N--CK---RT  [450] 
#OS01G46410                       ----LFYENG -RLVGGSYVA LNITSDLTLR HSHR------ -MAFRTALRA INDI------ ---------- ----RF-RGK ----AIVRTL S---PMSHF- ------EGG- ------AW-- -DKG------ -G-------- D--CR---RT  [450] 
#OS01G61460                       --NMKIMRPG --------GQ SWEEHDEVVR I--------- -EAYRKVLTT WASW------ --VNDNIDP- --ARTS---- ----VFFMSI S---P-LHI- ------SPE- ------VW-- GNPG------ ---------- GIRCA--KET  [450] 
#OS01G65800                       MGCY--FEAG --------GL LKLGTS---- IN-------- -SAFKMALET WASW-V---- ---KEKVDL- -----K-RTH ----VFFRTY E---P-SH-- ---------- -------W-- SGSN------ ---------- QKVCE--VTE  [450] 
#OS01G68630                       GGQL--WWPR ---------- ---------- ---------- -KAGNMQINN VDAFGISVET CLTALATNP- ----NF-TGI ----AIVRTY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKT  [450] 
#OS02G02580                       PLVF--YRGG --------K- -PIEPP---- LG-------I YDGLKVVLKS MASY-I---- -----EREV- ----PS-KTL ----KLWRSQ S---P-RHF- ------YGG- ------EW-- -DHN------ -G-------- S--CV---SD  [450] 
#OS02G49650                       -----VYYEG -GRAVGRNGA APVTNATEIA VP-------- -RAVRAAFST AL-------- ---GALAAA- --PGTF-RGK ----AILRSV T---P-AHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- D--CV---RT  [450] 
#OS02G49660                       VGCNNDCHGG -DPNATAATA PPEYAVR--- ---------- -ASFRTALRA LREH------ ---------- ----PVFRGT ----VIVRTV A---P-PHY- ------ENG- ------KW-- YDGG------ ---------- N--CL---RT  [450] 
#OS02G53380                       GKDY--YQEG ------NRVY SELNVD---- ---------- -DAFQKALIT WAKW------ --VDSSVNP- --KKTT---- ----VFFRGY S---S-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- S--CD--KET  [450] 
#OS03G18110                       GWDY--MGAD --------G- -RYYED---- MD--RM---- -VAFQRGMAT WANW-V---- ---DANVDP- -----A-KTR ----VFYQSM S---P-THY- ------SSK- ------EW-- -ANP------ -V-------- SKNCY--GET  [450] 
#OS03G18120                       VWGS--FGDD --------GY EELDAW---- ---------- -VAYRLGLKT WANW-V---- ---DSNVDP- -----A-TTR ----VFFMSI S---T-THM- ------RSE- ------DW-- -GRE------ -G-------- GIRCY--NET  [450] 
#OS03G18140                       ------FDQG ------ATEY VEVDRP---- ---------- -VAYKEVLKT WAKW------ --VDRNIDP- --NRTT---- ----VFFMSM S---P-NHI- ------TPE- ------AWG- -NYG------ ---------- GIKCA--MET  [450] 
#OS03G19470                       GVNY--YQEG --------DH VYPHLDAS-- ---------- -TAYLKALTT WASW------ ------VDH- --YINPRKTR ----VFFRSS S---P-SHF- ------SGG- ------EW-- -NSG------ -G-------- H--CR--EST  [450] 
#OS03G60300                       LWGSFDNPAA -VVAAAAEEG DEYAVSKVID SL-------- -RAYELAVRT WADW------ --MEFHVDR- -----A-RTQ ----LFFMTM S---P-THL- ------RSD- ------EWED AAAA----AA GG-------- NHGCY--GET  [450] 
#OS03G60340                       GADE--DMSK --------D- -IVEME---- AA-------- -EAYRLVLHQ VTRW-L---- ---EGNVDP- -----K-SAR ----VFFVTA S---P-SHA- ------GAG- ---------- ---------- -G-------- E--CY--DQT  [450] 
#OS03G60350                       ------ILQG -SFEDKSKDI VEMETE---- ---------- -EAYGMVLNA VVRW------ --VENNMNP- --RNSR---- ----VFFVTM S---P-THT- ------RSK- ------DWGD DSDG------ ---------- N--CY--NQT  [450] 
#OS04G39130                       IGCIYCSEDN ---------- -ITSFSVPMA IQ-------- -RVFRTALKN LKES------ --QECRLQL- ---------- ----TVVRTA T---S-AHF- ------ENG- ------LW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CN---RT  [450] 
#OS04G42900                       GLNY--YQEG --------NY VHPSLEVM-- ---------- -DAYKRALTT WARW------ --VDKNIDS- --T----RTQ ----VVFRGY S---L-THF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CH--RET  [450] 
#OS05G12380                       IGCH--YCQD -------KKL RELGFE---- ---------- -HLYRRTLQQ IFRF------ ---IASSNH- -------KPA ----VLFRTW A---P-DHF- ------ENA- ------EW-- FNGG------ ---------- T--CS---RV  [450] 
#OS05G28630                       HGGS--FSKK --------P- -VKYDE---- ME--RV---- -AAYRKVLKT WSRW-V---- ---EKHVDP- ----K--RST ----VFFMSV S---P-VHM- ------QSE- ------GW-- -GKP------ -D-------- AIKCF--SET  [450] 
#OS05G28830                       ILEDGPFDAG ----GNSSTT TWVSTE---- ---------- -EAYAMAFRE MLQW------ --AREHMDF- -----A-TTR ----VFFTSM S---P-THG- ------KSQ- ------DWGG GEPG------ -G-------- N--CY--GET  [450] 
#OS05G35190                       MGCY--FQSG --------RV LKLGTS---- VE-------- -AAFRTALET WASW-V---- ---EKRIDL- -----N-RTH ----VFFRTY E---P-SH-- ---------- -------W-- SDTN------ ---------- QKVCE--VTE  [450] 
#OS05G39350                       GKTW------ ---------- -EEYDE--VG RI-------- -EAYRRVLDT WATW-V---- ---NDNVDP- -----A-RTS ----VFFMSV S---P-LHI- ------SPE- ------AW-- -GNP------ -G-------- GVRCA--KED  [450] 
#OS05G51020                       AWDH-LERNG --------KK VEMGAE---- ---------- -EAFNRALRT WTRW-L---- ---DRNVDS- -----H-KTM ----VFFRSI S---P-EH-- ------KNK- ------NW-- ---------- ---------- ---CY--NET  [450] 
#OS06G10560                       GKDY--YQEG --------NH VYSELNVV-- ---------- -DAFHKALVT WSRW------ --IDANVNP- --KKTT---- ----VLFRGY S---A-SHF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- S--CD--KET  [450] 
#OS06G12800                       VGCVDCGEPG ---------- -LAHFP---- ---------- -MAYAVGRVV GAAL------ ---DAIAGC- --ADCK-REL V---ALVRTY T---P-DHF- ------EHG- ------SW-- -FSG------ -G-------- Y--CN---RT  [450] 
#OS06G12810                       SGCSGDADAG --------EL ADFGVA---- ---------- -HAVRRVVRA ALEA------ ---TARCGD- --GDCK-RGL V---AFVRTY T---P-SHF- ------EHG- ------SW-- -FDG------ -G-------- Y--CN---RT  [450] 
#OS06G12820                       VGCV--KCGG --------A- -ANLTD---- VG-------V PYAVRRVVRA AVEG-I---- ---ARCTGC- ----KA-GLV ----AFLRTF S---P-DHF- ------EHG- ------AW-- -FSG------ -G-------- Y--CN---RT  [450] 
#OS06G12840                       VYHRRGEVVG -VHAHPELNA TEIGFT---- ---------- -SPYREAFRR ALER------ ----LGSDG- --RRRT---- ----VVLGTF A---P-PHF- ------DGK- ------PIFD PTA------- ---------- ---CT---RT  [450] 
#OS06G12850                       VYYH--HNGG -EVLGVHNLP ELNHTE--IG FF-------- -SPYREAIRM SLER------ ---LLGLAA- --AGRR-GRT ----VVVTTF S---P-AHF- ------EK-- ------EW-- -DDP------ -A-------- T--CA---RT  [450] 
#OS06G12860                       VGMH--NVTG --------L- -KNTGD---- IG-------L FAPYRRTLRM ALERLV---- ---SSGAGN- --RTRA-RT- ----VVVATF S---P-SHF- ------EKA- -------W-- -DDP------ -T-------- T--CA---RT  [450] 
#OS06G12870                       VGCH--DCAE ---------- -FNHTE--TP FF-------- -AVFRQAVHR TLAEITRRHV LAAGAGTSK- ----SK-SKV ----VAFTTF S---P-AHF- ------EG-- ------EW-- -DKA------ -G-------- A--CN---KT  [450] 
#OS06G16150                       VGCNTCLSPN ---------V TDLTLR---- ---------- -YSLRMAFRS ALRA------ ---ATGARR- --RGGRGART ----VIVRTI S---P-SHY- ------ENG- ------TW-- --NG------ ---------- DGDCL---RK  [450] 
#OS06G16160                       VGCN--TCLS ---------- -PNVTD--LT LR-------- -YSLRMAFRS ALRA------ ---AATGSH- --RHAT-RRT ----VIVRTI S---P-SHY- ------ENG- ------TW-- -NGD------ -G-------- D--CL---RT  [450] 
#OS06G16170                       VGCHYCLVPG ---------- ---VPD--LT LR-------- -YSLRAAFRT ALRA-L---- ---AAGAGG- --AGVF-NGT ----AIVRTL S---PTSHF- ------EGG- ------EW-- -NKG------ -G-------- D--CR---RT  [450] 
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#OS06G16200                       VGCHHCLVPG ---------V ADLKRT--YS LR-------- -AAFRTALRA LTAG------ ---AGGAGF- -------DGT ----VIVRTL S---PTSHF- ------EGG- ------EW-- -NKG------ -G-------- D--CR---RT  [450] 
#OS06G16240                       VGCYSCRLPG ---------- -VPDLTLRYS LP-------- -LAFRTALRA LTAASVF--- ---------- -------NGT ----VIVRTL S---PTSHF- ------EGG- ------EW-- -DKG------ -G-------- D--CR---RT  [450] 
#OS06G16250                       VGCH--DCGD --------S- -NATAT---- AIVKQPEHAQ RAAFRAVLGA LARL------ ---DGFNGT- ---------- ----AILRTV A---P-THY- ------ENG- ------GW-- -FDG------ -G-------- E--CT---AT  [450] 
#OS06G33330                       VYWENGAVTG -CHYCQDKSV AELTFE---- ---------- -YAFRKSLRK TFQF------ ----ITSSP- -----H-KPV ----VFYRTW S---P-SHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -SSG------ -G-------- T--CK---RT  [450] 
#OS06G34060                       VWDY--VQEG --------NK TYRDMDRL-- ---------- -TAFSKGLST WARW------ --VDANIDA- --SRTK---- ----VFYQGI S---P-SHYY TSSSSSSND- --DGDGEVAA ADGG------ ---------- ---CY--RQT  [450] 
#OS06G44900                       GINY--YKEG --------DT LYPQFDST-- ---------- -EAYRRALKT WARW------ --IDKNMDP- --AKSV---- ----VFYRGY S---T-AHF- ------RGG- ------EW-- -DSG------ ---------- -GSCS--GER  [450] 
#OS07G15230                       VGVH------ --------NA PPEFAN--HT L--------- -VGYAWPLRA AFRSAI---- ---ERLLTS- --GRPR-PRT ----LVLATF S---P-SHF- -------EGK PAENPTSW-- ---------- ---------- V--CT---KT  [450] 
#OS07G15320                       IYYNGSEVFG -VHNAPEEFA NRTKVGYAWP LR-------- -LAYRTAMER LVGA------ ---SRGTPR- --D------- ----MVLVTF S---P-SHF- ------EGR- ---------- PVQS------ ---------- PTACT---RM  [450] 
#OS07G31550                       PMLF--FEKG ------IPVI PPLLPP---- ---------- -AGLDLALKH MIIF------ --VNKAMRP- -------NGV ----KLFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -NEG------ -G-------- S--CQ---RD  [450] 
#OS07G46230                       ------FQVG --------KK LILNMS---- IE-------- -AAYQRAMNT LTSW-V---- ---HREVNP- -----H-KSL ----VIFRTY S---P-AHT- ------RAS- ---------- -SNG------ -G-------- ---CA--KET  [450] 
#OS07G49280                       RGAPFAGSGG -----WSSRY ALVDRA---- ---------- -IAYREVLKT WAKW------ --VDRRIDP- --NKTH---- ----VFFMAM S---P-NHF- ------MPE- ------AWGG -SAG------ ---------- AVKCA--MET  [450] 
#OS09G20850                       IGCH--HCPE ---------- -PNRTE---- ---------- -TGFFGVFRL AVKNAL---- ---REVITR- --AARS-PSQ QQKLAVVTTF S---P-AHF- ------EG-- ------EWDA RDA------- ---------- ---CA---RS  [450] 
#OS09G23360                       GNHWELYADG ---------- KPVGKGRLAD LN-------- -RAKNLTLYS IARW------ --VDSELVR- -----YPQVK ----AFLRTI S---P-RHF- ------VNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CG---NT  [450] 
#OS11G01370                       SWSDHDEVPR -I-------- ---------- ---------- -ETYGRVFKT WSTW------ --LEQNVDP- -----A-RTS ----VFFMTI S---P-LHN- ------SPA- ------QWGN PN-------- ---------- GIKCV--KET  [450] 
#OS11G01570                       KVMYGSFEDG --------DA KLDEVE---- MV-------- -DGYEIALKK LTEY-L---- ---GANINK- -----N-KTR ----IFFAGS S---P-AHS- ------WAS- ------NWGG DDNN------ ---------- K--CL--NET  [450] 
#OS11G05080                       SGTY--FQEG --------DA VKMDMT---- VG-------- -DAYKRSIQT LFGW-L---- ---HNEVNS- -----S-KTH ----VIFRTY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -KTG------ -G-------- N--CH--LET  [450] 
#OS11G13800                       KWEM--YLGG -APNTNRNTA VIW------- ---------- -KAKNITIHT VIKW------ --LDTQLPH- -----HPQLK ----VFYRSI S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- R--CD---NT  [450] 
#OS11G37630                       VGCNTCLSPN ---------- -VTDLTLRYS LR-------- -MAFRSALRA AATG------ ----GARRR- --GGRAARRT ----VIVRTI S---P-SHY- ------ENG- ------TW-- --NG------ ---------- HGDCV---RT  [450] 
#OS12G01380                       SWSDHDEVPR -I-------- ---------- ---------- -ETYGRVFKT WSTW------ --LEQNVDP- --ARTS---- ----VFFMTI S---P-LHN- ------SPA- ------QWGN PNGI------ ---------- K--CV--KET  [450] 
#OS12G01560                       KVMYGSFEDG ------DAKL DEVQMV---- ---------- -DGYEIALKK LTEY------ --LGANINK- --NKTR---- ----IFFAGS S---P-AHS- ------WAS- ------NWGG DDNN------ ---------- K--CL--NET  [450] 
#OS12G05080                       GGAY--FQEG --------NE VKMEMTVR-- ---------- -DAYQRSMQT LFHW------ ------LRN- --EVNTNKTQ ----IIFRTY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------DW-- -KTG------ -G-------- T--CH--LET  [450] 
#OS12G33194                       RWQM--YVSG ---------- VPSHDRDIAV IW-------- -KAKNFTIHN VVRW------ --LDDQLPR- -----HPHLK ----VFYRSL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------EW-- -NTG------ ---------- -GTCD---NK  [450] 
#OS12G36750                       RWQM--YVSG ---------- APSHDRDIAV IW-------- -KAKNFTIHN VVRW------ --LDDELPR- -----YPHLK ----VFYRSL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- T--CD---NK  [450] 
#PGL00000119                      GINY--FEEG --------GL VHPHME---- EP-------- -VAFEKALRT WATW-V---- ---DANIDP- -----L-HTQ ----VFFRSY S---P-VHF- ------NGR- ------MWGK KEGG------ -G-------- ---CF--NES  [450] 
#PGL00002746                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SEARRGNST VASH------ --DSEESNK- ---------- ----VHLSKN S---P-VQCD I-----YSG- ------KW-- ---------- ---------- VRECS-----  [450] 
#PGL00002747                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VFFRGF S---P-THF- ------SSQ- ------QW-- NKTG------ ---------- TNQCN--FET  [450] 
#PGL00002880                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VFMRTL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CD---NT  [450] 
#PGL00004010                      MGCY--FQVG --------NS LKLGMT---- IQ-------- -DAYQKAIST WASW-V---- ---ESTVNT- -----S-RTH ----VFFRSF E---P-SHW- ------MNS- ------ST-- -TRG------ ---------- ---CM--VSR  [450] 
#PGL00006230                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----ALVSCL PHIFP----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CN-----  [450] 
#PGL00006231                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VAYRKGLTT WANW------ --ISANLDP- ------RRSL ----VFYRTT S---P-KHD- ------SSG- ------EWNE PNGH------ ---------- R--CY--NQR  [450] 
#PGL00008023                      GGCY--FQEG --------NT VDMTMD---- VE-------- -TALRRAMKT WAQW------ -----VLQH- --LKSE-KSH ----VFLRSY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------SW-- -KTG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#PGL00008026                      ------YQEG --------DY LHPQLDTL-- ---------- -VAYEKGLRT WAKW-I---- ---DYNINP- -----T-KTK ----VFFRGF S---P-MHF- ------SAQ- ------QW-- -NKS------ -D-------- TYKCK--FQT  [450] 
#PGL00008944                      GVDY--FEEK --------GR VIPHMEEL-- ---------- -VAFEKALRT WARW-I---- ---DANIDP- -----K-HTQ ----VFFRGY S---P-VHF- ------HGQ- ------AWGK KVGG------ -G-------- ---CF--KET  [450] 
#PGL00009199                      VGCHGCQENE ---------A KQLGFY---- ---------- -FAFRHAIQA ALNG------ ----VRLLP- -----GFKGI ----AFLQTF T---V-DHF- ------EG-- ------QW-- -DAG------ ---------- -ATCN---RT  [450] 
#PGL00009692                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00012869                      GRNY--YEEG --------DQ VHPYFDVL-- ---------- -LAFRRALMT WASW------ --VDTHVDP- --RKTR---- ----VFFRSY S---P-SHF- ------WGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CV--GES  [450] 
#PGL00013631                      GKDY--YQEG --------DH VYPELNVL-- ---------- -EAYRKALMT WGKW------ --VDNNINP- --NKSL---- ----VFFRGY S---A-THF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GQCH--KES  [450] 
#PGL00013729                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -NGFAKGSNQ TVPX------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00013730                      VGCH--YCPG -------MNL TELEIP---- ---------- -FVYRKALRL AFKF------ ------INT- --SPNY-KGL ----TFFRTF T---S-DHL- ------KMV- ---------- -NGS------ ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00014185                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00014800                      GESWDLIMEG ------NRLY RNVNPL---- ---------- -VAYRKGLTT WANW------ --ISANLDP- --RRSL---- ----VFYRTT S---P-KHD- ------SSG- ------EWNE PNGH------ ---------- R--CY--NQR  [450] 
#PGL00015011                      KWDY--MQEG ---------- RNFYRD--MD RM-------- -VAYQKALTT WANW-I---- ---DSNIDI- -----R-RTR ----VFFRSF S---G-AHL- ------SAR- ------DW-- -NNP------ -T-------- GRNCY--KET  [450] 
#PGL00015470                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----FGMKGA S-----TAF- ------VAQ- ------DY-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00016142                      IGCH--YCPG ---------- -TNFTQ--LG FY-------- -FAYRKALRL AFKS------ ------INT- --SPDY-KGL ----TFLRTF T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DNG------ -G-------- T--CE---RT  [450] 
#PGL00016223                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------AKY- ---------- ------EW-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00016224                      NGGV------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -NREAREVNS IIKY------ ---------- ---------- ----ALHR-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00017505                      GWDY--MQEG --------NR FYTTMD---- QM-------- -VAYQKGMAT WGNW-I---- ---DSNIDP- -----R-RTK ----VFFRSF S---P-SHS- ---------- ------SI-- -TNG------ -G-------- N--CY--SEK  [450] 
#PGL00017520                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IYMYTA L--------- ---------- ------EX-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00017521                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------NLR ---------- ---------- ---------- ------GW-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00018170                      GGCY--FQEG --------ET VNMTVD---- VL-------- -TAFERSMKT VMEW-I---- ---RQEVNT- -----E-KTH ----VFFRSY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------TW-- -KTG------ -G-------- N--CH--LET  [450] 
#PGL00018304                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -IPF------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----AVVRSY F-----SHS- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00019845                      VGGQLWWEKG --------HE RKIENA---- ---------- -EAFAIATET ALKGIV---- ------SHP- ----DY-KGL ----TIFRTY S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKV  [450] 
#PGL00020147                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----HLQRAL Q---D----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00020630                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00021186                      RWHM--YVNG ---------- QPNDDEKLRD LK-------- -NARNLTVHS VVKW------ --LDKQFIK- -----YPNLR ----VFMRTL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -DSG------ ---------- -GHCD---NT  [450] 
#PGL00023246                      -WDL--IMDG --------N- -KLYTN--MD LM-------- -VAYKKALMT WTKW-I---- ---SANIDP- -----K-RSL ----VFFSTT S---P-KHY- ------DPR- ------EWSE TNVY------ ---------- H--CY--NQT  [450] 
#PGL00023256                      -WDL--IMDG --------NK LYTNMDLM-- ---------- -VAYKKALMT WTKW------ --ISANIDP- --KRSL---- ----VFFSTT S---P-KHY- ---------- ------EX-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00023257                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----EVVQSM S--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00023661                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PGL00023830                      ------YQEG --------DY LHPEMDPL-- ---------- -VAFEKGLTT WAKW------ --IDHNMNP- --TKNR---- ----VFFRGF S---P-MHF- ------SSE- ------QW-- HKSG------ ---------- THKCN--FET  [450] 
#PGL00026077                      RWHM--YVNG ---------Q PNNDLK---- ---------- -TARNLTVHS VVKW------ --LDKHFDK- -----YPNLR ----VFMRTL S---P-RHF- ------SNG- ------DW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CD---NT  [450] 
#PGL00026078                      MESPPSLPIG ---------- ---------- ---------- -EPDSISAKE LLRI------ ---------- -----S---- ----GLLSNA T-----KDF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---SV---EI  [450] 
#PGL00028109                      GESWDLIMEG --------NR LHRNMDPM-- ---------- -LAYRKGLTT WAKW------ --ISTNIDP- --RRSL---- ----VFFSTT S---P-KHY- ------SSS- ------EWNE PNGH------ ---------- R--CY--NQK  [450] 
#PP00001G00240                    IGCH------ --------AW PACFKQ--IG FA-------- -MPYEKALAY ILKG------ ---SLSIPG- -----Y-HGT ----TVYRSF G---P-EHF- ------EHG- ------DW-- -NHG------ -G-------- K--CN---RT  [450] 
#PP00002G00270                    LGCHGLPACK ---------- NEIGFD---- ---------- -PPYNKAIAN ILKG------ ---SLTIPG- -----F-SGT ----TVYRSF T---P-EHF- ------EDG- ------DW-- -DSG------ -G-------- R--CP---RT  [450] 
#PP00004G00340                    GGRF--YMGN --------NL TTHSIE---- ---------- -DAFRTGVRT WASW-M---- ---ERNLDP- -----E-TSQ ----VFFRSF A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------AW-- -NKG------ -G-------- H--CH--EEV  [450] 
#PP00009G00100                    RYDF--YHQG --------KP ANLTVS---- ---------- -QAYNMTVHN VVHF------ ---AHRKTQ- ----NT-SKI ----VYYRSL S---P-RHF- ------RNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- T--CD-----  [450] 
#PP00023G00570                    IGGH--TCDG ---------- -WETECKEIG FS-------- -DAYRTAIRN VLQG------ ------ILS- --IPGF-TGS ----VVFRSF S---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DNG------ -G-------- E--CV---RT  [450] 
#PP00057G00940                    GGRF--YMEQ --------KL TTHSNE---- ---------- -DAFKIGMKT WASW------ --MERNLHP- --TTTQ---- ----VFFRSF A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------SWNK AGH------- ---------- ---CH--EEV  [450] 
#PP00101G01110                    LNRFDYYYQG --------NP IDIAVP---- ---------- -LAYNLTVHS IVQW------ -----VSER- --IKNT-QTI ----AYYRSL S---P-RHF- ------RNG- ------DW-- -NTG------ -G-------- T--CD-----  [450] 
#PP00106G00770                    LGGH--ICDG ---------- -WKECEKEIG FA-------- -DPYRTAIHH LLKD------ ---SLSIPG- -----Y-TGT ----TILRTF A---P-DHF- ------EGG- ------AW-- -DSG------ -G-------- R--CK---RT  [450] 
#PP00154G00820                    IGGH--TCDG ---------- -WETECKEIG FF-------- -DAYRTAIRN VLQG------ ------ILS- --IPGF-TGT ----VVFRSF S---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DNG------ -G-------- E--CV---RT  [450] 
#PP00242G00420                    IGCHHCGAKA --------GL KQVGFF---- ---------- -SAYRRAIRT VFRE------ -----LLQS- --VPAF-DGV ----AVFRTF A---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------GW-- -DTG------ -G-------- T--CP---RT  [450] 
#PP00297G00240                    ------FPED -LPLVFYKQG RPVWPP---- ---------- -LSIREGLAA VLKSML---- ----EFIDD- --SVPA-TVL ----KVWRLQ S---P-RHF- ------HGG- ------EW-- -NQN------ -G-------- S--CSSSDLL  [450] 
#PP00309G00410                    GGAF------ --------QI GSNVTS--HG FE-------- -EAFKIALET WALW-I---- ---ESNLDP- -----M-KTQ ----VFFRSF A---S-VHF- ------RGG- ------SW-- -NTG------ -G-------- Q--CH--EEV  [450] 
#PP00326G00130                    MGGH--ICDG ---------- -WKECEKEIG FA-------- -DPYRLAIHS LLKN------ ---SLSIPG- -----Y-TGT ----TILRSF A---P-DHF- ------EGG- ------AW-- -DSG------ -G-------- R--CV---RT  [450] 
#PP00372G00360                    SGCYFQIGSS --------IR LGMKME---- ---------- -EAYRIAVAT WAAW------ --VNEQLNP- --DVTH---- ----VFFRSF E---P-SHW- -----LRKA- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CL--NSS  [450] 
#PP00390G00110                    -----IGRQG -GAFQVEKNV TSHGFE---- ---------- -EAFRIALTT WASW------ --MEKNIDP- --MKTQ---- ----VFFRSF A---S-IHF- ------RGG- ------TW-- -RSG------ ---------- -GHCH--EEV  [450] 
#PP00424G00030                    TWWNGTYEKK ---------- --------YD VL-------- -AGYGVAMKT ALKA------ ------IIA- --YPDY-KGL ----TILRTY S---P-EHY- ------EGG- ------EW-- -NTG------ -G-------- S--CT--GKT  [450] 
#PP00431G00060                    QGCK--FQVG --------DK LMDYDLR--- ---------- -TGLKKALHT WAAW-L---- ---EENLDT- -----K-KSQ ----VFWLSY ----PTVHF- ------RGG- ------TW-- -NRG------ -G-------- H--CH--QEK  [450] 
#PPI00001938                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -ESWKNQLQV ---------- ---------- ---------- ----ILLLED CDLLPEARG- ---------- ------SW-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00003925                      -WDL--IMDG --------NK PYTDMDPM-- ---------- -VAYKKALMA WSNW------ --ISANIDP- --KRSL---- ----VFFTTT S---P-KHY- ---------- ------KX-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00006425                      GWDY--FEEK --------GH VIPYMEEL-- ---------- -VAFDKALRT WARW-V---- ---DANIDP- -----K-HTQ ----IFFRGY S---P-VHF- ------HGQ- ------AWGK KVGG------ -G-------- ---CF--KET  [450] 
#PPI00007112                      RWNM--YVNG ---------- QPNNDRKVRD LR-------- -IARNFTVHS VVKW------ --LDKQFVK- -----YPKLR ----VFMRTL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -DSG------ -G-------- R--CD-----  [450] 
#PPI00007963                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -PENRKKLGS KGDR------ ---------- ---------- ----TIFLAK A-----RFL- ---------- ------TX-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00007964                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VAFEKGLTT WAKW------ --IDHNMNP- --TKTR---- ----VFFRGF S---P-MHF- ------SSE- ------QW-- HRSG------ ---------- THKCN--FET  [450] 
#PPI00008021                      IGCH--YCPG -------TNF TQLGFY---- ---------- -FAYRKALRL AFKS------ ------INT- --SPDY-KGL ----TFLRTF T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DNG------ -G-------- T--CE---RT  [450] 
#PPI00008416                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LRFEPRLKS M--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----P----- ---------- -------W-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00008417                      GGCY--FQEG --------NT VDMKMD---- VE-------- -TGLRRAMKT WVRW------ -----VLQH- --AKSE-KTH ----VFLRSY S---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------SW-- -NTG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#PPI00008688                      VGGQLWWEKG --------HK RKIENA---- ---------- -EAFAIATET ALKG------ ------VVS- --HPDY-KGL ----TIFRTF S---P-DHY- ------EGG- ------AW-- -NTG------ ---------- -GSCT--GKV  [450] 
#PPI00008837                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LVYQSSL-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IIFKAL V---N----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CC-----  [450] 
#PPI00008838                      GESWEAIMKG --------NR LYKNLD---- PL-------- -LAYRKGLTT WANW-I---- ---SANLDP- -----K-RSL ----VFYRTT S---P-AHE- ------SSS- ------EWNE RNGH------ ---------- R--CY--NQT  [450] 
#PPI00008849                      GGCY--FQEG --------QT VNMTLD---- VL-------- -TAFERSMKT VMEW-I---- ---RQEVNT- -----E-KTH ----VFFRTY A---P-VHF- ---------- ------RF-- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00013412                      ------FLEG --------DY LHPELDPL-- ---------- -VAFEKGMTT WAKW------ --IDHNIDP- --NKSR---- ----VFFRGL S---P-MHF- ------SSD- ------QW-- HKSG------ ---------- THKCN--FET  [450] 
#PPI00013432                      VGCH--YCPG -------MNF TELGIP---- ---------- -FVYRKALRL AFKF------ ------ITT- --SPNY-KGL ----TFFRTF T---S-DHF- ------ENG- ------EW-- -FSG------ -G-------- T--CN---HT  [450] 
#PPI00014229                      ------YQEG --------NY LHPQLD---- TL-------- -VAFEKGLRT WAKW-V---- ---DHNINP- -----T-KTK ----VFFRGF S---P-MHF- ------SAQ- ------QW-- -NKS------ -D-------- QFKCR--YQT  [450] 
#PPI00014345                      ------FPKE -TPLMFHKEG KLISPTLSIR ---------- -DGLHIVLQS MASY------ --IENTIPK- -------DRL ----KLWRTQ S---P-RHF- ------YGG- ------EW-N QNGS------ ---------- ---CTFDTLL  [450] 
#PPI00015461                      AESWDLIMEG --------NR LHRNMD---- PL-------- -LAYTKGLTT WSNW-I---- ---SSNLDP- -----R-KSL ----VFYRTT S---P-KHD- ------SSS- ------DW-- -NEP------ -N-------- GHRCY--NER  [450] 
#PPI00015845                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KFDPVK S---PMLFF- ------EKG- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------KPI  [450] 
#PPI00016354                      GESWDLVVEG --------NR VYRNMD---- PL-------- -LAYRKGLTT WANWIS---- ---ANLIQR- ---------- ----VLLSSS G---P----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00016634                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MTT WGKW------ --IDENVNP- ------ARTC ----VFYRGY S---A-AHF- ------RGG- ------EW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GTCN--GET  [450] 
#PPI00016712                      GESWDLIWEG --------NR LYKNMDPM-- ---------- -LAYRKGLTT WANW------ --ISTNIDP- --KRSL---- ----VFFSTT S---P-KHY- ------SSS- ------EWNE PNGH------ ---------- R--CY--NQK  [450] 
#PPI00029676                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00029965                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -DAYRKAIST WASW------ --VESTVNT- ------SRTH ----VFFRSF E---P-SHW- ------RNS- ---------- ---------- --------FT TKVCK--VSK  [450] 
#PPI00029966                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----PSKTY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00033679                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----LFLAGP SLDTP-SVM- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------ES  [450] 
#PPI00039894                      KWDY--MQDG --------RN FYGDMDRM-- ---------- -VAYRKALTT WANW------ --VDSNIDF- --HRTG---- ----VFFRSF S---G-AHL- ------SAR- ------EWNN RSGR------ ---------- N--CY--EET  [450] 
#PPI00044132                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -ESYKTR--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VFFRGF S---P-MHF- ------SSE- ------QW-- HRSG------ ---------- THKCN--FET  [450] 
#PPI00057730                      ------TQPG ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------FEIT A-----NHA- ------KHG- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------EET  [450] 
#PPI00057838                      GKDY--FQEG --------DE VHEKLDVL-- ---------- -TAFRRAMTT WGKW------ --IDENVNP- -----A-RTR ----VFYRGY S---A-AHF- ------RGG- ------EW-- -NSG------ -G-------- T--CN--GET  [450] 
#PPI00058297                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----PSKTY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00058298                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -DAYRKAIST WASW------ --VESTVNT- --SRTH---- ----VFFRSF E---P-SHW- ------RNS- ---------- ---------- --------FT TKVCK--VSK  [450] 
#PPI00058512                      VYIMKDEVVG -CHNCQEIKA QQLGFY---- ---------- -FAFRHAIQA ALNG------ ------IRL- --LPGF-KGI ----AFLQTF T---V-DHF- ------ENG- ------LW-- -DSG------ -G-------- T--CN---RT  [450] 
#PPI00063580                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -KTEPIVLRP PISS------ ---ENGTAN- ---------- ----VITSGS S--------- ------TGK- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CD-----  [450] 
#PPI00063597                      GKDY--YQEG --------DH VYAELNVL-- ---------- -EAYRKALTT WAKW------ --VDKNINP- --NKSL---- ----VFFRGY S---A-THF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KES  [450] 
#PPI00063681                      GILY------ ---------- ---------- ---------- -------TRA WISW------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------WLT GKEX------ ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00063682                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -VAYRKGMTT WANW------ --IDSNIDT- --SRTK---- ----VLFRSF S---P-SHS- ------STL- ---------- -NGG------ ---------- N--CY--SEK  [450] 
#PPI00064161                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -DMMDRAHLN LNHSML---- ---ENNI--- ---------- ----ANFRIQ T--------- ------SDA- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CS-----  [450] 
#PPI00065500                      GGCY--FQEG --------NT VDMKMD---- VE-------- -TALRRAMKT WAKW------ ---VRQHAK- ----SE-KTH ----VFLRSY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------SW-- -NTG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KET  [450] 
#PPI00065764                      GGCY--FQEG --------QT VNMTLDVL-- ---------- -TAFERSMKT VMEW------ ------IRQ- --EVNTEKTH ----VFFRTY A---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------TW-- -KTG------ -G-------- N--CH--LET  [450] 
#PPI00069149                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----ILI--- ------SH-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00069197                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -SARNLTVHS VVKW------ --LDKQLDK- -----HPNLR ----VFMRTV S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GRCD---NT  [450] 
#PPI00069990                      GRNY--YEEG --------GQ VHPYFD---- VL-------- -LAFRRALMT WASW-V---- ---DTHVDP- -----R-KTH ----VFFRSY S---P-SHF- ------WGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- R--CV--GES  [450] 
#PPI00069991                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IFFSFL X--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00070464                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------QNN- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#PPI00071160                      GINY--FEEG --------GL VHPHMDEP-- ---------- -VAFEKALRT WATW------ --VDANIDP- --LHTQ---- ----VFFRTY S---P-VHF- ------NGR- ------MWGK KEGG------ -G-------- ---CF--NES  [450] 
#PPI00072989                      GWDY--LREG --------NT LYTSMDFM-- ---------- -VAYRKGMTT WANW------ --IDSNIDT- --SRTK---- ----VLFRSF S---P-SHS- ------STL- ---------- -NGG------ ---------- N--CY--SEK  [450] 
#TBA00001677                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------LN ANRW------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----Q----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00004346                      TWDVVMEGNE --------TY SHIDPM---- ---------- -LAYRKALLT WANW------ -----SISS- --IDFS-KTT ----VFFSTM A---P-RHS- ---------- ---------- ---------- -G-------- ---CE--KER  [450] 
#TBA00006917                      GWDY--MQEG ---------- NRFYKD--MD RT-------- -VAYEKGMST WANW-I---- ---DSNIDT- -----R-RTT ----LFFRSY S---P-SHT- ------SPR- ------EW-- -NNG------ -R-------- GSNCF--GER  [450] 
#TBA00009852                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----P----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00010198                      K-GVNYYQEG DQVLPQLDVL ---------- ---------- -TAFRRALMT WASW------ -L-DTHIDV- -----K-KTQ ----VFFRSY S---P-SHF- ------WGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ ---------- -GRCE--GQF  [450] 
#TBA00011032                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -GDLGKNAEI VSTW------ ---DNLTND- ---------- ----NISPAL S---P-GNF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00011296                      GGCY--FQEG --------QT VHMKMD---- VE-------- -TAFQRSIST WVEW-V---- ---RQHVDS- -----E-KTH ----VFLRTY A---P-VHF- ------RDG- ------TW-- -KTG------ -G-------- Q--CH--EET  [450] 
#TBA00011691                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----P---Y- ------EGV- ------NYFE EGGR------ ---------- RASCP-----  [450] 
#TBA00012144                      GKDY--YQEG ---------- NHVYPD--LK VL-------- -EAYRKALMT WAKW-V---- ---DRMINP- -----N-RTL ----VFFRGY S---G-THF- ------SGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- Q--CH--KES  [450] 
#TBA00012145                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LGNSSRSRS FINF------ ---------- ---------- -----FFPNS N-----SAF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- K--VDNSTQD  [450] 
#TBA00015462                      TGCY--FQVG --------DS LKLGIK---- IE-------- -AAYQKAIST WASW-V---- ---DSMVNT- -----S-RTH ----VYFRSF E---P-THW- -------SG- ------SW-- ---------- ---------Y NLTCK--VTQ  [450] 
#TBA00015654                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----KLFPGP PLETP----- ------SGL- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00016428                      PMLFFEKDQP --------LL PPKSPD---- ---------- -EGLDMALQN MVDF------ ------VER- --SMPK-NAL ----KLFRTQ S---P-RHF- ------EGG- ------DW-- -NEG------ -G-------- T--CRKVKPL  [450] 
#TBA00017489                      GWDMMQIGNR --------MY IEMDPL---- ---------- -KAYKKALIT WLDW-V---- ---SKNINP- -----S-KST ----VFSRTT S---P-QHY- ------SEE- ---------- -KGK------ ---------- S--CY--KQI  [450] 
#TBA00017684                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------HTI A---P-DAF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00017880                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ML-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----IFX--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00017881                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -TAFERSMKT VMEW-I---- ---SKEVNT- -----E-KTH ----VFFRSY S---P-VHF- ------RGG- ------TW-- -QTG------ -G-------- H--CH--LET  [450] 
#TBA00019818                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VYIMKD E--------- ------IVG- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---CH-----  [450] 
#TBA00019847                      GKDY--YQEG ---------- DEVYGR--LD VQ-------- -TAFRRALMT WGKW-I---- ---DENLNT- -----A-KTH ----VFYRGY S---P-AHF- ------RGG- ------QW-- -NSG------ -G-------- K--CT--GET  [450] 
#TBA00021216                      RWQM--YVNG ---------- QPKNDKHLRD IK-------- -SALNFTVHS VVKW------ --LDGELNE- -----HQKFR ----AFMRSL S---P-RHF- ------FNG- ------DW-- -DSG------ ---------- -GSCD---NT  [450] 
#TBA00021480                      LGCH--YCPG ---------- -TNFTQ--LG FY-------- -FAYRKALRL AFKA------ ------INT- --SPDY-KGL ----TFLRTF T---P-DHF- ------ENG- ------RW-- -DNG------ -G-------- T--CE---RI  [450] 
#TBA00024636                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -TPQNKGNKK MQRW------ ---------- ---------- -----FFR-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
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#TBA00025353                      SWDYIEIGGK --------LY EDMDPM---- ---------- -LAYANGIAT WANW-V---- ---DFNINP- -----L-NTQ ----VIFSSI S---P-THS- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00026111                      ------FPKE -TPLVFYRRG KRISPS--LN IR-------- -DGLHVVLQS MASY------ ------IER- --TVPK-DRL ----KIWRTQ S---P-RHF- ------DGG- ------EW-- -NQN------ -G-------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00026417                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
#TBA00027512                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [450] 
 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  MP-------- ---------- -----FTEGS EGEMKS---- EDVSM----- RDIELEEFYK T--TTTQQEG SNSNIVLLDT TSMSLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--------- -PNPFAGLKN KE-------- --LNQVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  QP-------- ---------- --------LG GSSYPS---- GQPPS----- SGVVSKVLSS M--K------ --KPVTLLDI TTLSQLRKDA HPS----SYG G--------- ---------- ---------- --DGGT---- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   YP-------- ---------- -----APDTE GRDKSI---- FSEMI----- KEVVKNMT-- ---------- --IPVSILDV TSMSAFRSDG HVG----LWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --DNPLVP-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   EP-------- ---------- --------IF NTSYLA---- KYPSK----- MKALEYILRD T--MK----- --TPVIYMNI SRLTDFRKDG HPSIYRMVYR T--EKEKR-- ---------- ---------- --EAVSHQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             KP-------- ---------- --------YE GKVLEG---- LDLDM----- RKIEIEEYTA A--AAE---- --VRLEVLDV TAMSVLRPDG HPG----PYM Y--------- -ADPFKNGV- ---------- --PERIPN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  YP-------- ---------- ------IDKR SYWGTG---- SNQEI----- MKIVGDVLSR V--------- -GENVTFLNI TQLSEYRKDG HTT----VYG E--RRGKLLT KEQRA----- ---------- --DPKNYG-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  VP-------- ---------- --------VQ GPSYPG---- RPNEG----- EAIVKSVIGR M--A------ --KPVELLDV TAMTEMRKDG HPS----IYA G--------- ---------- ---------- --GGDRLN-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  QP-------- ---------- LLPGKVEEFF SVGNNG---- TNVEV----- RLVNQHLYNS L--KS----- -RSAFHVLDI TRMSEYRADA HPA----AAG G--------- ---------- ---------- --KNHD---- DCMHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  TP-------- ---------- -------FSG TTYPTS---- SYVNQ----- KKVIDDVVKE M--K------ --SHVSLMDI TMLSALRVDG HPS----IYS G--DLNPSLK R--------- ---------- --NPDRSS-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  KP-------- ---------- --------IM GSSYLA---- GPHAA----- EMVVAKVIKT M--K------ --NQARLMDV TLMSQLRKDG HPS----VYG F--------- ---------- ---------- --GGHRMA-- DCSHWCLSGV  [600] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  QP-------- ---------- --------FM GQRYPG---- GLPLG----- WVVVNKVLSR I--R------ --KPVHLLDL TTLSEYRKDA HPS----LYN ---------- ---------- ---------- --GISKDL-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  QP-------- ---------- --------LT GSTYPG---- GSLPA----- ASIVSRVLST M--------- -RTPVYLLDI TTLSQLRKDA HPS----TYG G--------- ---------- ---------- ----DGGT-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  IP-------- ---------- -------LSR GSKITG---- EGGSL----- DTIVESAVNG ---------- --TRVKILDI TALSKLRDEA HIA------- ---------- -------GCK LKPKKASNVT SAPTFN---- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  SL-------- ---------- ------IDKE GYTGRG---- SDPKM----- MRVLENVLDG L--KNRG--- --LNMQMINI TQLSEYRKEG HPS----IYR K--QWGTVKE NEIS------ ---------- --NPSSNA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  TP-------- ---------I LNMSFNVAYG QFSAVG---- TDYRL----- FPVAENVTQS L--K------ --VPIHFLNI TALSEYRKDA HTS----VYT I--------- --------KQ GKLLTREQQN DPANFA---- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  EP-------- ---------- -----ILNMS KPINVG---- TNRRL----- YEIALNATKS T--K------ --VPIHFLNI TTMSEYRKDG HTS----FYG S--INGKLMT PEQKL----- ---------- --DPRTFA-- DCYHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  TL-------- ---------- ------IEDP SYWGSD---- CRKSI----- MKVIGEVFGR S--K------ --TPITLLNI TQMSNYRKDA HTS----IYK K--QWSPLTA EQLE------ ---------- --NPTSYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  QP-------- ---------- --------FY GRKYPG---- GTPMA----- WVILNKVMRR L--K------ --KPVHWLDI TGLSQLRKDA HPS----AFS ---------- ---------- ---------- --GNHPGN-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----AMRQSX ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  LP-------- ---------- ---------- EIGTSL---- ASSET----- WEQLKILRDV L--SHNSNRS ETVKVKLLNI TAMAAQRKDG HPS----LYY L--GPH-GP- ---------- ---------- --APLHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  TP-------- ---------- ------IQDM NHWPSD---- CSKTL----- MKVIGEELDQ R--------- AEFPVTVLNI TQLSGYRKDA HTS----IYK K--QWSPLTK EQLA------ ---------- --NPASYS-- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   EP-------- ---------- --------ET DMKKME---- PDPIH----- NNYISQAIQE M--RYEH--- --SKVKFLNI TYLTEFRKDA HPS----RYR E--------- ---------- ---------P GTPEDAPQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   EP-------- ---------- --------IK NETYLT---- PYMLK----- MEILERVLRG M--K------ --TPVTYLNI TRLTDYRKDA HPS----IYR K--------- -QKLSAEESK SP-------- --LLYQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  EP-------- ---------- --------LL GTKYPG---- GLPAE----- VGVLKRALGK I--S------ --KPVTLLDI TMLSLLRKDA HPS----VYG L--G------ ---------- ---------- --GRNSSG-- DCSHWCLSGV  [600] 
#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           SP-------- ---------- --------FG ENKIDL---- QSNEM----- KIRKSQIEQL E--GITKRGN KAKKFAVLDV TRVMQMRPDG HPN----GYW G--NK----- ---------- ---------- --WMKGYN-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  HP-------- ---------- ------LPSL SSSTKP---- HVPQQ----- SRVLNKVLRT M--K------ --YRVYLYDI TTMSAYRRDG HPS----VFK R--------- ---------- --AMHEEEKH HRIAGPSS-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    TP-------- ---------- -----ILNMS MPFSVG---- TDYRL----- FSVAENVTHS L--------- -NVPVYFLNI TKLSEYRKDA HTS----VHT IRQGKMLTPE QQA------- ---------- --DPNTYA-- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   MP-------- ---------- ---------L NQTFKP---- SYSSK----- KSIVEDVLKQ M--R------ --TPVTLLNV SGLSQYRIDA HPS----IYG T--KPENR-- ---------- ---------- --RSRAVQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  MP-------- ---------- ------FKEG QANMKT---- VDDVM----- RDVELEVFQK F----GKGFG LGSNIRLLDT TGMSLLRPDG HPG----PYR HPNPFAGVKN ---------- ---------- --KSNVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  EP-------- ---------- ------VGEE AVEMKV---- LNKIL----- RDVEINQFER V--VT-EMGQ ESENLKLLDF AGMLLTRPDG HPG----PYR E--------- -FRPFDKDK- ---------- --NATVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  EP-------- ---------- ------VSDE EIEIKD---- VHKIL----- KDIEIDQFKR A--VREKTNQ DGGNLKLLDF TRMLLTRPDG HPG----EYR Q--FRPFDKD K--------- ---------- --NAKVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  EP-------- --------IL PGKLVKNGFT EIMHEK---- QATGY----- NQAVDKVAEN L--K------ --LKLKLMDI TEAFGYRHDG HPG----PFR S--------- -PDPNKITKR GPD------- --GRPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   KP-------- ---------- ------IKDK KFWGTG---- SNKQM----- MKVVSSVIKH M--T------ --THVTVINI TQLSEYRIDA HTS----VYT E--TGGKILT AEQRA----- ---------- --DPMHHA-- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  KP-------- ---------- ------IEEE SYWGSG---- SDIPT----- MRMVKRVLER L--G------ --PKVSVINI TQLSEYRKDG HPS----VYR K--FWEPLNE DRLK------ ---------- --NPASYS-- DCTHWCVPGV  [600] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   EP-------- ---------- --------ET DKRKLE---- PDASH----- NEYIYKVIEE MRYRH----- --SKVKFLNI TYLTEFRKDG HIS----RYR E--QGT---- ---------- ---------- --SVDVPQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    EP-------- ---------- --------IK NDTYLT---- PYPSK----- MKVLEKVLRG M--------- -KTPVTYLNI TRLTDYRKDG HPS----VYR K--QSLSEKE KK-------- ---------- --SPLLYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  QP-------- ---------- -------YRR NETIPE---- ADLKV----- HDIQREEFRA A--EEDGMKK SGLRLKLMDT TQAMLLRPDG HPG----RYG HLQNP----- ---------- ---------- --NVTLRN-- DCIHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  QP-------- ---------- -------YRS NETQDE---- TTMKL----- HKIQLEEFWR A--EE-EAKK KGKRLRLLDT TQAMWLRPDG HPS----RYG H--IPEA--- ---------- ---------- --NVTLYN-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  LP-------- ---------- -------DFG ASLVPA---- ETWDH----- IKLLQDVLSS S--LYYSNIS ETVKLKVLNI TAMAAQRNDG HPS----LYY L--GLA-GP- ---------- ---------- --APFHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   EP-------V KKGSIID--- ---------- SYPLK----- ---------- MKIVQEAIKE M--Q------ --VPVILLNV TKLTNFRKDG HPS----IYG K---T----- -NTDGKKVS- ---------- --TRRQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  TP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --MSI----- GKEVLQEESS D--YSAGRAV KGTGVKLLDI TALSHIRDEG HIS----RFS I--S------ ---------- ---------- --ASRGVQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   RP-------- ---------- --------IQ NETYTG---- VYPWM----- MKVVESVISE M--K------ --TPVFYMNI TKMTWYRTDG HPS----VYR Q--PADPRGT SP-------- ---------- --AAGMYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             EP-------- ---------- -------LPP GNLVTN---- GFTEI----- MHEKQATGFH RAVADDKLGN RSKKLKLMDI TEAFGYRHDG HPG----PYR SPDPKKITKR GPD------- ---------- --GQPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             EP-------- ---------- ------ITGT AYPVSS---- YTDQL----- RSVIVEVLHG M--H------ --NPAFLLDI TLLSSLRKDG HPS----VYS G--------- ---------- ----LISGSQ RSRPDQSA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  VP-------- ---------- -------LSR GSEITG---- DDGSI----- DATVESAVNG ---------- --TRIKILDI TALSELRDEA HISGSKLKPR K--PKKASNV T--------- ---------- --STPTIN-- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  EE-------- ---------- ---NQLDLWF DPRNNG---- VNKEA----- RKINQIIKNE L--QT----- --TKIKLLDL THLSEFRADA HPA----IWL G--KQDA--- ---------- ---------- --VAIWGQ-- DCMHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00019G03720                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --RENRKY-- TMVQWIIX--  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00630                  QP-------- ---------- -------IMD DSYIVN---- FPHVI----- KNVTEKIVAE M--D------ --GVVRYLNI THLSQYRIDA HTS----VFT E--RGGKLLT LEQQK----- ---------- --QPETFA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00670                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --LAFSFHHL ERMX------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00680                  QP-------- ---------- --------LL GSTYPG---- GSLPV----- VALLANVLES M--E------ --RPPYLLNI TTLSQLRKDA HLS----IYS P--------- ---------- ---------- --RGGN---- DCSHWCVAGL  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00690                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00700                  QP-------- ---------- --------FF GSTYPA---- GPLPH----- MALLENVLEN M--------- -ERPAYLLNI TTLSQFRKDA HIS----IYS N--------- ---------- ---------- ----RKGR-- DCLHWCVGGL  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00710                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00730                  QP-------- ---------- --------LS GSTYPG---- SLPDQ----- LGVIKNVIKS M--T------ --KPAYLLDI TTLSQLRKDA HPS----IY- ---------- ---------- ---------- --GLMSAR-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00750                  HP-------- ---------- -------IQG SYLGVG---- SSTEM----- MDIVVNTLRS M--N------ --VGVTYIKI TQLSEYRKDA HTS----LYT E--RAGKLLT AEQRS----- ---------- --EPNTYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00021G00760                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------G KSS------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#ATR_00023G00100                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------SQDN ANX------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#ATR_00023G00110                  EP-------- ---------- ------IRDE RYWGEG---- SDKRM----- IDAMDQVIAG M--REKG--- --VSVSFLNI TQLSEYRKDG HPS----IYR K--------- -QWEPLKPEQ LA-------- --DPASYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00023G00130                  TP-------- ---------- ------IEDP TYWGRG---- SSKGI----- MRVLGQVLSG M--------- -KVPVTLLNI TQLSEYRKDA HTS----IYK K--QWNPLTP EQLA------ ---------- --NPVSYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#ATR_00025G00340                  LP-------- ---------- -----ELGLI SSVSRE---- PWGEF----- VSMVADAAAR R--Q------ --GVVEVMNV SHLTNIRKDG HSS----IYY L--GGGAGP- ---------- ---------- --APLHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00025G02240                  RP-------- ---------- -------LRV GELVEN---- LFTER----- MHAQQKEGFE K--ALKKGSH GASRLRFMDI TEMFGYRPDG HPG----PYR S--PDPNKKT KRGPH----- ---------- --GEPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#ATR_00040G01910                  NP-------- ---------- -------LNN NQLDIW---- FDPRK----- RGVNKEARLM N--SIVKHAL LGSSIHLLDL AHLSEFRADA HPA----IWL G--KKDA--- ---------- ---------- --VAVWGQ-- DCMHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00040G02130                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------LWG F--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----WCFNX-  [600] 
#ATR_00045G02000                  QP-------- ---------- ---------L RNYTNG---- EFAEK----- LRLTEEVIKE M--R------ --TPVTVLNI TDISGLRVDG HPS----VYG R--KPGVS-- ---------- ---------- --PSSSVQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00048G01150                  VP-------- ---------- --------IS NESHLM---- PYPAK----- MSILESVLSS M--Q------ --TKVLYLNI TRMTDYRKDG HPS----VFR N--PITGNQQ ---------- ---------- --FTNKAQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00057G01830                  RP-------- ---------- LSQGQVEQLF SLERNR---- TNVEA----- RLVNQHLYKA I--EG----- --TSFRILDI SRMSEFRADA HPS----SSG G--------- ---------- ---------- --KKHE---- DCMHWCLPGL  [600] 
#ATR_00071G00870                  YP-------- ---------- ---------M SGTEGL---- DQNPF----- ASIVREVVYG M--K------ --APVKLLDI TYMSALRCDA HLG----KWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --DTPSVP-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00085G01050                  EP-------- ---------- --------IY NNAYLK---- KYPPK----- MKVLESVLHK M--K------ --THVTYLNI SRMTDYRKDA HPS----VYR K--QFKSPEE FA-------- ---------- --AAEKSQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00088G00740                  AP-------- ---------- ------FEER ERALEG---- MDKEM----- REIQVEEAES V--KK-KWPE FGKRLLVLDV TKLALMRPDG HPG----PYM N--------- -PFPFINGGE K--------- --RERVQN-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#ATR_00088G00780                  EP-------- ---------- ---------L GPEGVS---- ESAFE----- LEVREIQVHE V--KKVSKVS RDKRIKVLDV TKAMMVRPDG HPN----EHW H--GP----- ---------- ---------- --EMEAFN-- DCIHWCLPGP  [600] 
#ATR_00093G00040                  VP-------- ---------- ------FKNG EISMTD---- VDRIL----- HRIELEVYEK A--LE-EGTA KGLRLELMDT TQLSLLRPDG HPG----PYR Q--------- -FYPFAKDK- ---------- --NATVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#ATR_00114G00150                  EP-------- ---------- --------VR RPSYTP---- HVPPQ----- LVVVRGVLRS M--R------ --FPVYLLDI SEMSMYRKDG HPS----VFT W--------- ---------- ---PIKEQQR APLDHYAS-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#ATR_00114G00600                  QP-------- ---------- --------ET NLTELE---- REPWN----- NQVISETIEH I--KYVK--- --RNVHFLNI TYLTEFRKDG HPS----IHR E--EG----- ---------- ---------- --IPPIQQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G03940                        TP-------- ---------- ------IRDL SYWGPG---- TSKGL----- MRVIGEVFST S--------- -KVPVGIVNI TQLSEYRKDA HTQ----IYK K--QWNPLTP EQIA------ ---------- --NPKSYA-- DCTHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD1G03947                        TP-------- ---------- -------ITG DEHASY---- TSRAM----- LKVADEVLGG S-----RSRR AVVPVGVVNV TRMSEYRRDA HTQ----VYR E--QWGKTGV AGK------- ---------- --QEQSDA-- DCTHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G03970                        EP-------- ---------- --IATDARYV GGAGRR---- GYAAL----- AGAVEDAVRG L--GARG--- --VGVRLLDV TRISERRKDA HPS----VHR R--------- QWEPLTEAQR REDP------ --AGYA---- DCVHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G16610                        EP-------I MNRTW----- ---------- --VNIG---- TDWRL----- HGVAQGVLGS M--RR----- --VPVHLVDI TALSEFRKDA HTS----VHT L---R----- -QGKLLTREQ QADP------ --RAYA---- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD1G19320                        LP-------- ---------- ---------- ELVVNG---- TRRWP----- GMMMQPEAFG G--P------ --GGLRVLNV TMMTAQRMDG HPA----TYN V--EPSARLK MMPAAAGA-- ---------- --GAGQRA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G26890                        QP-------- ---------- MSSEEVEELF SLENNG---- TNAEV----- RLVNQHLLKA L--------- EQSTFRVLNV THMSEFRADA HPS------- ---------- ---------- ---------- TTGGKKHD-- DCMHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD1G31440                        EP-------- ---------- --------AF RGAVVE---- SYPEK----- TRIAAEVIAR M--R------ --FPVRLLNV TRLTSFRKDA HPS----VYG K--------- ---------- -----AAGAA ERRRKKKQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G32150                        RP-------- ---------- -------LQV ATDGDE---- IVFPQ----- QVVVRGVISS M--A------ --TPVSLLDI TSLSQLRIDA HPS----VYG G--------- ---------- ---------- --PAREGM-- DCTHWCIAGL  [600] 
#BD1G38400                        VP-------- ---------- ------FKPR QSGDRA---- MDNFM----- WRIERAEFAK A--VADDGAS NAGRLKLLDT FELSLLRPDG HAG----PYR A--------- -YDPFGKGS- ---------- --TGKIEY-- DCLGWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD1G43717                        RP-------- ---------- ----LGRDRT AEMVEP---- EAGFY----- RAQVEEFRAA A--KEARRSG GAVRLRLMDV TGMMLRRPDG HPG----RYG H--GPGQ--- ---------- ---------- --HDGFDV-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD1G43730                        RP-------- ---------Y VNGTGSSRLA GLDLDF---- HTAQV----- EEFAEAAEKR K--------- --GRLMLMDT TEAMLLRPDG HPS----RYG H--WAHENV- ---------- ---------- --TLYK---- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD1G43740                        RP-------- ---------- -----FRRSD AWEMDA---- VQKEM----- YRIQVEEFAA A--ET-AARA KGVRMMLMDA TEAMALRPDA HPG----KYR L--WQPE--- ---------- ---------- --KFKVSR-- DCVHWCLPGA  [600] 
#BD1G44890                        RP-------- ---------- --------YK EKEVGY---- TETAM----- RKTVVDAVAA A--NA-DADA GGLRFAALDV TKLANLRPDG HPG----PYM R--------- -NDPFAGGGE ---------- --DARVQN-- DCVHWCMPGP  [600] 
#BD1G44900                        KP-------- ---------- ------YDDD GWKVVG---- ETEAE----- MRKAVVEETA M--ASARRRR WGMRYEVLDV TRMAALRPDS HPG----VYI Y--EGAYAGA PV-------- ---------- --PEKAPN-- DCLHYCAPGP  [600] 
#BD1G44920                        QP-------- -L-EEREVSF --ESVGWELR KVQREE---- V--RR----- A----MRKEN L--AS-GAG- -KRYFGVMDV TKAMMMRADG HPD----RHY ---------- -------DKR WV-R------ --N-GS---- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD1G46280                        EP-------- ---------- --------IK NEQYLS---- TYPPK----- MSILEDVIHK M--K------ --TPVVYLNI TRLTDYRKDA HPS----IYR K--------- -QHLTEEERR SP-------- --ERYQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G64470                        TP-------- ---------- ---------L NDTRAR---- PVPER----- NAIFEQVTKQ M--R------ --TPVTIMNI TNLSGLRIDG HPS----IYG R--KAGDL-- ---------- ---------- --TTSSSQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD1G65530                        MP-------- ---------- -----IKNRT ASLDVG---- TDWRL----- YAGAQDVLQT F--RR----- --VPVHFVDI TALSELRKDA HTS----VHT L--------- ------RQGK LLTPEQQADP --KTYA---- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD1G65550                        AP-------- ---------- -----LMTGL NSTAQP---- ASTGQ----- QQVIQTVLQG M--R------ --SPVHLLDI TALSALRKDA HPS----VYS G--------- ---------- ----DLSPPQ RANLAASA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD2G07000                        EP-------- ---------- -------LNS TAPYPG---- GPIPQ----- QAILKSALAG M--A------ --KPVYLLDF TFLSQLRKDA HPT----KYD G--------- ---------- ---------- --GIFGG--- DCTHWCIAGL  [600] 
#BD2G24750                        KP-------- ---------- -----SSEAK GNDKSE---- LGDIL----- ADVVSSMN-- ---------- --APVTVLNV TLMGAFRTDA HVG----AWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --YPPTIL-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD2G28100                        AM-------- ---------- ------VQDA EYWGTD---- SRRSV----- MRVIGDILDG D--------G ADVPLTFLNI TQLSMYRKDA HTS----IYK K--QWNPLTA EQLA------ ---------- --DPKSYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD2G28400                        QP-------- ---------- -----AINYT KELELG---- TDWDL----- FSASHGFTKA M--KK----- --VPVHFINI TALSEIRKDA HTS----VHT L--------- --------RQ GKLLTKEQQA NPRKFA---- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD2G32220                        LP-------- ---------- -----YKNGE YSGKGM---- EHVMR----- AIELEEFNKA I--AAANSSG DVVRLKLLDT YSLSSMRPDG HVG----PYR M--------- -PYPFAEGNE D--------- --AASVQN-- DCLHWCVPGP  [600] 
#BD2G43447                        SP-------- ---------- -------ITN GTVVPW---- FPKSL----- ISIVETNIQS M--------- -STHVTYLNI THLSELRIDA HPS----VYT T-NREGKPLT MEQRH----- ---------- --QPIIYA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#BD2G45320                        QP-------- ---------- --------IT GPAYPG---- GPLPA----- QGAVRRALSG M--S------ --KPVFLLDI TLLSQLRRDA HPS----AYS ---------- ---------- ---------- --GQHPGN-- DCSHWCLAGL  [600] 
#BD2G45350                        EP-------- ---------- ------LRSN QTVMEG---- RDLQF----- YTAQMEEYRA A--EK-TAKA KGVRMMLMDA TAAMLMRPDG HPS----RYG H--WPNEKV- ---------- ---------- --QLYN---- DCIHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD2G45360                        RP-------- ---------- ------YRSN ETTIEG---- QERDM----- YTAQVEEFME A--KK-AAAA AGVDMALMDS TGAMLLRPDG HPS----RYG H--WPD---- ---------- ---------- --ANWEYK-- DCIHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD2G54010                        MP-------- ---------- -----LLNWR GPIWLG---- TDWDM----- FKVASNVTGA A--------A PRVPITFVDI TTMSERRKDG HTS----VHT IRQGQVLTPE QQA------- ---------- --DPGTYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD2G56830                        KP-------- ---------- -----TTEAK GTDRTE---- FGNIL----- ADVVANMS-- ---------- --IPITVLNV TLMGAFRSDA HIG----IWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --HPSTIL-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD2G58570                        KP-------- ---------- --------LD QVVRNS---- FTDKM----- YGEQITGFRK A--VR-NSGK HSSKLRLMDI TEPFSLRVDG HPG----PYT T--------- -PDLHKNTQR GPD------- --GKPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#BD2G58580                        KP-------- ---------- --------LD QVVRNG---- YT-------- DTMYGKQIAG FRKAVQNSGV HSSKLKLMDI TEPFALRADG HPG----PYR SPDPNKKTQR GPD------- ---------- --GKPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#BD3G01660                        IL-------- ---------- --EEHELDSW FDPRFG---- GVNKE----- ARLVNSAIQE A--LV-G--- --TDIQLLNL TYMSEFRADA HPA----IWL G--------- ---------- ------KKDA VAVWGQ---- DCMHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD3G23050                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#BD3G37610                        SP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LAKG----- SGIFQNHSDD A--DA-EGAV MGTRVKLLDI TALSRLRDEG HIS----RYS I--K------ ---------- ---------- --ATQGIQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD3G47317                        AP-------- ---------- --------LS GGSEVS---- GDRSG----- DLAAEHAVNG ---------- --TRVKLLDV TAISRLRSEG HIS----NHS V--G------ ---------- ---------- --AQREKY-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD3G56210                        SP-------- ---------- -YRGNETRLP ETEEAF---- HAAQV----- EEFRAAASEA D--QS-NGDG KKGRLVLMDV SEMMQMRGDG HPG----RYG H--WPHE--- ---------- ---------- --KVGFGI-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD3G56217                        RP-------- ---------- --YRRGDRAL GAFEAE---- YRGAQ----- VEALREAEAK A--RAKGKG- --KELLLMDV TGAMDLRPDA HPS----RYG H--LPGGTV- ---------- ---------- --EGNFIV-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#BD3G57480                        KP-------- ---------- --------IR NEHYLV---- PYPQK----- MSILEEVLHE M--K------ --TPVVYMNI TRMTDYRKEA HPS----VYR R--------- -QKLSEEERK SP-------- --ELYQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD4G05130                        DP-------- ---------- --------LA MGNKVF---- QNHSE----- DADAETAVKG ---------- --TRIRLLDI TALSRLRDEG HVS----RYS I--------- ---------- ---------- -RATPGVQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD4G40210                        DP-------- ---------- -------AAS SNGGGE---- SDRSSWMMEA MGVSSGTKEK K--------- --GDIVLLNV TYMTGLRRDG HPS----RHR E--------- ---------- ---------P GTPPGAPE-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD4G41440                        VP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LSNG----- SEVLQDHSND M--PA-EHAV KGTRVKLLDI TAISQLRDEG HIS----NRT L--R------ ---------- ---------- --APTGIH-- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#BD4G42860                        LP-------- ---------- ---------- DTTPFK---- SLEQW----- ADLLQPVHNV L--GS-SINP KLPGLDILNV TQMTARRKDG HLS----VYL S--------- ---------- --------PS GPVPLHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD4G44860                        EP-------- ---------- ------IVKP GYKGAT---- TDYSM----- MEKAQEIFRP L--EE-KG-- --IHVQVLNF TQLSDHRIDA HPT----VFR R--------- -QFVPLTAAQ VADP------ --SSYA---- DCTHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD4G44997                        LP-------- ---------- -----VLNYT EPFDLN---- HDMRM----- YDLVASTSRS M--KK----- --VPVTLIDI TRMSDYRKDA HTS----VYT I--------- --------RR DRLLTPKQRA DPEKFA---- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#BD5G15020                        LP-------- ---------- ------YVTT PKSVEQ---- WADML----- KPVNDVLGND K--RPKF--- --PGLDILNV TQMTAQRKDG HLS----VFS S--------- ---PFRQDQN NGTS------ --ETQKLE-- DCSHWCLPGI  [600] 
#BD5G15190                        EP-------- ---------- --------IF NQTYLT---- EYPER----- MRILEQVLSR M--K------ --TPVIYLNI SRLTDYRKDG HPS----VYR V--------- -RYDTEEERM ---------- --AAVMKQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#CMI00000518                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --IQTSAGGH AGTASFKPSP VPP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --PLENYG-- EVDGSDRGGP  [600] 
#CMI00001152                      RP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -GVSASRKEE ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00003325                      VP-------- ---------- ------FKKD QIVVDN---- AGAEM----- RKIELEEFEK A--ER-EGFE RGLKFKLLDT FQASLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--------- -YYPFANGT- ---------- --NVKVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#CMI00005196                      RP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --DNEY---- EKWRWQPNGC  [600] 
#CMI00007571                      RP-------- ---------- --------LS GIKNIP---- QKPAS----- DPVAESAVKG ---------- --TQVELLDI TGVSQLRDEA HIS----KYS I--R------ ---------- ---------- --AKDGSQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#CMI00007639                      EP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----IQND- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00008379                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- SC--------  [600] 
#CMI00009108                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00009353                      VP-------- ---------- ------YRKN EISLEG---- MNAEM----- YKIQLDEFAK A--VK-EGSA RGLKFKLVDT TYASLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y---P----- -YPFANDKNA ---------- --KVQN---- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#CMI00011529                      QP-------- ---------- --------EF NTSRFQ---- SEPWS----- NQITSEAIQQ F--------H DKNNVQVLNI TYLTQFRKDG HAS----VYY LGDGAGP--- ---------- ---------- --APIHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGM  [600] 
#CMI00011961                      HP-------- ---------- LLREEVERLF AFESHS---- PNTEA----- RLVNDHLQRA I--KDSSF-- --HLLHLLDV TYMSEFRADA HPS----TSG G--------- ---------- ---------- --KKHE---- DCMHWCLPGI  [600] 
#CMI00012342                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---KVKLVDI TYSGLLRPDG HPS----SYR D--MSHLSDI KA-------- ---------- --SKPAPN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#CMI00013875                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --AFQFAPEG FPK----LHL ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00014316                      QP-------- ---------- --------IF NETFLG---- SYPVK----- MQIVEDVIQQ M--------- -QTPVVLLNV TSLTDFRKDA HPS----VYG K--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- HFTEVETPKL  [600] 
#CMI00014513                      EP-------- ---------- --------IL GSLYPG---- PFPAQ----- MQVSEGILGR M--R------ --SPVYFLNI TTLSQLRKDA HPS----IYS N--------- ---DLTVGQR KSP------- --DRYA---- DCSHWCVPGL  [600] 
#CMI00015101                      EP-------- ---------- --------VK LMSFSP---- PVPPQ----- VPILKETLKK M--R------ --FPVYLLDI TGMSEFRKDA HPS----VYS S--------- ---DFNTVQR RDP------- --DEFA---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#CMI00016461                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------YQ E--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00018183                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------EG SPS------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- GQLKLYLDII  [600] 
#CMI00019649                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00021478                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00024128                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------FQEG RT-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#CMI00027327                      RP-------- ---------- ------FTDD EVPLNG---- FTQMM----- RAHQLHAYEK A----KNSLK NKSKIKLLDI TPIFEYRADG HPG----PYR N--PDPNKKT TRGPK----- ---------- --GEPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#CMI00027594                      LP-------- ---------- --------IF NESYLI---- MYPPK----- MNVLESVLKE M--------- -KTPVMYLNI TRMTDYRKDG HPS----VYR K--------- ---------- ---QYLTQEE RMAPERYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.A01898                     EP-------I --TKEGY--- ---------- -WGS-G---- SNREM----- MRVLQKALNK L--SK-RG-- --LNVQMLNI TQLSEYRKDA HVS----IYK G---Q----- -AKNLTQHQI ANP------- --ATYA---- DCFHWCLPGL  [600] 
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#Eucgr.A01900                     QP-------- ---------- --------YF GYRYPG---- GLPLS----- WAVVNKVLSR V--K------ --KPVYLLDI TTLSEYRKDG HPT----YYS G--------- ---------- ---------- --DHGGIM-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.A01902                     QP-------- ---------- --------YL GTKYPA---- GLPES----- WAIVNKVLSG I--K------ --KPVYLLDI TTLSQHRKDG HPS----LYS G--T------ ---------- ---------- --RRGKGV-- DCTHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.A01903                     QP-------- ---------- -------IMD NSDRKT---- FLHTI----- KEITERTIER T--R------ --FPVTYLNI TKLSEYRRDA HPT----VYT S--RGGKLLT AEEKR----- ---------- --HPEVHA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.A01950                     QP-------- ---------- --------ML GSSYPV---- GTNPA----- EAIVEKVLRG M--S------ --KPVQLLNI TTLSALRKDG HVG----VFG Y--------- ---------- ---------- --GGPKAI-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.A02463                     QP-------- ---------- --------IK NDTYLR---- QYPPK----- MIVLEKVFRG M--K------ --THVNYLNV TKMTDYRKDG HPS----IYR K--------- -QHLTDVERR SP-------- --LRFQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.A02628                     EP-------- ---------- ---------- ------ETDY TKLEA----- EPLYNLYISN T---VGEMKD RNRKVQYLDI TFLSEFRIDG HPS----EHR EPGT------ ---------- ---------- ----PADAPQ DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.B01121                     LP-------- ---------- ---------- ELGALS---- ATPET----- WSQFKVVSDV L--SAHSSAP KAIKFDVLNI THMTSRRKDG HAS----LYY L--GPDTGP- ---------- ---------- --APVHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.B02240                     VP-------- ---------- --------MS GTAYPG---- EYLEQ----- MRVVDEVLKD M--H------ --NPAYLLDI TMLSALRKDG HPS----IYS G--------- ---------- --ELNQQQRA HPDRYA---- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.B03636                     DP-------- ---------- --------FK EETYAF---- KYPRK----- MRILEYVMKG M--K------ --TPVFYLNI TRITGLRKDA HPS----IYR K--PNLTEEE ---------- ---------- --RRSPVQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.C00073                     GP-------- ---------- --------IS SGGFLN---- NYPLK----- MRIVEEVIKE M--------- -RVPVMLLNV TRLTNFRKDG HPS----VYG KNTTKGRK-- ---------- ---------- --VSIRRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.C03303                     MP-------- ---------- --------MS IGKEVL---- QDKSS----- DVAAESAVRG ---------- --TKVRLLDI TALSQVRDEG HIS----RFS I--------- ---------- ---------- -KGTTGMQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.E02713                     SP-------- ---------- --------LS GSTYPT---- GAPPA----- TSVVSKVLNS M--K------ --TPVYLLDI TTLSQLRKDA HPS----TYS ---------- ---------- ---------- --GDHSGT-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.F01211                     YP-------- ---------- -------IQG PYWGSG---- SNLEI----- MKIVRHALRQ L--K------ --INVTLLNI TQMSEFRKDA HTS----VFT E--RKGKLLT KAQRS----- ---------- --DPKTFG-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.F01363                     QP-------- ---------- --------MP GSTYPG---- GPPPA----- VAVLKGVLSK I--K------ --KPVVLLDI TNLSLLRKDG HPS----MYG L--------- ---------- ---------- --GGRTAM-- DCSHWCLAGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.F01364                     QP-------- ---------- --------VL GSVYPG---- PSIPA----- EGILSNVLSM M--E------ --KPAKLLDV TLLTQLRKDG HPS----IYT G--------- ---------- ---------- --QAESTD-- DCSHWCLAGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.F02742                     RP-------- ---------- -----SLKTK GRDKSS---- ISDII----- MKVTKQMA-- ---------- --FPIRVLHV TPMGAFRSDA HVG----TWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --DNPSVP-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.F03235                     QP-------- ---------- --------IS GSEYPA---- GPPPP----- AAVVSEVLGK M--A------ --TEVTLLDI TKLSQLRKDG HPS----AFG S--------- ---------- ---------- --EGHRGN-- DCSHWCLAGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.G01129                     KP-------- ---------- LLPEQVEELF GIENNG---- TNVEA----- RLVNQHLYKA L--KG----- --SDFHVLDI THLSEFRADA HPS----TF- ---------- ---------- ---------- --GGKKHD-- DCMHWCLPGI  [600] 
#Eucgr.G03092                     TP-------- ---------- ------IEDP NYWGSD---- SRKSI----- MQVIGEVFSK S--K------ --VPITFLNI TQLSNYRKDA HTM----IYK K--QWSPLTP EQLA------ ---------- --NPVSYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.H01509                     LP-------- ---------- ---------- DLGSSP---- VSLVH----- LKILTDLLTD R--SNQTVK- --NNLHVLNI TAMTARRKDG HSS----LYY L--GPKLGP- ---------- ---------- --APLHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.H02546                     EP-------- ---------- --------IF NESYLE---- NYPSK----- MRVLENVLQE M--R------ --TPVTYLNI SRLTDYRKDG HPSVYRTAYR T--AQEQM-- ---------- ---------- --AAEQSQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.H03574                     LP-------- ---------- ---------- ELGSSL---- VPSDN----- WLHYKSITNK L--AVHSNAS EAIKVNILNI THMTSQRKDG HSS----LYY I--GPPTGP- ---------- ---------- --ASIRRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.H03575                     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----IWDDN YPL------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----YQSR-- EC------GL  [600] 
#Eucgr.H04947                     YP-------- ---------- -----LLEAS RSDQHV---- LADIA----- EEVVKNMS-- ---------- --FPATLLRI TSLSAFRIDA HVG----NWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --NNPSVP-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.I00187                     SP-------- ---------- --------LS KGSVVS---- RDESN----- DLVVQSAVRG ---------- --TKVKILDI TALSELRDEG HIS----RFS A--K------ ---------- ---------- --ASDGVK-- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#Eucgr.I02565                     EP-------L LDSQLDM--- --------WF DPSNNG---- VNKEA----- RLLNDLIEGT L--RG----- --SDIQLLDL THLSEYRADA HPA----IWL G--KKDA--- ---------- ---------- --VAVWGQ-- DCMHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.J00170                     TI-------- ---------- ------IEDP NYWGSD---- CRKGV----- MRVIGEVFSK T--K------ --VPIVLLNI TQLSSYRRDA HTS----IYK K--QWHPLTA EQVA------ ---------- --NPASYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.J00171                     AM-------- ---------- ------IEDP NYWGSD---- CSKSI----- MRVIGQVFSK A--E------ --VPITVLNI TQLSSYRKDA HTS----IHK K--QWNPLTP EQLA------ ---------- --NPVSYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.J00196                     MP-------- ---------- -----VLNTT AQLNVG---- TDRRL----- FVIADNVTRS M--K------ --LPVHFMNI TTLSEYRKDA HTS----VHT I--------- --------RQ GKMLTPEQQA DPQTYA---- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.J00985                     QP-------- ---------- ---------L AYFSHR---- HVPEQ----- LVVLQQVVRR M--R------ --FPVYLQDI TAMSALRRDG HPS----VYR R--AMNQQER QN-------- ---------- --PRGFSS-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.J01893                     VP-------- ---------- --------TS STTYPG---- TFPEQ----- MKVISTAIKG M--------- -QTPVNLLDI TMLSALRKDG HPS----IYS GDLSPEQKA- ---------- ---------- --NPDHSA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.K01183                     RP-------- ---------- --------LA VSRYPA---- GPSPA----- ELVAEKVIRS M--T------ --YPVRLLNV TYLSQLRVDG HPS----VYG F--------- ---------- ---------- --GGHRNM-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K01184                     HP-------- ---------- --------LA VRRYPA---- GPNPA----- ELVVEKVIRS M--------- -TYPVRLLNV TYLSQLRVDG HPS----VYG L--------- ---------- ---------- --GGHRTM-- DCSHWCLAGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K02575                     EP-------- ---------- --------QS DSTRPR---- SETLY----- NPLIYEVIKD M---GGRNA- --SKVHFLNI THMTEFRNDG HPS----SHR E-P-GT---- ---------- ---------- --PPTAPQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K02955                     EP-------- ---------- ------IAKE GYWGSG---- SDPGM----- MRVVESVIDQ L-------KA RGLGVQILNI TQLSEYRKEA HPT----IHR RQWEPLTEEQ KA-------- ---------- --KPTSYA-- DCFHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K02956                     EQ-------- ---------- ------ITRE GYWGNG---- SVPAM----- MRVVESVIEK L-------KT RGVTIHVLNI TQLSEYRKEA HPA----IYR KQWHPLTKEQ LA-------- ---------- --YPISYA-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K02957                     EP-------- ---------- ------ITRE GYSGSG---- SRPEL----- MRAVEAVIGR L-------RA RGLGVRILNI TQLSEYRKDA HPS----IYK RQWHPLSREQ LA-------- ---------- --DPTSYA-- DCFHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K02958                     EP-------- ---------- ------ITEG GYRVRR---- STRGM----- MHTLRKAVNK L--QK-RG-- --LNVHVLDI TKLSEYRKDA HSS----IYK E--------- -QTKNLTQHQ MANP------ --VTYA---- DCFHWCLPGL  [600] 
#Eucgr.K02974                     KP-------- ---------- ------VMKK NHWGTG---- SDKRI----- MKVVSSVVEK M--------- -KVPVTFINV TQLSEYRIDA HSS----IYT ETGGSLLTDE QKA------- ---------- --DPLHHA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.K03547                     RP-------- ---------- ---------L NTSSIN---- WYSEK----- NAILEDVMRH M--K------ --TPVTLLNI SGLSAYRIDG HPS----IYG G--RMRKG-- ---------- ---------- --RSSNIQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#Eucgr.L03073                     EP-------- ---------- ------ITRE GYSGSG---- SRPEL----- MRAVEAVIGR L-------RA RGLGVRILNI TQLSEYRKDA HPS----IYK RQWHPLSREQ LA-------- ---------- --DPTSYA-- DCFHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00000280                      PP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------I VRKSPFMPAK ES-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00002300                      QP-------- ---------- --------IL NGTLLG---- HYPVQ----- MTIVEEVIQQ M--------- -KTPVTLLNV TRLTDFRKDG HPS----VYG KQLVDK---- ---------- ---------- --KASNIQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00002328                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00002329                      QP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------IFN F--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------NPGX  [600] 
#GBI00003193                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --KNVQLLNI TYLTQLRKD- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00003825                      ---------- ---------- ---------- --GVNR---- EAREV----- NAIIKRPLQG ---------- --TSIHLLDL THLSEFRADA HPA----IWL G--RKDA--- ---------- ---------- --VSIWGQ-- DCMHWCLPGL  [600] 
#GBI00004532                      KP-------- ---------- --------FS GTNKIM---- QKPAN----- DPVAESAVNG ---------- --TRVELLDI TGVSQSRDEA HIS----KYS I--K------ ---------- ---------- --AKNGSQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00004587                      QP-------- ---------- --------IF NESYLI---- TYPPK----- MNVLESVLKE M--K------ --TPVVYLNI TRMTDYRKDG HPS----LYR K--QYLSQEE RM-------- ---------- --APDRYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00006281                      VP-------- ---------- ------YKKN EISVDD---- MNAEM----- YKIQLEEFRK A--VK-EGSA RGLKFRLIDT TWASLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--------- -YYPFANDKN A--------- --KVQN---- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#GBI00007295                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00007307                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------IYDD TRKPIYNEDC PFQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----RNAW-- NCMKNKKPNM  [600] 
#GBI00007382                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----ALEQL GYTEGFRVDG GG-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00007613                      KP-------- ---------- ---------I LDPRNL---- GKYPL----- SQILLDVVAR M--K------ --AHVRILNV TT-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00009760                      QP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --ATLGRHSA HQG------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------LK-- GTYRLDVDIP  [600] 
#GBI00013099                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --DKRRVHEI SGRQEFRTEG FYA------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --FRYEDY-- NCSVE-----  [600] 
#GBI00013823                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00013941                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00014329                      EP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -RYDEMCKEI FKG------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00015156                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----NLLNI TYMSEFRADA HPS----ISG G--------- ---------- ---------- ----KKHE-- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#GBI00016442                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00016755                      LP-------- ---------- -------HDQ KGMDKN---- GLENMDKGSN TNKTEDILVN T--KNGTEYF NSTGIDVPDV IPINSTDGNG GKQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --GAVLGQ-- GDNQEIVPKQ  [600] 
#GBI00016802                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00016918                      VP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- FKKDQIVMEN I--D------ --AEMRKVEL EEFETAAKEG FAR------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -GLKFKLL-- DTSQASL---  [600] 
#GBI00017675                      EP-------- ---------- --------VK YRSYKP---- PMPPQ----- VAIVKEVLKR T--------- -RFPISLLDI TRLSQFRKDG HPS----VYS TDLTTEQRK- ---------- ---------- --DPDEFA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00023219                      RP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------VYSG K--ACKRWLS EMWACRLTQR TDFSYEKFRW QPD------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- NC------DM  [600] 
#GBI00023280                      EP-------- ---------- --------IY NETYLS---- KYSSK----- MIVLESVIKE M--------- -KTPIMYLNI TRITDYRKDG HPSIYRRIYL S--QEEKI-- ---------- ---------- --ASERYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00024264                      EP-------- ---------- ----IDKMEE EKERIY---- GERKR----- MSIVEKVLGD T--K------ --IGVKLLNV TRLSMYRKDA HSS----VYT S--KYITMTN K--------- ---------- --NDYSIA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#GBI00024384                      EP-------- ---------- --------IM DEIYLR---- ALPPQ----- VQIVGSVLQQ M--------- -TVHVSFLNI TRLSDYRKDA HPS----VYG D--------- ---------- -----LTAEQ RTDPDHFA-- DCSHWCVAGL  [600] 
#GBI00024805                      RP-------- ---------- --------FS GINKLI---- QKPAN----- DPVAESAVKG ---------- --TRVELLDI TGISQLRDEA HIS----KYS I--K------ ---------- ---------- --AKNGAQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GBI00025061                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------L MPLMTRQKIG NMQ----IY- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00025062                      EP-------- ---------- ----ILKMEE EEGRIN---- PDMKR----- VWTIEMVVED M--------- -KFGVKLLNV TWMSIHRKDA HSS----VF- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GBI00025935                      RP-------- ---------- ------FTDH EVTVNG---- FTQLM----- RTHQMHAYEK A--K--KNLK NRSKLILMDI TSVFEYRADG HPG----PYR S--LDPNKIT KRGPN----- ---------- --GQPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#GBI00027480                      EP-------- ---------- --------IA SDEFIN---- GYPWR----- MRVVEDVLEE M--K------ --FPVSLMNI TRMSDFRKDA HPS----VYT L--RKDSAGE KKKLTMEQRN ---------- --DPEQFA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#GBI00029629                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----WVQKNG YSK------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------A-- GCSPWCFSGV  [600] 
#GBI00029886                      EP-------- ---------- --------LA GYGYAA---- PFPPQ----- LRIAEGVVSR M--K------ --SPVYFLNI TRLSQLRKDA HPS----IYN A--DLTVGQR K--------- ---------- --NPDRYS-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#GBI00029995                      QP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------ILNG TLLGHYPVQM TI-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00004981                      QL-------- ---------- --------LA GANRTL---- KSRIT----- DPVADSAVRG ---------- --TAVDLLDI TGLSQLRDEA HLS----KYS I--T------ ---------- ---------- --VKNGAQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GMO00005253                      WP-------- ---------- -------EFN TSNFEE---- ERGTN----- RLMLDVLAEH D--RA----- --KHVQFLNI SYLTQFRKDG HAS----IYY L--GNGSGP- ---------- ---------- --ASIRKQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GMO00006383                      SP-------- ---------- --------YT DANLVT---- NGFTD----- MMLSRQLKPF E--EARKEVK NGSKMLLLNI TSIFHYRG-- -------RWA S--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----WTLX--  [600] 
#GMO00006756                      ---------- ---------- --------GT NITELG---- FFFAY----- RKALSLAFIQ I--------- ------YLYI TKFQGINITE D------LYS X--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00006757                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --LKFRLIST TRASLMRPDG HPG----PYR Y--------- -YYPFSQNKT A--------- --KVQN---- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#GMO00007071                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00007072                      HP-------- ---------- ------KDNP GELGNY---- TFSEF----- SHGLANVVSN M--Q------ --VPVAILNV TTLSAYRNDA HVG----NWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --GLLTAP-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#GMO00007527                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --NEVLYLNI TRMTDYRKDA HPS----IYR R--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00011709                      KP-------- ---------- LALQEVYHLF TTGKSG---- TNVEG----- RLANSHLVNA V--------- RSSSFYMLDI TAMSEFRADA HPS----KWG G--------- ---------- ---------- ----KKHE-- DCMHWCLPGL  [600] 
#GMO00013619                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00015254                      QP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------FLNE EFINPYPERM RIV------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- E---------  [600] 
#GMO00017486                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --TGIYQLDL THLSEYRIDA HPA----TWL G--RSDA--- ---------- ---------- --VSIWGQ-- DCMHWCLPGL  [600] 
#GMO00019489                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00020816                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#GMO00031290                      EP-------- ---------- -----MTEAS SSDISE---- SFPEL----- FQVAANVVAS M--K------ --SRVEFLNL TMMSLLRKDA HPS----VYL P--------- ----GLSPDQ RRDP------ --DIYS---- DCSHWCVPGL  [600] 
#GMO00031544                      QP-------- ---------- -------TSG VTYSPS---- EYPPQ----- YRIGAAVVGR M--R------ --SPVRFLNV TFMSLLRQDA HPS----IY- ---------- ---------- ---------- --NSQRSA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS01G11810                       RP-------- ---------- --------VN GTAYPG---- GPIPQ----- QAVLRSALAG M--------- -AKPVYLLDF TYLSQLRKDA HPT----KYN ---------- ---------- ---------- --GGIFGD-- DCTHWCVAGL  [600] 
#OS01G30970                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#OS01G42810                       SP-------- ---------- ------ITDE TKIVPW---- FPRGL----- VSIVERNIRS T--------- -RTPVTYLNI TRLSELRVDA HPS----VYT ITREGKPLST EQRQ------ ---------- --QPLVYA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS01G46350                       QPVAGSAYPA ---------- ---------- GPVPA----- ----Q----- SAVRSAIAGM S--------- --KPVFLLDI TLLSQLRRDG HPS----GYS G--G------ ---------- ---------- ----HPGN-- DCSHWCLAGV  [600] 
#OS01G46400                       QP-------- ---------- ---------L RSNETV---- MEGRD----- LHFYTAQMEE YRAAEKVAEA KGRRMMLMDA TAAMLMRPDG HPS----RYG H--LPNQ--- ---------- ---------- --KVQLYN-- DCIHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS01G46410                       RP-------- ---------- ------YRGN ETAMGG---- MDLEF----- YTSQVEEFRE A--QR-EAAA NGVDMVLMDP TAAMLLRPDG HPS----RYG H--WPDE--- ---------- ---------- --KRVLYN-- DCIHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS01G61460                       MP-------- ---------- -----LLNWH GPIWLG---- TDWDM----- FHAAANVSRT AATR------ --VPITFVDV TTMSERRKDG HTS----VHT IRQGKVLTPE QQA------- ---------- --DPGTYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS01G65800                       FP-------- ---------- -----TAEAK GDDRSE---- FGDIL----- AGVVVNMS-- ---------- --VPATILNV TLMGAFRSDA HIG----IWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --HPSTIL-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS01G68630                       KP-------- ---------- --------LD VVVRNG---- FTDTM----- YGKQVSGFTK A--VQ-NSGK HGSRLKLMDI TEPFALRPDG HPG----PYR S--------- -TDPNKKTQR GPD------- --GRPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#OS02G02580                       RL-------L QEHELDL--- ---WFDPRFG GVNKE----- ----A----- RLVNSAIQEA L--IG----- --TDIQLLNL TYMSEFRADA HPA----IWL G---K----- -KDAVA---- ---------- --VWGQ---- DCMHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS02G49650                       RP-------- ---------- -------FRR DERALG---- AVEAE----- YLAVQVDAVR E--AEAAVRR NGGELRLLDI TEAMDLRPDG HPS----RYG H--PPGGSV- ---------- ---------- --EGSFVV-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS02G49660                       RP-------- ---------- ---------M RSDETG---- LPETE----- AAFHAAQVEE F--RAAAAAA AGGRFLLMDV SGMMQMRGDG HPG----QYG H--WPHE--- ---------- ---------- --KVGFGI-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS02G53380                       EP-------- ---------- --------IT NEKFLT---- PYPRK----- MSILEDVLSG M--------- -KTPVVYLNI TRMTDYRKEA HPS----VYR K--QKLTEEE KK-------- ---------- --SPQIYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS03G18110                       AP-------A AAAAAGL--- ---------- NATTAQ---- ATSGQ----- DQVIQATLRS M--K------ --SPVRLLDI SALSALRKDA HPS----VYS G---D----- -LSPAQRANP G--------- --GGSA---- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS03G18120                       WP-------- ---------- ------ITQR GYRGSG---- SDRRM----- MEVMSDVLGR M--R------ --TPVTLLNI TQLTEHRVDA HVS----VYT E--TGGLLVT DEEKT----- ---------- --DPQRYT-- DCIHWCIPGV  [600] 
#OS03G18140                       LP-------- ---------- -----ITNRT TSLDVG---- TDWRL----- YAGAQEVLQT F--------- RRVPVHLVDI TALSELRKDA HTS----VHT L--RQGKLLT PEQQS----- ---------- --DPKTYA-- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS03G19470                       LP-------- ---------- ---------L SDTRVR---- PVPEI----- NMILEQVAQQ M--------- -KTSVTILNI TNLSGLRIDG HPS----VYG R--KAVVGL- ---------- ---------- --TASSVQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS03G60300                       EP-------- ---------- --------IA AEEYRG---- TSGTD----- MAFARAVEAE A--R--RLGE RSVAVRLINV TRLSERRKDA HPS----VHR R--YWDPVTD EQRR------ ---------- --NPSSYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS03G60340                       TP-------V GAADAAS--- ---------- --YCGS---- TSRRM----- VQVAGEVLGA S--R------ --VPVGVVNV TRMSELRRDA HTQ----VYR E---Q----- -RWAKPTAEQ LAADP----- --RSYA---- DCTHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS03G60350                       TP-------- ---------- ------IRDL SYWGPG---- TSKGL----- MRVIGEVFST S--------- -KVPVGIVNI TQLSEYRKDA HTQ----IYK K--QWNPLTP EQIA------ ---------- --NPKSYA-- DCTHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS04G39130                       EP-------- ---------- --------LR EEAMID---- QTEWA----- IRNAQVEEAD R--TKKNNGK GGVKIEIIDI TKAMSMRPDA HPG----IHW N--NQ----- ---------- ---------- --WMRGYS-- DCSHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS04G42900                       EP-------- ---------- --------IF NRTHLA---- EYPEK----- MRILEQVLGR M--------- -RTPVIYLNI SAMTDYRKDA HPS----VYR V--RYETEEE RM-------- ---------- --AAVAKQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS05G12380                       LP-------- ---------- ------YKKG EYSGKD---- MDRIM----- RPIELEEFRN A-MAALGGSR NSANLKLLDT YSISSMRPDG HVG----PYR Y--PFLKGDK D--------- ---------- --AKSVQN-- DCLHWCVPGP  [600] 
#OS05G28630                       QP-------A INYTKKL--- --------EV GTDWD----- ----L----- FSTAHHVTKA M--KR----- --VPVHFINI TALSEIRKDA HTS----VNT L---R----- -QGKLLTKEQ KANP------ --RKFA---- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS05G28830                       EM-------- ---------- ------IGDA AYWGSD---- SRRGV----- MRAIGEVLDG D--GAD---- --VPVTFLNV TQLSLYRKDA HTS----VYK K--QWTPPTP EQLA------ ---------- --DPKTYA-- DCVHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS05G35190                       QP-------- ---------- -----SSEAK GNDKSE---- FGTIL----- ADVVANMK-- ---------- --APVTLLNV TLMGAFRSDA HVG----TWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --YPPTVL-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS05G39350                       AP-------- ---------- -----VQNWH GPLWLG---- TDWDM----- FRAARNASRA A--GR----- --VPVTFVDV TAMSELRKDG HTS----VHT I--------- --------RQ GRVLTPEQQA DPATYA---- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS05G51020                       AP-------- ---------- ------MARA EEYVEA---- FPRGM----- VSIVERNVRR A--R------ --TAVGYLDI TRLSELRRDA HPS----VFT V--------- --------RG GKLLTPEQRR QPGSYA---- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS06G10560                       EP-------- ---------- --------IR NEQYLS---- TYPPK----- MSILEDVIHK M--------- -KTPVVYLNI TRMTDYRKDA HPS----IYR K--RNLTEDE RR-------- ---------- --SPERYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS06G12800                       RP-------- ---------- ----LEEDEV SSGVIA---- WELRA----- AQIEEVRKAR E--KVTTTMR TRRRFGVVDV TPAMMARADG HPGEHHRRWR G--------- ---------- ---------- --RNAN---- DCLHLCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G12810                       RP-------- ---------- ----LEEDEA PSWDQS---- IGWDV----- RRAHIEEVTS A--RK-TTPA TTTRFEVLDV TKAMMLRADG HPG----RHY D--KRS---- ---------- ---------- --AGGGAN-- DCLHWCIPGP  [600] 
#OS06G12820                       RP-------L EEDEVSP--- --DSAAWELR RVQREE---- VMRVK----- ETAAAAAAAS G--NA-R--- ---RFEVLDV TKAMMLRADG HPG----AAI D---K----- -RWQK----- ---------- --NIVS---- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#OS06G12840                       EP-------- ---------- ------YRDG EKEVGS---- IEREM----- RSIVFEEATA A-----AAAA ATMRVEVEDV TRLATMRPDG HPG----VYM H--------- -RDPFAGGGA R--------- --PERMQT-- DCLHSCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G12850                       RP-------- ---------- ------YEDG EKEVGG---- IEGEL----- RSIAIEEAAG A--AAAAAAA ARSRVEVLDV TRLATMRPDG HPG----VYM H--------- -RDPFARGVP E--------- --RLQS---- DCLHFCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G12860                       RP-------Y DDGEKEV--- ---------- DADERE---- LRSIA----- MEEVAAAAAR R--GA-AAGG GESRVEVLDV TKLATMRPDG HPG----VYM H---R----- -DPFARGVPK ---------- --RLQV---- DCLHFCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G12870                       RP-------- ---------- ---YKNGEKE AGYTEA---- EMRKT----- VVEEVAAADA A--AA-GGGG AGLRFAALDV TTLANLRPDG HPG----PYM R--------- -GDPFAGGGG GA-------- --RVQN---- DCVHWCLPGA  [600] 
#OS06G16150                       RP-------- ---------- -------ARR GEWELN---- AMEKDMHRIQ VEEFAAAAAA EGETARKRGK EAARMLLMDA TEAMAQRPDA HPS----KHR L--------- ---------- --------WQ PDKFKVSR-- DCVHWCLPGA  [600] 
#OS06G16160                       RP-------- ---------- --ARRGEWEL NAMEKD---- MHRIQ----- VEEFAAAAEE T--AG-KRGK EAARMLLMDA TEAMAQRPDG HPS----KYR L--WQPD--- ---------- ---------- --KFKVSR-- DCVHWCLPGA  [600] 
#OS06G16170                       RP-------- ---------- ------STAN ETRMSG---- LDLDF----- HTAQVEEFRR A--AM-ASGR SAARLLLMDT TAAMVLRPDG HPS----RYG H--WAHEKV- ---------- ---------- --TLYN---- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G16200                       RP-------- ---------- ------TAAR MAGLDL---- DFHTV----- QVEEFRRAEA A--AA-AASG GAARLLLMDT TAVMVARADG HPS----RYG H--WAHEKV- ---------- ---------- --TLYN---- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G16240                       RP-------- ---------- ------TAAS EARMSG---- LDVDF----- HAAQVEEFRR A-EAAAAASG SAVRMLLMDA TAAMVARADG HPS----RYG H--WAHE--- ---------- ---------- --NVTLYN-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G16250                       RP-------A SESEDGA--- ------APEM AATEAE---- FYRAQ----- VEEFAAAAAA A--AA-RNGG KRARLRLMDV TRMMLLRPDG HPD----RHG H---G----- -GGEHD---- ---------- --GFEI---- DCLHWCLPGA  [600] 
#OS06G33330                       VP-------- ---------- ------FKPG ETGDRE---- SDMKM----- WRIEREEFAK A--VVHDRHN NAGRLKLLDT FELSLQRPDG HPG----PYR T--YHPFEKA T--------- ---------- --SAKVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS06G34060                       RP-------- ---------- ----LQESTT ADGGGG---- ALLPE----- QVVVRGVVGS M--------- -ATAVSLLDV TRMSQLRIDA HPS----VYG G--------- ---------- ---------- --PGREGM-- DCTHWCIAGL  [600] 
#OS06G44900                       EP-------- ---------- --------TL RGAVIG---- SYPRK----- MRIVEEVIGR M--------- -RFPVRLLNV TKLTNFRRDG HPS----VYG KAAAGKK--- ---------- ---------- --VSRRKQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS07G15230                       EP-------Y REGEKEM--- ---------- AWVVKD---- TRGIV----- YDVVDAARAR Y--GDVGSGG GAVRIEVLDV TKLASMRPDG HPG----VYM N--------- -RDPFANGGV D--------- --EQKLVS-- DCLHFCLPGP  [600] 
#OS07G15320                       EP-------- ---------- ------YREG EKELEW---- VFREI----- RDVVYDVAAE A-RRGGGGGE TTVRIEVLDV TKLASMRPDG HPG----VYM NRDPFANGV- ---------- ---------- --DENMFS-- DCLHFCLPGP  [600] 
#OS07G31550                       KP-------- ---------- LSAEEVEELF SLDNNG---- TNVEA----- RLVNQHLVRA L--------- EKSTFNVLNI TGMSEFRADA HPS------- ---------- ---------- ---------- TTGGKKHD-- DCMHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS07G46230                       TP-------- ---------- ---------- --ELNS---- SRISL----- HRWPGMVNPA F--EPSRSGT AAAKLRVLNV TLMTAQRRDG HPS----VFN V--AAAARS- ---------- ---------- --PARQRA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS07G49280                       QP-------- ---------- ----IVNRTS GGLDIG---- TDWRL----- HGVARGVLRS M--------- RRVGVRFVDI TALSELRKDA HTS----VHT LRQGKLLTPE QQA------- ---------- --DPRTYA-- DCIHWCLPGL  [600] 
#OS09G20850                       EP-------- ---------- ----YAPGEK EVGYMD---- REMGR----- AEAEEVAAAA A--DARVRAP GRVEVEALEV TAMAALRGDG HPG----PYM N--------- -AFPFAGGE- ---------- --RARVPN-- DCVHWCLPGP  [600] 
#OS09G23360                       VP-------- ---------- --------LS NGSEVL---- QDHSS----- DLPVESAVNG ---------- --TRVKILDI TAVSQLRDEG HIS--NSTFK G--R------ ---------- ---------- --ASTGIN-- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#OS11G01370                       LP-------- ---------- -----VLNYT KPLDLN---- HDMRM----- YDLVAKVAKN M--KN----- --VPVSLIDI TRMSDYRKDA HTS----LYS I--RQGKLLT PEQKA----- ---------- --DPQKYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS11G01570                       EP-------- ---------- ------IQIE DYRSAT---- TDYGM----- MDKAKEIFGT L--EP-KG-- --IHVQILNI TQLSEYRKDA HPT----IFR R--------- -QYVPLTKEQ IANP------ --SIYA---- DCTHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS11G05080                       HP-------- ---------- ---------- DVTPVK---- SLEQW----- ADFLNPVNDV L--GN-SFRP KLLGLDILNV TQMTAQRKDG HVSVHLSPSG P--------- ---------- ---------- --VPLYRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS11G13800                       SP-------- ---------- --------LA KGSGIS---- QNHSD----- DADAEGAVMG ---------- --TRVKLLDI TALSRLRDEG HIS----RYS I--K------ ---------- ---------- --ATQGVQ-- DCLHWCLPGL  [600] 
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#OS11G37630                       RP-------- ---------- ------ARRG EWELNA---- MEKDM----- HRIQVEEFAA A---ARKRGK GAARMMLMDA TEAMAQRPDA HPS----KYR L--WQPD--- ---------- ---------- --KFKVSR-- DCVHWCLPGA  [600] 
#OS12G01380                       LP-------- ---------- -----VLNYT KPLDLN---- HDMRM----- YDLVAKVAKN M--------- KNVPVSLIDI TRMSDYRKDA HTS----LYS I--RQGKLLT PEQKA----- ---------- --DPQKYA-- DCIHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS12G01560                       EP-------- ---------- ------IQIE DYRSAT---- TDYGM----- MDKAKEIFGT LEPKG----- --IHVQILNI TQLSEYRKDA HPT----IFR R--QYVPLTK EQIA------ ---------- --NPSIYA-- DCTHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS12G05080                       LP-------- ---------- -------DVT PIKSLE---- PWADLLEPIN HVLGNSITTK L--------- --VGLDILNV TQMTALRKDG HLS----VYL S--PSGP--- ---------- ---------- --ASHHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS12G33194                       DP-------- ---------- --------LS KGNSVF---- RNRSD----- DAEAEGAVRG ---------- --TGIKFLDI TAISRLRDEG HIS----RYS I--------- ---------- ---------- -KGRGGVQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#OS12G36750                       NP-------- ---------- --------LS KGNSVF---- RNRSD----- DAEAEEAVRG ---------- --TGIKLLDI TAISRLRDEG HIS----RYS I--R------ ---------- ---------- --GRGGVQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00000119                      EP-------- ---------- ---------- IAELEE---- AEGRR----- TSDMERVWAA G--RV-MEGV KKVSVKFVNI TWISLHRKDA HVS----VYN N--------- ---------- RDDNSKRIAA NKNDYSKA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PGL00002746                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------FVDS LPRISVHSNG TRRAPISVIL R--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- RSPSWRSPSX  [600] 
#PGL00002747                      EP-------- ---------- --------IL EESFVK---- PYPER----- MKTVDKVLGR M--------- -KFPVSLLNI TRLSDFRKDA HSS----VYT L--IKMKKLT QEQRN----- ---------- --HPDQYG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PGL00002880                      KL-------- ---------- ---------- LFGSHN---- VSHNN----- DPAAESAVQG ---------- --TRVEYLDI TGISELRDDA HLS----KYS L--K------ ---------- ---------- --SNNGSQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00004010                      NP-------- ---------- ---------I LDPAKL---- GKYPL----- SQILLDVVAR M--K------ --VPVTVLNV TTLSAYRSDA HVG----QWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --DMPSVL-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00006230                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --SIYHGL-- VCFQX-----  [600] 
#PGL00006231                      DP-------- ---------- --------VQ ILGYRP---- PVPSQ----- VPIVKHVLKR T--------- -RFPVTLLDI TKLSEFRKDG HPS----VYS SDFNREQRK- ---------- ---------- --YPDRFA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00008023                      WP-------- ---------- --------DL NSTWLQ---- REPIS----- NQIMSEAIRQ L--NG-K--- --KNVQLLNI TYLTEFRKDG HSS----LYY L--------- ------GDGH GPAP------ --IHRQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00008026                      EP-------- ---------- --------IV SESFVR---- SDPEI----- MQVVGNVLGN M--K------ --FPVSLLNI TRLSDFRKDG HPS----VYK K--DIMEEER K--------- ---------- --DPNKIG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PGL00008944                      EP-------- ---------- ---IDVKIEE KIERIY---- GERNR----- MQVVEKVVAE T--KI----- --VRVKLLNV TQLSMYRKDA HAS----VYT S--KFKYMTN E--------- ---------- --NDYSIV-- DCSHWCLPVF  [600] 
#PGL00009199                      VP-------- ---------- ------YKKG EVKLNG---- VQKEM----- HKIVVDEFKN G---TKEEAP NGSIAKLVDI TYSALLRPDG HPG----KYR DIDFISKS-- ---------- ---------- --TSNQPIPN DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PGL00009692                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00012869                      QP-------- ---------- --------IF DDTLVG---- YYPVQ----- MKIVEEVIKQ M--------- -KTPVTFLNV TKLTEFRKDG HPS----VYG R--RLVGNKT MN-------- ---------- --FQGNSQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00013631                      EP-------- ---------- --------IY NETFLT---- KYPPK----- MEVLESVLKE I--------- -KTPVMYLNI TRITDYRKDA HPS----IYR R--------- ---------- -----QYPSQ EERSERYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00013729                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00013730                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --AGVLVTEL FHSRKISLAC HYX------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00014185                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---TS----- ----P----- LKLSSIADSN N-----K--- --KNAQLLNI TYLTEFRKDA HSS----LYY L--------- ------GEGH GPA---P--- --TYRQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00014800                      DP-------- ---------- --------VQ ILGYRP---- PVPSQ----- VPIVKHVLKR T--------- -RFPVTLLDI TKLSEFRKDG HPS----VYS S--DFNREQR K--------- ---------- --YPDRFA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00015011                      EP-------- ---------- --------IL GSLYAG---- PYPPQ----- LEIAEHVVSQ M--N------ --SRVFFLNI TTLSLLRKDA HPS----IYS T--------- ---DLTAEQR KNP------- --GRYA---- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PGL00015470                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00016142                      VP-------- ---------- ------YKNN EIVMEG---- MNTEM----- YKIQLEEFEK A--AK-DGAA RGLKFRLIDT TWASLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--------- -SHPFAKDKN A--------- --KVQN---- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PGL00016223                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --QPANVTSH SVQHGVKRNL X--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00016224                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --TSIHQLDL THLSELRADA HPA----IWL G--------- ---------- ------RKDA VAIWGQ---- DCMHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00017505                      EP-------- ---------- --------TA GSSYLG---- AYPPQ----- FQVAERVVRS M--R------ --SPVSFLNI TTLSLLRQDA HPS----VYS N--------- ---DLTVGQR KNP------- --QRYA---- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PGL00017520                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00017521                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----DYMQEG NR-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00018170                      QP-------- ---------- ------APSL ADFPDP---- HLWSN----- NQIISKTLEQ L--NH-T--- --KNVQLLNI TYLTQLRKDG HSS----LYY L--------- ------GNGS GPAA------ --LSRQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00018304                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---PA----- VYQVETSHEE S--SVQTPDE RSTPVPILNS TRDSSVGHNS SAI------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --SQDPQA-- DGGQGWLSIV  [600] 
#PGL00019845                      RP-------F TDNELVA--- ---------- NGFTDL---- MKSRQ----- LYAYEEAKKN L--KN-R--- --SKLIWADI TSVFAFRGDG HPG----PYR S--------- -PDPNKITKR GPN------- --GKPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#PGL00020147                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --SSFHLLDI THMSEFRADA HPS------- ---------- ---------- ---------- TSGGKKHE-- DCMHWCLPGI  [600] 
#PGL00020630                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00021186                      KL-------- ---------- --------LS ESHNVS---- HNRAK----- DPGVESAVWG ---------- --TRVECLDI TGISELRDES HIS----KYI L--------- ---------- ---------- -RSKGGSQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00023246                      GP-------- ---------- --------VQ FEGFRP---- PVPPQ----- VLIVKEVVES M--S------ --FPVTLMDI TGLSQFRKDG HPS----IYS S--------- ----VLSNEE KKHP------ --EKFG---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00023256                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00023257                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --FPVTLMDI TGLSQFRKDG HPS----IYS S--VLSNEEK K--------- ---------- --HPEKFG-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00023661                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PGL00023830                      QP-------- ---------- --------IL EESFVK---- SYPER----- MQTVDKVLGS M--------- -KFPVSLLNI TRLSDFRKDA HPS----VYT L--RRKKKLT QEQRN----- ---------- --NPDDFG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PGL00026077                      KL-------- ---------- --------LS EVHNGS---- HNRAN----- DPAAESAVQG ---------- --TRVESLDI TGISELRNDA HLS----KYS L--K------ ---------- ---------- --SNNGSQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PGL00026078                      SP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- SSSGKKLIDE K--------- ---------- TSAIEKRACD YTE------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --GKWVQDSR  [600] 
#PGL00028109                      DP-------- ---------- --------VQ IAGYRP---- PMPAQ----- VPIVKQVLHM T--------- -RVPVTLLDI TGLSEFRKDG HPS----VYS T--------- ---------- ----DFNRGQ RKYPDQFA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00001G00240                    AP-------- ---------- ---------G GVPTSF---- LTGWM----- YNIQVKQFKK V--AEELDEA AKGRLRVLRI TGLAQIRADG HPN----KYR S--------- ---------- --KDDKKFDS QNLNVVRN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PP00002G00270                    TP-------- ---------- ---------G GVPMSF---- LTKWM----- YDIQMRQFKN T--TEELGVV AKDRLKLLRI THLSQMRPDG HPN----SYR T--KDDKAKD KR-------- ---------- --GNIIPN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PP00004G00340                    KP-------- ---------- ---------F TDEEVN---- EMQET----- PWTNKHIIDA I--KQ-KIKK KRSAVEFMDI TTSTNYRADG HAG----LYG I--------- ---------- -----DTNVH GLPPKNRQ-- DCSHFCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00009G00100                    ---------- ---------- --------TI RFEGDK---- QVQEG----- NRIDPHAESA I--LG----- --TTVNLLNI TSLSLQRGET HVS----KYG ---------- ---------- ---------- --GAKSGQ-- DCLHWCLPGI  [600] 
#PP00023G00570                    TP-------- ---------- ---------G GVAMHY---- VTKWM----- LDIQKEAFKN V--TGTLNAA DKLRIKMLNV TNIAQFRADA HPN----VYR T--------- -FQPYSKEH- ---------- --QGFVQK-- DCLHWCLPGS  [600] 
#PP00057G00940                    KP-------- ---------- ------FTDE EVQQLQ---- QVPWT----- NKLIVEAIDQ N------IKT KRSAVEYVDI TTSTNYRSDG HPG----LYG NDVKVNGF-- ---------- ---------- --PPKNRQ-- DCSHFCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00101G01110                    ---------- ---------- --------QI RFENEK---- QVQEG----- NRLDPNAESA I--IG----- --TGVDLLNI TSLSFERGET HVS----KYG ---------- ---------- ---------- --GGVGGQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00106G00770                    TP-------- ---------- ---------G GVPIGP---- LTNWM----- YEIQQEEFKN I--TGEASES EKQRIRLLDI TNLAQIRADG HPD----VYM K--FQPFANE K--------- ---------- --KQLPQK-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PP00154G00820                    TP-------- ---------- ---------G GVAMLY---- VTKWM----- LDIQKEVFQN V--TGTLNAA DKPRIKLLNV TNIAQFRADA HPN----VYR T--------- -FQPYSKEH- ---------- --QGFIQK-- DCLHWCLPGS  [600] 
#PP00242G00420                    VP-------- ---------- ---------G GVAITE---- MNWMM----- HEIETTELEK V--RAEMGA- --NRISLLDI TELAQIRTDG HPGPYRNPYP Y--AKDA--- ---------- ---------- --KEKFQI-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PP00297G00240                    SS-------- ---------- ---TQVEEWF DPANGG---- VNREE----- REVNDVIRSA L--NGH---- --HGFVLLDV AKISEFRADA HPS----LWL G--GKDT--- ---------- ---------- --HLVWGQ-- DCLHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PP00309G00410                    KP-------- ---------- ---------L SDEEVQ---- KMQPV----- PWTNKYIEQT I--KE-NIKT KKGVVEFMDV TTSTDYRSDG HSG----LYA N--------- ---------- -----DVLVM GPTPMNRQ-- DCSHFCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00326G00130                    TP-------- ---------- ---------G GVSISS---- LTNWM----- YEIQTEEFQN V--TGAMSES EKQRIKLLDI TNLAQIRADG HPD----VYM K--FQPFSKE M--------- ---------- --KQPPQK-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PP00372G00360                    LP-------- ---------- ------LTNQ THIYPL---- EQHMQ----- AGVLDNVWET L--------- -HVRATLLNI TTLSSFRPDG HIF----NYS ---------- ---------- ---------- --RRGSPL-- DCAHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00390G00110                    KP-------- ---------- ------LTDE EVLTMQ---- KIPWT----- NKYIEDAIHQ N------IKM KRSAVEYMDV TTLTNYRSDG HSG----LYA NNVKLMGP-- ---------- ---------- --TPKNRQ-- DCSHFCLPGV  [600] 
#PP00424G00030                    KP-------- ---------- --------LE ESELAR---- NSYAD----- TLYAHQIEAV K--EARRIGE NATRIRVMDI TRAFSYRADG HPG----PYR N--RNPNKVV ERGRN----- ---------- --GKPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#PP00431G00060                    RP-------- ---------- ---------- LTEEEA---- RNEWQ----- TPWMNEIVKE S--FMANIKK KLDAVTYLDI TTATNYRPDG HGA----LYT W--DTKKFGL ---------- ---------- --KPRNRQ-- DCSHFCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00001938                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---FLSIVRR GFLLIYAKKH HFS----SFA RX-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00003925                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00006425                      EP-------- ---------- ---IDVKIEE QIEMIY---- GERKR----- MQVVEKVVAE T--KN----- --VRVQLLNV TQLSMYRKDA HAS----VYT S--KLEQMKN E--------- ---------- --NDYSIV-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00007112                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---NTKLLSE SHNVSHIRAN DPA----VES A--------- ---------- ---------- --VRGTRV-- ECFR------  [600] 
#PPI00007963                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00007964                      EP-------- ---------- --------IL EESVVK---- PDPVM----- LQVVEKVLGH M--------- -KFPVTLLNI TRLSDFRKDA HPS----IYT L--RKKKKLT KEQRN----- ---------- --NPDEFG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00008021                      VP-------- ---------- ------FKKN EIAVEG---- MNAEM----- YKIQLEEFEK ---AAKEGAA RGLKFRLIDT TWASLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--PYPFAKD K--------- ---------- --NAKVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PPI00008416                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----IILHI FGLMX----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00008417                      WP-------- ---------- --------EV NSTWFQ---- REPVS----- NQIMSEAIKQ L--SGK---- --KNAQLLNI TYLTEFRKDG HPS----LYY L--GEGQGT- ---------- ---------- --APMYRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00008688                      RP-------- ---------- -------FTE NEVVAN---- GFTDLMKSRQ LYAYEEAKKN LKNR------ --SKLILADI TSVFAFRGDG HPG----PYR S--TDPNKIT KRGPN----- ---------- --GRPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
#PPI00008837                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----CIX--  [600] 
#PPI00008838                      EP-------- ---------- --------VQ IVGYKP---- PMPPQ----- VTIVKQVLQK T--K------ --FPVTLLDI TGLTGFRKDG HPS----VYS P--------- ---------- ----DYNSDQ RKNPDEFG-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00008849                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------VLS Y--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- SIHYW-----  [600] 
#PPI00013412                      EP-------- ---------- --------IF EESAVE---- PFPVM----- LQVVDKVLRH M--------- -KFPVSLLNI TRLSDFRKDA HPS----VYT L--RRKKKLT QEQRN----- ---------- --NPDQFG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00013432                      VP-------- ---------- ------FQKD QVSMPL---- LDADM----- RKVELEEFEK ---AAKEGFA KGLKLKLLDT SQALLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--YYPFANN S--------- ---------- --HAKVQN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PPI00014229                      EP-------- ---------- --------IF EESFVR---- PNPIM----- LQIVENVLGD M--K------ --FPISLLNI TTMSDFRKDG HPS----VYK Q--------- ---------- ----DIKEEE RSDPNKIG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00014345                      DE-------- ---------- ---IKLDEWF DPKNGG---- VNREA----- REVNSIIKYA L--------- HRTSIHQLDL THLSELRADA HPA----LWL G--GKDA--- ---------- ---------- --VTIWGQ-- DCMHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00015461                      DP-------- ---------- --------VQ ILGYRP---- PMPAQ----- LPIVKHILKR T--R------ --FPVTLLDI TGLSEFRKDG HPS----IYS S--------- ---------- --DLNSQQRR YPDQFA---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00015845                      LP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- LKTPEEGLDM V--------- ---------L KNMINFVEKT MPK------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------SG  [600] 
#PPI00016354                      RP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---LNMRAQV SEX------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00016634                      QP-------- ---------- --------IL NETFLG---- SYPVK----- MQTVEDVIQQ M--------- -HTPVTILNV TRLTNFRKDG HPS----VYG KHFTELDQK- ---------- ---------- --KSRRYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00016712                      DP-------- ---------- --------VQ SAGYRP---- PMPAQ----- VPIAKQVLHM T--------- -KFPVTLLDI TGLSEFRKDG HPS----VYS TDFKGGQRK- ---------- ---------- --DPDQFA-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00029676                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00029965                      YP-------- ---------- --------IS DPGNLG---- KYPLS----- -QILVDVVTR M--------- -KVPVTVLNV TTLSAYRSDA HVG----QWS D--------- ---------- ---------- --MPSVP--- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00029966                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- EIQGVLLPGR  [600] 
#PPI00033679                      PP-------- ---------- -------SLP TGGSNS---- ISANG----- FQHVSGLLPS V--------- ----TKDLSV ENISGITTED MPP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00039894                      EP-------- ---------- --------IL GSSYPG---- PYPPQ----- LEIAGGVVSR M--------- -KSRVPFLNI TTLSLLRKDA HPS----IYT LDLTAEQKK- ---------- ---------- --NPGRYA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00044132                      EP-------- ---------- --------IL EESVVK---- PDPVM----- LQVVEKVLGH M--------- -KFPVTLLNI TRLSDFRKDA HPS----IYT LRKKKKLTKE QRN------- ---------- --NPDEFG-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00057730                      LL-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- SSDAEEKTEG SPQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --LSITVVKV  [600] 
#PPI00057838                      QP-------- ---------- --------IL NETFLG---- SYPVK----- MQTVEDVIQQ M--------- R-TPVTILNV TRLTYFRKDG HP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00058297                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- EIQGVLLPGR  [600] 
#PPI00058298                      YP-------- ---------- --------IS DPGNLG---- KYPL------ SQILVDVVTR M--------- -KVPVTVLNV TTLSAYRSDA HVG----QWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --DMPSVP-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00058512                      VP-------- ---------- ------YKKN EVKLNA---- VEKEM----- HKIVVDEFKY ---GTEEEAP NGSIAKLVDI TYCSLLRPDG HPG----KYR D--SNFVSKS RS-------- ---------- --TQPVPN-- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#PPI00063580                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -LFQGKWVHD SLGPLYKNDS CP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --ILTQAQ-- NCQG---NGR  [600] 
#PPI00063597                      EP-------- ---------- --------IY NETFLT---- KYPPK----- MEVLESVLNE M--------- -KTPVMYLNI TRITDYRKDA HPS----IYR R--QYPSQEE ---------- ---------- --RSERYQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00063681                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00063682                      EP-------- ---------- --------TA GTSYLG---- AYPPQ----- FQVAESVVRA M--------- -RSPVSFLNI TTLSLLRQDA HPS----IYS ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00064161                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----AAHSKA HSQ------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --ENKV---- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00065500                      WP-------- ---------- --------EF NSTWFQ---- WEPVS----- NQIMSEAIRQ L--NG-K--- --KNVQLLNI TYLTEFRKDG HSS----LYY L--------- ------EDGH GPAP------ --LHRQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00065764                      QP-------- ---------- -------ALS LADFPD---- PHLWSN---- NLIVSKALEQ LNHK------ --KDVQLLNI TYLSQLRKDG HSS----LYY L--GNGSGP- ---------- ---------- --SALSRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00069149                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00069197                      KL-------- ---------- --------LS AIHNGS---- RNRAN----- YLSVESAVQG ---------- --TRVENLDI TGISELRDDA HLS----RYS ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00069990                      QP-------- ---------- --------IF DDTLVG---- YYPVQ----- MKIVEEVIKQ M--K------ --TPVTFLNI TKLTEFRKDG HPS----VYG R--GLAEN-- ---------- ---------- --KILNSQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#PPI00069991                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00070464                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#PPI00071160                      EP-------- ---------- ----IAKLEE EEGRRY---- GDMKR----- VWAAQKVMEE V--------- QKVRVKFVNI TWISLHRKDA HVS----VYN N--RDDNSKR IAANK----- ---------- --NDYTKA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#PPI00072989                      EP-------- ---------- --------TA GTSYLG---- AYPPQ----- FQVAESVVRA M--------- -RSPVSFLNI TTLSLLRQDA HPS----IYS N--DLTVGQR K--------- ---------- --NPQRYA-- DCSHWCLPGL  [600] 
#TBA00001677                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------MYV N--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00004346                      EP-------- ---------- -------VQN ASSMPL---- PLPPQ----- VPILKQVLST V--K------ --FPVGLMEI TAMSELRKDA HPS----LYG S--ASS---- ---------- ---------- --HPGNHG-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00006917                      EP-------- ---------- --------LA GNRYPG---- PYPPL----- YKTAESVVSR M--R------ --SAVHFLDI TTLSLLRKDG HPS----IYS S--------- ---DFTVGQR RNP------- --ARYA---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00009852                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----VVFLDI TRSTASRQDG VRS----VYG ---------- ---------- ---------- --SGDLRG-- DCTHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00010198                      QP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------IFNE TLIGHYPEQM RIV------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- XXXRKX----  [600] 
#TBA00011032                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------HLEI LIAKSYTMKV SPI------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------NL  [600] 
#TBA00011296                      WP-------- ---------- ---------D LNSSSF---- QSEWK----- SQIMSHAVQQ L--HDR---- --KTVQLLNI TYSAQMRKDG HPS----IYY L--EKGNGP- ---------- ---------- --APMKRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00011691                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------IYG G--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ACCFX-----  [600] 
#TBA00012144                      EP-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------IYNE TYLXXXXXEV QSK------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --DEST---- --------GV  [600] 
#TBA00012145                      PP-------- ---------- ----ESAVNY RKRMPD---- EDRDS----- NSTQAIPFND SVPTKSTVTE GGLETEGTDM NSTQEMPLNG SAP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --VDSRQP-- DVVN------  [600] 
#TBA00015462                      EP-------- ---------- ---------I FDLKRN---- EGYPL----- SQISCDVIAH M--K------ --APVTFLNV TTLSAYRSDA HID----KWS ---------- ---------- ---------- --DMPSVP-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00015654                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --QNSSFMSI EGFPSIAAEK LPP------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------LSAL  [600] 
#TBA00016428                      LP-------- ---------- ---EEVEHMF AVERHG---- PNIEV----- QLANDHFQKV L--KT----- --SNFRLLDI TDMSEFRADA HPS----TSG G--------- ---------- ---------- --KKHE---- DCMHWCLPGI  [600] 
#TBA00017489                      DP-------- ---------- --------FQ VNRDLP---- PVPPQ----- LPMLEYLLKK T--K------ --FPINLLYI TRLSNYRIDG HPS----VYS T--VLTEQQW K--------- ---------- --NPEAYS-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00017684                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------IPSR SMLTTFRSAE YNAS------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00017880                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00017881                      KP-------- ---------- ---------- AVSPAG---- FHDPH----- LQSSNHIISE A--L--EKLH DRTNVQLLNI TYLSQLRKDG HSS----LYY L--GNGSGP- ---------- ---------- --AAIHRQ-- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00019818                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---HCQGVNA TQLGFY---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----FAFR-- HAIRAALE--  [600] 
#TBA00019847                      QP-------- ---------- --------IF NETYHD---- SYPVK----- MQIVEDVIHQ M--R------ --TPVTILNI TRLSEFRKDG HPS----VYG K--------- -HLTELGEKR ---------- --TRYQ---- DCSHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00021216                      AP-------- ---------- --------LS GVNKAS---- GNRAH----- DPVSENAVKG ---------- --TRVELLDI TGSSQLRDEA HLS----KYR FR-------- ---------- ---------- --AKDGAQ-- DCLHWCLPGV  [600] 
#TBA00021480                      VP-------- ---------- ------YKNN EIILDG---- INVEM----- YKIQLEEFKK A--EK-EGAA RGLKFKLVDT TWASLLRPDG HPG----PYR Y--------- -SYPFAKDKN A--------- --KVQN---- DCLHWCLPGP  [600] 
#TBA00024636                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00025353                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------RRSG EGN------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00026111                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00026417                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  [600] 
#TBA00027512                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------DI TSVFQYRGDG HPG----PYR S--PDPNKKT QRGPN----- ---------- --GNPPPQ-- DCLHWCMPGP  [600] 
 
#AT1G01430_TBL25                  IDSWNDLMVE VMLNRERQRR EX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT1G29050_TBL38                  PDTWNQLLYA ALTMX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT1G48880_TBL7                   PDIWNEILLF FLFRQPVQX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT1G60790_TBL2                   PDTWNQLLYV SLLKAGLASK WX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT1G70230_TBL27/AXY4             VDTWNEIMIE MLRRWKVX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31                  PDTWNEILYA YLLRSHRNFF X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT1G78710_TBL42                  PDAWNQLLYT ALLSHX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G14530_TBL13                  TDTWNDLFVA TLHTIKALX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G30010_TBL45                  PDTWNQLFYA ALLYX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G30900_TBL43                  PDSWNQLLYS ELFHSX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G31110_TBL40                  PDTWNLLLYS SLTSX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G34070_TBL37                  PDTWNQLLYA ALSMX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G37720_TBL15                  PDTWNELLIA QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34                  PDVWNELLYA YILDHHSSX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28                  PDTWNEFLYT HIISRRX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30                  PDSWNELLSL FLLHRERQKV TGRDERATAK X--------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33                  QDTWNELLFA KLFYTX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT2G42570_TBL39                  PDTWNLLFYS TLFSSX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G02440_TBL20                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G06080_TBL10                  PDTWNELFYA LFMKQEAPSS SKRVEEANST GNVTMSX--- --------- [649] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32                  QDTWNELFFA KLFYPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G11570_TBL8                   PDTWNEILYA QLLAMNYRTK X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G12060_TBL1                   PDSWNEIFYA ELLVKLDQLG GKRRRKALKD HRSX------ --------- [649] 
#AT3G14850_TBL41                  PDTWNEILYN YMVEX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
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#AT3G28150_TBL22/AXY4-L           IDAWNDFLMA IIRQLRX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36                  PDIWNEMLSS IILTNAVX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G55990_TBL29/XOAT1/ESKIMO1    PDTWNEFLYT RIISRSX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT3G62390_TBL6                   PDTWNHFLYL HLLHKRX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT4G01080_TBL26                  IDSWNDVMVE TTLNRERELY DLTGX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT4G11090_TBL23                  IDHLNDVILE IIVNGRTGKX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT4G23790_TBL24                  FDYLNDVILE TIVNGX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT4G25360_TBL18                  VDTWNEMVLE LIRRDRKSSS TX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                   PDTWNRILLA HLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35                  PDVWNQLLFH FLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G06230_TBL9                   PDTWNEILYA QLLSMNYRTK X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G06700_TBR                    PDSWNEILYA ELIVKLNQLS QTQRKTX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G15890_TBL21                  IDTLNDILLQ MMKTDNX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G15900_TBL19                  IDNLNDFLLA MLKREEDKGF LAQVRKMLSX ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G19160_TBL11                  PDSWNELLYA LFLKHEGYSS PRSNNSDTDN FTX------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G20590_TBL5                   PDVWNHLIYA SLLLQ----- PHSX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G20680_TBL16                  PDTWNEILFA MIX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G49340_TBL4                   PDSWNQLLYA TLLVSHGSLP DKSLGSLLX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G51640_TBL17/YLS7             VDTWNEMVLE IIRRDFEGRQ SSPSSX---- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G58600_TBL44/PMR5             PDTWNQLLYT LLIYX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G64020_TBL14                  PDTWNELFIA QIX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#AT5G64470_TBL12                  PDTWVDILAE LILTNLKTEX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00019G03720                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00630                  PDTWNELLYA SLLLGTPRQV LX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00670                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00680                  PDTWNLLLYA ALFFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00690                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00700                  PDTWNLLLYT ALFFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00710                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00730                  PDTWNQLLYT ALYFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00750                  PDTWNEILYT YLVYHKX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00021G00760                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00023G00100                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00023G00110                  PDTWNELLYA SLFSHQX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00023G00130                  QDTWNELLYA KLFFPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00025G00340                  PDSWNHLLYA FILHHDMHHR TSSX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00025G02240                  IDTWNELVFE IIRREFEGIR X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00040G01910                  PDTWVDILST LIHERLVKKT GPAIX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00040G02130                  ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00045G02000                  PDTWNELLYF LLVSKRREVS TKX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00048G01150                  PDAWNELLYA TLLISGRGTW GKKKNQHX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00057G01830                  TDFWNDLLVV NLITNX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00071G00870                  PDAWNELLLT LTAPKNGTQP AX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00085G01050                  PDTWNELLYA SLLIKGFX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00088G00740                  VDTWNRLLLE MVTRYQKSRK PHYPANVPX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00088G00780                  VDAWNELLME MVARERSKEX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00093G00040                  IDSWNDIVMK IVLDERRSRX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00114G00150                  PDAWNEILYA SIMX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#ATR_00114G00600                  PDTWNELLYA NLLSNGYRTD TNNTRKSX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G03940                        QDTWNELLYS KLFFPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G03947                        PDAWNELLYW KLFFPAADDQ ALX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G03970                        PDVWNHLLYA HIVAX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G16610                        PDTWNHFLYA RIIADSRSSS STTPASSLDI SATSSX---- --------- [649] 
#BD1G19320                        PDAWNELLYA MIINKFSX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G26890                        TDTWNDLLAT NLAAIESX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G31440                        PDVWNELIYA SFVMEPSPSS WNRRX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G32150                        PDAWNHILYA MLLX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G38400                        IDTWNDIIMQ MLGNDLKPPP HPRAX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G43717                        IDVWNELLLQ ILDGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G43730                        IDVWNEMLLQ MILRSSVVRX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G43740                        MDACNDMLLH MLIGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G44890                        IDTFNEILLQ TVVGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G44900                        VDTFNDVLAR MIAAARGX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G44920                        VDMWNGVLLQ RLAEIDPAPL PIDRGEVVNX ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G46280                        PDSWNELVYA QLLIRQHQML QQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G64470                        PDTWNELLFY HLVSSQEIGV RSX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G65530                        PDTWNEFLYA RIVSSPSTTT EQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD1G65550                        PDTWNQLFYT LLFYQX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G07000                        PDTWNVLFYA ALLGQSX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G24750                        PDAWNELVFS YLSTNGWRKT AGX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G28100                        QDTWNELLYT KLFYPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G28400                        PDTWNEFIYG HIVSSPLQQQ IEDQSQRX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G32220                        IDAWNDLIMK MVLNX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G43447                        PDTWNVLLLA SLMRSPADVH LVRKDKX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G45320                        PDTWNQILYA SLLAX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G45350                        IDIWNDLLFQ MILVX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G45360                        VDAWSDMLFH MMSDX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G54010                        PDIWNSLLYT RIMSRPETGI ATTRX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G56830                        PDTWNELVFS HLLTNGWRKM AGX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G58570                        VDTWNEMLFE TIQSDLKRDR SX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD2G58580                        VDTWNEMLFE TIRREFGGDG SX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G01660                        PDTWVDILAA RISHYFKQGK GX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G23050                        ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G37610                        PDTWNEILAA QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G47317                        PDLWNELLFA QIX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G56210                        VDAWNELLLH LLSGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G56217                        IDMWSELLFQ MLVHQX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD3G57480                        PDSWNELLYA QILVKQHQMI HQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD4G05130                        PDTWNEILAT QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD4G40210                        PDAWNQLLYA QLLSMGYDAR KKRSNKSTX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD4G41440                        PDMWNELLFA QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD4G42860                        PDTWNELLYA VFMKRQAMMD QNVSLAGPRT LSTGX----- --------- [649] 
#BD4G44860                        PDVWNSFLYS YLVHKX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD4G44997                        PDVWNTVLFT RIFSKSSPPP LPSLPPQX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD5G15020                        PDTWNELLYA VFMRRQMISD QNVPLSAX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#BD5G15190                        PDTWNELLYA SLLQAGKGSW RLX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00000518                      EDGTVAVVRS G--------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00001152                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00003325                      IDTWSELMLE VLKHVX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00005196                      NIPR------ ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00007571                      PDTWNELLFA QLLFPQRKKQ PAHFX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00007639                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00008379                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00009108                      RDIYND---- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00009353                      IDTWSEFLLE LLKHEX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00011529                      PDTWNHLLYG YLLARDNEYS STGVIRRX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00011961                      TDYWNDLLMV TLFNKKMKAF X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00012342                      IDTWNEILLQ MIREAX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00013875                      -DTVDE---- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00014316                      LKYQDCXXXQ SLVSSRCSRC MEX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00014513                      PDTWNELLYA ALLFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00015101                      PDTWNQLLYA SLITRGLGKG X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00016461                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00018183                      DEKW------ ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00019649                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00021478                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00024128                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00027327                      IDTWNEFVFE IVRRHLSGID DMX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#CMI00027594                      PDAWNELLYA SLLIRGQGVW ATX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A01898                     PDVWNELLYA YILQNX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A01900                     PDTWNELLYA ALFSX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A01902                     PDTWNELFYA VLFSX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A01903                     PDTWNRLLYA SLVLDGTRGN SSSSHLAVX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A01950                     PDTWNLLLYA SLIQNX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A02463                     PDAWNEILYA ELLVKLNQKX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.A02628                     PDTWNELLYA HLLSVRFHEM X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.B01121                     PDSWNVLLYA LFLKHDSNRD QX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.B02240                     PDTWNQLFYT ALFYX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.B03636                     PDTWNELLYS QILIKEIEKG WQENSX---- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.C00073                     PDSWNELIYA SLVFRQTIST SYTX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.C03303                     PDTWNELLFA QIX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.E02713                     PDTWNQLLYA AIVMX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.F01211                     PDAWNEILYA YLLKDHRTIL X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.F01363                     PDTWNEILYN LILX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.F01364                     PDTCNELLYT TLLKINPNRT SRDAPAPSPQ PAAPPAPSPP PAAPPAPSP [649] 
#Eucgr.F02742                     PDMWNEILFS YMLSKNGELF QX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.F03235                     PDTWNQLLYT ILINRGRRX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.G01129                     TDTWNDIFVM LLTQIRRSRX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.G03092                     QDTWNELLFA KLFYPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.H01509                     PDVWNELLYA FFLKGDSVRS RNLTNASX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.H02546                     PDTWNELLYA SLLKMGWGSP TX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.H03574                     PDSWNELLFA LYLKHESSQQ AHGAQKX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.H03575                     MEEEGRIFVV IFPDRNLLEY AX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.H04947                     PDMWNEILLY YLLTNHEX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.I00187                     PDTWNEILCA QVX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.I02565                     PDTWADILSQ LIRHGLERX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.J00170                     QDTWNELLFT KLFYTX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.J00171                     HDTWNELLFT RLFYPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.J00196                     PDTWNEFIYT RILQHSX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.J00985                     PDTWNEMLTA LLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.J01893                     PDTWNQLFYT SLLFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K01183                     PDTWNLILYR SLVANNFX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K01184                     PDTWNLLLYQ SLVAHNFX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K02575                     PDTWNELLYA QLVSRRYVCE X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K02955                     PDVWNELLYA HIFQNRTQRL ENRVEGLX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K02956                     PDVWNELLYT YIFRYIHTX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K02957                     SDVWNELLYA YILRNRSPCX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K02958                     PDVWNELLYA YILHNX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K02974                     PDTWNQILYA HLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.K03547                     PDTWNELLYM HLQTKLRHSV QX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#Eucgr.L03073                     SDVWNELLYA YILRNRSPCX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00000280                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00002300                      PD-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00002328                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00002329                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00003193                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00003825                      PDTWVDVLSA VIMGHLNAKA RCLSSADKX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00004532                      PDTWNELLFA QLLSPRQTNA LSQIX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00004587                      PDTWNELLYA SLLSRGIGVW RTX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00006281                      IDTWNEFLLE MLKHEX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00007295                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00007307                      EKIF------ ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00007382                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00007613                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00009760                      ADDWIN---- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00013099                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00013823                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00013941                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00014329                      ---WNC---- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00015156                      TDYWNDMLMV ILIKESMKGL X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00016442                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00016755                      NNSSQSLSGS PVITPDLDSS TNSAHLK--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00016802                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00016918                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00017675                      PDTWNELLYA SVLIKGX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00023219                      PDFEGQQFLT RMQNKTLALV GDSLGRQQF- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00023280                      PDTWNELLYA SMLMKGQGMW ASX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00024264                      PDVWNNLLYA LIMX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00024384                      PDIWNELLYS LLLPNFHSLX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00024805                      PDTWNELLFA QLVSPQHKNG SAVIX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00025061                      ---WSSILAI GGLTRSPTKW X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00025062                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00025935                      VDTWNEFVFE IVRRHLNGIM NDMX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00027480                      PDIWNELLYA ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00029629                      PDVWNHFFFA FIX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00029886                      PDTWNELLYY ALLFS----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GBI00029995                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00004981                      PDTWNELLFA QLLHPGTKST ADKYGHNRSX ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00005253                      PDVWNHLIYS YLFSSWNGX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00006383                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00006756                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00006757                      IDTWNEFILE MLKREFQX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00007071                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00007072                      PDTWNELLFA SLFMKGNDSX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00007527                      ---------E YLSQEER--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00011709                      TDYWNDLLMV ILLE------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00013619                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00015254                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00017486                      PDTWVDVRAA IIMEHMDSKD KCNLYANAMX ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00019489                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00020816                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00031290                      PDIWNELLYT IIDSX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#GMO00031544                      PDIWNELLYY DLIFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G11810                       PDTWNVLFYA ALTGQHX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G30970                       ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G42810                       PDTWNLLLLA SLARSPVNVH X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G46350                       PDAWNQILYA SLLAX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G46400                       IDIWNDMLFQ MLLVX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G46410                       VDAWNDMLLH MLSDX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G61460                       PDIWNLILYT RIMSRPQLVX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G65800                       PDAWNELVIS HLLTNGWRNL AGX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS01G68630                       VDTWNEMLLE TIRREFEGVR SX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS02G02580                       PDTWVDILAA RILHHFKQAN GX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS02G49650                       IDLWSELLFH MLVDQX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS02G49660                       VDAWNELLLH LLRGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS02G53380                       PDSWNELLYA QIMVKQHQML HQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G18110                       PDTWNQLFYA LLFYQX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G18120                       PDTWNRLLYA HLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G18140                       PDTWNQFLYA RIASAPWSSD QX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G19470                       PDTWNELLFY HLVSSQQKGV TSX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G60300                       PDVWNQLLYA HIVSX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G60340                       PDAWNELLYW KLFFPARDEA IX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS03G60350                       QDTWNELLYS KLFFPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS04G39130                       IDMWNELLLA VLNKYKNSLE DQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS04G42900                       PDSWNELLYA SLLQAGRGSW RLX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS05G12380                       IDAWNDLVMK MVLGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS05G28630                       PDTWNEFIYG HIVSSPQRRP VEPIENQPQR X--------- --------- [649] 
#OS05G28830                       QDTWNELLYT KLFYPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS05G35190                       PDAWNELVFS YLLTNGWRKM ARX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS05G39350                       PDVWNLMLYA RILSRPPAAA GHVAX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS05G51020                       PDTWNLLLFA SWTSLRSX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G10560                       PDSWNELLYA QLLIKQHQML QQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12800                       INMWNDVLLR RLAELSPPSD ARX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12810                       IDMWNDVLLH KIAETASPPA TNLRX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12820                       VDMWNEMLLQ RLTEISTLDQ DASIFEAPX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12840                       VDTFNEILLQ ILSRQRX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12850                       VDTFNEILLQ LLIKKKQQX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12860                       VDTFNEILLQ LLISKRRX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G12870                       IDTFNEILLQ TITRX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G16150                       MDACNDMLFH MLIGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G16160                       MDACNDMLFH MLIGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G16170                       IDVWNEMLLQ MLLLHQPGAV SVX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G16200                       IDVWNEMLLQ MLLLHHRSGE FSVX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G16240                       VDVWNEMLLQ MLLRHQSX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G16250                       IDVWNDLLLQ IIASSX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G33330                       IDAWNDIIMQ MLAINX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G34060                       PDAWNHIMYA MLLTQQRTX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS06G44900                       PDAWNELIYA SLVLEPKPRS WKHHX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS07G15230                       VDTFNEILVQ LLKRGRX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS07G15320                       VDTFNEILVQ LLKKRRX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS07G31550                       TDTWNDLLAA NLLATESX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS07G46230                       PDAWNELLYA MILKRFSX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS07G49280                       PDTWNHFLYA HIVAHAAX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS09G20850                       IDTWNEILLQ LVKRWRDSSK X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS09G23360                       PDMWNELLFA QIX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS11G01370                       PDVWNQILYT RILSKSSPPS PHPPLPPQX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS11G01570                       PDVWNEFLYA YLMHKX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS11G05080                       PDTWNELVYN LLLKRQSMIG QNVPLVGTKT LKAGWRKLNK YNLTIX--- [649] 
#OS11G13800                       PDTWNEILAA QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS11G37630                       MDACNDMLFH MLIGX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS12G01380                       PDVWNQILYT RILSKSSPPS THPSLPPQX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS12G01560                       PDVWNEFLYA YIMHKX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS12G05080                       PDAWNELLYA LFLRRKMVMP HNVSSVGAKR LNTGX----- --------- [649] 
#OS12G33194                       PDTWNEILAA QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#OS12G36750                       PDTWNEILAA QLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00000119                      PDVWNHLLSA LIHX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00002746                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00002747                      PDIWNELLYA SLVLEGYIHX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00002880                      PDTWNELLFA RLLFPQPKKP SAQIX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00004010                      PDMWNELLFA SLLMKGQGVW GTDQX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00006230                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00006231                      PDTWNELLYA SLILKGFGGX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00008023                      PDTWNHLLYG YLLASGYAKD RSTGVSKGX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00008026                      PDIWNELLYG ILVMEGATSP X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00008944                      PDVWNNIFYA LIIX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00009199                      IDTWNELLLQ MIKDINHFSS X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00009692                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00012869                      PDSWNELLYA LLVLRKKAIP GSX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00013631                      PDTWNELLYA SMLMRAKGVE ETX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00013729                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00013730                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00014185                      PDTWNHLLYG YLLASGYATN RSTGVSRGX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00014800                      PDTWNELLYA SLILKGFGGX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00015011                      PDTWNELLYS ALFFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00015470                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00016142                      IDAWNEFLLE MLKRESMX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00016223                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00016224                      PDTWADVLSA LIIEHLNAKT QCLSSSDKRX ---------- --------- [649] 
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#PGL00017505                      PDIWNELLYS ALFYVX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00017520                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00017521                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00018170                      PDTWNELLYA FLIARGFGDX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00018304                      IPNYGVRVGV LLSVSSQX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00019845                      VDTWNEFVFE ITRRHLNGSS NDMX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00020147                      TDYWNDLFMN TLLKERIKVS WX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00020630                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00021186                      PDTWNELLFA QLLFPQPKNL AAQTX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00023246                      PDTWNELLYV TLLFMGFTKX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00023256                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00023257                      PDTWNELLYV TLLFMGFTKX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00023661                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00023830                      PDIWNELLYG SLVTEASATP SPRSPLHX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00026077                      PDTWNELLFA QLLFPQPKKR STQIX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00026078                      RPIYSGKMFK MX-------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PGL00028109                      PDTWNELLYA SLLFKGFGGG X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00001G00240                    IDTWNDLLVE SLRDIIFKX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00002G00270                    IDTWNDMLVH SLRDVIFKX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00004G00340                    PDTWNELLYA SLLARGQGVW GEPIRYX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00009G00100                    PDTWNEILFA DLATKLTSTA IASRAEMRX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00023G00570                    IDTWNDLLVQ SLQDVIHRX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00057G00940                    PDTWNELLYA ALLARGQGVW GKFVX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00101G01110                    PDTWNEILFA DLARKFKSRE SSTVAX---- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00106G00770                    IDTWNDLLVE SLRDAVFGSX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00154G00820                    IDTWNDLLVQ LLQDVIHRX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00242G00420                    IDTWNEMLME TLQQQMQPX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00297G00240                    PDTWVDMLVD VVLKHVQSAQ X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00309G00410                    PDTWNELLYA TLLARGQGVW GAPERX---- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00326G00130                    IDTWNDLLVE SLHDKIHNYX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00372G00360                    PDIWNEQLYA LFLLRASGRA NSQEIKRLFX ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00390G00110                    PDTWNELLFA TLLARGQGVW GQPTGQX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00424G00030                    IDTWNEYLFA MLQREFIPX- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PP00431G00060                    PDTWSQFVLA SLLARGRNTW AQPVRLCDRA KYX------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00001938                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00003925                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00006425                      PDVWNNFLYA LIIX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00007112                      -DHWDFRVKG X--------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00007963                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00007964                      PDIWNELLYG SLVTEASATP SSRSPPLX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008021                      IDAWNEFLLE MLKRESTX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008416                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008417                      PDTWNHLLYA YLLANGYATD RSTGVSX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008688                      VDTWNEFVFE ITRRHLNGSS NDMX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008837                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008838                      PDTWNELLYY SLLFKGFGSG X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00008849                      -DIISTHLNI WLLWX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00013412                      PDIWNELLYG SLVIEGSVIP SPRYYFHX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00013432                      IDSWSEILLE ILQHEX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00014229                      PDIWNELLYG SLVLEGGTSP X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00014345                      PDTWVDVLSA VIVEHLNAKR QCLLSLDKX- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00015461                      PDTWNELLYD SLLLKGFGGX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00015845                      LKIFSDTISQ TFX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00016354                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00016634                      PDAWNELVFA SLVMEEKWKH RX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00016712                      PDTWNELLYA SLLFKGFGVX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00029676                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00029965                      PDMWNELLFG YLLMEGRGV- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00029966                      X--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00033679                      PE-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00039894                      PDTWNELLYS ALFFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00044132                      PDIWNELLYG SLVTEASATP SSRSPPLX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00057730                      PEEEESLKT- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00057838                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00058297                      X--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00058298                      PDMWNELLFG YLLMEGRGVW GTDIMLX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00058512                      IDTWNEILLQ MIQDIX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00063580                      PDKDYEIGGG NLX------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00063597                      PDTWNELLYA SMVIRGKGLR TX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00063681                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00063682                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00064161                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00065500                      PDTWNHLLYG YLLANGYETD RSKX------ ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00065764                      PDTWNELLYA FLIAKGFGDX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00069149                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00069197                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00069990                      PDSWNELLYA FLVLRKKAIP GSX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00069991                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00070464                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00071160                      PDVWNHLLSP LIHX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#PPI00072989                      PDIWNELLYS ALFYPX---- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00001677                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00004346                      PDSWNELFYA SLIFGKHX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00006917                      PDTWNQLLYS SLLFX----- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00009852                      PDNWNELLSS YLLX------ ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00010198                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00011032                      KPSX------ ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00011296                      PDQWNHLLYG YLIASGYGEL GTRDSRRX-- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00011691                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00012144                      CDTGNENPCY VHEHHKNDRL X--------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00012145                      -KTSSPIISC VYIGQTFGDC FQX------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00015462                      PDTWNEMLFA SLLMKGWGFQ GTDYX----- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00015654                      LPAFTETKAC DY-------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00016428                      TDYWNDLLIV TL-------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00017489                      PDTWNELLYA SLVQPAX--- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00017684                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00017880                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00017881                      PDTWNELLYA TLIARGYGDX ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00019818                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00019847                      PDAWNELIYS SLVMEKRANH NX-------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00021216                      PDTWNELLFA QLFFPQGKNL SVSMVSX--- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00021480                      VDTWSEFLLE LLKRDSEX-- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00024636                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00025353                      ----EQMCYG ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00026111                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 
#TBA00026417                      ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- [649] 









Figure S5: ML phylogenetic tree of ESK1 homologs in several land plants. (continued). 











Figure S6: Alignment of ESK1 closest homologs in five angiosperm species. 
This alignment was used to build the Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree in Chapter 




AT Arabidopsis thaliana  
ATR  Amborella trichopoda  
BD  Brachypodium distachyon  
Eucgr. Eucalyptus grandis  
OS  Oryza sativa 
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#ATR_00021G00760               RERRAQD... ..S.R..L.. -FS.--...S .EERPYMSD. LAWRKY..P. LA.RS..... HH.-N.T-RW N.TAM..... G..L...... ...G..I..- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---E...... ...V.L....  [150] 
#ATR_00023G00110               PGDQNHGQ.. V.S.R..... -ISY--.I.S .RN.S.MSD. LA.AKW..S. LK........ HR.-...-R. N.TAM..R.. G...V..... ...G..V... ..LD.GIE-- .-NH..MHS- ---N...M.. TAKE...... .....L....  [150] 
#ATR_00023G00130               SF.EFSGD.. ..S.K..... -GS.--...E .KS.PYIQP. L..KEH..P. .D..HL..K. HA.-...-R. N.T.M..R.. G....Y.... ...G.FV... ..LH.II.-- D-DA..FYA- ---ND..T.. TAK.....I. ..........  [150] 
#BD1G03940                     A.GRAAAG.. VGV....Y.E -AAR--...Q .EE.PYIQP. L..LAH..P. TA.RH..... .G.-...-S. N.T.M..M.. G...L..... ...G.YV.L. ..LHRAI.-- E-SS..MET- ---LD..T.. .AK.....I. .......A..  [150] 
#BD1G03947                     --GAS..G.. VGV....R.E -AAR--...E .AS.PYIPQE L..QAH..P. AA........ .G.GE..-S. N.TVM..M.. G...L..... ...G.YV.LL ..LHRAI.-- E-.SR.FET- ---IDA..I. .AK..D..I. .....L.A..  [150] 
#BD1G03970                     ---------- MSS.R..Y.E -.AY--...E .SA.R.MSDN FA.GKY..T. LR..R..... HG.-D..-R. D.ARM.G... G..LA..... ......V..- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---E...S.D ...S.L....  [150] 
#BD1G16610                     PWAPE.AA.. .YR.W.TY.A -.GEQA...H .SE.....E. .......... DS..R..... SS.-D..-R. D.RA...R.. G..L...... .......... ...S.AI.-- SREH.T.A.F VGPG.A.N.. TATE...... ........Q.  [150] 
#BD1G65530                     VTIRSV.T.. .YQ....Y.E -VNA--.V.. .A......E. .......... DS..K..... TG.-D..-R. D.R....R.. ...L...... .......... .....AIA-- K-.H.T.T.F VN-N..SN.. YAH....... ..........  [150] 
#BD2G28100                     ND.DED...E ..S.S..W.E -.A.--...R .ED.PYIQP. LA.QAH..P. KA.RS..... H..-T..-V. N.T.M..T.. D......... ...G.FT... ..L..AI.-- SADA..FEMS P--DQQHT.. TARA...... .......LQ.  [150] 
#BD2G28400                     EGAHGNAS.. VYK.R..Y.D -KNA--.... .SD.....E. .......... DE..K..... DE.-D..-.. E......... .......... .......... .....E..-- W-DK.K.V.- ---N...N.. .L.E....I. ..........  [150] 
#BD2G54010                     GALGV..T.. .SK....... -ASY--...R .EE.T...S. ....K..... DT..K..... N..-.M.-R. D...FM.R.. G..F...... .......... .....A.S-- .-DK.YVTW- ---EDQRV.. HAWEF..... ..........  [150] 
#BD4G44860                     SGKRQE...N WSV.R..Y.. -ASE--...S GLK.S.IFDE .A.EKY..N. TR..H..... DG.-D..-R. N.TR...... ....V..... I.....V... .M.EAAI.-- E-.L.MRVY- ---N...IS. KAFE....ID ...S.LIL..  [150] 
#BD4G44997                     PIA...PT.N .AR.R.L... -V.T--...R .HE.T...K. ...LE...P. DTW.Y.K... N..-...-T. D.RRFM.RM. G......... .......... .M..G.LS-- K-...KVI.- ---R...TI. HAKE.R..L. ..........  [150] 
#Eucgr.A01898                  PPSMTTSL.. V.S.R..... -TSR--...E .G..RHM-GT LA.GKQ.... LKF.Q..... HG.-D..-R. D.TA...R.. ...L...... ...G..A.L. .M-------- ---------- ---------- ---.....I. .....L....  [150] 
#Eucgr.F01211                  PQDRIKD... V.E.R..W.. -VSY--...R ....PY.VK. ...LK...P. .M........ NG.-N..-R. DPLMM..MI. ...L...... .Q.A.FD... .M....I.-- E-.KR..RR- ---VPPRKI. TIK....SI. Y.....I...  [150] 
#Eucgr.G03092                  AIGRGE.G.. V.S.R..R.E -SAR--.M.E .SE.PYIQP. L..QEH..P. RD..H..... HS.-...-R. N.T.M..T.. G....Y.... ...G.YV..I ..LH.LI.-- E-.S..METF N--SD..T.. TAK.....I. .......L..  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00170                  AIGKLE.G.. I.R.R..R.E -S.R--.H.Q .SE.PYIQP. L..QEH..P. KG..F..... DG.-N..-S. N.T.M..T.. G......... ...G.FV... ..LH..I.-- E-.A..MET- ---F...T.. TAK.....I. .......L..  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00171                  AIGEAA.G.. I.R.R..R.K -S.R--LH.E .S..PYIQP. L..QAH..P. KE..F..... HG.-...-S. N.T.M..T.. G......... ...G.FV... ..L.T.I.-- E-.A.TMET- ---F...Q.. TAK....... .......L..  [150] 
#Eucgr.J00196                  ......Q... ....Q..Y.. -V..--.... ..E....... ........K. .M..G..... ...-...-E. .PR...Q... ...L...... .......... ..A...I.-- R-.....R.- ---...RN.. .I....T.I. ..........  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02955                  STSTTER..N ..S.Q..... -VSY--.... .KE.TYMSD. LA.EKF.... LR..Q..... HG.-D..-R. N.TA...R.. ...LVY.... ...G..V... ...E.AI.-- .-NL..MSSK H--NN..LI. KASE....I. Y....L....  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02956                  ---RRSSR.. ..S.R..... -VSY--.... .KE.SYMSE. HA.EAY..K. LR..Q..... HG.-D..-R. N.TA...R.. ...F.Y.... ......D... .M...AI.-- .-DL...SYH Y--NA..V.. .AHE....I. Y....M....  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02957                  SAAGATTS.. ..S.R..Y.. -ASY--...E .K..T.VSD. .A.EKF..K. LG.RH..... HG.-DI.-R. N.TW...R.. ...LVY.... ...G..V..I ...E.AI.-- .-NL.WISYR H--NH..IA. NAME..T.I. .....M....  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02958                  PSPATSSL.. V.S.S..... -VSR--.... .G..KYMLG. QA.GKF..K. LK..Q..... HG.-D..-R. N.TA...R.. ...L...... ...G..V.L. .M-------- ---------- ---------- ---.....I. .....L....  [150] 
#Eucgr.K02974                  RF.FD....S VMS.K...NS -SYE--.P.T DMS.PY.DR. .E.VK...P. TD..R..... D..-L..-L. DPEKA.K... G..L...... .Q.G..Q.F. ...E.II.-- E-KQ..MKR- ---GRAH... KAKE...SI. ...S......  [150] 
#Eucgr.L03073                  ---------- ---------- ---------- -MR.------ ---------- ---------- --------R. N.TW...R.. ....VY.... ...G..V..I ...E.AI.-- .-NL.WISYR H--NH..IA. NAME..T.I. .....M....  [150] 
#OS01G61460                    GLLGV..T.. .SK....... -TSY--...R .E......S. .......... DT..K..... K..-.M.-R. D...FM.R.. G..F...... .......... .....AMS-- .-.K.YVTW- ---EDQRV.. HAVE...... ..........  [150] 
#OS03G18120                    KMAFNATR.S VTD.Y.AY.R -SKK--LP.T DQT.PYVDR. DS.Q....P. .D.LY.D.HL D..-L..-R. DPVSM..... G..I...... .QLG..L.F. ...N.A..DT .-.A..MER- ---SRT...Y T.KE...SI. ..........  [150] 
#OS03G18140                    T.VSV.DT.. .YR.N..Y.E -VNA--.V.. .S......E. .......... DS..K..... T..-D..-R. D.R....R.. ...L...... .......... ......I.-- K-.K.T.T.F VN-G.NSNI. YAHE...... ..........  [150] 
#OS03G60300                    SSSSGGG... ..S.R..Y.E -AAY--...R .SA.RVMSE. SA.EKY..T. LR..H..... HG.-D..-R. D.EKF.G... ...LV..... ......A..L ..IDTGA.-- E-LHT.I.S- ---SR..TT. KIHE...S.D ...S.L....  [150] 
#OS03G60340                    --GAA..G.. VGE......E -AAR--.W.A .EE.PYIQPD L..QAH..P. AA..R..... ...-...-S. N.TGM..M.. G...L..... .L.G.YT.LL ..LHRGA.GG GG.SR.FET- ---VD...I. .AK..D..I. .....M.A..  [150] 
#OS03G60350                    VGAAAAAG.. VGV....Y.E -AAR--.W.E .EE.PYIQP. L..QAH..P. TA..H..... .G.-...-S. N.T.M..M.. G......... ...G.YV.L. ..LHRSI.-- E-SS..MET- ---FD..T.. .AKN....I. .......A..  [150] 
#OS05G28630                    GGDHGG.S.. VYK.R..Y.E -ANA--.... .SA.....E. .......... DD..K..... DG.-D..-R. D......... ...L...... .......... .....EA.-- W-EK...V.- ---ND..N.. .L.E....I. ...S......  [150] 
#OS05G28830                    .G.EEE.... V.S.R..R.E -AAR--...R .AD.PYIP.. LA.EAH..PE TA..R..... .G.-A..-A. D.AAM.DR.. G..V...... .G.G.FT.L. ..LLAA..-D .-AAR.FATS P--DQQR... TAAA...... .......LQ.  [150] 
#OS05G39350                    AEVNV..T.N .SK.K..... -A.Y--...R .QE..Y.... ...T...... DG..K..... ...-D..LA. D.R.FM.R.. G..L...... .......... ...RPALS-- .-.KSYVTWW ---D.QRV.L HAWE...... ..........  [150] 
#OS07G49280                    QE.KNLRG.E .YK.R..Y.A -AGREA...R .SE.G...E. .......... DS..R..... EG.-D..-S. D.RA...R.. .......... .......... .....AI.-- Y-.Q.T.T.F VN-N...N.. .AHE...... ........Q.  [150] 
#OS11G01370                    PLL...PT.. .SR.R..... -TSL--.A.R .KE.T...K. .S.LA...P. D.W.Y..... NN.-...-T. D.RRFM..M. G......... ........L. ....PILS-- K-...KIV.- ---R..FNI. YAKE.R..L. ..........  [150] 
#OS11G01570                    GGVDGE...N WSL.R..Y.. -SSR--...S GLK.S.IFDE .A.DKY..N. TK..H..... HG.-N..-R. N.TKF..... ...LV..... V.....V... .M.EHFI.-- D-...MRVY- ---N...IS. KAFE....ID ...S.L.L..  [150] 
#OS12G01380                    PLL...PT.. .SR.R..... -TSL--.A.R .KE.T...K. .S.LA...P. D.W.Y..... NN.-...-T. D.RRFM..M. G......... ........L. ....PILS-- K-...KIV.- ---R..FNI. YAKE.R..L. ..........  [150] 
#OS12G01560                    GGFDGE.D.N WSL.R..Y.. -ASR--...S GLK.S.IFDE .A.DKY..N. TK..H..... HG.-N..-R. N.TKF..... ...LV..... V.....V... .M.EHFI.-- D-...MRVY- ---N...IS. KAFE....ID ...S.L.L..  [150] 
 
#AT3G55990_ESK1/TBL29/XOAT1    NSDDPNMHS- ILNRIIMPES IEKHGVNWKG VDFLVFNTYI WWMN---TFA MKVL--RG-S FD-------- -K--G-DTE- ---YEEIERP VAYRRVMRTW G-WVERNIDP LRTTVFFASM SPLHIKSLDW EN-------- -------P-D  [300] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28               .....EK..- .ID....... ........I. .......S.. ....---.VS I...--..-. ..-------- -D--.-...- ---.D..K.. I..E..L..L .D..DH.... .S.....M.. .......S.. A.-------- -------.-E  [300] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                .T.I.VISD- PKK..VKVD. VKDRAKF.E. A.I......V ...S---GLR ..A.--W.-. .G-------- -N--.-ESG- ---A.ALDTQ ....LGLK.. AN..DSTV.. NK.R...TT. ..T.TR.A.. GK-------- -------.-N  [300] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30               .A.P.DKRDG KTDPV.I.N. .S...E...D A.Y.I..... ..TR---HST I...K-QE-. .N-------- -.--.DSK.- ---.N..GIY IV.KQ.LS.. TK.L.Q..N. SQ.SI..S.. ..T..R.S.. GF-------- -------N-E  [300] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31               I..HATN.T- VHK.LVKLDA ....SKS.E. ..V...ES.V ...H---QPK INAT--Y.-D T--------- -------S.- ---VR.YNVT T..KMALE.. AK.FKTK.NS EKQK...T.. ..T.LW.WE. NP-------- -------G-S  [300] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32               ...NATV.R- VSD..VRKG. .N...RH.R. A.IV.....L ..RT---G.K ..I.--E.-. .K-------- -D--E-KKR- ---IV.M.SE D...MALK.M VK..KK.M.. .K.R....T. ..T.Y.GE.. GG-------- -------E-Q  [300] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33               ....AIV.R- .SD.VVRKG. .N...RH... ..III....L ...T---GLK .NI.--Q.-. ..-------- -D--K-EKN- ---IV.VSTE D...MG.KSM LR..KN.M.R KK.R...T.. ..T.A.GI.. GG-------- -------E-P  [300] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34               .....TN.R- FPD..VRIQ. ....ARH.TN S.II...S.L ..RM----PH I.S.--W.-. .E-------- -.--L-.GI- ---.K.V.MV RV.EMALQ.L SQ.L.VHVN. NI.KL..M.. ..T.ERAEE. GG-------- -------I-L  [300] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35               .....VN.R- LSE...R.D. VL..ASK.QH A.I.I....L ..RQ----DS V.LR--WS-. EE-------- ------KGS- ---C..VKSA EGMEMA.DS. .D..AN.V.. NKKR...VT. ..T.QW.RE. NP-------- -------G-S  [300] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36               KRGV------ DRK.VLHLD. ..DNARY.R. ..V...DSAH ..TH---SQ- -RWSS-WD-Y YM-------- -D--.-NKI- ---FKAMDPM ...E.GLT.. AK...I.L.. SK.K.I.RTV ..RE------ ---------- ---------S  [300] 
#ATR_00007G00820               .....RT..- V.D....... .S..A....N ..V.I..... ....---..K ....--..-. ..-------- -.--.-.K.- ---....... I..G..L..L SK..NK.... H..R...M.. .......M.. N.-------- -------.-.  [300] 
#ATR_00007G00860               ...IKVIGD- PKK..LRLD. .S..AQH.I. ..I......V ...S---GLK I.S.--W.-. .A-------- -N--A-EEG- ---...LDA. I...IGL... AN..DSTVN. NK.R...TT. ..T.MR.S.. G.-------- -------D-K  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00750               .A.HATK.R- VKYKLVNLQ. .D...RH... I.I...DS.V ...S---NPT IN.S--VA-P Y.-------- -Q-------- ---VQ.YSA. N...VALN.. AQ..DSH... HNQK...M.L ..T.LW.WE. RA-------- -------G-S  [300] 
#ATR_00021G00760               .....VN.R- LSS...R.D. .A...SY..H A.I....S.L ..RG---ELK I.L.--K.-- ---------- -E--P----- ---C..S.GL D.MNEAL... ADG.DS.V.A RK.R...VT. ..I.LW.Q.N A.-------- ----------  [300] 
#ATR_00023G00110               .....VN.R- LPD..VRV.. M...AQH.S. AE..I..S.L ..RR----PK ....--W.-. .G-------- -S--S-.AV- ---.....MI RVF.MTLE.. AK..VSHE.. .K.KF..VGV ..T.FS.DE. GE-------- -------K-Q  [300] 
#ATR_00023G00130               ...NAIV.R- .TE.MVRAR. .T..AKH... ..I......L ...T---GTR ..I.--..-P .G-------- -G--D-MRH- ---IVPM.TE D...LAL.SM AI...K.M.. HK.R...T.. ..A.E..K.. GP-------- -------E-T  [300] 
#BD1G03940                     ....AVV.R- VAD..VRGTA ....AKF... A.VV.....L ...T---GQK ..I.--Q.-. .E-------- -D--K-SKD- ---IV.M.TE E..GM.LNAV VK...K.MN. KTSR...VT. ..T.TT.K.. GD-------- -------D-S  [300] 
#BD1G03947                     ...AAVE.R- LEE.V.RGAP MDR.SRF... A.V....S.L ..TT---GTK IQI.--..-A DN-------- -D--M-SKD- ---IV.MPAE E...L.LHQV AN.LDA.V.. SKSR.L.VTA ..T.------ GG-------- -------G-K  [300] 
#BD1G03970                     .....VH.R- AAD.TVRAG. .AA.ARR.AA AAV....S.L ..RR----PS I...--W.S. ..-------- -T--T-.GD- YRATK..DAL R.FELALT.. AE.L.FHV.R D..SL..M.. ..T.LG.DH. DSSPSSSSGI ATSKSHEA-A  [300] 
#BD1G16610                     .....QV..- VVD.V.AWR. .A..ARH.R. AH........ ..L.---..E ....--KNPR VS-------- ------PSK- ---.SLVD.. ....E.LK.. AK..D.H... KK.M...MG. ..N..APDT. GG-------- -------QPG  [300] 
#BD1G65530                     ...N.KV..- VPD...QWH. .A..AK..L. ..Y....... ..L.---.LD ....--K.-. ..-------- -E--.-A..- ---.V.VD.. ...NE.LK.. AK..D..... N......MG. ..N..TPEA. G.-------- -------D-G  [300] 
#BD2G28100                     .A..AVV.R- .SD.TVRNG. .AH..RH... AHV......L ..CS---GLR FRIM--N.-P IE-------- -EAAN-TES- ---TVWVSTE E..GMAF.DM LQ.TRD.M.F NK.R...T.. ..T.G..Q.. GG-------- -------A-A  [300] 
#BD2G28400                     .....DI..- .TD.M...T. .T..AA..I. ..Y.I..... ....---.PK ..IVH-D.-. .A-------- -S--K-PVK- ---.D.MD.V ....QILK.. SG...EHV.. R..M.L.M.V ..V.MQ.EG. GS-------- -------.-N  [300] 
#BD2G54010                     .....KI..- .QH...DA.. .AA.AE..RS A.Y....... ....---.LN ..LKR-P.-G EN-------- -W--E---D- ---HD.LV.I E...K.LN.. AS..DE.... A..S...M.. .....SPQV. G.-------- -------.-.  [300] 
#BD4G44860                     ...N.II.R- VEY...RA.K ....ARA.RD A.II...S.L ..RKQKPDMK ...M--Y.-. .E-------- -D--.-.AK- ---LD.V.MV EGFEIALKKL TE.LGT...K NK.RIY..GS ..T.TWAS.. GG-------- -------D-.  [300] 
#BD4G44997                     ...N.RI..- .DH...R..R ..G.AKY.R. ..Y.I..... ....---.AD ...RR-PD-. RY-------- -W--S---.- ---HD.VP.I D..G..LK.. SD.L.E.... A..S...MTI .....SPDK. G.-------- -------.-S  [300] 
#Eucgr.A01898                  .C...VI.R- VD...VRVQA ....AKH.S. ..I...DS.L ..RQ---GPK I..S--W.-. .E-------- -S--P-.RK- ---..LMKM. R..KMALN.. SD.MQVHM.R SK.Q...IG. .ST.ERAE.. GG-------- -------I-A  [300] 
#Eucgr.F01211                  I..HATN.T- VHK.LVKLD. VAN.SRH.Q. ..V...ES.V ...Y---KPL INAT--Y.-. R.-------- -N-------- ---VR.YNVT D...LALE.. AN.L.SS... QKQK...M.. ..T.LW.WE. RP-------- -------G-S  [300] 
#Eucgr.G03092                  ...NAVI.R- VNE.LVRKG. .N...KH... ..I....S.L ...S---GVT V.I.--K.-. .E-------- -D--E-VKD- ---V.VMSTE D...IG.KSL VR..Q..T.. KK.R...T.. ..T.GN.EE. GG-------- -------G-P  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00170                  ....AIV.R- .SD..VRKG. .N...KH... T.IM.....L ...T---GLE ....--K.-. ..-------- -D--E-VRD- ---VV.LSTE D...MGLKSM LR.TKK.M.. KK.R...V.. ..S.Q..I.. GG-------- -------E-P  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00171                  ...NAIV.R- VPD.MVRKG. .N...KH... ..II.....L ...T---GMK ....--K.-. ..-------- -D--E-VKD- ---FV.LSTE D...MALKSM VR.TQK.M.. KK.RA..VT. ....T..TE. GG-------- -------A-P  [300] 
#Eucgr.J00196                  .........- .......... .N...R.... ..Y.I..... ....---..S ....--..-. ..-------- -.--.-S..- ---.D..D.. TV.G..LK.. AK..DQ.V.. NH.....S.. .......... D.-------- -------.-.  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02955                  .....VN.R- VPD..VRVQA ....ARH.SD A.I.I.DS.L ..RR----SQ ....--W.-. .G-------- -S--P-.GI- ---.KDVMM. R..EMALN.. SD.L.VHVNR SK.Q...V.. ..T.ERAEE. DG-------- -------D-E  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02956                  .C.NAVS.P- ADH..ARAQA .....RR.ND A...I.DC.L ..RL----PK IEL.--W.-. .E-------- -S--P-.AI- ---HKMV.MT R..EMALN.. SD.L.MHVNK SK.QLI.V.. ..T.K.AEE. GG-------- -------V-P  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02957                  ...H.YN.R- LPE.VVRVQA ....ARV.SD A.I.I..S.L ..LR----PE I...--W.-. .G-------- -S--P-.GI- ---HKMEQA. RV.EMALN.. SD.L.VH.NR SK.Q...V.. ..T.DRAE.. GG-------- -------L-.  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02958                  .C...MN.H- LD...VRVGA .G..ARH.SD ..I.I..S.L ..RE---SPE I..S--WE-. .V-------- -G--P-.KN- ---..MMKML R..KIALN.. SD.IQVHVNS SK.Q...NG. .AT.ERAE.. GG-------- -------I-A  [300] 
#Eucgr.K02974                  ...LHIVGD- PRK..LKVD. .M..AKH.T. ..I....S.V ...T---GLR I.S.--W.-. .A-------- -N--.-EEG- ---...LDL. ....IALK.. AN..DST.N. NE.R.L.TT. ..T.MR.V.. N.-------- -------K-.  [300] 
#Eucgr.L03073                  ...H.YN.R- LPE.VVRVQA ....ARV.SD A.I.I..S.L ..LR----PE I...--W.-. .G-------- -S--P-.GI- ---HKMEQA. RV.EMALN.. SD.L.VH.NR SK.Q...V.. ..T.DRAE.. GG-------- -------L-.  [300] 
#OS01G61460                    .....KI..- .QH...KADA .AA.AQ..R. ..Y....... ....---.LN ..IMR-P.-G QS-------- -W--E---.- ---HD.VV.I E...K.LT.. AS..ND.... A..S...M.I .....SPEV. G.-------- -------.-G  [300] 
#OS03G18120                    ...RNIALG- AGG.VLHVDA ..E..KH.RR A.I...DS.V ...T---GYR I.SV--W.-. .--------- ----.-.DG- ---...LDAW ....LGLK.. AN..DS.V.. AT.R...M.I .TT.MR.E.. GR-------- -------E-G  [300] 
#OS03G18140                    ...N.QV..- VPD.V.QWH. .A..AH..L. ..Y.I..... ..L.---.LD ....--K.-. ..-------- -Q--.-A..- ---.V.VD.. ...KE.LK.. AK..D..... N......M.. ..N..TPEA. G.-------- -------Y-G  [300] 
#OS03G60300                    ...H.LR.R- VAD.TVRAA. .N..AAH.TN A.V....S.L ..QR----P. ....--W.-. ..NPAAVVAA AA--E-EGDE YAVSKV.DSL R..ELAV... AD.M.FHV.R A..QL..MT. ..T.LR.DE. .DAAAAAA-- -------G-G  [300] 
#OS03G60340                    ...GAAV--- PDD.L.RGAP MN..SSF... A.V....S.L ...T---GDK IQI.--..-A DE-------- -D--M-SKD- ---IV.M.AA E...L.LHQV TR.L.G.V.. KSAR...VTA ..S.A----- ---------- -------G-A  [300] 
#OS03G60350                    ....AVV.R- .AD..VRGTA L...ARF... A.I....S.L ...T---GQK ..I.--Q.-. .E-------- -D--K-SKD- ---IV.M.TE E..GM.LNAV VR...N.MN. RNSR...VT. ..T.TR.K.. GD-------- -------D-S  [300] 
#OS05G28630                    .........- .VD...K.T. .A..AA..E. ..Y.I..... ....---.PE ..I.H-G.-. .S-------- -.--K-PVK- ---.D.M..V A...K.LK.. SR...KHV.. K.S....M.V ..V.MQ.EG. GK-------- -------.-.  [300] 
#OS05G28830                    .A.NAAV.R- .SD.MVRRG. .GH..RH.E. A.VI.....L ..CT---GLQ FRI.E-D.-P ..-------- -AGGN-SST- ---TTWVSTE E..AMAF.EM LQ.AREHM.F AT.R...T.. ..T.G..Q.. GG-------- -------GEP  [300] 
#OS05G39350                    .....KA..- .RD.V.K..A .AA.AGD.V. ..Y....... ....---.VN ...VR-PT-G KT-------- -W--E---.- ---.D.VG.I E.....LD.. AT..ND.V.. A..S...M.V .....SPEA. G.-------- -------.-G  [300] 
#OS07G49280                    .....QV..- VRD.V.AWR. .A..AA.... .HY....... ..L.---N.Q I...KS..AP .A-------- -GSG.WSSR- ---.ALVD.A I...E.LK.. AK..D.R... NK.H...MA. ..N.FMPEA. GG-------- -------SAG  [300] 
#OS11G01370                    ...N..F.H- .DQ...S..R ..S.AN...D ..Y.I..... ....---NED I..RR-PN-. TS-------- -W--S---D- ---HD.VP.I ET.G..FK.. ST.L.Q.V.. A..S...MTI ....NSPAQ. G.-------- -------.-N  [300] 
#OS11G01570                    ...N.II.R- VEY...RADR ....ANV..D A..I...S.L ..RKQRDGMT ...M--Y.-. .E-------- -D--.-.AK- ---LD.V.MV DG.EIALKKL TEYLGA..NK NK.RI...GS ..A.SWASN. GG-------- -------D-.  [300] 
#OS12G01380                    ...N..F.H- .DQ...S..R ..S.AN...D ..Y.I..... ....---NED I..RR-PN-. TS-------- -W--S---D- ---HD.VP.I ET.G..FK.. ST.L.Q.V.. A..S...MTI ....NSPAQ. G.-------- -------.-N  [300] 




#AT3G55990_ESK1/TBL29/XOAT1    GIKCALETTP I--LNMSM-P ---FSVGTDY ---RLFSVAE NVTHSLN--- --VPVYFLNI TKLSEYRKDA HTSVHTIRQG KMLTPEQQA- DPNTYADCIH WCLPGLPDTW NEFLYTRIIS RS-------- ---------- - [441] 
#AT2G40150_TBL28               ..R....... .LNMSFNVAY GQFSA..... ---...P... ...Q..K--- --..IH.... .A........ ....Y..K.. .L..R...N- ..ANF..... .......... ......H... .R-------- ---------- - [441] 
#AT5G01360_TBL3                .T..FN..K. .--KDKK--F ---WGT.SNK ---QMMK.VS S.IKHMT--- --TH.TVI.. .Q.....I.. ....Y.ETG. .I..A..R.- ..MHH..... .......... .RI.LAHL-- ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#AT2G40160_TBL30               .S..EK..E. .--....K-. ---IN...NR ---..YEI.L .A.K.T--K- --..IH.... .TM......G ...FYGSIN. .LM....KL- ..R.F...Y. ........S. ..L.SLFLLH .ERQKVTGRD ERATAK---- - [441] 
#AT1G73140_TBL31               DGT.YD.LY. .--DKR.--Y ---WGT.SNQ ---EIMKIVG D.LSRVG--- --EN.T.... .Q.......G ..T.YGE.R. .L..K..R.- ..KN.G.... .....V.... ..I..AYLLR SHRNFF---- ---------- - [441] 
#AT3G11030_TBL32               .KN.YNQ... .--QD.N--H ---WPSDCSK ---T.MK.IG EELDQRAE-- --F..TV... .Q..G..... ...IYKKQ-W SP..K..L.- N.AS.S.... ......Q... ..LFFAKLFY P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#AT2G40320_TBL33               .QN.YNQ..L .--EDP.--Y ---WGSDCRK ---SIMK.IG E.FGRSK--- --T.ITL... .QM.N..... ...IYKKQ-W SP..A..LE- N.TS....V. ......Q... ..L.FAKLFY T--------- ---------- - [441] 
#AT2G38320_TBL34               NQN.YG.ASL .--DKEG--Y ---TGR.S.P ---KMMR.L. ..LDG.KNRG --LNMQMI.. .Q......EG .P.IYRKQ-W GTVKENEIS- N.SSN..... .....V..V. ..L..AY.LD HHSS------ ---------- - [441] 
#AT5G01620_TBL35               EGN.YG.KK. .--EEE.--Y ---WGS.S.I ---PTMRMVK R.LER.G--- --PK.SVI.. .Q.......G .P..YRKF-W EP.NEDRLK- N.AS.S..T. ..V..V..V. .QL.FHFL-- ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#AT3G54260_TBL36               .QM.YNQKH. LPS.SS.--- ----TKPHVP ---QQSR.LN K.LRTMK--- --YR..LYD. .TM.A..R.G .P..FKRAMH EEEKHHRI.- G.SS--..S. .....V..I. ..M.SSI.LT NAV------- ---------- - [441] 
#ATR_00007G00820               .....K..M. .--.D.P--T ---VQ..... ---.V.A..S .I.S.MKK-- --...S.I.V .A...L.... ....Y..... ....R..K.- ..A....... .......... ......QL.F .--------- ---------- - [441] 
#ATR_00007G00860               ..R.YN..R. V--.KRG--Y ---WGS.S.G ---..M..VG SIVKRMK--- --...SVI.. .Q...H.I.G ....Y.ETH. .V.ND..K.- ..LHN..... .....V.... .QI..SYL-- ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#ATR_00021G00750               SGN.YN..H. .--QGS---Y ---LG..SST ---EMMDIVV .TLR.M.--- --.G.TYIK. .Q........ ...LY.E.A. .L..A..RS- E......... .....V.... ..I...YLVY HK-------- ---------- - [441] 
#ATR_00021G00760               ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#ATR_00023G00110               .GN.YN..E. .--RDER--Y ---WGE.S.K ---.MIDAMD Q.IAGMREKG --.S.S.... .Q.......G .P.IYRKQ-W EP.K...L.- ..AS...... .....V.... ..L..ASLF. HQ-------- ---------- - [441] 
#ATR_00023G00130               EGN.YN.... .--EDPT--Y ---WGR.SSK ---GIMR.LG Q.LSGMK--- --...TL... .Q........ ...IYKKQ-W NP.....L.- N.VS....V. ......Q... ..L..AKLFF P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#BD1G03940                     DGN.YNQ... .--RDL.--Y ---WGP..SK ---G.MR.IG E.FSTSK--- --...GIV.. .Q........ ..QIYKKQ-W NP.....I.- N.KS....T. ......Q... ..L..SKLFF P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#BD1G03947                     .ND.YGQK.. .--TGDE--- ---HASY.SR ---AMLK..D E.LGGSRSRR AV...GVV.V .RM....R.. ..Q.YREQW. .TGVAGK.E- --QSD...T. .....V..A. ..L..WKLFF PAADDQAL-- ---------- - [441] 
#BD1G03970                     YG..YN..E. .--ATDAR-Y ---VGGAGRR GYAA.AGAV. DAVRG.GARG --.G.RL.DV .RI..R.... .P...RRQ-W EP..EA.RRE ..AG....V. .....V..V. .HL..AH.VA ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#BD1G16610                     AV...M..E. .--M.RT--W ---VNI...W ---..HG..Q G.LG.MRR-- --...HLVD. .A...F.... ......L... .L..R....- ..RA...... .......... .H...A...A D.RSSSSTTP ASSLDISATS S [441] 
#BD1G65530                     .....M..M. .--K.RTA-S ---LD....W ---..YAG.Q D.LQTFR-R- --...H.VD. .A...L.... ......L... .L.......- ..K....... .......... .....A..V. SPSTTTEQ-- ---------- - [441] 
#BD2G28100                     .GN.YN..AM V--QDAE--Y ---WGTDSRR ---SVMR.IG DILDGDGAD- --..LT.... .Q..M..... ...IYKKQ-W NP..A..L.- ..KS....V. ......Q... ..L...KLFY P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#BD2G28400                     N...FS..Q. A--I.YTK-E ---LEL...W ---D...ASH GF.KAMK-K- --...H.I.. .A...I.... ......L... .L..K....- N.RKF..... .......... ...I.GH.V. SPLQ---QQI EDQSQR---- - [441] 
#BD2G54010                     ..R..K..M. L--..WRGPI ---W-L...W ---DM.K..S ...GAAAPR- --..IT.VD. .TM..R...G .......... QV.......- ..G....... .....V..I. .SL.....M. .PETGIATTR ---------- - [441] 
#BD4G44860                     KN..LN.SE. .--VKPG--Y ---KGAT... ---SMMEK.Q EIFRP.EEKG --IH.QV..F .Q..DH.I.. .PT.FRRQ-F VP..AA.V.- ..SS....T. .....V..V. .S...SYLVH K--------- ---------- - [441] 
#BD4G44997                     A...FN..L. V--..YTE-. ---.DLNH.M ---.MYDLVA STSR.MK-K- --...TLID. .RM.D..... ....Y...RD RL...K.R.- ..EKF..... .....V..V. .TV.F...F. K.SPP-PLPS LPPQ------ - [441] 
#Eucgr.A01898                  .HN.FG..E. .--TKEG--Y ---WGS.SNR ---EMMR.LQ KALNK.SKRG --LN.QM... .Q........ .V.IYKGQ-A .N..QH.I.- N.A.....F. ........V. ..L..AY.LQ N--------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.F01211                  DGN.FG.SY. .--QGP---Y ---WGS.SNL ---EIMKIVR HALRQ.K--- --IN.TL... .QM..F.... ....F.E.K. .L..KA.RS- ..K.FG.... .....V..A. ..I..AYLLK DHRTIL---- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.G03092                  .GN.YNQ... .--EDPN--Y ---WGSDSRK ---SIMQ.IG E.FSKSK--- --..IT.... .Q..N..... ..MIYKKQ-W SP.....L.- N.VS....V. ......Q... ..L.FAKLFY P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.J00170                  .GN.YNQ..I .--EDPN--Y ---WGSDCRK ---GVMR.IG E.FSKTK--- --..IVL... .Q..S..R.. ...IYKKQ-W HP..A..V.- N.AS....V. ......Q... ..L.F.KLFY T--------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.J00171                  .GN.YN..AM .--EDPN--Y ---WGSDCSK ---SIMR.IG Q.FSKAE--- --..ITV... .Q..S..... ...I.KKQ-W NP.....L.- N.VS....V. ......H... ..L.F..LFY P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.J00196                  .....K..M. V--..TTA-Q ---LN....R ---...VI.D ...R.M--K- --L..H.M.. .T........ .......... .........- ..Q....... .......... ...I....LQ H.-------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.K02955                  .QN.YA..E. .--AKEG--Y ---WGS.S.P ---GMMR.V. S.IDQ.KARG --LG.QI... .Q......E. .PTI.RRQ-W EP..E..K.- K.TS....F. .....V..V. ..L..AH.FQ NRTQRLENRV EGL------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.K02956                  .RN.LG..EQ .--TREG--Y ---WGN.SVP ---AMMR.V. S.IEK.KTRG --.TIHV... .Q......E. .PAIYRKQ-W HP..K..L.- Y.IS....L. .....V..V. ..L...Y.FR YIHT------ ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.K02957                  .HN.YQ..E. .--TREG--Y ---SGS.SRP ---E.MRAV. A.IGR.RARG --LG.RI... .Q........ .P.IYKRQ-W HP.SR..L.- ..TS....F. .....VS.V. ..L..AY.LR NRSPC----- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.K02958                  DHN.FE..E. .--TEGG--Y ---RVRRSTR ---GMMHTLR KAVNK.QKRG --LN.HV.D. .......... .S.IYKEQ-T .N..QH.M.- N.V.....F. ........V. ..L..AY.LH N--------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.K02974                  ....FN..K. V--MKKN--H ---WGT.S.K ---.IMK.VS S.VEKMK--- --...T.I.V .Q.....I.. .S.IY.ETG. SL..D..K.- ..LHH..... .....V.... .QI..AHL-- ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#Eucgr.L03073                  .HN.YQ..E. .--TREG--Y ---SGS.SRP ---E.MRAV. A.IGR.RARG --LG.RI... .Q........ .P.IYKRQ-W HP.SR..L.- ..TS....F. .....VS.V. ..L..AY.LR NRSPC----- ---------- - [441] 
#OS01G61460                    ..R..K..M. L--..WHGPI ---W-L...W ---DM.HA.A ..SRTAATR- --..IT.VDV .TM..R...G .......... .V.......- ..G....... .....V..I. .LI.....M. .PQLV----- ---------- - [441] 
#OS03G18120                    ..R.YN..W. .--TQRG--Y ---RGS.S.R ---.MME.MS D.LGRMR--- --T..TL... .Q.T.H.V.. .V..Y.ETG. LLV.D.EKT- ..QR.T.... ..I..V.... .RL..AHL-- ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#OS03G18140                    .....M..L. .--T.RTT-S ---LD....W ---..YAG.Q E.LQTFR-R- --...HLVD. .A...L.... ......L... .L......S- ..K....... .......... .Q...A..A. APWSSDQ--- ---------- - [441] 
#OS03G60300                    NHG.YG..E. .AAEEYR--- ---GTS...M ---AFARAV. AEARR.GERS --.A.RLI.V .R...R.... .P...RRY-W DPV.D..RR- N.SS...... .....V..V. .QL..AH.V. ---------- ---------- - [441] 
#OS03G60340                    .GE.YDQ... VGAADAA--S ---YCGS.SR ---.MVQ..G E.LGASR--- --...GVV.V .RM..L.R.. ..Q.YREQRW AKP.A..L.A ..RS....T. .....V..A. ..L..WKLFF PARDEAI--- ---------- - [441] 
#OS03G60350                    DGN.YNQ... .--RDL.--Y ---WGP..SK ---G.MR.IG E.FSTSK--- --...GIV.. .Q........ ..QIYKKQ-W NP.....I.- N.KS....T. ......Q... ..L..SKLFF P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#OS05G28630                    A...FS..Q. A--I.YTK-K ---LE....W ---D...T.H H..KAMK-R- --...H.I.. .A...I.... ....N.L... .L..K..K.- N.RKF..... .......... ...I.GH.V. SPQRRPVEPI ENQPQR---- - [441] 
#OS05G28830                    .GN.YG..EM .--GDAA--Y ---WGSDSRR ---GVMRAIG E.LDGDGAD- --...T...V .Q..L..... ....YKKQ-W TPP....L.- ..K.....V. ......Q... ..L...KLFY P--------- ---------- - [441] 
#OS05G39350                    .VR..K.DA. V--Q.WHGPL ---W-L...W ---DM.RA.R .ASRAAGR-- --...T.VDV .AM..L...G .......... RV.......- ..A....... .....V..V. .LM..A..L. .PPAAAGHVA ---------- - [441] 
#OS07G49280                    AV...M..Q. .--V.RTSGG ---LDI...W ---..HG..R G.LR.MR-R- --.G.R.VD. .A...L.... ......L... .L.......- ..R....... .......... .H...AH.VA HAA------- ---------- - [441] 
#OS11G01370                    ....VK..L. V--..YTK-. ---LDLNH.M ---.MYDLVA K.AKNMKN-- --...SLID. .RM.D..... ...LYS.... .L.....K.- ..QK...... .....V..V. .QI.....L. K.SPPSPHPP LPPQ------ - [441] 
#OS11G01570                    NN..LN..E. .--QIED--Y ---R.AT... ---GMMDK.K EIFGT.EPKG --IH.QI... .Q........ .PTIFRRQ-Y VP..K..I.- N.SI....T. .....V..V. .....AYLMH K--------- ---------- - [441] 
#OS12G01380                    ....VK..L. V--..YTK-. ---LDLNH.M ---.MYDLVA K.AKNMKN-- --...SLID. .RM.D..... ...LYS.... .L.....K.- ..QK...... .....V..V. .QI.....L. K.SPPSTHPS LPPQ------ - [441] 
#OS12G01560                    NN..LN..E. .--QIED--Y ---R.AT... ---GMMDK.K EIFGT.EPKG --IH.QI... .Q........ .PTIFRRQ-Y VP..K..I.- N.SI....T. .....V..V. .....AY.MH K--------- ---------- - [441] 
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